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The following research examines how material culture was used to negotiate social relation-
ships through exchange, in nineteenth century Roviana lagoon, Solomon Islands. Recent 
debates in Melanesian anthropology have focused on the commensurability of Western and 
non-Western understandings of exchange, and the applicability of various theoretical models 
(such as gift or commodity systems) to the context of colonial and post-colonial encounters. 
At issue has been the degree to which differences in cultural theories about persons, things and 
relationships can be said to have coloured interactions between Melanesians and Europeans. 
The present work articulates with these debates by providing a case study that delineates how 
Roviana people conceptualised material culture and its exchange, and how this gradually 
became enmeshed with European activity and modes of understanding. The methodology 
adopted provides access to the past through archaeology, history, and ethnography, allowing a 
richer account of nineteenth century Roviana sociality than has been previously possible. 
Roviana was once the centre of a network of regional interaction involving ritual violence 
and trade, in a landscape tl;iat drew the interest of Europe's industrial powers. This disser~a-
tion begins by detailing the long-term development of this centre, describing the cultural 
landscape and categories of social persons recognised during the nineteenth century. The 
material culture of the period is then analysed utilising a rich archaeological assemblage de-
riving from abandoned village architecture, and museum collections. The 'style' of Roviana 
material culture is delineated and an argument is developed, postulating that it was conceived 
in terms of agency - things were perceived as being intimately intertwined with the ability of 
persons to have an effect on the world and to achieve specific ends. The Roviana style was less 
about signifying identity or conveying communicative meaning, than a means of addressing 
particular ontological concerns about personal coherence and efficacy. 
This argument is then brought to bear on an analysis of the use of material culture in 
specific forms of exchange. It is proposed that the practice of 'keeping' exchange media served 
to replicate or reproduce social relations, whilst 'giving' exchange media tended to expand 
social relations. In opposition, the use of certain artefacts in enacting ritual violence served 
to sever relationships. During the initial stages of European activity in the region, these cat-
egories of exchange dictated the form of encounters. The use of exchange to replicate, expand 
or sever relations is argued to have been conducted according to a theory of action in which 
personhood was conceived of as relational, or 'fractal' - replication, expansion and severance 
enabled people to act effectively in a relational world. 
Finally, an analytical parallel is drawn between the ritual breakage of material culture 
by Roviana people and the practice of material culture collecting by European visitors, as a 
means of contrasting differences and similarities in the use of material things for personal 
ends. This leads to the conclusion that the agency of people and things is always intertwined, 
in a way that is fundamental to human experience. No matter what the evident differences in 
conceptualisation between cultural groups, these are structurally comparable as permutations 
of the common ontological basis of human-thing interaction. 
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The New Georgia Archaeological Survey (1996-2000) 
The following research was conducted as part of the New Georgia Archaeological Survey 
(NGAS), a joint project of the Centre for Archaeological Research, University of Auckland; 
Department of Anthropology, University of Otago; Department of Geography, University 
of Western Australia; National Museum of the Solomon Islands, Honiara; and the Solomon 
Islands Ministry of Culture and Tourism, Western Province, Gizo. Funding was provided by 
the National Geographic Society of America and the Royal Society of New Zealand. 
The NGAS began in 1996 as a four year programme of archaeological investigation aimed 
at developing the first culture history for the New Georgia region. At the time, the central 
body of the Solomon Islands archipelago was an archaeological 'terra incognita' with very 
little research having been published, although, ironically, this area was thought by many to 
be critical in the geography of Pacific prehistory. Besides going some way towards rectifying 
this situation, the NGAS was also designed to investigate the history of human diversity in the 
Solomons by establishing length of occupation, history of population movements, and mech-
anisms of interaction and isolation. Roviana lagoon on the southwest coast of New Georgia 
was chosen as the primary field site. 
In 1996 archaeological surveys began, being directed by the principal investigators, Assoc. 
Prof. Peter Sheppard (Auckland) and Dr. Richard Walter (Otago), and assisted by Kenneth 
Roga (regional archaeologist, Ministry of Culture and Tourism). An early focus was on es-
tablishing whether there was any evidence for Lapita or much earlier Pleistocene occupations 
in the region. The latter became an ongoing question that has not yet been answered, but the 
question of Lapita-era occupation was addressed in surveys of inter-tidal ceramic sites dot-
ting the edges of the lagoon. This work became the focus of a PhD project by Matthew Felgate 
(Auckland). It quickly became apparent however, that Roviana harboured an incredibly rich 
archaeological landscape of religious sites and settlements dating to the last 1000 years, and 
importantly, that these sites were what interested Roviana people most about their own past. 
The wealth of the material, and a sense of obligation to present day descendants, led to an 
increasing amount of time in the field being directed towards recent prehistory. The religious 
architecture of this period became the central focus of an MA project by Takuya Nagaoka 
(Auckland) completed in 1999. His work involved enormous amounts of mapping, site clas-
sification, and the recording of oral traditions about specific places. I was invited to join the 
project in 1997, to work on the material culture deposited on the same sites Nagaoka was map-
ping. In 1998, new funding enabled the project to expand and include Dr. Shankar Aswani, 
who conducted ethnographic and ethnohistoric research during a post-doctoral appointment 
at Auckland. The recording of oral history had been part of surveys from the beginning of 
the project, with all participants involved to some degree, but by 1998 it had become apparent 
that this topic required dedicated study - Aswani, who is fluent in Roviana, took over much 
of these duties. Prof. John Dodson (Western Australia) also joined the project in 1998, and, 
with his MSc student Sarah Grimes, investigated the history of environmental change in the 
region. 
iv 
1999 proved to be the last fieldwork year for the Roviana component of the NGAS project. 
In the middle of the year simmering political tensions between Malaitan and Guadalcanal 
people in the capital city of Honiara had begun to erupt. By 2000 violent skirmishes took 
over the capital and gradually spread throughout the archipelago. This put a temporary end 
to fieldwork, although individual projects have since resumed. 
The NGAS was always a collaborative project, with less compartmentalisation of duties 
than the above summary might imply. We were all involved in each others work at every stage 
of the process, from data gathering to the formation of ideas. The research that I present here 
would have been impossible without the input and efforts of other members of the team. This 
is acknowledged throughout the thesis in the heavy citation of my NGAS colleagues, particu-
larly in the sections on the archaeological landscapes and associated oral histories presented 
in chapter three. But, inevitably, I must claim the interpretations presented here as my own, 
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Notes on Orthography 
Zinama Roviana is the language of north-west New Georgia, and belongs to the Northwestern 
Solomonic branch of the Austronesian languages. In this work I generally employ the orthog-
raphy introduced by the Methodist Mission, as detailed in Waterhouse (1949), and used by 
most Roviana speakers today - the only exceptions are place names, for which I follow official 
map spellings. Roviana vowels (a, e, i, o, u) sound like those of Spanish and Italian, and there 
are no c, f, w, x, or y consonants. The consonant b has a prenasalised m ('mb'), d has a prena-
salised n ('nd'), g is the 'Melanesian' g (i.e. 'gh'). It is conventional to use q to denote a hard 
ngg as in 'linger: For a softer ng (as in 'singing') I use the eng character: 1). The accent usually 
falls on the first syllable. 
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That our lives are completely intertwined with material culture is both obvious and hidden. 
Obvious, because all of our actions and interactions are surrounded and supported by things, 
but hidden because we seldom reflect on the fact, or if we do, we tend to think of things as 
separate from ourselves, as the objects of our subjectivity. This can be construed as a ten-
sion operating between opposite ways of interacting with things - in some circumstances, 
our agency as a person is unreflectively intertwined with material culture, but in others we 
step back from things and perceive them as distinct elements of the world, as objects. In the 
research presented in the pages that follow, I examine how this tension played out in one 
particular historical context, arguing that the movement to and fro between unreflective in-
volvement and explicit objectification is a primary animating force in human sociality and:. 
the negotiation of relationships. The context of my examination is limited geographically to 
Roviana lagoon, New Georgia in the western Solomon Islands (maps 1.1 & 1.2), and is tem-
porally focussed on the nineteenth century. Accordingly, this is a work of historical anthro-
pology, engaged in reconstruction. The context casts the above stated tension in a particular 
light, allowing an exploration of contemporary issues in Oceanic anthropology and material 
culture studies. During the nineteenth century, Roviana was the site of engagement between 
groups of people often depicted as coming from entirely distinct social worlds, with different 
ways of interacting with things: Melanesians and Europeans. While the former are typically 
portrayed as having an association with things that tends towards an intertwined personifica-
tion, involving idolism and fetishism, the latter are supposed to be arch-objectifiers, purvey-
ors of the analytic gaze. This is held to be revealed in their different political economies, with 
Melanesians exhanging gifts, and Europeans exchanging commodities (e.g. Strathern 1988). 
In situations of engagement and interaction these differences had to be negotiated (Thomas 
1991). Consequently my account deals with issues of commensurability in different kinds of 
material culture use, in a context that links these to questions surrounding the nature of co-
lonial encounters. 
At a theoretical level I consider the perspectives of Europeans and indigenous people to 
be of equal analytical status. However, much of my concern is with the lesser known Roviana 
party. It might seem a strange thing to say, but one of my projects is to make Roviana social 
life look more 'Melanesian' than it has in previous accounts. My reasoning here relates to the 
particular place Roviana has occupied in the academic imagination. Away from Melanesian 
anthropology's New Guinea heartland, the islands of the New Georgia group have seen less 
intensive ethnographic interest. Though the practice of anthropology here has a similar, if not 
greater, time depth, the introspective symbolic ethnographies characteristic of work in the 
Papuan highlands and the Massim, have been largely absent. Roviana lagoon in particular, 
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exceptions include brief observations made during voyages of colonial exploration and trade 
(Woodford 1888, 1890; Somerville 1897), and an unpublished ethnography produced during 
the first visit with anthropological intent, by A.M. Hocart in 1908. Hocart spent six weeks in 
Roviana, conducting research peripheral to a joint project with WH.R. Rivers on the nearby 
island of Eddystone, now known as Simbo (Hocart 1922, Mss). Ultimately though, Hocart 
chose to publish only his material on Simbo, where he spent the greater amount of time. But 
familiarity was perhaps not his only reason for this. 
On the one hand Roviana was the indigenous political centre of a region encompassing 
wider New Georgia from Vella Lavella to Gatokae, but it was also the centre of European 
activity and influence. Traders had been operating there regularly since at least the mid-nine-
teenth century, and the Methodist Mission's Solomon Islands headquarters had arrived in 
1902. Moreover, official colonial pacification of warfare and headhunting, once traditional 
routes to power, had been enforced in the years 1899-1901, leading to a related decline in 
indigenous exchange networks (Zelenietz 1979; Bennett 1987). By the early 1920's Roviana 
was beginning to be portrayed as an almost-safe adventure travel destination, encouraged 
by a burgeoning literature describing encounters with 'whilom cannibals' (Collinson 1926; 
Johnson 1945; Douglas 1996). All of this amounted to a perception, in the anthropological, if 
not popular imagination, that Roviana had become a place unable to support the traditional 
quest for perceived insularity and 'uncorrupted otherness: The fieldwork of Rivers and Ho cart, 
occurring as it did on the cusp of Christian conversion, at a time when people had begun to 
abandon the very practices they sought to record, appeared to be a salvage effort. As such, 
Hocart lamented the dearth of magic lore in Roviana compared to Simbo - a state attributed 
by informants to dysentery epidemics: "the old men died before they could hand down their 
knowledge" to the extent that men would now "go to buy ['tambu' spells] in Eddystone which 
has plenty" (Hocart n.d[a]: 6). Rivers too mourned what he perceived to be the psychological 
effects of a loss of traditional ways and a culture in decline, recommending that competitive 
pig-hunting be instituted as a replacement for the headhunting raids of the past (Rivers 1922: 
101-2). A significant event was the death of the important warrior-chieflngava two years be-
fore their arrival. Known as the 'King of Roviana' by Europeans, and portrayed as a notorious 
leader of headhunting expeditions and manipulator of access to European trade, his obituary, 
published in the Royal Anthropological Institute's journal Man, seemed to signal the end of 
an era (Edge-Partington 1907). 
That such an image of the New Georgia region has persisted, and impacted the kind of 
research done, is evidenced by the reaction Dureau encountered upon deciding to work on 
Simbo: "an eminent anthropologist advised me not to go to the Western Solomons because 
'there's no custom left there anymore"' (Dureau 1994: 4). But the validity of this advice depends 
on the kind of 'custom' that one is interested in, and the methods one chooses to access it. It 
would indeed be impossible today to engage in ethnography in Roviana expecting to observe 
indigenous rituals and symbolic permutations of the sort so familiar from anthropological 
stereotypes of Melanesia. But it is precisely because of the changes wrought by colonial history 
that other anthropological enquiries are possible. There has been, for example, a recent spate 
of historical ethnographies of the New Georgia region, about the persistence and permuta-
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tion of custom in relation to Christianity (Dureau 1994), and systems ofland (Schneider 1996) 
and marine tenure (Hviding 1996; Aswani 1997). Additionally, the colonial history of cultural 
engagements between European outsiders and indigenous peoples has not escaped the inter-
est of historians (Jackson 1978; Zelenietz 1979; Bennett 1987). So, while seemingly unable to 
support classic ethnography's dubious interest in 'authentic' difference, the Roviana context 
has instead encouraged historically aware research that turns upon the tension between local 
understandings and global forces. 
The research presented here can certainly be seen as following this trend. But it differs 
from the above ethnographies and histories in that it is methodologically broader. My account 
is an archaeology of Roviana sociality, a reconstruction of the past. In order to achieve this I 
draw on material (archaeological and museum artefacts), documentary (texts, photographs) 
and verbal (oral histories, genealogies) evidence of social life. The archaeological data is an 
important point of difference, because it allows the idea that there is no custom left in Roviana 
to be cast aside - the prospect of recovering those facets of typically 'Melanesian' sociality is 
raised. Ironically, the fact that this is possible is because of the specific nature of history and 
custom in Roviana. The nineteenth century was a watershed in Roviana history in that for 
people today it marks a transition from the 'dark/huporo' (pagan) past into the 'light!kala-
lasana' of the ( Christian) present, and, at least from the vantage point of now, saw an inten-
sification of social and material innovation, appropriation and change. As a consequence of 
this intensity, the Roviana past permeates the present: the landscape harbours memories in 
a dense distribution of the material remains of past activity; retaining continued importance 
in the conveyance of land use rights for descent groups, and revenue from fisheries, logging 
and tourism ventures. Oral histories woven through this landscape remain the wellspring of 
identity and also form the ground against which contemporary action is judged, acting as 
a primary mirror ( along with the ways of Europeans) for reflecting difference onto current 
practice. In the places early European visitors called home, the Roviana past is present too: in 
the documents, photographs, and collected curiosities of museums and archives, evidence of 
cultural engagement with Roviana persists. 
Amongst this evidence my focus is on eliciting the social role of portable material culture. 
The research centres on the things that circulated through life-in Roviana lagoon during the 
past several hundred years. These include shell ring exchange items, other shell valuables, and 
trade goods from Europe and elsewhere. This material culture provides a useful point from 
which it is possible to access the shifting web of social relations spun around it - a web of trade 
and exchange, commerce and collecting, ceremony, ritual and warfare. Such entanglements 
have become a recognisable theme in material culture studies, in research emphasising shifts 
in the meaning and value of things depending on. context and history (Thomas 1991; Miller 
1987; Appadurai 1986). In addition to the necessary description of such shifts, my research 
seeks to uncover the deeper manner in which material culture actively helped constitute so-
cial relationships in the creation of Roviana sociality and history. More particularly, I am 
most concerned with the means by which material culture was implicated in the creation and 




I refer here to the problem, first formulated in anthropology by Mauss (1990 [1950]), of 
the identification of persons with media of exchange, which in more general terms is the phe-
nomenological issue of subject-object relations. The question is one of how people construct 
relationships with each other by acting through things, and in so doing construct themselves 
and history. Of prime importance here is how difference and similarity between self, object, 
and other is conceptualised or understood - because it is these understandings that imply 
particular forms of sociality. At stake is the appropriateness of concepts employed by social 
scientists in describing forms of sociality that might well operate from quite different sets of 
premises. 
Since the· Enlightenment thought of Descartes and Kant, scientific epistemology has 
conceptualised the subject-object relationship as a detached opposition between a perceiv-
ing subject and an external object ultimately autonomous from perception. In anthropology 
this has often resulted in analysis of either side of the subject-object dichotomy without due 
reference to the other. For example: subject oriented ethnographic accounts tend to depict 
social relations as if they persist in immaterial space, where material culture is present only 
in negative relief through the acts and discourses of people; and archaeological accounts have 
sometimes fetishized the object, treating meaning and value as either self-evident or separat-
ed from the acts of people. An apposite example of this division in Melanesian anthropology 
is Strathern's (1993) portrayal of the debate over whether exchange should be understood in 
terms of transactions of objects as property (Thomas 1991), or as a means of evincing social 
relations between subjects (Strathern 1988; Battaglia 1993). I deal with this debate in more 
detail in the next chapter, but here I mention it to contextualise my own approach, which is 
formulated as a way of transcending such oppositions. 
To argue that exchange is a matter of either the movement of objects or the creation of 
social relations is to misrepresent what is, in every sense, a mutually constitutive relationship. 
The research presented here seeks to demonstrate that human sociality is not possible without 
things, but equally we cannot think of things in themselves, apart from involvement in human 
perception and sociality. The division between object oriented cultural anthropology and sub-
ject oriented social anthropology can be transcended in the recognition that materiality is not 
distinguishable from sociality - the material and the social are always at once involved in the 
formation of relations. Sociality, in part, helps constitute the human experience of materiality, 
and materiality partly constitutes human sociality. What I seek to recognize in my account is a 
togetherness of people and material culture, or what Merleau-Ponty described as a commun-
ion and a coition of our body with things (1962: 320 ). Material culture is not merely something 
used or thought about external to ourselves, but in fact pervades (or using Merleau-Ponty's 
term: invades) our sense of self and sociality. The position taken in this research, then, focuses 
on the interpenetration of social life and things - the reproductive constitution of material 
culture and sociality, object and subject, through this interpenetration. 
In the following chapters I will show the relevance of the above position in understand-
ing the role of material culture in Roviana lagoon during the period in question. But here it is 
useful to begin by outlining the way in which it intersects with themes prevalent in the wider 
arena of Melanesian forms of subject-object relations. 
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Elucidating the problem through kula 
The kula exchange system is perhaps the most renowned example in Melanesian anthropol-
ogy of the importance of material culture in the constitution of social life, and it will serve 
particularly well in illuminating the problems and issues I wish to resolve in my own work. 
Operating in the small islands of the Massim region of Papua New Guinea, kula is an exchange 
system incorporating several different language groups and communities. Involving a chain 
of inter-island 'partners' it works through the reciprocal exchange of two kinds of valuable 
( arm shells and necklaces) which during these exchanges travel on 'paths' of opposite direc-
tion around the chain. In their circulation and attachments these valuables are held by Munn 
(1983, 1986) to be converted into 'sociotemporal space-time' - a field of forces and influences 
exerted by the objects through transaction. This manifests itself in the creation of sociality 
and regionality - the creation of notions about the relationship between self and other, at both 
an interpersonal level and at the level of inter-island communities. 
This is made possible through the way that those participating in kula understand the 
subject-object relationship. The valuables themselves are conceived in bodily terms, as per-
sons or parts of persons. This is reflected in the terminology for the various elements that 
make up the whole - arm shells for example have a central Conus shell 'body' with a 'back' 
and 'forehead' where signs of age can be seen; its apertures are the 'anus' and 'mouth'; and at-
tached to it are 'teeth'. Like a person the body of the shell is embellished with decor that adds a 
seductive beauty and testifies in part to its value and rank (Campbell 1983: 231-4; Munn 1986: 
114). This bodily conception is further reinforced by the pattern of exchange and the binding 
of particular objects to particular kula participants - a process that bestows both objects and 
people with agency, history and identity. 
Transactors who participate in inter-island and internal exchanges of kula valuables are 
those who can lay claim to ownership of kitoum - particular valuables held to be theirs as 
much as if they were their own body-parts. In a wider sense the valuables also belong to the 
matriline in which the owner is embedded. Owners, however, are generally men, and kula is 
conceived as a male pursuit, even though some women become important transactors. While 
being attached and possessed, kitoum can circulate freely as exchange items and can be con-
verted into other objects. Attachments to the original owner persist in that important kitoum 
~e named and recognized, and so carry their owner's name with them. A kula participant 
inserts a kitoum into one of the exchange 'pathways' (keda) to which they have access, in re-
turn for gifts that are payment for the privilege of serving as intermediary in the journey of 
this prestigious object. A flow of wealth is thus generated in the opposite direction to that of 
the kitoum. Eventually, after passing through many hands, this object will encounter another 
valuable that matches it, or is equal in renown. This results in a 'marriage' between the original 
kitoum ( a necklace, say) and its opposite ( an arm shell), and the arm shell then passes through 
many intermediaries back to the original kitoum holder, generating more reverse flows of 
wealth as it goes. The goal of the kula operator is to control many kitoum and manipulate 
exchange pathways to the extent that their name travels far and wide in its· attachment to 
prestigious valuables. Aman who achieves such 'fame' influences the calculations of other op-
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erators in far-off places as they react to his persuasion, calculation and agency. In this way the 
operator becomes an expanded person, present everywhere through his name's attachment to 
circulating objects (Munn 1986). 
That kula valuables are conceptualised as the bodily presence of the person whose name 
they carry reveals what Gell (1998) has identified as a concept of 'distributed personhood: 
Through the presence of particular kitoum, distant recipients adduce the power and the beau-
ty of the original holder. Since they are not only body-parts but also body-decorations the 
valuables are regarded as beautiful as well as ancient and prestigious. The distributed person 
of the kula operator thus seduces and attracts wealth because others are swayed by his allure 
and valuables speed towards him as tokens of love. The attributes of the valuables relate di-
rectly to the status of their owner in that the ranking of each corresponds to the other. Newer, 
non-prestigious items lack the golden patina of age that comes with years of handling, and 
are opposed to the ancient treasured items that hold the names of famous men who through 
the kula system have transcended space and time and are forever potent, attractive and influ-
ential. Consequently, an important kula valuable does not symbolically 'stand for' someone 
important but in every sense is that person in that the smooth, aged patina of the physical 
substance carries with it age, influence and 'wisdom' (Gell 1998: 230-1). 
Through this system, personhood, identity and difference are bound inextricably to items 
of material culture. The recursive relationship in which person and object reflect and rein-
force the qualities of the other, results in a blurring effect so that where one begins and the 
other ends is not at all clear. The object is part of the agency of the person; the person is part of 
the agency of the object. In the course of this mutual constitution, categories of person within 
the kula system are lived and negotiated. 
According to Munn (1990 ), this process also has wider implications in terms of the lived 
experience of regionality. Just as the practice of kula exchange carries with it and takes in no-
tions of identity and personhood, journeys from island to island within the network bring into 
being social concepts of space and time. Links to other places and times, embedded in local 
concepts of region and history, are established in travel and the micro-scale social politics of 
kula. Munn focuses on a series of illnesses and deaths attributed to witchcraft that came about 
because of disputes on the island of Gawa over a particular kula transaction, in which an im-
portant shell bypassed Gawa and thus a chance to promote the Gawan name in the kula ring. 
This indicates that kula is not simply an individualistic pursuit - the health and coherence of 
the wider community's identity is founded in successful kula participation. In communities 
where locality and trans-locality are given historical meaning through relationships forged by 
exchanges of particular things, the kind of relationship and the kind of thing - whether posi-
tive or negative, present or absent - is fundamental to understandings of groups as much as 
understandings of persons. 
Munn's goal is to explore the frameworks with which we might conceptualise the on-go-
ing constitution of a lived world (1990: 14) - to examine the persistence of sociality and cul-
ture through time and space. In this respect, Munn's treatment of kula exchange amounts to a 
critique of traditional culture-area anthropology. Whereas once the problem might have been 
framed as a matter of determining the ways in which the found, collected and described ma-
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terial, mapped and typified the culture to which it was attributed, Munn's work demonstrates 
that such an approach in fact operates from untenable assumptions. The exchange valuables 
of the kula are clearly integral to projects of identity construction in both personal and re-
gional terms, but this is not a matter of aesthetic or 'stylistic' attributes simply mapping a one-
to-one relationship with cultural variability. Gawan kula shells are, for example, stylistically 
no different from those of the Trobriands or any other island participating in the system. It is 
not their style but their intertwining with persons in sociality that is important for creating 
and maintaining identities and differences between regions. 
This pattern is quite consistent throughout Melanesia where similar sets of material cul-
ture are used over wide areas, among many language groups and communities who have dif-
ferent senses of self. Miller (1978: 294) responds to this by maintaining that in Melanesia the 
identification of 'culture-areas' will depend upon internal associations and relationships in 
material culture sets as much as the presence or absence of particular forms. The argument is 
that where form is similar symbolism will vary. Whilst this is probably true for some classes 
of material culture used by participants in kula, it does not hold for the exchange valuables 
themselves. Indeed their use, and the kula system as a whole, depends on shared understand-
ings of meaning, and shared patterns of association - they are "system-communal property" 
(Leach 1983: 3). 
So, kula exchange valuables do not appreciably differ in either style or symbolism from 
one island to the next, but at the same time are used to negotiate boundaries of difference be-
tween persons and regions, through (somewhat paradoxically) binding them in relationships 
of reciprocal exchange. It is the mutual constitution of the material and social which is impor-
tant here - rather than focusing either solely on the qualities of objects or on particular social 
understandings, the constitution of the lived experience of identity and difference in kula is 
only intelligible when understood as an intertwining of persons and things. In this context it 
is not particularly useful to presuppose categorical divisions of culture linked systematically 
to material culture, language, place and biology. 
I believe that the problem should not be phrased as one of how to best delineate bounded 
culture groups; but rather of how to explore the modes by which people arbitrarily section 
their experience of sociality, in ways that seem anything but arbitrary to themselves, in the 
course of acting through, and with, material culture. My focus is thus on exploring ways of 
understanding the lived experience of personal and regional difference as appreciated through 
links between people and things, rather than on turning that experience back on itself and 
using it to define ethnologically fixed regions and classes of person. This does not mean that 
it isn't helpful to suggest classes of material culture used in negotiating difference, but that any 
supposed social grouping based on one or a combination of these classes would be a product 
of analytical method rather than 'reality: and would obscure as much as it would elucidate. 
Data & discipline 
The shell ring exchange media of Roviana lagoon were, like the kula valuables, utilised over a 
wide area in quite consistent ways. Found throughout the present-day Western Province of the 
Solomon Islands, they were linked into an exchange network that, although less formalised 
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than the kula system, was equally important in the constitution of indigenous sociality and 
ideas about personal and regional difference. But, while recognizing that the ethnographic 
discussions of kula inform my understanding of the Roviana system, this work does not at-
tempt to duplicate them in a less well-known context. While most accounts of kula have been 
based on ethnographic fieldwork in contemporary contexts, the research presented here is a 
case of historical reconstruction dealing with present day evidence of the past. This evidence, 
as stated above, is not solely oral, but also includes documentary and material data that out-
weighs the oral data in terms of extent. Necessarily, this will require a coherent methodology 
for handling data forms traditionally separated into the disciplines of History, Archaeology 
and Ethnography. I return to the methodology adopted here below, but want to deal with a 
related issue first. 
As noted in the beginning of this Introduction, the richness of the Roviana data is a result 
of particular historical trajectories involving European and Roviana people. The context of 
my research involves a period of at first tentative, and then progressive enmeshing of indige-
nous and European spheres of sociality. The history of colonialism in Roviana is impossible to 
ignore. Whilst many classic ethnographies of the kula have been able to describe Melanesian 
systems statically without reference to European influence or the 'outside world: exchange 
systems in island Melanesia are increasingly coming to be seen in historical and global terms. 
Melanesian anthropology has taken a turn away from static ethnography towards a greater 
sense of history, questioning whether in situations epitomising shared histories of colonial-
ism, anthropology must be a discourse of indigenous and European alterity and essential-
ism (Carrier 1992; Thomas 1991). As I have argued above, the social relationships existing in 
Roviana during the contact era make it untenable to attempt to portray an essentialist view of 
indigenous sociality. It would be intellectually and politically irresponsible to represent a sta-
ble, 'authentic' Roviana society existing in a domain separate and disengaged from the world 
system. In forging relationships, people living and acting in Roviana were bound into worlds 
beyond their own horizons. Capitalist markets, colonialism, and missionisation brought in-
digenous and European persons together and connected them in relationships that mutually 
altered their experience. 
In terms of material culture, this process of entanglement is reflected in what Thomas 
(1991) has portrayed as "The Indigenous Appropriation of European Things" and "The 
European Appropriation of Indigenous Things" - a dual practice of empowerment, in which 
objects took on meanings both shocking and familiar in travelling paths of exchange beyond 
their places of manufacture. Just as iron woodcutting axes became weapons practically and 
symbolically integral to headhunting in the Solomon Islands, European collecting resulted 
in appropriations of Pacific artefacts in, for example, museum displays, or as stages in scien-
tific theories. Thomas develops this 'pretended symmetry' between Indigenous and European 
appropriations in order to destabilise us/them oppositions in anthropological accounts of 
Melanesian peoples (1991: 5). The goal is to call attention to the connections generated out 
of colonial histories, and consequently de-emphasize the 'otherness' evident in, for example, 
kula ethnographies. 
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While it might be accepted that, by definition, colonial entanglement turns upon the dif-
ference between indigenous people and foreign intruders (Thomas 1991: 205) it is not neces-
sary to my analysis that this be made the primary heuristic contrast with which to investigate 
the permutations of things. I suppose instead, that there was a certain range of material cul-
ture spread through a variety of social relationships between people who may, or may not, 
have had quite different ideas about the world and the meaning of the very relationships 
and transactions that brought them together. This avoids presenting monolithic depictions of 
either indigenous people or colonial foreigners - different relationships and understandings 
are held to be a pervasive characteristic of both. Consequently, while at times I analyse the 
meaning of things at the level of European and indigenous difference, this is not a matter of 
comparing two unities. 
The implications of this historical approach are not embraced by all however. A debate 
has proceeded between its advocates and others who argue for a position that at face value 
seems diametrically opposed. From an ethnographic stance epitomised by Marilyn Strathern 
in The Gender of the Gift (1988), it has been argued that the us/them opposition is a use-
ful and necessary analytical device for anthropological enquiry. Strathern sustains a division 
between Westerners and Melanesians as an 'analytic fiction' which is "not meant to suggest 
that Melanesian societies can be presented in a timeless, monolithic way, nor to assume some 
fixity in their state-of-being that renders them objects of knowledge" (1988: 16). Rather, the 
"intention is to make explicit the practice of anthropological description itself, which creates 
its own context in which ideas drawn from different social origins are kept distinct by refer-
ence to those origins. Creating a kind of mirror-imagery gives a form to our thoughts about 
the differences" (1988: 16-17). The goal is to use fictitious dichotomies such as Western versus 
Melanesian or 'commodity societies' versus 'gift societies' as devices to expose the manner 
in which anthropological exegesis works through the use of analogy. This is a self-reflexive 
endeavour that seeks to achieve a critical awareness of our use of unquestioned concepts to 
describe 'other' ways of being. 
Foster (1995) notes that laid alongside each other like this the two approaches clearly don't 
preclude each other. Arguing for a kind of synthetic juxtaposition of historic and ethnograph-
ic perspectives in order to form, in his words, a 'New Melanesian Anthropology: Foster points 
out that Melanesians think about themselves and act in terms conditioned by a continuing 
encounter with colonialism, capitalism and Christianity on the one hand, and highly localised 
practices for making meaning on the other (1995: 5). Juxtaposing a standpoint that seeks to 
recognise shared histories with another that emphasises fundamental differences in modes 
of being, is held to be the best method to achieve a cross checking by which the problems 
each might exhibit in isolation can be avoided. Recognition of separate origins, traditions and 
understandings prevents historical approaches from leading to a reduction of other histories 
and other agencies to an outcome of the effects of Western imperialism (1995: 14). And, un-
derstanding the means by which histories are shared and ideas intermix enables ethnographic 
accounts to be infused with a sense of time and historical contingency. 
Another point should be made here that might clarify why the two approaches are not 
mutually exclusive. Hidden beneath the somewhat murky surface of the dichotomising terms 
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- 'us' and 'them' - used by Strathern and Thomas, is a different emphasis on meaning. Thomas 
seeks to destabilise a notion of bounded cultures with separate histories - a European his-
tory of 'us' and an Indigenous history of 'them' - in order to undermine essentialist notions 
of either the Colonial on one side or the Primitive on the other. 'Us' and 'them' refer here to 
historical trajectories that are clearly linked and have been mutually influential - descendants 
residing in the postcolonial Pacific are a product of the entanglement of these histories, and so 
the separation cannot be maintained. This is of a different order to the way in which Strathern 
has used the terms. In Strathern the 'us' is clearly the anthropological author and audience, 
and their shared intellectual conceptual world. This is obviously linked to Western history 
and does take that in, but refers more to the ethnographic encounter than to the colonial 
encounter. In which case, 'them' refers to the ideas, concepts and practices that the anthro-
pologist seeks to represent - which in this instance is fictionalised as Melanesian. Though 
Strathern does not state this, it might logically be concluded that 'them' could potentially 
encompass any mode of being - indigenous, colonial, or a combination - that the anthropolo-
gist wishes to fictionalise as different for the purposes of social analysis and self-reflexivity. 
In other words, the point Strathern makes is methodological while the one Thomas makes is 
historically specific. 
The conclusion I draw from this difference is that the effect of analysis should be to make 
obvious the shared history of colonialism, and at the same time avoid a conflation of the con-
cepts we use to represent this history with the way it was actually lived. We can investigate 
the historical entanglements, and the similarities and differences between indigenous people 
and colonising Westerners while regarding the lived experiences of both as equally foreign to 
the language of anthropological analysis, insofar as this achieves a critical awareness of the 
appropriateness of concepts central to that analysis. While acknowledging that the concepts 
we work with today are in many ways the progeny of colonialism and anthropology's role in 
such encounters, it is equally important to point out that they were not necessarily a part of 
people's understandings and reflections in the past. The dialogue between the two approaches 
works to situate anthropological practice in regard to particular historical trajectories and 
circumstances. The concepts, metaphors and analogies we use exist in dialogue with those we 
seek to convey, and it is through this process that we come to understand the manner in which 
different senses of history and sociality are lived and translated. 
This brings me back to the use of data sources in the study of the past. From the above dis-
cussion it is apparent that a historical focus can lead to anthropological translations and rep-
resentations quite different from those produced through a solely ethnographicapproach. It is 
not simply the concepts we employ that lead to different understandings, but also the weight 
we give to varying forms of evidence, and how we handle that evidence in forging narratives. 
Traditionally, boundaries between history and the sub-disciplines of anthropology have 
been defined in large part by their native data sources. History utilized documents and archi-
val material, ethnography relied on participant observation and oral histories, and archaeol-
ogy focused on the material remains of the past. But any attempt to write narratives of the past 
that cross disciplinary boundaries renders the manipulation and implementation of data an 
important methodological problem. The contributors to Funari, Hall and Jones (1999) have 
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dealt with this issue by exploring the use of historical texts and the archaeological patterning 
of material culture in a variety of case studies. Here the combination of different forms of data 
is treated as valid and important, but not necessarily unproblematic. This is in part because 
archaeology has had a long history of dealing with the use of multiple strands of evidence, and 
has been forced to come to terms with the issues involved. Jones (1999) for example, notes that 
archaeological and documentary evidence are now recognised as qualitatively different, and 
argues that neither should be taken at face value. Different forms of data may be contradic-
tory, may be more or less fragmentary, offer different subjective views, and don't necessarily 
relate to each other in a simple linear way. The recognition of this problematic relationship 
enables several different responses to the use of multiple strands of data. 
One common response is to maintain an analytical separation between data forms. As 
independent spheres, varieties of data are tested one against the other in order to determine 
which is the most appropriate for reconstructions of the past. Inevitably this approach results 
in one form of data assuming a determining status over the others, in that it is regarded as 
more objective or reliable. Documentary sources might be regarded as the most useful be-
cause they are the product of direct observations (e.g. Thomas 1991: 88); or material evidence 
might be treated as a passive reflection of what actually happened and thus less polluted by 
subjectivity (e.g. Rubertone 1989: 38-9); others have countered the textual bias in History 
with claims for the validity or superiority of oral sources (e.g. Thompson 1988). Ultimately 
though, any isolationist standpoint amounts to a radical denial of other ways of knowing the 
past - it can embody a "fear of the emic" (Beaudry, Cook and Mrozowski 1991: 161) in which 
there is no attempt to deal critically with the role subjectivity plays in all accounts of the past, 
including one's own position. Ideology, gender, politics and other interested subjectivities are 
regarded as pathologies rather than something inherent to human understanding. In the final 
analysis this approach operates contrary to the purpose of acknowledging other data sources 
in the first place. 
A second approach is to recognise that different lines of evidence relate to the same past 
in diverse subjective ways, but also accept that they can be validly combined in analysis. This 
approach posits that the strength of an argument is improved by the convergence of multiple 
lines of evidence, and an ability to negotiate these at different levels. The data available in 
documentary, oral or material form consequently needs to be interrogated equally critically 
so that the final account can move appropriately between this evidence. This is held to form 
a grounds by which we can pick and choose depending on the contingencies of the data in 
what Wylie (1993, 2000) has described as a 'cables and tacking' methodology. Subjectivity is 
consequently recognised as inherent in the processes involved in the production of material, 
oral and documentary data, and equally, in their contemporary interpretation. It is held that 
only by developing a critical familiarity with the circumstances of subjectivity in data and 
interpretation can a sophisticated treatment be developed. 
This approach is essentially about looking for areas of overlap in different sources of 
knowledge about the past, in order to develop an aware final version that fulfils as much 
evidence as is feasible. It is about developing a layered understanding or a 'thick description' 
(Geertz 1973) that is rich in detail and analysis. I regard this even handed sort of approach as 
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most useful in the initial treatment of data; however, there are some problematic aspects to 
the argument that this will result in a holistic narrative. Chief among these is the issue of data 
that does not overlap, and which is sometimes contradictory. Data for which there is no corre-
late in other evidence can easily be ignored, leading to a neglect of other possible accounts or 
stories hidden in its partiality- these stories are subsumed under a larger narrative. Searching 
only for mutually reinforcing strands of evidence can lead to a reproduction of dominant dis-
courses and a neglect of 'subaltern voices' (Hall 1999). 
Additionally, seeking only overlap undermines one of the reasons for gathering any of 
the data in the first place. The use of any strand of evidence carries with it an implicit critique 
of other ways of knowing the past, of other interpretations and other data sources. It is to 
say that archaeological data or historical texts or oral traditions on their own are not enough 
- each leaves out the stories of the past buried in the other. Therefore to disregard fundamen-
tal differences and contradictions between data is to do a disservice to this implicit critique. 
In essence these different data forms provide critical mirrors of each other - of course there is 
overlap, but it is the areas that do not overlap that reflect that they are different ways of know-
ing the same past, and that there is no one final story to be told. 
So, I adopt a third approach in which the goal is to make explicit the difference of mate-
rial, documentary and discursive data and explore the way these alternative lines of evidence 
talk to each other - the contradictions as well as the congruencies. If we hold all data forms 
in a critical juxtaposition we can highlight the situated character of different narratives, and 
recover the alternative stories that each might bring. Juxtaposition makes obvious the diverse 
versions of the past, and the reasons why, and thus shows how each is necessary, rather than 
undermining all by retaining a notion of an underlying truth that lies only in areas of agree-
ment. The difficult, contradictory elements of our evidence are useful to our understanding 
of the past; they are not something to be ignored or treated as an inherent problem. It is only 
when our goal is a 'just so' story that they can threaten and frustrate. 
Boundaries 
Boundaries are a fundamental theme throughout the following research. Boundaries between 
people, between things, between people and things certainly; but also between anthropology 
and its object of study, and between the different representations of that object used as data, 
which surface in the world as narratives of life. The major strands of my research have arisen 
in some sense as a reaction against particular formulations of these boundaries - or rather 
against an uncritical acceptance of their fixity and self-evidence. My goal has been to refor-
mulate the boundaries as negotiable - as permeable, absent, or present depending on context 
and purpose - rather than to undermine, dissolve or deny them. Much of what I have argued 
here flows from the reformulation of that most basic philosophical boundary: subject/ object. 
When regarded as detached it is perfectly possible to regard one side of the dichotomy with-
out concern for the other: to investigate social relations without mention of their material-
ity; to talk of things with no attention paid to their sociality; to portray culture or identity as 
monolithic entities without regard to their constitution as anthropological representations; to 
utilise only material data or only discursive data in those representations. If on the other hand 
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we look upon either side of the subject/ object dichotomy as dependent, as interdependent and 
mutually constituting as I argue that they are, then the tenability of such approaches is called 
into question. Following through on a notion of subject-object interdependence means not 
only accepting that objects can exhibit qualities like persons and persons qualities like objects, 
and through entanglement distribute notions of personhood and identity, but also that we 
must reflect on the methods we choose to convey such processes. The one I have advocated 
here is wide ranging and historical, open to the understandings different subjectivities may 
bring, while maintaining a critical awareness of the context and circumstances of these and 
the analysis at hand. 
Though my research is generally within the domain of material culture studies, every-
thing that follows comes from a background informed by concerns in ethnography, history, 
and archaeology. The latter is particularly important, not only because archaeology is what 
I am most familiar with, but also because I regard its implementation to be integral to the 
construction of a rich historical anthropology. Foster's (1995) New Melanesian Anthropology, 
which purports to encompass historical and ethnographic approaches, fails to mention ar-
chaeology and the material remains of the past. This isn't particularly surprising given that 
archaeology in Melanesia has for most of it~ history concentrated on the periods of earliest 
human occupation, sometimes to the detriment of knowledge about the past thousand years. 
The challenge though, if we do wish to take history seriously, is to develop a Melanesian 
Anthropology that employs archaeology and ethnography in a cohesive historical endeavour. 
It will be necessary to show that they can inform one another through practical engagement 
as much as through mutual familiarity with the literature. As Ballard (1994) has argued for 
landscape archaeology in Melanesia, archaeologists need to produce ethnographies actively; 
and equally, ethnographers might practically engage with archaeology (Thomas, Sheppard 
& Walter 2001). In practice this may necessarily involve collaborative efforts among those 
trained in specialist areas, such as the wider project of which my research is a part: the New 
Georgia Archaeological Survey (Sheppard, Walter & Nagaoka 2000). In the end, such ne-
gotiations of the boundary between ethnography and archaeology can only result in deeper 
understandings of history and the production of knowledge. While I make no claims that this 
will result in a New(er) Melanesian Anthropology, I do hope the following chapters serve as 
an example of the possibilities brought by exploring the permeability of this boundary. 
Notes on narrative 
The remaining parts of this work are organised according to a nested structure. This structure 
is dictated by the form of the second chapter. Chapter two provides a theoretical review and 
analysis of the history of anthropological thought about material culture and sociality. It is 
organised into three sections: first a review of material culture theory is provided under the 
heading "The Object"; second, a parallel history of theoretical approaches to the individual 
and society is developed under the heading "The Subject"; finally, the third section "Subject-
Object Relations" provides a ground for synthesis and then transcendence of this dualism. 
According to this structure, the sections following chapter two work along similar lines. 
Chapters three and four can be thought of as a subjective history - they provide the necessary 
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geographic and social background to analysis of Roviana, in what is primarily a long-term 
history of people and social relations - a history of Subjects. Chapter five on the other hand, 
is presented as a natural history of Objects. It relies on empirical data and formal analysis to 
describe the material culture relevant to this research. These three chapters, then, are tradi-
tional to the extent that they attempt to separate subject and object, the social from the mate-
rial, and are guided by an anthropological project of objectification providing a ground for 
analysis. But, according to the arguments presented in chapter two, these objectifications are 
subsequently transcended in the next sections. Chapter six presents an analysis of the inter-
twining of people and material culture in the creation of sociality. It is an analysis of 'persons 
and things in life' - a process by which the identities of each are made evident through use, 
in exchange, ceremony, adornment and war. Chapter seven on the other hand works through 
an opposite metaphor - 'persons and things in death'. It discusses attempts at the closure of 
meaning through specific objectifications that removed things from social circulation to some 
degree - in funeral ceremonies, in museum collections, in literature. These latter two chapters, 
therefore, present the body of analysis according to a theory of intertwining, in which mate-
rial culture and persons are bound together in action, but promoted as separate in certain 
contexts. The thesis ends with a discussion of the impossibility of any permanent detachment 





In this chapter, I present the theoretical background to my analysis. My goal is to explore 
problems with anthropological approaches to the social life of people and things, and de-
velop a useful ground from which to work through these problems. I begin with a series of 
partial histories divided into sections that review anthropological approaches to 'objects' and 
to 'subjects' separately. This separation is developed analytically as a means of emphasising 
the tendency to focus solely on either one side of this dualism or the other. For the 'objects' 
section I spend the most time examining archaeological approaches to material culture. This 
is in opposition to a focus on ethnographic and sociological approaches to the individual and 
society in the 'subjects' section. Methodologically speaking, this opposition reinforces the 
disciplinary backgrounds from which I draw, but at a wider level, it also serves to symbolise 
divisions between materialist and idealist forms of anthropology. Archaeology is portrayed 
here in terms of a 'materialist' emphasis on objects, while sociology and ethnography are 
portrayed in terms of an 'idealist' emphasis on subjects. My review thus works through the 
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These oppositions mirror a dualist way of thinking that I argue has been prevalent 
throughout the history of anthropological enquiry into persons and things. Theories of ob-
jects and theories of subjects have generally been disengaged and conceptualised as dealing 
with autonomously defined phenomena. My portrayal though, is fictitious to the extent that 
there have been various mixings of the oppositional categories. I do, for example, discuss 
archaeological theories of material culture that are idealist, and sociological theories of the 
subject that have much in common with materialism. At a narrative level, I hope that the ten-
sion apparent in trying to maintain this separation adds strength to my subsequent argument 
for the need to transcend these conceptual dualisms. Accordingly, the final section draws the 
oppositional categories together, initially through an overview of subject-object relations in 
exchange theory, in order to develop a critique that holds we can only ever understand cul-
ture and sociality in terms of an intertwining and mutual constitution of subject and object. 
Consequently, this discussion narrows toward a point of synthesis combining the useful por-
tions of materialist and idealist approaches. Finally though, I seek to transcend these in the 
development of a phenomenological theory of person-thing interaction. The intention is to 
provide a cohesive conception of human subjectivity and its relationship to material objects 
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that is flexible enough to account for both Western and Melanesian ideas about material cul-
ture. 
The object - material culture theory 
During a period that marks the early development of anthropological interest in material 
culture, the voyages of Oceanic exploration in the late eighteenth century brought European 
sailors into contact with a material realm of 'curiosity: The collections, descriptions and il-
lustrations resulting from these voyages reflect a rendering of things as 'curious' or worthy of 
interest in and of themselves. It was the perceived unusualness of an artefact rather than any 
significance in its use or meaning that initially attracted attention. During the first voyage 
of Cook, for example, things were frequently referred to in neutral terms as being 'curious: 
'striking: or 'singular' in order to "express an interest in [them] without passing an aesthetic 
judgement. Thus, Parkinson speaks of New Zealand paddles as 'curiously stained; fish-hooks _ 
and whistles as 'curiously carved; and Maoris as 'curiously tattooed"' (Smith 1985: 123). In later 
voyages though, a comparative discourse centred on aesthetic merit began to develop, as is 
reflected in the standardised formal arrays of artefacts in drawings and in first hand descrip-
tive accounts. Certain objects were judged negatively as crude, or, in the case of non-realist 
carvings of human figures, as grotesque, whereas other items were looked upon more favour-
ably (1985: 125-6). Forster for example, wrote, "all their tools were very elegantly carved and 
made with great attention'' (1777: 227) and "might have passed for the work of a much more 
polished nation'' (1777: 438). Within understandings of the day, it is clear that such judge-
ments soon came to be cast in evolutionary terms. Artefacts were treated as comparable ci-
phers of social evolution and progress - the relative 'polish' of a nation. Based on perceptions 
of variance in empirical form, surface and design, evaluation also began to take into account 
the purpose of particular things. Just as distortion and abstraction in the depiction of human 
figures connoted a grotesque primitive imagination, weapons were linked to cannibalism and 
other measures of savagery (Thomas 1991). Additionally, the act of voyaging from one island 
to another attached the comparative valorisation of things to the comparative valorisation of 
groups of people and regions - in the Pacific this generally conformed to D'Urville's view of a 
primitive Melanesia, and a more civilised Polynesia (Thomas 1989a). 
This progression from an initial curiosity to the beginnings of an intellectually structured 
understanding marks the origin of Enlightenment interest in things as markers of something 
beyond themselves. For although collecting unusual artefacts had its archetype in the undif-
ferentiated antiquarian 'curiosity cabinets' of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Impey 
& Macgregor 1985), it was not until material culture came to be understood as reflecting the 
minds of its makers that this moved beyond a straightforward rationalist documentation of 
the world. Francis Bacon wrote in 1594 that part of the apparatus of every learned man should 
consist of 
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... a goodly, huge cabinet, wherein whatsoever the hand of man by exquisite art or engine has made rare in 
stuff, form or motion; whatsoever singularity, chance and the shuffle of things hath produced; whatsoever 
Nature has wrought in things that want life and may be kept; shall be sorted and included. ( Gesta Grayorum, 
quoted in Impey and Macgregor 1985: 1) 
Bacon defines three categories of collectible here: things made by the 'hand of man'; things 
created through 'singularity' or 'chance'; and parts of things that 'want life' - the living world, 
or the remains of it that might be kept in a cabinet. Empirical collecting was thus established 
as a categorical method for documenting the world and for accessing a universal past, a single 
history of nature and humanity. But this project had fractured by the nineteenth century, in 
part due to the voyages of discovery and colonial encounters. Issues of human antiquity and 
the transformation of species had become issues of much debate, and collected artefacts were 
raising deeply disturbing questions about the origins of existence. The universalist quest for a 
single historical past, created by God and accessible through revelation and reason, was aban-
doned in the face of things encountered and collected (Griffiths 1996). As Foucault (1974) has 
argued, this involved a change from Renaissance to Classical science, in which Bacon's unruly 
shuffle of things became progressively differentiated through an ideological ordering in terms 
of scrutiny, classification and discipline as a means of controlling the changing world. 
As demonstrated in the Pacific case, the ideological classification of 'man-made' things 
initially took the form of spatialized time, where difference was ranked in terms of evolution-
ary progression. Attention turned from Greek and Roman antiquities to the works of groups 
thought to be surviving primitives; perhaps similar to the barbarian tribes from which Europe 
sprung (Smith 1985: 129-32). Linking the New World and the European past was part of the 
methodology of some of the first historical analyses of material culture. Robert Plot (1640-
96) for example, used North American hafted axes as a means of understanding British stone 
tools housed in the Ashmolean museum (Trigger 1989: 53). But it was Pitt-Rivers (1827-1900) 
· who made the most significant attempt to understand and order human history through ex-
isting material culture. Using a vast collection of archaeological and ethnographic artefacts, 
Pitt-Rivers adopted an evolutionary metaphor of progression from simple to complex to cre-
ate hierarchical typologies. The goal was to use material culture to delineate generalised evo-
lutionary stages of human history, and to map the origins of people in terms of centres of dif-
fusion revealed in similarity of object form ( Gosden 1999: 30 ). This epitomised efforts to make 
sense of the world through the collection and scrutiny of things. In attempting to resolve the 
disturbing questions colonial expansion forced - of the true origins of human life and the 
diversity apparent in the world - Europeans turned to things as an objectified means of struc-
turing experience. If the baffling array of languages, ways of life, creatures and environments 
challenged notions of religion, history and science, then collecting and ordering objectified 
elements of the world in visual displays was one way of making sense of it all. The arrays of 
artefacts created by Pitt-Rivers made evolution visible and tangible - they physically reified a 
particular structuring of human existence, a particular story (see Stocking 1985). 
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This disciplined scrutiny and classification underlies the subsequent history of material cul-
ture studies, and is a fundamental part of the anthropological project. It represents a practice 
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whereby taken-for-granted things of the world are transformed upon reflection into objects of 
knowledge. Interestingly though, in the turn from things as mere curiosities towards an intel-
lectually structured signification the fetishisation of the thing itself was initially retained, and 
even amplified. Whether representing stages of evolution, or, as in the work of Boas (1887), 
discreet cultures, the exact means by which an objectified thing could be thought of as repre-
sentative was not explicitly theorised, and was mostly taken for granted. By far the most effort 
focussed on detailed description, illustration and classification. In fact, the work of Boas is a 
good example in this regard: it has been argued that the enormous descriptive effort evident 
from his 10,000 pages of Kwakiutl ethnography renders any overall structure elusive (White 
1963). In the absence of any explanatory goal, description became an end in itself. Similar en-
deavours have been associated in archaeology with traditional culture-history. This approach 
grouped artefacts in terms of geographical and, somewhat later, temporal distribution, and at-
tributed changes to external factors such as diffusion and migration (Trigger 1989: 276). Again, 
this ordering was achieved primarily through huge descriptive efforts, in which the qualitative 
minutiae of things were set down as proof of the schemes utility. Such voluminous descrip-
tion was related to a romanticist fetishism that seemed to persuade through overwhelming 
detail. Although, in the post-Enlightenment context, even works with rationalist underpin-
nings sometimes tended more towards chaos than order - the comparative ethnography of 
Frazer's The Golden Bough, for example, with its fertile, proliferative description had the effect 
of drawing readers into the mythic forest, convincing in a manner not intended by the author 
(Schama 1995: 208-9). Nevertheless, the fetishist reification in such descriptions was seldom 
noted - things were made to appear to speak for themselves. 
Such efforts, in both ethnography and archaeology, have been much critiqued. The lack 
of any explanatory power behind descriptive ordering - and in Boas's case an explicit distrust 
of explanatory efforts - was one identifiable problem (Trigger 1989: 206). Another was what 
the 'types' to which artefacts were assigned actually meant for the people who made them. To 
the extent that this latter was made explicit, it was usually recognised that classification was 
simply a means of ordering for its own sake, or, it was argued that categories reflected real 
'cultural traits' and historical relationships. Exponents of culture-history brought this second 
standpoint to wide acceptance. Childe, for example, adopted a position that located regularly 
associated patterns of different material items in coherent complexes that he chose to term 
'cultural groups' or 'cultures' (1929: v-vi). Whereas Kreiger argued that ideally an artefact type 
should reflect a unit of cultural practice created through mechanical and aesthetic executions 
conforming to a structural pattern in the minds of its makers (1944: 272). Artefacts then, were 
representative of mental templates, and, in the regular presence of other artefacts, markers 
of coherent groups of people. The link between the two is found in the assumption that the 
'mental template' conforms to a structural pattern present in the minds of participants in a 
cultural group. A single thing could thus be extrapolated to signify and objectify an entire 
group of people - and indeed, judge, rank or sort them in regards to other groups. This has its 
antecedent in Kossinna's (1911) concept of the Kultur-Gruppe - a mosaic of ethnically defined 
differences in material culture patterning. For Kossinna, variation in a region's material cul-
ture directly mapped differences in ethnicity, and, from his German Nationalist perspective, 
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reflected levels of cultural development, purity and merit. Hence, Late Neolithic daggers evi-
denced an early German pride in weapons, and Bronze Age trumpets demonstrated superior 
musical ability (Trigger 1989: 166). 
Underlying and making possible culture-history's explicit linking of an object class with a 
structuring culture, was the idea that such classificatory procedures were generally independ-
ent of theory. Things in themselves were held to have a single or limited inherent meaning, 
which could be revealed through refinement of types. Argument and attention then, focussed 
on exactly that - refining types, defining cultures, and elucidating the spatiotemporal rela-
tionships between them. Unfortunately, concerns about the form of the relationship between 
artefact and shared cognitive structure, and between artefact and cultural identity, were ulti-
mately abandoned or lost in the process. The link between object and subject was never well 
elucidated, but was instead simply assumed to the degree that artefacts became canonical 
givens representing the types, and the cultures (Shanks & Tilley 1987: 83). This is the slippage 
of reification, whereby the objectification of a thing is reabsorbed in practice so that the thing 
itself appears to embody fully the structure imposed by that objectification. 
A split between archaeology and social anthropology further compounded the separation 
of object and subject - by the mid twentieth century, social anthropology had all but aban-
doned any interest in material culture, focussing instead on subjects and their social relations 
(Stocking 1995). Archaeology on the other hand maintained objects as its core data. For this 
reason, I will draw primarily on archaeological examples for the remaining discussion of ma-
terialist anthropology. 
It was the positivist influenced New Archaeology of the 196o's and 197o's that produced 
the most effective critique of the uncritical attachment of type to culture, primarily on the 
grounds that classification is not independent of theory, and that refinement of types does not 
necessarily approach any original or true meaning. This was a move to recognise and make 
explicit the act of objectification present in archaeological classification. All classifications are 
of necessity and by nature, partial, and directed by the concerns of the classifier - significant 
attributes should be selected and defined through theoretical schemes and address the ques-
tions at hand (Dunnell 1971). An archaeological classification, in these terms, can have little to 
do with the system used by prehistoric artisans, and is under no obligation in this regard. For 
these reasons, the type distributions recorded by archaeologists are not attributable on a one-
to-one basis to emic ideas about culture or ethnicity. Additionally, it was argued that multiple 
factors affected the distribution of artefacts - what archaeologists took to be representative of 
differences in culture could instead be a matter of functional variability for example (Binford 
1973). The conclusion of these critiques was of course, that it might not be possible or even 
relevant to attempt to capture what prehistoric people actually thought about their culture or 
the objects archaeologists use to define it (Shanks & Tilley 1987: 84). Certainly, it was revealed 
that the classificatory schemes employed by archaeologists were not making visible, or reify-
ing an actual history, but instead were simply ordering phenomena and calling it history. The 
visual arrays could no longer support the story. 
The solution offered came in a kind of functionalist systems theory that ultimately re-
placed the descriptive fetishism with a technocratic alternative. Culture was redefined as a 
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system of distinct parts (including technology, social organisation and ideology) which con-
ducted adaptive machinations in relation to the environment. Material culture was the prima-
ry interface. Binford (1962) argued that material culture was either technomic (used to cope 
with the environment), sociotechnic (involved in social relations and group cohesion), or 
ideotechnic (implicated in the creation of a symbolic realm), but later realised that individual 
artefacts might encode information about all three of these categories, through primary and 
secondary functions (Binford 1965). This definition in itself held great promise - the abil-
ity to reconstruct social organisation or religious beliefs, domains previously restricted to 
ethnology, was enticing. However, the method chosen to elucidate these spheres was restric-
tive. While technomic artefacts were relatively well understood from replication studies and 
information gleaned from the physical sciences, little was known about the links between 
social behaviour and material culture. There had been no systematic ethnographic work done 
correlating specific types of artefact with specific types of social organisation or ideology. In 
the terms set out by the positivistic methodology this kind of direct link was exactly what 
was needed. Believing that there was a high degree of regularity in human behaviour, Binford 
advocated cross-cultural comparative studies in what came to be termed ethnoarchaeology. 
This involved conducting observations amongst living peoples in an attempt to generate ex-
ceptionless generalisations, or laws, about the links between material culture and behaviour 
(Binford 1978). 
In hindsight, this goal seems incredibly nai've - archaeologists have since realised that 
such absolutes are virtually non-existent amongst human complexity and variation, and at 
most are of very low statistical magnitude (Trigger 1989: 301). In practice, this framework 
gradually retreated into assumptions about functional efficiency and ecology in denial of the 
importance of psychological factors or cultural motives. Insofar as the possibility of recover-
ing the latter was recognised, this was subjected to an analytical distinction: human cognition 
was considered to be evidenced by the 'stylistic' attributes of otherwise 'functional' objects. 
Consequently much effort was spent on the means by which style could be separated from 
function in any given assemblage, as a means of explaining variability. This was not a matter 
of analysing stylistic attributes for meaning content, but of identifying them so that functional 
analysis could proceed without confusion. In addition, the validity of using present day peo-
ple in analogies about the past was a question left unprobed, but can now be seen as funda-
mentally related to earlier nineteenth century evolutionary theories (Gosden 1999: 4-5). 
It is apparent that this alternative to traditional culture-historical archaeology was not 
directed at resolving the uncritical assumption that artefacts directly reflected cultural ideas 
and ideals, but at denying that this link mattered in understanding archaeological patterning. 
The terms 'technomic: 'sociotechnic' and 'ideotechnic' are remarkable in that they all contain 
the root 'tech' - indicating that material culture is fundamentally a technological extension 
of human attempts to scrape a life from the environment. Even in its socio- and ideo- forms, 
this technology was held to be aimed at fostering group cohesion to ensure better chances 
of survival. The adoption of White's (1959) conception of culture as an "extrasomatic means 
of adaptation'' is indicative of an approach that saw things as pure physical tools, accessories 
to muscle and .bone. 'Extrasomatic' relates things to the body in purely mechanical terms. 
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Things are external but similar to the genetic body, shaped by the forces of adaptation. The 
body and the thing, the subject and the object, were connected in their similar purpose of 
living efficiently in an environment, but were devoid of social relevance and stood as autono-
mously defined entities. Things, objectified as technologies of energy efficiency, were about as 
fetishized as they could get. 
Both culture-history and the New Archaeology can be seen to involve a denial of sub-
jectivity. Both expressed this through forms of fetishisation and a separation of objects from 
their social meaning. In the case of culture-history, artefacts self-evidently reflected cultural 
traits - the problem of the degree of equivalence between anthropological objectifications and 
emic understandings was left unresolved and buried under the wider project of descriptive 
refinement. New Archaeology, on the other hand, denied the problem required resolution 
beyond the separation of style and function, placing cognition in a black box. Instead, this 
approach revelled in its own objectifications to the degree that objectified data was, axiomati-
cally, supposed to define lines of enquiry itself. These lines, perhaps inevitably, were restricted 
to instrumental technology, function, and taphonomy. In ho.th approaches, material culture 
analysis revolved around the object as an autonomous category, a self-evident thing or pres-
ence that communicated its identity and origin in a straightforward manner. 
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Since the early 198o's archaeology has moved away from these approaches, and has increas-
ingly been concerned with the role of the human subject in understandings of things. The 
shift in this regard could perhaps not have been greater. Much of the writing from this period 
onwards has drawn on theorists far removed from the archaeological domain, in a sometimes 
opportunistic manner. This makes reviewing modern material culture theory through the 
lens of archaeology somewhat fraught. Nevertheless, it will be useful to continue by covering 
archaeological adoptions of these theorists before turning to wider anthropological concerns. 
Not least because archaeology at this time was one of the few disciplines working with mate-
rial culture that was self-conscious about the general issues involved. Although there are some 
parallels in material culture theory between economics, museology, history, geography, archi-
tecture and design studies, attempting to survey all of these would be unwieldy, and perhaps 
less productive than focussing on archaeology. As Miller has pointed out, the study of material 
culture during this period was usually a means rather than an end, emerging pragmatically 
from other concerns, and explicit theorising was avoided in order to evade charges of fetish-
ism (1998: 5). This has not been the case with archaeology. 
Most early post-positivist approaches to material culture proceeded through a linguistic 
comparison, immediately bringing human subjectivity into the equation. This was generally 
stated up front in a lament - that while academic study had revealed a great deal about lan-
guage, little attention had been paid to the way material culture communicates messages or 
structures social life (Appadurai 1986: 4; Miller 1987: 3; Shanks & Tilley 1987: 96; Tilley 1991: 
16). Finding inspiration in the structuralism of Levi-Strauss and Barthes, archaeologists turned 
to Saussure's (1966 [1916]) analysis oflanguage and the wider development of semiotics as a 
departure point and guiding metaphor. It was argued that material culture can be understood 
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as a structured system of communication, sharing qualities with speech and phonetic writing, 
but conveying different messages. Just as words are intelligible through spacing and differen-
tiation, meaning is written in material culture through its fixation to the patterned spacing of 
things. Following Saussure, material culture could be defined as a system of signs made up of 
signifiers (sounds or graphic equivalents in language; artefacts or designs in material culture) 
and signified (concepts or meanings). Saussure had argued that the attachment of signifier to 
signified is entirely arbitrary in language, and only gathers meaning and intelligibility through 
relational difference from other signs. The focus should thus be on the sets of rules governing 
language - speech (parole) itself was of little interest, but the structures making it possible 
(langue) were of prime importance. 
In the initial translation of this into material culture studies, work focussed on investigat-
ing codes underlying the order found in assemblages of artefacts. Mead (1975) for example, 
described the decorative patterns on Fijian Lapita pottery through a classic formal analysis 
of stylistic structure. Design motifs were found to be combined according to a small number 
of basic rules for producing repetitive decorative patterns on various zones of a vessel. The 
motif inventory thus provided a lexicon, and the rules constituted a grammar for specifying 
how 'sentences' might be formed from the inventory. Sharp (1988) applied a similar structural 
analysis of Lapita at the motif level, describing the rules governing the formation of each mo-
tif out of even smaller elements. Hodder (1982), similarly claimed a generative grammar for 
the decoration ofNuba calabashes, but went on to argue that in order to attribute meaning to 
this sort of patterning, reference must be made to context, in terms of other structured un-
derstandings such as male/female, culture/nature, living/dead and so on. Linking the simple 
decorative grammar with wider symbolic rules was held to result in a more cohesive view of 
how artefacts slotted into the grammar underlying and governing the entire social structure. 
A very early example of this extended formal analysis is Leroi-Gourhan's (1965) work on cave 
paintings from the Palaeolithic where a male/female structuring device was invoked. Nancy 
Munn's (1973) early ethnographic work on the nature ofWalbiri iconography similarly cited a 
gender distinction in the combinations and forms of symbol used in sand stories. One of the 
problems with this approach, however, was that it could add little to what was already known 
- simply mapping gender, for example, onto material culture would just reiterate the ideas of 
gender with which the study began (Miller 1998: 10). 
For archaeologists, an important critique of the structuralist approach was that it is ahis-
torical. Structuralist analyses focus on synchronic order and the extant rules governing that 
order, which tends to sediment the rules' operation, making the problem of social change 
almost unintelligible. At the level of the sign, accounting for things that may support multiple 
meanings, or meanings that change depending on social, spatial or temporal context, be-
comes very difficult. This issue was crystallised through critiques offered by post-structural-
ism, and these were quickly applied in archaeology- generally in an internal manner by those 
who had begun working with structuralist methodologies. Tilley (1991) for example, conducts 
an analysis of the significatory language of rock art at Namforsen Sweden, before applying 
various post-structuralist critiques to the outcome of this endeavour. Arguing that structural-
ism and semiotics do not take into account the interpretation of meaning by human actors, 
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Tilley uses the work of Ricoeur and Gadamer to develop an approach that comprehends the 
social positioning of subjects who consciously appropriate and manipulate the semantic field 
in order to self-reflect and express, and thus produce dialogues (1991: 121-3). This hermeneutic 
approach is predicated to some degree on the notion, derived from Derrida (1976), that the 
relationship between signifier and signified is not just understood through difference as re-
alised by Saussure, but in fact extends beyond this into an infinite fluidity. The sign is never 
a coherent entity, in the sense that its meaning must always be relational. The meaning of a 
signifier comes about always in reference to other signs, other ideas and concepts. A sign is 
thus merely a temporary association between sliding systems and we can only understand its 
meaning in terms of how it relates to other signs, and how they relate to still others, in an in-
finite sequence. Meaning, in this way, is established in a never-ending play of signifiers rather 
than being fixed to a particular referent (Shanks & Tilley 1987: 101-2). The social positioning 
of the person actively involved in making sense of this shifting semantic field can thus influ-
ence interpretations different from an author's intent, and meaning can always be reread and 
reinterpreted in a manner that is local and provisional. This calls into question the notion that 
there is any original or true meaning attributable to signs, and allows the static, synchronic 
view of structural rules to be transcended. Moreover, the tendency to reify one's own interpre-
tations or objectifications as being inherent to a particular thing ( as in the forms of fetishism 
outlined above), is rendered transparent. 
Followed to its conclusion, this approach does, in fact, radically divorce any objectification, 
any meaning or signification from its base material, from the thing itself. In Baudrillard's 
(1981) analysis of political economy, social subjects trade in meaning alone - value no longer 
resides in labour, utility, or materiality, as Marx would have it, but in the attractiveness of af-
filiating oneself with a particular cultural meaning. 
Material culture patterning is to be understood from this perspective as being the result 
of a subjective practice involving the creative manipulation of relationships between signified 
meanings through time and space. Archaeologists have drawn on Levi-Strauss's (1966) notion 
of the practice of bricolage to describe this (e.g. Tilley 1991: 96), finding it apt in its descrip-
tion of the opportunistic act of using and adapting existing elements in a fresh way. This is a 
concept that might be applied to both anthropological practice, and emic meaning creation. 
An example of the latter is perhaps the instability of meanings attached to objects exchanged 
between indigenous people and Europeans in the Pacific encounters described by Thomas 
(1991). But one possible critique of bricolage as a guiding principle is that it tends to focus on 
creativity at the expense of constraint. In the weight Thomas places on 'shared histories' and 
equal appropriation, for example, an equivalent mutability of meaning is emphasised that 
masks real inequalities in colonial engagements, contrary to the author's intent (see Strathern 
1993: 95). Part of the solution has been an explicit recognition that persons are never in full 
control of the world into which they are cast, and meanings are not completely 'free' - mean-
ing is embedded in power relations and is used in discourses about power. Not everyone has 
access to say things with the same force, or equally to use things to communicate, beyond 
their own experience (Tilley 1991: 149 -71). 
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Material objects have thus been argued to be key tools in the reification of social rela-
tions - a taken for granted part of everyday life that is consequently of great power in so-
cial reproduction and ideological dominance (Miller 1998: 3). This stance has a precedent in 
the early work of Gaston Bachelard (1994 [1957]) which imagines how space constructs the 
human psyche, focussing especially on drawers, chests and wardrobes and the small things 
kept in houses, as a means of exploring the manner in which objects help form subjects. 
Bachelard was influential for theories that took this much further later - including Bourdieu's 
(1977) development of the concept of habitus. Before turning to the continuing importance 
of these latter works, however, it will be necessary to evaluate the utility of structuralist and 
post-structuralist ideas in terms of the subject-object relationship. In many ways the work 
of Bourdieu and others has developed in response to inherent problems with structuralism's 
conception of this relationship. 
It is clear that the various structuralist approaches represent an advance in the possibility 
of uncovering the place things hold in social life. Things have socially constructed mean-
ings that are irreducible to labour-value, an inherent self-evident purpose, or even a one-to-
one representation of ethnicity and culture. Additionally, the argument that material culture 
conveys meanings in an extension of language holds great promise for archaeologists and 
others who wish to uncover social relations through things. This realisation renders the pes-
simistic belief that meaning is recoverable only through observing what people do or say, 
irrelevant. However, the full implications of this position are not realised. Instead, the use 
of linguistic metaphors generates a tendency to produce accounts that simply reverse the 
earlier inclination to think of the meaning of things as travelling from the object to the sub-
ject. Structuralism and its descendant positions inherited early social anthropology's view of 
society as prior to culture - social relations are given expression through cultural classifica-
tions (Durkheim 1965: 10). This somewhat 'idealist' emphasis on society was adopted by ar-
chaeologists attempting to avoid the behaviourist view of material culture as being primarily 
concerned with biological needs. Shanks and Tilley (1987:105) for example, quote and align 
themselves with an extreme example: 
... the object is nothing. It is nothing but the different types of relations and significations that converge, 
contradict themselves, and twist around it as such - the hidden logic that not only arranges this bundle of 
relations, but directs the manifest discourse that overlays and occludes it. (Baudrillard 1981: 61) 
Their position, in seeking to go beyond things themselves in order to examine social relations, 
follows the post-structuralist project into the portrayal of the world for humans as being 
solely the result of layers of 'discourse', in which there is nothing that can be accessed outside 
of discourse - an object is simply a simulacrum with no original. This point was made explicit 
by Foucault (1972) who argued that the purpose of his earlier work was to abandon both 
words and things, to "substitute for the enigmatic treasure of 'things' anterior to discourse, the 
regular formation of objects that emerge only in discourse;' by which discourse is understood 
not as "the sign of something else" but as a practice "that systematically form[s] the objects 
of which [it] speak[s]" (1972: 47-9). For Foucault, the practice of discourse and the objects it 
produces must replace words and things. 
In archaeology and anthropology, this has the effect of dissolving the etic/emic distinc-
tion - if all knowledge and meaning is actively produced through interpretive discourse, then 
the question of representing 'their' meaning or 'ours' is but an illusion. The discourse we seek 
to analyse is in fact produced in the discourse of our analysis. This approximates a charge of 
relativism that I do not wish to pursue here, but more importantly, it further opens up the 
limits of the approach. While such analyses can result in brilliant higher games that creatively 
explicate permutations of metaphor and symbolism, a sense of the experience of being within 
such a world is frequently lost. After all, the situated lives of actors within the system can 
never be commensurate with the understanding of the external analyst who interprets the 
symbolic/discursive play. Here we could extend Nicholas Thomas's (1991: 3) critique of the 
tendency in modern anthropology to endlessly elaborate such symbolic schemes, to argue 
that this is very much a game that doesn't involve those living them. Paradoxical to the rela-
tivisation of representation as a discursive product, this has the effect of reinforcing an us/ 
them distinction, in that the lives portrayed are rend~red either a product of discourse, or an 
existence beneath that discourse in a realm that is inaccessible to us. In terms of ethnography 
and archaeology amongst descendant communities, this is inadequate. For, as I argued in the 
previous chapter, it is not that our interpretations should reflect some positivist truth, but that 
they must persist in a constant dialogue with those we seek to convey - again, the etic/ emic 
relationship is interdependent, a dialectic rather than an imposition. 
More critically for our understanding of material culture, the discursive approach seems 
to encourage a loss of materiality and specificity in things that support the inscription of 
symbols and metaphors. A pot, a pipe, a shell, a body become nothing but discourse, a slip-
pery flux of meaning. Insofar as structuralist based approaches render the link between signi-
fier and signified arbitrary, they remove the physical presence of a thing from any analytical 
consideration. But the meanings attached to things are not as slippery or arbitrary as the 
meanings of word forms, and are arguably inferred in a quite different way. The experienced 
physicality of an object matters in the production of its role in sociality (Miller 1987: 129-30). 
Meaning and materiality are intertwined in material culture - this is part of the reason for 
its effectiveness. Things are known as much though pre-reflective experience and practice, 
through physical facility and familiarity, as through conscious discourse - it is because of this 
that they have social utility. This is to suggest that things matter in the ways that they socially 
enable the acceptance of meaning, or resist its imposition, through processes of reification. 
My critique here is basically that the post-structuralist approach presents the world as all sur-
faces and no feeling - literally there is no tactile sense by which things and lives are more than 
simply discursive formations, and thus have qualities known pre- or non-discursively. 
This appeal to tactility is pointed, in that the works of Foucault include some of the most 
explicit academic analyses of the body. For Foucault (1977), the body is a discursive product, 
created through inscriptions that evade depth - any attempt to understand the body's mate-
riality would occur discursively in yet another semiotic layer of the surface. But behind this, 
Foucault's rhetoric assumes something that inscriptions operate upon, a body or a thing that 
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has ontological status apart from discourse, that has an essence and materiality that might 
sometimes resist these inscriptions (Butler 1989). In effect, Foucault's privileging of discourse 
replicates a positivistic tendency to privilege only what is apparent, reproducing the distinc-
tion between (in Kantian terminology) an inaccessible thing-in-itself, and a discursive thing-
for-us (Fielding 1999: 73, 82-3). What is missing here is an acknowledgement that discursive 
knowledge does not fully encompass everything that is known about the world, or is made 
apparent through the body (Vasterling 1999 ). In hinting at a material body beneath discourse, 
Foucault realizes, but does not pursue, a ground for developing an understanding of the man-
ner in which we know the world through physical engagement as much as through language 
and symbolism (Fielding 1999). I don't want to dwell on Foucault's notions of the body in 
much more detail than this, but it is this very realisation that has been one of the themes 
archaeologists have examined in attempting to escape some of the problems with post-struc-
turalism. 
It has been said that Foucault managed to convert phenomenology into epistemology 
(Deleuze 1988: 109) - interestingly some archaeologists have recently begun to travel in the 
opposite direction. The phenomenological approach in archaeology has developed around the 
interpretation of past landscapes - particularly the remains of architecture and monuments 
(Thomas 1993; Tilley 1994; Bender 1993, 1998; Parker-Pearson & Richards 1994). This began as 
a means of re-interpreting settlement patterns and architecture in a way that transcends the 
Cartesian map, in order to capture a sense of the experience of actually living within a land-
scape. Drawing to some degree on Foucault's (1977) work on the effects of architecture and 
space as an expression of power on the formation of particular kinds of subject, an early focus 
was on the impact of space on the body (Parker-Pearson & Richards 1994). Archaeologists 
quickly traced the origins of this approach back to the phenomenology of Heidegger (1973 
[1927]) and Merleau-Ponty (1962 [1945]), the implications of which are also found in the more 
widely influential work of Bourdieu (1977) and Giddens (1981). The phenomenological focus 
was probably favourable to Foucault's discursive one, in that it allows a direct consideration of 
the materiality of things apart from language, and in terms oflandscapes allows the insertion 
of the archaeologist's body as a tool of interpretation (Tilley 1994). However, the consideration 
of power and ideology in archaeological approaches to ontology has remained an important 
mediating factor, especially given the potential for a totalising romanticism in Heidegger's 
thought (Bender 1998). 
Given that phenomenology seeks to transcend idealism and materialism it is at this point 
in the history of the material culture object that I believe there is a possibility for thinking a 
way beyond the dualisms of the above outlined approaches. Rather than regarding things as 
fetishized objects bluntly reflecting some natural truth in simple materiality, or alternatively, 
as blank slates available for the inscription of meanings solely residing in the heads and dis-
courses of social subjects, we might begin to uncover the manner in which subjectivity and 
objectivity interact in the human experience of the world. This does of course require a re-for-
mulation of what an 'object' is - what our theory of things should be. Equally, it requires that 
the same level of reconsideration be given to the 'subject' - what our theory of persons should 
be. For this reason, it will be useful first to give a parallel history of anthropological notions of 
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the subject, before returning to these reconsiderations and the possible transcendence offered 
by phenomenology. 
The subject - personhood & sociality 
The history of the subject in anthropology has been very much one of a tension between con-
cepts of individual and society. It is possible to write this history as a mirror to the history of 
the object, itself revolving around the tension between artefact and culture. I could, for exam-
ple, begin again with European voyages of exploration, during which encounters with novel 
social forms opened up new avenues for European thought that solidified around absolute 
distinctions such as gift versus commodity economies. Insofar as this was an awakening to so-
cial relations however, I want to begin with the first theoretical explorations of these useful to 
anthropology. Particularly, I am going to begin with Emile Durkheim who, born in the same 
year (1858) as Franz Boas, took society to be the privileged object of anthropological study, 
counter to the latter's focus on culture. 
In Durkheim's view, the problems social science must address lie on the subjective side 
of the Cartesian dichotomy, since the object world was to him, in keeping with Descartes, a 
problem for the physical sciences. Nevertheless, Durkheim's method modelled the analysis of 
society on the scientific study of things. The things of sociology were empirically verifiable 
'social facts' - social phenomena such as customs, or more properly, ideals of value, in arenas 
such as religion, law, economics, morality and aesthetics (Parsons 1974: xlviii). These were 
held to be the key mechanisms for fixing individuals within society. Of primary concern for 
the sociology of the day was the notion of solidarity, and Durkheim was influenced in this 
regard by Rousseau's ideas about the resolution of differing interests through integrative so-
cial processes, and Comte's 'consensus'. It was held that social solidarity was achieved rather 
than prescribed - a practical process rather than an existing identity, or an imposed coercion 
(Parsons 1974: xlix-1). This perspective was developed in The Division of Labour in Society 
(Durkheim 1965a [1893]). Here the concepts of 'mechanical' and 'organic' solidarity were in-
troduced, referring to two basic forms of organising principle found in different societies. 
In its mechanical form solidarity is characterized by uniformity and lack of differentia -
tion - society is formed in a series of identical units, which may through time develop into 
kinship groups or clans, but remain uniform overall because there is no hierarchy. Organic 
solidarity on the other hand, is the achieved integration of diverse interests in societies that 
have a division of labour and other structural differentiations. In this latter form, power is 
concentrated in a central body (a monarch or state) and legal codes are established that cre-
ate autonomy, dignity and freedom for the individual. Solidarity was related in both of these 
systems to an underlying ground, which Durkheim called the conscience collective. This can 
be translated as either 'collective conscience' or 'collective consciousness' - a general system 
of beliefs and sentiments ( social facts) held in common by society's members. Importantly, 
the two different forms of solidarity were held to be historical, and in fact evolve one into the 
other. Mechanical solidarity was held to be an earlier form as found in the simplest societies, 
and organic solidarity was thought to be a more recent development seen in modern societies 
centred on the autonomous individual. Durkheim consequently held that the individual is 
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historically peculiar, a modern invention and product of particular social organisations rather 
than a universal given. Analysis, because of this, must not begin from the autonomous indi-
vidual, but from the broader social forces in which they are always enmeshed - the structures 
of society. Rather than investing in a subjectivist position that would place the driving force 
of society in individual perception and action, Durkheim thus advocates a perspective that is 
an objectivist theory of the subject. 
This latter standpoint also comes out of Durkheim's attempt to fit the empirical concerns 
of the conscience collective to a Cartesian frame of reference. The social milieu in which an 
actor is enmeshed was, for Durkheim, the only relevant environment - a 'reality sui generis' 
to be studied in its own right (Parsons 1974: liii). However, while for an observer (the social 
scientist) this reality constitutes an empirical fact, for a person within society the viewpoint 
might be quite different. Although similarly having an exterior reality for its members, society 
also constrains individual's action in terms of normative standards or idealised components 
of the social structure. It is at this point that Durkheim departs from a strict Cartesian philos-
ophy. The social 'reality sui generis' has an important quality that goes beyond the usual facts 
and constraints of the Cartesian physical environment: in order for normative social stand-
ards to work, to become part of the conscience collective, they must be internalised as part 
of the personality of the individual. Consequently the common-sense view of the boundary 
between society and the individual breaks down, because society permeates the individual 
(Parsons 1974). 
Social facts are thus held to have three characteristics: an exteriority or empirical exist-
ence, for both observers and social actors; an imposition of constraint in the effects of norma-
tive rules; and internalisation, a 'moral authority' by which norms and values are carried by 
individuals. The equally internal and external character of 'moral authority' is essential to the 
social system in that it goes beyond subjectivity - it exists in the collective arena, beyond any 
one person. For Durkheim then, the object of sociological analysis was not the individual 
practices of average people - what they actually did or said - but the normative 'collective 
representations' that constrain action and underlie action. Society is in this conception prior 
to the individual, and social facts are independent of individual minds - while a social system 
is formed by a mass of associated individuals and the relations between them, 'collective rep-
resentations' surpass these through their exteriority (Durkheim 1974: 24). Society is, in effect, 
responsible for thought itself. 
An important implication of this conception is that subjectivity was no longer seen to be 
a matter of universal human perception - subjects could differ depending on social context. 
Durkheim's nephew, Marcel Mauss, took this to its logical conclusion in his final essay, argu-
ing that the category of the person was not a matter of biology, but of society (Mauss 1985). 
Here, comparative ethnographic evidence was used to challenge the notion of a universal 
person based on biological processes or consciousness, and argue that social processes were 
more important. The modern Western notion of a person as bounded and autonomous with 
an ego-centred consciousness was seen to have its opposite in other social forms, in which, for 
example; naming personified life histories and a person embodied the ancestors after which 
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they were named; or in which various social roles were actually thought of as symbols of the 
pre-figured totality of the group (Mauss 1985: 5-10 ). 
For Mauss these forms of seemingly collective personhood were not simply different from 
Western notions, but, in keeping with Durkheim's postulated evolution from mechanical to 
organic solidarity, were earlier forms. Consequently, such conceptions were generally referred 
to in primitivist tropes by both Mauss and Durkheim (Crapanzano 1995). For example, magic 
and totemism as expressed in ceremony and ritual were held to be important reflections of 
primitive mechanical solidarity and personhood. Collective ritual behaviour was seen as a 
primary means of producing subjective states and integrative forces through which society 
realised itself It was argued that dances and ceremonies particularly, being full of rhythmic 
movement and collective action, worked almost hypnotically to produce a single mental state 
amongst the participants, through which a single body and soul was formed, a realisation of 
the body of society (Mauss 1979; Durkheim 1965b ). The gradual loss of such affective states, in 
the evolution towards organic solidarity, eventually helped produce the modern individual. 
An earlier exploration of this theoretical scheme is evidenced in Primitive Classification 
(Durkheim & Mauss 1963 [1902]), which traced the evolution of modern logical classification 
from an earlier "general mental confusion'' characterised by a state in which "the individual 
himselfloses his personality" (1963: 6) resulting in a conflation of persons and things. It was 
held that in earlier societies there was "a complete lack of distinction between [ a person] and 
his exterior soul or his totem ... The identification is such that the man assumes the character-
istics of the thing or animal with which he is united" (1963: 6). In this form of society objects 
are infused with emotion, a thing is not simply an object of knowledge but corresponds to 
a "sentimental attitude" that blurs what logical classification would regard as separate (1963: 
85-6). This is held to support an argument that the demarcation of objects and groups into 
orders of classification is not given from birth, or a quality of all humanity. Instead it is society 
that is responsible for the model of classificatory thought followed. Different forms of society 
will apply different forms of classification. This realisation and the methods used to arrive at it 
were held to enable an understanding of "the manner in which ideas of cause, substance, and 
the different modes of reasoning, etc. were formed" (1963: 88). 
Such accounts were meant to prove the all-determining force of social structure. It was 
not individual action, cognition or biology that was responsible for the empirical facts of 
social life, but the internalised elements of particular societies. This was a direct challenge 
to the received notions of the day, deriving from Kant, which held that basic categories of 
experience such as space and time were universal properties of the human mind. Instead, in 
accordance with developing neo-Kantian ideas, Durkheim and, more enthusiastically, Mauss 
advocated what might now be seen as cultural or epistemological relativism - the notion that 
different categories of thought or patterns of thinking occur in different cultures and at dif-
ferent times, resulting in varying world views, or, more drastically, different worlds altogether 
(Collins 1985: 46-8). 
These theoretical formulations and concerns are recognisable in much subsequent soci-
ology and anthropology, particularly in work that focuses on processes of socialisation and 
non-Western notions of the self. Many of the more recent approaches to these issues work as 
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critiques of aspects of the above theoretical framework, and for this reason I will now turn to 
a survey of some particularly important examples. At this point I want to pull the two themes 
of socialisation and non-Western subjectivity apart, and deal with each separately. Before 
turning to 'other' forms of subjectivity then, I will now outline more recent conceptions of the 
socialisation of the body in the formation of society. 
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Mauss is particularly important here, as might be expected from the above. In his examina-
tion of the different "ways in which from society to society [persons] know how to use their 
bodies" (1979: 97) Mauss developed a concept of 'body techniques' transmitted and learnt 
through social convention and tradition. Body techniques are unconsciously adopted in eve-
ryday actions that are part of everyone's life - various 'styles' of walking and gesturing as well 
as sitting, cooking, ways of eating, cleaning and so on. Habits and skills of the body are thus a 
reflection of particular forms of mundane socialisation. The concept of 'habitus' was used to 
describe this aspect oflife - a compound term deriving from habitude (habit or custom) and 
exis (ability or facility). Through habitus the body becomes the basis of all social conventions; 
it is the seat of perception and disposition, and consequently is one of the most useful starting 
points for anthropology. 
Bourdieu (1977, 1990), as mentioned previously, has developed the notion of habitus in 
its most recognisable recent form. The influence and success of Bourdieu's reformulation of 
Mauss's concept lies in the issues he uses it to address. Particularly important is the problem 
of agency and structure - how individual actors within a social structure can exhibit agency, 
or act beyond the confines of a determining society. If society is conceived as prior to the 
person, as being responsible for thought and 'moral authority: how can any one person be 
said to have agency? Bourdieu had begun academic life as a structuralist, influenced along 
with Levi-Strauss and others by Durkheim's formulation of social structure as prior to the 
individual. But, as outlined above, in refining the concept of social structure as a series of 
ordering principles governing disparate social domains, Bourdieu believed that structuralism 
created a highly objectivist account of social action in which the human actor became a mere 
vehicle for the ordering principles (Bourdieu 1977 ). Habitus seemed to offer a way of return° 
ing agency to the actor, while at the same time preventing the loss of the society concept, or 
rather, preventing an extreme voluntarism whereby the individual would become a free agent, 
acting only according to their own desires and needs. This was an attempt to mediate between 
objectivist and subjectivist analysis, and between thought and practical action. The way this 
was achieved is reflected in the following, somewhat notorious, re-definition provided by 
Bourdieu: habitus consists of 
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... systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed to function as structuring 
structures, that is as principles which generate and organise practices and representations that can be 
objectively adapted to their outcomes without presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or an express mastery 
of the operations necessary to obtain them. (1990: 53) 
Habitus is thus a kind of pre-reflective action, a second nature. Thought and action are 
produced together without any conscious effort, but at the same time they have an inher-
ent logic or structure that is continuously adapted. The structuralist concept of an ordering 
symbolism is consequently retained, but the objectivist implications of structures that govern 
action are allayed in an emphasis on their providing dispositions rather than rules. These dis-
positions are given expression in the service of strategies but they do not determine action. 
People live structure and transform it through their actions in a recursive manner - socialisa-
tion is thus a continuous practical process by which subjects are formed and society is repro-
duced. The body is the focal point upon which this socialisation operates. 
Habitus is learned continuously through life as a series of principles for conduct, in terms 
of cultural propriety and a sense of normative order imbued in daily practice. As subjects 
live their lives with others they gradually familiarise themselves with inherited norms and 
adopt social roles that become something they are, rather than something they know or have 
(Bourdieu 1990: 73). By absorbing these principles through familiarity, the subject is then 
able to turn them to new experiences, and impose them on new domains not previously 
encountered, thus assimilating other domai~s into. the cultural order. Habit~s is also held 
to be specific to certain groups, and is not only the means by which practical techniques of 
the body are learnt but also how gender and class distinctions are imbued. Those who share 
habitus also share a sense of identity. Girls and boys, for example, learn very early on how 
to carry themselves, how to sit, behave, and act, in ways that are different from each other. 
Habitus in this way helps create the body so that we can say a person embodies culture - a 
process Bourdieu refers to as 'hexis: From these culturally embodied points of view people 
are able to act according to subjective aspirations, and these tend to be goals that the subject 
has some hope of achieving (1977: 77). Perspective, aspiration and power are thus important 
qualities instilled through different experiences of habitus and do not come solely from the 
individual - they are only subjective in the sense that they are given expression by a person 
along historically inherited channels (Bourdieu 1977: 86-7). Habitus can thus be seen to link 
the socialisation of each new generation with tradition and history, and the means by which 
culture is reproduced, in a way that is not deterministic. 
This perspective is more satisfying than earlier theoretical formulations of the social sub-
ject. The goal ofreturning agency to the human actor while retaining a concept of trans-indi-
vidual structuring principles has the added benefit of bringing the physical nature of experi-
ence into view - the human body is not missing from the equation. The physical, the men-
tal and the social are successfully blended. This might also be seen to be an advantage over 
post-structuralist formulations of the body as a discursive product - the position adopted by 
Foucault. But at the same time Bourdieu's notion of habitus lacks the fluidity of a discursive 
approach - there is a latent emphasis on the stability of structure. In looking at the complex 
interaction between discursive and non-discursive knowledge Bourdieu remains in a locally 
stable social order so that the nature of that order can be described (e.g. Bourdieu (1990) on 
Kabyle houses). But the effect of describing the rhythms of habitus in such stable terms is an 
emphasis on synchronic or quotidian contexts rather than any longer-term view. 
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More importantly, it is not clear how personal transformations might occur - how through 
the biography of a person's life, social roles may shift and how different aspects of the self may 
be closed off or masked depending on circumstance and context. This issue is tied to the con-
ceptualisation of the individual and society in Bourdieu's theory - these are still recognisably 
derived from Durkheim, and Cartesian thought. While the notion of habitus is able to ac-
count for different situated perspectives and different cultural forms, the concept of coherent 
bodies within an overarching structure remains as part of the theoretical framework. Recently 
this conception of society has begun to be critiqued on the basis that it is a model of European 
derivation and may not be appropriate for describing other social modes. This critique comes 
out of examinations of what I referred to above as non-Western notions of the person, and it 
is to this matter that I now turn. 
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Since Mauss, ethnographic accounts of different forms of personhood have become a promi-
nent part of the .literature. Much of these accounts turn on a contrast between generalised 
Western ideas of the person and some 'other'. Geertz for example, has characterised the 
Western person as "peculiar" in its conception as "a bounded, unique, more or less integrated 
motivational and cognitive universe, a dynamic center of awareness, emotion, judgement and 
action organized into a distinctive whole and set contrastively against other such wholes and 
against its social and natural background" ( Geertz 1984:126). Against this, it is held that many 
other forms of personhood are to be found that dissolve the coherent self into a multiplicity. 
The Balinese person attempts to present nothing individual that might distinguish them from 
others in social life, and instead tries to exclusively enact a culturally prescribed role or mask 
(Geertz 1973). In Morocco, the person has a chameleon-like quality, differing according to 
particular contexts for action, and so becomes an ever-changing kaleidoscope in the mosaic 
of social life ( Geertz 1984 ). This perceived 'peculiarity' of the concept of the autonomous indi-
vidual has led some such as Dumont (1970) to further generalise that while in the West people 
may have become individualistic, the Rest remain socio-centric. 
These analyses inherit from Durkheim and Mauss both a concept of society and a parallel 
division between 'organic' and 'mechanical' forms, or some permutation or addition thereof 
(e.g. 'hierarchical' in Dumont's case). The Western self is seen to be a product of particular 
forces mainly revolving around capitalism and science, as outlined by Lacan (1977: 70) a.11d 
Foucault (1974), whereas the ethnographic other is seen as an inversion of this conception, 
or even a prior form along the lines of Levy-Bruhl's (1963 [1927]) 'primitive mind' - a shared 
individuality or quasi-identity, in which members are interchangeable. Sokefeld argues, in 
reversal of Geertz's characterisation, that: 
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In the conceptualization of non-Western selves, the Western self was taken as the starting point and the non-
Western self was accordingly characterized as its opposite: unbounded, not integrated, dependent, unable to 
set itself reflexively apart from others, unable to distinguish between the individual and a role or status that 
individual occupies, unable to pursue its own goals independently of the goals of a group or community. 
(Sokefeld 1999: 418) 
It is possible to argue that this is, in part, a consequence of the objectivist model of a de-
termining social structure that denies subjects an agency beyond its own confines. In its gen-
eralised sense ( as in Dumont) the mirrored non-Western person is a product of the concept of 
society inherited and refined from Durkheim, in that the model is taken to be the reality. The 
reasoning of Durkheim and Mauss was in many ways quite circular because the theoretical 
form of society they proposed was justified by the creations of its own exercise (Lukes 1985). 
Marilyn Strathern (1988) has taken this argument further, regarding the imposition of a con-
cept of society on the reality of Melanesian social life as obscuring the concepts Melanesians 
use themselves. Having said this, she does retain the division between a Western notion of 
the person and a Melanesian notion of the person - and in fact it is around the exploitation 
of this Western versus Melanesian division ( a 'fiction' in her terms) that her account revolves. 
Strathern's work is difficult but important, and I want to consider it in some detail. 
In The Gender of the Gift Strathern begins with a statement that "however useful the con-
cept of society may be to analysis, we are not going to justify its use by appealing to indigenous 
counterparts" (1988: 3). Proceeding by way of a deconstruction of the society concept, or in 
her terms "an ethnography of Western knowledge practices" (1988: xi), she seeks to give an 
account of Melanesian sociality from the perspective of what we might imagine an indigenous 
analysis could look like. This is not an attempt to present Melanesian ideas in themselves, but 
an analysis of Melanesian ideas viewed as if those ideas were to appear in the form of Western 
theoretical preoccupations (1988: 309). Addressing first the antinomy between 'society' and 
'individual: Strathern argues that these terms invite us to imagine that sociality is a question 
of collectivity - that society is a structured thing that connects people together. Society is 
thought of as an ordering and classifying force that conjoins individuals who would otherwise 
think of themselves as irreducibly unique. Individuals are conceived as bound by the relation-
ships of society and thus imprinted by them while also being able to transform them, but 
otherwise people are conceptually separate from those relations. By virtue of the individual's 
body they are distinct from others and the objects found in the world, and are able to use and 
extend their agency through various forms of functional relationship with these others and 
objects. Additionally, within the ordering and classifying forces of a social structure anthro-
pology holds there to be various intelligible symbolic systems that a society uses to represent 
the world. In turn these representations reify the social structure and make it seem natural. 
Strathern suggests that such conceptions encourage anthropologists to attempt to uncov-
er the cultural contexts in which people's self-representations include portrayals of themselves 
as a 'society: But, she argues, if we take Bourdieu's concept of habitus seriously, this question 
becomes absurd - by definition social life does not reflect upon itself, it comes about through 
unconscious practice. Such a question would be like asking the characters in a novel linked by 
an authors plot to entertain the notion of that plot (1988: 9). Similarly, we cannot think that 
in looking to Melanesia we would encounter people addressing the philosophical questions 
posed by the Western intellectual tradition about the supposed relationship between 'the in-
dividual' and 'society: The concept of society is a Western one, not a Melanesian one. In order 
to understand Melanesia we must try to think outside our prior concepts, and interrogate our 
assumptions. 
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Consequently, the next step taken by Strathern is to outline a context that might act as a 
mirror to Western conceptions in order to make evident their biases, and the way these can 
obscure a full comprehension of other ways of seeing the world. For this mirror she uses a 
generalised formulation of Melanesian sociality, based on ethnographic material from the 
Papua New Guinea Highlands, primarily the Mount Hagen region. While rejecting 'society: 
the term 'sociality' is retained in her account to refer to the creating and maintaining of so-
cial relationships. However, the key to understanding the particular context of Melanesian 
sociality is in considering these relationships to be both plural and singular. 
People are held to be formed not as individuals but as 'dividuals' who contain a general-
ized sociality within. In Melanesia a person is constructed as a composite site of relationships 
and thus can be imagined as a social microcosm. Far from having an independent existence, 
the coherence of the dividual is seen as depending solely on the network of social relationships 
in which it is enmeshed, and which it embodies. Any singular person has a fluid and plural 
identity, different characteristics of which become evident or are foregrounded depending on 
the context relevant to a particular social encounter. In contrast to this view of singular per-
sons as composite, collective action, such as that in a group performance or any organization 
involving a number of persons, often presents an image of unity. Groups or collectivities are 
thought of as being singular, de-pluralized entities who have achieved homogeneity by eclips-
ing certain relationships in a manner that might be regarded as antisocial. For this reason, 
Strathern cautions against simply substituting 'collective life as unity' and 'singular person as 
composite' for 'society' and 'individual: This would imply a hierarchy of determination - as 
in the view that society shapes individuals and vice versa. Transformations in Melanesian 
cultures are, according to Strathern, not concerned with this kind of relation - collective 
events do bring people together, but not in order to 'make' them into social beings, in that as 
a unity, collectivities suppress social relations. The relationship must be thought of in terms 
of homology and analogy rather than hierarchy. In one sense then, the plural and the singular 
are the same - the bringing together of many persons is just like the bringing together of one. 
In order to produce an image of unity in either a single person or a collective group the causes 
of internal differentiation have to be suppressed or discarded in exactly the same manner 
(Strathern 1988: 13-14). 
Strathern places this view of persons as composite (i.e. the 'collective as one: and the 
'singular as many') within the context of another form of plurality - the differentiated pair, 
or dyad. When either a singular person or collective group comes into a relationship with 
another, this relationship is sustained insofar as the parties are irreducibly differentiated from 
each other. Each party is thus formed as a separate unity only in correspondence to the other. 
The tie or alliance between them cannot become another collective because the pair only 
exists because of its internal differentiation. This is achieved contextually by suppressing the 
multitude of relations that would otherwise prevent each party from presenting themselves 
in a unitary state. For example, when a man and a woman come together in a dyadic rela-
tionship, the context of this pair closes off those other relationships which make each party 
composite, it produces them as unitarily 'male' and 'female' individuals. Any products of their 
dyadic relationship, including their children, inevitably have a dual origin and are likewise 
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internally differentiated into both male and female qualities - these internal differentiations 
must in turn be suppressed through other paired relations in order to create a sense of unity. 
Consequently, composite persons do not reproduce - reproduction can only occur through 
paired relationships that form the unitary individual contextually. It is this basic relation then 
which is the source and outcome of action - unity can be seen to hinge on this relational 
agency (Strathern 1988: 14, 275). 
Social life in Melanesia is conceived as constantly moving from one state to another -
from the singular person as a composite of diverse relationships that are contained and made 
visible through the body, to the dividual that has detached part of itself in order to become 
a unitary 'one' of a pair. In this view persons are not gradually socialised by the rules of so-
ciety into roles and norms, but contain within themselves various possibilities that become 
evident depending on the context of any particular relationship. The person is a product of 
relationships and action, and is viewed in terms of the outcomes of that action. In this sense 
all action takes place with an 'other' in mind, and it is only through the relationship with this 
'other' that a person can exhibit aspects of their self - a person is only a 'man', for example, 
when they are acting in relation to a 'woman' and vice versa (1988: 183). Gender is not a pre-
existing state of nature, nor a matter of socialisation, but a matter of transformation in con-
text. In Strathern's analysis this has profound implications for any feminist critique of gender 
domination in Melanesia. For example, men's competitive exchanges of pigs raised by women 
would once have been seen as male domination and appropriation of women's labour, but 
under Strathern's scheme pigs would have to be understood as joint products of female-male 
relations, and are thus "multiply authored" (1988: 159). The ultimate transferral of pigs into 
male prestige commonly acknowledges women's role in their production, just as a woman's 
effort in rearing a pig is oriented towards her partner and so its outcome belongs to him as 
well (1988: 133-67). More generally, a person cannot be regarded in any simple way as the 
author of their action because they always act 'on behalf of' another (1988: 272). Action aims 
at the transformation of a relation between persons and at the same time is caused by this 
relationship. Because persons are constructs of relations, action results in the transformation 
of persons. Relations of domination are thus understood in terms of complex transformations 
of identity and cannot be reduced to property relations and labour alienation. 
Strathern's analysis dissolves any simple categorisation of the individual and society, and 
renders the notion of agency more complex than commonsense models would have it. The 
opposition between individual and society, person and collectivity can no longer be seen as 
a relation of difference, but is instead one of scale. A person as a composite of relations is re-
ally just a version of the collectivity in miniature. This is what Wagner (1994) refers to as the 
'fractal person. Just as fractals replicate a pattern in identical form at never-ending scales, the 
fractal person consists of a pattern of relations, embedded in other patterns of relations, repli-
cating in bodily form a wider pattern at the social scale. As a relational theory of sociality this 
perspective provides what is lacking in Bourdieu's habitus: a coherent theory of contextual 
transformation. On the other hand, Strathern's account lacks some of what Bourdieu's pro-
vides, particularly a sense of experience and materiality. Much of The Gender of the Gift con-
sists of profuse symbolic analysis; it is about ideas and concepts rather than lives. This absence 
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operates at different levels. As an account of sociality we are presented with a world filled with 
complex, ambiguous, and shifting symbolic images - of bodily fluids, of flutes that become 
penises that become breasts or inverted uteruses, and of exchanges of substance and essence 
- but there is no sense of physicality, no pain or pleasure. "For eleven [sic] pages (210-218) we 
learn more than we ever wanted to know about transactions in semen, but we find nary an 
orgasm'' (Keesing 1992: 133). The analysis is of symbolic exegesis rather than practical experi-
ence. At another level the focus on concept over experience induces doubts about how well 
the theory fully captures Melanesian social life. Carrier (1995a) argues that Strathern's general 
description of Melanesian sociality is based on an extension of social relations existing pri-
marily in ritual exchange to the entire social sphere. This fails to acknowledge that people in 
Melanesia are integrated into a market economy and are engaged in commodity relations as 
well as ritual gift relations. In other words, the context in which Melanesians understand and 
represent themselves in the manner portrayed by Strathern might only be a limited part of 
their experience. 
Strathern clearly recognises these problems, and her account is couched in disclaimers. 
She chooses, for example, to portray Melanesia as a gift economy in opposition to the West as 
a commodity economy in order to symbolise differences between 'us' and 'them' through eco-
nomic stereotypes, in an 'analytical fiction. As a text then, the analysis operates as a decoding 
of indigenous symbols and metaphors through a parallel system of symbols and metaphors 
in anthropological concepts. This is not far from post-structuralism's layers of discourse. 
Anthropological exegesis is taken to be an effort to "create a world parallel to the perceived 
world" in writing that "sets down its own conditions of intelligibility" (1988: 17). But it is never 
clear what the perceived world consists of in Strathern's account; we never quite get beyond 
the never-ending transformations of symbol into how that relates to experience. Flutes may 
symbolise breasts or penises, but they are never once played - we never find out just what 
it is about a flute specifically that enables these transformations and symbols, or whether a 
flute always symbolises in this way. I think it is clear that in concentrating solely on subjects 
and symbols, the outcome is the creation of a skewed analysis that neglects part of the story. 
In contrast to Bourdieu, who provides a sense of materiality and experience but inherits a 
restrictive conception of 'soci~ty' arid the 'individual: Strathern achieves a reversal - she pro-
vides a flexible conception of sociality while seemingly inheriting Durkheim's neglect of the 
material world. 
Put this way, there would seem to be an opportunity for combining Bourdieu and 
Strathern's approaches in order to cover together what each lacks separately. In order to see if 
such a resolution might be possible it will be fruitful to explore the way materiality surfaces in 
Strathern's book in a comparison with Nicholas Thomas's Entangled Objects (1991). Thomas 
and Strathern have debated issues of materialism and idealism in each other's work, and the 
progression of this debate is a useful means of pointing out areas of resolution. 
Strathern takes items of material culture to be reified parts of persons or relations, in at-
tachable and detachable form. In Melanesia, any particular item is conceived as part of a per-
son that has been made to appear in the form of a thing for a particular purpose. This purpose 
is inevitably the construction and reification of a relationship with another person. As parts, 
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things create mediated relations through exchange - they are thought of as being extracted 
from one person and absorbed by another. Things are thus manifestations or embodiments 
of relationships - they are the relationship made visible through substitution (1988:178-82). 
Thomas (1991) critiques this conception on the grounds that it is based on a model of gift 
exchange ultimately derived from Mauss (1990) and thus does not seem to account for the 
perception of material culture used in commodity transactions for example. Additionally, 
by focussing solely on social relationships, the nature of things is rendered an absent space 
of no particular consequence to the outcome of a transaction. Instead, Thomas argues we 
must understand transactions as exchanges of types of object as much as the theoretical form 
each transaction might take - this is a 'gift' of an axe; that is a 'gift' of food and so forth (1991: 
204). 
In response, Strathern (1993) queries the extent to which 'the nature of things' is an ad-
equate heuristic device for understanding Pacific exchange. Melanesians, it is held, have an 
"impoverished grasp'' (1993: 92) of processes of symbolisation and reification - that is, they 
do not recognise the personification of things, or the reification of relations, as being sym-
bolic. A thing does not 'stand for' part of a person, but actually is part of that person, and in .. 
an exchange it is the relationship made material. Strathern claims that Thomas is imposing a 
Western derived model of neo-classical economics on Melanesian systems, which takes ex-
changes as its object rather than social relations and conceives of these exchanges as being 
about relationships between things, rather than persons (1993: 93-5; see also Battaglia 1993). 
This debate has to a large extent worked by way of dichotomising each other's point of 
view - with one side being accused of strict idealism and the other of materialism. In fact, 
both books do include attempts to overcome such distinctions. The primary goal of Thomas 
(1991) for example, is to destabilise the notion that material culture has any inherent or ob-
vious meaning and thus that its 'nature' determines action or conception. His approach is 
contextual in that the connotation of a thing, whether gift or commodity, is a matter of par-
ticular circumstances and relationships rather than a system-wide prevalence of any single 
kind. Strathern on the other hand avoids a hard-line idealism by noting that social relations 
are only recognized if they assume a particular conventional form, and so, while the 'nature 
of things' is not the explicit focus of transactions, it is a necessary part of their operation. 
Relations are objectified in highly constrained ways, and thus only specific material forms 
will be recognised as evidence for a successful relationship (1988: 180-81). In this, Strathern 
acknowledges the importance of form in a manner parallel to Foucault's recognition of an in-
scribed body. Like Foucault, Strathern does not pursue 'form' as a material substance because 
it would threaten the theoretical point that things are only parts of persons, or more abstract-
ly, are only symbols, representations, or surfaces of discourse. But there is clearly room in this 
recognition of form for transcending the opposition between objects- and relations-centred 
perspectives on exchange, or any other use of material culture. My goal in the next section 
is to formulate a ground by which this might be achieved. I think that by combining the un-
derstandings brought by Strathern's transformation based perspective and Bourdieu's sense 
of physicality with phenomenological and contextual approaches to material culture it will be 
possible to build a richer account of persons and things in social life. Exchange theory is prob-
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ably the best context within which to explore this combination - not only because exchange is 
central to enquiries in Melanesian anthropology, but also because, as indicated by the above, 
it is here that the relationship between subjects and objects becomes most evident. 
Subject-object relations 
Any reference to exchange as an animating force in social life inevitably has some debt to 
Mauss's Essai sur le don (The Gift (1990) [1925]). As part of the wider study of differences 
between modern and 'archaic' society this essay sought to draw conclusions on the evolution 
of exchange institutions, and was also a plea for a return to reciprocity. In accordance with 
the general approach outlined above, pre-industrialised society was characterised by the ex-
change of gifts in opposition to the modern capitalist market economy (which in a Maussian 
framework has since come to be characterised as involving the exchange of commodities 
( Gregory 1982) ). Of importance to the categorisation of types of society, the prevailing form 
of exchange was held to imply specific kinds of social relations between transactors, and thus 
represents a system pervasive "total social fact" (Mauss 1990: 1). The implication is that ex-
change is not merely one sphere of society, but is the fabric of society itself - a proposal later 
extended by Levi-Strauss (1987 [1950 ]). 
Mauss characterised the gift economy as a non-voluntary system of exchange involving 
three obligations: (1) The obligation to give, (2) the obligation to receive, and (3) the obliga-
tion to reciprocate to an equal or greater degree. The actual thing transacted, the gift itself, 
was defined in terms of parts of social relations, including both material objects and immate-
rial things such as names and ideas, or acts and effort. The central problem for Mauss was to 
explain the manner and circumstances by which gift~ travel between persons via the three ob-
ligations, and from where the obligatory quality itself springs. Godelier has clarified Mauss's 
approach to the first two obligations as being the postulation that "what creates the obligation 
to give is that giving creates obligations" (1999: 11). Mauss refers to this as the series of rights 
and duties about consuming and reciprocating that exist next to the rights and duties of giv-
ing and receiving (1990: 14). To give is to appear to transfer voluntarily something to someone 
who you think cannot refuse it, and thus place this person in a state of debt. In turn; to accept 
a gift is to affirm the relationship with the giver - a refusal to accept would be a denial of the 
relationship, and would be an indication of indifference or rejection of amity. Giving and re-
ceiving are thus about the maintenance of relations between persons, and sometimes have an 
underlying competitiveness. 
The obligation to reciprocate was, however, not sufficiently explained by such social con-
ventions and bonds. For the explanation of this third obligation, Mauss turned to a kind of 
spiritual hypothesis about the things exchanged. It was held that the gift economy is animated 
by a 'spirit of the gift: an intrinsic power or force inherent in things. This was derived from the 
Maori 'hau: interpreted as a spiritual power connecting an original owner to the gift object 
and demanding its ultimate return. The third obligation is founded in the fact that a thing 
given is not inactive, but, in possessing something of its giver, has a soul or life that seeks to 
return to its place of origin "or to produce, on behalf of the clan and the native soil from which 
it sprang, an equivalent to replace it" (Mauss 1990: 11-13). In the gift economy then, the things 
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exchanged are inalienable, parts of oneself that are given because one owes oneself to others 
(1990: 46). The absolute distinction between persons and things is dissolved into a world 
where everything circulates "as if there were a constant exchange of spiritual matter, including 
things and men, clans and individuals, distributed between social ranks, the sexes, and the 
generations" (1990: 14). For Mauss, the system of the gift represents an intermingling recognis-
able from the previously outlined notions of mechanical solidarity, non-Western personhood, 
and primitive classification. "Souls are mixed with things; things with souls. Lives are mixed 
together, and this is how, among persons and things so intermingled, each emerges from their 
own sphere and mixes together. This is precisely what contract and exchange are" (1990: 20 ). 
In contrast, the market economy was held to effect the separation of persons and things, 
a separation which forms part of the basis for notions of property, alienation, ownership and 
legal rights. This was thought to be of recent origin, an evolution out of gift economies as indi-
cated by traces still remaining in modern society (1990: 47). Mauss does not define in theory 
the characteristics of the mode of exchange in the market economy to the degree of the gift, 
because he is more interested in arguing that characteristics of the gift economy remain and 
that not only are we are moving back towards reciprocity, but that this is a good thing - an 
antidote to individualism and selfishness (1990: 65-8). For Mauss there is still hope for a moral 
society because even "[t]hings sold still have a soul" (1990: 66). 
In approaches to exchange post-Mauss, these latter statements have generally been ig-
nored in the definition of the market economy as being solely based on the notion of com-
modities as derived from Marx. Commodities are defined as alienable objects, exchanged 
through impersonal relations. The personal relations between people created by the exchange 
of gifts are opposed to the objective relations between things that the exchange of commodi-
ties creates (Gregory 1982: 8). Bought and sold, the obligation for reciprocity in a commodity 
occurs through an immediate exchange of like value; the relationship between transactors is 
subsumed to relations of value between objects. Unlike gifts whose value is based on rank or 
quality, a commodity has value that is quantitative as expressed in price. The important aspect 
of a commodity is thus not so much who is involved in its movement but what it is worth. 
Now, the notion that 'things sold still have a soul' has been rejected in this perspective 
because the hypothesis of Mauss's 'spirit of the gift' itself has generally been understood as 
a wrongheaded mystification. Levi Strauss critiqued Mauss's use of the concept of hau on 
the grounds that it is actually an indigenous theory, a 'floating signifier' devoid of meaning, 
used as a conscious explanation for an unconscious necessity whose real reason lies elsewhere 
(1987: 48). The hau is simply a stopgap between the signifier and the signified - it is what is 
known as a 'thingamajig' (Godelier 1999: 22). Levi-Strauss does not go so far as to say that the 
hau is a wrong explanation, but instead considers it to be a false one like any other symbol. 
That is, the matter is not whether the indigenous theory is real or imaginary, but that it is a 
signification bound into a system of other significations which can tell us nothing of reality, 
but a great deal about the people who think them. The issue of subject-object intertwining 
in gift exchange is neatly sidestepped, and analysis is able to proceed without modifying any 
fundamental dichotomies. 
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It is not necessary to follow Levi-Strauss into structuralism and the suggestion of empty 
signifiers (a contradiction in terms), to accept that the hau is an indigenous representation. At 
the same time however, it is not necessary to conclude that persons and things aren't connect-
ed through gift exchange. Instead, following Godelier (1999) we can conceive of gift exchange 
as being a system whereby social relations created through interpersonal bonds established 
in the transfer of things of any kind (precious objects, services, brides, etc.) are expressed or 
materialised in those things and their movements. It is because gift giving is an integral com-
ponent in the production and reproduction of social relations that a gift is simultaneously 
both the form and content of those relations. 
In this context, gift-giving and the gifts given both re-present, signify, and totalize the social relations of which 
they are at once the instrument and the symbol. And, as gifts are given by persons, and the objects given are 
originally attached, then detached in order to be again attached to persons, the gifts embody every bit as 
much the persons as their relations. (Godelier 1999: 104-5) 
This is true of all gift giving. Of course some, such as Mauss's Maori might think of things 
as having besides this a soul or force that animates them to the degree that things appear to 
move by themselves, and thus become indistinguishable from persons. But this is an indig-
enous interpretation of a socially inherent characteristic of human-thing involvement - it is 
not that involvement itself. 
What then, of commodities? As alienated objects, commodities have been defined as 
coming about only through impersonal relationships and individualism. Thus they are not 
animated in the service of producing and reproducing social relations; instead it is their value 
that causes them to circulate. For Mauss this sets societies based on gift relations apart from 
those based on a commodity economy. And, as we have seen, some such as Strathern (1988) 
have chosen this as a defining contrast between the West and Others. This societal opposition 
is however, empirically unfounded. Various authors have outlined the manner in which gifts 
and commodities exist together in most societies, indicating that Mauss's total social fact does 
not extend to preclusion (Gregory 1982; Thomas 1991; Carrier 1995a, b). Appadurai (1986) for 
example, holds that all things can be described as having a social life. This is grounded in the 
notion that value is constructed in real or imagined exchange, and because of this, different 
cultural assumptions or relations surrounding the politics of value imply different regimes 
of exchange. Thus, within society any exchange may take on characteristics sometimes more 
like those of a gift, or sometimes more like those of a commodity, depending on context. 
Rather than focus on forms of exchange then, Appadurai considers "things themselves" to be 
a methodologically more appropriate basis for analysis, noting that there has been a tendency 
to "excessively sociologize transactions" (1986: 5). This is part of Appadurai's wider perspec-
tive that distinctions such as gift/commodity are overdrawn. In itself, this is partly derived 
from Bourdieu's (1977) argument that the primary difference between gift and commodity 
exchange is their different temporalities - a commodity is characterised by immediate recip-
rocation, whereas a gift requires that a period of time elapse before reciprocation. Gift giving 
and barter are thus regarded by Appadurai as forms of commodity exchange rather than com-
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pletely distinct categories. Here, it is the "commodity situation" of a thing that counts - the 
moment of its exchangeability disaggregated into (1) the commodity phase of the social life 
of any thing, (2) the commodity candidacy of any thing, and (3) the commodity context in 
which a thing may be placed (1986: 13). 
The first of these, the phase, represents those times in the life of a thing, from produc-
tion to destruction, during which it moves into the state of being exchanged as a commodity. 
This is derived from Kopytoff's (1986) claim that we can think of things as having a biogra-
phy, much like a person. Things throughout their biographies are the site of uncertainties 
about their valuation and identity - they may be classified and reclassified in different terms 
depending on context and position in social relations (Kopytoff 1986: 90 ). A thing might be 
bought with cash, become attached to its owner, given to a loved one, become an heirloom 
passed down through generations, then auctioned as part of an estate, or placed in a museum 
cabinet. The identity of a thing and its various exchanges thus has a temporal dimension. The 
second point, the commodity candidacy of a thing, refers to the cultural framework within 
which things are· classified: the standards and criteria that define the exchangeability of things 
in particular historical and social contexts (Appadurai 1986: 14). Some things are always ex-
changeable, while others must always be kept, some may be given, and others must be bought. 
This aspect too is the site of uncertainty, because parties to an exchange or encounter may 
have different classificatory ideas, and different regimes of value. The phase and candidacy of 
commodities is mediated by the third aspect, the context of commodity exchange. This refers 
to the site of exchange, whether market, or home, auction or bazaar, that determines the in-
tensity and appropriateness of particular forms of transaction. Commoditisation is thus held 
to lie "at the complex intersection of temporal, cultural and social factors" (1986: 15). 
We don't have to accept Appadurai's conflation of gifts and commodities (which as 
Gregory (1997: 44) has argued establishes 'commodity' as both genus and species), to take the 
point that we should not conflate types of thing with types of exchange, and types of exchange 
with types of society. Things may pass through more or less affective states, attached to and 
detached from persons and relations through time and context. We can compare these states 
to ideal theoretical forms such as gift, or commodity, but this is not a matter of fixing a society, 
person or thing within a single atemporal form. This being the case, Appadurai's analysis of 
the commodity does point towards an important line of enquiry. This is the question of the 
degree to which the social relations that have thus far been characterised as impersonal, as 
created in the transfer of alienated objects, really entail a complete separation of persons and 
things. Gifts, it is accepted, focus on the establishment of relations; commodities, it is held, do 
not. To what extent is this true, given the various permutations accorded by Appadurai's three 
aspects of exchange? 
Gell (1992) examines this issue in regard to barter in Melanesia. Barter can be thought of 
as a special kind of commodity transfer, in that it is exchange directed at the acquisition of 
material items rather than the formation of a relationship. However, in Melanesia it is insuffi-
cient to characterise barter as only a material transaction in accordance to quantifiable value, 
because the context of barter is commonly at the boundaries of social systems which require 
the negotiation of particular relationships. This entails actors meeting others at peripheral lo-
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cations where engagements might result in warfare or trade, conflict or partnership. In order 
for social boundaries to be transgressed for the exchange of things, partnerships by neces-
sity must be formed. In these, each partner guarantees the safety of the other, insofar as is 
possible, during the trading activities. Such a partnership differs from those formed in gift 
exchange in that the goal is not the partnership itself, but the products of that partnership: the 
things exchanged. Furthermore, the goal is to obtain a more valuable item for a less valuable 
one - which demonstrates that the items of barter are quantitatively rather than qualitatively 
evaluated. What Gell demonstrates here is a combination of the stereotypical forms of gift and 
commodity exchange. It is gift exchange as if the focus were things, or commodity exchange 
with the outcome of relations. Clearly during contexts where things are alienated, enduring 
relationships may be forged. 
At another level, commodity exchange can sometimes be concerned with the ability 
of some things to embody a prior owner, or express qualities of a current owner's identity. 
Thomas (1991) has shown how personal attachment to artefacts may persist amongst trans-
actions that retain no interpersonal relationship. Joseph Banks, for example, had a portrait 
made in which he posed wearing barkcloth, amongst adzes, weapons and ornaments acquired 
in his travels through Polynesia. These things were commodities in the sense that Banks had 
alienated them through barter, and because in their new context they were "bought and sold 
and were no less recherche among the bourgeoisie at that time than antiques and tribal art 
are today" (1991: 143). But, for Banks, they also held personal meanings at odds with their 
systemic significance, since they embodied the people and places he had encountered, as well 
as the project of science. 
In museums, and the art market too, things have value because of their embodiment of an 
inherent attachment to the people who made them, or held them previously. But this does not 
stop them from being exchanged as commodities, and in fact, may encourage it. An artist's 
reuvre, their body of work, might be thought of as an aspect of their distributed personhood, 
much like the kula exchange objects that embody and promote a life history (Gell 1998). 
Valued for their place in a biography they are inalienable in association to the artist, but able 
to be alienated for cash to the value of this association (Appadurai 1986). Thus, not only do 
some commodity-like exchanges create enduring bonds and relationships between persons, 
but some commodities may also be thought of as inalienable. In fact some artworks made 
originally for the purpose of sale and having gained entry into social life as commodities, 
might build on such inalienable connections and little by little take on human attributes to 
the degree that they have agency of their own. The Mona Lisa can be regarded in this manner, 
having become something more powerful and influential than either the person in the por-
trait or the fame of its creator. In this particular case, of course, the fame of the object is what 
helps give our memory of its creator import, which is to say that we do not value the painting 
because of its creator, but value the creator because of the painting. 
The Mona Lisa is, obviously, no longer a commodity in the strict sense: instead, it is price-
less. It has entered, in Godelier's (1999: 171) terms, the realm of the sacred. Such items can no 
longer be given away, bought or sold, but embody narratives, names, and forms of thinking 
that transport people back to their origins. For Weiner (1992) these things are the true "inal-
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ienable possessions" - artefacts that exemplify the practice of keeping-while-giving. They are 
the source objects of our identities, the archetypes of the sought-after things we do exchange. 
Such objects act as "vehicles for bringing the past into the present, so that the histories of 
ancestors, titles, or mythological events become an intimate part of a person's present iden-
tity" (Weiner 1985: 210). Weiner extends her thesis to a cross-cultural form which she holds 
is the primary solution humans employ to fulfil an existential need to secure permanence in 
a world that is always subject to loss and decay (1992: 7). I do not wish to follow this portion 
of her argument here, but instead simply take the point that some things are neither gifts nor 
commodities, and by existing in opposition to them, help form a ground against which all ex-
change is judged. In being kept, they allow the classificatory procedures by which some things 
may be exchanged. They thus help form part of cultural concepts of exchange candidacy and 
context. 
Miller (1987) too, shows how the commodity process may entail intimate reflections of a 
person's self or identity, albeit in a far more immediate manner. Critiquing the elitist stance 
that modern consumption of commodities represents a new superficiality and an alienated 
form of life lacking authenticity and depth, Miller takes the position that mass consumption 
has the potential to produce an inalienable culture (1987: 10, 17). Items of mass consumption 
are held to have an important role in the construction of social images. As an example, the 
sweets children buy for themselves (as opposed to those bought for them), are thought to be 
symbolised in terms of an inverse relationship to those foods deemed 'edible' by adults. They 
are symbolically 'inedible' as generated by qualities such as bright artificial colours, or by 
being shaped as beetles and snakes, or subjects disapproved of by adults such as ghosts and 
vampires - epitomised by chocolates shaped like corpses which ooze blood upon being bitten. 
A social group in a position of inferiority is thus able to objectify a perspective which asserts 
the opposition of its interests to the dominant, in this case adult, world. Whilst produced for 
mass consumption and profit, these sweets cannot be understood as being determined by ei~ 
ther "some evil genius at the production end, or some demonic child at the consumption end. 
Rather, we have the emergence, over a considerable period of time, of a children's culture" 
(1987: 168). This is a mutually constituted production of an identity through a commodity. 
Through commodity consumption, people are able to construct and project images of their 
self. 
Miller's goal here is commensurate with my own, in that he is attempting to transcend 
objectivist and subjectivist approaches, and show how the dichotomy between subject and ob-
ject is false. Miller achieves this through a theoretical stance that extracts a notion of culture 
as objectification from Hegel. Miller uses the term 'objectification' to refer to a dual process 
by which a subject externalises itself through a creative self-alienation (i.e. production of an 
object), and then in turn re-appropriates this externalisation through an act referred to as 
'sublation'. Sublation is a process of absorption by which the separation of the subject and its 
creation is eliminated once more, without eliminating the creation itself. Instead, the creation 
is used to enrich and develop the subject thereby transcending its earlier state. Self-alienation 
and sublation are thus parts of a progressive process of objectification by which the identity 
of a subject continuously develops. For Miller, the term 'objectification' emphasises the initial 
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externalisation part of the process - seen in cultural terms as the social production of specific 
forms: material objects, words, institutions or actions. In turn, these can, through sublation, 
be reincorporated into the identity of the subject - in terms of material culture this is reflected 
in consumption practices. The process of objectification in this way encompasses the produc-
tion of subject and object as one, in a single process of development by which a society or 
person continuously creates and recreates itself through externalising and re-appropriating 
cultural forms (Miller 1987: 28). 
Hegel's notion of objectification is thus narrowed to provide a theory of material culture 
and its link with sociality. As Thomas (1991: 25) has argued, this has a tendency to focus at-
tention solely on issues of identity- how the self is projected and developed through material 
culture. This is perhaps a little restrictive in that identity production is clearly not the sole pur-
pose of all material culture. Nevertheless, Miller's perspective is very useful because it points 
out that even in commodity based uses and exchanges the interrelationship between persons 
and things cannot be reduced to a theoretically impersonal relationship of value between 
objects. As with the gift, in commodity type relations persons and things can be variously 
intertwined. The human use of things is obviously more convoluted and complex than the 
simple contrast between gift and commodity systems would indicate. This, and the examples 
provided above, might be enough to let us suppose that the distinction between gift and com-
modity is false. However, I wish to argue that this is not the case. 
Thomas (1991: 15) has pointed out that, as a binary contrast, the gift seems nothing more 
than an inversion of the commodity. But, this is surely the very point of making the contrast 
in the first place. As inversions of each other, gift and commodity stand as poles constructed 
in theoretical terms, against which empirical worlds may be compared. The opposition is thus 
logical rather than empirical (Gregory 1997: 48-50). Forms of exchange in life will no doubt 
exist somewhere on a continuum between the idealised types (Carrier 1992: 193). The point 
is to use gift and commodity as foils for exploring various historical and contextual permuta-
tions, and examine the manner in which social worlds permeate their boundaries, dissolve 
them, construct them, or transcend them. 
Analytically, this might require the elucidatiofi of the relative components of an exchange. 
Robbins and Akin (1999) build upon Bohannan's notion of exchange spheres to argue for 
the possibility of understanding transaction in terms of the various combinations of three 
elements: the object exchanged; the relationship between transactors; and the mode of ex-
change, such as sharing, buying, delayed-return reciprocity and so on. To this, I would add 
Appadurai's (1986) context of exchange in order to recognise that transactions occur some-
where - not just in theoretical space. Together these elements help us to examine and define 
where an exchange sits in relation to the logical categories of gift and commodity. They elu-
cidate levels of appropriateness and the weight given to each in various circumstances. For 
example, food (object) might be shared (mode) between mother and child (relationship) in the 
home (context), but food must be paid for when served by a chef to customers in a restaurant. 
Such an analysis makes explicit that we are using theoretical tools to understand the world, 
rather than uncovering cross-culturally stable categories. 
My goal in the above discussion of exchange has, however, been wider than a simple 
critique of the analytical categories we may choose to understand it. I argue that, in setting 
gifts and commodities off against each other, as total social facts that epitomise particular 
conceptions of sociality, the effect has been to reduce the question of person-thing entangle-
ment to a matter of cultural symbolism. If indeed the gift is an inversion of our notion of the 
commodity, then the effect of regarding the 'spirit of the gift' or the agency in things as an 
indigenous representation, is to render the definition of person-thing detachment, as defined 
by commodity relations, the natural state. Persons and things are thought of as independent 
entities in reality, overlain with the symbolism of the gift in cultural practice. This is com-
pletely analogous to the notion of the non-Western person as being a symbolic conception 
imposed on top of the autonomous individual, which is of course our own perception. The 
examples outlined above have been intended as a means of critiquing this viewpoint. Miller's 
theory of objectification and the examples of commodity-person entanglement, indicate that 
the idea of persons and things as being separate, alienable, detached entities is itself a form 
of symbolisation that masks our real attachment to things. Both the 'spirit of the gift' and the 
'subject-object dichotomy' are, in these terms, representations imposed on an experience of 
the world, and utilised in specific circumstances for specific ends. Idealism and materialism, 
too, are representations that simply emphasise different portions of human-thing relations. 
Underlying these representations is an ontological experience that I believe is hinted at by 
Miller, but not quite fully realised. A final critique of Miller might be that his theory seems 
to only allow the formation of the self (whether personal or societal) in terms of its own ob-
jectifications. His extrapolation of this to a theory of material culture implies that it is only 
material culture that helps constitute the development of the self. But, as we have seen in 
Bourdieu's habitus, this is not solely the case - the entire content of our experience, the total 
landscape of habitus, helps formulate our conception of what it means to be a subject. Toe 
'natural' world, other bodies, novel material culture from elsewhere, all require an extension 
of the concept of objectification to the perception of a world that is not only produced by the 
self. Production, exchange, and consumption are but a portion of subject-object relations. A 
sole focus on these masks an ontological sense by which we might say subjects and objects 
exist in a state of mutual constitution. A working conception of this ontological ground will, 
I believe, enable us to transcend the dualisms inherent in all of the debates outlined above. It 
is to this that I now turn. 
Transcending the subject-object dichotomy 
If, as I have argued, we can regard the concepts 'gift' and 'commodity' as anthropological de-
vices with which we can assess ethnographic examples of exchange, then one thing we might 
learn from critiques of post-structuralism or Strathern's (1988) deconstruction, is that our 
analyses must seek to capture a sense of experience, to avoid idealism. We must always re-
member that cultural meaning is learnt, lived, and reproduced through embodied practice in 
a context. Our beliefs about things do not exist solely in some mental operation taking place 
inside our mind, used to give meaning to the objects we encounter 'out there: Instead, they 
are made coherent in practice, through Husserl's (1982 [1913]) 'natural attitude': that unreflec-
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tive, commonsense state by which things are as they appear, 'on-hand' and always present. We 
learn to interact with things through habitus, simply by living practically in a particular con-
text. We can define the implications this has for understanding material culture by examining 
the phenomenological approach drawn on by some archaeologists and ethnographers ( e.g. 
Tilley 1994; Gosden 1994; Thomas 1996; Munn 1986). 
Phenomenologists since Husserl have argued that we cannot, as he thought, suspend our 
belief in the natural attitude to uncover the essence of consciousness. There are logical reasons 
why this is so, some of which, predicated on the nature of thought, are not relevant here. By 
far the most important reason, however, is very relevant for anthropology; and will be familiar 
from the discussion ofBourdieu. This is the notion that "we are in the world" (Merleau-Ponty 
1962: ix). Our subjectivity cannot be specified without reference to the world of which we are 
a part. That is, the subject's relations with the world are not intrinsic to either the subject or 
the world, and so we cannot specify what the subject is in abstraction from the world, or what 
the world is in abstraction from subjectivity. This is what is intended by Heidegger's (1962) 
'Being-in-the-world: The hyphening of this phrase captures the sense by which the three on-
tological components 'Being: 'in, and 'the world' are neither identical nor ontologically sepa-
rable. There could be no subject, world or relation of 'Being-in' if these were isolated from 
each other. Of course, we may separate them in thought as concepts, but not in the reality of 
life in the world (Priest 1998: 24). 
In the phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty, this realisation leads to the replacement of ma-
terialism (which reduces the mental and the subjective to the physical and objective) and 
idealism (which reduces the physical and objective to the mental and subjective) with a new 
concept of the subject as an embodied presence in the world. A person is a physical subject, 
or a subjective object by virtue of being a perceiving body within a world that is intelligible. It 
is the physicality of our bodies that allows us to perceive physical things and their relationship 
to ourselves. ''.Any perception of a thing, a shape or a size as real, any perceptual constancy, 
refers back to the positing of a world and of a system of experience in which my body is ines-
capably linked with phenomena'' (Merleau-Ponty 1962: 304). Without a body there would be 
no world for us, our body is the "general medium for having a world" (1962: 146). 
Merleau-Ponty holds that our body is connected to the world through an 'intentional 
arc' rooted in our senses and movements, providing us with a persisting point of 'anchorage' 
(1962: 144). During movement and encounter we perceive the world through our lived body; 
movement and perception create space and allow us to locate things spatially. It is not that the 
body exists in a containing space, but that the body is involved in space - we inhabit space 
and time, not as godlike spectators but as bodies that belong to the world; we include it and 
combine with it (1962: 139-40 ). "Far from my body's being for me no more than a fragment of 
space, there would be no space at all for me ifI had no body" (1962: 102). 
Consequently, the distinction between person and world or subject and object can never 
be represented as anything other than an intertwining. Being-in-the-world must take the 
place of the subject-object dichotomy. All things are only ever knowable or able to be objec-
tified and talked about through our having a body, or rather, through our being a body-sub-
ject. And, at the same time, our subjectivity always consists of attending to something - the 
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physical world. Furthermore, our body-subject shares some qualities with the physical world 
in that it may be perceived, it is a 'seeing thing' which perceives itself and others: "My body is 
made of the same flesh as the world (it is perceived), and moreover ... this flesh of my body 
is shared by the world, the world reflects it, encroaches upon it, and it encroaches upon the 
world ... they are in a relation of transgression or overlapping" (Merleau-Ponty 1968: 248). In 
other words, the world and the body-subject are ultimately, mutually constituting. 
The fact that .we have a body and that this is our only means of access to the world might 
indicate that our subjectivity would determine our view of the world. But Merleau-Ponty 
argues instead, that, because our bodies exist as part of the 'flesh of the world' ( everything 
that may be perceived), the body-subject and the world are dialectically related, and thus help 
constitute each other. The body is, paradigmatically, the sensed - it is a synthesis of the subjec-
tive and the material because any sensation is the combination of experiential and physical 
elements. Our perception is founded in the sensed, and thus to perceive is to combine the 
world and the self (Priest 1998: 74). Our subjectivity is shot through with the 'rays of the 
world' (Merleau-Ponty 1968). As in Bourdieu's habitus, subjectivity is both formed within the 
world and helps form what the world is for us - a process enabled by the embodied state of 
Being-in-the-world. 
Archaeologists have used phenomenology to transcend the problems of idealism and ma -
terialism in a discipline that uses material culture as its principal data. Primarily though, the 
focus has been on landscape, place and architecture, rather than portable material culture. 
This has arisen partly out of the attractiveness of Heidegger's (1971a) notion of 'dwelling' - a 
kind of primordial understanding of place, born of familiarity and care - for interpreting 
the sorts of locations and sites archaeologists continuously encounter. This concept meshes 
neatly with habitus, reflecting the manner in which we develop a way of living with places and 
things through routines and skills of the body, without having to continuously stop and think 
about how to make our next move. The term 'dwelling' is intended to capture a sense by which 
knowledge is not simply a collection of verbal statements, but a level of practical competence 
and engagement (Thomas 1996: 67). This approach has been a very fruitful means of bringing 
the world beyond the things humans make into anthropological view. An emphasis is placed 
on the fact that Being-in-the-world includes subjectivity towards everything, not just cultural 
products. The body-subject is intertwined with its total environment. In considering dwelling 
however, Archaeologists have spent less time thinking through the implications for portable 
items. 
Extending an understanding of dwelling to portable things requires us to acknowledge 
the manner in which a thing 'gathers' (Heidegger 1971a: 154). A thing can be thought of as a 
focal site which references the world and so brings it into relational view. Through a thing's 
specific qualities we deduce how it relates to other shapes, textures, properties and potentials 
in an encompassment of the entirety of our experience. Arcanely, Heidegger refers to a thing 
as a "gathering-appropriating staying of the fourfold" (1971b: 174). The 'fourfold' is the earth, 
sky, divinities and mortals - concepts which encompass the human experience of the world. 
A thing gathers and appropriates this lived world in its own particular essence and presence 
in time-space. While semantically appropriate, in that etymologically 'gathering' is the origi-
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nal meaning of 'thing' in Old German, it might be better to think of a thing as a relational 
field, or topography that unfolds by differentiation. A perceived thing exhibits a 'style' held 
together by the reflections, shadows, and horizons between it and other things relationally 
embedded in the world. Things exist as difference and transcendence rather than simply iden-
tity (Merleau-Ponty 1968). This is somewhat similar to Strathern's (1988) relational view of 
sociality, in which things (people, artefacts) exist primarily as the relations that make them 
up. A mother can only exist in relation to having a child, for example. It is the relationship 
between the two that is primary: rather than existing as two objects ('mother' and 'child') 
which then have a relationship, these are states identifiable only through the relationship. But 
we have to be careful not to stray into idealism here: relationships and things are both only 
possible insofar as they appear at the same time. Things are not identifiable except through 
, relationships, relationships are not identifiable without regard to things. 
'Dwelling: in such a context, involves 'staying with things': attending to the way things 
gather and relate to the world, noticing their differences, characteristics, and reflections upon 
each other. This can occur in a manner that does not involve conscious symbolism - we can 
grasp things and pick them up, or move between them without 'thematising' them, without 
paying detailed attention to them or measuring the spaces between them (Priest 1998: 174). 
This is an "average everydayness" (Heidegger 1962: 69), a natural attitude. As I sit at this desk 
writing, I do not think of the chair I am seated on, the light from the window, or how to press 
each key to make a letter, a word, a sentence or thought. Even though the chair, the desk, the 
window, and the computer are all necessary in this moment, and are all perceived, I simply 
proceed through practical engagement, without reflection, using them as 'equipment: 
This is not always the case however - part of our understanding of things rests on seeing 
how they ate able to be used for some purpose, by interpreting them culturally and so making 
them objects (of thought, or discourse). When we encounter or perceive a thing we bring it 
near in a relational process of mutual constitution, but upon setting it in front of us, consider-
ing it, interpreting it, and deciding what it is for us, we make it an object in relation to our self. 
Nevertheless, this object formation lasts only as long as I pay attention. In use, a thing may 
again be regarded less as an object, and more as a means, or an extension of a person's agency. 
Heidegger uses the example of a hammer (1962: 98). The less we stare at a hammer, and the 
more we simply use it, the more 'primordial' or 'authentic' our relationship with it becomes. 
We concentrate on hammering the nail unreflectively, unselfconsciously using a thing in a 
manner appropriate to its form, as an extension of the self. The more we use a thing the less 
we are conceptually aware of it as an object - it becomes subsumed to our project or purpose, 
as part of our agency. In this state a thing is, in Heidegger's terms, ready-to-hand: uncovered 
or made manifest in its own right through use. When ready-to-hand, a thing, via its specific 
gathering, 'brings along' or 'references' other entities within the world, the raw materials of 
the environment, and our work or purpose (1962: 101). The use of technology is, in this way, 
a kind of bringing-forth, an elicitation of persons and their relationship to the world. We 
become visible as particular kinds of agent. Our Being-in-the-world in this state amounts to 
a seamless non-thematic absorption in the referential field of things: we are embedded in a 
totality of equipment, engaged through familiarity and purpose. But, this of course rests on 
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reliability and appropriateness, for if our hammer breaks, or if we find something not useful 
for hammering, or wish for a hammer if we do not have one, we become aware of things as ob-
jects - in each instance the ready-to-hand thing becomes visible in its presence (or absence), 
and we become thematically aware of it. Things of the world are thus lit-up, disclosed and 
rendered present-at-hand, by breaks in their previously seamless referential field (1962: 105) 
- which is to say that they become amenable to the kind of neutral objectivity sought after by 
the natural sciences. The contrast between readiness-to-hand and presence-at hand is akin to 
the difference between the practical and the theoretical, and delineates the process by which 
things become objects. 
Our lives with things involve a constant movement back and forth between these states 
- between a staying with things that are ready-to-hand, and a conscious objectification of the 
present-at-hand. This movement entangles materiality and consciousness in our lives and 
does not allow them to be separated. Upon using a thing according to an understanding we 
absorb that understanding in practice, and it ceases to become an objectification. Additionally, 
because of the way a thing 'gathers: we also absorb its connections in the world, its references 
and elicitations. Meaning in this way is formed, learned and reproduced, in a process akin to 
habitus. In cultural terms, the products of objectification are reabsorbed and lived through 
in a practical everyday dwelling by social groups - a continuous, recursive process in which 
tradition and invention plays out. Language and prior cultural knowledge inform our objecti-
fications, and these in turn, inform our continuing involvement with the world. Recognising 
these processes allows us to transcend the problems of post-structuralist theories that would 
make an object of every thing. It also allows a consideration of the sensual effect of things 
apart from the conveyance of meaning - some things do not symbolise anything in particular 
but may still have social effects in terms of desire or enchantment for example (see Gell 1992). 
The practical knowledge inherent to the body techniques of thing-use may be opposed to the 
discursive knowledge of objects, but in recognising their recursive interplay we can begin to 
develop a fuller picture of material culture. 
Human objectifications can never encompass the entire field or gathering of a thing, but 
Heidegger holds that the 'primordial' state of readiness-to-hand, in which we dwell alongside 
things without conscious objectification, is a much closer and more authentic understand-
ing. The exact relationship between authenticity and inauthenticity, between 'everydayness' 
and 'objectification' is, in my opinion, one of the weak points of Heidegger's thought. While 
Heidegger cautions against regarding his usage of the terms 'authentic' and 'inauthentic' as 
hierarchical (1962: 68), or thinking that authentic everyday Being can be equated with 'primi-
tive cultures' as opposed to an inauthentic 'modern' Being (1962: 76), in some works he seems 
to do exactly this. In the later Heidegger (1971a, b ), the modern world is portrayed as having 
grown distant from things in that more and more things are treated as objects. In rendering 
things mechanical and inauthentic through the analytical procedures of science we have lost 
touch with their essence. We can understand things better through use than through the ana-
lytical gaze. This view has been accepted by some inspired by Heidegger's philosophy, find-
ing it commensurate with humanist, feminist or 'green' ecological critiques of scientism. The 
archaeologist Julian Thomas for example, writes that 
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... an alternative way of'getting on with things' is found in some non-western societies, where people spare 
the things of the world and dwell alongside them ... people may live in a state of embeddedness within their 
local surroundings, where the option of treating land and living things as alienated commodities does not 
occur. The relationship with place and with things is a social one .... (1996: 70-1) 
The mistake here is the same as that made in those other dualisms that operate as 
though they can be mapped onto each other: West and non-West: Modern and Primitive 
: Commodity and Gift : Objectifying and Dwelling : Inauthentic and Authentic. J. Thomas 
goes on to quote examples from Melanesia and Australia, and includes the kula as an exam-
ple of the non-Western 'social relationship' with things. Such an approach seems no differ-
ent from Durkheim's mechanical and organic solidarity or Mauss's archaic communal person 
and modern individual. These stances represent a kind of 'othering' through primitivism and 
spatialized time (Fabian 1983), and an Occidentalism by which the West is rendered artificial 
and asocial (Carrier 1995a). This should no longer be considered legitimate. The distinction 
between the ready-to-hand and the present-at-hand should be seen as different aspects of 
all human interactions with things, rather than modes easily mapped historically, culturally, 
or in primitivist or modernist tropes. Likewise Heidegger's (1962: 149-68) distinction (with 
its Maussian echoes) between authentic dwelling characterised socially by Being with-others, 
and inauthentic individualism which treats the self as an object among-others, should be seen 
as describing effects and tendencies within human Being. As Heidegger himself originally 
recognised, the so-called 'authentic' everyday sense of Being, in which people dwell alongside 
or stay with things and others, is but a mode of human life - it is as present in "highly devel-
oped and differentiated culture" as in "the life of primitive peoples': Moreover, such 'primitive 
peoples: of course, have their own possibilities for a Being that is not of the everyday kind, 
that is 'inauthentic' (1962: 76). 
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In accord with the arguments made in this chapter, I suggest that we should think of all hu-
man perception as involving a movement back and forth between unreflective dwelling and 
moments of objectification. In some circumstances one or the other of these may be empha-
sised - people may be now connected with things ready-to-hand, and then again separated 
when things are rendered present-at-hand. In the constitution of sociality, we might some-
times emphasise and build upon our intertwining with things, to the extent that we may feel 
a thing is inalienable from our self and so distributes our agency and identity. Other times we 
may choose to emphasise a thing as an object, detach it from any association with us and send 
it away so that it is no longer visible - perhaps in exchange for an object we can use, absorb, 
and again let become part of our self. Alienation and absorption, detachment and attachment, 
commodity and gift exchange, are all possibilities afforded by the intertwining that Being-in-
the-world brings. Being intertwined in the 'flesh' of the world may be our primordial state, but 
it is because we are so intertwined that we can both objectify and absorb, be objectified and 
be absorbed. Thus, the various descriptions of sociality reviewed in this chapter, and usually 
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presented as being inherently Western or non-Western, and Primitive or Modern, are really 
a matter of emphasis rather than totality. This is to say that gift exchange, for example, can be 
seen as recognition and emphasis of the intertwining of persons and things, whereas com-
modity exchange is a recognition and emphasis of the ability to objectify. Some may argue 
that certain cultures have an "impoverished grasp" or "blind-spot" towards one or the other 
(Strathern 1993: 92; see also Heidegger's (1962: 113) note on magic and fetishism in 'primitive 
society: which might easily have been written by Durkheim or Mauss), but I think this argu-
ment is an effect of analysis, and a result of neglecting situations that would suggest other~ 
wise. 
Along with Strathern (1988) however, I argue that social life is a matter of realisation and 
disguise - as if conducting a fan dance, we oscillate between shading certain elements of the 
field in which we are embedded and revealing others, promoting things and relationships, 
attachments and detachments according to context, and appropriateness. At one moment we 
may consume strange sweets to project a self of difference, at another we may accept a gift to 
emphasise a relationship of intertwining. Exchange brings forth particular forms of person. 
But let me be clear about the difference between my position and Strathern's: Strathern begins 
with a context of ritual gift exchange and extrapolates a concept of the relational person - but 
this person so defined can then never conceive of the alienated commodity, because it is solely 
derived from an antithetical context. This is a circular argument. Instead I hold it is better to 
begin with a conception of what it means to be a body-subject, and then posit what that may 
allow. From this point we can then specify the cultural contexts in which elements of this 
form of subjectivity are built upon, and privileged. Some states may prove to be more promi-
nent that others, but this is a matter of demonstration, rather than assumption. The other 
major advantage of this approach is that it is grounded in lived experience. In recognising 
the intertwining of materiality and subjectivity it is possible to show how cultural practices 
are formed and lived. The habitus of cultural life persists through transformations in context, 
in association or separation, in disguise or emphasis, so that we may be effective in sociality, 
as social Beings-in-the-world. Such a process encapsulates my synthesis of the phenomeno-
logical body, cultural habitus, and the contextual transformation of persons, things and social 
relations. 
In the following, I draw on this perspective to describe and understand the relationships 
between people and things in Roviana Lagoon. I use it as a theoretical approach to the data, 
a conceptualisation that influences the direction of my interpretations. I am interested in 
phenomenology to the extent that it encourages us to consider how materiality and sociality 
interact during the formation or elicitation of persons. I am less interested in it as an overt 
methodology for accessing the past. Thus, the reader will not find any attempts on my part 
to intuit or insert myself into the role of a Roviana person experiencing the world in the 
1800s (as might seem to be one of the methodological possibilities offered by Tilley 1994). 
Equally, I do not try to let the reader experience what it was like to be a person at that time. 
To do this would require a solution to problems of commensurability in inter-subjective and 
cross-cultural experience, and would necessitate the adoption of an unorthodox narrative 
form (e.g. Jackson 1995). Instead, I present an anthropological interpretation directed towards 
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developing an understanding of the elicitation of cert.ain kinds of person during particular 
habitual practices mediated by things. My reference to 'lived experience' in this sense reflects 
a willingness to acknowledge the analytical importance of describing how social life is elicited 
during contextual practice, and to use conceptions of personhood appropriate to the con-
text. Part of the point of employing the phenomenological theory outlined above is to move 
my analytical framework from a symbolic world of 'representation' and 'meaning' towards a 
world of elicitation and performance, where a person is considered to be revealed in external 
more than internal experience. Following others, I argue that this conception is appropriate to 
Melanesian forms of sociality and finds parallels in indigenous experience ( cf. Wagner 1986; 
Schieffelin 1986; Weiner 1991). This approach cannot replicate indigenous experience for us, 
but it can allow us to understand it via analogous terms. 
In terms of method then, my account is not based on subjective experience or biographi-
cal description, operating only in an 'authentic' mode without methodological objectification. 
I do, for example, intend to continue looking at the relationships between things, persons, and 
their interactions in a structured manner. But I want to do so in a way that recognises refer-
ential relations as inherently and recursively practical rather than inherently representational. 
Thus, my approach, in some ways, proceeds by drawing on elements of the entire history 
sketched above. There are points where, for example, I will simply engage in empirical de-
scription familiar from traditional material culture studies, and others in which I will be more 
concerned with meaning and structure - chapter five, particularly, operates in this mode. This 
is because I choose to see many of these approaches as being necessary parts of the anthro-
pological endeavour, rather than erroneous attempts to encompass that endeavour. Empirical 
description, for example, is the only way I know of that successfully conveys the materiality 
of data on a page, and formal analysis is a useful way of conveying relations between things 
- neither by itself is sufficient, but both are necessary. These are of course subsumed under the 
wider project of describing the experience of person-thing relations in Roviana, understood 
as a kind of elicitation. The objectifications of chapter five are put to use in chapter six as part 
of the tools necessary for uncovering how personhood was elicited in the practical context 
of mediated exchange. The cultural practice of anthropology requires its own objectifications 
and transformations, and so, as a whole, works in a metaphorical sense parallel to the lives 
we describe. Anthropological understanding begins by making objectifications, but it is when 
these are put to use that accounts are built. This is, then, not a discourse about discourses, but 




Traditionally anthropology requires a contextual introduction to the environment and social 
organisation of the group under consideration. In the past this would often include a brief 
description of the containing geography, followed by a longer account of political and kinship 
structures. Ultimately resulting in dematerialised records of sociality, such accounts lacked a 
strong sense of history and place. Rendered in the linear diagrams of kinship and exchange, 
social life appeared to occur in theoretical space, a comparative 'anywhere', without time depth 
or grounded bond with location. In this chapter and the one that follows, I present what can 
be viewed as a neo-traditional approach to a contextual description of Roviana. Although 
regarding it as completely appropriate and necessary to begin with a background descrip-
tion of environmental and social context, I wish also :to inject a firm sense of history and 
attachment to place, to produce an account that while being primarily about human subjects, 
nevertheless does not abandon materiality. Under the rubric of background and context I do 
not yet consider any social intertwining with portable material culture but my approach, in 
this chapter at least, will remain broadly phenomenological. Here I examine the landscape of 
Roviana, replacing what would normally be a section on 'environment'. The landscape is pre-
sented as a socio-cultural phenomenon produced during human engagements with space and 
place. Landscapes are necessarily historical; accumulating through time during movement 
and colonisation, involving struggles over both the meaning of place and the establishment 
of tenure, control and association. As such, my approach is to describe the Roviana landscape 
in terms of the historical accumulation of its 'cultural sediment' (Sheppard et al. 2002) - the 
people, architecture, meanings and traditions woven into its soil. My account is, in this sense, 
archaeological. For the moment though, let us begin with a description of the contemporary 
Roviana landscape as encountered during my fieldwork in the late 1990s. 
Place 
On a map, the ragged volcanism of the New Georgia group trends parallel to the ordered line 
of islands described by Santa Isabel and Choiseul lying north across a sound known as The 
Slot (maps 1.1 & 1.2). The general alignment is from southeast to northwest between lat. 7° 32' 
and 8° 50' south of the equator. Beginning with Gatokae, Vangunu and the scattershot islands 
of Marovo lagoon, the group surrounds the mainland of New Georgia Island and includes 
Tetepare, Rendova, Parara and Kohinggo, Kolobangara, Ghizo, Simbo, Ranongga, and Vella 
Lavella. Today, these islands comprise the Western Province of the Solomon Islands nation, 
which itself extends from the Santa Cruz archipelago far in the east, to the Shortland Islands 
in the west. Culturally, the Western Province has a degree of cohesion belying a diversity of 
languages, which include both Austronesian and Non-Austronesian forms. As the largest of 
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and physical heart of this cohesion. Although it is doubtful that New Georgia itself had a single 
political centre in the pre-colonial past, Roviana lagoon and its surrounds (map 3.1) was one 
of the primary focal points of activity. This area occupies the southwest coast, stretching some 
50 km from Kalena Bay northward to Munda. It is dominated by a shallow coastal lagoon, 
about 3 km wide, laced with myriad coral reefs and outcrops, and separated from the sea by 
a thick string of barrier reef islands. Estuaries and mudflats, mangrove stands and sea-grass 
beds, river mouths and marine lakes fringe and break up the shores of the lagoon. Its waters 
are calm and sheltered, but difficult to navigate because of shallow depth and numerous reefs. 
Passage to the open sea is attained via gaps between the barrier islands, some of which are 
negotiable only during high tide. Lowland rainforest blankets the interior of the mainland 
and offshore islands, but is fractured along the coastal fringes by a mosaic of gardens, coconut 
plantations, clearings and regenerating bush, patterned by human action in the landscape. 
Settlements are scattered throughout the lagoon, on the coasts of the mainland and on 
small barrier reef islets. These settlements are generally small, of village or hamlet size, usually 
containing one or two extended families. Larger settlements do occur though, near important 
ancestral locales and around the plain and airstrip of the regional centre at Munda. Residence 
in these places, any usage of land or sea resources, and any access to remuneration from 
logging, fisheries or tourism is determined according to tenure rights reckoned through an 
often contested system of cognatic descent and affiliation by marriage. Thus, people can live 
in small clusters of houses on the reef's edge while keeping gardens on the mainland and ex -
ploiting the marine resources of the lagoon according to a patchwork of places to which they 
have tenurial access. Travel then, is frequent, with family members making daily trips to fish, 
or tend gardens in zones apart from settlement space. Paths on land tend to be localised, with 
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Fig 3.1 View eastward from Nusa Roviana 
most inter-settlement movement occurring via canoe along established waterways through 
the lagoon. 
Arrivals from other islands almost always pass by Munda, whether coming from the pro-
vincial capital Gizo or places further east such as Honiara. Munda is situated opposite a major 
reef passage, on a point of the mainland between Roviana and the neighbouring Vonavona 
lagoon. Lambete wharf at Munda serves arriving and departing watercraft, and an extensive 
coral airstrip built by Japanese forces during World War II provides ample room for domes-
tic aircraft. During the late 199o's tourists flew in or arrived on yachts: Australians making 
yearly fishing pilgrimages; middle-aged couples relaxing at a host family village-stay; young 
Americans diving the reef; elderly visitors facing war ghosts, beneath the waters, amongst the 
bush; and a Lonely Planet TV crew seeking tales of headhunters. Locals of the surrounding 
region gathered here too: for weekly outdoor vegetable markets; to drink and dance at the bar 
during weekends; to sell carvings to the tourists; to catch trucks bussing people to work at the 
Noro tuna cannery; to arrange and discuss matters of tribal government and national politics; 
to catch up on local affairs and global news; to use the bank, post office and trade stores; and 
to leave, by ferry or plane. 
Munda is a gateway between the inner lagoon and the outside world, a dusty border town. 
But, these borders are not a preserving seal. Within the geographic boundaries of Roviana 
lagoon lies a creolized landscape. At the gates of Munda the local seems to rub against the 
global, old ways against new ways, but the landscape of the inner lagoon resolves these forces 
in an evolving amalgamation. The outside world has passed these gates - portions of it have 
been absorbed for hundreds, if not thousands of years. The landscape feels simultaneously 
historical and contemporary, ancient and modern, foreign and familiar, decaying and alive. It 
is both full of nature and full of culture. 
From the lagoon's mouth at Munda, any trip further inside generally involves a canoe ride 
through a horizontal world of seawater and sand flats, between low coral islets harbouring 
small houses scant metres above the water. Occasionally turtles and dugongs pass beneath 
the surface, and eagles and tropic birds hover amongst the tree tops. The inner lagoon's glar-
ing coral sand beaches, calm blue waters and round wooded islets struck at least one early 
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observer as a "picknicker's paradise" (Hocart n.d[a]: 2). But this idealised image is tempered 
by signals of industry. Copra plantations line portions of the shore, red soil logging roads cut 
through the bush, and the eroding iron of wartime battles juts from the forest and sea. Rusted 
hulks, the remains of war era pontoon bridges and landing craft, pitch down from the shore, 
used now as wharves. Other piers, older and made of stone, wait stacked with drums of gaso-
line for canoes whose outboards are running low. Japanese fishing boats and aging ferries roll 
in the sea beyond the reef, while small dugout and fibreglass canoes traverse the lanes of the 
lagoon. 
From a canoe most of this landscape feels flat, with only distant Mt Rano on Kolobangara, 
and Rendova lying to the south, appearing as high land. The rolling hills of the New Georgia 
mainland are shielded from view by coastal vegetation, and in any case are relatively low. There 
is one point slightly higher than the immediate surrounding landscape though - a ridgeline 
belonging to the barrier reef island of Nusa Roviana (fig. 3.2), site of the first large settlement 
beyond Munda. This island is historically the ancestral core of the lagoon, knding its name to 
both the wider region and the local Austronesian language. As such it is a culturally central 
place, and was the main field site for the research presented here. It occupies a position per-
pendicular to the general trend of the barrier chain and its landmass crosses the reef so that 
the island sits half in, half out of the lagoon. It is about four kilometres in length and, rising 
to a height of nearly eighty metres, is the highest of the barrier islands. The portion inside the 
lagoon consists of a narrow coastal strip surrounding a long central ridge. Extending beyond 
the reef edge towards the open sea is a wide plain, swampy and unoccupied. A single village 
with a school and two churches curves around the northwest coastal flat, bisected by a road 
made during the war. Coconut plantations line the adjacent southwestern shore, and swidden 
gardens occupy a low tab of land east of the village, extending up the north facing slopes of 
the central ridge. The grasslands here are the only truly deforested portion of land for miles 
around. Thus, the island stands out physically as well as socially. 
The landscape ofNusa Roviana is sectioned according to lines of ancestral affiliation of the 
sort mentioned above. Tribal groups ( butubutu) in Roviana are headed by chiefs ( ba1Jara) and, 
at the village level, elders (palabatu) who exercise control over access to land and sea resourc-
es within ancestral estates (pepeso). Conceptually these estates consist of property domains 
extending from the mountains of the New Georgia mainland down to the barrier islands and 
out to sea, ending halfway to Rendova (Aswani 1997: 143). As a central place, Nusa Roviana 
is a grounded axis marking some of the more important territorial divisions. The island is 
divided into three major districts (maps 3.2 & 3.3). The outer seaward coast is Vuragare and is 
historically associated with the near coast of Rend ova and the barrier islands lying on the reef 
heading west. The inner lagoon side of the island is Kalikoqu, and has given its name to one of 
Roviana's largest tribal areas, encompassing the lagoon and coastal mainland up to the barrier 
reef village of Baraulu. The northwestern promontory of Nusa Roviana is named Kokorapa, 
and is associated with territory on the mainland opposite and towards Munda. Kokorapa is 
the site of the present day village, which itself is further divided into hamlets composed of 
descendants of different ancestors. Likewise, Vuragare and Kalikoqu are also further divided 
into sections corresponding to the sites of hamlets, mostly now abandoned. Kinship ties on 
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Fig 3.2 Aerial photograph ofNusa Roviana 
Nusa Roviana exist between the three tribal groups and also with others further afield, includ-
ing the Munda area tribal districts of Dunde, Kekehe, Lodu Maho and Kindu, and Roviana 
lagoon's other large territory of Saikile extending from Baraulu to Kalena Bay. In fact, most of 
these groups trace their ancestry through people residing on Nusa Roviana generations ago. 
The island is consequently seen as an important point of dispersal. 
The above contemporary districts are the latest permutation in a long history of marriage 
affiliation, migration, and descent among people occupying the region over several thousand 
years. Tribal groups have variously expanded, split and retracted, amalgamated some dis-
tricts and abandoned others. Amongst the forests of Roviana the remains of past settlements 
lie overgrown and physically derelict, though continuing to occupy oral tradition in what 
amounts to a sacred geography. Entire villages amongst the undergrowth remain as a record 
. of ancestral territory - homelands of families that maintain tenurial access by virtue of genea-
logical attachment to place. That such shifts are part of a continuing process is reflected in dif-
ferences between accounts of territory and hamlet occupation recorded by the ethnographer 
A.M. Hocart in 1908, and the present day situation. 
Hocart described the Dunde area, on the mainland opposite Nusa Roviana, as land that 
was traditionally used for planting by the people of Kokorapa, but was at the time fast becom-
ing an embryo village by virtue of a few fledgling hamlets (n.d[a]: 3). Ninety years later the 
area retains attachment to Kokorapa but is essentially a stand-alone district, much as in 1908 
the people of Munda were autonomous from Nusa Roviana but held it to be an origin place 
that was, in the words of their ba1Jara Gumi, "as England to Sydney" (Hocart n.d[a]: 2-3) . The 
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Map 3.3 District names today (italics = currently unoccupied) 
the late 19oo's, with Riabule, ritual specialist (hiama) of Kokorapa, claiming it in opposition 
to Gumi of Munda. It was subsequently bought by the trader Norman Wheatley, and today 
has become alienated land occupied by offices of the Western Province Government and the 
Roviana Area Council. West again of Lambete is the district of greater Munda (Munda lavata) 
beginning today with Kekehe village. Hocart however, mentions first an intermediary village 
called Sisiata. This had been abandoned a few years prior to his arrival by Ingava, predeces-
sor of Gumi. Ascribing an illness to witchcraft, Ingava had removed to a nearby islet, leaving 
behind a canoe house (in which Hocart resided) and some decaying homes (n.d[a]: 5). Sisiata, 
as such, no longer exists. 
On Nusa Roviana too, there are patterns of settlement that have changed. The entire 
Vuragare coast is at present unoccupied, though knowledge of previous hamlet divisions re-
mains. Hocart, however, gives the following description: 
From Pinipa [the last hamlet in Kokorapa] southward we follow an uninhabited coast with here and there 
a belt of mangroves, cross over sands uncovered at low tide & arrive at Mbuni, the first inhabited hamlet in 
the district of Vuragare (Gare is in sight) [the name actually comes from vuragare-na - the ocean side of 
an island], for Titirona, Vanoro, & Viombagara, which lie on the way, are now uninhabited. After Mbuni 
we pass Kindavana (uninhabited), Pindalai, Vuragare (the chief's hamlet, now deserted), Nduruana, Suvuru 
(uninhabited), [and] Mbuna (leprosy shrine). (n.d[a]: 4) 
Today, Vuragare people inhabit islets on the barrier reef westward, neighbouring Nusa 
Roviana, and all that remains of the settlements in the above description is remnants of village 
architecture lying under the copra plantations and regenerating forest on that section of coast. 
Vuragare gardens are still planted on Nusa Roviana, but one of Hocart's informants related 
that they once gardened and planted areca palm on Rendova. These however, were allegedly 
"cut down by Lever bros. [Levers Pacific Plantation Ltd] so Vuragare plant in a more restricted 
area'' (n.d[a]: 4). Kalikoqu too is abandoned, as it was during Hocart's visit, with the major-
ity of the Kalikoqu population inhabiting settlements on the way towards Baraulu. Other 
abandoned places include the Saikile village and fortress - forsaken, according to present day 
informants, in the 196o's. 
Some of the above changes are attributable to dysentery epidemics around the turn of the 
century leading to population decline and consequent village abandonment (Ho cart n.d[ a]: 6). 
Others appear to have resulted from changing attitudes towards land as the colonial govern-
ment bureaucratised the means by which tenure was recognised and transfer effected - i.e. in 
terms of 'ownership' and 'sale' respectively (Schneider 1996). Territorial disputes in the region 
today are rife, with competing amalgamations and affiliations privileging various accounts of 
genealogy and tradition according to the entitlement they wish to procure (Schneider 1998; 
Aswani 1997). Many of these arise out of the anxieties and desires of rights recognition in the 
context of modern nation-state capitalism. But such disputes, and the resulting territorial 
pattern, should not be totally reduced to effects of the colonial encounter at the expense of 
indigenous agency. The landscape as described above indicates a long history of interaction 
between various groups of Roviana people and outsiders, of entanglement not only within 
global forces of commercial enterprise, imperialism and war, but also within regional histori-
cal trends and traditions. Oral traditions and the remains of settlements document a history 
of people and place reaching far beyond the colonial period. At this point I want to turn back 
to this history, and uncover the gradual accumulation of the cultural landscape outlined thus 
far - beginning with deep prehistory and ending with Roviana in the nineteenth century. 
Long term history 
The current boundaries of the Solomon Islands nation have little relevance to long term cul-
tural processes in the region, and, in terms of both human and physical geography, are quite 
arbitrary. The nation's islands are geologically part of a long chain of inter-visible landmasses 
extending from the Bismarck Archipelago, through Bougainville, out to the eastern edge of 
Santa Ana. In fact, if we use the criteria of inter-visibility, we might describe the Solomons as 
the eastern limit of a maze of neighbouring islands stretching back to the Southeast Asian 
mainland. Green (1991a) has described this region as 'Near Oceania', distinguishing it from 
a corresponding 'Remote Oceania' east of the Solomons chain where archipelagos become 
progressively further apart and are made up of landmasses smaller than those close to Asia, 
Australia and New Guinea. This geographic pattern has important implications for any his-
tory of human migration into the region. Along the sheltered coasts of Near Oceania, anyone 
in prehistory with a reasonably sea-worthy canoe would have found little to impede move-
ment from one island to the next. Irwin (1992: 5-6) has argued that we can think of these 
islands as being within a "voyaging corridor" sheltered from northern and southern bands of 
summer cyclones, and subject to seasonal reversals of winds and current. Such circumstances 
might have helped foster a "nursery" in which people first entering Oceania were able to learn 
offshore sailing and navigation techniques without having to risk long trips out of sight of 
land (Irwin, Bickler & Quirke 1990: 38-9). The islands of Near Oceania, then, should not be 
thought of as necessarily isolated with self-contained histories, but rather as a network of 
land to which people had access via easy sea passages. Accordingly, our understanding of the 
prehistory of the Solomons archipelago must reference the wider region of which it is but the 
distal end 
The first crossing of sea into the Near Oceanic region occurred before 40,000 years BP. At 
this time the western half of Indonesia was part of the mainland, and, beyond a deep water 
gap dotted with islands ('Wallacea'), Australia and New Guinea were joined in a super-conti-
nent known as Sahul. Crossing through the closely spaced islands of the Moluccas, or along 
the Lesser Sunda chain through Timor, people probably travelled on simple rafts or dugouts 
designed for inshore transport and fishing (Spriggs 1997: 27). These may have been accidental 
drifts or short purposeful journeys to the next nearby island, but, even during the time of 
lowest Pleistocene sea-levels, would have required at least one 90 km journey out of sight of 
land (Birdsell 1977). 
Some of the earliest evidence for human occupation of Sahul comes from sites on what is 
today the Huon Peninsula of Papua New Guinea. Consisting of stone tool finds located on a 
vast series of upraised Pleistocene coral reefs, these sites are situated on the edge of what was 
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Map 3.4 Near Oceania during the Pleistocene 
Grey areas show approximate coastlines at lowest sea levels 
to become island Melanesia. Volcanic ash stratigraphically associated with the stone tools has 
been dated to between 60,000 - 40,000 BP using thermoluminescence techniques. The tools 
themselves (so-called 'waisted blades') probably date to human occupation around the more 
recent end of this range (Groube et al. 1986). 
Having traversed northern Sahul by at least this time then, people were within reach of 
the Solomons and the terminal end of Near Oceania at an early date. From the Huon terraces, 
it is possible to see across the Vitiaz Strait to New Britain, which was an island even during the 
lower sea levels of the Pleistocene. From the northern tip of New Britain, New Ireland is vis-
ible across a narrow channel dotted by the Duke of York islands. East of New Ireland, the coast 
of Buka, which was joined at the time to Bougainville, can be seen without losing sight ofland. 
The islands of Nissan and Feni reduce the water gap between by about 50-60 km (Wickler 
& Spriggs 1988: 705). This 'stepping stone' effect describes a path right to the doorstep of the 
Solomons, and in terms of sea travel must have been well within the capabilities of a people 
whose ancestors had crossed the islands of Wallacea. Archaeological sites in the Bismarck 
Archipelago and Buka have established that people had begun following this path by about 
35,000 BP. Occupations at Yombon in the interior of New Britain date to this time (Pavlides 
& Gosden 1994), and the sites of Matenkupkum and Buang Merabak on New Ireland are re-
corded shortly after at 32 - 33,000 BP (Gosden & Robertson 1991; Allen et al. 1989). On Buka, 
the Kilu rockshelter establishes that people had reached the northern point of the Solomons 
chain by at least 28,000 BP (Wickler & Spriggs 1988). 
Belying the steady progression of these early dates, the colonisation of this part of is-
land Melanesia presented a number of challenges not easily reduced to a simple matter of 
surmounting short sea passages. In socio-economic terms the move offshore from Sahul in-
volved an encounter with reduced resources. While people living on Pleistocene Sahul were 
able to adopt a strategy of hunting and seasonal gathering of wild food sources, along with 
some environmental management through the use of fire and bush clearance (Kirch 2000), a 
decrease in biotic diversity east of the continental coastlines of New Guinea made this less ten-
able. Green (199ia) for example, reports 220 bird species on the east coast of Papua compared 
to only 80 in West New Britain, and similar declines in biodiversity occur in faunal classes 
between the Bismarck Archipelago and the Solomons. Initial occupants of island Melanesia 
would have found few edible species other than lizards, snakes, rats, and an unknown number 
of bats and birds (Spriggs 1997:34). 
These limited land resources were offset somewhat by the diversity and abundance of 
coastal marine species available for exploitation. These were probably essential to the survival 
of early colonists. Nevertheless, there is some evidence that people did not passively accept the 
less rich land-based resources that they encountered. Amongst this evidence is very early sup-
port for incipient cultivation of important plant species. Residue analysis of stone flakes from 
the earliest levels of the Kilu cave site on Buka has demonstrated the presence of starch grains 
identifiable to the important Oceanic food crops Colocasia esculenta and Alocasia taro (Loy et 
al. 1992). These findings probably show that Buka was within the natural distribution range of 
pre-domesticated taro, rather than being evidence for the introduction of domesticated taro 
during the Pleistocene (Spriggs 2000: 352). However, insofar as true foraging may never have 
been a strongly viable option in island Melanesia, this evidence may reflect subtle manage-
ment of wild plant species in a form of cultivation without domestication. Whilst plants were 
not genetically altered, optimal growing zones for favoured species such as taro were probably 
expanded and developed by the clearance of undergrowth, and weeding (Spriggs 1997=33). 
We might regard these practices as enhancing strategies, or a means of altering the world 
to a more familiar pattern. In this category we can also include the appearance of previous-
ly absent animal species in the Pleistocene archaeological record. Phalanger orientalis, the 
Cuscus or possum, is present at the New Ireland sites of Matenbek and Matenkupkum from 
around 20,000 and 16,000 BP respectively (Spriggs 1997:53). Flannery and White (1991) con-
sider this to have been a deliberate introduction as part of a 'game park' strategy to stock the 
forests. Another example of early environmental manipulation is the transport of obsidian 
from the Talasea source in New Britain to New Ireland, where sites such as Matenbek (at 
least 350 km away) contain flakes from 18 - 20,000 BP (Allen et al. 1989: 555). By the end 
of the Pleistocene and beginning of the Holocene, obsidian from Talasea regularly occurs 
in all of the New Ireland sites perhaps suggesting an extensive network of exchange (Kirch 
2000). Gosden (1991) has argued that these patterns of environmental modification reflect 
a changing approach to the world. Whereas once people had moved about the landscape 
drawing on what was available in different locations, resources were now being transported 
to people. The move from a large continental landmass to oceanic islands resulted in a need 
for different strategies directed at overcoming the specific problems encountered, and these 
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included patterns of introduction, supplementation and enhancement of resources. The evi-
dence for such practices is scant during these early periods but grows dramatically during the 
Holocene. More species were introduced including animals like the wallaby and plants such 
as the Canarium nut tree, and the obsidian network expanded bringing more sources into use, 
such as Lou in the Admiralty Islands. Additionally, by about 9000 BP true horticulture was 
beginning to be developed in the New Guinea Highlands (Golson 1990). 
The Solomons archipelago however, remained at the edge of these developments. The 
Kilu site on Buka is the only site in the chain that has been found to contain levels dated to 
the Pleistocene. It has two occupation layers - an early level dating from 29,000 - 20,000 BP 
and a later Holocene level dating from 10,000 - 5000 BP. Towards the end of the Pleistocene 
period the site begins to contain charcoal evidence of coconut, and Canarium solomonense 
and indicum nuts both of which had to have been imported (Wickler 2001: 240 ). Shortly after, 
however, the site was abandoned until the later time range. This was probably due to falling 
sea levels towards the end of the Pleistocene which would have made the site difficult to ac-
cess. When the sea rose again to a level equal to that of the present, at around 9000 BP, the site 
was re-occupied. 
Sea level change may also be responsible for the absence of other sites dating to the 
Pleistocene in the Solomons chain. During the time of lowest sea levels the islands of 
Bougainville, Choiseul, Isabel, Malaita and Guadalcanal were joined as one landmass. With 
rising sea levels much of the coastline was submerged, perhaps covering occupation sites on 
islands in the chain. New Georgia itself was not part of this landmass, but has probably suffered 
from similar effects. Much of the Roviana landscape at least has been gradually submerged, 
leading to the rich lagoon environment of today - it is unlikely very early sites would have 
survived such changes. On the other hand, much of the paucity for evidence of Pleistocene 
occupation beyond Bougainville may be due to lack of fieldwork. Recent attempts to rectify 
this situation have not yet proved fruitful, but do offer some tantalising evidence. The New 
Georgia Archaeological Survey (NGAS) conducted test excavations of Pleistocene terraces 
in the Mbusana Bay region of southeast Rendova during July 1999. Excavation of a shallow 
wave-cut overhang, similar to rockshelter types occupied throughout island Melanesia, re-
vealed a volcanic oven stone beneath about two metres of degraded limestone clay (Sheppard 
& Walter n.d.). However no datable material was recovered and the evidence remains merely 
suggestive, indicating only the need to conduct further research in the region. 
Growing evidence from sites within the main body of the Solomons chain does, however, 
show that settlements were occurring there by about 6000 BP. On Guadalcanal, Roe (1993) has 
proposed a three phase sequence for evidence from the northwest coast. The period of earliest 
occupation is covered by the Hoana Phase ( 6400 - 2200 BP) based on data from the Vatuluma 
Posovi and Vatuluma Tavuro cave sites in the Poha Valley. During the first few thousand years 
of this period people were making stone tools from a local source of chert, and fishhooks from 
Trochus shell. Additionally, Trochus shell rings ('armrings') with a triangular cross section 
have been recovered. There is also evidence for Canarium nut use, hunting of forest animals, 
and the collection of shellfish from fresh water, estuarine and mangrove zones. From about 
3000 BP shell beads and polished stone adzes appear, and chert begins to be sourced from 
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different locations. In addition rock art, consisting of geometric and curvilinear designs, as 
well as 'fish', 'canoe' and anthropomorphic motifs, is associated with layers of deposit dating 
to this period. 
The second stage in Roe's sequence is the Hamosa Phase, dating from 2200 to 1500 BP. 
This period was characterised by major human impact on the environment probably resulting 
from an expanding swidden agriculture economy. Forest clearance and soil erosion during 
this time led to the establishment of the extensive Themeda australis grasslands that charac-
terise modern northwest Guadalcanal. Most of this evidence is indirect, and archaeological 
documentation of the location of human settlement and use of material culture is lacking, 
but people were probably living in small open settlements on ridge crests overlooking coastal 
slopes (Roe 1993: 183). 
Following this period, during the Mom Phase (1500 - 500 BP), occupation of cave sites 
on the coast resumed, while the inland forest areas of the island were settled for the first time. 
This settlement shift and the intensification of irrigated agricultural systems in inland valleys 
was perhaps a response to soil degradation caused by swidden agriculture during the earlier 
phase. Sites on the coast point to increased trade and exchange within the central Solomons, 
which is represented archaeologically by imported Malaitan chert. As such, there seems to 
be evidence for a diversification between 'inland' and 'coastal' economic strategies, leading 
Roe to speculate that this was the beginnings of the ethnographically recorded distinction 
between 'bush' and 'salt-water' peoples (1993: 183). 
Though based on fairly limited archaeological and geomorphological evidence, the 
Guadalcanal sequence provides a useful comparison for the record from other islands in the 
region. Importantly, it documents human occupation in the central Solomons pre-dating the 
arrival of the Lapita cultural complex (Green 1979) in island Melanesia. Most of the archaeo-
logical evidence in the Solomons after about 3500 BP comes from ceramic sequences variously 
related to Lapita, and as such, the existence of aceramic sites pre-dating and contemporane-
ous with Lapita has important implications for our understanding of this period. 
Movement & encounter 
Post-3500 BP, the history of human colonisation in the Solomon Islands becomes one of a 
negotiation of culture and belonging between groups that must have thought of each other 
as 'different: The appearance of Lapita in the archaeological record near 3500 BP marks the 
arrival of a significant juncture in the history of Near Oceania, influencing the development 
of the linguistic and cultural diversity characteristic of the region today (Spriggs 1997: 152-
61; Kirch 2000: 117). Though movement and trade were clearly present before this period, it 
is from this point on that both become dominant themes in social life. It was a time when 
groups probably first began to encounter others with vastly different ideas and languages 
- and, arguably, began to feed off this in a creative way, using difference as a means of devel-
oping control over specific places, and maintaining the coherence of groups (e.g. Best 2000: 
64; Bedford & Clark 2001: 70). These processes are obviously much recognised features of 
ethnographically recorded Melanesian societies (e.g. Filer 1990), but I would argue that it 
was during the time of Lapita that diversity was first recognised as being a socially useful 
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characteristic of culture. Lapita 'colonisation', understood as the re-sorting of cultural practice 
and control over place rather than simple migration, was a socio 0 political process involving 
the manipulation of people's attachment to landscape (Gosden 1994), and as such, has echoes 
throughout subsequent histories in the region. The following then, begins with a discussion of 
Lapita in the Solomons and then moves through subsequent 'colonisations' of the landscape 
dealing specifically with the last 1000 years in New Georgia. 
Archaeologically, Lapita consists of a characteristic material culture set including pol-
ished stone adzes, a variety of shell items such as rings, fishhooks and lures, and most rec-
ognisably, pottery decorated with dentate stamped designs. This evidence is conventionally 
understood as being associated with the arrival ofhorticulturalists speaking an Austronesian 
language, and the appearance of domesticated plants and animals (Green 1979). Due to the 
evidence of Pleistocene occupation discussed above however, the Lapita phenomenon can-
not be understood as a simple migration of a population from somewhere in Southeast Asia 
(cf. Bellwood 1978). At the same time, few would argue that Lapita is solely an indigenous 
development (cf. Allen & White 1989). Instead, growing consensus holds that Lapita is to be 
understood as a complex process of new ideas, language and things combining dynamically 
with already existing patterns (Green 1991b; Kirch 1997). Most of the recent debate about 
Lapita has centred on whether this combination resulted from diffusion or migration. That 
is, whether the 'new' elements of Lapita culture, language and genetics arrived independently 
of each other via channels of social communication (Terrell et al. 2001), or whether they 
were borne by actual migrating people (Kirch 1997; Spriggs 1997). The issue for the central 
Solomon Islands however, has always been whether Lapita arrived at all. This question does 
bear on answers to the diffusion/migration debate though, in the sense that the situation as it 
now stands seems to imply that either option, on its own, is too simplistic. It seems probable 
that some of the sites containing recognisably Lapita characteristics represent an occupation 
by migrants, while others may show the adoption of newly diffusing ideas and things by pre-
existing populations. 
No sites within the main body of the Solomons chain have been found to contain a 
characteristically 'Classic Lapita' assemblage, but this absence is framed at either end by a 
Lapita presence. To the northwest, a set of ceramic sequences have been documented for 
Buka (Specht 1972), Bougainville (Terrell 1976), and the Shortland Islands (Irwin 1972) that 
are related to Lapita. In Buka, pottery use begins with a late period Lapita ware at about 
2700 - 2500 BP, which then develops through various post-Lapita changes in a continuous se-
quence to the present. This pottery is also distributed throughout northern Bougainville, dif-
fering slightly from a southern regional style linked with pottery traditions in the Shortland 
Islands commencing at about 1500 BP. In the southeast Solomons, the Temotu Province has 
evidence for human occupation beginning with Lapita sites dating just before 3000 BP. As 
such, these islands were probably the first in Remote Oceania to have been colonised. In the 
Reef Islands, the extensively documented Nenumbo site and at least five other Lapita sites are 
known (Green 1976; Sheppard & Green 1991). Within the Santa Cruz archipelago, three Lapita 
sites have been excavated out of seven recorded during the surveys of the Southeast Solomon 
Island Culture History Programme in the early 197o's. The Santa Cruz excavations established 
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a pottery sequence that starts with Lapita ceramics at around 3100 BP and then phases into 
a non-decorated tradition. Pottery manufacture falls out of the sequence at around 2100 BP 
(McCoy and Cleghorn 1988; Spriggs 1997:133). The Reef - Santa Cruz Lapita sites contain im-
ported chert sourced from the islands of Ulawa and Malaita, as well as basalt probably from 
Guadalcanal and pottery temper from Nggela, all in the main body of the Solomons archi-
pelago, indicating at least some involvement with those islands 3000 years ago (Roe 1993: 5). 
But, limited archaeological investigations have thus far only managed to establish a sequence 
of occupation covering the last 1100 years on Ulawa (Hendren 1976; Ward 1976) and nothing 
is known of the Nggela and Malaita sequences. Guadalcanal, as mention above, is aceramic. 
However, Santa Ana, off the coast of nearby Makira, does have a documented plain-ware pot-
tery tradition dating to perhaps 3000 BP that may or may not be related to Lapita (Swadling 
1976; Black & Green 1975; Kirch 2000: 135). Later aceramic horizons on that island contain 
shell arm-rings, shell discs, and chert flakes. 
Within this frame of definite Lapita presence at either end of the Solomons, there lies a 
central region within which there is growing evidence for interaction with Lapita, but not yet 
any for Lapita occupation per se. As noted above, the aceramic Guadalcanal sequence does in-
clude changes that occur around the time ofLapita arrival in the southeast Solomons, includ-
ing the presence of polished adzes ( unknown in island Melanesia pre-Lapita), and agricultural 
activity (Roe 1993). Likewise, in the western Solomons there are sites roughly contemporary 
with Lapita that, although containing some similar artefacts, lack the characteristic 'marker' 
of dentate stamped pottery. Miller (1979) has described the existence of surface scatters and 
inter-tidal deposits of ceramics in Choiseul, Simbo and Kolobangara. Sherds recovered were 
generally thin and either plain or decorated with incised linear designs, bearing some resem-
blance to the pottery of the Shortland Islands. Within Roviana lagoon a rich pottery bear-
ing deposit in the inter-tidal zone at Panaivili village on Ndoro Island has been recorded by 
Reeve (1989). Potsherds from this site are mainly plain, but some decorated forms are present 
including incised, perforated, and applique designs. Additionally, a number of notched, scal-
loped and rolled rim forms are present. Other artefacts include Tridacna adzes, a Tridacna 
ring and a range of Conus shell rings, polished stone adzes of characteristically Lapita form, 
waisted stone axes similar to those known to have been used until historic times, an obsidian 
blade, and a stone mace head. Although there is no chronological control over these artefacts 
due to them having been fossicked by villagers, Reeve (1989: 62) considers them to date to 
an immediately post-Lapita occupation, with the ceramics being a simplification of previous 
Lapita ware. 
Recent, more intensive, fieldwork by the NGAS has recorded about twenty ceramic sites 
in Roviana lagoon, most of them positioned within the inter-tidal zone, and containing a 
ceramic assemblage comparable to that described by Reeve. Chronological control over these 
sites is poor, but, based on stylistic analysis and initial dating of charcoal inclusions, it has 
been argued that the ceramics in Roviana date to around 2500 BP (Sheppard et al. 1999). 
Additionally, a few sherds of Lapita style dentate stamped pottery have been recovered from 
within the inter-tidal sites giving credence to the view that they date to at least the terminal 
end .of Lapita. This has led Kirch to predict that: "Sites of Lapita age will probably be discov-
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New Georgia 
Map 3.5 Ceramic sites in Roviana Lagoon investigated by Felgate (2002) 
ered in New Georgia (and they will be stilt-house-type settlements on reef flats), and a con-
tinuity from Lapita to post-Lapita will likely be established for this area'' (2000: 133). Felgate 
(2002), having conducted analysis of assemblages from the only thorough surveys in the re-
gion, concurs with this summation. 
According to current evidence then, it appears that Lapita in the strict sense bypassed 
only the Guadalcanal end of the Solomons chain - although further checking of inter-tid-
al sites will be necessary to confirm this. Given the time depth and aceramic nature of the 
Guadalcanal sequence it seems most likely that Lapita occupation of the Reef - Santa Cruz 
region was a result of migration from somewhere between the Bismarck Archipelago and 
the western Solomons, which skirted populations already residing in the Guadalcanal re-
gion. Lapita influence seems to have later diffused into this central region from either end, 
through trade and interaction. The material culture sets described above offer some tantalis-
ing glimpses of this - certainly the movement of Ulawa chert out to the southeast Solomons is 
indicative of some contact. Wider networks of interaction are also indicated by the presence 
of obsidian at Panaivili, which, assuming it came from the nearest known quality source, may 
be from New Britain (Reeve 1989: 55). The stone mace head too, though possibly historic, 
is likely to have come from Papua New Guinea (Haddon 1900 ). In terms of the patterns of 
diffusion and migration associated with the 'arrival' of Lapita then, the evidence from the 
Solomons seems to suggest a complex process involving both. The initial appearance of Lapita 
in the Bismarck Archipelago is probably best understood as having developed out of the com-
bination of newly arriving ideas (whether borne by actual migrants or social interaction) with 
practices long established by existing populations, resulting in a new cultural sphere diffusing 
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at its edges into the western Solomons. People from within this sphere then migrated to the 
unoccupied southeast Solomons, and eventually their descendants moved into the rest of the 
Pacific. Populations in the central Solomons, having once been beyond the terminal end of 
Lapita influence were now framed by it, and so gradually interacted and exchanged material 
culture, language and so on. Seen in this way, the absence of Lapita in the central Solomons 
seems logical, although predicated on the presently tenuous evidence of well established pre-
Lapita populations. 
Based on the little evidence we have, it seems that for much of the earliest period of hu-
man settlement in island Melanesia the Solomons archipelago was a marginal place, if never 
quite an isolated enclave. These islands were literally on the edge of things until the appear-
ance of the Lapita phenomenon, at which point a history of involvement in a network of 
interaction becomes more apparent. However, there are still enormous gaps in what we know 
of Solomon Islands prehistory, and certainly the post-Lapita period is as scantily documented 
as preceding times. Nevertheless, our knowledge continues to grow - not least in the New 
Georgia region. For the remainder of this overview I will narrow the focus down to New 
Georgia, dealing mainly with evidence from Roviana. 
MM 
Surveys in the New Georgia region have recorded a rich archaeological landscape containing 
the surface remains of relatively recent human activity. Much of this work has been merely 
documentary with little chronological control or wider interpretation, but in general these 
features have been attributed to political systems operating at the time of European contact. 
Thus, it is here that we begin to recognise the landscapes of the New Georgia group today. 
Chikamori (1996 [1967]) conducted the first archaeological survey of the western Solomons 
in 1964, visiting the islands of Vella Lavella, Ranongga, Simbo, Choiseul and New Georgia. His 
work described various site types consisting of surface architecture and artefact scatters, and 
made ethnographic records of oral traditions (relating to migrations and ritual), pottery man-
ufacture in Choiseul, and general food gathering activities. The architectural remains were 
roughly categorised according to a folk taxonomy, dividing the features into house platforms, 
ceremonial structures, and irrigated agricultural terracing. House platforms were of stone 
lined, earth filled construction, and were rectangular, oval, or round in shape. They contained 
food remains and artefacts associated with food processing - including nutting stones and an-
vils, and grindstones (1996: 3-7). Ceremonial structures included a variety of cobble mounds, 
chambers, and small wooden or coral slab 'houses' enclosing human skulls, as well as circles of 
volcanic standing stones. Artefacts recovered from this site type included Tridacna shell rings 
and plaques, and some shell adzes (1996: 8-9). Ceremonial sites were linked with oral tradi-
tions relating to the burial of important members of society, and ritual offerings to ancestors 
at times of seasonal trading and fishing (1996: 8-11). The agricultural terracing, located in the 
Kusage region 8 km inland ofVisuvisu Point on New Georgia, was interpreted as the remains 
of an irrigated taro system, and consisted of twelve stone faced tiers on a confluence of the 
Lupa River and a small tributary. Based on commonality of archaeological features, portable 
material culture, oral traditions and distribution of language, Chikamori proposed that the 
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islands investigated be included within a tentative "Rovianan cultural area'' thought to have 
developed sometime during the nineteenth century (1996: 25). 
Further survey within this archaeological landscape occurred during a visit to Kolobangara 
by members of the Southeast Solomon Island Culture History Programme in 1971. A variety of 
site types, including fortified villages and habitation areas with burial cysts containing human 
crania and a variety of shell valuables, were noted in the Dughore Valley (Kirch 2000: 133). 
Later surveys conducted in Vella Lavella by Foanaota and Wall (Foanaota 1974) reported simi-
lar structures. The Kusage region of north New Georgia was surveyed again during 1973-75, 
documenting agricultural systems and associated sites within the Mase River basin (Tedder 
1976). Noting extensive agricultural terracing and irrigation channels along most portions of 
the upper Mase and its tributaries, this survey recorded several stone lined systems in detail. 
These included irrigated terraces fed by large artificial channels redirecting water from nearby 
streams, with, in some instances, the presence of stone stop-gates controlling the flow of water. 
Additionally, a variety of associated abandoned hamlets and 'sacred sites' were noted. Some of 
the latter included rectangular offering shrines, standing stones, burial cysts, and petroglyphs. 
The remains of old settlements were indicated by earth ovens and house platforms. Portable 
material culture recorded included various kinds of shell rings, stone carvings of anthropo-
morphic figures, conch shell trumpets, fretworked clam shell, stone clubs, and some tobacco 
pipes of European origin. Informants noted that the agricultural systems and other sites had 
fallen out of use in 1917, when people migrated to the coast. A team led by Reeve (1986) re-
turned to Kusage in the 198o's re-visiting many of the previously recorded sites, and mapping 
and drawing artefacts from several others. Most of the sites were named by informants and 
had associated traditions hinting at their use in funerary ceremonies, and as places for offer-
ings to. ancestors regarding fertility, protection and illness. 
Miller (1979), working for the Solomon Islands National Museum's National Sites Survey, 
documented similar surface archaeology on Choiseul, Vaghena, Simbo, Kolobangara and 
New Georgia. The survey of Simbo mapped and described sites categorised as settlements, 
fortifications, dance circles, and sacred places such as skull repositories and fishing shrines. 
Many of these had been in use, or recently abandoned, during the visit of Hocart, and so 
their associations and age are comparatively well known (Hocart 1922). The New Georgia 
survey focussed on Viru Harbour at the southeast end of Roviana lagoon, but also visited 
the Munda area and noted the presence of a fortification on the island of Nusa Roviana. The 
Viru Harbour sites included five fortresses overlooking the entrance to the bay, rockshelters, 
abandoned settlements, and agricultural terracing along streams flowing into the harbour. 
For the most part these sites conform to those described in earlier reports, however, a series 
of monuments found along inland ridge tops differ in that they consisted of large areas paved 
with flat stones, upon which linear series oflarge stone faced platforms with earth fill, occa-
sional monoliths, and capstones were placed. No artefacts of any kind were recovered from 
these latter sites (Miller 1979: 131-3). 
The surface archaeology of islands in the Western Province then, has been reasonably well 
documented in the 'grey literature; But, until recently, no in-depth analysis of this record had 
taken place, and its time depth and development were little understood. The New Georgia 
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Archaeological Survey (NGAS) has begun to address this lack. During seven field seasons since 
1996, members of the NGAS have documented similar landscapes around Roviana lagoon, 
gradually bringing chronological sense to the record and interpreting it according to socio-
political organisation and ceremonial practice (Sheppard, Walter & Nagaoka 2000; Walter & 
Sheppard 2000 ). Though there is no sign yet of how the pottery using populations inhabiting 
the region two thousand years ago passed the intervening years, the sedimented remains of 
their descendant's actions become visible in the record from about 800 BP. These sediments 
are more than earth and stone however; they also encompass layers of memory passed down 
in oral tradition. The Roviana landscape consists of a rich tapestry of sacred places and an-
cestral settlements, which, for the most part, retain a position in the stories present day occu-
pants weave through their world. Many sites are named, and have associations and meanings 
relating to histories of migration and past practice. Hence, archaeology within this landscape 
tends to engage in dialogue with pre-existing narratives binding people to place. During NGAS 
surveys this usually occurred during fieldwork. It was commonplace while performing the 
standard techniques of archaeological survey, mapping, and excavation, to be accompanied 
on site by children, young men, and leaders of the community, helping in the work, telling 
stories. More formally, oral traditions were also recorded by team members during interviews 
with elders and guardians of traditional knowledge, in the Roviana language and in Solomon 
Islands Pijin. Consequently, the following account of the Roviana landscape travels between 
oral and material histories. 
Most of the archaeological evidence, as might be expected, is of most recent origin. A series 
of nucleated settlements, composed of the abandoned rubble of domestic architecture and 
sacred space, exists within and on the fringes of present day life. Lying overgrown between 
houses, under tree-shaded groves, amidst gardens and beneath the forest, these remains are 
found throughout much of the lagoon. As noted above some represent settlements abandoned 
recently, but in the spaces between, there lie earlier sites. In an 800 year span there seems to 
be two broad traditions, two related but different ways of constructing the world. Dating and 
separating these traditions is hampered somewhat by the nature of the evidence - the sur-
face record makes it difficult to obtain adequate radiocarbon samples from sealed contexts. 
However, there is quite clear attribute variation, the analysis of which, when coupled with the 
radiocarbon corpus, provides a reasonable chronology. 
It is useful to begin detailing the evidence for these traditions through a consideration of 
what is perhaps the most concentrated landscape in the lagoon: the surface of Nusa Roviana. 
Within the island's three territorial divisions lie the remains of three settlements, and between 
these, along the island's long central spine, there stands a fortified complex harbouring the 
core narrative·s of Roviana history (map 3.6). The present day village of Kokorapa contains 
sites interspersed between modern houses, paths and gardens; Kalikoqu harbours architec-
tural features long since abandoned, spread across tidal mudflats and the forested slopes of 
the island; the Vuragare coastline is similarly home to the remains of old hamlets - some 
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beyond the realm of daily activity, hidden from the deforested garden lands that dominate 
the upper reaches of the northwestern ridge. Structures within this landscape can be defined 
according to a simple classification based on functional criteria derived from both local tra-
ditional knowledge and archaeological inference. They include wharves, house platforms, de-
fensive structures and shrines. 
From the inner coastline of the island, stone wharves (hehipi) project into the lagoon. 
Apart from their obvious role in the mooring of canoes and the like, these marked minor 
territorial boundaries at the hamlet level, and had various ritual associations. An example 
of the latter is their use as markers of taboo (hopena) space, delineating regions such as the 
area between the wharf at Sidevele (site 2231) and the Kaluvesu shrine (site 8), an area said to 
have been prohibited to in-laws (Nagaoka 1999: 70). Architecturally, wharves consist oflong 
rectangular structures, made of coral cobbles piled over the tidal flats. They are often associ-
ated with other architecture such as foundation platforms for probable canoe houses (paele), 
and small artificial islets located just offshore, sometimes linked via sandbars exposed at low 
tide (Walter & Sheppard 2000: 303). These latter features are probably related to shrines in 
that they are structurally similar and some of the larger wharves have small shrines situated 
on their seaward tip. 
House platforms tend to be scattered in clusters over low land and on the slopes of the 
central rise. On the flat they consist of raised structures, faced with coral and filled with earth 
or occasionally small cobbles. On the hill slopes they appear as faced terraces looking out over 
· the surrounding land. In both instances they are rectangular in shape and have a level, flat-
tened upper surface. The size of platforms averages less than 10 x 5 metres, with their height 
being largely a matter of location - on the flat they seldom exceed one metre, but the front 
face of terraced platforms can be as high as three metres. The surrounding ground surface is 
commonly covered with dense midden, and the platforms themselves often have a thick layer 
of shell and fishbone debris. Few artefacts are found on these features, other than occasional 
shell adzes (Walter & Sheppard 2000: 306; Nagaoka 1999). 
The central ridge of Nusa Roviana is dominated by a large fortified complex, and at least 
one other is present at Saikile. Similar to those described by Miller (1979: 128) in Viru Harbour, 
but much larger, these structures give the appearance of dense settlements, with house plat-
forms and shrines, located in isolated places and surrounded by defensive architecture. The 
Nusa Roviana hillfort runs for more than 600 metres along the highest, most narrow portion 
of the ridge. The clearest defensive features are ditches, earthen banks and transverse walls 
constructed of coral cobbles, formed into a series of barriers bisecting the ridge top. These di-
vide the ridge into four primary sections, each of which is named and associated with specific 
oral traditions (see below). Each section becomes smaller and more structurally compressed 
as one moves east along the ridge. The walls too, grow higher and more massive as the last 
section and the highest point of the island is approached. As an entire complex the fortifi-
cation takes advantage of the steep sided ridgeline, culminating in a highly defended core 
surrounded by cliffs and barriers. People are said to have taken refuge here when the island 
was under attack by outside groups, and there are oral traditions of fighting along the walls. 
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Additionally, some of the islands most important sacred places lie within the precincts of the 
fort (Thomas, Sheppard & Walter 2001).! 
Sacred places (known generically as hope) within the Nusa Roviana landscape often in-
clude natural features, trees, plants and vaguely defined regions, many of which derive their 
sacredness from mythological association, ritual use, or haunting by spirits. Archaeologically 
speaking, the most visible of these places are those marked by artificially constructed shrines 
- specific sites of offering and ancestral communication, centred on permanent constructed 
markers. These are among the most significant features of the Roviana landscape, and prob-
ably say the most about the nature of Roviana sociality. Because of this, and the fact that much 
of the archaeological data on portable material culture presented in the following chapters is 
derived from shrine contexts, I will consider them in some detail. 
Nagaoka (1999: 61) divides shrines into four broad categories based on locally attributed 
function: 1) ancestral skull shrines, which preserve the crania of dead leaders; 2) shrines as-
sociated with productivity in gardening, fishing, or hunting; 3) shrines linked to particular 
ancestral spirits (tomate) or god~figures (tamasa); and 4) purification or cleansing shrines. 
There is also a gender division, with some shrines associated with men (particularly those 
linked to warrior magic and bonito fishing) and others with women ( childbirth rituals and 
some purification shrines). Physically the shrines themselves exhibit an enormous degree of 
variability, and their form is only loosely correlated to these functional types. Generally they 
can be distinguished from other features by the deposition of human remains (skulls) and 
artefacts, such as shell ring valuables, giant clam shells, conch shell trumpets, stone carvings, 
grinding stones, and nutting hammers and anvils. These represent offerings and ceremonies 
associated with the rituals permeating daily life, albeit conducted at focal spaces - as noted, 
these artefacts seldom occur on domestic terraces. Additionally, shrines systematically differ 
from other features due to the inclusion of characteristic architectural elements such as cysts, 
stone uprights, igneous stones, alignments, associated stone ovens (oputu), and coral slab shel-
ters (era) for the containment of skulls (Nagaoka 1999: 70-4). However, other than ancestral 
shrines, which always contain skulls or skull houses, most of the functional types tend to be 
correlated with socio-spatial divisions rather than morphology. For example, garden shrines 
are found on the fringes of agricultural soils, while shrines associated with cleansing or fishing 
are located on the edges of settlements near the coast, but all are virtually indistinguishable in 
terms of form (1999: 118-9). Thus, while it is possible to identify shrine-like structures inde-
pendently of ethnographic information, it is less viable to separate them into functional types 
based on morphology alone. At a broader scale however, patterns in morphological variation 
do exist and these tend to be associated with chronology. 
On Nusa Roviana most shrines appear as amorphous sub-rectangular coral cobble 
mounds, with uneven surfaces. They often blend into the surrounding terrain, but occasion-
ally are enclosed within walled spaces separating them from domestic areas. Artefacts are 
found scattered amidst the cobbles, some shattered or unfinished, along with fragments of 
bone, giving an overall appearance of rubbish mounds filled with the detritus of life. This 
amorphous aspect has been exacerbated by time - undergrowth and decay have gradually 
pulled them back into the forest litter and soil. Ancestral shrines, particularly, may have been 
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more visible in use given that they often supported small wooden shelters for skulls (oru), 
which have since perished (fig. 3-3). On the other hand, many of the ancestral shrines may 
never have had such wooden structures since era are commonly found in the centre of shrines 
(fig. 3.4). It seems clear that even during use these shrines were never as orderly as the house 
platforms and wharves - as is witnessed by early European observations and photographs 
(Hocart 1922; Somerville 1897:386). 
This is in direct contrast to the majority of shrines found on mainland New Georgia. Here 
shrines tend to be devoid of artefacts or human remains, and are of a distinctive basalt slab 
construction similar to the ridge top sites near Vim Harbour described by Miller (1979: 131-3). 
They are large, well made and well defined, consisting of multiple components within a paved 
area (fig. 3.5). Typical features include a large rectangular platform faced with flat slabs of ba-
salt, in front of which sometimes stands a 'table stone' - an altar-like flat slab laid horizontally 
on top of several rounded boulders. These latter features occasionally have a pitted or concave 
surface, probably the result of use in nut pounding or the grinding of food offerings. Cysts are 
also present. These are small enclosures lined with stone, recessed into the earthen mound of 
the large central platform. As such they are similar to the coral slab era placed in the centre 
of the coastal shrines. They differ however, in that they never contain skulls or artefacts, and 
excavation has failed to find any evidence of previous contents. The basalt slab construc-
tion, the absence of human bone or shell valuables, and their location on the mainland of 
New Georgia is enough to separate these shrines typologically from most of those occurring 
on Nusa Roviana, and indeed other barrier reef islands (Nagaoka 1999; Sheppard, Walter & 
Nagaoka 2000). 
Between these two types there occurs a third shrine form that can be seen as sharing 
aspects of construction with each. Located on the barrier reef at Honiavasa, Kekehe and a 
few locations on Nusa Roviana there are rare shrines made using a slab construction similar 
to that of mainland shrines, sometimes utilising basalt, but more frequently coral materials. 
Again they include defined rectangular platforms and lack human bone deposits, but about 
half do have limited shell valuables of a type known as bareke present. Thus they seem to 
represent a type of shrine that integrates elements of both barrier reef and mainland forms 
(Nagaoka 1999: 112). 
These associations between shrine morphology and general locality are best explained 
in terms of chronological change. This is revealed in radiocarbon dating of shrine features. 
NGAS excavations have produced a corpus of dates that shows a clear division between types 
of shrine at around 1500 AD. Table 3.1 and figure 3.6 illustrate dates associated with the three 
forms of shrine, classified here as 'basalt slab', 'coral slab: and 'coral cobble' types. Mainland 
shrines were dated using charcoal samples derived from short lived species or Canarium nut 
shell recovered from platform fill and under walls. Shrines found on barrier islands were 
dated using shell preserved in loose cobble fill, and from charcoal and shell excavated from 
basal layers of associated ovens (Sheppard & Walter n.d.). Dates produced from ovens are 
considered reliable indicators of shrine age because they systematically occur as integral com-
ponents of barrier island shrine complexes, and are traditionally used for burning offerings. 
Other 'dates by association' come from a wall feature and terrace in the case of three dates 
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Fig 3.3 Skull shrine with oru, Munda 
(source: Methodist Archives, Sister Lilian Berry Collection, deB 199 (Brown 1908: 516)) 
Fig 3.4 Skull shrine with era, Kalikoqu, Nusa Roviana 
site 1419'2 
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Fig 3.5 Basalt slab shrine, Bao, New Georgia 
from Nusa Roviana (wK-7916, NZA-10854, wK-6757), and from a plainware pottery scatter on 
New Georgia (NzA-6235). The three Nusa Roviana dates are from features architecturally part 
of the same complex as the shrine (site 12) classified as a 'coral cobble' type - they are part of a 
fortification surrounding the shrine. The pottery scatter is more tenuous since it is located 75 
metres away from a 'basalt slab' shrine (site 24). However, plainware pottery does tend to be 
associated with slab constructed shrines, having also been found at sites 79 and 94 (Nagaoka 
1999: 110-1; Sheppard, Walter & Nagaoka 2000). 
The five dates for 'basalt slab' shrines produced one that returned a modern result, and 
four that, when calibrated, span a period from about 1200 to 1500 AD. The modern date (wk-
7918) came from an oven at Bao where a series of typical inland shrines descends a ridge, but, 
located 64 metres away from the nearest shrine, is not clearly associated with their manu-
facture or earliest use. On the balance of the other dates, this oven is most likely the result of 
recent activity near the shrines. The 'coral slab' shrines trend towards the end of this range, 
dating from about 1300 to 1400 AD, and overlapping the dates for basalt shrines. 'Coral cobble' 
shrines postdate 1500 AD, extending into the twentieth century. The only possible exception 
to this pattern comes from the shell date (wK-6760) associated with the shrine at site 1361 
- the calibrated range of this date overlaps that of site 24 (NZA-6235) in the late 1400s AD. The 
reliability of these two dates is, however, not unproblematic. As noted above, site 24 is a pot-
tery scatter located some distance from the 'basalt slab' shrine at site 25 and so is not neces-
sarily contemporary with the shrine itself. Additionally, the excavation at site 1361 produced 
two dates (wK-6760, WK-6758) that, although from the same stratigraphic context, produced 
disparate results. If we were to remove these problematic dates from the sequence, the divi-
sion at around 1500 AD would be more dramatic, but, even with them still in, the radiocarbon 
results are unequivocal in placing the 'coral cobble' shrines in a period distinct from the slab 
constructed shrines. 
Atmospheric data from Stuvier et al. (1998); OxCal v3.5 Bronk Ramsey (2000); cub r:4 sd:1 prob usp[chron] 
Charcoal Samples Calibrated with Curve intcal98; Shell Samples Calibrated with Curve marine98 
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' 4CAge Calibrated 
number number shrine type BP 1 sigma range 
NZA-10855 145 Shrine (NG) B. Slab Charcoal 830±60 1160-1280 AD 
NZA-10856 145 Shrine (NG) B. Slab Charcoal 789±70 1160-1290 AD 
WK-7917 150 Shrine (NG) B. Slab Charcoal 610±50 1300-1400 AD 
NZA-6235 24 Pottery (NG) B. Slab Charcoal 468±62 1330-1490 AD 
NZA-7918 133.1 Oven (NG) B. Slab Charcoal modern modern 
WK-6155 1143 Shrine (NR) C. Slab Shell' 1060±45 1290-1380 AD 
WK-7914 94 Shrine (H) C. Slab Shell' 1010±50 1320-1405 AD 
NZA-9457 79 Shrine (NR) C. Slab Charcoal 556±57 1310-1430 AD 
WK-6760 1361 Oven (NR) C. Cobble Shell' 810±50 1450-1540 AD 
NZA-10854 1091 Terrace (NR) C. Cobble Charcoal 325±60 1490-1640 AD 
WK-6156 117.2 Oven (NR) C. Cobble Charcoal 300±45 1510-1650 AD 
WK-6757 1058 Wall (NR) C. Cobble Shell' 720±50 1530-1650 AD 
WK-7916 1091 Terrace (NR) C. Cobble Shell' 710±50 1540-1650 AD 
WK-6756 773.6 Oven (NR) C. Cobble Shell' 680±50 1560-1680 AD 
WK-6758 1361 Oven (NR) C. Cobble Charcoal 250±50 1520-1950 AD 
WK-6761 1174 Oven (NR) C. Cobble Charcoal modern modern 
'Marine calibration delta r set to zero (OxCa!V3.5) NG= New Georgia, NR = Nusa Roviana, H = Honiavasa 
Table 3-1 Radiocarbon dates 
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These dates allow a tentative two-phase sequence of construction to be postulated for the 
different shrine types. Between 1200 and 1500 AD, slab type shrines were constructed utilising 
basalt rocks, predominantly on the ridges of inland New Georgia, and perhaps a little later, 
utilising stone of coral derivation on the barrier islands of the lagoon; then, from 1500 AD until 
modern times, shrines were made in coastal areas using a simple coral cobble construction. 
Using this sequence as a basis for separation of the surface record into chronological 
components puts us in a better position to comprehend the development of the Roviana land-
scape as encountered today. The coral cobble shrines of Nusa Roviana and the barrier reef 
islands are systematically encompassed by wider settlements composed of the wharves, house 
platforms and defensive structures described above. The dates derived from shrines then, 
can be taken as reliable indicators of the general age of associated village architecture, and 
vice versa. Together they comprise a single landscape, made up of segmented village clusters 
(Nagaoka 1999: 141-50) beginning to appear from 1500 AD. The slab constructed shrines of the 
mainland, however, are set apart from any evidence of domesticity. They commonly sit alone 
in the forest, without surrounding midden or domestic architecture. Thus, they must remain 
. . ' 
for the time being as the sole evidence of human activity circa 1200-1500 AD. Consequently, 
shrines, as the lowest common denominator in both periods, are the best indicator of social 
changes occurring during the last 800 years. Fortunately the practices commonly associated 
with shrines allow many inferences to be made about wider social change, telescoping ritual 
belief into political organisation and tenurial control. I will now provide a description of these 
changes, letting shrines carry the evidential weight of the narrative. My account is phenom-
enological, in that it describes the changing landscape according to a sequential narrative 
of encounters with specific shrines, mirroring local oral histories woven during movement 
amidst these ruins. 
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For present purposes it is useful to begin not with the entire archaeological landscape, but 
two representative complexes within it - one from each period .. The shrines at Bao will serve 
as evidence for the earlier period of shrine use, and the fortification on Nusa Roviana will 
serve for the later period. These complexes can be regarded as cognates of each other - they 
both consist of a number of shrines descending a ridge in linear series, and, according to oral 
tradition, are both focal places for tribal descent groups (butubutu). In fact, as will become 
apparent, these places are linked in local histories of tribal migration and affiliation. The dif-
ferences however, are great. Not least of which is that the series of shrines on the ridgeline of 
Nusa Roviana is framed within a defensive, warlike context, while the shrines at Bao are not. 
This is reflected in both oral tradition and architecture. 
Colloquially, and in most of the literature, the entire complex of walls and shrines on the 
Nusa Roviana ridgeline is referred to as a 'hillfort: Miller (1979: 127) for example, considered 
the features to comprise a "fortress': noting that it is known as the base of the Roviana chief 
Ingava, and was "sacked and burned by Commander Davis of the 'Royalist' in 1891" in retali-
ation for aggression against a European trader. This is probably something of a misreading of 
Somerville (1897: 399) who doesn't actually mention the hillfort, and contravenes most of the 
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evidence suggesting Ingava was at the time based in Sisiata near Munda, and avoided incur-
ring any personal loss during the Royalist attack. In fact, the hillfort itself was probably not 
shelled, with most retribution focussing instead on coastal villages (Sydney Morning Herald 
1891, Dec 10th). Nevertheless, oral traditions do present this place as a defensive locale histori-
cally used in times of attack, always defended by exactly eighty men. Women and children are 
held to have taken shelter here, and warriors repelled large forces repeatedly during times of 
reciprocal raiding and warfare. In most accounts though, people are simply said to have 'lived 
at the top of the hill' (koa pa batu toqere) where there were defensive walls (bara), without 
suggestion of a fortress per se ( e.g. Carter n.d: 125). The architecture seems to lack an overarch-
ing name, although in at least one account Nathan Kera, ba1Jara of Saikile, refers to the gen-
eral area as the "Seven Hills of Zare" where there was the "village of Kulava'' (Parker 1994: 3). 
Waterhouse (1949: 145) too, offers the phrase "zuapa botubotu [seven hillocks]" as the name 
for the "seven hills ofRoviana Island''. This phrase is somewhat puzzling because the ridgeline 
lacks any series of distinct topographic peaks. But it is possible that at one time the ridgeline 
was divided into seven regions. Today, the main fortified complex has four recognised sec-
tions defined by large walls, and the western end of the ridge is divided into three general 
areas, each known as a 'hill' (map 3.6). Whatever the case, most oral histories tend to make 
specific reference to particular places along the ridgeline, with the encompassing term 'hill-
fort' probably being of recent usage. Kera, for example, tends to refer to specific place names 
such as "Batu pa toqere pa Kulava keke pozana [Botu on the hill named Kulava]" and "Batu, 
pa vasileana Zare pa toqere Roviana [Botu, at Zare village on Roviana hill]" (Carter n.d: 14-15). 
As such, our understanding of the architecture should not be masked by the term 'hillfort' and 
its implication of a coherent defensive structure. Defence is obviously an important concept 
associated with this place, but the presence of ritual shrines indicates that there is much more 
going on than the protection oflives. 
The central and most cohesive part of the architecture occupies a realm separate from 
daily village life - today it resides under forest cover beyond the lands used for gardening. 
Thi's is a sacred place visited occasionally, but mostly left quiet and hidden to quell old ghosts. 
The simplest approach is to follow a steep path between the twin promontories MariIJi and 
Kariqale, where the ridge forks above Kokorapa. The precipitous slopes here are cut into ter-
races, with large platforms providing striking surveillance points over the entrance to the 
lagoon. Maril)i is known as the site of much fighting, a place of first defence against raiding 
parties (J. Pitu in Carter n.d: 96). Beyond this point the path winds its way through defor-
ested garden lands, between small plots of red earth and crops, towards the southeast end of 
the ridge. There are a few garden shrines (hope ma1Jini), but very little other architecture and 
nothing in the way of walls or barriers. 
Beyond the gardens, the sudden shade and dappled light of forest cover coincides with a 
narrowing of the ridge and the presence of the first large defensive wall. Varying from waist 
to head height, the wall consists of an earthen ditch and bank faced with coral boulders. It 
bisects the ridge and must be scaled to proceed any further, clearly separating the area within 
from the garden lands and settlements below. Past this wall, one enters a ritualised space - a 
domain detached from daily life but fundamental to it. Between this wall and the next, some 
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250 metres away, there resides a landscape embodying the core origin narratives of the tribes 
of Roviana. The significant locales within this first section are shrines associated with impor-
tant ancestors and origin places, framed in a context of warrior power. The order in which 
they are encountered creates a narrative binding contemporary society to a legitimising past. 
Immediately beyond the first wall, the ground rises toward a shrine known as Olobuki 
(site 20) - the name refers to conch shell (buki) trumpets associated with the voice of the 
ba1Jara and blown during rituals. This is an ancestral skull shrine and is known as the place 
where the skulls of the most important ba1Jara of Nusa Roviana were preserved. As such, 
Olobuki is one of the most sacred shrines on the island (see table 3.2). The site consists of sev-
eral platforms and alignments but the central feature is a low, elongated coral cobble mound 
covering about ten square metres. A series of depressions in the mound are aligned a few me-
tres apart marking the former presence of a row of skull houses. Cranial fragments are all that 
remain of the skulls. Deposited amongst the cobbles are funerary and other ritual offerings 
including broken shell rings and exchange valuables, a conch shell, a large sub-fossil Tridacna 
gigas clam shell, and some large basalt slabs with gr!nding facets. 
Such shrines were repeatedly used as sites of ceremonies conducted upon the death of 
community leaders. Similar ceremonies recorded in detail by Hocart (1922) involved a cycle 
of activities lasting up to a hundred days. The body of the deceased was dressed in finery, 
then wrapped in Pandanus and placed in the bush, sitting upright facing west, surrounded by 
their broken belongings. After a few weeks the skull was removed and left in the sun to bleach 
until the eighteenth day, when it would be placed in the skull house. On the fourth day the 
deceased's soul or shadow (maqomaqo) would be ritually caught, and then, on the 36th day, 
ceremonies were held to ensure its departure to the after-world - a place called Sodo or Sonto, 
located in the Shortland Islands. A dead person was a tomate - a spirit that would remain 
present, embodied by the shrine and skull, and able to confer blessings.· Tomate pervaded 
social life - they "oversaw the moral order, punishing infractions and rewarding good living" 
(Dureau 1994: 81) and it was through engaging in mutually sustaining relationships with an-
cestral tomate that people were ensured health, strength and a successful life. 
The living and the dead were thus dependent upon each other: living persons derived 
well-being from ancestors, while the souls of the dead were given passage to Sodo through 
ceremonies conducted by the living. Failure to engage in such ceremonies could result in 
deadly misfortune - not only might crops fail, or bad luck ensue, but if funeral ceremonies 
were not conducted properly then the soul-shadow (maqomaqo) of tomate would not depart 
to Sodo and the transition from living person to dead ancestral spirit would not eventuate. 
Instead, such tomate would roam the forests unable to depart, attached to the world and made 
visible by the presence of their maqomaqo - remaining to exact revenge on any living person 
encountered. 
Further along the ridge, below and to the east of Olobuki, there is a flat area containing 
a few platforms and alignments. These order space and probably provided places for ritual 
activity and ceremonies associated with the shrine. A location near here (site 1018) known 
as 'Hope Roviana' is said to have been a meeting place of ba1Jara. Ceremonies were held at 
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13 Zare Ibibu 
Zare 
Oral Tradition 
'This is Tiola. He has the power to tell the people where to go to fight on 
Bugotu [Santa Isabel] or Lauru [Choiseul]. He would turn and face to the 
direction where the warriors should go. There is another area similar to 
Tiola's platform called Kali Hio (one side of the clam shell) and Lru:,ono. 
The Lru:,ono would turn in the same direction as Tiola. Tiola would tell 
the people when and where to go and fight. At the same time the Lru:,ono 
would turn in the same direction. That is the function of Tiola: 
'A scratching stone ritual shrine. Here they danced while carrying out the 
ritual. At the oven ( oputu) on the northern end the priest would prepare 
the offering which was given to the warriors and the shrine: 
'This is the place Patu Kevanu. The warriors would scratch the powder off 
a stone and eat it with betel nut before they went to fight: 
'Where Qorabele died and flew off after three days. Feasting area for the 
annual festival: 
'This is where Qorabele died. After three days he broke open his wrappings 
and flew up. That is why they call it Hope Mateana Roviana. His spirit can 
be seen as fire in the kalala tree at Sagioro: 
'This is where Taua died. They kept his body for three days. After three days 
his body and spirit went down into the ground: 





so they could run fast. To tame people also when they are angry. A calming 
spell: 
'Associated with ,a spell to make you able to eat at a feast but not get full. 
Also a fighting spell which makes weapons lethal. It can also make people 
domo - in a trance-like state where they lack energy: 
'Here they scratched stone and fed it to babies so that they would become 
strong warriors: 
'People collected Tridacna clam shells here to take to coastal shrines. The 
shells here are like the "dog stone" as they can turn to the direction of 
danger, especially dangerous weather. The priest can perform a ritual here 
to make storms to disperse the enemy: 
'This is where [shells named] Kali Hio and Lru:,ono were. Lru:,ono would 
turn to the direction which Tiola faced before warriors would go out and 
fight: 
'This is Olobuki one of the very important sites. This is the place where the 
chiefs from Nusa Roviana skulls were kept: 
Table 3. 2 Oral traditions associated with-shrines of the hillfort 
(source: Thomas, Sheppard & Walter 2001: 557) 
Such blessings were later made evident by success, potency or efficacy (minana) in endeav-
ours such as warfare and headhunting, bonito fishing, trade and so on. Leaders consistently 
able to demonstrate potent behaviour were considered blessed (tamanai) by the backing of 
ancestors and hence held rights to rule. Successful leaders might one day hope to be interred 
at Olobuki or similar shrines themselves. 
Participation in ceremonies at shrines was dependent upon a person's posltion within 
society, making these spaces charged with relations of power. Shrines as sacred places inhab-
ited by the spirits of ancestors were 'hot' or dangerous - their structure unable to be touched 
or approached by anyone other than attendant priests (hiama), and access was managed by 
ba11ara. Given that Olobuki was clearly a ritually and politically charged zone, it is somewhat 
surprising to encounter a series of domestic terraces located nearby. Anyone dwelling here 
would have seen the shrine every day. These structures perhaps housed hiama, those involved 
in periodic ceremonies, or defenders of the wall. 
The next named shrine is Latone (site 19) - traditionally a shrine associated with giant 
clam shells, which were said to turn towards dangerous weather. Priests also made spells here 
to conjure storms to disperse approaching enemies. Beyond Latorre is Liqutu (Site 18), a shrine 
said to be a place where priests 'scratched stone' and fed it to babies so that they would become 
strong warriors (table 3.2). Liqutu contains five upright basalt stones sourced geologically 
from the mainland, sheets of lace coral, and some fragments of human cranial material, the 
latter indicating that this too was once an ancestral skull shrine. Other shrines known as Lio 
(site 17), and Lio ZuzuloIJO (site 16) are located a further 50 metres along the ridge and these 
too are associated in oral tradition with war magic and ritual (table 3:2). But sheets of coral 
and fragments of human skull indicate that they were also ancestral skull shrines. 
The final shrines encountered in the first section of the hillfort are Zare (site 15) and Zare 
Ibibu (Site 13). Although very similar in form to previous shrines they differ in meaning and 
association. Connected with divine ancestral figures called mateana, Zare and Zare Ibibu are 
powerful origin points for the chiefly lineages of Roviana. Oral traditions associated with this 
area link the previously encountered shrines with an origin narrative that connects extant 
leaders to a mythical past of divine ancestors. 
The narrative begins in the mountainous interior of New Georgia, where people are said 
to have lived before radiating out to the coastal margins and barrier islands of the lagoon. 
Towards the central and eastern end of the lagoon lived the tribes of Tagosage, Lio ZuzuloIJo, 
Hoava, and Hoeze, and towards the western end lived the Kazukuru and Roviana tribes. 
Intermarriage between members of Kazukuru, Roviana and Tagosage is said to have led to the 
formation of a Kazukuru-Roviana polity (Aswani 1997, 2000). This is enshrined in genealo-
gies whereby a male ancestor called Kazukuru is the descendant of a female named Roviana 
(fig. 3.7). The tribes associated with these ancestors controlled lands around a place named 
Bao, inland from Munda (see Hall 1964). Oral traditions tell of two ancestors - Luturu-Bal)ara 
and his son Ididu-Bal)ara - who lived at Bao before initiating a series of migrations. 
Luturu-Bangara made a feast to celebrate his son's upcoming installation as chief of Bao. Luturu-Bangara was 
old and needed somebody to succeed him. He called his tribe (butubutu) and the tribe with which his sister 
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Sogaduriresided, who were living at Hia Gore, to come together to install Ididu-Bangara. He called the people 
of Tirokiaba, Patu Kuna and Zorutu. Bao was a big settlement and there big feasts were celebrated. Before 
the feast, the chief told his people that when the Kazukuru dancers came nobody should laugh because their 
descent line (tuti-na) was one oflepers (tie popoqu). The Kazukuru came and danced; some had no hands, 
no eyes, and no ears. One woman from Moqala Qanaqana laughed ... The dancers sank into the earth and 
became stones, snakes and other things. But some Kazukuru people remained and returned to their inland 
settlements. Thereafter Ididu-Bangara became the chief of Bao and began his move to the coast. (Aswani 
2000: 46-7) 
In another version of this myth, the chiefs of Bao are held to have had eighty warriors in 
their service (hence the eighty men said to have defended the Nusa Roviana hillfort). These 
were called tuturu ( crazed, mad, or foolish) because they stalked victims who were brought 
back to Bao to be cooked and eaten. 
One day they went to Moqala Qanaqana, but the people of that place "conjured their spirits" and cast a spell 
on the So warriors who died upon their return to Bao. In their memory, the large stones standing at Bao 
were raised as their memorials (vina-tigono) [fetishes, idol-images]. Ididu-Bangara carried their atlas bones 
(qanaqana) to the coast. (Aswani 2000: 47) 
In all accounts, Ididu-Bal)ara and his followers are held to have resettled on Nusa Roviana. 
Here they encountered two groups of people - the Koloi who, although based at Honiavasa, 
visited the eastern lagoon-side stretch of land, and the Vuragare, who occupied the seaward 
coast. Traditions speak from this point of a process of alliance formation, integration and 
replacement in which the Kazukuru-Roviana polity extended control over Nusa Roviana and 
eventually over much of south New Georgia. Peupeu-Bal)ara for example, the son of Ididu-
Bal)ara, is held to have paid Kazukuru warriors to attack the Koloi, virtually wiping them out, 
thus establishing the Kazukuru-Roviana presence. These stories refer, for the first time, to the 
ritual and symbolic trappings of Roviana political power. They tell of the use of shell valuables 
as items of exchange and ritual offering, and of warfare and headhunting (Aswani 2000: 48) 
- characteristics that were to continue into the 20th century. 
Most accounts from Nusa Roviana and Munda agree that two generations after Ididu~ 
Bal)ara's movement to the coast, nine of his descendants were transformed into a class of 
divine spirit beings called mateana. Traditionally capable of flight and transmutation, mate-
ana were dangerous figures that looked like meteors - when seen at sea their appearance 
portended raids from overseas or plentiful bonito, they caused disease with their spear, and 
people did not go outside when they were abroad for fear of death (Hocart 1922: 268-9). Some 
accounts suggest that the mateana were in fact a magical Tagosage tribe from a village named 
Zare Ibibu, who subsequently had moved to the hill on Nusa Roviana (Parker 1994: 3). But it 
is likely that such variation reflects the privileging of different genealogical associations de-
pending on contemporary contexts - this particular variant is from Saikile rather than Nusa 
Roviana. Nevertheless, most versions converge at this point and subsequent genealogies are 






































































Fig. 3.7 Kazukuru-Roviana chiefly genealogy - filled symbols= ba7Jara, italics= hiama 
Dates are rough estimates at 30 yrs per generation (based on Nagaoka 1999: fig. 1.3; Schneider 1997: fig.4) 
ridgeline ofNusa Roviana until their deaths. Two - Qorabele and Tagua (or 'Taua, 'Tumagua') 
- are directly associated with specific shrines there. Qorabele died at Zare Ibibu (site 13) and 
three days into the funeral ceremonies broke his wrappings and flew into the sky from that 
place. Tagua died at Zare (site 15) and similarly, after three days his body and spirit descended 
into the ground there (table 3.2). Their siblings are said to have done the same, with three 
ascending into the skies like Qorabele and four following Tagua into the earth. 
Sipu totosona mate arini si hupuli rini meke hade ni 
para (elelona) pude va namanama la pomununi gua 
ke sipu korapa varatai rini pa keke paele nomana 
meke lukana na kabokabo si hola ka neta rane varata 
guni rini si ta rupaha sari na elelo para sapu hadeni 
rini meke turu sage meke ta luarae sari nenedi pa 
pepeso, Iopa vura pa korapa vetu sage taloa dia, ie 
tuqei rini ba lopu boka, ke haqala vura pa korapa 
vetu meke sage taloa dia, ke tuqei rini ba lopu boka, ke 
puki vagi rini kaludia meke va oponi patu la1JolmJono 
rini sari na vasidi saripu lodu gorei rini. (N. Kera in 
Carter n.d: 14) 
When they died they removed their entrails and 
wrapped them with Pandanus (elelona) so that they 
could prepare to bury them. During the wake at a large 
communal house [paele] they chanted [lukana - extols 
the virtues of the person lying in state] and cried a lot. 
On the third day they untied the Pandanus that wrapped 
them, and [the dead] stood up and their feet rose from 
the ground. A hole appeared in the middle of the house 
and they rose up, [ the mourners tried to] grasp them 
but [ were] unable, [ the dead] ran through the house and 
rose up, grasp them but unable, they [only] caught and 
plucked their hair, and [afterwards] covered the places 
where they sank down with a stone seat. 
The transformations and deaths of these ancestors mark a point of severance. From here 
onwards, dominant lineages were traced to mateana associated with violence and supernatu-
ral power. The children of the nine gave rise to the genealogies of Nus a Roviana, which in turn 
split to form the Saikile and Munda area enclaves a few generations later. In their descent into 
the centre of the island and ascension into the skies, the nine mateana were bound to Nusa 
Roviana and at the same time remained to haunt the lagoon. Subsequent Roviana ba1Jara, 
through genealogy and affiliation with the mateana shrines of the hillfort, embodied these 
qualities in their rule over the lagoon. Nusa Roviana, in its role as a new origin place, became 
the central seat of power. The importance of mateana in forging a new centre for the tribes of 
the Kazukuru-Roviana polity is also reflected in the following oral tradition: 
Arini sari ka zuapa butubutu [sic - botubotu?J pa 
Zare guni meke arini sari ka zuapa kakarutuna sa 
kaleqe mateana pa Tagosage sari ka zuapa butubutu 
[botubotu?] arini, vasina ta lomu hoqa palae sari ka 
zuapa kakarutuna totoso karovo la pa Nusa Roviana 
sa kaleqe hie. (Kera in Carter n.d: 15) 
Those seven tribes [sic - hills?] ofZare also means those 
seven digits of the mateana Kaleqe from Tagosage's 
seven tribes [hills?], it is the place where seven digits 
dropped off this woman at the time of crossing over to 
Nusa Roviana. 
The 'Seven Hills of Zare' - the new origin place for contemporary Roviana - was thus created 
during migration from inland New Georgia. 
It has been argued that the thirteen to fourteen generations between Ididu-BaIJara and 
contemporary leaders put these events in the early 1600s AD (Schneider 1996; Aswani 2000). 
While genealogical methods of dating are not usually considered reliable beyond the fifth 
generation (Weissner & Tumu 1998), this estimate compares reasonably well with the ra-
diocarbon corpus discussed above - the earliest absolute dates for the hillfort architecture 
place construction in the mid 1500-16oos AD. On this evidence, the histories conveyed in oral 
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Fig 3.8 Zare, site 15, Nusa Roviana 
tradition and in the material record seem to pursue parallel trajectories. They both describe 
changes in social practice and tenurial control beginning around 1500 AD. Interestingly, a 
shrine (Haratana: site 67) in Kokorapa village and another nearby (Raqo: site 79) - both sug-
gested by informants to have belonged to Ididu-BaIJara - are of coral slab construction that, 
as outlined above, is probably transitional between the basalt slab shrines of the mainland and 
the coral cobble shrines of the barrier reef. 
The movement from Bao to Nusa Roviana represents both a continuation and break with 
the past, and this is embodied in the architecture of both places - in the form of the shrines, 
and in the organisation of space. The first section of the Nusa Roviana hillfort works as a 
sedimented genealogical narrative, a 'topogeny' (Fox 1997) binding people to place. Chiefly 
lineages embedded themselves in this narrative by placing the skulls of their recent dead in 
the Olobuki shrine. Olobuki is said to have once been the residence of Tae-BaIJara - a de-
scendant of Qorabele (fig. 3.7). Soon after his rule the Roviana-Kazukuru polity split into 
the Kalikoqu, Kokorapa and Dunde descent groups, and Odikana, the cousin of Tae-Bal)ara, 
is said to have left Nusa Roviana and formed the Saikile tribal area. Subsequent generations 
ceased use of Olobuki shifting the interment of chiefly skulls to shrines within the new tribal 
areas. Kokorapa people, for example, began to use the shrine named Hio (site 6) then later 
Piraka Island where chiefs are buried today. Olobuki then, can be thought of as the last shrine 
on Nus a Roviana to which the various tribes of Roviana-Kazukuru descent can trace their ori-
gins. It is the most recent unifying place in a lineage of shrines descending the ridge from an -
cestral Zare Ibibu. A direct physical connection with thdegitimacy of the past is established 
in this descent, re-affirming the genealogical basis of self and group identity in the process. 
The shrines between Olobuki and Zare Ibibu contain references to the inland origins of the 
Fig 3.9 Shrine 8 at Bao, New Georgia - the scale rests against a slab 97cm high 
Roviana peoples. Lio ZuzuloIJo is named after an ancestral tribe from southeast New Georgia, 
and Zare Ibibu itself is the name of an ancestral village in the Tagosage region. The presence 
of volcanic stones taken from New Georgia and placed upright in many of these shrines also 
indicates the linkage with the mainland. 
When summarised in this way, the first section of the fort can be seen as an analogue of 
Bao. Both places have a series of shrines descending a ridge, and both probably work towards 
legitimising genealogical emplacement - as in many Solomon Island societies such shrines 
comprise a record of ancestral movements (Keesing 1970; Miller 1979: 30; 1980). The ultimate 
ancestor of the Kazukuru people of Bao, Vakorige, is held to have emerged from the earth at 
a mountaintop (Hall 1964: 133) and Kazukuru shrines built in downhill sequenc:;es mark each 
new generation. This pattern is paralleled in the story of the mateana ancestors of Roviana 
and the hillfort shrines. The hillfort sequence works as a way of binding migrating people to a 
new place - it negotiates the integration of ancestral mainland tribes with those encountered 
on Nusa Roviana by physically incorporating them into a single line and complex. The hillfort 
shrines are, in effect, a continuation of the series begun at Bao - amounting to an act of domi-
nation over the landscape by staking an unquestionable supernatural claim. 
The Nusa Roviana shrines differ in important ways from those at Bao in form, content 
and significance. Comparison between the two locales is informative. Located by the NGAS in 
1999, the shrines at Bao are massive constructions; typical inland faced platforms surrounded 
by large basalt uprights, with table stones usually set out in front (fig. 3.5). Eighteen platforms 
were located, aligned east to west along a ridge looking out to northern New Georgia. There 
are no associated artefacts or living floors near these shrines, no terraces or any other form 
of habitation structure. Additionally, there are no defensive structures in evidence. Several of 
the Bao shrines are monumental, and all are geometric and formally structured (fig. 3.9). The 
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effect of these shrines is one of captivation and awe focussed on the size and weight of the 
stones, and the overall scale of construction. They are a quite obvious demonstration of power 
and the ability to alter, manipulate and shape the world. As focal places for descent groups, 
they bind people to a specific place through an ordered expression of collective will. Amongst 
the uncontainable forest of the interior they create a constructed space for a group with their 
ancestors and descendants. Referring to Bao and other Kazukuru shrines behind Munda, a 
Kazukuru elder told Hall that: "They were not altars to kill foes on or to bless war fleets, but 
merely for ritual in connection with the soil" (1964: 130). These shrines expressed ancestral 
dominion over tracts ofland, and probably were used as offering places ensuring the fertility 
of that land. 
The Nusa Roviana hillfort shrines however, are associated with practices of war and con-
flict, contain artefacts used in exchange and offering, and are defended. Structures other than 
shrines are also present - living floors and activity areas. A different ideological formation is 
reflected in these characteristics - the practices of headhunting and efficacious endeavour in 
war, wealth accumulation and exchange, have become integral to daily life and the wielding 
of power. The shrines themselves are relatively formless and not easily grasped, in contrast to 
the structure of the living areas, terraces, and walls. The key to understanding these shrines 
is in the recognition of their role in communication with ancestors. If the world of the living 
is reflected in the order of rectangular living platforms, in whole shell rings and the useable 
objects of everyday life, then the world of ancestral spirits (tomate) is diffuse and formless - it 
is shadow, essence, smoke of burnt food, detritus, and amorphous constructions. The shrines 
work as physical manifestations of the ever-present spirit world, existing in a zone between · 
the living and dead. As mediation points they make sensible the broken, diffuse qualities of 
the ancestral spirits while retaining difference from the ordered world of the living. The form 
of the shrines thus marks an ideological juncture that seems to have occurred with the ad-
vent of the mateana cults. On Nusa Roviana, authority was not demonstrated so much in an 
ordered control over place (though this was no doubt a factor), but in an ability to commune 
effectively with power-giving ancestors. Chiefly personhood became reliant on the demon-
stration of ancestral blessing evinced through effective practice rather than on the demonstra-
tion of territorial control and ownership of land. 
The communing with ancestors that this required was also effected in a spatial compres-
sion, and perhaps even a blurring between the worlds of the ancestors and the living - as the 
next section of the hillfort shows more dearly. A high wall is located almost immediately to 
the east of Zare Ibibu. Taller than can be seen over, it stretches between the increasingly steep 
slopes of the ridgeline. Oral traditions name the area beyond BarairaIJa (bara - wall; ira1Ja - to 
shout), commemorating a famous warrior Pepeho, whose loud shout would announce the 
arrival of enemies, and describe its use as a last place of refuge for women and children when 
the island was under attack (Sheppard & Walter 1998: 19). The architecture consists of a shrine 
surrounded by 30 residential terraces, stone faced and well constructed, some cut back into 
the rock with careful walkways passing between. The shrine complex is named Patu Kevuana, 
a warriors scratching stone shrine (table 3.2). 
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Barairal)a is the most ordered area of the hillfort. If the first section was a place associated 
with ancestors, then the order here marks this place as primarily for the living. It clarifies a 
pattern encountered throughout the previous section of the fort, whereby a central ances-
tral shrine is framed by a large wall to the west, an assembly area to the east, and residential 
terraces on either side. There is little spatial separation between the components - a sacred 
area surrounded by dwellings in close juxtaposition. This closeness of living spaces to what 
is ostensibly a dangerously sacred place needs explanation. Perhaps as a place of last refuge, 
the importance of protecting the descent group and its most cherished and sacred elements of 
identity from attack overruled any ritual danger. On the other hand, this pattern of intimacy 
does not differ appreciably from the rest of the Nusa Roviana settlement landscape (map 3.6). 
In Kokorapa, Kalikoqu, and Vuragare, shrines, house platforms, working floors, and midden 
define a contiguous living surface (Sheppard, Walter & Nagaoka 2000: 28). There are spatial 
distinctions but these are condensed. Maps of the Vuragare and Kalikoqu settlements indicate 
a pattern of domestic platforms along the hill slopes, followed by shrines clustered immedi-
ately below on the beach ridge, and a series of wharves along the coastline (Nagaoka 1999 ). On 
the ground however, there is no clear spatial delineation separating houses from shrines; they 
blur and merge in clusters. So, there are categorical divisions in spatial organisation, but firm 
distinctions between secular and religious activity seem to have little relevance. Interaction 
with the spirit world was bound into the practices of everyday life for the community as a 
whole. 
The essential point is that the presence of shrines within the routine movements of eve-
ryday life, created a serise of sociality dominated by an awareness of ritual, communion with 
the ancestral realm, and the associated restrictions and dangers. Because shrines were not set 
off from living areas or daily activities, each day was defined by patterns of movement along 
paths able or unable to be travelled, and through boundaries able or unable to be crossed, 
depending on one's place in society. As an example, the Haratana shrine (site 67) sits within 
Kokorapa village, amongst old midden and near house floors. Informants today speak of how, 
in the past, this shrine restricted t~e movement of women in its vicinity; if they wished to pass 
this place they were obliged to use canoes and paddle out and around via the lagoon. 
This pattern is in striking contrast to Bao and other mainland settlements. Often highly 
dispersed, mainland shrines are found on ridges far from habitation zones and agricultural 
land (Sheppard, Walter & Nagaoka 2000: 36). Even in other barrier island settlements the 
pattern is less dense than Nusa Roviana - in Honiavasa and Kekehe domestic and religious 
structures are spread out on the fringe of agricultural land, but many are spaced fifty metres 
or more apart (2000: 27). At some level, especially in the mainland settlements, people would 
have been able to go days without ever coming near a shrine, without considering a path tak-
en, without restriction on movement. Ceremonies, dances, and offerings at shrines were out 
of sight of daily activity and so perhaps not considered by the majority of the community for 
the majority of the time. The nucleated character of Nusa Roviana is clearly unusual amongst 
settlements in the surrounding area. 
The intimacy of the hillfort, and indeed the wider landscape, speaks of one group experi-
ence, one way of living - daily life could not be. continued irt ignorance of the physical pres-
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ence of shrines and associated rituals. It is a landscape with no spaces where other ways, other 
possibilities might be imagined. Groups were in effect bound together through strong experi-
ences of physical belonging - one social body, bound by similar ancestry, practices, dangers 
and solutions. Belonging was established by the origin shrines and associated chiefly skull 
shrines - they define a foundation, and descend through lines of kinship to the present, their 
structures forming a cohesive physical presence, a proof of affiliation and ownership. The 
values and practices associated with those shrines further bound people into society - bonds 
of reciprocation and dependency were established in the lived experience of the architecture. 
Funeral rites, propitiatory ceremonies, the casting of spells, preparations for war and raiding, 
dances ana feasts all took place within a structured context helping create a specific habi-
tus. Experience of these ceremonial practices - participation in some, restriction from others 
- created a sense of place within society, how one was linked into its structures, or conversely, 
how some were excluded. 
The habitus of the hillfor.t was formed around and imbued with the practices of ritualised 
warfare and headhunting. The structure is framed defensively, as a fortified place of war. This 
is reflected in the position and associations of the final named shrine in the hillfort. Called 
Tio la, this shrine ( site 9) is by far the least accessible place on the ridgeline. Beyond the shrine 
is a very steep slope to a seven metre wide, five metre deep ditch cut into the rock. Below this, 
several head-high terraces descend the hill ending in a final wall. From here the forest drops 
away steeply to the eastern flat land. These features act as boundaries to access from the east, 
and the successive walls of the hillfort restrict access from the wesL Other approaches are 
impractical due to the cliffs on either side. The shrine itself sits atop a ramped wall locating it 
high above, and out of sight. Every architectural feature in this area of the ridge surrounds the 
shrine - the terraces, ditches and walls frame, defend and serve it. 
Tiola is the name of a central figure in Roviana mythology. Perhaps the most important 
spirit figure in warfare narratives, the name comes from 'tio' meaning 'man' (specifically, a 
man of Nusa Roviana) and 'la' meaning 'go'. Together they translate as a rallying cry: "man go 
to fight!" (Aswani 2000: 50). Tiola appeared as a dog and was considered an oracle. Able to 
detect attacking enemies, he would select the next place to which a raid should be directed. A 
limestone statue of a dog on the Tiola shrine is said to have given warning and turned to the 
direction of approaching threat. 
The Tiola origin story relates that he came out of a cave shaped like a vagina on the island 
of Kolobangara, and later travelled to Simbo where he dug into the centre of a mountain 
before being blown out of the hole through the air to Nusa Roviana. Whilst living at Zare, 
he taught the people of the island how to build tomoko war canoes and the paele communal 
houses where they were stored in order that he might marry a chief's daughter. After marriage 
Tiola stayed on Nusa Roviana, and later died there and turned to stone (Oka in Sheppard and 
Walter 1998). As in the other origin stories, the ancestor-god is integrated into a new place 
- in this case through marriage and by turning into the very substance of the island. Unlike 
Ididu-BaIJara, Qorabele, and Tagua however, Tiola is an ancestor of ideas and values more 
than kinship. The innovations of tomoko and paele (both shaped, on Tiola's instruction, to fol-
low his doglike form) emphasise the importance of war canoes and headhunting in Roviana 
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Fig 3.10 Tiola shrine, site 9, Nusa Roviana 
society. As the sole means for travel over long distances, tomoko were primary symbols of 
efficacy in headhunting expeditions, and were highly decorated and ritualised. Tomoko con -
ferred power to act effectively in the world, which if managed successfully translated into 
power over others. Paele were a land-based reflection of this efficacy. Communal houses were 
both a locus for activities of warriors and chiefs and also the place where the symbols of effica-
cious headhunting (the trophy skulls themselves, the war canoes) were stored and displayed 
(Woodford 1890 ). Tomoko and paele are clearly fundamental to a particular sense of identity 
in Roviana, reflecting a descent group'.s efficacy, grounded in violence, and enacted in travel 
between disparate places. 
The ancestral shrines of the hillfort were to be experienced in this context. Associated 
with violent endeavour, they were not used for childbirth rituals, plentiful harvests, or mar-
riage rites :... instead they conferred the power of the ancestors in headhunting raids, cr~ating 
invincibility for warriors and misfortune for enemies. The very fact that the sacred origin 
points were cast in these terms argues for the central importance of ritualised warfare in life 
on Nusa Roviana. The ideology at work here was, as we shall see in the next chapter, that of 
male warrior-chiefs (bm;ara varane) and their immediate followers - the genealogical nar-
ratives and symbols of power were, in a sense, captured by them and put to their service. 
Leaders made the argument that through headhunting raids, through their abilities as warri-
ors and their capacity for bodily violence, they derived their authority to rule - made evident 
in ancestrally blessed success. 
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The changes in the landscape that begin around 1500 AD clearly relate to a shift in political 
emphasis resulting in a coastal concentration of power in Roviana lagoon. Visible in both 
material and oral evidence, this is the beginning of a period recognisable from the historical 
record - a period in which the headhunting and exchange networks witnessed in the nine-
teenth century first began to expand. While it would be unwise to suggest that these practices 
were absent before this time, it is the point at which they became central to social life. 
This appears to have been a widespread development throughout the western Solomons. 
As we have already seen in the review of archaeological landscapes in north New Georgia, 
Simbo, Kolobangara, and Vella Lavella, a parallel suite of material culture and architecture 
occurs throughout the region reflecting similarities in practices and belief at around this time. 
Such similarities can be labelled a 'culture: as they were by Chikamori (1996: 25), implying 
a shared regional identity. But this would mask the sense of diversity people in the west-
ern Solomons feel about themselves and their heritage. The oral narratives embodied in the 
Roviana landscape speak of a clear sense of social differentiation among groups who consider 
others to be historically different. Identity in the western Solomons is not judged by macro-
scale similarities in belief and the material forms of culture - instead it is seen to reside in 
physical attachments to place, and is expressed socially in terms of language, genealogical 
belonging, a personal relationship to oral history, and the constant attendance of one's ances-
tors. I would suggest that what might be defined anthropologically as a 'similarity of culture: 
should in fact be seen as a similar, perhaps shared, set of practices used to negotiate difference 
and belonging. 
This chapter has focussed on the latter category - tracing the gradual process by which 
people became attached to place, as communicated in a landscape of belonging and integra-
tion. The village architecture, fortifications and ancestral shrines of the western Solomons 
helped establish the tenure rights oflocal groups, communicating belonging in physical day-
to-day experience. Framed in a context of violent activity, they also conveyed a sense of su-
periority through domination. In this sense the practices of ritual warfare were also a shared 
means of excluding groups through violent definition of 'otherness: Headhunting, along with 
other practices, was a mutually understood means of categorising people as different, in op-
position to practices that defined belonging. As noted above, these practices are recognisable 
in the historical record of Roviana in the nineteenth century. The next chapter provides a 
fuller description of these practices at this time, drawing on traditions and the observations 
of contemporary visitors in an effort to outline exactly the forms and directions taken by this 




People of the Lagoon 
In the previous chapter I replaced the traditional exposition of 'environmental context' with 
a history of the landscape as a cultural artefact. This chapter is intended as its complement, 
fulfilling the traditional role of an overview of 'social organisation'. As before, however, my 
approach is broadly historical, describing social categories as they were manipulated through-
out the nineteenth century. In achieving this I rely heavily on previously published accounts, 
extracting and synthesizing relevant information from detailed expositions by Bennett (1987), 
Dureau (1994), Jackson (1978), Aswani (2000) and Hviding (1996) amongst others. The pri-
mary goal is to outline the ways people were categorised and differentiated in terms of 'be-
longing' and 'foreignness: although I also describe social positions existing within those cate-
gories. Accordingly, in what follows I describe kinship and political structures, as well as prac-
tices associated with group definition. Remaining within the rubric of 'context: this chapter 
helps identify the social relationships involved in defining personhood categories in Roviana. 
These relationships will become important in subsequent chapters that explore the means by 
which exchange and material culture were intertwined with personhood. This chapter then, 
is concerned with people: it forms another pair with the one that follows in that it is a history 
of subjects as opposed to that chapter's history of objects. Consequently, I will barely mention 
material culture, focussing almost entirely on social relations unmediated by things. As will 
become apparent, this is less than satisfying, leading to an incomplete account. Nevertheless, 
it is a necessary anthropological objectification serving well enough as a useful device of or-
ganisation, just as it did in chapter two. As with the structure of that chapter, I hope that the 
artificiality apparent in separating persons and things adds to my argument: by creating a 
tension to be resolved when I examine their intertwining in chapter six. 
Sociality 
Women are virtually absent from the account provided in the previous chapter. They appear 
in origin myths as autochthonous ancestors born of the earth - Vakorige and Roviana emerg-
ing from the mountains of New Georgia. Indeed, the earth itself is probably the first woman 
in these stories, glimpsed in the vagina-shaped mountain cave from which Tiola surfaced. 
But for the most part women appear as an absence, referred to when a possibility of pol-
lution demands restrictions on their presence. This aspect changes only slightly when the 
ritual landscape outside the walls of the Nusa Roviana hillfort is taken into account. Along 
the coastal flats there are a number of purification shrines traditionally used only by women 
(hope kaleqe - e.g. site 64), and some traditions hold that women had separate skull shrines. 
None of the latter has been positively identified on Nusa Roviana; but then, male skull shrines 
have not been identified outside of oral evidence either - none of the crania were sexed dur-
ing NGAS surveys. Some informants claim women's skulls were placed on the shrine of a 
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ba1Jara, although this was probably the case only upon the death of a bal)ara's wife (Hocart 
1922: 86) or the death of a female ba1Jara. In addition to female shrines, the landscape contains 
locations known as vahori designated for use during childbirth. These are, of course, origin 
places themselves - oflife and its attendant familial and sibling relations, as well as of certain 
pollution taboos. Contrary to the male bias in oral narratives, it is through such female zones 
that we can begin to access Roviana sociality. 
On Nusa Roviana, vahori are located exclusively on the coast, as is reflected in the prom-
ontories in both Kokorapa and Vuragare named Miho Vahori - points of land dedicated to 
the rituals of childbirth. Within the boundaries of these places, huts ( vetu or ipi) were con-
structed by the father to shelter mother and newborn (in the vetu vahori or kivi), and _their fe-
male attendants (in the vetu madina ). In Simbo (Dureau 1994: 200) and Kolobangara (Alebeti 
in Carter n.d: 8), childbirth usually took place in the bush away from the village, and only 
afterwards would mother and infant move to a postnatal hut - again located in the bush, and 
in Simbo abandoned every ten days for a new location. On Nusa Roviana however, the spatial 
compression revealed throughout the settlement landscape has brought the vahori close to 
the village. Miho Vahori in Kokorapa is located on the boundary between the settlements of 
Sidevele and Matakota - an area that nevertheless remains conceptually part of the bush, if 
not physically far away (Nagaoka 1999: 158). This seems to have been the site of both the event 
of birth and its subsequent ceremonies. 
Female relatives would gather throughout the time of seclusion (called horahora), clean-
ing and cooking food for the mother and child, and periodically taking them to bathe in the 
sea where they would strike the water with their hands to make a thudding sound in celebra-
tion (Hocart n.d[b]: 2; Alebeti in Carter n.d: 8). This latter practice was known as lubaluba 
and may reflect a celebration of reproduction and the continuance of the lineage, since the 
term butubutu ( tribe, descent group) is a reduplication of butu - to splash the water with open 
hands (Waterhouse 1949: 18). In Kokorapa the location used for the mother and attendant's 
huts (site 2225) is near an enclosure made of stone lying just beyond the shoreline (site 2224) 
used expressly for ritual bathing and lubaluba. 
Dureau (1994: 200) reports that in Simbo the period of seclusion went on for some 
months, but in Roviana it seems to have been relatively short. Hocart's informants spoke of 15 
nights 1n tbe vahon: followed by a return to the hamlet where the mother and infant would 
stay for a further five days in a temporary hut (ipi) outside the usual living house (n.d[b ]: 2). A 
simila~ time period has been recorded in Kolobangara, where ten nights are held to have been 
spent ~n the vahori foIIowed by two in an ipi called rua huqa. After this time there would b 
cleansmg ceremony and th tt d e a 
e a en ants would be compensated with payments of bark cloth 
Mother and c~ild would then go to stay with the father in a hut called rua tavia for 4 months. 
before r:eturnmg to the living house (Alebeti in Carter n.d: 8). ' 
These p~riods of isolation from the community clearly relate to the fact that birth was a 
dangerous time - not simply due to the real possibility of the death of mother or child b t 
because of the ever-present supernatural world The 'smeII' of birth th h- ' . u 
d . · was oug t to entice 
~nger~us carmvorous spirits (tomate). Removing mother and infant from the village during 
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Fig 4.1 Woman, Roviana lagoon 
(photo: R.W. Williamson, 3 May 1910. Royal Anthropological Institute[11410]) 
ing cleansing rites (Dureau 1994: 200, Hocart n.d[b ]: 1). The role of female relatives attending 
the birth was also important in keeping tomate at bay through charms (Nagaoka 1999: 172). 
The etymology of 'vahori' is 'va' - to cause, and 'hori' - a crisis, or a bright red colour: these 
are often affiliated so that reddening may indicate someone is near death and tomate have fas-
tened to them ( e.g. Kera in Carter n.d: 15, where hori is a sign of sickness caused by the nine 
mateana of Zare). The 'crisis' also relates to the fact that if a woman died during childbirth she 
would forever wander the forests as a tomate hira mate, described by Dure au in Simbo ( where 
they are tomate kikerena) as a "bloated, writhing, screaming wraith ... ·the very worst of all 
tomate" (1994: 83). One particular case observed by a trader on Simbo illustrates the dramatic 
measures taken upon such an event: 
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Luper-sambi gave birth to a child in the dwelling house if this had occured befor the government came the 
woman and child would have been killed. As something had to be done the womans relations paid a buckier 
[bakiha] to each Bangarer Lavetta [ba~ara lavata]. 
The house where occured was shut up for a period of two months. 
Luper-sambi's relaitions (female) took her to the sarvo [savo - Simbo postnatal hut] where she died three days 
later the child died a week after her. Both were thrown in the salt water. 
After the third day from the deaths all the viliges had Taker they all made as much noise as they could (to 
frighten away the spirits) (evil). This is done by throwing stones at trees houses and make-ing as much noise 
as possible with their voices ect. (F. Green to W.H.R Rivers, 24'h May 1909, in Rivers n.d.) 
A child's life then, began in danger surrounded by spirits, an event potentially bringing 
the whole community close to peril. But after a successful birth, mother (tina) and child 
(koburu) gradually entered society amidst ceremonies that established bonds of reciprocity 
with the father (tama), female kin, and tribe. The sequence by which seclusion ended high-
lights a hierarchy of relations: the primary social bond at birth was between mother and child 
(a relationship known as tamatina), which later, with the inclusion of the father, was encom-
passed by the immediate familial relationship (tatamana ), itselflocated in the general kinship 
relations (tura1Ja) of the wider tribe (butubutu). 
The latter terms can be distinguished on a number of grounds. In Roviana, butubutu re-
fers to a bilateral cognatic descent group deriving from an apical ancestor - such groups are 
attached to particular land and sea estates (pepeso) and cannot exist without such attachments 
(Aswani 1997: 139-40 ). They are ideally corporate groups, and any particular person can claim 
belonging to a number of butubutu via bilateral links through both parents. Such links can 
be quite expansive since butubutu are ideally exogamous, but groups are practically limited 
by residence and inherited or previously established rights to butubutu resources. Degree of 
belonging in kinship terms is established by vertical distance from the apical ancestor, with 
preference often, though not always, being given to the female side and ties to a chiefly line . 
(Aswani 199T 141-2). Relationships within butubutu are consequently hierarchical. Tura1Ja, on 
the other hand, are 'relatives': kin relations extending laterally from a particular ego, and are 
ideally egalitarian - they are the non-corporate group of kin with whom one maintains mu-
tual social relationships and general reciprocity. Tura1Ja are quite distinct from one's tura-na 
- friends and acquaintances, or distant relations whose exact status is unclear but with whom 
some bond persists ( c£ Scheffler 1965). Categorically, tura1Ja relations are probably equivalent 
to the much debated tavitina on Simbo - the close kindred that one could call upon in times 
of need, or when enterprises requiring large groups were conducted: mortuary or wedding 
feasts, childbirth in the forest, group fishing expeditions, or when gardens failed or relocation 
was required (Dureau 1994: 90-1; Scheffler 1962; Rivers 1914: 83 vol. 11) . . 
The entry of a child into the community entailed the creation of a person through 
sociality rather than the simple biological fact of birth - by descending from butubutu ances-
tors and engaging in tura1Ja relations a child displayed the necessary qualities of belonging 
and personhood. As with the Kwaio of Malaita, children in Roviana gradually became so-
cialised as 'sensible' people through involvement in the world of the living, and engagement 
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Fig 4.2 Women and children, Roviana lagoon 
(photo: R.W. Williamson, 29 April 1910. Royal Anthropological Institute [11372)) 
with dead ancestors (Keesing 1982: 30-8). The former was structured according to prevailing 
notions of what was allowed and appropriate versus what was hope, sacred or 'off limits'; and 
the latter was a personal experience of the ever-present spirit world to which a child was initi-
ated by gradual inclusion in rituals. Necessarily, a child's experience of both spheres differed 
according to gender definition (see Hocart n.d[g]). All infants, whether boys or girls, began 
life in the forest and then moved up, through stages spent in the birth huts, to the village. 
There they dwelt in a life-space between domestic houses and the menstrual hut. However, 
when a boy was old enough, he would move closer to the world of men, initially still based in 
the domestic house, but extending his world to communal houses (paele) and men's shrines. 
With adulthood, still more time was spent in the latter zones, in activities associated with 
fishing, war and ritual. Girls, on the other hand, tended to remain within the life-space of 
domestic housing and the menstrual hut, also going into birth-hut isolation when childbear-
ing age was reached. They engaged in ritual activity, visiting female shrines and participating 
in ceremonial occasions, but were restricted from the realm of violence and war just as men 
were restricted from areas of menstruation and childbirth. Accordingly, the relations a child 
entered into were partially defined by their gender. 
Dureau (1994: 89) maintains that in nineteenth century Simbo the most important rela-
tionship any child entered into was siblingship. This was taken to be the model upon which 
all kinship relations were based. A child and each sibling ( tasi) formed a paired relationship 
(tamatasi) within which love and authority were balanced according to sex and age differ-
ences - older siblings embodied the benevolent authority of bar;ara, while younger siblings 
were to exemplify the respect and obedience of commoners (tie hoboro). Because kinship was 
cognatic, tamatasi extended to all cousins, and likewise, the terms tina (mother) and tama 
(father) were applied to the tamatasi of one's parents (i.e. uncles and aunts). The tavitina in 
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Simbo (and tura1Ja relations in Roviana) was thus a trans-generational extension of tamatasi 
category relations (1994: 91-2). 
Dureau goes on to argue against making a distinction between natal and classificatory kin 
(e.g. between a biological mother and an aunt called 'mother') on the basis that biology was 
neither sufficient nor necessary for a relationship in Simbo (1994: 92-3). This is probably an ac-
curate stance, but in Roviana at least, there seems to be some evidence for further distinctions 
in the cases of MB, zs and ZD, and in-laws. Tamabuhi is the relationship between an uncle and 
his nephew or niece (all known as buhi) on the sister's side. Hocart (n.d[d]: 1) noted that by 
1908 this term seemed to be declining in favour of tama (father), but argued that it was prob-
ably of more importance in the past. The special relationship between tamabuhi is reflected 
in chiefly succession by which the title of ba1Jara was sometimes passed to ZD or zs, and there 
seems to have been some level of mutually obligatory relations. An additional distinction oc-
curs with the term roroto, applied to the relationship between father- or mother-in-law and 
the son- or daughter-in-law. Waterhouse (1949: 107) notes that the roroto relationship also 
extended to the brothers-in-law (iva-na) so that any roroto was obligated to father-, mother-, 
and brothers-in-law. These obligations and the distinction itself are likely to have been used 
in order to negotiate the levels of reciprocity engendered through marriage - to distinguish 
tama, tina, and tasi when marriage relations were the primary social context. 
Within the tamatasi sibling group there were also hierarchical distinctions based on gen -
der. Dureau (1994: 94-9) notes the use of the term luluna in Simbo when referring reciprocally 
to opposite sex siblings. The category came with a suite of restrictions tempering the love sib-
lings would normally feel for one other. Women were forbidden to step over the legs, or walk 
directly in front of their luluna, they were to remain in the rear, or stoop or crawl when pass-
ing. Male and female siblings could not touch things at the same time - females would pass a 
thing to a third party who would hand it on, and males would throw an item on the ground 
for his luluna to pick up. Euphemisms or respectful terms were used by women to refer to the 
body parts and eating habits of their luluna, and men would avoid acknowledging the corpo-
reality of their female siblings - especially in terms of sexuality and bodily functions. In situ-
ations where males were either inadvertently exposed to their luluna's corporeality or became 
aware of it (through her marriage or pregnancy for example), compensation payments were 
required to prevent her death at his hands. These practices probably relate to incest taboos 
as well as what Dureau (1994: 96) has referred to as a complementary supernatural bond by 
which a female's behaviour was linked to her male sibling's well-being, and efficacy in warfare 
and fishing (see chapter six). 
It is not clear whether the actual term luluna was ever used in Roviana. The only term 
approaching equivalence that I have come across is vavene. According to Waterhouse (1949: 
137) this was employed only by a male referring to his sister, but Hocart (n.d[d] : 1, 6) clearly 
recorded instances of females ref erring to male siblings ( especially natal brothers) as vavene, 
claiming that this was in fact more common. The term was probably once reciprocal and has 
gradually declined in usage following missionisation. Hocart (n.d[d]: 2) notes that lulu[na] 
was falling out of use in Kolobangara, being replaced simply by tasi - this pattern appears 
to have continued with Christianity and the rise of the nuclear family throughout the New 
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Georgia region (cf. Dureau 1994: 99). The antiquity of the word vavene is supported by the 
fact that it is cognatic with terms in other Solomon Islands languages for cross-sex sibling 
relationships: vavune in Kaoka, Guadalcanal, and vavenge amongst the nearby inland tribes 
(Hogbin 1964: 14-8); waiwane in Baegu, Malaita (Ross 1973); and vavani in Choiseul (Scheffler 
1965). Whatever the term used it is clear that all of the restrictions recorded in Simbo also 
applied in Roviana - as is reflected in the shocked outrage voiced upon Hocart's hypothetical 
enquiry about whether the son of a brother and the daughter of a sister (i.e. tamatasi who are 
also vavene) might marry (n.d[o]: 10), and in his record of marriage compensations paid by a 
groom to the bride's male brothers and first cousins (n.d[o]: 6). Today, compensation and the 
threat of violence continues to be a facet of opposite-sex sibling relationships - especially in 
terms of female sexuality. 
Siblingship then, stood as the primary organisational state upon which social relation-
ships in Roviana were modelled, producing gendered persons and embodying naturalised hi-
erarchies. It is within this context that political structures and tribal relations were negotiated. 
As noted above, ba1Jara leadership could be presented in terms of the love and benevolence an 
older sibling held for their younger tamatasi - but this connected to one specific dimension 
ofleadership, other dimensions had different implications. Following Keesing (1985), Roviana 
leadership can be thought of in terms of three dimensions of control: ability in managing a 
ritual sphere of communication with ancestral spirits; demonstration of power through vio-
lence; and ability in social management and wealth accumulation. Keesing argues that, in 
Malaita, these elements were idealised types or paths leaders might fit or follow - a successful 
person could become a priest, a warrior, or an entrepreneur depending on their natural dis-
position and personal choice. As idealised types however, they left room for various permuta-
tions to occur in the reality of social practice and biography. The Roviana case seems similarly 
to revolve around these dimensions, with established positions of hiama (priest) , tie varane 
(warrior), palabatu (village heads or elders) and ba1Jara. However, heredity seems to have 
been the guiding principle in determining which persons were actually eligible for leadership 
status. Thus a hiama, tie varane or entrepreneurial palabatu lacking the correct genealogy 
would never become a true leader, no matter how prominent or successful. Persons who had 
the correct genealogy, on the other hand, would only be recognised as leaders if they were 
successful as varane, hiama, or entrepreneurs. True leadership revolved around the nature of 
ba1Jara status. 
So far, I have used the term 'ba1Jara' as equivalent to 'chief' and this is how it is glossed in 
Pijin. But, in relation to the 'big man/chief' opposition of earlier anthropology, the translation 
does not sit well. It is clear that ba1Jara status was not realized according to strict rules, but 
instead could arise through various combinations of achievement, personality, and inherit-
ance. Both males and females could be ba1Jara but there is some evidence that they had differ-
ent responsibilities. The title itself applied to the ceremonially installed ( vaba1Jaria) head of a 
butubutu, and so had some genealogical basis. Each butubutu tended to have its own family of 
leaders. Appointment was ideally based on formal selection from close descendants of ances-
tral ba1Jara or nomination by a predecessor before death. However, actual public acceptance 
of ba1Jara status was decided by the community's judgement of an appointee's performance 
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Fig 4.3 Ingava, bar;ara of Sisiata 
(source: Edge-Partington 1907) 
and character. Thus, Hocart (n.d[a]: 13-14) records that the various bm;ara of Kokorapa and 
Munda derived their status from ancestral ba1Jara named Ngutu [Qutu], Gove, and Raro (fig 
3.7), via matrilineal or patrilineal descent. The assorted ba1Jara of the time had each succeeded 
a relative who had held the position before them - typically their F, M, MF, FM, and frequently 
MB. Unsurprisingly, a number of possible candidates always existed, and occasionally more 
than one might be named as ba1Jara. Two cases cited by Hocart are illustrative of how influ-
ence was determined in such an event: Liliti of Kokorapa had two successors - Sasambeti 
and ZamabaIJara - both residing in Dugaha. However, it was said of the latter that, although 
formally installed, he " ... 'does not want to be chief: whereby it was probably meant, not that 
he is unwilling, but that he does not behave as a chief should, or attempt to live up to his rank" 
(n.d[a]: 9). More confusing was the case ofVeo, ba1Jara of Lodumaho in Munda: 
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Veo was always enumerated among the mbanara; in all functions that we attended it was easy to see that 
he was the master, & he was known even in Eddystone [Simbo J as a mbanara. Yet he is the youngest of the 
family & has five elder brothers living; only one of these, Zirumbule, was ever mentioned as mbanara, & that 
once only ... Gumi explained that Zirumbule succeeded Mbitia, & Hindaka would succeed Zirumbule, & so 
forth down to Veo. When we objected that he had previously given Veo as mbanara he changed & said that 
Veo would stand next to Zirumbule in the order of succession, because the eldest & youngest are mbanara. 
Then we asked him what the order would be among his own sons & he said Kili, Sunga, Emu; when the 
inconsistency was pointed out he changed it to Kili, Emu, Sunga ... When an honest informant like Gumi 
makes such contradictory statements we may be sure that they are all ·or mostly true but with qualifications 
and distinctions which the language can not express: it is possible that Zirumbule is the nominal successor 
& mbanara, & in that capacity will be succeeded by Hindaka, but that Veo is the acting mbanara with all the 
powers and duties, & is therefore the only man that counts. Veo's own account was that Zirumbule's legs being 
"bad" (they were contracted by some disease) the people had wanted Veo as chief. We remember Hindaka to 
have been very deaf. (Hocart n.d[a]: 12-13) 
Leadership in these instances comes across as contested in the sense that birthright was 
tempered by community expectations. A person who had inherited ba1Jara status, but in 
practice was deemed unworthy of support or lacking in the required traits, would soon lose 
followers. Consequently, each butubutu might have a number of persons able to claim the title 
ba1Jara but in practice only one would be recognised as having authority. In order to negotiate 
such competing claims, Kalikoqu tribes formalised three separate ba1Jara positions during the 
nineteenth century- the atU1JU (sitting ba1Jara), ada1Ja (working ba1Jara) and ba1Jara varane 
(warrior ba1Jara) (Aswani 2000: 49). This step both recognised and divided three dimensions 
of rule: genealogy, entrepreneurship or community management, and military success. Most 
butubutu in Roviana did not adopt such formal schemes, but instead, supported individual 
ba1Jara able to navigate these elements during their rule. Each element conferred authority 
in a different sphere of influence. The difference between male and female ba1Jara is most 
evident in the varying balance of these elements, due to the fact that the correlated spheres 
of influence were strongly gendered. While female ba1Jara could have genealogically inher-
ited status and could be entrepreneurs, most of the evidence suggests they did not engage in 
warfare, which was a male domain. This is not to say that female ba1Jara were simply nominal 
title holders (pace Scheffler 1962: 144-5) or only directors of feasting (pace Hocart n.d [ e]: 20 ), 
but rather, that in their rule they tended to emphasise community management over mili-
tary prowess. Different combinations of these elements then, resulted in different 'styles' of 
ba1Jara-ship - some would be successful in some areas and not in others. The most powerful 
ba1Jara however, were able to combine each element into a cohesive authority. 
Having a genealogical connection to ancestral ba1Jara, or being an appointee of a pred-
ecessor conferred 'big talk' or the ability to 'speak' (recorded as hokara varavara [true/real, 
prayer] by Hocart n.d[a]: 18) - a ba1Jara could declare public events or make decisions and be 
obeyed by the community, and other ba1Jara would concur automatically. This right seems to 
have extended to ba1Jara recognised as such in other regions: 
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Hanggere is hereditary chief of Simbo & has followers there: in Ruviana he is only a chiefly resident without 
followers but with the privilege of "talking" . . . Hanggere can propose a feast and his colleagues will approve 
& so there will be a feast. But having no "boys" there, he cannot organize a head hunt or build a war canoe: 
Veo, though Simboan on his fathers side, on the other hand, is chief of Munda in virtue of his mother's right 
& can do all these things. (Hocart n.d[e]: 9-10) 
The 'boys' referred to here are the retinue of followers a ba1Jara could expect to lend aid 
during headhunting raids and attendant practices. But this can be extended to all members of 
the butubutu able to help in communal enterprises such as building, or gardening. Being able 
to 'speak' was, therefore, not enough - an effective ba1Jara needed followers and was neces-
sarily a good 'manager'. It was important to engage members of the community in large scale 
endeavours. 
Hocart's informants held that an ideal ba1Jara was 'strong' - they possessed enough shell 
valuables to support bonito fishing, head-hunting raids and frequent large feasts; they con-
trolled garden lands, pigs and Canarium nut trees; and some held ritual knowledge of spells 
(n.d[e]: 11-12). The most successful ba1Jara were leaders who established lasting patron-cli-
ent relationships with lineally related kin (Dureau 1994: 87). The latter would carry out the 
ba1Jara's wishes, respect their judgements, produce wealth, and work in their gardens, in re-
turn for protection and sustenance in ritual and material realms. Communities tended to 
place themselves under the governance of entrepreneurial ba1Jara able to manage successful 
public events - particularly large communal feasts, which, besides providing followers with 
food, were also spectacular displays of benevolence and wealth, implying control over cer-
emonies and events that required such feasts: funerals, the inauguration of new skull houses, 
tomoko and paele, and headhunting raids (Hocart n.d[e]: 13). 
For the community as a whole, such a ba1Jara was the moral epitome of benevolence, 
generosity and strength - they promoted peace and prosperity (White 1991: 10-1). But, like 
opposite-sex siblings, this sense of reciprocal love carried with it the threat of violence, and 
both postural respect and verbal restraint were demanded of followers. It was the ba1Jara who 
negotiated the sacrifices, punishments and compensation payments (hinere) necessary when 
community members committed adultery or murder. As with opposite-sex siblings there was 
a supernatural bond between the behaviour of commoners and the fortune of the ba1Jara 
- unpunished adultery led to the sickness or death of the ba1Jara, and murder resulted in 
the extinction of a family or decimation of the district by tomate ta sekena or boso lau (spir-
its of murder victims) (Hocart n.d[e]: 15). In addition, a ba1Jara alone had the right to kill 
members of the community without punishment - though of course, such acts would meet 
disapproval if unjust and support might gradually be withdrawn. The tension between fear 
and love is reflected in two occurrences recorded by Hocart: in the first, a man who had used 
abusive language (rubaruba) towards his ba1Jara was so fearful of the consequences that he 
hanged himself; in the second, a man hanged himself in mourning upon the death of a much 
respected ba1Jara (n.d[a]: 20). 
The latent violence derived, in part, from the role of ba1Jara as sponsors of headhunting 
expeditions ( qeto). As noted above, success in headhunting was a material proof of having 
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been blessed by ancestral mana - ba1Jara, as descendent representatives of the ancestors, were 
the managers of these practices and recipients of blessings (which by extension transferred to 
their followers within the butubutu). Consequently, headhunting can be thought of as a form 
of ancestor veneration that was both dependent on ba1Jara and enhanced their authority to 
rule. 
It was the sole responsibility of ba1Jara to decide when to conduct a raid, usually on spe-
cific occasions of inauguration or transition for which enemy heads were ceremonially re-
quired. Such occasions included the inauguration of skull shrines, communal houses (paele), 
ritual structures (zelepade), and tomoko; the death of a ba1Jara; and to release the mourning 
widow of a ba1Jara from confinement (Hocart 1931: 303). Most of these events were, of course, 
bound into the economic cycles of feasting and display, through which ba1Jara generated 
wealth and accrued followers. The ability to manage (and pay for) the manpower, canoes, 
weaponry and feasting needed to initiate a raid was itself evidence of political and economic 
authority. Symbolically though, it was success in the form of heads or captives that was sought 
- headhunting was directed towards political legitimation through visible signs of ancestrally 
derived prowess, as much as economic displays of wealth (Dureau 1994: 69). 
In most analyses, the symbolic and economic dimensions of Roviana headhunting have 
been separated when making arguments about the motivating force behind the practice. 
McKinnon (1972; 1975) and Zelenietz (1979) both argue that an expansion of headhunting 
during the nineteenth century was a response to economic opportunities offered by recently 
arrived European traders. Jackson (1978), on the other hand, argues that any economic gains 
made through European trade were in the service of local spiritual values - particularly the 
accrual of mana from the heads of victims. The latter standpoint has been discredited on the 
grounds that mana is not understood in Roviana as a substance able to be accumulated or lost 
by degrees - rather it is a state of efficacy. Mana does not transfer from enemy heads, but is 
instead evidenced by success in taking them (Dureau 1994: 74-6; 2000). The former explana-
tion too, is flawed in that it is overly economically deterministic and relies too much on ex-
ogenous agency, neglecting indigenous political motivations (Aswani 2000). In later chapters 
I argue that the economic practices associated with headhunting cannot be separated from 
their place in the definition of forms of sociality - the practice is an element of the political 
economy, reliant on particular understandings of personhood and the value of things ( chap-
ter six). Here however, I want to focus on the point that during the post 1500 AD period, suc-
cessful headhunting became the most important factor in determining a ba1Jara's eminence. 
Oral traditions of ba1Jara focus on great leaders who, though generally fair and benevo-
lent toward their followers, decimated enemies and outsiders. These are the leaders compared 
to contemporary ba1Jara by Hocart's informants in their laments that "no one is mighty now: 
they are all alike, they have no money; they cannot go head hunting; they 'all stop nothing"' 
(1922: 79). Genealogies tend to privilege ancestral ba1Jara who gained power and achieved 
hegemony through war, but, simultaneously, present them as transmitters of disunity. Tae-
BaIJara (fig. 3.7), for example, is remembered as a ruthless and eager warrior, who, through 
success in warfare, established the zenith of Roviana political dominance. But, his ruthless-
ness extended to killing rival kinsmen, and he was eventually murdered by the warriors of 
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Fig 4.4 M en of New Georgia 
(source: Edmundson & Boylan 1999) 
Odikana (his tasi-na) who then left to form the Saikile district. The sons of Tae-BaJ:Jara, ( Qutu, 
Gove, Raro) were also great warriors - but again fought amongst themselves and created fur-
ther splits in the Roviana polity, with Raro and Gove establishing the Munda district (Aswani 
2000; 50-1). BmJara of the late nineteenth century modelled themselves on the exploits of 
these ancestors - Nona of Kalikoqu, Lepe of Kin du, and most famously, Ingava of Kekehe are 
renowned as rulers who demonstrated the supremacy of Roviana butubutu by conducting 
increasingly large-scale and frequent raids on Choiseul (Lauru) and Santa Isabel (Bugotu). 
Somerville famously recorded (or exaggerated) that on one occasion Ingava "went away on a 
headhunting expedition to Ysabel Island ... He took twenty tomako ( war canoes) containing 
about five hundred men, and two good-sized English built boats, containing between three 
and four hundred rifles, and nine thousand rounds of ammunition" (1897: 399). It was raids 
like these (and their impingement on the safety and dealings of European residents) that 
ultimately drew the British Government to establish a protectorate and enforce 'peace' via 
retaliatory bombardments - which resulted in the political situation encountered by Hocart: 
ba1Jara were 'small: 'all alike' and numerous, unable to achieve supremacy or differentiation 
through ancestrally sanctioned efficacy at war. 
This historical tension between raiding and its consequences reflects the dual role of 
ba1Jara as managers of war and managers of peace and alliance. If a ba1Jara had to be a violent 
warrior, this was tempered by effective alliance formation and trueness to such bonds. Ingava 
for example, is remembered as "a very good ba1Jara, for he never fought a Munda man'' (Hocart 
n.d[a]: 20), and seems to have occasionally brokered peace between warring factions (Hocart 
1931: 305). He also made 'friends' with Commander Davis of the HMS Royalist through a gift of 
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shell valuables, and avoided the 1891 reprisals that ship performed. Such ba11ara spanned an 
oppositional crux in Roviana sociality - they managed the boundaries of sociality by defining 
relations in terms of enemies and friends, outsiders and insiders, foreigners and kin. On the 
one hand a ba11ara's role as the entrepreneurial head of a descent group tended to accumulate 
followers, wealth, alliances and relationships, while on the other, leadership in headhunting 
demonstrated difference and supremacy. Tae-Bal)ara and his sons are remembered as 'great' 
because they successfully differentiated currently recognised butubutu through violent en-
deavour - they managed descent group integrity by making enemies of kin that threatened to 
diffuse that integrity. If cognatic kinship, exogamous marriage and fostering relations through 
feasting and exchange could result in a potentially boundless butubutu, then warfare was a 
particularly effective way of creating difference and managing those boundaries ( c.f. Scheffler 
1965). With the responsibility of defining butubutu extent and membership, prominent ba11ara 
were necessarily also warriors. 
The social category of warrior (tie varane - literally 'brave man') in Roviana was con-
structed around this opposition of a state of natural sociability that expanded relationships 
with a state of antisocial action that circumscribed them. Not all men were warriors - only 
those who revealed appropriate qualities or were descendants of previous tie varane were 
eligible. Warriors were considered dangerous, insane (tuturu), and were feared - they could 
be paid to murder enemies, and if prominent enough could become a ba11ara's bodyguard 
( 11ihana varane) or leaders of headhunting expeditions. However, they often developed into 
peaceful men later in life. Thus, a warrior was realised socially, or antisocially, in specific con-
texts - often via ritual disruption of a usually peaceful and sociable state. This was a 'compart-
mentalised aggression' that enabled an eventual transition back to normal sociality (White 
1991: 66). 
Most men engaged in warfare after adulthood was reached, although in some cases young 
boys of a warrior lineage would be selected and trained in the art of fighting. There are also 
oral traditions of babies being fed crushed stone mixed with betel at shrines such as Liqutu 
(site 18) to make them grow strong - presumably embodying the qualities of stone. The latter 
practice was part of a spell called malagigiri, which also made adult warriors unafraid and . 
defiant while fighting (Hocart 1931: 307). Before going to fight, prospective warriors would 
sever social bonds and engage in practices designed to forge aggression and violence. This 
involved avoiding certain foods and contact with women and children before a raid - not 
to achieve ritual 'cleanliness' (pace Aswani 2000: 60) so much as to evade being 'calmed' ( va 
bulea) by domestic social relations. Ceremonies were held at shrines in order to confer magi-
cal powers of stealth and bravery. Crucially, such ceremonies involved ritual transgressions of 
normal societal values. Warriors would drink the blood of sacrificial victims (Dureau 1994: 
67, 101), and eat puddings (nuqara) -:- commonly made of taro and Canarium nuts - to which 
socially transgressive substances had been added, including: faecal material; the bark from a 
tree beneath which women and children had defecated; and a lizard, leoputa, known for its 
fearlessness (Aswani 2000: 60). Such puddings were called ebara. Achieving transitions be-
tween peaceful and violent states then, was not a matter of how "to fashion inherently violent 
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individuals into beings capable of peaceful sociability, but rather how to transform inherently 
sociable individuals into beings capable of violence" (Harrison 1993:25). 
Such transformations of persons extended to those on the receiving end of headhunting 
raids. The act of killing and beheading enemies severed sociality- obviously cutting off socia-
ble relationships between warring parties, but also within the victim's own social sphere. In 
severing heads and taking captives, Roviana ba11ara and varane affirmed the ritual superiority 
of their ancestors, confirming the well-being of the community in the process, while deny-
ing these and their possibility for their victims (Aswani 2000: 55-7). Beheaded victims would 
roam the forests of their homeland as dangerous tomate, seeking revenge against the living. 
In turn, those left alive were left without the skulls of their ancestral dead. Consequently they 
were unable to prevent the dead from becoming dangerous tomate through correct observ-
ance of skull-centred funeral rites, and in the absence of skull shrines, were unable to be 
blessed by ancestral potency. Groups on the receiving end of headhunting raids were in thi.s 
way dislocated from effective action in the world. The captured heads of victims, which were 
displayed in the victorious group's paele, stood as objectified others, ultimately reduced to 
physical proof of efficacious action. In the act of head-taking and the subsequent display, use, 
and disposal of those heads, 'outsiders' were objectified, their personhood denied in removal 
from their own social network. 
The status of captives (pinausu) in Roviana is an important issue relating to this catego-
risation of persons. Headhunting raids seem to have often brought captives home with them, 
and some expeditions set out with the express purpose of securing pinausu. Referred to as 
'slaves' by Hocart (1931: 305), pinausu became 'servants' (nabulu) in their captor's community, 
unable to refuse tiresome or dangerous work such as climbing nut trees, or making shell valu-
ables. Female captives could also be employed to exchange sexual favours for shell valuables 
in the service of ba11ara - thus raising money for feasts (McDougall 2000: 102). Pinausu were 
also regarded as potential candidates for sacrificial• ceremonies known as veala. It is this as-
pect of captivity that has drawn the most attention in European literature, with many citing 
Woodford's (1890: 154-7) gruesome second-hand description of the 1883 killing of a young 
Isabel boy in Roviana (Bennett 1987: 67; White 1991: 87). According to ceremonial require-
ments, the young captive was repeatedly dunked in the sea and tossed between several men 
before being beheaded - the body was then carried around a new paele by a 'chief devil-man' 
so that the blood splattered its walls in an act of inauguration ( vapeza - 'make wet'). Portions 
of the body were then cooked with a female pig and eaten. 
The latent possibility of violent death and the drudgery of 'slavery' in the lives of pinausu 
are often depicted as being contradictory to the fact that most captives were treated well. 
Woodford stated that captives appeared to "have as much liberty as they please; in fact, seem 
to be on a perfect footing of equality and familiarity with their captors" (1890: 154). Female 
pinausu sometimes married their captors, and most entered into kin-like relations - cap-
tives and captors addressed each other in kinship terms as noted by Hocart in his claim that 
pinausu "always call [their] captor tamangu (my father), and all the other relationships fol-
low" (1931: 306). Pinausu were 'adopted' into the community- the term is derived from pausu, 
a verb which means "to adopt a child; to tame as an animal" (Waterhouse 1949: 89, who 
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notes however, that adoptees (pausu-na) were semantically differentiated from pinausu cap-
tives). Dureau suggests that captives were integrated into communities because they engaged 
in "reciprocal, sustaining activities" - acts of sociality that made them 'truly people' of Simbo 
(1994: 71). By working on the land, sharing and eating the same food, caring for, marrying 
and bearing the children of their captors, pinausu were adopted, tamed ( va manavasia) and 
incorporated. The skulls of long resident captives could even be placed on ancestral shrines. 
On Vella Lavella captives often became 'chiefs: a practice that, according to Rivers (1914: 100-
101 vol. n), may have approached the "orthodox mode of succession': In fact, Ingava of Munda 
was lineally descended from a female captive. Descendants of Isabel and Choiseul captives 
today hol.d land throughout the New Georgia region, obtained through inheritance and given 
in gratitude for service, and indeed, many maintain ties to their home islands as well, to the 
extent of earning revenue from logging on old ancestral land. 
McDougall (2000) argues that these seemingly contradictory attitudes to pinausu (as 
slaves or sacrificial victims on the one hand, adopted kin on the other) reveal that the lives of 
captives did not follow a single trajectory. Outsiders could be incorporated as persons, or used 
as objects - but in each case this was ambiguous. An adopted person could become a sacri-
ficial victim, and a sacrificed child could be understood as accompanying a deceased ba1Jara 
to the home of the dead as their son or daughter (see also Dureau 1994: 349). McDougall's 
informants give clear examples of captives treated as kin only to be 'betrayed' as victims of 
sacrifice, but other accounts suggest that there may have been a stricter categorisation in some 
contexts. George Vudere gives the following description of veala: 
Before the children were eaten, they would be kept and fed at home by the priests. Their home would be 
the temple and they would live there for some months or even one year, under a very strictly rule and care. 
Women were not allowed to touch them or to touch their food or even to give them food. If a child was being 
touched by a woman, that child would be stopped to be regarded as a veala. She or he would be allowed to 
be adopted, and live as any other ordinary child in the community. For a veala must be completely pure and 
uncommon. It was more likely the sort of death that Jesus Christ had gone through. (Vudere in Carter n.d: 
7) 
On the face of it the comparison to Christ seems to be an attempt to put a positive spin 
on the use of a child in sacrifice. But it could also be seen as revealing that there is a sense 
in which killing a child in this context was not an act of hate and did not preclude feelings 
of love towards that child. The child was killed for the benefit of the community as a whole. 
Consequently, the death was a service for which community members were thankful, and 
so they felt love for the dead child. This is of course from the perpetrators perspective - the 
victim and the family from which they were taken would feel quite differently, as is revealed 
in McDougall's oral histories (2000: 106-8). 
The separation of the veala child from the community in order to maintain 'purity' is 
also worthy of comment. Unlike many accounts, which have been interpreted as indicat-
ing a victim would simply be selected out of a pool of captives living in the village, here the 
child is transformed into a veala through denial of domesticating influences - the child is not 
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adopted by family and cannot be fed by a woman (a potential 'mother' in this context), and 
only engages in a relationship of care with a male priest. Note also that the term veala is prob-
ably derived from via - 'clean', or 'pure' - and la, a particle implying directional movement, 
giving the sense of 'go to purify' or 'towards purity: A foreign child then, was not simply 'used' 
because a sacrifice was necessary and no one wanted to kill a kin member, but rather, a child 
without domesticating kinship ties was selected because it could be effectively transformed 
into a 'pure' veala by severing any possibility of familial nurturance. A local child could never 
achieve this having been brought up amongst local domestic relations and having had con-
stant contact with its mother. 
Hocart (1931: 306) notes that captives were "really supposed to be dead" and this can be 
understood to mean that they were persons whose sociality had gone through a point of sev-
erance, after which they could be remade. The different biographical paths of pinausu show 
that their 'death' did not preclude them from becoming persons once again by gradually en-
gaging in new reciprocal relationships, but it did mean that they could also be useful in ways 
that were not possible for one's tura7Ja. It is not surprising to learn that male pinausu were 
sometimes trained as hiama or priests. The role of hiama in Roviana included tending shrines 
and conducting ceremonial rites - they would burn offerings, handle crania and shell valu-
ables, and ritually communicate with tomate. Shrines as focal points of ancestral power were 
considered dangerous and able to communicate sickness and disease - consequently people 
claim to have been afraid to approach them. Dureau (1994: 84) reports that hiama on Simbo 
could eventually become wealthy through accepting payments for their services, but most 
butubutu members were extremely reluctant to take on the role in fear of the shrine's potency. 
While ba7Jara managed the ceremonies and offerings at shrines they deferred responsibil-
ity for actually touching them to captives acting as hiama - they too could become sick and 
die, but as pinausu they could not refuse. Clearly, the severed sociality of pinausu meant that 
any repercussions of ancestral offence would not be transferred to local kin members. Again 
however, this enforced duty conferred a certain amount of status on the captive - people were 
grateful for the service of hiama and consequently they were 'loved: 
Most accounts of hiama come from Simbo and seldom mention whether the position 
could ever be inherited - in Roviana the case is a little clearer. Genealogical information sug-
gests that at one time ba7Jara and hiama duties were conducted by the same person. Schneider 
(1996: 223) argues that a separation into different offices occurred shortly after the rule of 
Qorabele, with the brothers HiqebaI)ara and Hipoba.IJara becoming hiama and ba7Jara re-
spectively (fig. 3.7). From this point onwards the genealogical data show that hiama status 
was transferred to descent group members. But this relates primarily to a kind of 'paramount 
hiama' - the principal ritual specialists of the Roviana polity (1Jati hiama) - rather than per-
sons selected by minor hamlets for the tending of specific shrines, or upon specific occasions. 
It is likely that, as in Simbo, the latter would be selected from captives when the need arose 
(Hocart n.d[e]: 23). 
Dureau (1994: 102) expresses puzzlement that, in a region where the ritual management 
of spiritual phenomena could demonstrate capacity for leadership, captive outsiders should 
be given such responsibilities. The Roviana case suggests that capacity for leadership was only 
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present in the hereditary hiama of major butubutu - captive hiama could become wealthy and 
be well regarded but were unlikely to have become leaders per se. The deferral of ritual duties 
to pinausu ensured that ceremonies remained under the control of the ba1Jara who had ap-
pointed them - the role of 'ritual management' and its implication ofleadership status still lay 
with the ba1Jara even if the actual practice of attending a shrine did not. A captive hiama was 
appointed as an extension of the ba1Jara's agency - a situation afforded by the flexible status of 
the pinausu's severed social bonds. 
Headhunting and the taking of captives can be understood according to the above as 
means of ordering sociality under the direction .of ba1Jara - the practices were fundamentally 
transformative ones that, when employed, remodelled persons according to different degrees 
of belonging and otherness, peacefulness and violence, domesticity and rituality. Though car-
ried out always in reference to the metaphysics of interacting with the ancestral dead, these 
transformations were a genuine means by which people's experience of their lives and rela-
tionships took shape. 
I have been concerned here with outlining the categories or roles occupied by different 
persons in Roviana in terms of kinship, politics, and tribal identity. But in doing this, I have 
only been dealing with categories underscored by some degree of mutually understood belief -
at least that is how I have portrayed them. There is also the question of reciprocal relationships 
with Europeans: a question often framed in terms of clashing understandings of the world. 
Fig 4.5 Man and child outside house, Saikile, Roviana lagoon 






Though referred to above as observers of Roviana sociality, Europeans were clearly engaged 
in social relations as well - they were participants in Roviana sociality during the nineteenth 
century. In the following section I will examine the basic outline of these relations in terms of 
how they were understood by the various parties, though not necessarily from a perspective 
that immediately assumes a 'culture clash' in every contact situation. Equally importantly, I 
want to historicise the above account, which, necessarily, is rather static. Consequently, the 
rest of the chapter is organised chronologically, dealing with change over time. 
Managing Europeans 
The Spanish expedition led by Alvaro de Mendafia is widely recognized as the first voyage 
by Europeans to have reached the Solomon Islands. Sailing from Peru in 1567, they made land-
fall on 'Santa Ysabel' in February the following year. During the next six months Mendafia 
and his navigators sailed the coasts of all the major islands between Santa Ana and the north-
west tip of Isabel, and sighted, but did not visit, Choiseul and New Georgia (Jack-Hinton 
1969). Interactions between the Spanish and Solomon Islanders have usually been depicted 
as alternating between periods of exchange and outbreaks of violence (Shineberg 1971a). It is 
hard to know now what either side was thinking, but some aspects of the relationships formed 
show characteristics typical of first encounters in the western Solomons. 
The King of Spain, Philip 11,.had developed a moral code of conduct for expeditions, with 
bans on stealing from and harassment of other peoples, and encouragement of the exchange 
of trinkets and tools for provisions. Occasionally, Mendafia and his followers lived up to these 
instrucciones. But given that the expedition's intent was based upon "a spirit of colonialism, 
commercialism, Catholic proselytism and romantic curiosity" (Jack-Hinton 1969: xv), prac-
tice inevitably deviated from ideals. Initially Mendafia was welcomed ashore on Isabel, to 
the extent that he ceremonially exchanged names with a local leader, 'Bilebal)ara'. Sailors and 
locals even engaged in an improbable cross-cultural jam session, which ended with everyone 
dancing to Melanesian pan pipes and Spanish guitar. But soon, these idyllic scenes gave way 
to conflict as the 150-strong party of visitors put strain on the local capacity to provide food. 
BilebaIJara eventually abandoned his village to the newcomers, and soldiers and sailors be-
gan to go on inland food-gathering forays, during which they were attacked, and retaliated. 
Mendafia's commands to neither steal nor destroy property went unheeded as relations dete-
riorated into guerrilla skirmishing (Amherst & Thomson 1901). Similar patterns developed 
at every landing they made, though some inhabitants were more immediately hostile than 
others, as evidenced by Mendafia's claim that "at every league, six little canoes, or two or three, 
ventured out and discharged two dozen arrows at us" (1901: 154). 
For Mendafia, and many present day writers, the willingness of Solomon Islanders to fight 
was evidence of a diffuse society constantly at war, without political hierarchy or powerful rul-
ers who would otherwise have organised the decimation of the Spaniards, or ensured peace. 
But this was clearly a matter of degree, as witnessed when expedition members Sarmiento and 
Ortega, sailing in a newly constructed brigantine met with a 'chief' from the western end of 
Isabel returning with about 110 men in 15 canoes from an attack on a group said to be more 
than 20 leagues (120 km) from his territory (Amherst & Thomson 1901: 256-9). Reminiscent 
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of ba1Jara varane observed 300 years later, the chief appears to have been returning from a 
headhunting raid. Such accounts, in accord with oral tradition, indicate that large scale raid-
ing under the management of powerful leaders was well established in the western Solomons 
prior to the nineteenth century. Contra Jackson (1975), leaders on Isabel did not simply take 
up the practice in the 1850s. 
More important for our understanding of 'European : Islander' interactions though, is 
what happened next: the chief offered the Spaniards part of the booty, the right arm and 
part of the shoulder of a boy, urging them to "eat! eat!" (Amherst & Thomson 1901: 259). In 
a fit of revulsion the Spanish then killed a few locals and burned their huts to the ground. 
A misunderstanding, surely. The Spanish on the one hand, and the chief on the other, each 
seem to have misjudged the situation and the best means for negotiating the encounter. The 
contemporary account cited by Amherst and Thomson seems to assume that the chief was 
simply making a friendly offer to share his 'booty: and the Spanish, having different cultural 
standards of appropriate behaviour and lacking a theory of cultural relativity, reacted in a 
typically hysterical manner. 
Today, based on our knowledge of Christian attitudes to cannibalism, the Spanish re-
sponse seems familiar and understandable, if not exactly excusable. But the chief's offer re-
mains a puzzle. Why would a boatload of strangers, who would normally be regarded as 
potential enemies or victims, be offered a share in the spoils of a highly ritualised practice 
associated with the potency of descent groups? Amongst the many possibilities, there seem to 
be two that are viable. The first is that when the Isabel chief encountered the 5 ton brigantine 
full of men he cut his losses and made an offering of peace or friendship. There is, however, 
no evidence in this part of the Solomons that an offer of human flesh would constitute an of-
fer of peace, or even that cannibalism was practised to any great extent. Perhaps more likely, 
and certainly more controversial, is the second possibility- that the offer of body parts was an 
offering to ancestral spirits. As argued above, headhunting throughout the western Solomons 
was associated with ancestor veneration - it was a means of demonstrating that one was living 
according to the wishes of one's ancestors, and in some sense served to 'feed' them: 
Just as people physically ate fish and pigs, Roviana ancestors and deities devoured the spirit of their victims 
leaving behind the empty receptacles to be collected by men. This consumption was depicted, for instance, 
by roping a dead victim's limb to the nguzunguzu effigy in the canoe's prow to symbolically 'feed' the Tiola 
warring spirit after a successful raid. (Aswani 1999: 31) 
In the absence of an actual limb, an arm depicted from the shoulder down was painted in 
coral lime on the side of the hull, to indicate that heads had been successfully taken (Woodford 
1909: 513). The offer of an arm and shoulder (rather than a shell valuable or more mundane 
food) to the Spanish explorers then, can be interpreted as an attempt by the chief to enter into 
a relationship with what he thought might have been ancestral spirits. This is not to say that 
the chief thought the Spanish actually were spirits - this would only have been considered if it 
had been made evident by the Spanish accepting the offer. It is more likely that the chief was 
unsure about what he was encountering - the encounter was ambiguous, and so his offer was 
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a question or a test to solve matters. We have no way of knowing what he actually decided 
upon witnessing the Spanish response. 
Claims that first contact was more momentous for indigenous people are common, typi-
cally invoking supernatural reasoning in accounting for their perception of foreigners ( e.g. 
Bennett 1987: 22; Schieffelin & Crittendin 1991; Sahlins 1985). Conversely there have been 
attempts to rehabilitate indigenous pragmatism, with assertions that communities engaged 
in long-distance networks of interaction were well able to understand strange humans arriv-
ing on their shores (e.g. Dureau 1994: 43-4; Hviding 1996: 2, 114-5; Spriggs 1997: 227). I doubt 
whether either standpoint on its own is able to account for all 'first contacts' - the Spanish 
experience shows that a variety of different responses and relations were possible. Landing 
on Isabel they were initially enticed on shore with the promise of food (though none was 
forthcoming), and entered into reciprocal relations with Bilebal)ara - they even supplied men 
and weapons to help attack a neighbouring enemy of the chief. In other situations they were 
immediately fired upon, or were treated as spirits requiring sustenance. Different groups of 
Solomon Islanders clearly made different interpretations based primarily on the context of 
the first meeting. A vessel arriving at a village might have been easily recognised according 
to the familiar scenario of humans wanting to barter goods, while an encounter at sea in the 
context of a returning headhunting raid probably held different, perhaps 'supernatural', im-
plications. 
Ironically, all of these situations eventually erupted into reciprocal violence, indicating 
that any bonds forged were not considered particularly permanent by either side. This is not 
surprising though, given the "double illusion'' (de Coppet 1977) of exchanges between the 
Spanish and Solomon Islanders, whereby each party was (mis)guided by different cultural 
presumptions and understandings. The language of violence was, however, a common ground. 
Both the Solomon Islanders and the Spanish used it to negotiate relationships of belonging 
and difference - backed by notions of tenure, sociality and genealogy in the case of the former, 
and a belief in the objective omnipotence of church and empire in the case of the latter. The 
Spanish had been in South America for 75 years and during that time had formed prima-
rily violent relationships with indigenous people - indeed almost as many 'Indian' slaves as 
Iberians were on board Mendana's vessels. Ultimately, and disappointingly for Mendafta, it 
was concluded upon his return to Peru that he had "established nothing more than that his 
islands were well suited for agriculture and a promising hunting-ground for slaves" (Amherst 
& Thomson 1901: LVIII). 
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The Spanish never quite made it back to the western Solomons, despite repeated attempts, 
managing only to find islands further east with each new voyage. The next recorded instance 
of Europeans in the region comes during the voyage of Bougainville in 1768 - he 'discovered' 
Ranongga, Vella Lavella, and the western end of Choiseul, but didn't stay for any great length 
of time, simply observing that warfare was common and describing canoes familiar from later 
accounts. Recorded contact didn't occur again until 1787, when the Alliance, an American ship 
going to Canton to obtain tea, travelled the south coast of New Georgia, then passed between 
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Simbo and Ranongga. The ship was approached by 250 islanders of a "friendly appearance" in 
canoes, but there is little other information about the nature of the encounter (Jackson 1978: 
43). 
The following year, Lieutenant Shortland, returning a penal vessel from Port Jackson to 
England, was met offshore from Simbo in similar circumstances. Lasting for just over three 
hours, this meeting consisted of four canoes allowing themselves to be towed along on ropes 
tossed to them by the ship's crew. The Islanders offered invitations to come ashore and en-
gaged in limited trade. Shortland's descriptions of material culture are again consistent with 
later observations, noting that the Solomon Islanders exchanged "large rings of a white bone" 
which they wore on their arms - the shell rings described in chapter five. While sailors at-
tempted to exchange "beads and other trifles': the islanders gave "a manifest preference to 
whatever was made of iron. Gimlets were most acceptable, but they were also pleased with 
nails, and pieces of iron hoops" (Dureau 1994: 350-1, citing Stockdale 1789). 
The emphasis on iron here is probably a reflection of European instrumentalist assump-
tions about technological evolution (see Lemonnier 1993), and has lead to speculation about 
whether the superiority of metal is immediately obvious, or whether the desire for it result-
ed from prior contacts with Europeans, or nails embedded in driftwood (Bennett 1987: 23; 
Dureau 1994: 44-5). While it is likely that Solomon Islanders had discovered European mate-
rial culture before Europeans officially discovered Solomon Islanders - through trade net-
works or occasional visits by ships like the Alliance - the focus on iron as an 'advanced mate-
rial' is a little misleading. Gimlets are recorded as being the item most sought after. A gimlet 
is a metal spike with a screw-thread used to bore holes, and nails can be used for a similar 
purpose - this was probably recognised immediately, or demonstrated by sailors. It is prob-
able that the preference being expressed in this instance was for things that were effective at 
boring holes (suvulu) - particularly for use in the manufacture of canoes and shell rings (see 
chapter five). Simbo is an island oflimited geological diversity, and the chert and other hard 
stone used in traditional hole-boring drills was procured through trade, mainly with people 
from Choiseul or Isabel (Miller 1979). A boat-load of foreigners offering potential drill points 
may not have been regarded as world-shatteringly unusual, and the Simbo men's reaction 
doesn't necessarily say much about the scale of prior contact, or recognition of the benefits of 
iron per se. It does, however, indicate that simple exchanges conducted at sea were well able 
to be accommodated into indigenous experience. As before, the context of these exchanges 
played a large role in guiding the nature of interaction. 
The mention of iron as being particularly sought-after continues with almost all subse-
quent accounts. With the advent of the Australian colonies and whaling industry, the western 
Solomons began to see more frequent contact with European ships, and Simbo especially 
became a stopping off point for those seeking food, water and rest. The account given by the 
captain of the Patterson in 1803 is typical:· 
At 7 A.M. upwards of 30 canoes full of men (nearly 200) came along·the side from ... Simboo. They were 
entirely unarmed - one spear being the only weapon we saw. After preparing ourselves in some measure in 
case of an attack proceeded to trade with them giving them bottles, knives, nails, iron hoop etc. in exchange 
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for coconuts, trinkets, plantains etc .... While we were trading with them one had the impudence to take one 
of our hats off and jumped instantly into the water, got into his canoe and then began to laugh at us ... They 
are quite sharp in trading, not suffering anything (for a considerable time at first) to go out of their hands 
until you handed something in payment for it. They appear to know the use of hatchets, gimlets, knives, etc. 
and signified a preference for these articles. One of them cut off a block from the chains swam off with it and 
then set up a loud laugh ... They are expert swimmers. We amused ourselves by throwing nails, etc. into the 
water for them to dive after - they will go to a great depth and stay under for a long while. They showed a great 
eagerness after iron of all kinds but more particularly for cutting instruments ... ( cited in Bennett 1987: 26) 
Such accounts play into stereotypes of a 'Stone Age people' entering the modern world -
they have had a taste of iron and will now do anything for it. We can be sure that the men from 
Simbo weren't thinking about cultural evolution, but the terms in which they evaluated these 
exchanges are still unclear. If, as I argued above, iron tools were initially interpreted according 
to familiar categories usually rendered in stone, then these ships arriving with increasing fre-
quency may have seemed a bit of a bonanza. Stone axes particularly, were items of value and 
prestige throughout Melanesia - the arrival of slightly odd-looking new ones, which could 
be garnered with very little investment, was probably looked on with the glee reserved for 
the discovery of a gullible new exchange partner: nails thrown away rather than given, thus 
requiring no recompense; axes for coconuts and plantains; other items garnered by trickery 
- and all without developing any particularly sustained relationship. As Thomas (1991: 90) 
has argued, this latter characteristic may have been particularly important for Islanders un-
willing to enter into lasting reciprocal relationships with people whose motivations were, as 
yet, undetermined. But, at the same time, if indigenous exchange was normally conducted 
between parties according to a sense of mutual obligation, then the fleeting, perhaps one-
sided, character of early exchange relations with Europeans may have been considered more 
unusual than the actual things exchanged. Certainly, the Simbo men who met the Patterson 
seem to have attempted to remedy this, as witnessed by the Captain's observation that: "They 
expressed a wish that we go ashore among them and told us that they had women on shore" 
(Bennett 1987: 26). It is unlikely that this was an invitation designed to settle a perceived debt 
and thus restrict the depth of relationship - rather,it was probably an attempt to do the exact 
opposite: encourage more reciprocity and engagement, and thus further cement an incipient 
network of exchange. 
That material culture has come to be portrayed as the defining feature of cross cultural 
interaction is something I explore further in later chapters. Here it is enough to note that from 
this point onwards almost every account of contact in the western Solomons revolves around 
an opposition between the trade in things characteristic of encounters in the late 1700s and 
outbreaks of violence as experienced by the Spaniards. Both of these forms of 'exchange' im-
plied and helped form specific kinds of relationship between people, and these generally were 
conducted in reference to extant indigenous categories. In the western Solomons, Europeans 
were always outnumbered, and initially occupied only marginal positions. Indigenous con-
cerns and practices thus shaped exchange and the formation of relationships. The opposition 
between trade and violence was, in most respects, related to indigenous methods of negotiat-
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ing the incursion of foreigners. This becomes most apparent with an increase in European 
contact during the mid nineteenth century due to the advent of trade boats plying the waters 
between Australia and China. Bennett's (1987) and Jackson's (1978) economic histories have 
well documented the broad historical processes underlying this period. Rather than repeat 
their work here, I will examine particular cases in order to uncover various manipulations of 
new social avenues for trade, power and group definition. 
MM 
Traders in the South Pacific arrived looking for natural resources to be sold in the increasingly 
global market of nineteenth century industrialism. This economic motivation was similar to 
that of the whalers who had come before, but the operations were of an individually smaller 
scale. This characteristic particularly, put them at the mercy of indigenous groups. Andrew 
Cheyne, who visited Simbo and New Georgia in 1844, seems to have been typical of early trad-
ers. Born illegitimate in the Shetland Islands in 1817, and brought up as member of his father's 
wealthy family, Cheyne travelled to Sydney in his early twenties to make his fortune. By 1841 
he was involved in the sandalwood tra.de, operating under contract with Sydney merchants 
to procure wood in Vanuatu and sell it in China. This soon gave way to an ambitious scheme 
for a multi-purpose settlement on Pohnpei in Micronesia, which he hoped would provide a 
refuelling station for whalers while serving as a central depot for his own trade in beche-de-
mer, the shell of the hawksbill turtle ('tortoiseshell'), and other reef resources. This endeavour 
proved spectacularly unsuccessful and by June 1843 Cheyne was back in China, organising a 
year-long voyage in the Naiad with hopes of regaining his losses. His intention was to set up 
a network of depots for the procurement of tropical produce throughout the Caroline Islands 
and other archipelagos in the western Pacific. During the voyage Cheyne travelled as far south 
as New Georgia, visiting both Simbo and probably Roviana (Shineberg 1971b). 
Cheyne arrived off the coast of Simbo on February 1 •1 1844, and was immediately met by 
three Englishmen who had been living on the island. According to Cheyne (1852: 62) these 
were "runaway sailors" and they seem to have been living the classic 'beachcomber' life, evi-
dently being integrated into Simbo society and having learnt much of the language. They 
brought with them two 'chiefs' who gave permission for Cheyne to set up a trading establish-
ment on the island. He was given the use of a canoe house (paele) with adjacent stone wharf 
(hehipi), which, over the next few days, was converted into a curing house for beche-de-mer 
to be collected by Cheyne's men and local employees. The ease with which these proceedings 
were carried out contrasted with what Cheyne, at least, took to be an edgy situation. Certainly, 
he witnessed things that both scared and revolted him: 
Visited the Head chief's village this afternoon on the low island, & on landing the first thing that met my view, 
was the wall plates of a large canoe house strung with human heads, of both sexes, and apparently of all ages. 
Many of them appeared to have been recently killed, and the marks of the tomahawk were seen in all. I was 
horrified at the sight and felt quite sick until I got away again. Dornih [ one of the English residents J informed 
me that they had a few days previous to our arrival returned from a war expedition in which they had come 
off conquerors and had brought home with them - including men women and children - no less than ninety 
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three human heads - and that it was a universal custom throughout New Georgia to exhibit them as trophies 
in their canoe houses. (Shineberg 1971b: 303-4) 
The day that he witnessed this evidence of headhunting, Cheyne left Simbo for New 
Georgia to get fresh water and procure tortoiseshell. He left behind Charles Dunn, an experi-
enced beche-de-mer fisherman who had been hired on Pohnpei, with four 'lascars', to continue 
operations. These men were supposed to be under the protection of the 'principal chief: but 
as security Cheyne adopted the apparently familiar practice of taking 'hostages' on board with 
him. This seems to have been conceived as a temporary reciprocal exchange of persons, en-
suring a continuing bond of trust between the two parties. As such, Cheyne was accompanied 
by a 'chief' called 'Lobie' and eight of his people, who, besides being hostages, would also act 
as pilots and interpreters. The English resident James Domin joined them as well. 
The excursion quickly turned into a chaotic farce. The chief mate ( also ship doctor) raided 
the Captain's locker for two bottles of brandy and was discovered "so drunk as to be neither 
able to stand nor speak"· much less dress the hand of a man who had shot himself while load-
ing a pistol (Shineberg 1971b: 304). Two canoes were met, and the occupants reluctantly taken 
aboard on the insistence of Lobie. Eleven Islanders were now on ship, adding to Cheyne's 
growing unease. On the night of the 6th he came across his 'hostages' wandering the deck at 
midnight, armed with tomahawks, giving "evasive replies" when questioned. Evidently ex-
periencing a little spooked paranoia, he spent a fretful night awake on deck, armed with two 
pistols. No doubt doing little to ease Cheyne's concerns, Lobie, the Simbo chief, declared that 
none of the New Georgians was to be trusted, nor any of his own people, because they 
... frequently killed their own friends to obtain possession of their property, and would not hesitate to cut off 
a vessel ... He did not consider it would be safe for Europeans to land on any part of New Georgia, and pointed 
out several places where whalers boats had been cut off and their whole crews massacred .... (Shineberg 1971b: 
305, italics in original) 
In the event, violence only erupted after a week of peaceful trading, and then at the in-
stigation of the Simbo men and errant members of Cheyne's crew. On the 13th after a night of 
dodging reefs, the ship was approached by "a great number of war canoes" manned by en-
emies of the Simbo men, who claimed they were responsible for killing two whaleboat crews. 
The chief mate offered to fire the port gangway cannonade at them because they were right 
under its muzzle at the time. Cheyne declined, and instead purchased some coconuts, while 
ordering the Simbo men below decks. However, the chief mate then gave Lobie and his men 
some muskets and urged them to rush on deck and fire at the canoes. This they did and a fight 
ensued, with James Domin and the Simbo party taking the ship's Jolly boat to pursue the flee-
ing canoes. Cheyne describes the fighting as "mere farce" with men jumping overboard and 
grappling in the water trying to strangle each other (Shineberg 1971b: 308). After threatening 
to fire on them, th_e Jolly boat was returned, and the Naiad set sail once more for Simbo. 
The events recounted by Cheyne have been taken at close to face value or as evidence of 
indigenous manipulation of traders. Shineberg interprets the welcoming response of Simbo 
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chiefs and their cautions about other groups as evidence that Simbo "pre-empted the role of 
mediator between the European traders and other New Georgians, who were considered too 
untrustworthy for direct contact" (1971b: 304, n.31). Others have expanded on this, claiming 
that certain chiefs or 'big-men' tried to monopolise access to European goods by forging ex-
clusive relationships with traders in order to further their owrrpolitical standing (McKinnon 
1975). One method of achieving this was to play on the paranoia and fears of Europeans, 
making nearby rivals appear more dangerous and unpredictable through tales of their dep-
redations against whites. McKinnon argues that it is not necessary to believe much of Lobie's 
warning about attacks against whalers to appreciate that he was attempting to ensure any 
trade carried out was negotiated through him (1975: 297). Certainly there is no documentary 
evidence of any European vessel being taken by New Georgians during this period, and Lobie 
was probably exaggerating the risks. But, denigrating one's neighbours was something of a 
standard practice in the Solomons, and indeed much of Melanesia. In many respects Lobie's 
warnings were part of the usual negotiation of relationship networks within which every trad-
ing endeavour took place. 
After the skirmish between the Simbo people and the New Georgians, Lobie told Cheyne 
that this was "the worst tribe in New Georgia'' and that they had recently massacred a Simbo 
trading party during which: "Infants at the breast were not even spared - but with the women, 
were roasted and devoured by these monsters in human shape" (Shineberg 1971b: 309). Their 
portrayal as murderous sub-human cannibals is contrasted to the fact that the Simbo party 
"had been feasted by them the same night on which the massacre took place; and throughout 
had been on the most friendly terms" (1971: 309). While McKinnon (1975: 298) interprets 
this account as being a case of Lobie playing up the more gruesome side of the encounter for 
Cheyne's benefit, it is just as likely that he was expressing the moral shift in relations between 
the two parties - the New Georgians had gone from 'friends' to 'enemies' via an act of trans-
gression that entailed them becoming violent, unsociable beings. In killing their friends for 
property the New Georgians had contravened the basic rules of moral sociality - they had 
abandoned relationships for objects. 
By engaging in a trading voyage with a ship full of Simbo people and their ba7Jara, Cheyne 
had become entangled in this shifting network of relationships. Any New Georgian encoun-
tered on this trip would immediately recognise the authority of Lobie rather than Cheyne, 
and would potentially view the trading party as hailing from Simbo. From the Simbo per-
spective too, this was probably the case. Cheyne had exchanged 'hostages' and trade items 
on Simbo thus binding himself into, or revealing himself as part of, Simbo sociality - albeit 
perhaps temporarily. The friends and enemies of Lobie had become the friends and enemies 
of Cheyne, and he was expected to behave accordingly. The latter is evidenced by Lobie ap-
pearing "highly indignant" that Cheyne had prevented him from chasing the New Georgians 
in the Jolly boat (Shineberg 1971b: 309). 
Undoubtedly Lobie wanted to ensure a Simbo association with Cheyne, but the immedi-
ate motivation for his warnings was not access to European goods, instead it was the defini-
tion and maintenance of a particular kind ofrelationship. Reciprocal trade would definitely 
be expected as a reasonable by-product of this relationship, but perhaps not the sole goal. 
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After all, if the people of Simbo had simply wanted to monopolise everything Cheyne had 
to offer, they would not have agreed to guide him to New Georgia so that he could trade 
with people there. By accompanying him, however, they managed to co-opt his ship and the 
trade he conducted into indigenous politics - it became a Simbo trade expedition, giving 
New Georgian people the impression that it was Simbo people who controlled access to these 
particular items. The Simbo trade voyage that had been previously massacred by the New 
Georgian tribe had set out to "exchange the tomahawks and other goods they had obtained 
from whalers, for tortoise shell and articles of native manufacture" (Shineberg 1971b: 309). 
The co-opting of Cheyne's trip to New Georgia was an attempt to maintain the coherence 
of a trade network that had been previously established. Simbo had become a node in a net-
work - Europeans came to Simbo, where harbours were safe and waters deep, and the articles 
Simbo people gathered from them were then traded in Roviana, Ranongga or Vella Lavella 
for vegetables, bark cloth, shell rings, and importantly, items to be traded back to Europeans. 
The tortoiseshell exchanged for tomahawks by the massacred Simbo party was not destined 
for indigenous use - it was destined for European ships and foreign markets. 
Interestingly, when Cheyne attempted to trade with New Georgians himself he met with 
little success - the tortoiseshell he required was not as forthcoming as he had hoped. He 
obtained 40 pounds of tortoiseshell and many coconuts, but the New Georgians left with as 
much shell as they traded because they did not feel "inclined to part with it unless for toma-
hawks, which I had not got to give them" (Shineberg 1971b: 305). The Chinese blacksmith 
Cheyne had employed for the purpose of making tradable axes proved to be incompetent 
and had ruined some of his iron. Cheyne did have knives ground from hoop iron that he had 
made earlier in the voyage, but the people of New Georgia did not seem to want these. They 
would only trade tortoiseshell for axes. 
This exclusive attitude has usually been interpreted as evidence of a desire for items able 
to be successfully incorporated into indigenous uses - in this case headhunting (Dureau 1994: 
51) - or, as proof that European contact was frequent enough for indigenous people to hold 
out for the items they desired (McKinnon 1975: 294). There is truth in both positions, but the 
focus on axes as desired items directs attention away from the form of the exchange taking 
place and the relationships at which it hints. On one occasion Cheyne was met near Roviana by 
canoes offering "cocoa-nuts, bananas, bread fruit and tortoise shell for sale" (Shineberg 1971b: 
306). Lacking axes he was unable to procure the tortoiseshell, but the foodstuffs were obtained 
"in abundance': Cheyne doesn't say what he traded to get the food, but it certainly wasn't axes. 
The question then, is why the Solomon Islanders didn't hold out on their food as well. The 
answer seems to be that axes and tortoiseshell, unlike food, were items of equivalence, with 
non-convertible values - that is, from the indigenous perspective, tortoiseshell could only be 
exchanged for an axe, rather than say, 3 knives. This appears to be a classic reciprocal exchange 
equation in which Simbo people acted as mediators between Europeans and New Georgians: 
European traders gave Simbo people axes, who then gave them to New Georgians in exchange 
for tortoiseshell, which the Simbo people then gave to Europeans in return for more axes, 
and so on. The importance of these transactions for the people of Simbo was the revelation 
of relationships with both parties. The relationships formed with Europeans incorporated the 
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newcomers into an already existing network of exchange existing throughout the western 
Solomons (see chapter six). Rather than treat Europeans as enemies or foreigners to be dealt 
with violently, Simbo people seem to have attempted to bring them within a sphere of social 
relations that entailed their definition as exchange partners and 'friends' (baere). 
This may have been a bit puzzling for Europeans who expected to exchange things ac-
cording to a market economy, without any sense of lasting relationship or obligation. The 
early captains of vessels were not prepared to be incorporated in this way (Thomas 1991). Not 
so for the Europeans who remained resident on the islands however. Cheyne employed four 
Europeans to continue collecting beche-de-mer and tortoiseshell on Simbo in his absence, but 
it is clear that some of these were the Englishmen already resident on the island. The men 
agreed to remain until Cheyne returned for them at some indeterminate time - we d o not 
know whether he ever did, because his journals end shortly afterwards. Until the 1870s the 
European population in the Solomons consisted of similar temporary trade parties as well as 
runaway sailors and a few stranded shipwreck victims. Most expected to leave or be rescued 
at some stage, but until that time arrived they lived according to the relationships they forged 
with their hosts. This necessarily involved acting as one of the followers of whichever leader 
sponsored their protection. 
The experiences of John Renton (Marwick 1935), stranded on Malaita in 1868, appear to 
reflect how many Solomon Islanders regarded resident Europeans at this time. Renton had 
deserted a ship with four companions in an open rowboat and was washed up near starva-
tion in Malaita. The four other men either died as a result of their ordeal or were killed by 
the Malaitans. Renton, however, survived and was taken by a young 'chief' called Kabbouto 
live in his village. Here Renton learned the language, and engaged in the daily activities of 
local men - he was taught canoe manufacture and fishing, and participated in ceremonies 
and warfare. However, it is clear that Kabbou regarded Renton as something other than just 
another of his men. On one occasion Renton heard of a trader visiting Isabel, and so took a 
canoe at night in the hopes of meeting up with the ship. But, Kabbou sent a large canoe to 
chase him down and prevent his departure. The villagers were apparently furious at Renton's 
attempted escape and wanted him killed, but his life was spared by the chief. This pattern 
recurred on several occasions, and when, in 1875, Renton finally left the island, it was only 
ensured via an act of exchange. Renton managed to get word of his presence to the captain of 
a visiting ship, and appears to have convinced Kabbou that the captain would impart gifts if 
Renton were allowed to depart. After a bit of to-ing and fro-ing the transaction occurred and 
Renton boarded the ship in exchange for trade goods. Lacking genealogical ties, Renton was 
apparently regarded as detachable property of the chief - he could leave or be killed, but only 
if compensation was given. At one stage during his residence, a visiting European ship had 
massacred the occupants of a canoe and killed a chief's son - in retaliation the chief wanted 
the head of a European. He attempted to strike a bargain with Renton's captors to acquire him 
in return for a large number of porpoise teeth, but while most of the villagers favoured the 
deal, Kabbou refused: Renton was probably always regarded as a resident captive in Malaita, 
and open to all of the possibilities allowed by that categorisation. In Roviana, Renton would 
have been called pinausu. 
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Obviously, not all European residents were captives, but most of the relationships they 
formed exhibited similar qualities to Renton's experience. Almost all traders actively sought 
to be affiliated with particular leaders, hoping for both protection and access to a wider clien -
tele (Bennett 1987: 60, 72). But while these associations conferred protection within leader's 
domains and amongst their allies, there was always the threat of violence if those boundaries 
were transgressed. If a trader ventured outside the group with which they were associated, 
they risked both upsetting their patron, and being judged an enemy by others because of that 
association, and because of their foreignness. Such relationships then, were both necessary 
and restrictive. The career of Alexander Ferguson illustrates this well. 
Ferguson's first experience of the Solomons was that of a stranded trader. He was dropped 
off by the Marion Rennie at Makira harbour in 1867 to collect trade goods, while the ship 
headed north. At Rendova however, the entire crew was massacred, leaving Fergusson alone. 
Unaware of the ship's fate, Fergusson lived at Makira for two months before being picked up 
by a passing vessel. He returned to the Solomons in 1871, gradually setting up a trade network 
· that allowed him to procure goods from throughout the islands, and ship them back to Sydney. 
The method involved hiring 'agents' resident in particular regions within the Solomons group 
- Ferguson had men living at Makira harbour, Uki, Guadalcanal, Marau Sound, Savo, and 
Roviana - who would gather resources that could be picked up every four to six months 
(Golden 1993: 198-9). 
For his own part, Ferguson allied himself in the Shortland Islands with a prominent lead-
er named Gorai, and married and had children with a woman from Nuguria off Bougainville. 
The relationships he formed in this region were strong ones and he would periodically take 
locals on visits with him to Sydney. Nevertheless, it was in Bougainville that he met his death. 
While visiting the east coast in 1880, Ferguson called in at Numa Numa on the recommenda-
tion of another trader. Here, he engaged in friendly trade with the locals for beche de mer and 
turtle shell, but the following day 300 people attacked the ship, killing Ferguson and several 
crew members. The motivation for the attack appears to have rested on Ferguson's declaration 
that his vessel was "ship belong Gorai" (Bennett 1987: 57). This claim would normally have 
ensured the absence of violence by encouraging fear of a powerful leader's retaliation, or by 
virtue of an existing alliance between the parties. But in this instance the strategy backfired 
fatally. The people of Numa Numa had long been enemies of Gorai and his father because 
of the headhunting raids they had both conducted there throughout their rule. By declaring 
that his ship was operating under the authority of Gorai, Ferguson had revealed himself as 
an enemy. The relationship between Gorai and Ferguson was, however, such that when news 
of the attack reached the Shortland Islands, Gorai sent out a war party led by his son to exact 
vengeance. The party destroyed the village responsible, killing many and taking several cap-
tives - after the raid, Gorai renamed his son Ferguson (Guppy 1887a: 21). 
Though we might now think Ferguson considered his association with Gorai as a prag-
matic matter of convenience, it is clear that Gorai did not feel the same way. As a local leader, 
Gorai considered his 'friendship'·with Ferguson, and its implication of mutual sustenance and 
protection, as binding - by attacking Ferguson, the Bougainvilleans may as well have attacked 
Gorai himself. What I am describing here appears in some regards. to be a reversal of early 
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portrayals of European-Indigenous trade, where the 'natives' were more or less duplicitous 
materialists, ready to backstab their friends for access to things. But I think it is important 
to resist characterising either side as solely mercenary or otherwise. Both parties probably 
held self interest and obligation in balance, although the strength of the friendship bond was 
always mediated by the concept of foreignness - in the end, all of these relationships could 
be dissolved. 
Permanence was, however, able to be improved by marriage and residence. By the mid 
1880s, traders in Roviana lagoon had begun to acquire permanent dwellings and trade stores 
- Thomas Woodhouse and T.G. Kelly had 'purchased' the island of Nusa Zol)a, and Frank 
Wickham had acquired residency on Hobupeka. Kelly abandoned a previous wife for one 
from Roviana, cultivating a relationship with Ingava in the process (Golden 1993: 205), and 
Wickham did much the same (Bennett 1987: 70). In a sense, such men had become members 
of Roviana butubutu, and when married were obligated to kin in the same way as any other 
person who had married-in. For ba1Jara and their followers the effect of having a resident 
trader and store within their district was to bring what "'."as once an external trade relationship 
within the realm of kinship, This was a dramatic shift affecting the shape of exchange net-
works, and consequently, possibilities for the definition of friends and enemies (see chapter 
six). Traders for their part were more tightly bound into the negotiation of these social catego-
ries than ever before. But if, like Ferguson, they now shared the enemies of their friends, they 
also must have felt dislocated from their European relationships. 
Bennett (1987: 60-1) details numerous instances of resident traders displaying ambivalent 
allegiances. On one occasion Peter Edmund Pratt, living at Nusa Zol)a in the late 1880s, wrote 
to the Sydney Morning Herald appealing for naval help after his trade station was raided and 
his workers killed by men from Simbo. However, upon the arrival of Captain Hand in the HMS 
Royalist, Pratt reconsidered and refused to help the Captain identify those responsible, feel-
ing that "it would injure his trade" (1987: 60). In another example, Frank Wickham withheld 
information in order to protect two ba1Jara ofBaniata on Rendova, who had killed and taken 
the head of the trader James Howie in 1885 (1987: 61). 
While it is probably true that these men were not simply acting according to a sense 
of belonging or solidarity with the people they lived amongst, it is evident that they also 
lacked feelings of strong solidarity and obligation with other Europeans or state power. Even 
amongst the small community of resident traders relationships were characterised by com-
petition and conflict as much as common interest and background. In a famous example of 
this, Norman Wheatley of Lambete is held to have hired a local assassin in an attempt to kill 
a rival trader named Jock Cromar (Golden 1993: 228). The example is illustrative of both the 
ambitions of resident traders and the means they chose to achieve them. Wheatley's attempt 
at getting rid of Cromar was economically motivated and self-centred, but his means were 
to draw on indigenous connections and methods. As Bennett (1987: 72) argues, these were 
"men in the middle" of various sets of relationships, who played these relationships in order 
to further their own interests. For resident traders the extent to which they were able to en-
gage in capital accumulation or even simply earn a living through trade, was reliant on the 
degree to which they could engage in relationships with the people they lived amongst and 
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the 'outside world: Balancing the two was the most important trick they could learn. In this 
regard they acted as nodes through which communication and transaction between Roviana 
and the world passed. 
But it is important not to over-stress the economic motivation of early traders. While it is 
clear that many were living in the Solomons because trade there represented an opportunity 
to make a small personal fortune beyond that achievable by workers in Victorian England 
or the colonies, the lifestyle itself, and their entanglements with place and people, were pow-
erful forces. Many traders lived according to the obligations they felt existed by virtue of 
their marriages to local women. These may have begun as economically opportunistic unions 
- thus living up to common Victorian expectations of marriage - but they often fostered real 
emotional attachment. As signs of this, Bennett (1987: 72-7) cites traders lavishing expensive 
clothes and a European education on their wives and children, taking them to Sydney, and 
providing for them in their wills. She also notes that, with time, traders developed feelings 
of alienation from European lifestyles, exacerbated by the visits of prim travellers deeming 
them to have 'gone native: and by the shock of crowds, noise and traffic experienced during 
visits to urban Australia. The more successful traders revelled in their lives within a landscape 
that allowed them to sail their own vessels through sheltered waters, and build homes of 
comparative splendour. Wheatley's house at Lambete was airy and spacious, set on a concrete 
block with a large verandah and louvre walls. He imported expensive water craft for his en-
tertainment; including an old Sydney Harbour ferry he dubbed the 'gin palace' (Golden 1993: 
229-30 ). By the 1920s some traders had established small homesteads replete with care, such 
as Harold Markham's "little garden of Eden'' where "no expense [was] spared to beautify the 
grounds ... he has grown all manner of tropical fruits, importing the same from all over the 
world. Avocadoes from Mexico, Java and Ceylon; mandarins and oranges from Australia; 
mangosteens and mangos, Brazilian cherries, sweet limes etc" (Golden 1993: 245, quoting 
Knibbs 1929). Some resident traders clearly regarded Roviana as home, and consequently 
invested much effort into their lives there. While many perhaps came to the Solomons with 
the intention of making a quick fortune before returning to 'civilisation, few were able to resist 
becoming embroiled in the relationships and lifestyle that bound thein to place. 
The above examples illustrate that rather than seeing themselves acting as agents of Empire, 
resident traders were motivated by the life they could make for themselves within the New 
Georgian context, along with its necessary entanglements, ambivalent politics and moral 
ambiguities. But increasingly, the nature of the life they wished to lead drew them closer to 
the actions of colonists. This is apparent in the movement from the early barrier reef trade 
stations on Hobupeka and Nusa Zol)a, to the lavish estates of Wheatley and Markham. If the 
former were characteristic of small-time traders living precariously between a foreign culture 
and Europe across the deep blue sea, then the latter represented people who had resolved 
those forces to the degree that they could make a place for themselves. This shift was made 
possible by three changes that began at the end of the nineteenth century - the Solomons 
became a British Protectorate, headhunting ceased, and Christianity became the dominant 
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religion. Resident traders were actively involved in promoting all of these changes, mainly 
acting out of concern that the image of the life they sought clashed with the social conditions 
of the 188os-9os. The nature of Roviana sociality limited their actions. 
The main problem facing traders was that Roviana people did not passively absorb them 
into their communities or acquiesce to their desires. Though traders married in to Roviana 
butubutu, this was often contested by tribe members. The first Roviana wife of Wheatley, 
Nuatoli, left him for a local employee, and his second marriage, to Sambe Vindu, was enabled 
only after he shot and killed the local warrior who had intended to marry her (Golden 1993: 
228). The marriage of Peter Pratt to his wife Simaema from Vonavona was initially resisted by 
her family, and led to conflict over access to land. After the 1889 attack on his Nusa Zol)a sta-
tion, Pratt wished to relocate elsewhere - Simaema's relatives, fearing that she and her children 
would go with Pratt and thus leave the land to which they were entitled, persuaded him to 
use their land at Sosolo on Munda Point. This brought Pratt into conflict with the trader Kelly 
who was now living nearby under the protection of Ingava. Kelly was married to Lelenduri of 
Munda and used this connection to spread the opinion that Pratt wished to alienate the land 
for himself. In subsequent years Ingava was able remove any claim Pratt might have had to the 
land, ironically by using the European land courts (Bennett 1987: 71, 90 ). 
Pratt was seen as something of an interloper by Roviana people. His station on Nusa 
Zol)a was only tolerated because Woodhouse and Kelly had previously purchased the island, 
and presumably allowed him to set up there. But even so, raids against him, his property and 
workers were ongoing from 1889 to 1891 (Bennett 1987: appendix 6). Partly this was due to 
Pratt's dubious personality and violent reputation, which extended to killing at least one lo-
cal, and illegally dealing in guns and ammunition (Golden 1993: 215-6). Additionally though, 
his status as a 'friend' was unclear and tenuous - unlike Kelly, he lacked an association with 
a prominent ba7Jara and this left him open to the question of the degree to which he could 
be considered a butubutu member. There were clearly some grounds for his inclusion (mar-
riage, trade relations), but probably just as many for his separation. Influencing the latter was 
his desire for land. While Roviana people were willing to gift land to some worthy pinausu 
and other foreigners, this was something hard won and managed carefully. In order to limit 
European claims to land through marriage, many Roviana groups seem to have encouraged 
traders to marry non-local resident women - Woodhouse had a child with a woman from 
Ontong Java, and others married women from Isabel and Malaita (Golden 1993). 
The tension apparent in the various inclusions and exclusions of foreign traders reflect 
indigenous valuations of what traders could bring and what they could take away. On the one 
hand it was useful to have a trader resident within the district and related through marriage 
- the problem of inter-tribal trade and the negotiation of alliance with neighbouring groups 
was made simpler when a friendly relation could provide access to some necessities. But on 
the other hand, this tended to diffuse the coherence of butubutu and consequently prob-
lematised the management of rights to resources. As "men in the middle" the place of traders 
within social relations was always negotiable :.... they could be friends or enemies, they could be 
foreign or they could belong, depending on context; Ultimately, it was this sense of instability 
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that motivated traders to explore avenues for solidifying their situation .. The most significant 
of these avenues was to call in external power in the form of the British Royal Navy. 
A symptom of instability for traders was the persistence of violent activity throughout 
the New Georgia region, and it was this that they initially wanted policed. Ritual headhunting 
was only occasionally directed at Europeans, but retributive murders were common, with at 
least forty-two Europeans and thirty-seven of their workers killed in the Solomons between 
1860 and 1896 (Bennett 1987: Appendix 6). According to indigenous politics and concepts of 
personhood, Europeans could be grouped together, as perhaps a 'tribe: above and beyond 
their individual allegiances to particular indigenous groups. Like pinausu a sense of foreign-
ness was retained and could never be fully erased. This is reflected in the Roviana term for 
white people: tie vaka or 'ship men' - the Austronesian term vaka (canoe) being used only to 
refer to foreign vessels. Like all tribal members, individual Europeans were seen as essentially 
equivalent and one could be held responsible for the actions of another. Almost every case of a 
European death at the hands of a Solomon Islander occurred according to indigenous notions 
of retaliation - as compensation for the improper actions of someone else (Golden 1993). 
Although most traders appear to have accepted this reasoning as part of Solomon Islands 
sociality, by the 1890s they had gradually become less willing to put up with it. The fact that it 
contravened European notions of individual responsibility and justice allowed them to play 
on the sensibilities of those who had the power to police such actions. At the instigation of 
trader's pleas, the British Royal Navy, stationed at the Western Pacific High Commission in 
Fiji, routinely begari to investigate these 'outrages' with the· goal of finding and punishing 
responsible parties (Bennett 198z: 104-6). Given the difficulty of the latter (efforts were com-
monly frustrated by the visibility of an approaching gunboat, and the reticence of traders and 
locals to name those responsible) it is not surprising, but kind of ironic, that such expeditions 
often resulted in the indiscriminate shelling of villages, coconut groves and gardens, thus mir-
roring the indigenous practice of holding the many responsible for the actions of the few. 
There was however, one difference between these reciprocal acts of retaliation: the scale 
of the response. While according to indigenous practice a death could be compensated for 
by an equivalent death (cf. Hocart n.d[a]: 19; Keesing 1986: 270), the Royal Navy tended to 
respond with force out of proportion to the original attack. Partly this may have been due to 
frustration and heavy handedness, but there was another goal in mind - total pacification. 
Such raids were not just intended to send a message or to make an example, to warn any oth-
ers against contemplating similar_ actions - they were also attempts to destroy the means by 
which people were able to continue any violent activity. This intention was motivated by calls 
from resident traders to enforce the cessation of headhunting - the small scale retaliatory 
murders of European traders, in this respect, served as an excuse. 
Traders had gradually become frustrated with headhunting in that the practices and 
preparations surrounding it seemed to occupy much of the time of local men. None of the 
labourers hired by resident traders in Roviana were actually from Roviana - they came from 
Malaita, Choiseul, and Bougainville - and labour recruiting of any kind was ineffective in the 
western Solomons ( Carris 1973). More importantly, no one was willing to engage in large scale 
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copra production - a practice that required significant investments of time. The Methodist 
missionary George Brown reported during an 1879 visit to Roviana that: 
The traders were unanimous in their desire that the British Government should stop this wholesale murder, 
and were equally unanimous in their opinion that the presence of a small ship of war during the head-hunting 
season, the punishment of a few ring leaders, and the confiscation of all canoes captured whilst engaged in a 
raid would soon stop the horrible business (Brown 1908: 342). 
The British Government, however, had no mandate to interfere in indigenous politics 
- the High Commissioner in Fiji held extraterritorial authority over British subjects in the 
Solomons, but none over other European nationals or Solomon Islanders themselves (Bennett 
1987: 104). The solution seems to have been the provision of some leeway by regarding attacks 
against British subjects as 'acts of war' - it was by extending retaliation for murders to include 
all means of waging war that indigenous headhunting could be addressed. A good example of 
this is the visit to Roviana by Captain Davis of the HMS Royalist in 1891. 
The Royalist arrived seeking the killers of two Savo men who had been working as crew 
members on the trade vessel Marshall S. This ship had been gathering copra in Roviana un-
der contract with the agent J. Williams who was in partnership with Woodhouse and Kelly 
(Bennett 1987: Appendices .4 & 6). A secondary reason was the unpunished 1889 murder of 
William Dabelle, a Frenchman who had been working for Pratt on Nusa Zol)a. In Pratt's ab-
sence, a party of Vella Lavella men had arrived at the island on the pretext of selling copra and 
killed Dabelle, seemingly seeking revenge for the destruction of a war canoe by Pratt during 
a prior visit to their village (Golden 1993: 286). Though both Dabelle and Pratt were French, 
the Marshall S killings served as an opportunity to resolve the feelings of insecurity created 
amongst the traders by Dabelle's death. Captain Davis anchored the Royalist near Noro then 
travelled in a steam cutter to Nusa Zol)a --' while there he learnt that the killers of both Dabelle 
and the Savo men had been in the area recently. He called a meeting with people from Nusa 
Roviana and Munda and warned that if the killers were not delivered by 10 AM the next day 
he would "make war" on all the villages in Nusa Roviana and Munda. That night he camped at 
Kokorapa, Nusa Roviana, with his force of 70 marines, waiting for the killers to be delivered. 
When, by 10 AM, this had not eventuated the force proceeded to destroy the villages on Nusa 
Roviana. The following day the destruction was repeated at Munda, this time leaving Ingava's 
two canoes houses and "dwelling house intact - in the hopes that on his return he would assist 
to get the murderers" (Davis 1891). 
The crew of the Royalist seem to have been using the opportunity provided by the mur-
ders to involve themselves in attempts to stop headhunting. Davis himself reveals in his final 
report that the goal was to destroy as much of the means to conduct headhunting raids as 
possible: 
In all, I estimate 400 houses, 150 canoes and 1,000 heads were destroyed, In one house I found twenty-four 
heads ranged along one side of the house, but it was too darkto'see the rest of the house. In Goolie's [ the 
presumed leader of the killers from Vella Lavella] house, the Chief who murdered Dabelle, I found several 
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guns, spears etc., and from ten to fifteen heads. The big war canoes had been removed to the shallow lagoons, 
where, with the force at my disposal it was quite impossible to get at them, but this severe punishment will 
not be lost on the noted Rubiana head-hunters who for years have considered themselves perfectly safe in 
their strongholds. (Davis 1892: n) 
The failure to destroy war canoes is significant because ultimately such arbitrary attacks 
by the Navy proved to be an ineffective means of stopping headhunting or even the murder 
of traders. While the punishment was almost certainly not lost on those who had suffered the 
most damage, those spared continued as before. Ingava especially continued to conduct large 
scale raids, and even seems to have increased his power base after the Royalist's attack. In 1893 
he mounted the much cited raid on Isabel, which, according to the trader Kelly, involved the 
use of 20 tomoko, two whaleboats, 500 men and 350 to 400 guns (Somerville 1897: 399). 
It is possible that having been spared by Captain Davis, Ingava appeared in the eyes of 
potential followers to be a better ba1Jara than others who had suffered loss, and was able to 
translate this into wider authority. Certainly it is about this time that Ingava begins to appear 
in European accounts as the 'King of Roviana' - although this probably reflects the image 
he was able to nurture in European eyes more than his actual role in indigenous politics. 
Nevertheless, it was through this kind of nurturance of image and relationship that some 
ba1Jara were able to exploit new avenues for power opened by increased European involve-
ment in the region. I will explore the latter point further in later chapters, but here it is worth-
while noting that such ba1Jara actually facilitated pacification, contrary to their own desires. 
By being seen as a 'friend' to Europeans, and helping them in their pursuits, certain ba1Jara 
sought to create enough space around themselves to be left alone to continue raiding, while 
others - potential enemies - suffered. This becomes more evident after the establishment of 
the British Protectorate over the Solomons. 
Punishments dealt out by the Royal Navy were only ever able to limit headhunting locally 
for short periods of time, due to the sporadic nature of visits by the warships, and the fact that 
attacks by them were always framed as punishment for the murder of Europeans. This wasn't 
a great problem for the officers of the High Commission in Fiji because it satisfied the needs 
of traders, however temporarily, and because it required little effort or expense. ·This changed 
when the Colonial Office decided that Britain needed to protect their labour reserves in the 
Solomons from the French and Germans. Britain's Pacific labour trade involved shipping peo-
ple from the Central and Eastern Solomons to Fiji and Queensland, and these supplies were 
necessary for the maintenance of those colonies. Because there was no paramount leader in 
the Solomons with whom a treaty could be procured, the High Commission persuaded the 
Colonial Office that a resident Deputy Commissioner was what was needed in order to stake 
their claim to the islands. Thus, in 1896 Charles Morris Woodford, who had some experience 
in the Solomons collecting butterflies; was appointed as the first resident officer of the new 
British Solomon Islands Protectorate (Bennett 1987: 105). 
Woodford's first task was to establish the economic self-sufficiency of the group, and this 
was going to require the financial investment of developers, primarily in copra plantations. As 
before however, indigenous politics and violence would always limit these efforts, and so total 
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pacification was required. For the first time the colonial government began to react against, 
and punish, violence unconnected with European deaths. Woodford organised a mobile force 
on Giza in 1899, under the control of his assistant Mahaffy, which could tour the western 
Solomons responding to any news of actual or intended headhunting raids. When news of 
such arrived, the force, composed mainly of men from Isabel, would proceed to the area and 
destroy village houses and gardens, as well as war canoes (tomoko) and communal houses 
(paele), thus immobilising and incapacitating warriors (Bennett 1987: 106-7). Woodford was 
explicit about his strategy: 
I was informed at Rubiana that a large number of "tomokos" (head-hunting canoes) are in course of 
construction in various places along the islands surrounding New Georgia. These canoes are used for head 
hunting and for nothing else and before launching them a certain number of heads are required. Should 
the opportunity occur it is my intention to destroy tomokos, either completed or in course of construction, 
wherever found. Such action would I believe meet with the approval of a section of the natives themselves. 
(Woodford 1897) 
The 'section of natives' referred to by Woodford were probably those who had been vic-
tims of headhunting, but may have included certain ba1Jara who appeared to be on his side. 
In Roviana, Ingava helped Woodford and Mahaffy in their efforts to punish others, while 
surreptitiously continuing to conduct raids. In 1896, Ingava and the residents of Ughele on 
Rendova promised to help capture the murderer of a trader named Gibbons. He also acted, 
along with his son Gemu and the hiama Wal)i, as an intermediary in other cases. (Bennett 
1987: 91). The goal was probably to foster good relations with these new Europeans - making 
'friends' would prevent any violence occurring between them, but would allow cooperation in 
the destruction of others. In the context of pacification lngava probably hoped that rival lead-
ers would bear the brunt of European military force, while he was spared - perhaps thinking 
that he could capitalise on their weakness at a later date. He was, to a degree, successful, gain -
ing recognition when the High Commissioner, Sir John Thurston, acknowledged Ingava as 
principal chief of Roviana during an official visit to the new protectorate (Luxton 1955: 28). An 
unintended consequence of such cooperation however, was the creation of an environment 
in which Ingava's own raids were made impossible - it led to the swift and effective demise of 
all major headhunting by 1900. While there have been suggestions that Ingava continued to 
raid until about 1902 (Carter 1981), for the most part he was forced to abandon the practice 
because of his increasing role as friend of the Government. 
Traders also helped Woodford's efforts, acting as valuable informants. At Roviana they re-
ported raids from Gatokae to the Russell Islands and Guadalcanal; araid from Marovo lagoon 
that travelled along the south coast of Isabel as far as Bugotu; and an unsuccessful raid on 
Choiseul by 300 men from Vella Lavella (Woodford 1897). As time went on and pacification 
proved successful, many traders lost their previous reluctance to inform on, or act against, 
the indigenous people among whom they lived. As Bennett argues, traders who had been 
powerless before the protectorate now could not "resist the chance to humiliate any Solomon 
Islander who offended them" (1987: 107). On several occasions, traders formed posses, threat-
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ening to kill anyone they came across in vengeance for the murder of Europeans. The violent 
pacification conducted by Woodford seemed to legitimise punitive expeditions, and traders 
were often the first to join in. 
Pacification then, tended towards massive overkill. While some ba1Jara attempted to take 
advantage of the temporary power imbalances that it encouraged, in the end the people that 
benefited most were resident traders, and ultimately, plantation owners. McKinnon (1975: 
304-5) and Zelenietz (1979:104-7) have suggested that the end of headhunting was achieved 
by indigenous people who gave up the practice when they realised the economic benefits of 
peace - primarily their own ability to grow copra and engage in the world economy. This 
seems very unlikely given the importance of headhunting within the fabric of New Georgian 
sociality, and the fact that virtually every account after pacification suggests an overwhelming 
malaise within society (e.g. Rivers 1922; Hocart n.d[f]). Significantly, when Rivers asked why 
people on Simbo had stopped reproducing at a rate sufficient to ensure population mainte-
nance they replied: "Why should we bring children into the world only to work for the white 
man?" (1922: 104). The consequences of pacification for the people of New Georgia were not 
evaluated in terms of economic benefit by anyone except the resident traders who could now 
purchase land, plant copra and build splendid homes. 
Dureau makes the better argument for why pacification was so effective, and why there 
was little resistance. New Georgians were "quite simply overwhelmingly defeated militarily 
(and thus culturally) by Europeans" (1994: 109). Despite the attempt by ba1Jara such as Ingava 
to profit from new power relations, Europeans ultimately gained the upper hand through the 
force and severity of their response. Though there was little actual bloodshed during pacifica-
tion (although hanging for murder became government policy) the indigenous experience 
of it was one of violent defeat commensurate with local understandings of domination. The 
destruction of homes and gardens, as well as tomoko and paele was a standard local method 
of subjugation - New Georgian headhunting parties had for years done exactly the same 
in Choiseul, Isabel and elsewhere as a means of demonstrating their own superiority while 
removing much of their enemy's ability to act similarly. Capitulation in the face of such de-
feat was conducted according to cultural models of authority based on shame and respect 
(pama1Ja). "While power-wielders are expected to exercise benign authority over others, be-
nignity is dependent upon submission to that power. Open or covert non-compliance justifies 
the outrage of the power holder" (Dureau 1994: 108). Having one's symbols of power (paele, 
tomoko, gardens) destroyed by another party entailed recognition of their authority, and sub-
mission to it, in accordance with the principle of pamalJa - the dominated gave respect, while 
feeling shame towards the dominant party. In part this related to notions of ancestrally de-
rived efficacy - if successful raiding demonstrated the superiority of one's ancestors and their 
support, then being on the receiving end of destruction implied the loss of ancestral blessing 
and efficacy. But this was not merely symbolic - the existence of fertile gardens and abundant 
produce, as well as war canoes and the buildings they resided in, really did allow effective 
action in the world and ensure the health of communities. These were things that required 
significant investments of time and wealth, and were not easily replaced - their loss created 
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much hardship. Capitulation to European demands then, was both physically necessary and 
culturally appropriate. 
MM 
The European 'pacification' of New Georgia did not entail peace at all - instead it involved 
a shift in authority represented by a reversal in who was entitled to exercise violence, and who 
had to pay respect. The European government became the arbiter of social morality- punish-
ing murderers, alone harbouring the right to kill - along with attempting to encourage service 
in the form of plantation labour. The Simbo response to Rivers' enquiry about the birth rate 
recognised this: defeat involved labouring for the victors, just as captives had worked for 
ba1Jara. But it also communicated a sense of resistance: the Simbo people asked "why should 
we?" In parts of the New Georgia group this resistance continued for quite some time, with 
initially, only a handful of areas such as Bilua on Vella Lavella (McKinnon 1972) fully engag-
ing in large scale copra production. But it was, necessarily, a passive form of resistance that 
lingered until a reason was found to surrender - this is evident in the manner by which the 
Methodist Mission gained a foothold in Roviana, ultimately providing that reason. 
Roviana was visited by the veteran Methodist missionary Rev. George Brown in 1879, at 
which time he was told by Ferguson that the people were "strongly opposed to the introduc-
tion of Christianity ... and that they would never allow a missionary to live amongst them'' 
(Brown 1908: 343). When he passed through again in 1899, travelling from his mission sta-
tion in New Britain to Sydney, Brown noted that this attitude remained: "The principal chief 
here is named Ingava. For some reason or other neither he nor his people want missionaries 
to live there" (1908: 517). Traders on the other hand encouraged Brown to establish a mis-
sion - Wickham was himself a Methodist and Wheatley seemingly saw economic benefits 
(Bennett 1987: 61-2). Despite the resistance of ba1Jara Brown began lobbying, and by 1901 had 
convinced the Mission Board to establish a station in Roviana. Brown visited again that year, 
this time staging an evening lantern-slide show of the Mission's work in Fiji and New Britain, 
to which all the locals were invited. While this was undoubtedly impressive, it failed to con-
vince Ingava or anyone else of the need for missionaries. In the face of this continued resist-
ance, Brown was told by Wickham and Commissioner Woodford that it was "inadvisable to 
ask Ingava or any of the chiefs whether they would like a missionary to reside amongst them, 
for to do so was to court refusal ... Far better to begin without having asked permission than 
to come in the face of a refusal" (Luxton 1955: 21-2). This was advice that, in itself, conveys a 
sense' of the new balance of power. 
On May 23rd 1902, Brown returned in the Burns Philp & Co. steamer Titus with a party 
of missionaries, including John F. Goldie who was to lead the mission for the next 50 years. 
Significantly they landed on Nusa ZoIJa and resided on land controlled by traders. As they 
set about constructing buildings and holding services on alienated land, they were effectively 
ignored by most of the populace. The survival of the mission in its early days relied on the 
good will of the traders since indigenous locals refused to-provide labour, or even assist in 
construction of the buildings. There were no attacks against the missionaries, and much is 
made in subsequent mission histories of the fact that there was no "active opposition" to their 
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presence by Roviana butubutu (Luxton 1955: 22, 29): But, Dureau (1994: 113) points out that 
no active opposition could really have been expected given that Munda had recently been laid 
waste by pacification (and had not yet recovered according to Brown), and that the missionar-
ies were accompanied by an armed Commissioner Woodford, the authority responsible for 
'defeating' Roviana. 
Instead there was passive resistance, followed by slow conversion. Ingava, who had by this 
time moved from Sisiata to the island Tatapuraka in Vonavona, remained unimpressed, and 
was described by the missionaries as being "in a sullen mood" with "no sign of enthusiasm, 
or even of cordiality" (Luxton 1955: 28-9). Growing old, and ill, Ingava refused conversion, 
and remained outside the changes taking place at Munda till his death in 1906. His immedi-
ate successor, Gemu, also remained at Tatapuraka, spurning Christianity. No ba1Jara or any 
elders converted in the years between 1902 and 1908, but some did become friendly with the 
Mission, allowing their children to receive schooling and, after 1909, baptism. Gumi and Veo, 
ba1Jara of Munda, helped Goldie to purchase land there and aided in building the Mission 
headquarters on Koken~olo hill. Others, such as Ngatu of Marovo, received the protection 
of the Mission from punishment by the Government after being accused of 'atrocities: and 
consequently became stalwart supporters (Luxton 1955: 47-8). 
It is generally suggested that such ba1Jara initially resisted the Mission because they saw 
it as a threat to their interests and authority (Harwood 1971: 21), and eventually warmed to 
it after recognising that friendship with missionaries represented a new route to power, now 
that the old mechanisms had gone (Scheffler 1964: 401; Bennett 1987: 116). But this explana-
tion is probably over-reliant on the notion that pragmatic self-interest is sufficient cause to 
abandon one belief system for another. These people were, after all, "committed pagans" who 
"had lived with the ancestors throughout their lives, who knew of their efficacy, loved them 
as parents and faced the probability of soon joining them'' (Dureau 1994: 113). The perceived 
material and political benefits of Christianity, or lack thereof, were less important than the 
shift in authority that had taken place with pacification. Although many ba1Jara refused con-
version, their erstwhile followers expressed much more interest, probably in response to the 
perception of missionaries as representatives of the new European rule. Ba1Jara had once 
given orders that were obeyed without question, but they were now deposed by the leaders 
of the church, and appeared to be just like commoners (Hocart n.d[e]: 20). The passivity of 
ba1Jara reflected their status - they had, in every sense, gone the way of the ancestors with 
whom they were associated, and from whom they had gained their right to 'speak' in the 
first place. Missionaries, perceived as representatives of those who had proved themselves 
superior through the violence of pacification, now held that authority in the ba1Jara's place. 
Capitulation to pacification carried with it obeisance to the words of the new authority. 
This isn't to say that in subsequent years ba11ara were unable to find a place within the 
church hierarchy and maintain a degree of responsibility for decision making and rule - they 
did in fact manage all these things. But it does mean that the Mission came to be regarded 
as the highest local authority. Goldie, as head of the Mission, embodied earlier ba1Jara's per-
sona of paternalistic benevolence, metaphorically portraying himself as the 1Jati ba1Jara (high 
chief) of Roviana in a manipulation of existing power structures (Benn:ett 1987: 215). In this 
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Fig 4.6 Rev. Goldie and ba~ara of Roviana 
(source: Luxton 1955: facing p. 36) 
role he attempted to dominate social life in Roviana, commanding authority and encouraging 
the belief that it was he who controlled the Government (Dureau 1994: 115). When, in a let-
ter to Rivers, Hocart compared the Catholic missionaries in Fiji with the Methodists he had 
encountered in New Georgia, he can only have been referring to Goldie: "the Methodist ... 
adopts a distant & superior reserve which riles me more than allthe straightforward abuse of 
a Solomon Island trader ... for the Methodists I have no love, so far I can see little in them but 
materialism & gross utilitarianism'' (A. M. Hocart to WH.R Rivers, 16th April 1909, in Rivers 
n.d.). Goldie's Methodism extended to purchasing land, developing plantations on which 
converts were expected work, and exacting tribute in the form of 'gift copra' which he would 
then sell to traders - all part of his development of an 'industrial mission' intended to teach 
the value of honest work, European values, and obedience. Work was stressed over belief, 
and the present over the possibility of future salvation (Harwood 1971). As a self-described 
'benevolent despot: Goldie refused to encourage local enterprise beyond the level of produc-
tion, discouraging trade independent of his own management (Bennett 1987: 253-4). Thus it 
was Goldie's strategic vision for the Mission that finally got the people of Roviana working for 
Europeans. 
MM 
It is at this point that I must leave the history of Roviana sociality. Histories of subsequent 
changes in the processes of Christian conversion, land alienation, plantation labour and trade 
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can be found elsewhere in the literature (Dureau 1994; Schneider 1996; Bennett 1987). Here 
I want to draw the focus back to my initial purpose: an exploration of the forms of social 
relationship in Roviana. In this chapter I have portrayed Roviana sociality from a perspec-
tive informed primarily by the concerns of people described here as indigenous. The nar-
rative is far from an indigenous account, but it has addressed social relationships according 
to the way they were perceived by, and the effects they had on, the dominant population in 
the region. This was the reasoning behind beginning with a kind of traditional ethnographic 
summation oflocal political and kin-based categorisations of people. The intention was not to 
provide some ethnographic baseline against which European 'impact' could be judged, but to 
outline the primary categories of people and relationships dominating social life in Roviana 
throughout the period. Necessarily, these were indigenous Roviana categories. Europeans in 
the Solomons, numbering less than one hundred throughout the nineteenth century, could 
only ever have been absorbed by these dominant systems of sociality. This is not to say that 
Europeans didn't influence change or have any effect - the history of 'contact' provided above 
shows that they did - but it is to argue that we cannot understand the relationships of the pe-
riod in terms of a 'culture clash'. Far from two monolithic or even variable cultures meeting in 
time and space, the colonial encounters of Roviana represent a tentative enmeshing of small 
groups of people in relationships that gradually bound them into something more concrete 
in government and law. 
Colonialism as we understand it today is an artefact of two perspectives - on the one 
hand it was the experience of people in life, in day-to-day encounters and relationships that 
gradually changed how that experience was lived; and on the other it is the representation 
of that process as a political event involving the domination of one culture by another. The 
first is a product of practice and history, and the second a product of analysis. My account of 
Roviana sociality has been directed towards stressing the first perspective over the second. 
Rather than presuppose two entities or 'cultures' that encountered each other and formed a 
relationship (whether unbalanced and dominating, or involving an interplay of resistance, ap-
propriation and acceptance), I have outlined a history in which various categories of person 
(ba11ara, traders, insiders, outsiders etc.) were formed by people attempting to come to terms 
with the conditions of their existence. The initial tentative enmeshing by which traders linked 
islands into capitalist markets, and indigenous people linked traders into local landscapes of 
understanding was not experienced as an entanglement of cultures as much as a re-sorting 
of inter-personal relationships. For example, pacification, portrayed as being brought to bear 
by force of government and the setting up of a protectorate in a classic case of political co-
lonialism, describes lived experience less adequately than that process understood from the 
perspective of the actors involved. From their point of view there was no steamrollering of 
one 'cultural entity' by another - instead, people experienced a loss of faith in existing politi-
cal relationships and realigned them according to the means at their disposal, making, in a 
sense, a new culture. 
Insofar as culture is produced continuously through social action by actors in particular 
forms of relationship, we need to understand its nature and changes in terms of those actors 
and relationships. Roviana culture in the nineteenth century was a product of a 'society' of 
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people (both black and white) who negotiated belonging and foreignness, and differences 
in belief, practice and power according to the relationships they could manipulate. My own 
portrayal of these relationships has focussed on how some people were included and others 
excluded from dominant social groups, and how this enabled them to be categorised accord-
ing to degrees of relative influence on others. 
The definitions of people I have outlined here - butubutu members, foreigners, categories 
of familial kin, ba1Jara, hiama, varane, pinausu, traders, government officials and missionaries 
- will become analytical categories in subsequent chapters, to be further developed according 
to a more concrete account of their formation. Thus far, the categories and the relationships 
between them have only been partially defined, because for the most part, they have lacked 
reference to the animating and reifying force of exchange. They also lack substance in that 
they are portrayed outside of a material world. As argued in chapter two, personhood and 
its social definition cannot be fully understood outside of the means by which people act 
through and with things. A person and their relationships are intertwined with material cul-
ture. Before I can move on to this intertwining however, .I must define the categories of things 
that I will be dealing with, in much the same way as I have defined categories of people here. 




The Style of Roviana Things 
This chapter presents a description and analysis of the categories of material culture im-
portant to this research, paying particular attention to shell valuables. It consists of my own 
objectification of a set of things that once circulated through life in Roviana. Part of this 
endeavour necessarily draws on folk taxonomies and constructs of 'indigenous meaning: 
but I am also interested in coming to terms with artefacts as archaeological objects, as an as-
semblage. Stylistically, the chapter is somewhat 'retro in that it deals with material culture in 
a manner partly influenced by the traditional, almost antiquarian, anthropologies described 
in the first half of chapter two. If that style of dealing with material culture came close to 
fetishism, then it is. a risk I am willing to take for the time being. Despite the limitations of 
empiricist approaches, there is something attractive about presenting artefacts on the page 
in a way that mirrors their solid materiality in life, the effort and care that animated them, 
and the presence they held in helping form the world of phenomena. This has been lacking 
in more recent analyses. In an effort to avoid the fetishism identified in earlier work, modern 
material culture studies has tended to miss out on conveying any sensual experience of things. 
Many accounts launch into symbolism and modes of circulation without first attempting to 
give the reader any concrete 'feel' for the things under consideration. In order to rectify this, I 
think it is important to recognise that design and other aspects of phenomenal experience are 
as much a part of the social life of things as their biographical movements and entanglements 
in spheres of exchange. 
An argument could be made that any attempt to convey the phenomenal experience of 
things should attempt to capture emic experiences over etic ones ( ethnographies that do make 
an effort in this regard are often emic-centric e.g. Campbell 1983; Foster 1994: 170-7). But, I 
think this is only partially true, and only partially obtainable. The very act of writing about 
things amounts to a translation from experience to an etic re-presentation of experience in 
a form that is always non-equivalent. In terms of this study, present-day distance from the 
experience of things in nineteenth century Roviana magnifies this effect of translation even 
further. The complex interleaving of substance and significance outlined in Foster's analysis 
of Tanga shell rings, for example, is regrettably absent from present-day Roviana life and oral 
history, and is consequently not accessible through common ethnographic means. This isn't 
to say that. it is impossible to gather a sense of how artefacts were experienced in Roviana: 
whether through a theory of common bodily perception (see Tilley 1994), careful reconstruc-
tion via historical texts and present-day opinions, or detailed description of artefacts and their 
relationships (the dominant method adopted here), I think a sense can always be gathered. 
But, it is important to recognise and acknowledge that anthropology is always translation 
(Palsson 1993) and, as such, always involves representations that exist in a tension between 
etic and emic perceptions. This chapter uses this tension as an important dynamic, operating 
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in a way that implicitly explores the differences and areas of overlap between my own con-
structs, and those common to the people of nineteenth century Roviana. I describe artefacts 
using archaeological metrics and statistics, and consider the extent to which these quantita-
tive measures can capture qualitative experiences in the past, before moving on to a formal 
analysis of style that uncovers a series of social significances that we can no longer access by 
any other means. The point is to make evident the process of objectification involved in any 
analysis or discussion of material culture - such translations always include turning things 
into objects. But it is by turning our gaze to things, and thus objectifying them, that we can 
grasp their qualities and assess them, before allowing them to slip back into their practical 
state of thing-hood, embedded in sociality and action, once more. In my account this re-em-
bedding occurs in chapter six. 
Data acquisition & sources 
In the description and analysis that follows, I rely for the most part on my own field obser-
vations and museum collections. Literature representing previous work on material culture 
from the western Solomons supplements this data. 
The fieldwork presented here was conducted on Nusa Roviana, during three seasons, to-
talling about three months, beginning in 1997 and ending in 1999, with the majority of the re-
cording of material culture taking place in the final year. A fourth trip, planned for mid-2000, 
was cancelled after escalating tensions between Malaitan and Guadalcanal groups in Honiara 
erupted into violence and a coup attempt, necessitating the evacuation of expatriates. 
As a member of the New Georgia Archaeological Survey (NGAS) team, I was involved in 
survey, mapping and excavation of sites located throughout Roviana lagoon, as well as inland 
New Georgia and Rendova. This involved work on sites dating from all of the periods described 
in chapter three, however, my personal responsibility was to document the portable artefacts 
present in late-period (post 1500 AD) site contexts recorded during previous surveys of Nusa 
Roviana (detailed in Nagaoka 1999; Walter & Sheppard 2000; Sheppard & Walter n.d.). The 
results of this documentation serve as the archaeological dataset for the following analysis. 
In chapter three, I described the relevant sites according to four primary categories: wharves, 
house platforms, defensive structures and shrines. Each of these categories is well represented 
in the archaeological landscape of Nusa Roviana, providing a good context within which to 
gather representative material culture data. All sites recorded on Nusa Roviana by the NGAS 
team were revisited, and all artefacts present at each site were documented. Consequently, the 
resulting information is detailed in terms of context and spatial deposition, allowing a rich 
series of analytical scales. 
As virtually all of the late-period sites on the island consist of surface features of coral 
rubble, very little sub-surface excavation was required. However, the loose construction of 
the sites meant that it was necessary to carefully sort through the rubble in order to make 
sure artefacts were not missed. This involved removing and then replacing cobbles, but no 
complete disassembly was attempted. Because the majority of sites containing artefacts retain 
significance for contemporary descendent communities, and are sometimes still regarded as 
being haunted by potentially dangerous spirits, the process of investigation was conducted 
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with care directed at minimising disturbance or destruction of features. It was also considered 
important not to contribute to the gradual loss of heritage suffered by Roviana - the archaeo-
logical landscape is under constant threat from logging and other forms of development, as 
well as looting and intentional damage. For the same reasons very few artefacts were removed 
from sites. Samples were only taken when on-site identification proved impossible, and only 
after consultation with Roviana members of the recording team. Consequently, the majority 
of information was gathered in the field, rather than the laboratory. This limits the quality of 
the archaeological dataset in that, because of logistics, it could not realistically be rechecked 
or added to once surveys were complete. I had to come to terms with artefacts as I encoun-
tered them in sometimes difficult conditions, building up an impression of the assemblage as I 
went, but for the most part unable to go back and document things I subsequently discovered 
to be important. 
The recording itself consisted of empirical observation and documentation of quantita-
tive and qualitative variables. Artefacts were described, measured, photographed and drawn, 
counted and assigned individual reference numbers. Each artefact was coded according to 
its provenance, and notes were taken on the particular characteristics of its deposition. This 
information was subsequently entered into a relational database, primarily organising data 
according to NGAS site numbers, but enabling a variety of ways of sorting and grouping infor-
mation for analysis. The results of which appear below, and on the appended CD-ROM. 
As mentioned in chapter three, NGAS team members were accompanied by local guides 
who served as informants and fellow workers in all of the surveys conducted, and my own 
work did not differ in this respect. Commonly these guides were young men and village elders 
with specific knowledge of oral history and the location of old sites in the bush - they were 
the people each hamlet group usually agreed were the most qualified to work with us. On 
Nusa Roviana there was a core of about ten people who consistently helped me, ranging from 
unmarried men in their early 20s to elderly batJara. Women were rarely involved. During 
my material culture surveys, and during informal evening discussions, these people ( and 
their families) responded to my enquiries about folk nomenclature and details of use, and 
described stories relating to particular artefacts. In the field, such information was, of course, 
limited to things that could be assigned to known classes by locals, but when artefacts were 
encountered that neither I nor they recognised, group speculation ensued. Much information 
about the past significance of these artefacts has been forgotten in the hundred years since 
they fell out of use, and most of what people told me amounted to generic knowledge relating 
to things that are often recorded in more detail in the early textual accounts of New Georgia. I 
generally defer to the latter in the absence of more complete information. Nevertheless, many 
of the Roviana terms relating to the names, manufacture, use and appearance of artefacts that 
are used in this and subsequent chapters are directly informed by the involvement of local 
guides. Our discussions were usually conducted in a mixture of English, Solomon Islands 
Pijin and Roviana. My spoken proficiency in the latter is very basic, but I learned to read the 
language during post-fieldwork sessions with native speakers, who were also kind enough to 
re-check my translations and use of specific terms and phrases in this account. 
Due to the generic nature of the information garnered from informants, and the fact that 
our conversations were not formal interviews, I do not provide lengthy personal quotations 
in the manner of some social anthropology. Doing this would also have the effect of drawing 
attention away from the material culture itself towards present-day local opinions and con-
structions of history. This is a topic worthy of study in its own right, and it is not my goal to 
explore it here. I want to avoid confusing an account that I offer as my own anthropological 
interrogation of ninet~enth century artefacts, which seeks to examine what these things can 
tell us about personhood that is missing in accounts that rely heavily on contemporary oral 
histories. As stated previously, this chapter is presented primarily as an archaeology of objects, 
and keeps the things themselves at the centre. of analysis in order to balance an exploration of 
the role of materiality in sociality. I want to see what happens to our accounts when as much 
attention is paid to things as would normally be paid to words. 
The museum data were gathered during a week-long visit to Auckland War Memorial 
Museum, and all museum artefacts mentioned in the analysis below are from the collec-
tions there, unless otherwise stated. The only other New Zealand institution with significant 
western Solomon Islands material is Otago Museum, but unfortunately, due to lengthy reno-
vations necessitating the storage of the Pacific Island collections, I could not gain access in 
time to include that data here. For financial reasons I could not visit museums in Britain and 
Europe, but I do refer to these collections when relevant items have appeared in published ac-
counts (see below). The sample from Auckland is, however, quite representative of Solomon 
Islands collections around the world. As with many museums, Auckland holds some western 
Solomons artefacts collected during the nineteenth century, and many more from the pe-
riod post-dating missionisation. This pattern is entirely consistentwith the historical trends 
of collecting in the region ( chapter seven), and reflects the fact that before the 1920s only a 
handful of individuals participated in the acquisition of indigenous things from New Georgia. 
Importantly, Auckland holds artefacts traceable to some of the well-known Europeans oper-
ating in New Georgia during the period of collecting, including Davis, Woodford, and Voyce, 
as well as many missionary collectors. Additionally, many items once deposited in the British 
Museum in London (and reported in anthropological journals of the day) are now stored at 
Auckland. 
While information on the original provenance and means of acquisition of many of the 
artefacts is not usually very detailed, the museum collections provide samples preserved in a 
state near to their original condition. They are complementary to the archaeological material 
in this regard: the archaeological assemblage provide high quality contextual information, but 
artefacts were generally broken and weathered by years in the forest; museum artefacts on the 
other hand, are in good condition but often contextually barren. Additionally, the museum 
collections are broader in geographic scope, containing artefacts collected from a wide variety 
of islands, thus giving a good sense of regional variation. Unlike the archaeological assem-
blage the museum collection also includes artefacts made of perishable materials. The sample 
size however, is much smaller, numbering 229 artefacts versus over 1240 in the archaeological 
assemblage. 
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My approach to recording the museum artefacts mirrored the archaeological work. I re-
corded the same qualitative and quantitative variables, and took digital photographs of every 
artefact. In addition, the information present in the museum card catalogue was copied, in-
cluding accession number, provenance, collector, date of acquisition, and any other notes 
made about the artefact. Subsequently, these data were also entered into a relational database, 
linking the recorded information with the photographs of each item. 
Complementing both the archaeological and museum data is a certain amount of prior 
published research. Analytically this literature is poor, consisting mainly of descriptive work, 
as represented by the virtually ubiquitous presence of western Solomons material culture in 
large compendiums of 'Oceanic Art' (e.g. Gathercole et al. 1979; Meyer 1995; Thomas 1995), 
reflecting its widespread collection in the world's museums. Beyond this, there are scattered, 
but useful, references to material culture in the early accounts of visiting sailors, traders, eth-
nographers and government officials (e.g. Somerville 1897; Hocart n.d[h]; Woodford 1909). 
These are accompanied by a cluster of papers published throughout the 1900s in journals 
such as Man; representing a burgeoning interest in western Solomons artefacts amongst 
those who catalogued and collected the things Europeans brought back from their travels 
(e.g. Edge-Partington 1901, 1903, 1906; Edge-Partington & Joyce 1904). Academically, this in-
terest seems to have stalled quite quickly, and although missionaries and travellers continued 
to make collections, there is a gap in written documentation until the 1970s. At this time the 
first overviews of Solomon Islands material culture began to be published - particularly by 
Deborah Waite and Sidney Mead (1973, 1977). Waite especially, has focused on artefacts from 
the western Solomons, operating from a general Art Historical perspective. Her work has 
relied on museum collections,· and is mostly descriptive, consisting of collection histories, 
correlations between artefact types and ethnographically recorded usage, and simple stylis-
tic analyses tracing recurring motifs through different artefact forms (Waite 1979, 1983, 1985, 
1987, 1990, 1999, 2000). Catalogues or photographs of material culture are also present in 
many of the early archaeological reports, including those of Wall & Kuschel (1975), Tedder 
(1976), Miller (1978, 1979), and Reeve (1986), but all lack detailed analysis. Barraud (1972) 
includes material culture in her structural analysis of the rituals recorded in Hocart's manu-
scripts, while Scheffler (1965) and Piko (1976) have described the shell valuables of Choiseul. 
More recent mention of western Solomons material culture can be found in New Georgian 
ethnographies (e.g. Schneider 1996; Hviding 1996), and in the work of Thomas (1991), who 
uses museum collections and Hocart's manuscripts in his discussion of forms of exchange 
in Oceania. Kupiainen (2000) has recently published the only detailed ethnography dealing 
solely with Solomon Islands material culture. His analysis is of woodcarving and the develop-
ment of modern handicraft trade, and is sited in Honiara, Bellona, and Gatokae near Marovo 
lagoon. The Gatokae material, in particular, is useful here because it contains some historical 
data comparable to my own research. 
The predominantly descriptive nature of the above literature is obviously useful for my 
purposes in this chapter. Despite its scattered nature and lack of analytical weight it provides 
a reasonable ground from which new work can proceed. I use the literature as a comparative 
foil for the artefacts I have encountered in museums and in the field, allowing it to flesh out 
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Fig. 5.1 Fragment 
Site 84 Kalikoqu, Nusa Roviana 
gaps and provide a wider context for the Roviana material. Equally though, my own data 
fleshes out gaps present in. the literature, creating the possibility of developing a deeper de-
scription. It is by synthesising and juxtaposing the data sources that I hope to provide a rich 
account of the things of Roviana. 
In what follows I have organised these data according to categories of artefact, beginning 
with the simplest of forms then building up through layers of complexity to an entire suite 
of things. The intent is to gradually develop an impression of the generative 'style' of Roviana 
material culture, and in so doing, illustrate the way simple things gather the world about 
them as they sit within a matrix of referent forms. In this way we will begin to slip beyond the 
surface of things. 
Fragments 
Mysteries always begin with a fragment. An incomplete relic of some thing, some event, or 
some process that we like to suppose was once whole. Such fragments, objectified by the sup-
position of past coherence, are the stuff of all attempts to make sense of history: we try to put 
them back together, tie up loose ends, and create a pleasing narrative circle. The artefact in 
figure 5.1 - a fragment of Roviana's past - might be an interesting place to start. 
It is hard to know what to make of this object, looking down on it in a photograph. We 
can describe it to a limited extent: - it is semi-circular in shape, although it has been broken; 
the scale shows it to be about 11 cm long and 3 cm wide, but we can't tell its depth; it seems 
to have a rectangular cross-section; it is a light cream colour. Someone holding it, turning it 
over in their hands, could describe it further, the cross-section is definitely rectangular, and 
it is roughly as deep as it is wide; it has a smooth, polished surface that is almost glossy; it is 
heavier than expected, hard, and judging by the sharp breaks at its ends, quite brittle. It has 
a slight grain evident beneath the surface, and small pitted holes that have survived the pol-
ishing. Questions immediately arise: What was its original shape? From what is it made? We 
need some context. 
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Fig. 5.2 Artefacts 
Site 84 Kalikoqu, Nusa Roviana 
The object was found in Kalikoqu, Nusa Roviana, under a rough coral rock, within a 
mound of such rocks piled high round the roots of a large tree. The mound of coral conforms 
to a type of structure described earlier as a late-period shrine - according to NGAS surveys this 
is site 84. Several other artefacts were found at this site, thirteen of which were also broken 
semi-circles, though of varying sizes, shapes and finishes. In addition there were a few com-
plete artefacts shaped like rings. Figure 5.2 illustrates some of these artefacts. 
When placed alongside the other artefacts it becomes apparent that the first fragment 
was also ring-shaped before it was broken - it is very unlikely that all had the same unknown 
part snapped off and removed elsewhere, leaving a series of similar horseshoe-like fragments 
here. We can also begin to deduce the material from which the fragments were made. The few 
complete rings present are clearly made of shell, identifiable as a species of Conus. But this is 
too small a shell to have been used for the larger rings. Amongst the latter though, there are 
a few that are less polished than our original fragment. These have the tell-tale fluting and 
wavy grain-like growth rings of the giant clam Tridacna remaining on their surface. It seems 
likely that the more polished form was made of the same material - the pitting and grain are 
recognisably similar, the weight, hardness and texture are comparable. Many other sites on 
Nusa Roviana have similar artefacts, some in varying stages of manufacture, and several of 
these sites have blocks of cut Tridacna gigas (hio) and T. squamosa (veruveru) lying ready to 
be made into rings (see below). Much of this Tridacna is of sub-fossil origin, deriving from 
the uplifted coral of the barrier reef islands. The fragments then, are made of shell that is on its 
way to becoming stone. It is not surprising, given the hard creamy whiteness of this material 
that early Spanish and British explorers thought these artefacts were made of bone or ivory. 
The context of deposition allows us to make sense of the original fragment according to 
a rudimentary classification: it belongs to a family of shell rings that can be found on shrines. 
Our thing has become an object, a specimen within a category that allows us to begin to order 
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Fig. 5.3 Shell ring 
Auckland Museum (4641) 
an investigation of the things of Roviana. During my surveys on Nusa Roviana I recorded 
over 800 of these shell ring artefacts, making them the most ubiquitous item of material 
culture found archaeologically. Partly because of their ubiquity and cultural importance, and 
partly because they are the simplest, least understood artefact type, I wish to spend some time 
discussing them in detail. Shell rings will form the primary category of my analysis, serving 
to provide a 'way in' to the complexity of Roviana things. 
Shell rings 
It might be useful at this point to look at some examples of these artefacts in an undamaged 
state. Museum acquisitions, collected and preserved, are ideal for this purpose. Figure 5.3 
presents a shell ring from Auckland museum, similar to those found on the shrines of Nusa 
Roviana. It is a simple ring made from sub-fossil shell: plain, white and uniform. In and of 
itself, the object gives nothing away. There is no decoration, no evident reference to meaning. 
It is abstract and minimal. A blank zero. But there is a paper sticker on it - recording its acces-
sion number, '4641' (also pencilled directly on the ring, near the top); its place of collection, 
'New Georgia, Solomon Is.'; and the person who deposited it in the museum, 'A. H. Voyce: 
probably also the collector. The card information for this artefact contains no additional in-
formation to that recorded on the sticker. But Voyce is the attributed collector of many other 
artefacts in the museum collection, most of which derive from Bougainville, Choiseul and 
New Georgia. He was a Methodist missionary based primarily in Siuai, Bougainville, where 
he set up a station in 1926 with his wife, as part of an expansion of the mission's efforts in 




Fig. 5.4 Poata 
Auckland Museum (20205) 
the mission headquarters at Munda in the pre-war period, or else while serving as Chaplain 
for the New Zealand Army in the 1940s. The date the artefact was actually made is likely to 
have predated Voyce's arrival in the Solomons - after Christian conversion, shell rings were 
apparently no longer manufactured in New Georgia. Another museum artefact alludes to this 
(figure 5.4). 
Slightly smaller than the previous rings, with a chalky, weathered surface, this artefact has 
a tag recording not only its provenance, but also its Roviana name, and a hint at the means 
of acquisition: "Poata pukerane kali la. Dug up at Kindu by Rove. Dec 1930': Two slightly dif-
ferent rings (20204, 20245) are deposited in the museum with exactly the same information, 
as part of the large Goodfellow collection. Kindu is, as the tag notes, in Roviana, adjacent 
to Munda - the mysterious resident 'Rove' obviously came across a cache of rings buried 
beneath its soil, and recognised them as "Poata from the past" - items evidently in demand 
amongst visiting Europeans in the 1930s. Rather than keep or treasure these things, Rove was 
happy to exchange them with one such visitor. As it turns out this was an entirely appropriate 
thing to do, in accord with their traditional usage. 
The term poata is used now to refer to money, and "poata pukerane kali la" could be 
loosely translated as "money of the olden days''. In December 1930, the collector's informant 
may have meant exactly that, but if so, we have to regard the translation 'money' as being 
analogous rather than precise. Oral traditions and contemporary observations record quite 
clearly that these rings were once abstracted items of exchange, but they were not exactly the 
same as currency in a capitalist market. During the nineteenth century and before, poata were 
used in various kinds of exchange including ceremonial and barter transactions. Essentially, 
they were a category of 'shell valuable' open to an array of uses, the economic classification of 
which is a matter for debate. Subsequently however, the term was employed to encompass the 
arrival of European cash by way of an indigenous analogy. In other words, shell rings are not 
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Fig. 5.5 Bakiha 
Auckland Museum (48763.3) 
money, but according to Roviana people, money is a bit like shell rings (see Hocart n.d[h] ; 
Thomas 1991: 38). 
Poata in the above sense is a generic category - exchangeable shell rings - and it is plainly 
used in this manner by the collector's informant, since the three rings 'dug up at Kindu' are 
of varying sizes and shapes, just like the fragmented rings on the shrines of Nusa Roviana. 
According to present-day informants, and early visitors, these various forms of shell ring 
were recognised and named - there was a systematic folk classification. In .the following I will 
outline this system. 
The term poata, though generically applying to all rings, was also used to refer to a spe-
cific type among the named forms: the poata sosoto or "poata proper" (Hocart n.d[h]: 1). 
These were rings of the kind shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4: made of highly polished sub-fossil 
Tridacna gigas, plain, white and uniform with a roughly rectangular cross-section. They are, 
as we shall see, the most abstracted variety of ring, designed according to a kind of minimal-
ism that removes any hint of reference to the material from which they were made, and frees 
up their potential use. They are a kind of idealised form, and it is because of this that their 
name can categorically apply to all rings. Poata, then, is a term both generic and specific; it 
refers to both genus and species. Accordingly, I will capitalise the first letter when using the 
term in its generic form, and use lower case for the specific ring type. The term Poata can, of 
course, only work as both genus and species because rings of a form regarded as being less 
abstracted than the poata sosoto exist: other rings from which an essential form was distilled, 
or conversely, other rings derived from the basic template. We must now describe these other 
rings. 
The shell rings closest in shape to poata are known as bakiha. They differ only in the pres-
ence of a yellow-orange stain ( described locally as 'red') on a portion of the ring. This stain 
is derived from cutting the ring from the inside of a sub-fossil Tridacna gigas shell near the 
hinge, where the adductor muscle (makisa) once attached. This leaves a translucent layer of 
orange shell on a section of the upper surface of the ring, commonly narrowing the width of 
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Fig. 5.6 Bareke fragment 
Site 1419.2 Kalikoqu, Nusa Roviana 
the ring towards the outside edge where this occurs. Because of the stain, bakiha can be ori-
ented, with a definite front and back, top and bottom - as shown in figure 5.5. 
Plain poata and bakiha are often regarded as being variations of each other and are occa-
sionally referred to as red (zi1Jara) and white (koreo) bakiha, or red and white poata (b. koreo, 
p. zi1Jara etc.). To avoid confusion though, I will reserve the use of bakiha for a stained ring. As 
we will see, the difference is mainly one of valuation - the red is ranked higher, and is affiliated 
in some circumstances with prestige. 
Similar to these rings is another form called bareke. These are usually larger, and are not 
highly polished, but their most significant feature is the presence of the wavy fluting charac-
teristic of Tridacna species clams. They are usually cut from a portion of the shell near the 
lip, and are subjected to only limited grinding, so that the shell's original exterior and interior 
remain visible on the faces of the ring, enabling orientation by means of a definite front and 
back. Unlike poata and bakiha, bareke rings are sometimes made of the smaller variety of 
clam Tridacna squamosa. The smaller species allows a straightforward technique whereby the 
entire half-shell is simply rounded off and a hole is drilled through the centre. In the literature 
bareke are usually portrayed as being 'crudely made' or 'primitive' and reference is often made 
to the fact that informants commonly hold them to be an older variety of ring (Hocart n.d[h]: 
2, 3; Miller 1978: 293). Bareke are certainly much less uniform than poata or bakiha, and are 
visually more variable due to the natural characteristics of individual clams. It is possible that 
some of this variation was once subdivided into further categories. Waterhouse (1949) records 
two additional names for rings related to bareke: adava ("larger than bareke" p.147) and ubo 
("made from veruveru" p. 153) - but people in Roviana recognise neither of these names to-
day. 
Bakiha, poata and bareke can be thought of as variations on a theme - they are all based 
on a large ring with a roughly rectangular cross-section, differing only in the degree to which 
evidence of the source material is removed, and in the portion of the shell that remains vis-
ible. A fourth category of shell ring known as hokata, is not as immediately recognisable as 
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Fig. 5.7 Hokata with flatten ed and lens-shaped cross-sections 
Hobupeka, Roviana: Auckland Museum (left: 2022 8 , right: 20230) 
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being related to this theme, although it too is regarded as a Poata exchange valuable. Also 
made from Tridacna gigas, hokata are plain white rings designed to be worn on the arm above 
the elbow. The inner aperture is consequently much larger than other Poata and the width of 
the ring much less. The most typical hokata have a vertical lens-shaped cross-section and are 
convex on both inner and outer surfaces, with the inner having a slightly flatter radius. Hocart 
recorded that on Simbo ( where hokata are called bokolo ), such rings had the "section of a me-
niscus very slightly concave inside" (n.d[h] : 2), but this is probably incorrect - I have never 
encountered any specimen with a concave inner surface, and all of the museum specimens 
from Simbo are identical to those from Roviana. Hocart does identify a correct variation on 
the form however: ''.Arm rings from Choiseul are occasionally met with: they have a biconvex 
section with flat tops" (n.d[h]: 2). Such rings are quite common in Roviana, and represent a 
further stage of grinding that flattens the usually sharp junction of the two convex surfaces. 
If taken far enough the grinding causes the ring to develop the rectangular section of other 
Poata, although the dimensions are obviously much smaller. I am not able to confirm the 
attribution of these rings to Choiseul - certainly some of the museum specimens are from 
there, but similar rings are also present in the collection from Vella Lavella, Gizo, Simbo, and 
Roviana - their use as exchange objects renders the original island of manufacture invisible. 
Arm rings with flattened tops were thought by Hocart (n.d[h]: 2) to probably represent 
a transitional form between poata and hokata. Whatever the merits of attributing a direc-
tion of derivation, I think it is correct to suggest that a relationship between the forms exists. 
Hokata and other Poata echo each other; their shape differing because hokata must ideally 
meet the physical requirements of being able to fit on an arm. It is hard to say from the form 
alone whether hokata were derived from other Poata in order to provide a wearable valuable, 
or whether other Poata were derived from hokata as objects less associated with the body of 
a person. Whatever the case, they can undoubtedly be perceived as transformations of each 
other. The most important observation we can make here is that each of the four varieties of 
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Fig. 5.8 Bulau 
Left: Auckland Museum (15226); right: site 1466 Kalikoqu, Nusa Roviana 
Tridacna ring enable and imply slightly different arenas of use, while at the same time drawing 
these different arenas together by recognising them as systemically related. Each of the shell 
rings is regarded as a valuable (a Poata) exchangeable in different contexts, but in belonging 
to the wider class and referencing each other in their basic form, they bring the different con-
texts of their use into view as categorically similar. They are a similar class of objects used in a 
similar class of social actions. I will return to this point again later. 
Hocart noted that there was another form of shell ring worn on the arm in Simbo "the 
mbulau, made out of conical shell, marked with brown spots in rows" (1922: 74), but noted 
that they were more common in Roviana, where they were also larger (n.d[h] : 2). Bulau is, 
in fact, the name of the (fresh, non-fossil) shell from which such rings are made - referring 
generically to all species of Conus. The brown markings come from the natural tiger-stripe or 
mottled colouration of some shells. Bulau rings are very common archaeologically on Nusa 
Roviana, but few are of sufficient size to be worn on the arm. One in the museum collec-
tion (accession number 15226) is described as being a "child's arm ring': and with an internal 
diameter of only 50 mm it certainly couldn't be worn by an adult. The largest specimen I en-
countered archaeologically was not much bigger, with an internal diameter of around 69 mm 
(see below). Typically, bulau rings are quite roughly made, consisting of the sawn-off base of 
a Conus shell, pierced by a drilled hole that is usually ground out to within a few millimetres 
of the natural shell wall. This creates a thin but high-sided ring, the diameter of which is de-
termined by the size of the shell. Even on fully polished examples the original spiral structure 
of the shell remains visible in an oblique groove on the outer edge. 
The status of bulau as Poata exchange valuables is uncertain. It seems likely that only those 
large enough to be comparable to hokata and worn on the arm would be included as Poata. 
This is suggested in a list of exchange values for the various shell rings recorded by Hocart: 
only large bulau are mentioned as being worth anything, and are seen as essentially equivalent 
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Fig. 5.9 Hinuili 
Left: Spondy lus sp. Roviana: Auckland Museum (20338); right: Conus sp. no provenance: Auckland Museum (32375.1-16) 
to a small hokata that would "not go over the hand" (n.d[h]: 4). Smaller bulau, which could 
not pass as hokata, do not seem to have been particularly valued exchange items. 
The problematic exchangeability of Conus rings is related to the fact that very small, fin-
ger-ring sized specimens were used specifically in rituals. In Simbo, Hocart noted that these 
were known as ovala (n.d[h]: 3), but in Roviana they are classified within a family of objects 
known as hinuili. Unlike Poata, hinuili as a category were not regarded as exchange valu-
ables, except in specific ceremonial contexts - they were primarily things which had ritual 
importance in effecting transactions with the spirit world, and could work as talismans or 
amulets. The category contains a variety of object forms, some of which are not shell rings, 
but, as with Poata, it is the plainest white ring within the category that stands as the idealised 
form - the species within the genus. Hinuili rings are very similar to bulau in the way they are 
made and their colouring, but are much smaller and usually more polished, with a rounded 
cross-section. Unlike bulau, they seldom have an oblique groove on the outer edge because 
usually they are made from the centre of the base of the shell, and never include the shell wall. 
Other hinuili objects can be made from shells other than Conus, including Strombus (unu-
nusu), Spondylus (habea), and Terebra (raqo, raqoso) amongst others. Each variety of shell is 
used for a differently shaped artefact. The most ring-like of non-Conus hinuili are made from 
Spondylus shell, and consist of a small red circle with a tab extending from the lower edge. 
The red, tabbed, hinuili are present in museum collections and are visible in photographs 
taken of Roviana people during the 1900s, but none has been found in archaeological con-
texts. Only the small white rings are present, and these are very common on shrines, giving 
credence to the probability that they were used mainly in rituals. Small ring hinuili are found 
in museum collections as well though, and many of these have been exchanged rather than 
looted from shrines. Such ritualised items were clearly not inalienable, never to be used in 
transactions amongst the living - people had to obtain them somehow and not everyone 
would make their own. The distinction between Poata and hinuili then is based on the context 
of their primary use: hinuili were ritually potent objects able to effect transactions with the 
spirit world, this was their primary purpose; but they had also to circulate amongst the living, 
amongst people who wanted to use them for such a purpose. Conversely, Poata were objects 
made for effecting transactions between living people, this was their primary purpose; but 
they were sometimes also used ritually, as will become apparent in subsequent chapters. The 
common ground linking all shell rings is the concept of 'transaction' or 'exchange: of which 
there was obviously many kinds and forms. The many kinds and forms of shell ring reflect 
this to a degree: their similar circular shape reflects their use in circulation; different permu-
tations of that circular shape reflect different permutations of circulation. From the evidence 
hinted at above, the system may not have been particularly strict - the association between 
object form and exchange form seems reasonably flexible - but for the time being it is worth 
assuming that the folk classification of rings reflects relative appropriateness of use in differ-
ent primary contexts of exchange. 
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The shell ring categories outlined so far - poata, bakiha, bareke, hokata, bulau, and various 
hinuili - are those recognised by informants today. As noted above, variation within these 
categories is quite extensive. Certainly not all specimens are alike, and many give an initial 
impression of being less than standardised. I want to move on now to explore variation be-
yond the basic folk classification, and examine relative degrees of standardisation. But in do-
ing this it is not necessary to abandon completely 'indigenous' perceptions of these objects. It 
is apparent from Hocart's (n.d[h]: 4) list of relative values that size was an important criteria 
in evaluating individual rings. He noted the standards of measure used by an informant to 
evaluate hokata size: "By large mbokolo Ngaya understands one that goes over the elbow, by 
medium one that goes almost up to it, a small one does not go over the hand". Size, then, will 
be a useful variable with which to begin exploring formal variation within and between the 
different categories of ring. In the subsequent analysis I am going to describe shell rings ac-
cording to the terminology outlined in figure 5.10. 
Size can be evaluated in a variety of ways, using different measures. Ngaya, Hocart's 
named informant, measured hokata with his body, evaluating each ring according to the or-
dinal scale of whether it fit over his hand, forearm or elbow. In this instance, internal diameter 
is obviously the most important variable in determining size. But the width of the ring, and 
its depth would also be significant - a hokata that was excessively wide and deep would not be 
very comfortable to wear. Rings not made to be worn might have been evaluated differently 
- a small internal diameter and large width might give a ring added weight and substance if 
it was only ever meant to be held in the hand. Methods of size evaluation probably depended 
on what was considered appropriate for each ring type. 
In choosing what to measure here, I have selected a few simple variables that can be 
adapted to describe size with the least effort: external diameter, width and depth. In combina-
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Fig. 5-10 Shell ring terminology 
tion, each of these variables is capable of describing the size of any ring. The ratio between 
the variables determines the overall shape of the ring and influences its relative weightiness, 
feel, ability to be worn, and so on. I have not recorded internal diameter as a separate variable 
because it can be deduced by simply doubling the width and then subtracting this from the 
external diameter - that is, of course, if we assume the ring is symmetrical. Many of the shell 
rings are not perfect circles, and their width does tend to vary around the ring - thus I have 
recorded the maximums of the three variables. 
In this and subsequent quantitative analyses I will rely for the most part on the archae-
ological assemblage. The sample size for this is much greater than the museum collection 
(868 vs 50 shell rings attributable to the above folk categories), and there is a wider diversity 
of forms. There are various problems with relying on artefacts from archaeological contexts 
however. Primary amongst these is the fact that a large proportion of the assemblage consists 
of ring fragments. This has an impact on both the measurement of size, and the attribution of 
fragments to folk categories (it will also impact on the assignation of relative frequencies, but 
this is not yet an issue). 
In terms of categorisation, the primary difficulty is with poata and bakiha, the other rings 
b~ing sufficiently distinctive to be identifiable even as fragments. Bakiha, defined as differ-
ent from poata only insofar as having a small stain on a portion of the ring, are likely to be 
under reported because, unless the fragment is from the portion having the stain, the ring 
will otherwise look exactly like a plain poata. This is statistically important because fragments 
of bakiha without a stain would be grouped with poata, merging the two populations and 
potentially covering any differences that might be otherwise evident. In this analysis I have 
grouped all such fragments together as poata, and have simply noted the presence or absence 
of a stain in each case. 
In terms of impact on size measurement, the variable most affected by artefact breakage 
is maximum external diameter. The breakage pattern of the assemblage generally consists of 
ring segments intact in terms of width and depth, but frequently consisting of less than half of 
a full circle. Rather than discard these fragments as unusable, the solution that I have adopted 
has been to reconstruct the original diameter where possible. In the field I traced the outside 
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edge of every fragment, giving an arc with dimensions reflecting the original diameter. With 
these dimensions it is relatively simple to find the original radius, and thus diameter, by using 
the following equation: 




Again, we have to apply caution to the result because shell rings are seldom perfect circles. 
This is especially the case with bareke which tend to be much less uniform than other rings. 
Nevertheless the equation gives a reasonable estimate of the original diameter of a fragment 
- trial runs with arcs drawn from whole shell rings commonly came within a few millimetres 
of the known maximum diameter. The amount of fragmentation in the archaeological assem-
blage is shown in the pie chart in figure 5.11. 
This is certainly a significant degree of breakage, but the issue of inaccuracy is lessened 
when we take into account the fact that 42 % of fragments were equal to or greater than half 
the circumference of the original ring. In terms of providing an accurate measure of diameter 
these rings count as whole. If we use this information to weight the ratio of broken to whole. 
artefacts shown in figure 5.11, then 55.5% of shell ring artefacts can be considered as provid-
ing 'whole' information, and 44.5% can be thought of as providing 'fragmentary' information 
- it was these latter artefacts that required reconstruction according to the mathematical for-
mula. 
There is one remaining problem though - fragments potentially deriving from the same 
ring were measured separately, meaning that individual rings may have been measured more 
than once. Oral traditions suggest that at least some of the rings deposited on archaeological 
sites were broken in situ, and refitting experiments confirmed this. The actual percentage of 
the archaeological sample able to be refitted was extremely small (less than 2%), but never-
theless it is important to note that counts of artefacts reported here refer to NISP rather than 
MNI. Because shell rings are seldom uniform however, one effect of measuring fragments of 
the same ring is that the uncertainty of mathematical reconstruction is lessened, since the 
measurements for fragments combine to create an average of the actual ring. 
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Std. 
ValidN Mean Deviation Median Min. Max. Skewness 
Bareke 
width 390 38.64 9.59 39 14 69 -0.08 
depth 390 25.14 6.90 25 7 78 1.23 
diameter 383 136.67 22.00 136 72 250 0.23 
Poata 
width 250 23.26 7.23 23 6 52 0.49 
depth 250 18.50 5.28 18 5 36 0.33 
diameter· 249 113.06 18.92 111 58 190 0.39 
Hokata 
width 74 6.89 2.05 6 4 14 1.35 
· depth 74 10.24 2.37 11 5 17 0.22 
diameter 59 87.61 11.87 89 43 105 -1.39 
Bulau 
width 83 16.49 6.40 16 5 35 0.53 
depth 87 15.21 6.27 14 4 32 0.52 
diameter 89 63.34 12.97 66 19 89 -0.83 
Hinuili 
width 35 7.43 3.59 6 3 18 1.39 
depth. 35 5.89 2.83 5 2 14 1.27 
diameter 35 40.29 17.68 36 16 91 0.72 



















y: 390 cases; x: mean 38.64, stdDev 9.59 
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Fig. 5.12 Histograms of ring size - bareke 
We can begin evaluating size variation by conducting a few simple statistical analyses. 
Table 5.1 presents the basic statistics of the shell ring size data recorded for the archaeological 
assemblage. All measurements are in millimetres. The artefacts are listed in order of decreas-
ing mean diameter. The Valid N column (i.e. number of artefacts for which measurements are 
available) shows that shell rings identified by the folk classification as bareke and poata are by 
far the most common rings found archaeologically, and consequently have the most accurate 
sample size - the smaller sample for the other rings is reflected in their wider confidence 
intervals. We can use the information in the table to examine size variation within each ring 
category as well as differences between categories - both of which are conveyed by the mean, 
range, normality and standard deviation of the distributions. 
I want to examine first the degree of size standardisation within each category of ring. The 
quickest and most immediately obvious measure of standardisation is the range of sizes with-
in each sample. In table 5.1 this range is shown by the difference between the minimum and 
maximum values. One would expect standardised rings to have a narrow range - that is, the 
minimum and maximum measures would be close together. Bareke consistently appear as the 
shell rings with the widest size range, followed by poata, hinuili, bulau and hokata - indicating 
a basic hierarchy of increasing standardisation. But it is clear when looking at the medians for 
the measurement variables that the range is affected by significant outliers and extremes - if 
the measurements were evenly distributed between the maximum and minimum values we 
would expect the medians to fall exactly halfway between them, but in most cases here they 
are skewed towards either the lower or upper end of the range. We can gain more accuracy 
by examining the mean, standard deviation, and the normality of the distribution via histo-
grams. Let's go through the categories of ring one by one, beginning with bareke. 
The histograms in figure 5.12 show that the distributions of measurements for diameter, 
width and depth of bareke vary in terms of their normality and spread. A few very large. 
outliers have affected the ranges observed in table 5.1, confirming that range is not a very 
accurate measure of standardisation. The width measurement has the most normal distri-
bution (the skewness and kurtosis approach zero), and the range least altered by outliers or 
extremes. Loosely clustering around a mean of about 39 mm, the width of bareke does not 
appear to be particularly uniform - at one standard deviation either side of the mean, the 
majority of rings vary between about 30-50 mm, a range of 20 mm. This is in contrast to the 
depth measurement where the same range drops to 13 mm. The distribution of depth meas-
urements is extremely peaked (kurtosis of 8.76) indicating that the vast majority of bareke 
have a very consistent depth: a mean of 25 mm. This is perhaps caused by the natural thick-
ness of Tridacna shells - bareke as noted above, tend to be subjected to only a little grinding, 
leaving the naturalinner and outer surfaces of the shell partially intact. If natural thickness 
was the main limiting factor, then the standardisation of the depth measurement would in-
dicate that shells of a consistent size were being used for making bareke. The mean depth of 
25 mm suggests that medium sized Tridacna gigas were used for the majority of rings - an 
observation supported by archaeological evidence of manufacture (see below). This being the 
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specimens. The distribution of diameter measurements, though a little more peaked than the 
width measurements, similarly approaches that of normal. External diameter varies twice as 
much as width at one standard deviation above and below the mean, with most rings having 
diameters between 114-158 mm, a range of 44. mm. Diameter then, is much less uniform than 
either width or depth. 
In general, bareke seem to be made to a loose template that allows for significant size 
variation, limited mainly by the thickness of the source shell. The distributions all have only 
one mode, indicating that size variation is not systematically manufactured according to rec-
ognised categories - rings simply vary randomly around an average size. The only exception 
to this comes in the form of the outliers consistently appearing at the high end of each meas-
urement range - probably comprising a few individual rings, these may have constituted a 
separate, though rare, very large bareke form. Although overall size appears flexible, the ratio 
between width, depth and diameter remains constant throughout the size range. Running a 
series of Pearson product-moment correlation tests on the data shows that the width, depth 
and external diameter of bareke are all positively correlated at a significant level (p<o.005). In 
other words, a ring of larger diameter will also have a larger width and depth, and vice versa. 
Poata (figure 5.13) are a little more uniform than bareke, but exhibit a similar overall pat-
tern. Although there is less of the peaked-ness evident in the distribution of bareke depth 
and diameter measurements, the poata measurements tend to have less wide ranges. All of 
the distributions approach normal and outliers again tend to affect the upper end of the total 
population range - though more so for diameter and width than depth. The depth measure-
ment seems to be less affected by the natural characteristics of the source shell, reflecting the 
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this, it is noteworthy that the majority of poata have a depth within 5 mm either side of the 
mean (18 mm). Thus, the grinding of poata seems to conform to a reasonably tight size tem-
plate. The width of poata clusters around the mean a little less tightly than depth, but, as with 
bareke, is much more consistent than the diameter measure. Most poata come within 19 mm 
of the mean diameter - a similar degree of variation to bareke. Again the distributions all have 
a single mode, indicating that the basic folk classification appropriately groups a single size 
population. Correlation tests show that the width, depth and external diameter of poata are 
all positively correlated at a very significant level (p<o.005). 
Bareke and poata appear to be only loosely defined in terms of ideal overall size. It is only 
the cross-section of these rings that approaches any kind of uniformity, with the manufactur-
ing process producing rings <?f a reasonably consistent rim size, but a widely varying overall 
diameter. In comparison to hokata however, this tendency looks a lot less consistent. 
The sample size of hokata is much smaller than the previous two kinds of shell ring, 
meaning that we have to apply a little more caution to the interpretation .of the results. The 
histograms in figure 5.14 show that the size distributions for poata are all more 'peaked' than 
normal - immediately indicating a degree of clustering about the means, and hence consist-
ency. The width and diameter measures are also skewed slightly upwards and downwards 
respectively. This is mainly caused by outliers and extremes: there are three hokata with diam-
eters much smaller than normal, and three with widths much larger than normal. 
The histogram for diameter shows that most hokata have a diameter between 65-105 mm, 
with the vast majority clustering around the mean in the 80-90 mm range. This is a much 
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and diameter of hokata is very focussed on a specific size range. Almost all hokata come 
within 2 mm of the mean width (7 mm) and depth (10 mm). This is a very tight pattern in-
dicating a high degree of uniformity. As discussed above, the primary factor influencing this 
is the requirement that hokata must be able to be worn on the arm. Commonly, several rings 
were worn at once, stacked above the elbow, necessitating that each ring be of a similar size 
and shape. That diameter is the most variable measurement here, is not surprising given that 
different people have different sized arms. The small mean external diameter (and the even 
smaller internal diameter that it implies) gives some indication of the size of Roviana people 
in the nineteenth century: as a European on a modern diet I found it impossible to get all but 
the largest hokata anywhere above my forearm - and at 181 cm and 75 kg I am not particularly 
bulky. 
None of the size distributions can be said to have more than one mode. But it is tempting, 
given the indigenous classification of hokata sizes noted above, to interpret the diameter his-
togram accordingly. The very low outliers would plainly not fit 'over the hand: while the rings 
grouping around 80-90 mm would probably go 'up to the elbow: and the high peak above 95 
mm would probably include rings that go 'over the elbow: But with such a small sample this 
is merely speculative; I suspect that if the sample were increased the distribution would erase 
any hint of tri-modality. 
Correlation tests between the three measures of size also indicate a point of difference be-
tween hokata and the previous rings. Only width-depth and depth-diameter show up as being 
significantly correlated (p<o.05, and p<o.005 respectively). The lack of correlation between 
width and diameter is partially due to the small sample size, but nevertheless, it is interesting 
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Fig. 5.16 Histograms of ring size - hinuili 
that the width of hokata does not increase or decrease with diameter. This possibly reflects the 
high uniformity of the width variable. 
The size range of hokata then, appears to harbour the least variation encountered so far 
- they are highly regular rings with a consistently shaped cross-section indicating that they 
were manufactured to a strict template. The primary limiting factor here is their intended use 
as wearable things. 
Bulau rings differ from the Tridacna varieties in that their external diameter is determined 
solely by the natural size of the shell from which they were made. They are not subjected to 
external grinding. Only their width and depth are dependent on human decision making and 
manufacture techniques. The histograms in figure 5.15 reflect this to a degree. The histogram 
for diameter has a definite upward slope to it, with a sharp drop-off above So mm. This pat-
tern seems to be caused by the selection of shells towards the upper end of the available size 
range. Whilst very few Conus shells above So mm in diameter seem to have been available 
in Roviana, very few rings were made from shells below about 50 mm. To a degree this sup-
ports an argument for some standardisation of these rings - people seem to have preferred to 
make bulau rings out of the largest shell available. The natural So mm limit, however, tends to 
confirm the view taken above that bulau could only ever pass as small arm-rings - a fact also 
indicated by the mean of 63 mm, which is certainly much smaller than that of hokata. 
In terms of width and depth, bulau are much more variable than hokata, coming close to 
the range seen in bareke and poata. This is primarily due to the roughness with which most 
bulau are made: the depth is determined largely by the point·at which the shell breaks when 
the base is knocked off to make the ring, after which only a little grinding typically takes place; 
the width depends on the degree to which the central hole is enlarged, and in archaeological 
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samples at least, this can vary from a small central hole to one that is enlarged nearly to the 
edge of the natural shell wall. The correlations between width, depth and diameter measures 
reflect this to a degree - width and depth are not significantly correlated (p>o.05), while 
width-diameter, and depth-diameter are (both p<o.005). 
The final shell ring type, hinuili, has the smallest sample size, and the histograms reflect 
this in their abnormal distributions (figure 5,16). The width and depth measurements, partic-
ularly, are skewed and peaked. Both dimensions cluster towards the lower end of their ranges, 
with a degree of concentration about the mean approaching that of hokata. They appear as 
systematically very thin and shallow rings, and in this respect are uniform. The diameter 
measurement however shows no such focus - instead, the diameters of hinuili vary evenly 
between rings of 10 mm to rings of 70 mm. Although, like bulau, hinuili are made of Conus 
shell, they are usually ground to size on their exterior surface, meaning that the diameter of 
the final ring is not usually determined by the natural size of the source shell. The upper limit 
of available shells does apply however, with only one specimen having a diameter above So 
mm. In terms of size, hinuili are best typified by the delicate thinness of their rim, rather than 
the overall diameter of the ring. 
To sum up the degrees of variation displayed in the histograms it is helpful to compare the 
population variances of the five shell ring types, measured as the sum of the squared devia-
tions about the mean divided byn-1. 
bareke poata hokata bulau hinuili 
Width 91.98 52.32 4.23 41.08 12.96 
Depth 47.66 27.96 5.66 39.33 8.05 
Diameter 484,40 358.30 141.10 168.27 312.86 
Table 5.2 Population variances of shell ring dimensions 
According to this measure, bareke have the greatest amount of variation in size, although 
poata too are quite variable rings. Bulau vary more than poata in terms of the depth meas-
ure, but are otherwise a little less variable. Hokata and hinuili appear as the only rings with 
marked lack of variance but this only applies to their depth and width measures - hinuili have 
a marked variation in external diameter, and hokata vary more in that regard also, although 
less so than any other ring. In fact, external diameter appears to be the most variable dimen -
sion for all rings. 
This analysis describes the degrees of variation in the dimensions of rings at a population 
level in terms of how close in millimetres rings come to replicating the mean. However, this 
may not be very useful in terms of the actual experience of the standardisation of rings. For 
example, although the depths of hinuili vary only by a few millimetres about the mean, this 
would probably be sensed as a noticeable difference given that the mean is only about 6 mm. 
Conversely, although the diameter of bareke varies by about 22 mm on either side of the mean, 
this may not be particularly noticeable in relation to the generally large size of those rings. 
The larger the dimension the more leeway there is in terms of noticeable variation - a devia-
tion of 6 mm either side of a 12 mm ring amounts to 50 % of the total size, whereas a variation 
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of 22 mm either side of a 140 mm ring only amounts to about 15 %. The population variance 
measures do not take this in to account and so are not directly comparable. We can mitigate 
this by considering the coefficient of variance for the populations - measured as the standard 
deviation divided by the mean. This more closely approximates the degree of standardisation 
in that it takes into account the effects of size, and produces a directly comparable result pre-
sented as a percentage. 
bareke poata hokata bulau hinuili 
Width 0.25 0.31 0.30 0.39 0.48 
Depth 0.27 0.29 0.23 0.41 0.48 
Diameter 0.16 0.16 0.13 0.20 0.44 
Table 5.3 Shell ring dimensions - coefficient of variance 
According to this measure, hinuili exhibit by far the highest amount of variation and are 
thus the least standardised form of shell ring in terms of noticeable differences in size. Bulau 
too, are quite variable rings, although their diameter is relatively standardised, mainly because 
this relies on the natural size of the source shell. Hokata again appear as the rings with the 
most standardised dimensions, although, somewhat surprisingly, bareke vary less in width 
relative to their size. External diameter is the most standardised of the dimensions measured 
for all rings .. However, bareke, poata and hokata all vary reasonably consistently across their 
dimensions. This suggests that all Poata ring types have a similar degree of standardisation, 
with variations reflecting similar natural trends in the manufacturing process. Variation is 
under 30% in all cases indicating that these rings were made to a conventional 'template: but 
with a reasonable degree of leeway. Bulau and hinuili on the other hand include rings with a 
much wider range of forms and tend not to be particularly standardised. Some of this is due 
to the roughness of their manufacture - the depth of bulau is determined by the amount of 
shell wall remaining attached to the base - but there was clearly a lot of flexibility in the forms 
these rings could take. 
The issue of standardisation is related to the question of how well the folk typology cat-
egories accommodate ring variation. In order to address this it is helpful to compare the 
dimension populations of rings graphically. The box and whisker plot in Figure 5.17 sums up 
the relative dimensions of each shell ring type. Judging by the box plots alone the variation 
across categories of ring appears quite subtle: all have dimension ranges that tend to overlap 
each other - this is especially the case with the cross section measurements. Nevertheless, the 
mean dimensions of rings do differ, in terms of both overall diameter and, more subtly, the 
ratios between width and depth. This is expressed diagrammatically in figure 5.18. 
Statistically, these mean cross-section dimensions are significantly different from each 
other (p<o.005 in all cases and combinations), with the exception of the width of hokata and 
hinuili (p>o.05). Nonetheless, the significant difference of their relative depths easily separates 
the latter ring types, showing that, in combination, the cross-section dimensions of shell rings 
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Fig. 5.18 Shell ring dimensions - mean width-depth measurements, 1:1 
of the rings are statistically different (p<o.005), despite their overlapping ranges. The ordering 
of this difference is readily apparent in figure 5.17. 
Although I have not separated poata from bakiha in the above analysis, it is worthwhile 
considering here if there are any differences between the dimensions of fragments with and 
without a stain in the poata population. According tot-tests, stained and plain fragments do 
turn out to be statistically different from each other in terms of both diameter (p=o.017) and 
depth (p=o.017), but not width (p>o.05). Given that there is a difference in sample size (43 
stained, 207 unstained) however, itis worthwhile noting that the means vary only by a few 
millimetres: stained fragments have a mean width of 22 mm, depth of 20 mm, and diameter 
of 107 mm; whe_reas the dimensions for unstained fragments are 23 mm, 18 mm and 114 mm. 
Because of sample size and inherent problems with separating the two populations, it is un-
wise to take such a subtle difference in results too seriously. While there is some evidence 
for bakiha having a slightly smaller diameter and larger depth, we must, for the time being, 
regard the populations as very similar. 
All of which means that, with the possible exception of poata and bakiha, each of the 
shell ring categories belongs to a different size population. Not only does each ring type differ 
in the specific visual cues outlined above, but they also differ significantly in terms of their 
overall dimensions. This suggests that the folk classification successfully accommodates dif-
ferent shell ring sizes. Despite the inherent size variations, which are certainly quite wide 
ranging, we do not need to invent sub-categories. Looked at from a different direction how-
ever, the reasonably large variation within most classes indicates that size, by itself, is not an 
important criterion for the folk classification - rings are classified into primary categories 
irrespective of their size. Put bluntly: while each category is associated with a significantly 
different size population, size does not define each category of ring. This suggests that size 
was simply a qualitative variable within defined classes - rings could be evaluated positively 
or negatively depending on their size relative to the population norm for that class. According 
to Hocart's (n.d[h]) informants, rings above average size for each class seem to have been 
positively evaluated, whilst ones below average were perceived negatively, as less valuable. The 
different mean sizes but overlapping ranges between classes allowed for a situation whereby 
rings could be cross-evaluated - that is, large individuals within a generally smaller ring class 
could be valued as equivalent to small individuals within a generally larger ring class: as was 
the case for large bulau and small hokata. Consequently, size was probably tied to a hierarchy 
of valuation used to rank individual rings. This in itself suggests a means by which flexibility 
of usage entered into the folk categorisation of rings. As noted above, different ring types 
probably implied different usages, meanings, and forms of exchange, but, the size of indi-
vidual specimens seems to have allowed transcendence of norms. Individual rings could be 
liminal, and able to be seen as one or the other - a very large bulau could become equivalent 
to a hokata in an exchange. 
As a second order categorization judged by no objective criteria, size would have been 
evaluated differently depending on the experience of particular people. Involving subjective 
evaluation, the assessment of shell rings in Roviana was probably as much of a sensuous ex -
perience as the assessment of age, rank and quality of kula valuables by participants in that 
exchange system (Campbell 1983). In the words of Hocart: 
there are poata & poata, some so inferior that they have no commercial value at all. It requires an experience 
which we did not acquire to decide what is a good & what a bad poata in the eyes of the natives. Mr. Bronstein 
of Mandegusu claimed to be one of the only two who understood poata, & his claim was allowed by others. 
Shape makes all the difference; we have twice seen a poata returned (vamule) as inadequate. (n.d[h]: 5) 
~ 
Given that 'shape makes all the difference', I will now move on to structural variations: subtle 
differences in aspects of the shape of rings. I have already mentioned the primary structural 










Fig. 5.19 Hinuili cross-sections 
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Fig. 5.20 Bulau cross-sections 
Left: site 66 Kokorapa, Nusa Roviana; right: site 84 Kalikoqu, Nusa Roviana 
of the folk categories of ring do exhibit other structural variations beyond the definitions giv-
en by informants today, and it is here that sub-categories may be necessary for a full descrip-
tion of these artefacts. Let's begin with what we left off with - the shape of cross-sections. 
The cross-sections appearing in figure 5.18 are, as noted, diagrammatic representations of 
relative dimensions. The true cross-section shapes of shell rings are seldom quite as uniformly 
rectangular. In fact they vary within and between the folk classes. Hinuili are the ring type 
with the most consistent cross-section, rarely deviating from an elongated rectangle rounded 
on its inner and outer surfaces (0). Typical examples can be seen in figure 5.19. In this figure 
and in the following descriptions I will orient the rings slightly differently to that shown in 
figure 5.18 - cross-sections will be described as if the ring was standing on end, and viewed 
from the side. 
In contrast to hinuili, the cross-sections of bulau vary considerably. The almost square 
shape shown in figure 5.18 is misleading in that these rings never have such a solid cross-sec-
tion. Instead, most e_xhibit a reverse 'L'-shape (d) varying around the mean width (vertical) 
and depth (horizontal) dimensions. The variation is due to the extent of grinding that has 





Fig. 5.21 Hokata cross-sections 




Fig. 5.22 Poata cross-sections 
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tion. The most finely polished varieties are reduced to a simple horizontal rectangle (=). 
Consequently, there are two basic bulau cross-section shapes with varying dimensions: d 
and=. 
The horizontal rectangle variety of bulau can be seen as an approximation of the basic 
hokata cross-section shape. As discussed in the general description of hokata this is a lens-
shape with convex inner and outer surfaces ( 0 ). In true hokata made of Tridacna, the outer 
surface is always more rounded than the inner surface, but in bulau the surfaces are more 
even. This is primarily due to limitations of the Conus shell - the thinness of the shell wall 
gives less material to manipulate. Hokata, cut and shaped from clam shell, have cross-sections 
determined solely by human manufacturing. Besides the lens-shape, another hokata cross-
section variety was noted above: this was the biconvex rectangle formed by flattening the top 
and bottom of the ring, resulting in a ring with shallower depth ( 0). Again there is continu-
ous variation within these two basic shapes, mainly in terms of the radius of the convex sur-
faces. Examples of the cross-section shapes of hokata are shown in figure 5.21. 
Bareke, poata and bakiha are based on two essential cross-section forms. All have a rec-
tangular shape that is either 'rounded' or 'peaked' on the inner surface of the ring. 'Rounded' 
refers here to a simple convex arc (0 ), whilst 'peaked' describes an angular inner surface with 
flatted sides ground to a central ridge, like the roof of a house (0). The degree of rounded-
ness or peaked-ness varies between higher and lower profiles, and often there is a degree of 
asymmetry with the profile sloping more towards one or other face of the ring. I do not think 
it is worthwhile distinguishing these latter kinds of variation beyond the simple 'rounded' or 
'peaked' description - mainly because they seem to be random or inconsequential outcomes 
of grinding. Disruption of the two main forms frequently occurs on portions of individual 
rings, due to the presence of fluting in the case of bareke, and the adductor muscle stain in the 
case of bakiha. Both of these have the effect of narrowing or distorting the basic rectangular 
shape. These deviations are, however, not elements of the cross-section per se - instead they 
are part of the definition of the folk ring classes, the presence of fluting indicating bareke, 
staining bakiha and so on. 
There are other slight variations between bareke, poata and bakiha cross-sections. As seen 
in figure 5.18, bareke tend to be flatter and wider than the other ring types. They also have 
less uniform sides - bakiha and poata are more finely shaped and ground, lending them an 
angular, sharp-sided appearance. Bareke tend to be more rounded off, and irregular. Again 
though, the primary folk classification entirely accounts for these characteristics - they are 
not independent of the folk classes. 
In summary, seven basic cross-section shapes have been recorded for the shell rings of 
Roviana, as represented by the archaeological assemblage. These are: peaked (0 ); rounded 
(0); lens shaped (O); flattened lens (O); reverse L (c:::!l); horizontal rectangle (=); and 
rounded vertical rectangle (0). I intend to use these cross-sections as part of a formal classifi-
cation of shell rings, but before turning to this there is another aspect of structural variation ' 
that must be addressed. This is the issue of adductor muscle staining. 
Although only bakiha are held to exhibit a stain in the folk classification, a small pro-
portion (2%) of the archaeological assemblage rings classified as bareke is stained. Staining 
on bareke may have occurred inadvertently, due to an unavoidable presence of the muscle 
attachment area in source material, or else it may have been purposeful, representing a ring-
type not recognised in present-day folk classifications. Noting the presence of such rings in 
the Nusa Roviana fortification, Miller (1979) has pointed out that current descriptions may 
be a simplification of a more complex past reality. In terms of their classification, the question 
arises whether these are really bareke with a stain, or whether they are bakiha with fluting. 
This is an issue that does not come up in the original folk classification because of a hierarchy 
of attributes. Let's review the folk classification again, systematically: 
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Bareke are Tridacna rings defined primarily by the existence of fluting, and irregularity 
of manufacture. 
l-
Bakiha and poata are Tridacna rings that are defined by an absence of fluting, and a 
smooth, polished regularity of manufacture. Bakiha and poata differ from each other only 
in the detail that poata are plain, and bakiha have an adductor muscle stain. 
Hokata are Tridacna arm rings. They have a standardised appearance with a thin lens-
shaped cross-section and a diameter only big enough to fit on the arm. They are much 
more delicate than other ring forms. 
Bulau are Conus shell rings. They are made from the base of the shell and include a sec-
tion of the side wall. The base may be ground out to varying degrees between the centre 
of the ring and the side wall. 
Hinuili rings are usually made from Conus (the Spondylus, tabbed variety are not con-
sidered here). They are made from the base of the shell but do not have any side wall 
present. 
According to the above, the primary distinction between bareke and other rings is the 
presence of fluting. Adductor muscle staining is an order of classification below the regular-
ity or fluting of the ring, and is used bnly to differentiate between poata and bakiha. This is 
essentially a taxonomic classification system, and so stained bareke do not exist as a formal 
category. Nevertheless, the real-world presence of stained bareke is important for a full as-
semblage description; we need to include them to the same degree that we need to include 
different cross-sections - such variations may reflect different manufacturing techniques, re-
gional diversity, or forgotten classes of artefact. To this end we can use the folk arrangement 
to inform a formal classification accounting for additional variation. 
The best classification method for this purpose is the type-variety approach - a taxonom-
ic classification with some paradigmatic characteristics (Dunnell 1971). Table 5-4 illustrates a 
classification using the attributes that have been observed so far. Size is not included in order 
to reflect the fact that it is generally a post hoc form of valuation or ranking - though each 
ring type has an ideal size relative to others this is not a determining part of the folk classifica-
tion. 
There are four dimensions of classification in this scheme. The primary dimension is shell 
genus, dividing all rings into either Tridacna or Conus varieties. The secondary dimension is 
labelled 'ring morphology' and is based on the presence or absence of particular naturally oc-
curring features of the shell from which the ring is made, and the level of reduction of those 
features. Thus for Tridacna rings, category 1 have surface fluting evident, while category 2 
have had it removed by grinding and polishing; and for Conus rings, category 3 have evidence 
of the original shell wall, while category 4 have had it removed by grinding and polishing. The 
third dimension is 'ring colouring' and refers solely to the presence or absence of an adduc-
tor muscle stain. Since Conus shells do not have such a stain, this dimension does not apply 
to rings made of that material. The fourth dimension is ring cross-section, and includes the 
seven observed forms. These have been divided up as appropriate with the more obvious 
redundant combinations removed: for example, Tridacna rings never have cross sections e, 
f and g, and so these combinations are not shown. Category B4 has had the cross-section 'g' 
retained for descriptive purposes, but this extra step is also redundant. 
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The resulting 13 ring types can be grouped into varieties of the folk classes, as shown in the 
table. Bareke have a possible four sub-types, bakiha, poata, hokata and bulau each have two, 
and hinuili, in this system, remains as a single type ( although, as originally noted, there are 
different hinuili forms made from shells other than Conus). The relative occurrences of each 
shell ring type are shownin figure 5.23. 
The bars of the histogram in figure 5.23 represent each formal type as a percentage of the 
entire archaeological shell ring assemblage. Below this, the types are grouped as varieties of 
the folk categories, and the within-category occurrence of these varieties is also given as per-
centages. The variable combination A lib is not represented in the archaeological assemblage 
and so is absent from this figure. 
Besides simply describing the occurrence of various shell ring attributes within the as-
semblage, the figure also demonstrates overall levels of standardisation beyond the size vari-
ables discussed previously. Each folk type has a dominant variety, with other variations oc-
curring in minor proportions. Except for hinuili, bareke are the most standardised in terms 
of the classification variables: 95% are unstained and have a rounded cross-section. Hokata 
come close to this, with 93% having a lens-shaped cross-section. Bulau, poata and bakiha are 
also dominated by single varieties, but to a lesser extent. Most Tridacna rings have rounded 
cross-sections, and the occurrence of the peaked variety seems to be generally associated with 
bakiha and poata rather than bareke. Of these, stained bakiha have a slightly greater percent-
age of peaked cross-section rings (27.9% vs 18%). Bulau are dominated by the reverse-L cross-
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Fig. 5.23 Percentages of ring types 
The variables chosen for this classification are primarily morphological and consist of 
key elements or visual cues that, in combination, result in forms of ring that fit within a range 
of tolerance for each folk category. These visual cues are the result of particular manufacture 
sequences, and accordingly, the classification can also be seen as accounting for particular 
decision events that occurred during manufacture. Thus, for each ring, a particular shell spe-
cies was chosen and a particular portion was used, and particular techniques were chosen for 
shaping, grinding and polishing, according to the desired final result. The dominance of cer-
tain varieties within the folk types indicates that the methods and sequences of these events 
were reasonably routinised (particularly for hokata and bareke manufacture), directed at con-
sistently producing rings of a desired or valued shape. There was, however, room for some 
variation to occur, as reflected in both minor structural differences, and in wide size variance. 
Finished rings were produced through a complex interplay of technique, the constraints of 
the material, and desired qualities, throughout the manufacturing process. I will now turn to 
the exact means by which shell rings were made. 
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There are remnant artefacts of shell ring manufacture deposited on many of the Nusa Roviana 
sites. These include unfinished shell rings, as well as cut Tridacna fragments and blanks, debit-
age and other residue. Such artefacts, coupled with oral traditions, allow a reconstruction of 
the manufacturing methods and. sequences employed by Roviana shell ring producers. 
Amongst the most valuable archaeological sites for gaining an insight into such processes 
is a shell ring manufacturing complex located in Kalikoqu (site 1465/1466). Covering about 
120 m 2 on the edge of the mangrove inter-tidal belt, the archaeological features here consist 
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pression is dug below the surface of the mudflats, and is surrounded by cobble walls to retain 
water on the outgoing tide. Next to this, the platform is paved with coral stones scattered with 
Tridacna shell debris, shell ring debitage, and two very large basalt stones with well-defined 
grinding facets. The shrine is about 1.2 m high and has a central hollow where human cranial 
material and artefacts were once deposited - these now spill out down the slopes of the shrine 
onto the surrounding ground surface. 
There are no specific oral traditions associated with this place, but generic stories of shell 
ring manufacture and published accounts flesh out the archaeological evidence. The first stage 
of the manufacture process for all shell ring types was to gather suitable material. Upon the 
paved platform, large chunks of sub-fossil Tridacnagigas (hio) bear the marks of having been 
sawn and smashed. This source material would have been gathered in the form of whole 
Tridacna valves found amongst the raised coral foundations of the island. Oral traditions as-
sociated with places such as Latone (site 19) describe how such shells were located by ritual 
experts in the interior of the island and taken to the coast (see table 3.2). Before a Tridacna 
ring was made, a suitably flat, large section of shell was obtained - bearing an adductor mus-
cle stain if a bakiha was to be produced, or fluting for a bareke. It is unclear how careful 
this process was. Most accounts suggest a fragment was simply broken off and knocked to 
shape (Somerville 1897: 364; Hocart n.d[h]: 1; Piko 1976: 101), presumably with a hammer 
stone, rather than being carefully sawn out from the shell. However, the archaeological frag-
ments indicate that very large shells were sawn into smaller pieces, and then knocked, sawn or 
pecked to shape. Slight differences probably occurred depending on the size and type of shell 
being utilised - if a bareke was to be made from the smaller Tridacna squamosa ( veruveru) 
for example, the entire outside of the valve was simply rounded off rather than being broken 
or sawn. Several whole veruveru and the similar hohobulu (Hippopus hippopus) are found 
deposited amongst the larger Tridacna gigas at site 1465/1466, presumably ready to be used in 
this manner. 
The aim of this initial stage was to create a flat, disc-shaped preform of a diameter and 
depth roughly equivalent to that desired for the completed ring. Accordingly, each preform 
was ground down with a mixture of sand and water on a flat stone, until uniformity was 
achieved. At site 1465/1466, sand would have been gathered locally 
(from the coral sand flats) or imported (from river mouths or the black mineral sand 
beaches ofRendova) and used in conjunction with the basalt grinding stones (also imported, 
probably from mainland New Georgia). The walled enclosure provided a consistent water 
supply for this purpose. Although Somerville (1897: 364) notes that fresh water was preferred 
for use in shell ring manufacture, on the barrier reef island ofNusa Roviana this was in limit-
ed supply, and there are no locations where fresh standing water is available. Given the unique 
characteristics of tropical tides, the enclosure at site 1465/1466 would have retained water 
close to the shore during those periods of the year when the tide is out for most of the day 
(masa rane - from May to September). 
The creation of a disc-shaped preform was conducted slightly differently according to the 
ring type desired: for bareke, only the outside of the preform was ground, leaving the natural 
clam's fluted upper surface and smooth interior intact; for bakiha, poata and hokata, grinding 
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was extended to the upper and lower surfaces, creating a flat, uniform shape, predominantly 
white, but with the orange stain still present for bakiha. Occasional archaeological examples 
of such preforms represent likely rejections - one such artefact from site 1465/1466 is too 
ovoid to have made a satisfying ring, and others may have broken during grinding. 
After the production of a suitably shaped preform, the next stage involved removing the 
centre of the ring. This was achieved with the use of a drill (rare, didere) and a saw. The former 
consisted of a rod of betel palm, with a notched upper end to take a string, and a recessed 
lower end to take a bore-point (livolivona, made of imported chert or chalcedony originally 
(Miller 1979), but often metal after European contact). A quarter of the way up the rod a fly-
wheel of heavy wood or stone was attached to weight the drill and amplify its spin. Motion 
was produced by a cross arm tied by string to the notched upper end of the drill - this string 
was wound around the shaft of the rod, and when the cross arm was pushed down the string 
would unravel and then wind up again in the opposite direction, causing the drill to spin. By 
pumping the cross arm, the hard stone or metal bore-point would rotate at speed and gradu-. 
ally grind through the material (see Somerville 1897: 375-6; Piko 1976: 103). In archaeological 
examples of material drilled in this manner, the resulting hole has a characteristic 'counter-
sunk' profile with a wide mouth narrowing through the material. 
In shell ring manufacture, a single hole was drilled through the previously shaped pre-
form, offset from the centre at a distance corresponding to the width of the finished ring. In 
his account of hokata manufacture in Marovo, Somerville (1897) notes that several such holes 
were drilled in a circle around the ring, but I have seen no evidence of this archaeologically 
in Roviana. All evidence in Roviana indicates a single hole was drilled to be used as a starting 
point for sawing out the centre of the ring. 
· After drilling, the preform was fixed between the split ends of a thick stick and bound 
tightly (pusi) in preparation for sawing. A length of aroso pisu bush creeper was then threaded 
through the drilled hole, whetted with sand and water, and used to gradually saw (pisupisu) 
out a larger circle from the centre of the disc. Wire appears to have been used for this purpose 
when made available by Europeans - it would be threaded through the hole then attached to 
both ends of a bent stick, forming a bow that could be used like a fretsaw (Hocart n.d[h]: 1). 
The small circle of shell removed from the centre of the ring by the saw method has a 
characteristic shape and is often found deposited on shrines. Thirty such artefacts (referred 
to here as 'shell ring cores') were recorded during surveys on Nusa Roviana, and are a more 
valuable source of information about this stage of the process than the rings themselves. The 
outside edge of each core is concave and marked by semicircular striations caused by a saw-
ing action that proceeded by way of pulling the vine or wire at an angle towards the outer rim 
of the preform. Rings thus produced have the rounded convex inner edge characteristic of 
most Roviana Poata. The hole made by drilling is almost always evident on the core: sawing 
would often begin by cutting out from the hole towards the edge a little way, before proceed-
ing around the circle. This resulted in a clean cut for the final ring, and avoided the necessity 
of extra grinding to remove evidence of drilling. 
Miller (1979: 83) has noted a slightly different technique used in Choiseul to produce 
shell rings called ziku that, when finished, are identical to Roviana poata. The central hole of 
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these rings is produced by pecking alone - no drilling or sawing takes place. This technique 
appears to have been borrowed from the manufacture of the cylindrical kesa shell rings for 
which Choiseul is more famous (see Miller 1979: 78-82; Piko 1976; Scheffler 1965). I mention 
this technique here because one artefact found on Nusa Roviana bears evidence of an attempt 
to employ it. Found in Vuragare on a shrine abounding with debitage and artefacts of shell 
ring manufacture (site 1237), the artefact is a fragment of a partially finished bareke pecked on 
both sides around its centre. The constant hammering employed here was obviously less than 
successful since it caused the preform to fracture before completion. If finished, the bareke 
would have had a peaked cross-section rather than the rounded one produced by sawing. It is 
doubtful, however, that this method was used for all peaked cross-sections, most of which ap-
pear to have been produced during grinding subsequent to the cutting out of the ring's centre. 
It is interesting to speculate whether this ring was made by someone from Choiseul, perhaps 
a captive employed in the mundane aspects of manufacture (see below). 
Leaving aside this anomaly, once the centre was removed from the preform the majority 
of rings would enter the final stage of grinding. Hokata however, first went through another 
stage of sawing. The depth of most clamshell preforms appears to have been sufficient to al-
low two hokata to be made by jamming the ring on a stick then simply sawing it in half along 
the plane of its base (Hocart n.d[h]: 2; Piko 1976: 101). This partially accounts for some of 
the standardisation of hokata. The final grinding of all rings involved enlarging the central 
hole to the desired internal diameter. This was reportedly achieved by using a cylindrical 
piece of hardwood or stone abrasively with sand. A single spherical stone in the Goodfellow 
collection of Auckland Museum ( acquisition no. 20357) is recorded as having been used for 
this purpose. Collected in Vonavona lagoon during December 1930, it is a light beige stone 
speckled with grey, black and rust-coloured inclusions. Not normally spherical, such artefacts 
were known as patu qosa or whet-stones, and many found archaeologically on Nusa Roviana 
are cylindrical pieces of sandstone ballast once carried by European trading vessels. Internal 
grinding (qosaqosa) would proceed using such stones until the desired size was achieved, and 
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then the ring would be polished with bamboo and very fine sand. If the final product was to 
be a poata or bakiha the ring would also be ground and polished horizontally ( ovova) on a 
flat rock removing irregularities of the clamshell fluting and internal undulations in order to 
produce a smooth, flat front and back. Bareke would obviously be ground and polished only 
on the inside and outside edges of the ring. In the case of hokata, several rings were probably 
ground together in close comparison in order to achieve uniformity. Variations in the grind-
ing and polishing stage also account for most of the cross-section variation described above. 
Some rings appear to have had the interior surface ground using an arc-like arm motion pro-
ducing a rounded cross-section, whilst others have been ground at an angle from either side 
producing a centrally peaked cross-section. 
The manufacture of shell rings from Conus species used a similar, but simpler, procedure 
to that of Tridacna varieties. A suitable shell was acquired and the base was either sawn or 
knocked off. Archaeological examples exhibit both forms of removal, with some sites contain-
ing the sawn remnants of shells, while others have rough edged bases that have been broken. 
If a hinuili was to be made, any remnants of the shell wall would then be ground down until 
a flat disc was produced. The outer edge of this disc would be further ground if a particularly 
small ring was required. A hole was then made through the base, often by pecking rather than 
drilling because of the thinness of the shell. This hole was widened with a stone, quite roughly 
in the case of bulau but more carefully for hinuili, until the desired width of ring was achieved 
- for bulau the hole would ideally extend to the outer shell wall. The final ring was then pol-
ished and rounded off until smooth. 
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The manufacturing sequences that I have described come across as somewhat disembodied. 
But they did, of course, consist of sequential chains of standardised and repetitive bodily ac-
tion. In this respect the manufacture of shell rings was part of the habitus of Roviana social 
life. The chatne operatoire (Leroi-Gourhan 1943; Dobres 2000) followed in producing a shell 
ring encompassed the deployment of several traditionally efficacious actions that can be bro-
ken down into three categories: drilling, sawing, and grinding. _Tl1ese basic components of 
production were inherited techniques, standardised and applicable in a variety of production 
contexts - they were also of use in the manufacture of adzes, canoes, and so forth. In this way, 
the sequences of shell ring manufacture can be seen as linked to, or as a permutation of, other 
technologies and as existing within a shared social sphere. The use of these techniques was, 
however, conducted in a skilled manner and it is unlikely that they were simply applied by 
rote. Evidence for this comes in the form of the adaptation of new materials to old goals: wire 
and metal, for example, were incorporated into the production process in novel ways. Leaving 
aside for the moment the implications this has for the link between technology and access to 
new social relationships (and the closing off of old ones), the issue of skill deployment within 
a social sphere of production relates to the question of who, exactly, made the shell rings of 
Roviana. 
Obviously not everybody could, or would perhaps even want to make shell rings. Almost 
by definition an exchange valuable has to be out of the reach of immediate acquisition or 
manufacture - if money grew on trees we, today, would probably be using something else for 
our transactions. This is not so much a matter of rarity as one of social 'authorisation' whereby 
only things produced via particular social avenues and taking specific forms are regarded as 
valid. Similarly, the shells scattering the beaches and raised reefs of Roviana were treated as a 
raw material to be formed into something a step removed from the shell itself - unlike in the 
highlands of Papua for example, where shell was rare and valuable in an unmodified state. The 
shaping of a shell into an entirely different form speaks of social power structures, resource 
access and control - anyone could pick up a shell from the beach, but shaped and standard-
ised a shell ring is purposeful and controlled. 
In Roviana the manufacture of shell rings, like most other productive activities, was 
under the direct management of ba1Jara, but was actually overseen by specialists. Known 
as matazo1Ja ('good eye' or 'clear vision'), such specialists had the ability to 'see' or visualise 
through dreams and divination the final design of products (canoes, houses, shell valuables), 
and had the wisdom of technical ability (Miller 1978; Aswani 1999). Typically such abilities 
were inherited and ancestrally ordained, reflected in the fact that matazo1Ja is also the name 
of a spirit - the patron of wisdom, tomate tumatumae - and charms relating to that spirit. 
The wishes of ancestral spirits would be heard by matazo1Ja as a whispering in the ear, which 
sounded like the buzzing of a mosquito. 
A father would give his son or close kin the power of mata zonga by making him chew (mila) a wood bark 
called huhu (Ficus sp.) and blowing in his ear. After receiving this power a man would learn things very fast 
just by listening or looking ... The power of mata zonga was in the line (tuti-na), people were not taught, but 
the power was transferred. The ancestors and spirits told them and helped them. (Dunde elder, in Aswani 
1999: 32) 
In a step that debarred Poata from being produced willy-nilly by anyone who felt like it, 
only those with matazo1Ja potency could locate the sub-fossil Tridacna valves required for 
manufacture: 
Romboto has used a Roviana charm called "Mata Njonga'' or "good eyes" which reveals the presence of these 
fossils; indeed Njiru says they cannot be detected otherwise; we will meet with such a charm in Roviana, they 
are known also in Ganongga. (Hocart n.d[h]:1) 
Matazo1Ja experts laboured under the management of ha1Jara, in a kind of artist-patron 
relationship. In common with such relationships, the thing produced was ultimately seen as 
belonging to the patron, as an outcome of their agency instead of that of the artist. Rather 
than shell rings 'belonging' to the matazo1Ja who produced them, they were viewed as a prod-
uct of ba1Jara. Of course, the supernatural origin of matazo1Ja potency indicates that it was 
not quite that simple. In the end, all efficacy in Roviana social life was ancestrally derived, and 
so, while shell rings were seen as a product of the agency of ha1Jara as expressed through their 
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patronising of experts, the agency of both ba1Jara and matazo1Ja itself resulted from 'blessings' 
(minana) conferred during a correct relationship with the spirit world. 
At this point it is worth returning to the architecture of the manufacturing complex. 
Previously I let the presence of a skull shrine contiguous with the shell ring working floor 
pass without comment. From a Western perspective that often assumes a separation of the 
world of industry from ritualised or profane activity, this appears unusual. But in Roviana 
the presence of potent ancestors within the manufacturing process was probably necessary, 
conveying efficacy in production and possibly ensuring the value of rings. Those whose skulls 
were deposited in the shrine were perhaps matazo1Ja responsible for making shell rings in the 
past, whose potency continued to affect shell ring production conducted in their presence. 
Alternatively, production may have ceased after the death of an expert, with the construction 
of the shrine sealing off their place oflabour. My own feeling is that the former interpretation 
is more correct - the shrine evidently contained more than one person (at least two crania 
are present) and its architecture appears contemporary with the surrounding structures. A 
deposit ofi7 pig mandibles (belonging to at least 8 pigs) at the foot of the shrine indicates 
that large offerings were made here, probably by those working in the vicinity- appeasing the 
ancestors, asking for blessings. But, in chapter four it was noted that many Roviana people 
were unwilling to approach ancestral shrines for fear of their potency. Captive pinausu and 
hiama ritual specialists were the only members of the community who were willing, or forced, 
to be put at risk in this manner for any length of time. How did this affect people working at 
site 1465/1466? 
Matazo1Ja were obviously involved in gathering materials and overseeing production, 
and, because this position was hereditary, these were persons from within the kin group. 
Given their special relationship with tomate tumatumae however, matazo1Ja were probably 
not in any danger from shrines dedicated to production. But some reports suggest that male 
captives were also responsible for at least part of the manufacturing process (Miller 1978: 291; 
Zelenietz 1979: 99). A similar situation is known to have existed in northern San Cristobal, 
where captives were put to work producing wealth for community leaders. In Roviana, it is 
consistent with the role of captives in society that they could act as servants (nabulu) and 
carry out mundane or dangerous work in this manner. Although not all manufacturing sites 
would have been in close proximity to a shrine, site 1465/1466 certainly supports an inter-
pretation that matazo1Ja oversaw work carried out by captives, so that shell rings blessed by 
the ancestors could be produced without risk to-the community. The use of captives would 
also have ensured that any rings produced were immediately seen as products of ba1Jara, ul-
timately belonging to them. 
The gendering of production is also worthy of note. Only male captives are held to have 
been able to work in shell ring manufacture, and all accounts of matazo1Ja that I have en-
countered relate to males. Women were generally responsible for the production of cloth 
(kalala, buha), and red woven arm bands (rotana), rather than shell valuables - unlike in 
Langalanga, Malaita, were women conducted most of the shell valuable production ( Cooper 
1971). Although women were able to use shell rings (particularly hokata), production was seen 
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as appropriate to the same realm defined by other elements of male power - the building of 
tomoko and paele (utilising similar technologies), headhunting, bonito fishing, and so forth. 
In fact, shell rings feature in many of the pivotal oral traditions relating to the. creation 
of the male-dominated, and Nusa Roviana-centred, political landscape described in chapter 
three. One of the reasons informants give for why Ididu-BaIJara moved from Bao to the coast, 
for example, is that he wished to be able to gather hio from amongst the barrier islands, in 
order to make shell rings (Aswani & Sheppard 2003: s59). In addition to being implicated in 
the reasons for this most important of migrations, shell rings also feature in stories about the 
Kazukuru-Roviana polity's achievement of political dominance. One often-related tale tells of 
how one day, when Ididu-BaIJara had grown old and blind and sat by the shore grinding his 
shell rings, he was approached by two Koloi tribe boys. The boys took a branch and tickled 
his face, causing him to rub it and cover himself with the white powder from his grinding. In 
another version the boys used the powder to paint his face with ridiculous designs parodying 
the lime face paint applied by Roviana warriors. In both cases, when Ididu-BaIJara discovered 
the prank, he arranged for a bakiha to be paid to his Kazukuru kin in order to form a war 
party to destroy the Koloi, removing them from their land and any hope of political power 
(see Aswani 2000: 48). 
The implication of shell valuables in the origins of Roviana and the rise to dominance of 
certain tribes is not coincidental - shell rings represented a source of efficacy in the world. 
Used in exchanges to pay for feasts and warriors, form alliances, settle feuds, negotiate mar-
riage, and gain access to non-local goods, they were a physical demonstration of a descent 
group's social agency and power. Their position in origin traditions may, on its own, have been 
enough to ensure the belief that shell rings were potent objects with mysterious origins, thus 
sealing them off from socially 'neutral' production. But, as is often the case, such associations 
were reinforced by properties thought inherent to the rings themselves, their form, and the 
material from which they were made. Some oral traditions, for example, indicate that sub-fos-
sil Tridacna gigas was itself thought to have special powers - as reflected in the shell's visibility 
being made manifest only to matazo1Ja. This may, by dint of association, have reflected some-
what on Poata as potent objects, enclosing them and their production within a wider sphere 
of ritualised sociality. It is worth examining the social positioning of Tridacna more closely. 
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Whole sub-fossil Tridacna gigas shells are found deposited on many shrines in Nusa Roviana, 
and serve as a cover for caches of artefacts and offerings. Ritually they were also used as bowls 
and could be set up under the body of a dead bmyara to collect fluids as the body rotted before 
removal of the skull. The fluids and the shell would then be deposited on the skull shrine. Such 
shells were used as places in which offerings could be made. Hocart (1922: 299) for example, 
recorded the pounding of Canarium nuts in a Tridacna gigas valve during a first-fruits offer-
ing at a shrine on Simbo. Sub-fossil Tridacna gigas is, today, occasionally seen around houses 
or in gardens, but no specimens occur on archaeological domestic architecture. Instead, valves 
are deposited on· or near shrines, indicating that in the past Tridacna gigas was primarily uti-
lised in, and associated with ritual. 
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Perhaps the best examples of the ritual context of Tridacna use are the sacred sites known 
as hio shrines. I have already described Latorre (site 19) within the first section of the Nusa 
Roviana hillfort (chapter three). Also known as Kali Hio ('one side of the clam'), this is where 
one valve of a shell known as 'LaIJono' resided - the other half was said to be in Vella Lavella. 
Lal)ono is traditionally linked with the Tiola shrine and shared the ability to divine and then 
turn towards locations against which a raid should next be conducted. Latorre is also known 
as a 'weather shrine' - a location where hiama created spells to conjure storms that would dis-
perse an attacking enemy. LaI)ono would also turn towards the direction of approaching bad 
weather (see table 3.2). A comparable shrine is located in Kokorapa, and is actually called Hio 
(site 6). Also described by informants as a 'weather shrine', this site is littered with Tridacna 
gigas and squamosa. Although the oral traditions are not particularly specific it is likely that 
Hio harboured some of the same powers as Latorre. The shrine is also regarded as being de-
rived from Olobuki (site 20): Hio was at one time the focal shrine of the Kokorapa butubutu 
descended from Tae-BaIJara, and so carries some of the.same genealogical importance. 
While I have no direct statements on why Tridacna shells are associated with the weather, 
it is understandable that the ability to divine and influence its conditions was of great impor-
tance for agriculture (particularly during dry season droughts) and, especially, headhunting 
and bonito fishing expeditions that would travel long distances by sea in single hulled canoes. 
Usually the ability to alter the weather and other such 'natural' phenomena was the domain 
of the gods (tamasa), and it is possible that Tridacna functioned as a worldly locus of such 
gods. Hocart, for example, noted, "we once heard Leve tell a Fijian he would find a big gi-
ant clam, a tamasa, in Zhovi" (n.d[i]: 13), and another clam shell in "Zhava" belonged to the 
tamasa "Leazhambangara" (n.d[i]: 17). Unlike tomate, the spirits of the ancestral dead, tamasa 
were supernatural beings deriving from beyond the world of humans. In fact, some (particu-
larly Veonona and Higalozi) were figures responsible for making humans (tamasa tavete tie) 
and land (tamasa tavete popoa) in the long distant past. Tamasa controlled the world as the 
metaphysical sovereigns over life and death - they represented the origin of the world, and 
the source of its animation. Although generally of human-like shape, some animals were also 
thought to be tamasa (Hocart n.d[i]: 1). More properly, these were tamasa that had taken the 
form of animals - usually marine creatures such as sharks, crocodiles or sting-ray- in order 
to cause death (tamasa vamatea). When marine tamasa (tamasa pa kola) wished someone 
to die, a storm would come up and capsize a canoe, animals in the bush would sing out, and 
sharks, sting-ray, octopuses and other sea animals would rise up in a seething mass and take 
the person. 
The role of marine tamasa in causing storms at sea indicates it is to these that sub-fossil 
Tridacna are most likely related. Hocart recorded several Roviana stories and charms relating 
to animal tamasa, noting that they could either be wild (pinomo) and beyond human control, 
causing storms and wrecking canoes, or tame (manavasa) and able to be communicated with. 
Such communications resembled the rituals conducted at La tone: "Poholo [ taro and coconut 
pudding] is offered to tame tamasa &they tell men what to do" (n.d[i]: 14). The charms recit-
ed during such offerings invariably related to the weather, involving phrases like "here is the 
poholo for you the tamasa, make a calm that we may depart ... make a calm on the sea, calm 
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the storm" (n.d[i]: 15-16): In connection with one such charm the name LaJ.Jono is repeatedly 
invoked, but is taken by Hocart to refer to a "small sacred shark'' (n.d[i]: 20) that would lead 
Roviana tomoko to war (1922: 292). The word la11ono was recorded by Hocart as "a log on 
which the canoe [tomoko] rests when it is hauled ashore" (1935: 98), implying that it is associ-
ated with the safe return of tomoko after headhunting or fishing expeditions - an association 
entirely consistent with the invocation of weather-controlling tamasa. 
There is other evidence to suggest that sub-fossil Tridacna gigas shells were seen as inher-
ently linked to the world of the gods, bound to them in some manner. In an account given to 
Hocart, for example, it is said that such shells were discarded by the gods: 
Njiruviri has a theory about "hio belong bush'', why he no got fish inside" and "he stop inside ground": they 
are skin belong tamasa'' whereby he meant that "tamasa he catch meat belong him''. (n.d[h]:1) 
Tridacna dug out from the rock of an island's foundation was a mysterious substance re-
quiring explanation. Reminiscent of live shellfish eaten by humans ( Tridacna gig as was eaten 
during feasts), its presence clearly belonged to the work of the gods: it was the remains of 
the food eaten by tamasa who formed and controlled the world, and could, apparently, serve 
as a locus for communication with those beings. The means by which this communication 
was enabled is made comprehensible by Njiruviri's explanation. Communication with tamasa 
through Tridacna was, in all essential respects, a form of volt-sorcery- based on contact rather 
than images. Just as sorcerers might exploit an image of a person to control them (by sticking 
pins in a doll with their likeness for example) so too might they use hair, fingernail clippings 
or any other exuviae - including food leavings - for magical purposes (Gell 1998: 102-4, 116). 
Because sub-fossil Tridacna had been in direct contact with tamasa during their consumption 
of food, it could be used to magically 'capture' and tame them, just as if it was part of their 
person. A chain of agency is apparent in this process: the agency of tamasa could be tamed 
by those who found and controlled their exuviae - it was thus transferred to matazo11a (who 
located the shells), hiama (who made weather spells through them), and their patron ba11ara. 
Hocart's evidence suggests that, on the Latone and Hio weather shrines, Tridacna gigas shells 
worked as points of communication with tamed tamasa who controlled the forces of nature. 
Places such as these harboured the powerful agency of tamasa and attached it to specific 
butubutu, reinforcing genealogical superiority in the same terms as other shrines within the 
landscape. As such, Tridacna shells were bound into the symbolism of ba11ara varane power, 
and were probably affiliated with male warrior efficacy in that they were vectors of the agency 
of tamasa called upon before headhunting expeditions. 
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Making a ring from such a shell might be seen as a means of extending the agency of tamasa 
even further. In a convenient symmetry, just as unmodified Tridacna gigas served as a locus 
for affecting the world controlled by tamasa (i.e. 'natural' phenomena), culturally produced 
Tridacna rings used in exchange served as a means of altering the world controlled by humans 
and their dead (i.e. sociality). There seems to have been a logical link made between the ability 
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to extend one's agency to the control of the 'natural' world through potent elements of that 
world (i.e. things belonging to tamasa), and the ability to extend ones agency socially through 
human-modified versions of those things. If nothing else, this is evident in the form of some 
Poata. It is possible to look at bareke, for example, as rings that reference the material from 
which they were made, and gain some sense of potency or efficacy in the process. 
The wavy fluting evident on bareke retains the appearance of ancient Tridacna recovered 
from the earth - like old shells, bareke remain mostly unpolished and weathered. The link be-
tween the ring and the source material is made even more evident when Tridacna squamosa 
is used - such rings appear as little more than shells with a hole in them. Roviana informants 
today describe Bareke as the oldest or most 'ancient' kind of ring. This was also true on Simbo 
in 1908: "[bareke] is the poata 'belong man long time' or 'belong tamasa'; tamasa made it & 
that is the sole foundation of its value" (Hocart n.d[h]: 3; see also Miller 1978). The fact that 
the only shell rings associated with early period stone-faced shrines in Roviana are bareke 
(see chapter three) indicates that they may indeed be a form with greater antiquity. But I am 
not sure that historical knowledge underlies informant's comments. Hocart's interpretation 
that tamasa were thought to have actually made bareke also should not be taken too liter-
ally - this may genuinely have been the case on Simbo were most rings were imported, but 
in Roviana, bareke are the most common form of ring deposited on late period shrines, and 
debris from their manufacture sits alongside that of other rings ( although there is much less 
bareke debitage - 3 bareke cores vs 27 poata cores - implying that production was perhaps 
. declining). People clearly continued to make and use bareke in the nineteenth century. It is ap-
parent, however, that they did so with the belief that such rings were somehow 'old' and asso-
ciated with (rather than made during) the time of the gods. Similar associations are known to 
have been made between shell valuables and the gods in Choiseul (Scheffler 1965; Piko 1976). 
Returning to the earlier discussion of the social actors responsible for shell ring production, 
we can interpret this as meaning that while matazo1Ja and captives 'actually' made rings, and 
ba1Jara were seen as their patrons, it was the agency of tamasa that was ultimately responsible 
for their existence. The chain of agency noted above in relation to unmodified Tridacna was 
thus extended by the (ancestrally derived) creative action of matazo1Ja. The fact of tamasa 
derivation was retained and reinforced by the physical attributes of bareke. Bareke 'gathered' 
a sense of age, potency and value from their undisguised origin in material belonging to, 
and used in communication with, tamasa. It was this that allowed them to be portrayed and 
thought of as 'Poata belong tam as a: more than any detailed knowledge of their history. Bareke 
were designed to look old. 
This perception was, of course, relative to bakiha, poata and hokata, which were not so 
obviously derived from ancient shell. Though categorically similar, they were polished and 
refined causing them to look new and bright (1Jedala). Their smooth tactile qualities were 
carefully guarded during their lives lest they grew faded and dull (rida) through the weath-
ering effects of oxidation. An extreme form of this protection was carried out in Choiseul, 
where people went to great lengths to preserve the smooth shiny appearance of kesa, wrap-
ping the rings in ivory nut leaf and burying them (Piko 1976: 97-8). The polished appearance 
of bakiha, poata and hokata probably ensured that they were perceived as recent relative to the 
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dull and weathered bareke. They belonged to the world of living people, circulating through 
contemporary life - their polish perhaps reflecting their passing through many hands as with 
valuables in the kula (Campbell 1983). It was only after such rings were deposited on ancestral 
shrines, entering the realm of spirits, that they became weathered, dull and grey. 
This opposition between ancient and contemporary rings, or between rings associated 
with the realm of gods and the realm of humans, is problematised, or transcended, by the 
adductor muscle stain of bakiha. Like the fluting of bareke this can be seen as a reference to 
the source material, but from the interior rather than exterior of the shell. This marking was 
valued in Roviana, lending such rings the highest status amongst Poata ( debated by some who 
claim bareke were higher because of their connection with tamasa). Bakiha implied prestige 
and could be mounted on cord and worn about the neck of ba11ara (chapter six). It would be 
tempting to argue that the presence of the stain lent value because of its implication of, or 
reference to, the potency of Tridacna, in a manner similar to the fluting of bareke. Certainly 
one of Ho cart's informants had a bakiha 'belonging' to the tamasa Patareka, with whom it was 
used to communicate in order to calm storms (n.d[i]: 17-18). Other possibilities for the link 
between staining and value include rarity (some informants claim only one bakiha could be 
made per shell, see Miller 1978), a traditional association between the colour red and prestige, 
or even a sense of strength implied by the site of muscle attachment (makisa). Even if no 
particular signification is in evidence here the physical presence of staining palpably places 
bakiha somewhere between bareke and poata - they are a little more sacred than plain poata 
or hokata, but less ancient and tamasa-derived than bareke. 
Conus shell rings in contrast, do not relate in any direct way to the potency of clam shells. 
But we can follow an inferential chain in that they seemto have served as secondary indexes 
of Poata. Used mainly in communication with tomate, as offerings ( deposited on shrines, 
thrown in the sea, or tied in tomoko) or as charms (for warding off evil or 'catching' spirits), 
small Conus rings were cognates of larger Poata that circulated amongst the living - they 
referenced them in form, but not material. Hocart drew the analogy that Conus rings "[play] 
in the Solomons the part of paper money in China'' (n.d[h]: 3). These rings were, in other 
words, of a form related to artefacts of the living, but sufficiently altered (miniaturised) to be 
able to be sensed and recognised by the diffuse, formless dead. They were Poata for, and of, 
dead people. 
According to the above, shell rings were artefacts whose social status was supernaturally 
derived. In a fundamental sense, they categorically derived from, and belonged to the gods 
- those who made and controlled the world. As will be argued below, they were thought of 
as originary things: they derived from the time of origins and were thus empowered with 
productive capacity. The permutations evident in their form are explained by transformations 
whose intent was to allude to these origins in more or less explicit terms, with the purpose of 
allowing different social usages. Although bareke, bakiha, poata, hokata, and Conus rings were 
all derived ultimately from tamasa, their differences reflected a hierarchy of distance from 
that source. Following chapters will discuss the social saliency of this hierarchy. 
I have resisted attempting to build a coherent structuralist picture of the above associa-
tions and reflections. It is unlikely that shell rings ever meant anything in a purely semiotic 
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Fig. 5.26 Hio and poata 
Site 1425 Kalikoqu, Nusa Roviana 
manner akin to language. For now, it is enough to suggest, as I have done, that shell rings 
referenced or gathered about themselves a field of 'abductions' (Gell 1998) - inferential mean-
ings, histories and spheres of social activity that helped establish their place within Roviana 
life. These abductions need not have been able to be consciously articulated by members of 
the community, or even to have been particularly rigidly structured, in order to have been 
effective. In fact it was probably due to the inarticulate nature of this field that it was effective 
in contributing to a specific habitus, conveying a sense of appropriateness in life through the 
integration of materiality and sociality. After all, shell rings were not made to be symbols, like 
words on a page waiting to be read, but to be used practically, in exchanges between people. 
As will be discussed in the following chapter, shell rings gathered as much meaning from their 
engagement in social life as from their stylistic attributes. This lack of obvious formal semiotic 
meaning enabled shell rings to occupy a versatile place in Roviana sociality. 
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I have hinted in the above that the form and use of shell rings was important to the creation 
and maintenance of particular social identities and categories - that mostly they mediated 
realms of social agency. Before turning to a full description of this I wish to examine how 
shell rings relate to other items of material culture embedded in the same social world. When 
describing subsequent artefact categories though, I will not spend as much time as I have on 
shell rings, preferring to build instead a picture of the wider field of material culture within 
which these rings resided. Thus, the ring will remain the central motif traced in the following 
analysis. 
Embellishment of rings 
To begin I will examine what appear to be attempts at complicating the apparent simplicity of 
shell rings. From what we have learned so far it is clear that some rings had more restricted 
'abductions' than others. The contrast between bareke and plain poata makes this obvious. 
When looking at poata in reference to other shell rings it is almost as if an inherent set of 
qualities has been distilled, all the superfluous frills and decorations removed. Extraneous 
meaning has been limited in the removal of fluting and staining, causing these rings to appear 
vacant, lacking any hint of appropriate use. For this reason, they seem to be open to be used 
for almost anything, or at least a wider set of possibilities than, say, bareke. But this versatility 
didn't erase the necessity for things more 'fixed' in their social potentials. Consider the arte-
fact in figure 5.27. 
According to the formal classification developed above this would be a bareke shell ring, 
variety Aliia. But, in the course of manufacture this bareke has been embellished beyond the 
typical form, with the addition of a strange extension on the side of the ring. Because of the 
shape of this extension, I will describe the ring as a 'fishtail' bareke. Now, I have no concrete 
information as to whether the extension is actually meant to represent a fishtail or not - I have 
found no references to such rings in the literature, and informants were as puzzled as I was 
when the ring was found. My only indication that the extension may be meant to represent 
the tail of a fish is the fact that another such ring was found on a site (1271) containing a stone 
carving of a fish with a tail depicted in a virtually identical manner. 
Site 1271 sits within a large walled shrine complex and, although there are no particular 
associated traditions, it is tempting to suggest that this was a place associated with marine ani-
mal tamasa. Other artefacts deposited here include two Tridacna gigas valves, whole gulumu 
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Fig. 5.27 Bareke with 'fishtail' 
Site 1247 Doruana, Vuragare, Nusa Roviana 
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Fig. 5.28 Stone fish, vesicular basalt 
Site 1271 Kidavana, Vuragare, Nusa Roviana 
and hohobulu shells in the Tridacnidae family, 18 bareke including the one 'fishtail' variety, 15 
bulau, 2 hinuili, and one solitary poata. The presence of the whole Tridacna valves, the pre-
dominance of bareke rings, and the stone fish carving give a context to the 'fishtail' bareke. 
Although these artefacts were not deposited here to be 'read: it is probable that consistent rea-
sons or desires motivated their placement, and that this was conducted according to repeated 
ritual procedures. I have already outlined the references to tamasa harboured in Tridacna and 
bareke, and it is possible that the stone fish had a similar association. Such carvings, when 
based on (supernatural) human or animal prototypes, are known in Roviana as beku - im-
ages or idols. These aren't always 'worshipped' (the word for those that are, is tigono-na), but 
when deposited on a shrine they can be interpreted as either an offering, or a visible spirit. I 
will return to idols in a later chapter, simply noting here the possibility of some congruence 
between the deposition of a fish beku amid other artefacts powerfully related to marine life. 
If the extension on the bareke artefact can be thought of as related to this beku via a common 
means of visual representation, then perhaps 'fishtail' bareke represent an attempt to reinforce 
the relationship between some bareke and a particular kind of tamasa: those associated with 
the sea. 
This interpretation may well be incorrect, but even so it is probable that such embellish-
ments limited the social use of shell rings. 'Fishtail' bareke are in fact very rare. I found only 
three specimens during my surveys of Nusa Roviana, and all of these were in Vuragare, the 
ocean side of the island. The ring shown in figure 5.27 was a solitary artefact on a large high 
platform (site 1247), but the third, found at site 773 in VaIJoro, was deposited in a context 
very much like that of site 1271. Again this is a shrine located within a walled complex, and 
the artefacts present include a Tridacna valve and a selection of rings dominated by bareke. 
Such evidence suggests that 'fishtail' bareke were to be offered only in specific contexts, and 
may have been associated with Vuragare butubutu and other strictly 'coastal' people. Support 
for the latter comes from the only other specimen ever found - during NGAS surveys of sites 
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at Honiavasa, the ancestral home of the Koloi coastal people, a few very weathered bareke 
were located, among them the 'fishtail' variety. These sites are dated much earlier than most 
of those on Nusa Roviana, belonging typologically to the 'faced shrine' form described in 
chapter three. This implies that 'fishtail' bareke may be a variety that was abandoned by the 
nineteenth century. Certainly two of the specimens on Nusa Roviana are extremely weathered 
and thin from exposure to the elements compared with most rings recorded, and their site 
contexts contained no 'European' artefacts. Whatever the case, their uses and associations 
were evidently more limited than the ubiquitous poata, or even unembellished bareke for that 
matter. 
Embellished rings based on the more uniform poata shape are also found deposited on 
shrines in Nusa Roviana. Virtually every one of these rings is from a context similar to those 
noted for 'fishtail' bareke insofar as they are 'unusual' locations. These locations include: the 
aforementioned site 1271; an 'early' faced shrine associated with Ididu-BaIJara (site 67); and 
large complexes marking the beginning and end of the Kalikoqu district (sites 84, 694). Most 
of the rings are, however, more easily interpreted than the 'fishtail' bareke form. Many are 
simple rings with extensions representing anthropomorphic figures, in various stages of ab-
straction. Of eight embellished poata rings found in archaeological contexts four can be reli-
ably interpreted as having anthropomorphic extensions. Of the remaining four, three have 
extensions that have broken off so close to the ring that it is not possible to reconstruct their 
appearance and one has a flat tab extension that may represent a preparatory stage of manu-
facture. 
· The four visibly anthropomorphic embellished rings are all simplifications or variations 
of the design shown on the left of figure 5.29. This artefact was actually recorded on Simbo 
by Chikamori (1996 [1967]), but it is unmistakably related to the four Nusa Roviana rings in 
that it is a more 'realistic' depiction of their simplified forms. Each artefact consists of a ring, 
upon which sits two figures facing away from each other in what is known as a 'Janus' figure 
arrangement. Instead of depicting an entire body, the rings from Nusa Roviana show only the 
actual head of the figure, by means of simple protrusions. Artefact b in figure 5.29 is a little 
unusual in that it has protruding 'mouths: whereas the other Nusa Roviana rings have simpli-
fied this to a prognathic extension. The depiction of anthropomorphic form in these artefacts 
is consistent with the 'style' of most western Solomons material culture. A crouching figure, 
with arms resting on knees and hands beneath the chin is, in fact, the most common posture 
adopted in wooden carvings, canoe prows and other anthropomorphic artefacts in the New 
Georgia region (Waite 1979). A bulbous head and prognathic face are also typical of these 
artefacts. 
The crouching body position is identical to the position a ba7Jara's corpse was placed in 
when it was propped up beneath a tree to rot before the removal of the skull. It is also the po-
sition adopted by the widow of a ba7Jara when in confinement after the death of her husband 
(Hocart 1922: 84). The position is thus suggestive of death, and accordingly occurs only in 
representations of ancestral spirits. Prognathism also seems to have been related to the spirit 
world. Somerville (1897: 378) for example, states that there was a distinction made between 
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Fig. 5.29 Embellished rings - anthropomorphic motifs 
a) 'Kukuporo', Simbo (source: Chikamori 1996 [1967] : ph IX); b) site 67 Kokorapa, Nusa Roviana; c) site 1271 Vuragare, Nusa 
Roviana; d) site 12 Hillfort, Nusa Roviana 
carvings of spirits and carvings of the living, with the latter being "not at all badly propor-
tioned': with no distortion of the head or face, in comparison to the "almost doglike" progna-
thism of spirit carvings. Very 'realistic' wooden carvings representing humans are common 
in museum collections of Roviana artefacts, but seem to have been produced mainly for trade 
and the tourist market (Somerville 1897: 378; Kupiainen 2000). 
Perhaps the best examples of spirit carvings exhibiting prognathism are the famous 
1JUZWJUZU war-canoe idols (also called toto isu in Marovo). These were made to be lashed to 
the bow of a tomoko just above the water line, skimming the surface of the sea as the canoe 
sped through the water. They are held to have been primarily protective in function, guarding 
the tomoko from dangerous marine tamasa and the one-legged, bird-headed spirit, Kesoko. 
The latter is particularly important in this context - although having the body of a man, 
Kesoko was physically invisible: if he wanted to pass in front of someone he would wait until 
they blinked. A popular narrative is that the eyes of the 1JUZU1JUZU kept watch for Kesoko, and 
as long as they didn't blink then the spirit would not swim in front of the canoe and capsize 






Fig. 5.30 Anthropomorphic carvings 
a) stone beku, Rendova, h: 32cm (source: Carlier 2002: 68); b) canoe prow beku, Roviana, h: 9.4cm. Collected by Hocart, 1908. 
British Museum 1914-311 (source: Waite 1999); c) IJUZWJuzu, New Georgia, h: 29.5cm. Collected by Festetics de Tolna, 1895. 
Barbier-Miiller Museum (source: Waite 1999); d) IJUZUIJUZU, New Georgia, h: 18.5cm (source: Carlier 2002: 65); e) IJUZUIJUZU, 
Choiseul, h: 13.5cm Collected by Dumont D'Urville (source: Meyer 1995: 399) 
of 1JUZU1JUZU are physically exaggerated to make their senses appear superhuman and om-
nipresent. The eye almost always consists of a black staring pupil isolated in the middle of a 
crisp white oval of bright pearl-shell, unblinking and fixed. The ears are large and distended, 
depicting the perforated and stretched lobes (hupulu) worn by Roviana men, enhanced with 
a disc of shell, hearing all. 
This exaggeration of the senses also helps explain the prognathism of 1JUZU1JUZU. The 
Marovo term toto isu can be translated as "sharp pointed nose" or "long nose" (Kupiainen 
2000: 58) referring, of course, to the shape of the face and probably implying an exaggerated 
sense of smell. Similarly, the Roviana term 1JUZU1JUZU is a reduplication of IJUZU the word for 
mouth, with the repetition again implying exaggeration. According to Kupiainen, the mouths 
of these figurines are their most standardised, invariable features, virtually always depicted 
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with drawn back lips and exposed teeth, in an aggressive, biting snarl. It would probably be 
wrong here to interpret this as implying an enhanced sense of taste - rather it is the repre-
sentation of a capacity for eating, indicating that the IJUZw;uzu can and will devour things in 
its path. It is also likely to be associated with a capacity for loud shouting (velavela, ira1Ja), 
something that was often attributed to great warriors in Roviana, invoking fear and giving 
warning (cf. Pitu in Carter n.d). 
N. Thomas (1995: 91-2) argues that the intention of IJUZUIJUZU design was to create fear 
amongst ones enemies - particularly during the use of tomoko in headhunting raids - claim-
ing that such figurines would be "more likely to frighten people than spirits". But, as Kupiainen 
(2000: 60) notes, a small wooden figure (ca. 30 cm high) at water level would hardly be no-
ticed in the context of the startling and fearful arrival of a large ( ca. 14 m long) decorated 
canoe, bristling with armed warriors. I prefer to accept that IJUZUIJUZU were protective spirits 
attached to canoes because of their supernatural ability to sense danger, and deter malevolent 
tamasa. It is true that they appear aggressive, and this is certain to be due their association 
with headhunting raids - besides their all-devouring mouths, they also commonly hold a 
small head between their hands. But this was not a matter of invoking fear in one's enemies; 
rather, it was about bolstering the aggression of the warriors who actually journeyed in to-
moko. }fuzu1Juzu projected heightened awareness through superior senses, objectifying the 
ideal qualities of ritually worked-up warriors. Like the spirit dog Tiola, IJUZUIJUZU were both 
protective and directive in their 'nature: Tiola would bark loudly to warn of approaching dan-
ger, but would also turn to select the next location against which a raid should be conducted. 
Similarly 1JUZU1Juzu would stare down malevolent tamasa so that worldly violence could en -
sue, encouraging such aggression in their purpose and image. 
The link here is not at all coincidental. It will be remembered from chapter three that 
Tiola was known as the being who taught people how to build tomoko, using his own form 
as a template. According to the story, Tiola stood up and said that the high bow and stern 
prows of the canoe should follow his tail, and that the people should put the ribs of his body 
upside down to hold the planks together. In another version he is said to have lain down on 
his back with his legs in the air. After the first tomoko was made, the people asked Tiola how 
to consecrate it, and he told them to put a IJUZUIJUZU in the front "like this" and sat down with 
his front paws extended (Oka in Sheppard and Walter 1998). As explained by a Saikile elder, 
"Tiola could now follow them in war expeditions. The nguzunguzu conferred upon them the 
power of Tiola and prevented the Kesoko spirit from traversing the bow of the tomoko and 
jinxing the expedition. Wherever they went they exterminated the people" ( cited in Aswani 
2000: 50 ). }fuzu1Juzu embodied the superior senses of the dog in a partially humanised (spir-
it) form, allowing warriors to objectify their own efficacy through an aggressively protective 
mascot. 
Other images of anthropomorphic figures attached to tomoko include carvings of Kesoko. 
The spirit is typically represented by the body of a man with the head of a frigate bird, the 
beak/mouth of which is conventionally depicted with a IJUZUIJUZu-like prognathism. In fact 
some IJUZUIJUZU have 'wings' above their ears probably ·deriving from Kesoko images. Kesoko 
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Fig. 5.31 From Tio/a to tomoko 
(source: Meyer 1995: 398) 
is known as a spirit of net fishing, but this is not why such carvings feature in tomoko. Nor is it 
the aforementioned tendency of the spirit to capsize canoes. Specifically, such carvings relate 
to a legend in which a Kesoko from Pature is held to have guided two unsuspecting boys on 
a headhunting raid, serving as their pilot through the lagoons (see Beti 1977a; Hocart n.d[j]). 
Tomoko with such carvings are thus piloted by Kesoko and encouraged by him, as well as 
protected from the spirit's vagaries. The idol is present as if to say that Kesoko is on the 'side' 
of the canoe's occupants - a tamed spirit, whose potency is now deployed by warriors. 
The figures depicted on the embellished rings of Nusa Roviana and Simbo are clearly 
not 1JUZw;uzu or Kesoko, but it is probable that they too represented spirits with heightened 
senses and potency. They bear the most resemblance to small Janus figure carvings (known 
simply as beku), commonly attached to the top of the front prow of tomoko (e.g. artefact b, 
figure 5.30). As is typical of Janus figures, these conveyed a sense of invulnerability in their 
capacity to see in all directions (Woodford 1909: 512-3, Hocart 1935: 98). The carvings are such 
that the figures have no back - from whichever direction we look at them we can see their 
face, and hence, are always looking at the front. Importantly, this carries with it the implica-
tion that they can always see us or anyone else that might be approaching. The Janus figure 
form is a means of ensuring that "no part of an image departs from the 'canonical' (ritually po-
tent) view" (Gell 1998: 195). These were spirits of protection, whose form was an expression of 
their agency - ritual potency extended out from them in all directions, leaving no vulnerable 
gaps. Again, this was a means by which the all-pervasive potency of warriors within the canoe 
could be physically objectified, in an expression of their ancestrally derived efficacy. 
There are two salient points that can be taken from this discussion of tomoko figures and 
applied to the embellished shell rings. The first is that Janus figures and prognathism were 
'canonical' indexes of spirit beings. In Roviana cosmology this means that images exhibiting 
such traits always equated to, or represented, the tomate of ancestors. The second point is 
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that the prognathic Janus form was an expression of potent agency. These spirit figures have 
heightened senses, they do not blink, they can see everything, they can smell, hear, shout and 
devour more than any living thing. The two points are inherently linked: potency and ances-
tor-spirit status go hand in hand because, in Roviana, an ancestor was by definition inherently 
potent. But it is evident that what was being stressed was not just the simple fact of potency, 
but moreover, the extreme degree or superior level of potency exhibited by the particular 
ancestors of the group that bore these carvings. Each carving, at its foundation, equated to one 
group's expression of superior genealogical efficacy. At the wider level of the material culture 
complex within which each artefact sits, the depiction of anthropomorphic form in these 
terms is the product of a society consumed by competing claims of genealogical credentials. 
The embellished shell rings then, fit somewhere within this system, depicting efficacious an -
cestors. 
To examine this further, let us return to the embellished ring from Simbo labelled 'a' in 
figure 5.29. This particular ring is an heirloom and has an attached oral tradition. Although 
the artefact first appeared in print in Chikamori's archaeological report (1996 [1967]: pl. 1x), 
the actual oral tradition was recorded later (Macfarlane & Macfarlane 1977). The artefact is 
known as 'Kukuporo' referring to a kind of umbrella made from a species of Pandanus (para). 
The significance of this becomes apparent during the course of the story of the object's ori-
gin: 
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A long time ago, on the island ofSimbo at a place called Sisoro lived a woman called Ngguamali with her four 
year old son called Resana [literally 'fine rain' or 'drizzle']. One day while Ngguamali was preparing some food 
Resana began to cry. This was very unusual for the boy to do, so Ngguamali did all sorts of things for her son 
to stop him crying but the boy would not stop crying. 
After having spent a long time crying, Resana suddenly stopped. At the same time ... a single bamboo stem 
which grew in front of their cave suddenly cracked open and a baby's cry came from the hollow stem of the 
bamboo. Ngguamali ran to the place and took the child and took her son Resana to go and wash the child in 
the sea. As the day looked dull Ngguamali brought with her her custom umbrella [poro] to cover the child if 
it rained . 
. . . After she had washed both children, Ngguamali began to dry the baby but as she was doing so, the rain 
started to fall .. . Ngguamali asked her son Resana to fetch the umbrella to cover the baby. Resana looked but 
there was no sign of the umbrella. Instead ... he found a circular thing in the form of the custom money of the 
people from the West[ em Solomons] . On it were two figures of two boys sitting with their backs to each other 
and a custom umbrella covering their heads. This whole thing is what is known as the "Kukuporo:' 
When Resana found this he shouted "Nggua Mbakia" [qua bakiha] which means "my money" or rather 
custom money. So Ngguamali named the baby Nggua Mbakia. The rain had stopped then and yet they could 
not find the umbrella, so they went home without it, taking the Kukuporo with them ... the child who was 
born from the bamboo, Nggua Mbakia, got married to a woman of Kindu, in Munda, but it was Resana who 
took possession of the Kukuporo, which has been passed from generation to generation with its history until 
now. 
As for the bamboo plant, as Nggua Mbakia married and had children, new shoots grew from the old plant and 
the number of stems growing was equal to the number of children Nggua Mbakia had. These bamboo stems 
grow in groups representing the tribes of this man ... whenever a descendant ofNggua Mbakia's died, one of 
the bamboo stems would also die. (McFarlane & McFarlane 1977: 57-8) 
Besides offering an explanation for why bamboo grows as it does, and an interpretation 
of the embellished shell ring as a representation of two boys under an umbrella, at its core this 
narrative relates to genesis and ancestry. The two figures on the Kukuporo ring are ancestors 
of people living in Simbo and Munda - Resana and Nggua Mbakia. These ancestors were 
brothers linked by a form of supernatural bond, and in this respect they are fundamentally 
equivalent, they are twins. In terms of their Janus figure arrangement on the ring they amount 
to two faces, or aspects, of the same ancestor - they are the same but split, one born of a 
woman, one born of bamboo, one living in Simbo, one in Munda. The supernatural birth of 
Nggua Mbakia from a shaft of bamboo pinpoints the origin point of a genealogy, in the same 
way that the emergence of Vakorige from the earth at Bao is the origin of Kazukuru tribes, 
and the events surrounding the Mateana ofNusa Roviana mark a later fission ( chapter three). 
The Kukuporo narrative stresses this genealogical aspect in the way the bamboo plant is said 
to have subsequently grown in bunches equal to descendent children and tribes, and the way 
the ring itself was passed down in commemoration. 
The latter feature casts light on why Kukuporo takes the form of a shell ring. A geneal-
ogy depends on replication and transmission, and this is denoted here by the transference of 
an heirloom in the form of an object whose primary social function is to be exchanged. The 
shell ring effects the transmission of genealogical identity, replicating the social order via the 
practice of people passing it on from one generation to the next. It is a commemoration of 
the identity of this particular descent group, ensuring its continuance through transmittal. 
The ring also denotes the origin point of the genealogy. Just as the origin ancestor appeared 
through an act of supernatural birth, Kukuporo was acquired through an act of supernatural 
exchange - an umbrella disappeared (was taken), and the ring appeared in its place (was giv-
en). This was a first exchange, an origin sparking all other transferrals that followed, on down 
through the generations. Consequently, the Kukuporo ring embodies a force (something akin 
to 'reciprocation') that is both the origin of sociality, and the means by which it is reproduced. 
One cannot help but think of tamasa here - the beings that set the world in motion, and con-
tinued to control it. 
I argued above that shell rings indexed the agency of tamasa as vectored through various 
social actors. The Kukuporo ring appears to reinforce this indexing, but with the addition of 
an implicit reference to the way in which ancestors were situated in regard to it. The fact that 
the two boys appear actually sitting on the ring, as an integral component of the artefact, per-
haps indicates the proximity of these ancestors to tamasa. If so, it would not be particularly 
surprising - after all, the baby Nggua Mbakia was born without the input of human repro-
duction, as though by tamasa. The first exchange too, in which an umbrella disappeared and 
the Kukuporo was found in its place, is indicative of the mysterious work of tamasa. Perhaps 
then, what appear to be the originating and sustaining qualities of the shell ring are actu-
ally the originating and sustaining qualities of tamasa. I think this is probably true - it is a 
reflection of the way shell rings index the agency of tamasa and extend it into the world of 
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sociality. That the Kukuporo was given to the ancestors in replacement for an umbrella is also 
relevant. It suggests to me a concern with protection from the weather that we have encoun-
tered before. The weather was, axiomatically, the work of tamasa in Roviana (and Simbo), 
representing one aspect of the destructive flip-side of their creative capacity. True protection 
could only come from a successful relationship with 'tame' tamasa and with the aid of effica-
cious ancestors. Shell rings are not much good as physical umbrellas, but if the agency em-
bodied in them allowed communication with tamasa, taming them and ensuring calm, then 
the Kukuporo exchange was, at the very least, equivalent ( the rain stopped after Kukuporo 
was found). The Janus figure ring appears to imply an ancestrally derived protection from the 
vagaries of tamasa, sheltering descendants from the vagaries of the world. It too is ultimately 
an expression of genealogical potency, implying that ancestors and genealogical identity are 
the only hope of deliverance. 
Going back to my original point about embellished rings, it has become apparent by now 
that embellishments do indeed restrict the social use of rings. In the case of Kukuporo, the 
ring has such an established history embodied in its form that it is inappropriate to treat it as 
anything other than an inalienable heirloom. It cannot be exchanged willy-nilly amongst the 
general populace, but must stay within a particular genealogical context. Conversely, rings 
without such embellishments must be regarded as more socially 'free: This hierarchy of com-
plexity can be followed through other items of Roviana material culture and at this point I 
want to move on from embellished rings to a kind of artefact known as barava. These are 
morphologically related to the rings just discussed. My initial approach to them will be to 
· delineate exactly how this relation is expressed in terms of the transformation and derivation 
of motifs. 
Barava 
Barava seems to have been a somewhat generic term for carved plaques made from flat sec-
tions of ground down Tridacna gigas. It is certainly used to describe a variety of artefacts of 
different sizes and shapes. I am aware of three basic forms of Barava: a large plaque known 
as either porobatuna or saruba1Jara; a medium-sized one called pagosia; and a small artefact 
known simply as barava. The term Barava is thus a little like Poata in its usage, both generic 
and specific, and, accordingly, I will capitalise the first letter when referring to the genus. This 
generic usage is probably a reflection of these artefacts' essentially related form - they exist as 
transformations of one another, utilising a shared set of motifs. Initially I will only be consid-
ering two of the Barava types - pagosia and barava proper - leaving the porobatuna variety 
for later in the chapter. I will begin with pagosia. 
Pagosia consist of a flat shell plaque ( ca. 5-9mm deep) cut into a rounded triangular shape. 
They are always pierced by a row of small square holes and a larger half-oval hole, and the flat 
side of the triangle is dominated by a series of rounded knobs forming a 'comb: The cross-sec-
tion is a thin wedge narrowing from the base to a point at the comb end. Although it may not 
be immediately apparent, these artefacts are derivations of the embellished shell ring shapes 
we have just considered. I did not initially recognise this fact myself, because I tended to ori-
ent the artefacts incorrectly, with the 'comb' pointing down as if they were to be suspended 
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Fig. 5.32 Pagosia 
Haratana, site 67, Kokorapa, Nusa Roviana 
from the large hole. However, Roviana informants pointed out my error by noting that tradi-
tionally pagosia were always to face 'comb upwards' lest their power drip away. They did not 
know why the 'comb up' orientation was correct, but I think it will become apparent when we 
consider the origin of pagosia as transformed versions of embellished rings. 
The teeth of the 'comb' are, of course, heads. The entire_ artefact consists of an embellished 
ring that has been stretched and flattened to accommodate the insertion of many new heads, 
fanned out between the original Janus figures. The latter have been further simplified to an 
upper half-circle and lower vestigial snout pointing out from the sides of the artefact. The 
transformations that have taken place in getting from a Janus figure embellished ring to a 
pagosia are shown in figure 5.33, using a series of artefacts found on Nusa Roviana and from 
museum collections. 
I should point out that this figure is not meant as an evolutionary sequence. Unlike the 
sequences used by late nineteenth and early twentieth century style analysts, the intention 
here is to examine relations between artefacts in terms of synchronic ideological and cul-
tural forces. I do not mean to imply that the above 'derivations' equate to either time depth 
or progressive (or regressive) artistic refinement. Instead, the figure delineates a principle of 
transformation, which I believe was conducted in the service of the ability to apply similar 
concepts to different facets of sociality. 
The visual effect of pagosia is to disguise the obvious anthropomorphism exhibited by 
embellished rings such as Kukuporo. Yet, the overall intent remains. The figures ( ancestors/ 
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Fig. 5.33 Janus ring to pagosia: multiplication of faces 
a) site 67, Kokorapa, Nusa Roviana; b) Lambete, Roviana (Auckland Museum 27306.4); c) Lambete, Roviana (Auckland 
Museum 27306.5); d-f) Ade shrine, Munda, Roviana (Auckland Museum 27306.1, 27306.7, 27306.8) 
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tomate) are merged even more fully with the ring (the agency of tamasa, the origin) but they 
have multiplied as if their fecundity is on show. This is a ring of many faces, many tomate in 
a genealogical arrangement. The efficacy of these tomate is still displayed - by the vestigial 
prognathic Janus arrangement of the two end figures looking laterally to the side, while the 
many between look out and back. If the artefact is flipped over the same scene is depicted. 
One problem with three dimensional Janus figures is that they inevitably have a side view, 
which may be interpreted as unprotected, and not ritually potent. The pagosia design solves 
this problem by transforming the image into what is essentially a two dimensional artefact, 
and inserting faces that look out from between the originals. The side view has been stretched 
and flattened to become the new 'front' and 'back: while the original 'faces' have been nar-
rowed thinly to become the new sides. The pagosia design is apparently more potent than a 
three dimensional Janus in that there is no direction from which one can approach unseen. 
The coherence of this arrangement is maintained by the one ring. Although there are 
many faces in genealogical arrangement, really this is a depiction of one entity. A Janus figure 
is canonically a single deity that has two faces. By this measure the pagosia depicts a spirit 
with many more faces than that - but it is still only one spirit, albeit a very watchful one. The 
depiction here calls to mind the genealogical notion of personhood described by Strathern 
(1988) and Wagner (1991). Melanesian societies have, it has been argued, a specific notion of 
personhood that considers a person to be 'multiple' in the sense of them being constituted 
by many genealogical relationships in one body. The corollary of which is that an aggregate 
of persons, such as a descent group, constitutes one person in its single genealogy. Wagner 
refers to this conception as 'fractal' personhood, employing a simile referring to images that 
exhibit self-similarity at different scales. Now a pagosia is not quite a literal fractal (for more 
befitting Oceanic artefacts, see Gell 1998: 137-43), but it is clear that its 'one' ring and anthro-
pomorphised spirit harbour the potency of 'many' in exactly this genealogical sense. It is an 
enchainment of ancestral spirits presented as if they were one, and the potency of this one is 
presented as dependent on its composition from many. 
Before turning to the use of pagosia, I will introduce the smaller barava which are formed 
through one more level of simplification. The barava shown in figure 5.34 consist of the bare 
bones of a pagosia outline. The overall shape has been narrowed and comes closer to a true 
triangle. There is no row of small holes to delineate and separate the row of heads, and the 
heads themselves have been reduced to a series of serrations. The relationship to a shell ring 
has been disguised by a reduction in the size of the half-oval hole. These simplified barava 
come in two basic forms separable by size. There is a slightly larger version which tends to 
have a bigger, triangular hole, while a smaller variety has but a small piercing up to 5mm in 
diameter. Small versions often have a more 'toothed' appearance in that the vestigial heads are 
more pronounced and less flat that their larger counterparts. 
The serrated edge (reqereqete) of barava is sufficiently transformed to be no longer recog-
nisable as a series of heads. As such, these artefacts could not have carried the same explicit 
referential weight as more naturalistic depictions - they are more ambiguous. Despite the fact 
that their derivation from anthropomorphic embellished rings is traceable through formal 
Fig. 5.34 Barava 
Site 67, Kokorapa, Nusa Roviana 
analysis, the 'meaning' was not equivalent. In fact, I doubt if the serrated edge of barava and 
pagosia was recognised as anthropomorphic by most of the Roviana populace - certainly 
no informants in Roviana today recognise this fact, and it has never been mentioned in the 
literature either. The link has only been recognised here because of access to 'intermediate' 
designs in the form of archaeologically recovered embellished shell rings. Nevertheless, there 
is a genealogy of abduction that runs through these artefacts. The removal of explicit anthro-
pomorphism - or rather, 'ancestropomorphism' - allowed barava to simply embody or index 
a generalised efficacy rather than a specific one tied to particular, named, ancestors. The mor-
phology of barava is intended only to reference pagosia in a simpler, smaller form. Pagosia 
themselves, of course, reference shell rings with ancestral figures extending from them, which, 
in turn reference both plain shell rings (which reference Tridacna etc.) and images of carved 
spirit figures (which embody named ancestral tomate), and so on. Each artefact within this 
enchainment gathers the others, reflecting and transforming elements of inferential meaning. 
'Style: in this sense, represents a means by which a particular set of concepts and beliefs about 
the nature of the world is extended throughout all the material aspects of a culture. But I am 
getting ahead of myself - I have not yet finished tracing the implications of elements within 
this chain. Let us turn back to the usage of barava and pagosia. 
Pagosia appear to have only been used as ornaments ( vinasari) for one particular class 
of material culture known as either serubule or vovoso according to the purpose of particular 
items. The smaller barava were also used as ornaments for these items, but they emerge in 
other contexts as well. Serubule and vovoso are composite artefacts made up of a selection of 
barava, pagosia, hinuili, poata and occasionally human vertebrae, lashed to a central staff or 
cane. In typical examples the ornamenting artefacts are arranged in terms of size, with smaller 
items at the top and larger heavier ones at the bottom. This pyramid structure is sometimes 
enhanced by the addition of a laterally ground Terebra species shell (raqo) at the very top. 
However, museum examples indicate that variation in assembly must have been common. 
The most predominant feature of all examples is that individual items are stacked and layered 
so that the serrated edges and rings echo each other and give the impression of great profu-
sion. Small Conus rings are often lashed to the edges of pagosia, budding out from the sides, 
echoing the larger rings below. One such artefact, plundered by Davis of the Royalist and now 
on display in Auckland Museum (see also Edge-Partington & Joyce 1904: fig. 3; Waite 1979: pl. 
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Fig. 5.35 Serubule or vovoso 
Top: New Georgia (source: Cartier 2002: 72); bottom: Roviana, Collected by Davis 1890-3 (source: Waite 1990: fig. 5.26) 
148), has a unique pagosia with a double row of serrated heads adding to the general effect of 
bountiful 'faces' (bottom row, far right figure 5.35). 
It is not possible to distinguish between serubule and vovoso on form alone because their 
definition was based on the ritualised properties they were held to embody rather than out-
ward appearance. Essentially, both worked as charms for channelling efficacy, but in different, 
almost opposite, directions. That a class of objects could be used so differently was of course 
due to the 'generalised' or 'free' nature of barava, pagosia and plain rings - any concretised 
associations other than 'potency' or 'efficacy' are minimised by their simplified form. I do, 
however, think it is worth reviewing how barava and pagosia were employed as parts of both 
serubule and vovoso, because this was their primary context. I will begin with serubule. 
The purpose of serubule is reflected in the name. Bule is Roviana for 'calm' or 'peaceful: 
often in reference to the weather. Seru is not a Roviana word but is perhaps derived from the 
languages of southeast Choiseul where saru means 'to make'. Serubule, in other words, were 
used to produce calm. That this is correct is reflected in recorded traditions. 
Na Serubule - tomate bule pana hebala rini si hoke The serubule - calm tomate; when theyjourneyed by 
va surania rini pa kemua na sa tomoko meke hebala sea they would often put it in the bows of the tomoko, 
sarini, pude bule meke ene valeana pa dia hinebala gua. in order to make calm and ensure that everything went 
(Alebeti in Carter n.d: 5) well during their journey. 
A serubule encapsulated the potency of ancestral tomate and directed it towards the suc-
cess of voyaging. When not in use serubule would be placed standing up at a shrine, absorb-
ing the potency of the spirits they embodied (22 pagosia were found at 13 shrines on Nusa 
Roviana). They would then be ritually 'taken down' to the tomoko during the ceremonies of 
preparation before the journey. Although the above account is not explicit about the kind of 
journey undertaken with serubule on board, it is implied by the reference to tomoko - such 
canoes were only used for headhunting raids and when fishing for bonito. 
There is an oral narrative relating to serubule that directly references this association with 
long-distance voyages. This narrative was told to Hocart (n.d[i]:18-20) in somewhat garbled 
form by an informant who had a serubule charm, and it has also been published in another 
telling by Beti (1977b). The story relates to a fruit pigeon (baruku) kept as a pet by a Hoeze 
woman of Qerasi. One day, the pigeon flew off to the island of Vaghena in Manning Straits, and 
then on to northern Santa Isabel. Here, some people fed it and gave it sweet smelling plants 
(habe, buha), blue bark cloth, and other things. The pigeon then flew back to Qerasi, where a 
ba1Jara got four boys together to go and find out where the things it brought back came from. 
The boys put the pigeon on the prow of their canoe and put a branch in its mouth as a voyag-
ing charm called sora. The boys wore pagosia or barava around their necks. The pigeon led 
them to Vaghena, where they left the sora, then on to Isabel. Here they were welcomed and 
given bark cloth and the sweet smelling plants. They then went back home, stopping off to get 
another sora (of a different plant species) at Vaghena on the way. In Hocart's version an Isabel 
man was taken back with the four boys, and he was killed by the ba1Jara "for the tomate''. The 
narrative then goes on to document a series of migrations where particular New Georgia 
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people went to live in Santa Isabel, before moving on to Vaghena, then to Nusa Roviana and 
Kalikoqu. In this way the Manning Straits region and northern Santa Isabel became known to 
the people of Roviana. The link to the informant's serubule is recorded by Hocart: 
The tamasa of the Seumbule [sic] consists in ornaments of hio shell ( mbarava) put round the neck. There are 
four corresponding to the four boys. There is one serumbule in Saikile, two in Ysabel, one in Mbukombuko. 
Each of the four boys wore one. If they consecrate a new canoe they encounter no rain or wind owing to 
the Serumbule which is put in the bow without any prayer (varavara) ... Sora is a plant which is put in the 
bow on the way to Manning Straits, as the pigeon did. When they return they put the mbombogele plant in 
the bow ... The Serumbule is in a small house in Mbukombuko. There Zhauma makes burnt offerings with 
poholo or pudding saying "Tamugamu na serum bu le, kinamanai, mana tu, goi kuka, pausi gami" [For you the 
serubule ... be efficacious, you carry, look after us] ... Kinamanai was said to be the words used that they might 
not be ill ... Zhauma still makes offerings there every New Year ( vuaheni vanggura), at muzhara, & at tabuna, 
although he does not go to Manning Straits. If a man is ill he gives poata, arm rings, hinuili to the Serumbule. 
When the asama creeper with which the shrine [sic - probably 'charm'] is tied rots Zhauma kills a pig and 
makes poholo (presumably before making a new one). If a man knows this story ... he may not commit 
adultery or take over a widow ... or he dies. (Hocart n.d[i] :20) 
I cannot account for the reference at the beginning of this quote to serubule consisting of 
barava placed about the neck. It seems unlikely that the artefact would be disassembled before 
a voyage, most accounts simply suggest the entire staff, barava, and all, was placed in the bow 
of the canoe rather than worn. It is perhaps a metaphorical reference to the pagosia or barava 
worn by the four boys - which, obviously, were archetypes, or the 'first' serubule from which 
all others were descended. It is also possible that a serubule was conceptualised as a body (the 
staff) about which ornaments were strung, similar to a necklace. A serubule might thus be 
thought of as a material vehicle for tomate, a worldly 'body' - reflected in the fact that offer-
ings and appeals for blessings and care were made in exactly the same manner as the worship 
of spirits through idols in other contexts. Equally, when those who 'knew' serubule committed 
significant offences such as adultery there were mortal repercussions. In a very real sense, the 
body of serubule equated to a person-like agent, albeit of a supernatural sort. 
That serubule were associated with voyaging is unambiguous, but Hocart's note that pro-
pitiatory offerings could be made to the charm during illness reiterates the fact that its pri-
mary role was in producing 'calm. Although voyages by sea were probably the most important 
social occasions where calm (weather) was important, serubule were used in other contexts 
as well, particularly during ceremonial feasts. Headhunting raids, bonito fishing, and feasting 
were of course all occasions sponsored by bm;ara as a demonstration of their efficacy, and any 
arrival of sudden storms, rain or other irregularities during these occasions would inevitably 
suggest that something was amiss. It was not just that lack of calm implied a ba1Jara (and 
hence the community) had no power over the world because their ancestors had failed them, 
but that any disturbance, particularly in the shape of a storm, was axiomatically interpreted as 
a sign of displeasure on the part of tamasa. When a storm arrived during the exact occasion 
ba1Jara and followers demonstrated their greatness and spiritual backing, everything was un-
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dermined, everything was wrong. It is no wonder then, that serubule had to be continuously 
maintained and supplicated. 
A final point worth noting about serubule is that the top of the staff was known as poro-
batu. This term seems to have been extended to artefacts that were commonly lashed in this 
position such as raqo or small barava, but also to the large porobatuna or saruba11ara form 
of Barava discussed below. However, the important point is that the term is compounded 
from the word for a species of Pandanus (poro) from which umbrellas were made, and the 
word for head (batu) - again possibly implying a kind ofritual shelter. A comparison with 
the Kukuporo ring is also invited here: while I am unsure of the exact etymology, there are 
a few indications that kuku derives from an old-fashioned or respectful term for the head or 
top end of something (see kukutapo, kukurumu sage, kukuira11a; Waterhouse 1949). Kukupolo, 
for example, is the Roviana term for a Pandanus cover that was wrapped around the head or 
skull of a dead ba11ara. Whatever the case, there is some consonance between serubule and the 
Kukuporo ring in terms of a shared implication of protection from tamasa via a communica-
tive medium; an icon harbouring and employing the potency of ancestral spirits. Given the 
role of tamasa in governing the weather, the use of 'umbrella' or 'Pandanus cover' metaphors 
is entirely understandable. In relation to this it is notable that Scheffler (1965) records tribal 
leaders in Choiseul (palabatu syn. Roviana ba11ara) were commonly referred to as the 'um-
brella of the people'. 
In contrast to the protective serubule, vovoso were charms for causing harm. In the words 
of one of Hocart's Simbo informants it was "tambu belong kill him man" (1931: 299-310). 
Seemingly identical in appearance to serubule (figure 5.36) these staffs embodied ancestral 
tomate in the service of successful fighting and headhunting. Their use and care was essen-
tially the same as that of serubule - they would be kept at a shrine and offerings would be 
made, but before a headhunting expedition they would be taken down and placed in the bows 
of tomoko. 
The vovoso of Karivara was called Crocodile, and belonged to the canoe also called Crocodile. It used to be 
kept in the skull-house at Vepa ... For the vovoso they kill a pig and make puddings at Loga, where there is 
a platform, the foundation of a war-hall [zelepade], and skull-houses. Kunda makes a burnt offering, saying 
"This is the pudding for you, the departed chiefs, be propitious to this canoe, and let us go out to sea, and 
let us club the men, put them on board this canoe. This is the pig for you, the spirits of departed chiefs, the 
vovoso, and be efficacious for this canoe, and may we put on board the men. O! Thus:' ... Then they "make 
vovoso'; that is tie it in the canoe. The operator puts on a shoulder belt of mamaroko [a littoral vine], ties elelo 
venga [a leaf] to the canoe at its bows, fixes a stick of ogogo tu/usu, and one of moe below the gavagavara 
[wooden cross-piece inside the stem] at the bow, saying, "This is the ring for you the vovoso. Let us depart, 
let us kill men, and thou set out, vovoso, and accompany us, and club men. Thus:' ... The men of Karivara 
do not kill the crocodile on account of the vovoso. The crocodile is their spirit and makes the canoe sway in 
divination ... there is another prayer ... used only for a new canoe ... "Great vovoso 6! Come down, let us go 
out to sea .. .let us lie in wait to eat; come down to embark on the canoes, thou vovoso, Ninge 6! ... Let us set 
out together to look for food, thou kolokovara 6!, [thou Irugugugusu, thou Tutuvina ovo; thou Koko retese, 
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Fig. 5.36 Vovoso, drawn by Kundakolo 
"It shows two men standing on a platform (ara) 'making vovosd, that is, performing a ceremony on it. Plenty of rings lie at 
their feet" (source: Hocart 1931: 310-311) 
thou Gopa mba.11ara,] thou five vovoso. Be efficacious in the meeting at sea; be efficacious at the going down; 
be efficacious at the burning fort, the burning house, the hall. Be true, thou, be thou efficacious; guess thou, 
eye of thee, the moon, eye of thee, the sun; [prophesise well o! guess and prophesise successfully. O!] (Ho cart 
1931: 310, 322 LX) 
During fighting the vovoso would be kept with the tomoko and looked after by a nomi-
nated warrior - the 'operator' mentioned above. Those in battle, however, carried the potency 
of the vovoso with them via small consecrated hinuili lashed to their fighting shields (lave). 
Upon the return of a headhunting party, the tomoko would go through a variety of 'cleansing' 
rites including the ritual removal of the vovoso from the tomoko (lipa vovoso, or 'bail vovoso'). 
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Here an appointee would directly address the staff with the words "Come down, come down, 
the vovoso; come down sit on the land; come down and sit in the skull house; abide. When 
we depart we shall put thee on board" (Hocart 1931: 314). When the vovoso was to be placed 
back in the shrine, the following would be uttered: "Go up, and sit. Go up, be angry. Go up, 
be incensed. Go up, kill. Go up, be true (?)" (1931: 314). The charm was addressed directly 
because it harboured the tomate of deceased ancestors, whose potency had obviously been 
directed towards the bringing of death. One of the vovoso recorded by Hocart, for example, 
was held to have been made by "the men of old': indicating that these charms were passed 
down through the generations. This is reflected in a prayer ( varavara) said during the removal 
of the vovoso from the canoe, which began by recounting the men who had 'known' it in the 
past - the tomate kotu vovoso (lit. 'spirit carry vovoso') - invoking each to 'come down' as if 
they all remained resident within the charm (Hocart 1931: 323, LXVI). 
In fact, vovoso shared this latter quality with serubule - both embodied a potency handed 
down along genealogical lines. In the story of serubule related above for example, Zhauma, the 
informant who currently held the artefact, had gained rights to travel to, and use the resources 
of, Vaghena, by descent from ancestors who had voyaged there with its aid. Similarly the 
vovoso charm conferred the efficacy of all those that had 'known' it, those who had killed suc-
cessfully with it in the past. Both charms were inalienably associated with the efficacy of past 
ancestors, to the extent that the memory of these ancestors' past actions remained with the 
artefact. Serubule and vovoso objectified the efficacy displayed by ancestors in their successful 
control over the world and other humans, and they carried that efficacy, indexing it in mate-
rial form and allowing it to be transmitted through the generations. Contemporary persons 
who held serubule or vovoso could trace the potency of the charm, and their inheritance of it, 
genealogically, by stories such as Zhauma's serubule origin myth. 
The genealogical nature of these charms' potency was reinforced by a morphological com-
plexity built up from smaller components. The barava, pagosia and shell rings were lashed 
to a central pole in a stacked array, creating a patterned puzzle of forms budding out from 
each other. These artefacts seem to actually trap many spirits within themselves, and arrange 
them in a kind of body designed to display fecundity and fruitful potency. That each staff was 
slightly different probably gave them an added identity, an added agency, which may have 
been directed at 'outdoing' other groups: they bolstered the confidence of warrior-kin while 
appearing mysterious and powerful to others. Thus, visual and spiritual efficacy was com-
bined in these artefacts, to the degree that their actual worldly potency was partially reliant 
on their ability to display and distribute potency via their form. Serubule and vovoso, in other 
words, were designed to look the part. This pattern was carried over into other categories of 
material culture, and I want to turn now from barava, pagosia and shell rings as coherent 
objects to look at the way they were used to ornament other things via the successive refine-
ment of form. 
Vasaria - ornamentation 
The most lavishly ornamented items of Roviana material culture were tomoko. Woodford 
(1909), Hocart (1935), Waite (1990) and Aswani (1999) have described the construction and 
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Fig. 5.37 Tomoko prow and stern 
(source: Woodford 1909: plates XLII, XLIV) 
primary decorative conventions of western Solomon Islands canoes in detail, and I do not 
intend to repeat their work here. Instead, I will focus on the 'ornamental' motifs used and the 
reasons for their application, paying particular attention to the way they reference the items 
of material culture that have been discussed thus far. 
Tomoko were sleek and low in the water, with high curved prows (hubehube) extending 
up to five times the height of the hull. They were constructed from cut planks assembled and 
lashed with asama vines (Lygodium sp.), then caulked with paste made from tita nut kernels 
(Parinarium sp.), and painted with a mix of charcoal from the domu tree (Bischofia javanica), 
tita and water. After the body of the canoe was finished and sealed, it was intricately embel-
lished with inlay (kada) and applied ornaments ( vinasari). The overall effect was of a black 
ground with bright patterns traced through it, picked out in gleaming white shell commonly 
derived from Gold-Lip or Black-Lip pearl shell (davi), or the inner pearled surfaces of the 
Nautilus (kekerava). The stern and particularly the bow were the most heavily decorated por-
tions and it is these that I will focus on. 
The first element of decoration worth noting is the repetitive placement of motifs forming 
lines echoing the sweep of the tomoko's stems. Each line and decorative pattern was composed 
from hundreds of tiny motifs set in series. Scores of small barava made of Tridacna or pearl 
shell, for example, were fastened on a vine running along the inner edge of the high curving 
prow. These were attached in such a way as to stand upright with the serrated edge facing 
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Fig. 5.38 Tomoko inlay 
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Left: tomoko and paele, Vella Lavella, British Museum Photo Archive no. LXII (source: Waite 1990: fig. 5-1); top right: tomoko 
cowry shell decoration, Auckland Museum (32434?); pearl shell inlays, Lambete, Roviana. Auckland Museum (26773.1-10); 
bottom right: tomoko inlay detail. British Museum 1927.10-22.1 (source: Waite 1990: fig. 5.2) 
away from canoe, so that it bristled with the barava shape. The front edge of the prow was 
likewise decorated with a row of repetitive shapes in the form of ba1Ja sisia shells (spindle 
cowry - Ovula ovum). These were separated and defined by a ladder-shaped frame ( vakivak-
isu), painted red, and ornamented with white feathers. The stern too, had a row of small white 
shells ( barabuni - Polinices tumid us) attached to its inner surface. Although each tomoko was 
different, there are several common inlay patterns evident in collected and recorded examples. 
Most canoes had dual rows of shell ring motifs (kada bobolokuhai) following the curve of the 
gunwale and line of the bow, meeting up the narrow prow, and finally comprising a thick band 
of four rows at the top of the stem. At the water line a single row of framed ring inlays (kada 
hinuili - i.e. like the tabbed hinuili in figure 5.9) often extended horizontally along the hull. 
Other inlay designs included a rainbow shape (busa bigobigo), star and frigate bird patterns, 
and a triangular patch (busa qamutu) echoing the shape of the lower stem plank (qamutu). 
Motifs used within these patterns usually have descriptive names such as the aforementioned 
bobolokuhai ('round'), reqereqete ('serrated'), pikupikutu ('fishtail'), the z-shaped asasepaleo 
(like a fish bone), and viqala ('split'). 
Various pennants and attachments were also fixed to the prows of the tomoko. At the top 
of the stem a bunch of white cockatoo feathers (hogo) sprouted above a Janus head beku carv-
ing. Below this was a long strand of twisted vine, into which were inserted bunches of feath-
ers from kakia (white cockatoo) and siri (red parakeet). Designed to stream out as the canoe 
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travelled through the water, this was called the tepatepa nika (lit. 'request fire'). Three sets of 
rods decorated with feathers projected forwards from the top, middle and bottom of the prow, 
and were known as isu hikama (lit. 'lobster nose'). A length of cane (tikulu) bent into a circle 
was sometimes fixed above the head of the 1JUZU1JUZU canoe idol. At the top of the stern, a vane 
called pitipiti or pitikole (the 'Willy Wagtail' bird) was attached above two carved faces (batu 
qela) projecting to port and starboard. 
Most previous research has accounted for the extremely decorative nature of tomoko in 
terms of the expression of status and power through ostentatious display. After pointing out 
the labour investment required to produce hundreds of inlay pieces for decoration, and the 
employment of expert canoe makers, it is usually assumed that tomoko indexed the wealth 
of ba7Jara (Waite 1990: 47, 63; Thomas 1995: 92). Equally, the use of tomoko in headhunting 
and bonito fishing expeditions (the practices most essential to spiritual well-being) has been 
seen as reason enough for their decorative embellishment - these practices could only be ac-
complished via canoe, and consequently tomoko were primary symbols of power (White 1991: 
87). 
While I regard these perspectives as useful, I think that they leave important questions 
unanswered. Principally, they do not explain the particularity of tomoko decoration. Because 
of this I consider such explanations to be inadequate within the present context of stylistic 
analysis. However, instead of abandoning them altogether, it is better to simply extract and 
redefine certain key concepts. Particularly I want to focus on the notions of 'display' and 'pow-
er/status: which, according to the above positions, are linked by an equation of grandiosity: 
more = more. Rather than accept this formula, I will redefine both concepts in terms of 'visual 
effect' and 'agency'. That is, tomoko decoration should be seen in terms of its intended affective 
qualities, rather than the quantity of extravagant 'display'. And, this should be thought of as a 
method for actively extending social agency, rather than for passively exhibiting 'power/sta-
tus'. Thus, it is my argument that the style of tomoko ornamentation was intended both as a 
means of creating a particular visual effect, and as a means of extending the agency of persons 
and things. These two facets of ornamentation, so defined, remain inherently linked, serving 
to reinforce each other, as will be seen. Let's begin, then, with the visual effect. 
Nicholas Thomas (1995: 94) has drawn attention to the 'dazzling' quality of pearl shell 
inlay when set against the black ground of tomoko, arguing that this was a metaphorical ex-
tension of the way dazzling accomplishments in headhunting and feasting were offset from 
conventional routines. Although I find the argument lacking (it says little other than that 
decorated things are for special occasions), the visual dazzlement he alludes to was undoubt-
edly important. The rich, translucent glow and shimmer of opalescent shell is drawn upon in 
much Oceanic art, and in the Solomons whole pearl shells were often worn as breast orna-
ments, or carved into pendants. Opalescent shell was undoubtedly valued for its bright, shin-
ing (bakala) appearance, and might indeed have been considered to dazzle (keana) when the 
light caught it. It may also have peen associated with swiftness, since the kekerava Nautilus 
sometimes used for inlay work was known as an incredibly fast swimmer able to avoid capture 
(Waterhouse 1949: 167). But I think the most important property of such shell in the Roviana 
context was its tendency to refract light in shifting bands of the rainbow. 
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Within Roviana mythology and tradition, certain tomate and tamasa commonly ap-
peared in the form of shooting stars or rode on the backs of rainbows - particularly those that 
brought death or illness. Fine rain in the sunshine was thought to be extremely dangerous be-
cause of the propensity for rainbows to form at such times, signalling the arrival of dangerous 
spirits such a.s Ave, Sea, and mateana, who would kill or cause sickness (Hocart n.d[k]). The 
colourful translucence of rainbows was an index of spiritual presence, echoing the ephemeral 
smoke and shadow of the soul of dead things. Lacking solidity, being ungraspable and imma-
terial, these phenomena reflected the unpredictable, dangerous nature of spirits, and hence, 
invoked great mortal fear. 
There are two decorative features of tomoko that are explicitly linked to rainbows. The first 
represents a deliberate attempt by canoe makers to create spray within which rainbows could 
form as the canoe travelled through the water. A wooden plate (davidavi - a reduplication of 
davi, the name for pearl shell) decorated with anthropomorphic heads was sometimes lashed 
below the 1JUZU1JUZU so that it dipped in and out of the water creating mist above the bow 
wave. If a rainbow formed in this mist the expedition was said to be mana (Kupiainen 2000: 
66, 246) - the implication being that the tomoko was accompanied by potent death-dealing 
spirits. The second feature is the busa bigobigo or rainbow inlay design, which was placed just 
above the water line, presumably representing an attempt to fix the elusive bow wave rainbow, 
and thus fix the attendance of spirits (Woodford 1909: 512). 
Because rainbows indexed the presence of the spirits, it is likely that the rainbow refrac-
tions seen in pearl shell inlay opalescence carried similar implications. Of course, opalescent 
shell might appear inhabited or animate without any metaphysical beliefs about rainbows 
- the shifting colours, the translucent depth, and the shimmering iridescence all combine 
to make the shell seem 'alive'. The use of such shell in inlay designs was, I believe, intended 
to give the impression that the tomoko itself was 'alive' in the sense of being spiritually in-
habited. The rows of barava reinforce this. Recalling the shape of pagosia, they index the po-
tency of ancestors, like thousands oflittle spirit-heads standing in a row. Each shell ring inlay 
too, was commonly serrated, echoing the pagosia, evoking a generalised notion of potency. 
Consequently, the hundreds of tiny shell rings and other inlay motifs stuck into the skin of 
tomoko did not primarily index wealth or status; instead they indexed the magical agency of 
the canoe, and by implication, the owner of the canoe and those on board. The ornamentation 
of tomoko provided a protective 'shield' (Kupiainen 2000: 64), a surrounding field of ancestral 
potency that gleamed with rays of efficacy. 
Similarly, the pennants and streamers attached to the prows of the tomoko were intended 
to have a sensual effect, which signalled an efficacious presence within the body of the canoe. 
The tepatepa nika pennant streamed from the bow like fiery sparks in the wind, and other 
vanes caused sound as the air passed by (e.g. vavaivoro Hocart 1931: 98; milamila Aswani 
1999: 36-7). Tomoko were intended to be seen as an affective presence in the world, evoking 
the arrival of an agentive force with superior magic, entrancing enemies and causing them to 
lose confidence and take flight. These canoes can thus be thought of as a decorated body or a 
vessel, a vehicle that carried within itself a group of men and their ancestors, on expeditions 
of successful action. 
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The 'bodily' nature of tomoko is reflected in some of the terms employed to describe its 
parts. Particularly the two planks used to line the fronts of the raised prows are called dede 
gogoto in a metaphorical reference to an erect penis, and the lower two ba1Ja cowry shells 
decorating the stem refer to testicles (huara boa) (Aswani 1999: 37). The body of tomoko was, 
of course, a generative or reproductive one, applied during expeditions that ensured the well-
being of the community, but also carrying the genealogically derived potency of the butubutu. 
Tomoko were potent things that enabled the reproduction of the community, and at the same 
time derived their potency from the community's ancestors embodied within the canoe's dec-
orations. Thus, tomoko were part of a genealogical enchainment through which reproductive 
potency ran. Again this is a kind of 'fractal' conception of the identity of people and things. 
The 'one' body of the war canoe was comprised of 'many' bodies residing within it: the ances-
tral spirits inscribed in its surface, and the living warriors on board 
My argument then is that we can think of a decorated tomoko as a body inscribed with 
an ancestral potency that was both its shield and its source of efficacy. Decoration was used 
as an affective force that extended the agency of ancestors into a particular sphere of human 
life. I will now broaden this model to the use of inlay on other items of material culture. Some 
of these items are more explicitly 'bodies: but others are not. Nevertheless I believe that the 
model is generally applicable in most cases. 
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I have already examined some forms of anthropomorphic carving, particularly 1JUZU1JUZu and 
beku. But, in doing this, the fact that most are inlaid with motifs identical to those used in 
tomoko inlay has not been mentioned. In fact, the same designs are also found on ear plugs, 
guns, axe handles, food troughs and other carvings. This common motif set is the reason why 
we recognise Roviana artefacts as having a distinctive 'style' and as belonging to a particular 
'culture'. But, the dissipation of designs across classes of artefact does not simply relate to the 
identification of a culture area, or projection of identity. Instead, it is, according to my argu-
ment, the result of the extension of particular ideas throughout different, but linked, arenas of 
practice. It should be clear by now that these ideas hinge on notions of ancestral potency and 
its projection as the source of human agency. But in order to show how the extension of these 
ideas was achieved we must first understand the transformative principles governing the use 
of the motif set. 
It is not too much of an exaggeration to say that the Roviana corpus of motifs was entirely 
based upon shapes derived from shell ring and Barava forms. Sometimes this was a simple 
case of using identical shapes like the bobolokuhai ring motif mentioned above, but often 
involved a variety of transformations. In order to convey this it is perhaps best to look at an 
example. Figure 5.39 shows a 1JUZU1JUZU from the collections at Auckland Museum. 
The bobolokuhai motif is present below the chin and above the lip of this 1JUZU1JUZU, and 
the eye inlay too can be seen as a transformation of a shell ring shape. Motifs derived from 
barava or pagosia shapes make up the lines along the chin, around the cheekbone, and across 
the forehead. There are actually three basic motif forms present within these lines. The sim-
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Fig. 5.39 l'yUZUIJUZU 
Auckland Museum (9078) 
plest consists of two barava reflected along the horizontal axis, with the serrated edge facing 
outwards, looking something like an open clam shell. At the end of each line there is a modi-
fied version of this motif, created by narrowing one end to a point so that it looks like a ser-
rated arrowhead. Lastly there is the asasepaleo 'z' motif, which is the product of asymmetry 
in the definition of a reflected barava motif - the left side notch is cut higher than the right 
side, creating a 'z. Occasionally, backwards 'z's are seen, and are obviously formed by cutting 
the right notch higher than the left. This motif is all-pervasive in Roviana inlay, and though 
originally produced serendipitously, was seized upon and refined to the degree that its deriva-
tion from a reflected barava motif is not always apparent. In fact I am not aware of any other 
author ever pointing out the link. 
This basic set of motifs, with occasional variations, was applied to virtually every inlaid 
artefact. Mostly they were employed within long lines, but were also used to delineate other 
shapes such as the 'star' and 'frigate bird' motifs seen in tomoko inlay. Figure 5-40 shows a 
selection of typical applications. 
I have noted above that the barava shape served as an abstracted index of ancestral poten-
cy, and each of these artefacts can be thought of as being so inscribed. They are all efficacious 
bodies, conveying protection and/or agency. The use of barava in this manner appears to have 
been continued through to other designs via the application of a serrated outline (reqereqete). 
Many of the inlaid eyes of IJUZUIJUZU, for example, are serrated. In this way 'serrated-ness' 
itself can be thought of as a simple index of potency when used as a decorative principle. 
Wooden carvings with or without inlay, often have serrated patterns created from series of 
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Fig. 5.40 Inlaid artefacts 
a) Martini carbine, 1874 model, Nusa Roviana. Australian Museum E.74062 (source: Meyer 1995: 405.); b) Steel trade axe, 
Auckland Museum 1581; c) Wooden ear insert, diameter: 9.3cm. Auckland Museum 32462; d) Ear plug, Macleay Museum 
(source: Edmundson & Boylan 1999); e) Kesoko canoe carving, h: 55.3cm, Hoava, New Georgia. Pitt Rivers Museum 
1895.22.162, note reflected barava motif in black with interspersed eye motifs, and barava on bird's head (source: Waite 1990: 
fig. 5.15) 
small triangular shapes. Perhaps the best examples of this are a set of designs incorporating 
the form of the crocodile. Figure 5.41 is a reproduction of a plate from J. Edge-Partington 
(1903), illustrating a food trough that was collected in Kalikoqu by Davis during the Royalist's 
punitive expedition. 
The entire trough consists of the body of a crocodile, carved and inlaid with an enor-
mous amount of serrated and triangle motifs, shown here in black. Amongst these, there are 
several round shapes with pointed surrounds that represent "the eyes that the devil [ tomate] 
looks through'' (T. W. Edge-Partington 1906: 121). Human figures are carved into the sides of 
the trough, holding axes and shell rings, and wearing bakiha rapoto (see chapter six) and ear 
plugs. The crocodile holds a head, similar to a IJUZUIJUZU, between its teeth, and another spirit 
figure holds onto the serrated tail. The legs of the latter figure are within another set of ser-
rated jaws carved below the tail. This trough was used during the inauguration ceremonies of 
ba1Jara conducted at paele, typically before and after headhunting expeditions. 
Depictions of crocodiles also occur on collected canoe prow carvings and skull houses, 
and harbour very similar designs (see Waite 2000: 117-8, 131). Figure 5.42 shows two such ca-
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Fig. 5.41 Food trough, Roviana - 25 feet 9 inches long 
(source: Edge-Partington 1903: pl. L) 
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Fig. 5.42 Crocodile imagery 
Left: Canoe prow, New Georgia. Collected by Somerville, 1894. Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford (source: Gathercole et al. 1979: 
231); right: Canoe carving. Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh 1924-448 (source: Waite 1990: fig 5.29) 
noe carvings: on the left there is a prow with a carved crocodile and many tomate eyes formed 
within the interstices of reflected barava motifs; and on the right there is a carving represent-
ing the jaws of a crocodile (with barava for teeth) holding a head, morphing into a Janus head 
frigate bird, with legs sprouting out from the bottom. 
Crocodiles served as a metaphorical image of aggression for Roviana warriors, and their 
association with headhunting is further evidenced by the fact that some tomoko and vovoso 
were named 'Crocodile' (see above). It is apparent that the crocodile carvings decorated with 
serrated edges, barava, and the eyes of tomate, were intended to cast ancestral potency in an 
aggressive, predatory light. The inlaid head of the crocodile trough for instance, looks less like · 
a protective shield, than a shimmering manifestation of tomate in death-dealing form. It is as 
if the fecund ancestors have coagulated into a single aggressive entity. However, this is just a 
very clear expression of a wider pattern. All of the artefacts that have been discussed so far 
were in some way associated with violent activity and the definition of a predominantly male 
habitus. The decorated bodies of tomoko, weaponry, spirit carvings, and other artefacts were 
all directly connected to the bodies of varane warriors. The ornamentation of these artefacts 
served as both a protecting shield of ancestral potency, and an indication of spiritually de-
rived efficacy. Each object employed by warriors was enveloped within a magical efficacy, ever 
present and watchful, unrelenting and powerful. Every gun and axe so decorated was to be 
seen as an instantiation of ancestral potency, an instrument through which efficacy was chan-
nelled or made manifest. In fact, some artefacts like the crocodile trough appear to be actually 
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composed of ancestral spirits. As I argued in relation to tomoko, inlaid artefacts were thus set 
up within a genealogical enchainment; in their singularity they were inhabited by many. 
If the conclusion that ornamented artefacts were thought to be manifestations of, or 
channel, the potency of many ancestors is correct, then we must consider the possibility that 
such objects were, in this respect, no different from persons themselves. At the very least, 
ornamented artefacts were seen as inhabited by the same ancestrally derived agentive quality 
that made living humans efficacious. On the other hand, it might be objected that whilst living 
humans are literally 'made' by their ancestors and consequently inherit their potency directly, 
artefacts are made by humans and have ancestral potency projected upon them. However, 
from the Roviana perspective these two processes are actually not all that different - it was the 
ancestors who dictated the design of inlay and other crafts in their whisperings to matazo7Ja. 
Artefacts were born from the ancestors too, albeit through the intermediary bodies of living 
artisans. In this regard, the interpretation that artefacts such as the crocodile food trough 
appear as ancestors coagulated into concrete form is entirely correct - the spirits have used 
matazo7Ja as a channel thrdugh which to materialise themselves as a food trough. This is en-
tirely consistent with Strathern's (1988) argument that in Melanesia objects and persons are 
relational entities rather than objectively singular ones - that is, they are composed out of the 
many relations that have brought them into existence. In the Roviana case such relations obvi-
ously included the ancestors. In Merle au-Ponty's terms, we should be thinking of these things 
as relational fields rather than identities. 
It is worth considering in a little more detail the way humans and decorated things were 
intertwined by a common source of efficacy. The best means of doing this is to look at the 
ornamentation of human bodies. Here, I am going to confine my analysis to the head, leaving 
the rest of the body for subsequent chapters. Consider figure 5.43 ( overleaf). 
The congruence of appearance between the 1JUZU1JUZU carving and the face of the boy is 
immediately apparent. The inlaid lines of the carving mimic those drawn in lime ( bus a binu) 
on the boy's face. A round white skull cap on the carving parallels the lime-whitened hair 
of the boy. Likewise both wear similar ear plugs and have dark skin. Historical photographs 
indicate that virtually everyone (including women) in Roviana wore their hair, ears and face 
in the manner depicted in this figure. Given this, it is a relatively straightforward supposition 
that the 1JUZU1JUZU is intended to represent an ancestral version of a living person - it looks 
like a human with much exaggerated features/senses. But, at the same time, the boy's lime 
face-paint is applied in such a way as to appear to exaggerate his jaw-line and brow, and the 
stretched ear lobes exaggerate the size of his ears. The features of the boy appear to imply po-
tent senses, and thus mimic the appearance attributed to ancestral spirits. The nature of this 
apparent resemblance can easily lead to 'chicken or egg' type circularity, and I think that the 
question of 'which came first', or 'which represents which', is probably the wrong one to ask. 
Rather, it is more fruitful to assume that the distinction between ancestral spirits and living 
people was being purposefully blurred. From this perspective it is apparent that the intention 
of bodily ornamentation and artefactual ornamentation was essentially the same. Lime face 
paint, and pearl shell inlay were equivalent indices of ancestral potency, and both implied that 
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Fig. 5.43 !yuZUIJUZU and boy 
Left: 1JUZU1JUZU Marovo, Museum fur Volkerkunde, Basel Vb7525 (source: Gathercole et al. 1979: 232); right: boy wearing ear 
ornament, c.1900, Macleay Museum Historic Photograph Collection (source: Edmundson & Boylan 1999) 
the agentive force of ancestors was still resident within people and things. The equivalence is 
evidenced by the fact that some collected examples of tomoko and IJUZUIJUZU bear lime paint 
in lieu of inlay. No doubt due to the fact that any attempt to inlay a living face with bright shell 
would meet with much pain and little success, the dazzling shimmer of white decoration on 
a black ground, and all that it implied, was mirrored in personal ornamentation via lime in 
the hair and on the skin. Humans too, appeared as beings traced with lines of bright ancestral 
efficacy. These lines indexed the potency that flowed through every butubutu member's life, 
conferring an ability to act effectively in the world. 
If the similarity between spirit images and living persons was not quite circular, there is 
one aspect of the use of inlay that comes much closer to being so. The formal analysis that 
I have conducted in this chapter has traced a generative principle of simplification whereby 
certain motifs were created through a gradual reduction of complexity in the representation 
of anthropomorphic form. Thus, shell rings with prognathic spirit figures extending from 
them, were reduced gradually to pagosia, then small barava, then simple serrated motifs used 
in inlay work. The circularity is apparent when these serrated motifs are found on carvings 
of spirit figures such as IJUZUIJUZU. A IJUZUIJUZU is a carving of a spirit, whose efficacy is par-
tially expressed with inlays, which themselves gather a sense of efficacy by being derived from 
representations of spirit figures. A IJUZUIJUZU is, in other words, a spirit whose efficacy is ex-
pressed by being inhabited by many little spirits. And the same is true for these little spirits, 
except in reverse direction. 
. . 
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On the one hand this seems a little illogical - it is circular in that there is no origin of 
spiritual efficacy other than spiritual efficacy. On the other hand it is genealogical or fractal 
- the 1JUZU1JUZU spirit carving is composed of many other spirit carvings, its efficacy is derived 
from being one in a line of many, or a line of many presented as one. The fact that much inlay 
work consists of actual lines, or chains, of abstracted figurative motifs is of course very rel-
evant here, because it expresses genealogy in a very literal form: in Roviana 'tuti-na' or 'a line' 
also refers to a genealogical lineage. I think that what we are seeing in this material culture 
is a product of a worldview that considered all social life to be genealogically fractal, in the 
sense of being iterative and generative in nature. In addition, because all agency was seen to 
be ancestrally derived, both persons and things were inescapably tangled up in these genealo-
gies. To summarise this, and make it clearer I will now turn to a final kind of Barava that is 
more complex than the others, and represents a perfect crystallisation of what has just been 
discussed. 
Porobatuna 
Porobatuna, like other Barava, are flat plaques cut from Tridacna gigas and perforated with 
fretwork patterns. Unlike the Barava forms described above however, they are very large and 
complex. In fact, if we take shell rings embellished with anthropomorphic figures as a mid-
point, then porobatuna represent a more complex and 'naturalistic' variety at the other end 
of the scale from the simplified pagosia and barava. The Choiseul term saruba1Jara is some-
times used to refer to these objects. In the languages of south Choiseul ba1Jara is the term for 
the 'gods' (particularly the sea-god) and is equivalent to the Roviana tamasa. Consequently 
saruba1Jara means 'made by the gods' (Piko 1976: 104). However, in the Roviana case, poro-
batuna is probably more accurate. It tends to be used by more knowledgeable informants, 
and will be the term adopted here. These artefacts have been collected or recorded from 
most islands in the western Solomons, but they are particularly associated with Roviana and 
Choiseul, where many were probably manufactured. In Auckland Museum, of those with 
provenance recorded, six are from Choiseul, four from Roviana, one from Vella Lavella and 
one from Santa Isabel. 
Most accounts record that porobatuna were used as the 'door' or 'grille' of oru or small 
house-shaped repositories in which the skulls of ba1Jara were kept ( e.g. Edge-Partington & 
Joyce 1904: 86). This is possible, but some informants suggest that they were simply placed 
inside with the skulls or positioned on shrines in front of the oru (cf. Pito 1976). As noted 
above, porobatuna is composed from the words for 'head' and a species of Pandanus, and, 
in this context, can be taken as meaning something like 'the head covering', perhaps indicat-
ing that conceptually, if not always physically, these were items used to 'cover' or 'shield' the 
skulls of the dead - a point I will return to shortly. On Nusa Roviana, three skull shrines 
had identifiable fragments of porobatuna present amongst the usual debris. Given that they 
are relatively rare, perhaps only the most important Roviana ba1Jara or lineages would have 
had skull houses with such ornamental artefacts. In support of this, the best example found 
archaeologically was deposited on site 6, the Hio shrine, reportedly the focal shrine of the 
Kokorapa butubutu descended from Tae-BaIJara. 
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Fig. 5.44 Porobatuna - Choiseul 
Otago Museum (D38.538) 37.5 x 25.5 x 4.2 cm (source: Meyer 1995: fig. 358) 
Stylistically, porobatuna are formed from essentially the same transformative processes as 
pagosia, but without simplification. It will be remembered that pagosia were derived from a 
Janus head embellished ring, with the addition of many new heads between the original two. 
Porobatuna can be thought of in exactly the same light. A specimen from Otago Museum is 
perhaps the clearest known example of this. 
The porobatuna in figure 5.44 depicts a series of anthropomorphic figures in rows divided 
by ring motifs, all arranged on top of a single, much larger ring. The entire artefact is framed 
on each side by two figures sitting crouched in a side-on Janus arrangement. To all intents and 
purposes this is a naturalistic pagosia, with an even more abundant proliferation of faces. As 
with other pagosia it is essentially a two dimensional artefact that has been projected from an 
idea originally presented in three dimensional carving, and altered to cope with the ensuing 
problems. To reiterate, when a three dimensional Janus carving is flattened, one is left with a 
side-on (non-potent) view with the flanks exposed. The solution in this case has been to fold 
out an image of the Janus figure into a front-on view, and then reduplicate this several times. 
The little people we see between the side-on Janus figures are actually the 'faces' of those 
figures projected into a different dimension. It is one figure that contains many more within 
itself. Besides the obviously fractal nature of this, the principle here is similar to the cut-out 
strings of paper-dolls children make: it is as if a figure has been cut out of folded layers, which, 
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Fig. 5.45 Porobatuna - Roviana 
Auckland Museum (15186) 
Fig. 5.46 Porobatuna - motif transformation 
Left: unfinished artefact, clearly showing the method of manufacture, with holes drilled in a grid then worked to shape. 
Auckland Museum (uncatalogued); right: Auckland Museum (27302) 
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when unfolded, reveal themselves as a repetitive string. Here of course the original front and 
back (two 'fronts' really), represented by the two end figures, have been folded at right angles 
so that they look out sideways. 
This particular artefact exhibits additional complexity by folding out numerous images 
of the figure in rows above the originals, so that they bud out from the long triangular heads 
of the Janus faces. The ring too, is seen to be reduplicated by many little rings underneath 
the higher figures. But this is far from the most complex porobatuna; others develop this 
profligacy to the nth degree. Many have more than one 'base' ring, and contain several more 
anthropomorphic figures, sometimes doing away with the original side-on Janus faces. An 
specimen collected in Roviana by Davis of the Royalist, for example, has four base rings and 
rows of seven figures. Once deposited in the British Museum, and first recorded by Edge-
Partington & Joyce (1904: pl. J, fig. 5), this artefact now resides in Auckland museum, broken 
into several pieces (figure 5.45). 
Stylistically this porobatuna is slightly different from the Otago Museum example. The 
figures have smaller heads and larger ears, the arms are linked at the elbow with hands on 
hips, and the legs are more curvilinear. Additionally, the geometric patterns created by the 
arm and leg designs have become motifs on the upper part of the artefact, with some of the 
uppermost figures transforming into curls and spirals. Other collected porobatuna exhibit a 
similar mixing of motifs, with heads turning into shell rings or barava, and rings turning into 
diamond-shaped 'arm' motifs (figure 5-46). 
The nature of porobatuna manufacture enabled a kind of stylistic playfulness which is 
not really seen in other items of western Solomons material culture. Edge-Partington & Joyce 
observe that "it is quite a comprehensible phase in the history of artistic evolution that the 
artist copying a design in pierced work should at some period be led to pay more attention to 
the spaces in which he was engaged in forming than to the portions left in the solid" (1904: 
129-30). This no doubt explains some of the more unusual motif combinations, describing a 
process in which once figurative patterns became conventionalised geometry. But it is per-
haps a bit strict given that the primary purpose of these carvings was probably not to depict 
human form totally naturalistically. In fact, given that we can infer from pagosia and other 
designs that the anthropomorphic figures of porobatuna were representations of ancestors, 
this slipperiness of form may have been intentional. Let's look at one final porobatuna - the 
finest, and most complex, example I have come across. 
Cut from a massive piece of clam shell, the artefact in figure 5-47 is over half a metre long, 
but is less than two centimetres thick and very delicate. The enormous amount of openwork 
patterning includes virtually every motif described so far, often in ingenious combinations. 
The bottom row consists of four rings. Above this there is a row of curvilinear figures, with an 
occasional curl instead of a head. This is followed by a row of diamond-shaped 'arm' motifs; a 
row of figures alternately surrounded by, and merging into, strange U-shaped frames; and an-
other row of diamond arm motifs. Above these, there is another collection of figures, this time 
with diamond motifs doing double service as arms and legs. Above this row, there is another 
set of the more familiar curvilinear figures, followed by an inspired rendering of curved legs 
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JZ:ZJ:::::::::c:aa::::::::c::i::::::::m::za:::::::::c:a::::::J 
Fig. 5.47 Porobatuna - Choiseul 
Auckland Museum (13266) 
and curls wittily combined in order to define a series of 'lizard' shapes. This is surmounted 
by a row of leg-curls, and then a series of triangular shapes that can be interpreted as a row 
of side-on Janus figures - although they get a little confused in the middle. Finally, the entire 
plaque is topped off with a row of serrated triangles sitting on arm motifs, appearing like fig-
ures with barava for heads. 
If we begin from the position that porobatuna depict a genealogical enchainment of an-
cestral spirit figures, in a fractal arrangement that reveals them as 'many' facets of 'one' be-
ing, then this morphological complexity and playfulness becomes intelligible. One of the pri-
mary characteristics of spirit beings that can be inferred from the above discussion is a kind 
of structural fluidity. They are able to transform themselves into many shapes, animals, and 
things, such as crocodiles, rainbows, shooting stars and carved idols. Porobatuna appear to 
index this transformative capability in the inventiveness with which body parts are recycled to 
form other motifs and patterns. The spirits resident within patterned porobatuna can clearly 
unfold themselves in many different manifestations, and their potency is revealed in this in -
finitely fluid generative capability. Each tomate has many faces, many instantiations through 
which they can appear at once: they have a genealogy of forms. This is a supreme demonstra-
tion of ancestral efficacy. 
Porobatuna are similar to serubule and vovoso in their morphological complexity, and the 
way they use pattern and repetition to great effect. The purpose of this pattern-making was, I 
think, to form a kind of entrancing trap in the manner described by Gell (1992; 1998: 68-95). 
I noted above how the serubule or vovoso charm acted as both a trap for ancestral spirits, cap-
turing the efficacy of successful ancestral action in material form, and as an intimidating ex -
pression of this potency to others via structural complexity. Porobatuna are virtually identical 
in this regard, though less portable. The mesmerising pattern of the openwork served to trap 
or harbour the tomate of the skulls contained behind it, allowing them to be revealed as an 
effusive material presence, prolific and potent. Anyone approaching a skull house with such 
an object was supposed to be entranced and captivated by the pattern, and the potency it con-
noted. The baffling fluidity of the figures depicted in porobatuna leads the eye on a circuitous 
path that never resolves - we are always unsure of where one body ends and another begins, 
whether we are seeing an arm, a leg, or a lizard. Such transformative virtuosity was intended 
to suggest the presence of an extreme level of dangerous, magical potency, and the observer is, 
consequently, supposed to be struck dumb with awe, lost in the maze of forms. 
Now, depending on the audience, this awe could be either protective or demonstrative. 
If the person approaching the skull house was an enemy warrior intent on destroying the 
symbols of a descent group's authority and efficacy, then the presence of such an artefact was 
probably intended to cause mortal fear and dissuade them from their task. On the other hand, 
if descent group members engaging in ceremonial worship were the audience, then the ef-
fect would have been to leave them in no doubt about the nature of their ancestors. Fear was 
undoubtedly a component of this, but there would possibly have been an additional element 
of instruction about the source and character of their own social agency. I will explain what 
I mean by this. 
Porobatuna crystallise a particular way of thinking about the world and sociality within 
it. This 'way of thinking' was, as I have already pointed out, genealogical in character. Roviana 
social life was organised according to descent, with all contemporary action deriving its ef-
ficacy and justification from ancestral sources. People in Roviana were engaged in a chain of 
relations stretching far back into the past, and it was from this chain that they gathered their 
ability to act successfully in the world. Agency was thus conceptually dependent on the com-
position of each person from a chain of relations - each person in this chain carried within 
themselves the force of all others in the chain. Every 'one' person was composed of 'many: 
and the 'many? represented a cohesive 'one'. Porobatuna express this through the depiction of 
anthropomorphic forms joined together as many faces of the one pattern, in lines of genera-
tional series. It is one ancestor/lineage revealing itself as many, or many ancestors/persons re-
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vealing themselves as one. The transforming pattern that results from this depiction, entranc-
ing and captivating, is intended to convey the potency of all beings within the chain. Linking 
them all together is a kind of effective, world-altering agency flowing through the generations 
- an agency that is simply referred to in Roviana as minana (potency, efficacy). I have paid 
little attention to the shell rings depicted at the bottom of porobatuna, but I think it is these 
features of the design that represented the ultimate source of this agency. 
As I argued above, shell rings were systematically associated with the potency of tamasa; 
the beings that created the world and that continued to govern life and death. In porobatuna 
and pagosia designs, ancestral figures sit upon these rings, appearing to bud out from them. 
In this context the rings take the place of tamasa, understood as both the origin of human 
life and that aspect of sociality which flows through the generations allowing people to be 
mana, to be efficacious in their actions. From this perspective, shell rings index the efficacy 
of tamasa and subsequent ancestral tomate in a manifest way. They are the embodiment of an 
agency that caused sociality to come into existence and allows it to persist. The narrative asso-
ciated with the Kukuporo ring makes this obvious - the ring _appeared in a supernatural first 
exchange, and was then handed on through the generations, as a binding, generative force. 
Every anc,estral figure represented by a Barava carving, from porobatuna on down to pagosia 
or tiny inlay motifs, carried this potency into the world - they are all derived from the ring, 
they are all derived from tamasa. 
Porobatuna thus encapsulate a particular view of the world, a fractal theory of personhood 
that was animated by a belief in the transmittal of agency through inheritance. They also 
make it apparent that the material culture of Roviana was primarily intended as a means of 
extending genealogical agency into the world, turning it to various purposes and desired ends 
that would otherwise be impossible. Porobatuna are the last artefact class that I will consider 
in this chapter. I wish to turn now to the implications these conclusions have for the nature of 
the Roviana material culture 'style'. 
Conclusion - style in Roviana 
The description of material culture presented in this chapter has relied mainly on formal 
analysis. But, unlike most kinds of formal analysis since the 1960s, I have not been concerned 
with uncovering any language-like attributes of the Roviana style; I have not delineated any 
'visual grammar: This is because I regard the 'linguistic' approach to style and its attendant 
concern with meaning as being misguided. There are two reasons for this. The first is that, 
although locating a 'visual grammar' or 'syntax' of particular motifs is usually possible, this 
rarely achieves anything other than a reiteration in more complex form of what is immedi-
ately apparent to any observer of a suite of material culture: the fact that a stylistic coherence 
links these things together. Rule based syntax analysis simply uncovers the fact that the use of 
motifs is non-random, and hence 'stylistic: Waite, for example, has offered the conclusion that 
elements exhibited by artefacts of the western Solomons "functioned as signs which, implicitly 
or explicitly, referred the viewer to their presence on other objects within the same or related 
contexts" (1985: 57) in "a sort of cross-referencing system" (2000: 129). This is nothing but a 
tautological reiteration of the fact that artefacts from the western Solomons belong to the 
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same stylistic corpus. The only advance over a simple observance that things share designs is 
the imputation of a vague notion of intent - the 'author' of an artefact has evidently designed 
it with the intent that an observer will immediately think of another artefact, and derive a 
notion that they are 'related: But why would the hypothetical 'author' do this? Syntax analysis 
alone cannot tell us, and so we are usually directed into the arena of 'meaning'. This brings me 
to my second objection. 
Stylistic features or motifs, however systematically arranged, are seldom able to be 'read' 
in the manner of a text. The process by which people infer meanings from material objects 
is in no way similar to the way letters form words which refer to sounds that mean concrete 
things or concepts. Partly this is due to the problem of the relationship between parts and 
wholes. As Gell has argued, in visual representations of things any portion of the representa-
tion can stand for part of the whole: the lines making up the leg of a drawing of a dog, for 
example, stand for part of a dog. "By contrast, the letter 'd' in dog, does not stand for part of a 
dog, and 'og' for the remainder of the dog" (1998: 165). Visual motifs or parts within complex 
visual images are not equivalent to letters in the way they relate to the whole meaning of the 
representation. Consequently there is a logical distinction between the ways we infer meaning 
from 'visual grammars' and true, linguistic grammars. 
In this chapter I have adopted some of the terminology Gell offers as a means of recog-
nising this distinction. Specifically I have used the notion of 'abduction' from an 'index' as a 
means of describing how people infer certain conclusions from things. Some examples of ab-
duction include the way we might interpret smoke to mean fire ( even though some smoke is 
not from fire, and some fire has no smoke), or more relevant in this context, the way a drawing 
of a smiling person might lead us to attribute an attitude of 'friendliness' ( even though a smile 
can be 'fake') (Gell 1998: 13-5). Neither of these examples is a semiotic convention or a law of 
nature, in that the inferences do not rely on grammatical rules or persist because we know 
them to be true from a series of hypothesis tests; instead they are something in between, de-
rived from the inferential schemes we bring to things in order to cope with the large number 
of explanations compatible with any event. Gell follows this definition with an analysis of art 
objects in terms of the way abductions made about them lend such objects a kind of social 
agency, and it should be clear by now that my own analysis has followed along similar lines. 
I have argued that certain items of Roviana material culture should be thought of in terms 
of their visual effect, and the inferences, or abductions, this led people to make about the 
agency of those who made and used them. From the Roviana perspective, this was not a 
matter of writing material texts to be 'read: but of creating things that had concrete effects on 
the world and other people - the design of things was intended to extend agency and make 
things happen, often magically. Visual effect was supposed to be causative. The motifs we see 
occurring across the whole suite of this material culture were employed as tools rather than 
words. Consequently, the 'Roviana style' is an outcome of the ends to which these tools were 
put. Specifically, we can offer a basic definition that the Roviana style grew out of a system-
atic effort to ensure that all essential actions were accompanied by ancestrally derived potency. 
Furthermore, this was achieved by dual principles of abstraction and multiplication, in ac-
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cordance with a genealogical theory of agency. Let's examine these latter two principles in 
more detail. 
My use of the term 'abstraction' is intended slightly differently from its meaning in respect 
to Modern art, where it often connotes non-representational images. Here, I use the term 
to describe the way in which particular notions (commonly abducted from indexes) were 
extracted from their original contexts and applied to others by stripping away superfluous 
details that would otherwise bind them to the original context. Amongst Roviana material 
culture this is seen most explicitly in terms of the notion of minana or potency, as indexed 
by the design of shell rings and anthropomorphic representations. It is my argument that the 
original context of this notion was with concrete experiences, narratives and beliefs about 
real ancestors and genealogies, and that these were originally indexed by artefacts (amongst 
other things) that encouraged such abductions to be woven about them - examples include 
the embellished ring called Kukuporo; beku carvings that sat on shrines representing par-
ticular tamasa or spirit figures like Tiola; the original serubule, and some 'sacred' rings such 
as individual bareke. From these 'original contexts' generalised notions of minana, efficacy or 
potency were extracted as abstractions that could be abducted from stripped-down versions 
of the original indexes and applied to various contexts - bareke became poata in a variety of 
exchanges, or bobolokuhai inlay motifs on tomoko; the prognathic Tiola beku carving was dis-
tilled to 1JUZU1Juzu; and embellished rings became barava on tomoko, or asasepaleo 'z' inlays 
on guns and axes. Thus, the simplification of motif design paralleled the extraction of a con-
cept from a restrictive context, so that it could be disseminated throughout different realms of 
social practice important to butubutu members. 
It is worth noting however, that the interpretation of motifs so abstracted was not equiv-
alent to conscious etymology or the reading of a text. Rather it would have amounted to 
routinised assumptions based on the set of abductions people were accustomed to making 
according to the habitus in which they lived. It is unlikely that anyone in Roviana during the 
nineteenth century looked at asasepaleo motifs and immediately understood their relation-
ship to embellished rings or a particular narrative. In fact if they had, then the process of 
abstraction would have to be considered a failure - these motifs were supposed to simply 
index a generalised awareness of potency through visual consonance; they were purposefully 
vague in a referential sense in order to be efficacious in a practical sense. In relation to this, 
Hocart noted that people on Simbo "in these degenerate days" sometimes used bits of ceramic 
plate in place of barava on the prows of tomoko (n.d[l]: 5 strikethrough in original). During 
my own surveys, several Nusa Roviana shrines (sites 1260, 1295.1) contained portions of wil-
low-pattern ceramic cut and drilled in the manner of ornaments, and museum examples of 
some artefacts have white buttons in place of small shell rings. The process of generalization, 
in which large shell rings and representational carvings were reduced to small ornamental 
designs, corresponds to a level of abstraction requiring only a simple visual consonance in 
order to be effective. Authenticity and accurate depiction were almost irrelevant at this scale, 
and a piece of plate might serve almost as well as shell. 
A corollary of the principle of abstraction evident in Roviana material culture is the repet-
itive proliferation of motifs seen particularly in inlay work. Abstraction enabled inlay motifs 
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to be applied in a wide range of artefactual contexts, but also allowed them to be used repeti-
tively without redundancy or contradiction - while there obviously could only ever be one 
Kukuporo or Tiola, abstraction meant that literally thousands of barava or ring inlays could 
exist. However, the extravagant repetitiveness seen in tomoko inlay or porobatuna fretwork, 
where single forms are repeated again and again often in long curving lines, is not a product 
of abstraction itself; rather it is evidence of a second Roviana stylistic principle that I am call-
ing 'multiplication'. 
While discussing tomoko ornamentation above, I denied that the sheer superabundance 
of decorations was an important feature insofar as this is taken to imply a kind of prestigious 
display. I held that the quantity of display should not override an understanding of its affective 
quality. I still think this is true, but admit that it is an exaggeration in that the vast numbers 
of shell inlays are clearly an integral part of the design, and its intended effect. Multiplication 
of motifs was itself an important index of potency, reflecting, as it did, the generative fertility 
of the source of a descent group's agency. As noted above, the linear arrangements of motifs 
seen in both inlay and shell plaque openwork were inherently genealogical in nature implying 
reproductive power and the composition of 'one' from the fecund 'many'. 
Like the principle of abstraction, I think that the stylistic feature of multiplication can be 
seen as articulated to a set of cultural principles. Primarily, these relate to beliefs about the na-
ture of personhood and the relation between persons and groups. Roviana social life was ever 
a numbers game, as we have already seen in chapter four's discussion of the role of ba1Jara 
in group management. Genealogical identity, as embodied by the ba1Jara as nominal head 
of a butubutu, was always at issue in Roviana due to the flexible nature of the kinship system 
and the ever-present threat of dispersal, violent or otherwise. Ba1Jara sought to accrue fol-
lowers and aggrandise the butubutu through weight of numbers, but at the same time had to 
manage the integrity of the group, and conduct raids of violent differentiation, so that the re-
sources (spiritual and material) of the butubutu would not be overly dispersed. Consequently, 
personhood in' Roviana was a matter of competing genealogical affinities: on the one hand 
identity was defined as relational and embedded in the primary descent group with which 
one was affiliated, but on the other, this was recognised as flexible and temporary - people 
could switch allegiance to other butubutu with which they had ties, or they could be adopted 
or captured and naturalised. Accordingly, dissolution and integration were primary opposing 
forces animating sociality in Roviana, and competition over genealogical credentials was rife 
( and, in fact, still is). 
The principle of multiplication evident in the Roviana material culture style articulates 
with these obsessions in its systematic presentation of identity as inherently divisible and 
multiple, but at the same time, coherent. The artefacts discussed above contained repetitive 
presentations of'many' (motifs/ancestors/persons) as 'one' potent entity, and in fact played on 
this multiplicity as an element of the expression of their potency. The social problem of inte-
gration under the threat of competitive dissolution is seen to be addressed by the presentation 
of material things as unified instantiations of collective (ancestral) agency. But, at the same 
time, these material things were used to create differentiation as causative objects. The prolif-
erative ornamentation of tomoko, weaponry, and affiliated objects, was used to aggrandise the 
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potency of one genealogy over others, and in practice, was also used to define the limits of that 
grouping through violent application of the agency so derived. Parallel to the societal tension 
between integration and dissolution, material artefacts existed as collective manifestations of 
the power gathered from many, in the service of setting limits to those who could claim that 
power as their own. Material culture style was thus, as I have noted, a tool used to deal with 
prevailing societal concerns - not in the sense of attempting to resolve these concerns but in 
the sense of being integrated into the practices that allowed them to persist. 
There is one aspect of the Roviana style that I have not yet mentioned because it is a 
sub-principle of the abstraction and multiplication principles just discussed. This is the char-
acteristic of size variance, and particularly size reduction. As objects and motifs grow more 
abstracted from their 'original context' and are multiplied as discussed, they concomitantly 
grow smaller and smaller. This might be seen as a functional attribute representing an out-
come of the impetus towards multiplication - more motifs can fit on or within an artefact if 
they are reduced in size. Reduction allows the fractal nesting characteristic of much of the ob-
jects discussed. But it is also correlated to abstraction, as witnessed by the fact that poata are 
systematically smaller than bareke, and pagosia are smaller than embellished rings. Neither 
of these artefact categories was subjected to multiplication in quite the same way as tiny inlay 
motifs, and there is no functional need for them to be smaller than the less abstracted varie-
ties. So, while size reduction is positively correlated to abstraction and multiplication, it is 
only partially determined by them and this is why I refer to it as a sub-principle. 
In the descriptive analysis of shell rings it was noted that size was related to value, and 
I think that this is probably the key to understanding the sub-principle of reduction. Value 
must be understood here in terms of equivalence and rank - thus, five small rings of a more 
abstracted variety were equivalent to one larger ring of a less abstracted variety (Ho cart n.d [h]: 
4). We can think of this as being inherently genealogical and founded on abstraction and mul-
tiplication as generative principles. What I mean by this can best be understood by conduct-
ing a thought experiment. A hypothetical large bareke affiliated with tamasa would have the 
properties of being singular, non-abstracted, and non-reduced. If we wished to disseminate 
this object or the value it represents, we would, according to the Roviana style, have to subject 
it to the principles of abstraction and multiplication: that is, we would have to strip away its 
affinities and divide its singularity into many. However, supposing that the original ring is a 
finite substance with a finite value that cannot itself be multiplied, each of the abstracted and 
multiplied versions would have to be portions of the original. The ring would have to be de-
composed into many lesser versions, rather than cloned. We would, perhaps, be left with five, 
smaller, simpler rings. In genealogical terms the new smaller rings would be the generational 
'children' of the original, or, in fractal terms, it would be as if the singular ring had been disag-
gregated into 'many: which are only equivalent to the original 'one' as a group. Size then, was 
an index of relative equivalence as produced through the decomposition (or generation) of 
forms via abstraction and multiplication. Size variation allowed a conception whereby many 
little things could be recombined to make one big thing, or one big thing could be converted 
into many little things. It must be noted that this decomposition was not physical but concep-
tual. Our large bareke could never be physically decomposed into five small rings, but only 
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conceptually through an act of substitution or exchange - which was, of course, exactly the 
manner in which shell rings were used. 
I think it is clear that the principles of abstraction, multiplication and reduction are all 
logically consistent with each other and go some way towards defining certain characteristics 
of the Roviana style. Importantly, their logic was based on socio-cultural motivations and 
practices, and consequently the style of Roviana material culture was completely intertwined 
with social life in a manner that was practical and active rather than passive. It would be a 
great error on our part to look at Roviana style as a simple reflection of culture, a mark of 
identity, or even a meaningful text waiting to be read, because these are passive construc-
tions at odds with the active world-altering intent governing the deployment of these things. 
Roviana style amounted to culture in practice, a technology of efficacy directed at achieving 
concrete ends. Style was not a 'symbol: but a vehicle of collective power. However, while the 
formal analysis conducted in this chapter has enabled an identification of the various traits 
articulating material things with sociality in terms of the birth. of their value, we have yet to 
put these things in motion, we have yet to fully examine the social ends to which things were 
put. In order to achieve this we have to put people back into the picture, and examine the 
intertwining of people and things in life. 
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6 
The Life of People and Things 
In the previous chapter I noted that shell rings of different types, though used in different 
contexts, drew those contexts together, or recognised them as systemically related, by the 
fact that all rings belonged to a coherent object class. In Roviana, every social use of any shell 
ring was seen as in some way cognatic of other uses, or as a transformation of those uses. In 
this chapter I examine the category of social action that was shell ring use, paying attention 
to the systemic relatedness of different applications of these artefacts, and transformations 
thereof. But my goal is not simply to define the social realm in which shell rings were applied. 
I am also interested in how these things were intertwined with people's lives. In the previous 
chapter it was argued that the material culture of Roviana can be understood to have been 
conceptualised as a means of extending the agency of persons, partly by embodying and car-
rying forward ancestral efficacy. Consequently, it is my argument that we can think of shell 
rings as a form of social technology. In case the term 'technology' is taken to imply an overly 
utilitarian or instrumentalist standpoint I will explain my position further. 
In referring to technology I mean to identify shell rings as a kind of prosthetic extension 
of human agency. They were, in Heidegger's terms, ready-to-hand equipment, unreflectively 
bound into action and the goals people sought to achieve. Or more radically: to all intents 
and purposes, they were parts of people. I mean this in a non-Cartesian sense, rather than 
as a Melanesian metaphor. Insofar as people are evinced by their social relationships and 
actions, the material equipment giving these their form can be considered to be part of the 
person, since without it, the evincing would not exist and the person would cease to be hu-
man. Technology, from this perspective, is not instrumental but elemental - it is not a means 
of production but a kind of elicitation that reveals people, things and sociality in particular 
forms. Thus, my definition of shell rings as a technology does not devolve to the "production-
ist bias in Western metaphysics" (Leach 2002: 717) but redefines technology as a poiesis, a 
bringing-forth (Heidegger 1977: 293-6) of people and things (see also Strathern 1988). Rather 
than being the means by which independent subjects employ material objects to achieve ends 
in the world 'out there: technology is a worldly net within which people and things are caught 
up, revealed, and extended; From this perspective all material culture is in some sense techno-
logical. The serubule weather charms previously discussed, for example, were, like umbrellas, 
a technology of shelter, but far from simply stopping the rain, they also trapped people and 
things (and godly/worldly phenomena) together amongst histories of ancestral action, social 
interaction, and landscape. Through such means people and things became more than they 
would otherwise be. 
It is because of these tangled extensions and elicitations that Bruno Latour has called tech-
nology a "triple folding of places, times and agents" (2002: 250 ), which serves to make society 
more durable in order to resist the multiple interpretations of other actors that might unfold 
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or unravel the net (1993: 379-80). Bound up in this way, no tool is beyond history, morally 
neutral, or independent of sociality: intertwined with human agency, tools are intertwined 
with all aspects of being human. Following Latour, it is possible to understand the shell rings 
of Roviana as a technology of efficacy folding people within a history of human agency in a 
particular place, enlisting them in a particular kind of sociality, and revealing them as par-
ticular kinds of extended person. It is these three 'particulars' that I seek to address here. 
Due to the subject matter of the chapters preceding this one, we already know much 
about the history and landscape that Roviana shell rings enfolded and were folded within. 
The field of abductions surrounding shell rings involved links to an ancestral past that quite 
explicitly rooted them to the origins of Roviana butubutu and beyond. In their affiliation with 
tamasa and their potential to carry forward ancestrally derived efficacy shell rings were o bvi-
ously powerful forces in the revelation of sociality. But it is their involvement in ( or folding 
of) this latter category that has so far been left vague, and it is to a more explicit discussion of 
the social life of rings that we must now turn. 
Realms of exchange 
First it is necessary to cover the basics. Shell rings were involved in a technology of exchange, 
used in a way that has been metaphorically compared to money. The correctness of this meta-
phor is open for debate, but the fact that these things passed through many hands is not. In 
recognition of this, the phrase 'exchange valuables' is preferable to 'shell money' as a prelimi-
nary description of their social role. Shell rings are thus identified as things that were trans-
acted, and things that had some form of value - a description flexible enough to account for 
many possible economic categorisations. The first step towards narrowing this description is 
to examine the nature of exchangeability and the nature of value in the Roviana context. To 
begin then, I will outline some of the exchange contexts in which shell rings were involved 
before turning to an exploration of their value. 
Five basic categories of transaction involving shell rings can be identified to aid descrip-
tion: the exchange of rings for rings; the exchange of rings for other things; the giving of rings 
as compensation for action; ritual transactions effected through rings; and the transference 
of rings as heirlooms. Within these categories there was wide contextual variation, some of 
which I will be exploring below. For the moment, it will do to note some of the ethnographi-
cally recorded instances of each basic category. 
The first category, the exchange of shell rings for other shell rings, has been mentioned in 
the previous chapter in terms of the relative assessment of the ranked folk categories of Poata. 
It will be remembered that Hocart's (n.d[h]: 4) informants provided him with a series of gen-
eral equivalences, some of which are reproduced here. 
1 large mbakia 15 mbokolo [hokata] 
1small ["] = 10 
1 large poata = 5 
1 large mbulau 1 small mbokolo 
10 = 1 poata 
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Implicit within this listing, and irrespective of the equations given or their fixity, is the 
notion that any one shell ring could be converted into rings of a different type, through acts 
of exchange. At the end of the previous chapter I noted how this served to 'decompose' large, 
non-abstracted ring types into smaller, more abstracted varieties (and vice versa) via a con-
ception of genealogical equivalence. It would be tempting here to draw an analogy with the 
notion of asset liquidity in economics, but I am not sure that this would be entirely appro-
priate, not least because I have yet to fully define the meaning of value equivalence in this 
context. Nevertheless, it is dear that some ring-for-ring exchanges were motivated by the 
acquisition of higher ranked, less 'liquid' varieties: ''A mbariki [bareke] fetches in Roviana one 
large poata & 1 large mbakia [bakiha]; the Roviana man keeps it: 'He like it too much he no 
want let him go'" (Hocart n.d[h]: 4). 
There is one other form ofring-for-ring exchange, and that is the practice of exchanging 
rings oflike type and rank. Obviously not a matter of conversion, such exchanges took place 
during the creation and dissolution of social bonds. Examples include the establishment of 
friendship partnerships ( baere), and the settlement of conflict. A case of the latter is evidenced 
by a celebrated peace covenant established between Nusa Rovfana and Bilua (Vella Lavella) 
after conflicts in the early nineteenth century. The parties are said to have exchanged bakiha, 
although initially the Roviana valuable was rejected by the Bilua ba1Jara (Kopele) because it 
was not red enough - that is, it was not properly equivalent. After a suitable ring was found 
the transaction took place and a lasting peace was initiated. The Bilua ring given to Roviana 
is remembered as bule tina or the 'peace of a thousand: in reference to the thousand Bilua 
warriors killed during the conflict. The Roviana ring given to Bilua is known as bulebule kana 
- 'peaceful enemy' or the 'end of conflict'. 
The second category of shell ring transaction involved the use of rings to 'purchase' oth-
er goods. This was conducted as part of a generalised system of barter exchange operating 
between groups within the New Georgia region, and probably beyond, that served to re-
distribute specialist products throughout a series of exchange partnerships. So, for example, 
the Kusage region of north New Georgia was known as the manufacturing centre of wicker 
shields, and these would be traded to Roviana in exchange for shell rings. Roviana would 
then give some of the Kusage shields to Simbo in exchange for packaged Canarium nuts, pigs 
and so on. Most accounts record that the people of Roviana specialised in the production of 
shell rings, and Hocart suggests that they had "few nuts & taro & ha[d] to purchase them in 
more favoured districts" (n.d[h]: 7) presumably with rings. In one Simbo trade expedition 
to Roviana the Simbo people collected "rings [poata], shields [ of Kusage origin], brown tap a 
(ragana), blue tapa (mbuha), baskets, mendaka [plaited grass dyed red], & armlets [hokata 
or rotana]" in exchange for Canarium nut packages (boboro) and pigs (n.d[h]: 7). There are 
also recorded instances of shell rings being used to purchase 'greenstone' from Gizo; kesa and 
porobatuna from south Choiseul; 'blackstone' from Rendova; dala ('kapkap' forehead orna-
ments) from Ranongga; and children from Choiseul and Santa Isabel (Dureau 1994: 56, citing 
Reeve 1987). 
The acquisition of children through 'purchase' is related to the the practice of capturing 
pinausu but involved a more subtle coercion, in that shell rings rather than violence were the 
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severing mechanism (see McDougall 2000). We might say that such transactions balanced 
human agency against shell rings. The possibilty was also a part of the use of shell rings in 
compensation transactions - the third category of shell ring use. An obvious difference, how-
ever, is that compensation transactions almost always occurred between in-group members, 
whilst the purchase of children was obviously an external transaction. Compensation in the 
sense that I am using it here refers to both payment for service, and payment for the settle-
ment of a perceived debt caused by inappropriate action. The best context for drawing out 
examples of both these forms of compensation is that of ba1Jara-commoner relations. In re-
gard to compensation for services rendered, ba1Jara would enlist followers in the preparation 
of feasts, headhunting raids, bonito fishing expeditions, and the manufacture of various crafts 
and valuables - all of which would be compensated for by the presentation of shell rings. 
Equally; when the followers of a ba1Jara committed offences such as murder or adultery, or 
did not observe the rules of polite conduct, they would be obliged to make recompense in the 
form of shell ring payments to ba1Jara, and sometimes to other offended parties. Such trans-
actions were clearly not limited to relations between ba1Jara and commoners - they could also 
occur within these categories, as when someone was paid to help build a house or remove a 
curse, or when transgressions of the brother-sister vavene relationship transpired. 
The two forms of compensation transaction clearly have different moral and economic 
implications, and are semantically differentiated in Roviana ( tinabara = payment for service; 
hinere = a fine). Nevertheless they encompass two facets of compensation understood as an 
overarching form of redress - that is, they are intended as a means of equalizing a perceived 
debt imbalance, as witnessed by the usage of the terms hobea (to replace, or (ex)change) and 
va to1Jotia (to make straight) in reference to such transactions. 
The use of shell rings in ritual transactions took several forms. These can be divided into 
two categories: transferral and propitiation. In the first, shell rings were used to effect the 
conferral of magical ability from one person to another. Usually conducted between close kin, 
such exchanges involved the giving of a ring to a ritual specialist for a 'recipe' of words and ac-
tions that could be used to achieve some effect - examples include: magical cures and remedies 
for illness, property taboos in which illness would result, and protective charms for use during 
battle. The second category, propitiation, was enacted by persons hoping to gain the blessings 
of ancestral tomate so that their endeavours would be successful. Shell rings were thus offered 
at shrines before occasions such as bonito fishing, planting and harvest, headhunting, and so 
on. The hope here was that a return would be made by tomate in the form of ancestral efficacy. 
In the event of success the tomate would be given a portion of the resulting bounty: a bonito, 
puddings, or a burnt potion of a victim would be deposited at the shrine. 
The final transaction form involving shell rings was a fairly straightforward case of the 
passing on of important valuables from one generation to the next. Particular shell rings, 
through having been used in significant exchanges such as peace covenants, became heir-
looms that could never be alienated from a lineage lest the event they commemorated be nul-
lified. Equally, some artefacts, like the Kukuporo ring described in chapter five, were associ-
ated with narratives thatalso rendered them inalienable. Also in this category was the bakiha 
rapoto or bakiha medaka: an embellished bakiha worn about the neck of ba1Jara as an index of 
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their status as head of the butubutu. Such valuables would be passed on to successors at death. 
In more mundane circumstances, collections of shell rings could be inherited (merumerunia) 
by kin-group members after the death of a relative. Typically this occurred when the head of a 
family had gathered a cache of rings in preparation for the marriage payments of progeny, or 
in the event of conflict requiring settlement, but died before they were put to use. Such caches 
were usually kept hidden and were passed on from father to son (Hocart n.d[h]: 9). 
MM 
The five categories of shell ring exchange just outlined give an overall picture of the range of 
transactional forms and contexts that will be discussed in this chapter. But, as an analytical 
grouping of shell ring use, this categorisation has limited scope. This is because each category 
is defined solely in terms of 'things exchanged' - each transaction is seen to be an event in 
which particular things (magical prowess, metaphysical wellbeing, sundry material items) 
move from one person to another as substantive property. As a consequence, these exchanges 
are made to appear as a matter of establishing equivalences between differing things. The rea-
son why this is problematic can best be addressed by focussing on the question of value. 
Exchange valuables are things that are able to transmit and sustain abstract notions of 
'value: Not, I would argue, through fetishism, but by being fully involved in those notions so 
that value would be impossible to conceive without the material valuable. Exchange valuables 
are not material signifiers of an idea, but things that make an idea possible, and allow it to be 
sustained socially. In Marx's classic definition of commodity fetishism, valuables ( commodi-
ties) are things that reify human labour and social relations. The value of the labour that went 
into making a thing is seen by commodity fetishists to be the value of the thing itself, irrespec-
tive of its material form. And, social relations between producers are seen to take the shape of 
relations between their products. Consequently, a valuable is a 'false' or 'ideological' accretion 
that masks an underlying reality of 'real' labour or use-value and 'real' social relations. This, 
as I will argue, is not an appropriate definition for the Roviana context - not because Roviana 
valuables were never used in commodity-like exchanges, but because they did not reify pre-
existing values and social relations: instead, they made these possible. 
The underlying concern in a commodity-fetish system is often held to be the establish-
ment of commensurability through a single standard of valuation (price). Qualitatively dif-
ferent things can thus be exchanged according to the means by which commensurability is 
established. Contingencies in the form of things and the relations that went into their pro-
duction are subsumed by an objective standard of measure that allows things to be sorted 
and resorted in reference to each other. Many anthropologists however, have argued that the 
possibility of complete commensurability is sustained only in economies dominated by com-
modity exchange - other economic systems do not suppose an objective standard of value 
intrinsic to things. Gregory (1982) for example, has argued that 'gift' economies use an ordinal 
scale of commensurability in that valuable things are sorted according to rank. Gift exchanges 
thus involve the transaction of things with identical rank rather than value. Moreover, this 
ranking is in the service of defining the social relations of an exchange rather than the objects 
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themselves. By exchanging like-ranked things, persons affirm the reciprocity of their social 
relationships. 
In the Roviana case, shell rings appear to be employed in both like-for-like ranked ex-
changes and in exchanges of unlike things where equivalence must be established by some 
other means. If we were to understand these differences according to the above perspectives, 
the goal of analysis would have to be the definition of how shell rings were, on the one hand, 
ranked in order to S)'ll).bolise relationships, and on the other, evaluated according to their 
equivalence with other goods. We would have to explain how people fetishized rings as ac-
crued labour or use-value in some contexts, and as ranked symbols of personhood in others. 
This could well be possible, but I think any such analysis would rest on a clumsy framework. 
As long as we understand the things of exchange to be either fetishes or symbols of pre-exist-
ing values or relations, the problem of commensurability will persist - our attention is always 
drawn to how things are perceived to be equivalent. This problem dissolves however, if we do 
not assume that exchange is Conducted with the purpose of establishing equivalences. 
Describing the purpose of exchange as a means of creating equivalence between a shell 
ring and a pig, or a shield, or a life (or a thousand lives), is, to return to technological meta-
phors, akin to describing the purpose of a hammer as a means of exerting kinetic force on 
a nail. Both are inadequate as social descriptions. A social description of a hammer must be 
more than a mathematical equation - we might note how a hammer enfolds its user within 
a technology of 'construction', revealing and extending the definition of self ('builder') and 
others, according to histories of production, consumption and cultural practice, in a land-
scape that is being remade during the use of that hammer (Latour 2002: 249-50). Similarly, 
shell rings as a technology of exchange enfolded the things and agents of exchange within 
particular histories of use, sociality and landscape. The employment of shell rings reciprocally 
intertwined people and things according to inherited practices and understandings, during 
the revelation of sociality. This is why I hold that Roviana shell rings did not fetishize value, 
or symbolise relations, but in fact made these possible or thinkable. It is only in the context 
of exchange practice that value and relations become visible. Munn has made a similar point: 
''.Although men appear to be the agents in defining [kula] shell value, in fact, without shells, 
men cannot define their own value; in this respect, shells and men are reciprocally agents of 
each other's value definition" (1983: 283). Exchange does not affirm value or relations but elicits 
them, in reference to the reciprocal significance of people and things in action. In recognition 
of this, I will from this point on refer to shell rings as 'exchange media' rather than 'exchange 
valuables' - that is, shell rings acted as a medium through which exchange took place, rather 
than serving as bearers of an external value. 
If we take exchange to be a technological net through which sociality and personhood 
are elicited via an intertwining of people and things, then we must understand individual 
exchanges in terms of the. kind of sociality and personhood being revealed, and the appro-
priateness of the things and relations concerned to that production. For Strathern (1988) this 
involves uncovering how media of exchange serve to 'symbolise' aspects of the persons who 
deploy them, including the relationship they are engaged in forming. Exchange media in her 
conception are detachable parts of persons, embodying the relationships responsible for their 
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circulation. Value thus lies in the way a particular thing is embedded in social relations, and 
its detachability from them. My own approach will share the notion that exchange media can 
be viewed as detachable parts of persons, but, as noted, I cannot accept that value is a matter 
of 'symbolising' relations. Instead I follow Munn (1983, 1986) in arguing that value emerges 
in action: it is the process by which a person's ability to act ( their agency) is transformed into 
concrete perceivable forms. When a person exchanges food for a shell ring, it is not the value 
of the food that returns in the form of the ring (as a commodity economist would have it), 
or the value of the persons and relations the food 'symbolises' (as in a gift economy), but the 
value of the act of giving it. Value is thus the way people represent the importance of their ac-
tions to themselves and the way it is recognised by others (Graeber 2001: 45). It is clear in kula 
exchange for example, that value is understood in terms of 'fame' - persons are evaluated in 
terms of their distributed agency, the way their efficacy is spread through time and space via 
the medium of shell necklaces and arm bands. Consequently, the salient relationship between 
people and exchange media is not how such things fetishize labour or symbolise relations, 
but how they are involved in the elicitation and extension 'Of effective personhood during 
exchange. 
Conceptualising value in terms of agency allows us to open up the gift/commodity di-
chotomy because we no longer have to choose between things or relations: both are recipro-
cally involved in exchange and value creation, because both are refractions of human agency. 
Thus my understanding of shell rings as detachable parts of persons does not preclude the 
existence of exchanges more akin to commodity-like transactions than gift transactions. In 
what follows I aim to show how, in Roviana at least, a continuum existed, stretching between 
these two polarities, though perhaps not reaching either end. In order to explicate this how-
ever, it will first be necessary to examine the degree to which people and things in Roviana 
overlapped - how shell rings were seen as appropriate to the extension (and evaluation) of 
agency during exchange. 
Rings & agency 
As I have argued, shell rings can be understood to have been thought of as a means of car-
rying-forward efficacy, which although passed on from ancestors, actually had a transcend-
ent tamasa-like quality in that it was both world-altering and generative. This is apparent in 
narratives, such as the one associated with the Kukuporo ring, which delineate an axiomatic 
association between exchange media and the inheritance of specific ancestral capacities. The 
Kukuporo narrative describes the parallel origin of a descent group and its efficacy (meta-
phorically depicted by the ability to shelter from the rain) as a mysterious event in which a 
child (the descent group) was born and an umbrella (efficacy) was transformed (via a mysti-
cal exchange) into a ring. This transformation was necessary because it enabled efficacy to be 
objectified and transferred via a medium of exchange, down descendent generations. As the 
child grew, married and had descendants, so the ring was passed on to each new generation, 
and so ancestral efficacy was inherited. 
There are two dimensions of exchange realised in this narrative - one is transformative, in 
that a specific thing (an umbrella embodying a specific efficacy: 'shelter') is replaced by a gen-
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eralised transferable form (a shell ring); and the other is reproductive, in that the generalised 
form is passed on from generation to generation. In relation to the latter, the Kukuporo ring 
has a double purpose - it transfers efficacy, but it also reminds members of a descent group 
of their origins and binds them to that group. Thus the efficacy being transferred is not only a 
world-altering agency, but is also generative of relations. 
If we take this narrative to be of canonical significance, describing an exchange series 
against which all others could be judged, then it is possible to identify a few premises guiding 
transaction in the western Solomons. The first is the premise that efficacy can be transformed 
from specific instances of practical action into generalised abstracted forms. Presumably, such 
abstracted forms could themselves be further abstracted and efficacy further transformed in 
subsequent exchanges, as was partially suggested in chapter five. The second premise is that 
exchange actually transmits this transformed efficacy from person to person ( or generation to 
generation), and the third premise is that such transmissions are productive of social relations. 
Ideally, the relations thus produced would be genealogical, serving to replicate the lineage, but 
presumably could also extend beyond descent groups. I will argue later that these premises 
were combined to produce exchanges occurring on a continuum between conservative inter-
generational transferrals ofless-abstracted forms, which served to create kinship and limit its 
extent; and expansive transferrals of more-abstracted forms, which multiplied relations and 
socially expanded the butubutu. But, before turning to this argument, I think it is necessary to 
examine the issue of efficacy transformation and transferral more closely, and come to terms 
with how this was conceived and what it implies about the conception of personhood and 
things in Roviana. This will require a temporary diversion away from shell rings and exchange 
into notions of personal agency. Primary among these notions is the sticky issue of mana. 
From the perspective of Western post-Enlightenment notions of subject/object duality, 
efficacy is a relatively unproblematic subset of human agency. It is a person's capacity to pro-
duce a desired effect through action: the part of agency that is successful in comparison with 
intentions. Accordingly, objects do not in themselves have any efficacy because only subjects 
exhibit agency - if an object is said to be efficacious it is merely meant that an object can be 
effectively employed by a subject in order to achieve a desired result. It would thus be impos-
sible to transmit efficacy through an object during an exchange. The idea of efficacy being 
abstracted from action and embodied by a thing is patently erroneous. If we subscribed to this 
Western perspective we would either have to declare the Roviana point of view to be mistaken 
magical thinking, or suggest that it is metaphorical or symbolic. This is exactly the issue faced 
by Mauss (1990) in his analysis of gift exchange and by scholars that have adopted a similar 
framework, or critiqued his definitions, from Levi-Strauss (1987) on. 
It will be remembered from chapter two that Mauss (1990) declared that the impetus 
toward reciprocation in gift exchange lay with a mysterious 'spiritual power' resident within 
gift objects, denoted by the Maori hau - itself a form of 'pure efficacy' or mana (Mauss 1972). 
This power was entirely conflated with the object exchanged, but in a peculiar way could 
also be referred to as a substantive essence seemingly existing above and beyond the object, 
flowing backwards and forwards through people and things. In his commitment to a purely 
referential theory oflanguage and culture, Levi-Strauss (1987) declared this slipperiness to be 
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evidence that mana and hau were nothing but 'floating signifiers': each was a 'zero symbolic 
value' that marked a necessity whose real reasons lay elsewhere. But Mauss's original point 
was that mana (and, by extension, its manifestation in exchange as hau) actually resisted ref-
erence, because it operated in a realm of timeless but effective tautology - its truth was both a 
priori and a posteriori. Nevertheless, he did think that ultimately it had its origins in collective 
( societal) needs and desires, and was in the end a kind of 'false' magical thinking ( Crapanzano 
1995: 103-4). 
There is some congruence between Mauss's description and the Roviana case, where the 
term mana is also used. But, needless to say, I wish to avoid these sorts of conclusions, not 
because I want to prove the Roviana ( or Maori or any other) perspective to be 'correct: but 
because I think that it is more intelligible than the invocation of 'magical thinking' or 'float-
ing signifiers' would suggest. In order to show this it is necessary to take three steps. The first 
is to reject Cartesian dualities that do not recognise any intertwining of people and things, 
and thus miss the way agency can be invested in material artefacts, as argued in chapter two. 
The second is to think of exchange as a process of extending personhood and evaluating ac-
tion rather than substances, as argued above. By themselves these first two steps allow a more 
flexible approach, allowing for the possibility of a perspective that conceives of exchange in 
terms of efficacy. But they do not quite account for the notion that efficacy is a substance that 
can reside within things - to ameliorate this we need to take a third step and re-examine the 
concept of mana in relation to the Roviana case. To this, I now turn. 
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Keesing (1984) cogently argues that in Proto-Oceanic language, mana had its origins as a sta-
tive verb, rather than as a substantive noun. It was a state not a thing: 
Things that are mana are efficacious, potent, successful, true, fulfilled, realized: they "work:' Mana-ness is 
a state of efficacy, success, truth, potency, blessing, luck, realization - an abstract state or quality, not an 
invisible spiritual substance or medium. (Keesing 1984: 138) 
According to Keesing, subsequent Oceanic daughter languages retain the stative usage of 
mana as canonical, but through various modifications allow it to be used in different ways: 
as a transitive verb whereby ancestral spirits or gods 'mana-ize people and their efforts; and 
as an abstract verbal noun, denoting a state of being mana in the case of a person, or 'mana-
ness' in the case of a thing or act. Keesing argues that the tendency in anthropological writing 
to treat mana as a kind of 'soul substance: has, from Codrington's (1891) classic definition on, 
been due to pervasive translation error. Its acceptance as a substantive noun was ultimately 
due to rhetorical persuasiveness and the intelligibility of an imagined medium of spiritual 
power to European sensibilities versed in physical models of electricity and hydraulics. For 
Keesing, mana has its origins in the contingencies oflife in the Pacific, as a mode of explana-
tion used to cope with the essential unpredictability of the outcomes of human endeavour, 
and inequalities evident between people (1984: 148). Mana was simply an explanation of why 
some things worked (they were made potent by ancestors and other spirits) and why some 
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things did not (they were not potentiated 6y spirits). Mana was thus not a thing, but a way of 
explaining and expressing the efficacy of things. 
Quite early on, Hocart (1914) was expressing similar concerns about orthodox interpreta-
tions of mana as substance. He noted that on Simbo mana was commonly used at the end 
of prayers or invocations as a kind of '.A.men' in the form 'mana tu' - consistently translated 
by Hocart as 'be efficacious: 'be propitious' or 'grant us our request'. A person was said to 
be mana if their actions bore fruit, or if they 'spoke true: that is, if they predicted success at 
bonito fishing or the like. Additionally, "[w]ith the suffix -ni, mana becomes an active verb, 
and takes as its object the thing prayed for. Thus manani kami iso may be translated as 'obtain 
by your power a bonito' or 'grant us a bonito'" (1914: 98). Mana, according to these usages, was 
primarily a state attributed to ghosts and spirits, and to old men who owned shrines dedicated 
to ghosts and spirits. 
The Roviana case is consistent with the usages described by Hocart and the argument 
made by Keesing, who, in fact, employs Roviana data as supporting evidence. In Roviana, 
mana is a stative verb with the sense of '(be) potent; effectual'. In verbal invocatory form it is 
the imperative mana tu, 'make it manat: or the transitive manania, 'may it be mana; bless it: 
both carrying the sense of 'may it be realised' or 'mana-ize us'. If, retrospectively, events turn 
out as hoped or prayed for, then an endeavour may be said to have been tamanai, 'blessed' 
or 'made mana'. Similarly, ancestors are held to have the ability to vamanai, 'bless' or 'make 
mana: various things and endeavours. The verb can also be turned into an abstract verbal 
noun by the use of the nominalizing infix -in- so that it becomes minana or 'potency; efficacy' 
- a state of mana-ness that is used in biblical translations to refer to a blessing (Waterhouse 
1949: 71), as is tinamanai. 
It is only in the abstract noun form that Keesing (1984: 145) regards mana as open to 
being substantivized. He argues that a substantivized noun could easily replace the verbal 
usages as conceptually primary, or even replace them altogether in certain circumstances. 
But Keesing notes that this was relatively rare in Oceania and seems to have only occurred in 
regions such as East Polynesia where the increasingly godlike status of the highest chiefs led 
to the "sanctification of their persons ( to which mana and tapu in their most fully developed 
[i.e. substantivized] forms give expression)" (1984: 152). In other places where godlike chiefs 
did not exist but mana was substantivized (San Cristobal is given as an example), cults with 
inner sanctums are held to have elaborated the concept as a means of controlling knowledge 
as a form of power (1984: 153). That is, a particular cult might present itself as having access to 
a sole repository of mana through which efficacy could be doled out to others. The treatment 
of mana as a substance is thus a matter for demonstration in particular cases, and should be 
regarded as a derivation from the more usual, canonical, usage as a stative verb. 
In Roviana it is apparent that mana was never substantivized to the degree seen in Tahiti, 
Hawaii, or New Zealand. The noun form given above, does not imply that the referent is a 
substance because the usage is abstract. Minana is an exhibited quality, like a colour or emo-
tion. Dureau (2000) for example, notes that most references to mana regarding headhunting 
in the western Solomons closely approximate the stative verbal usages described by Keesing. 
Arguing that the interpretation of headhunting as a quest for the capture of enemy man a resi-
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dent in the heads of victims is entirely unwarranted, Dureau clearly describes how mana was 
a state of being. Headhunting demonstrated that warriors and ba11ara were mana, not that 
they had captured 'it: Headhunting itself could also be said to be mana in that it effected the 
functioning oflocal society by acting as a kind of inaugurating sacrifice without which things 
would not 'work' (2000: 89 ). In absconding with severed enemy heads warriors also rendered 
victim groups less than mana - enemies were unable to secure enduring relationships with 
their own ancestral spirits because of the loss of the all-important skulls through which bless-
ings were obtained. 
Problems remain however - how were ancestral skulls thought to mana-ize descendent 
worshippers, and how did the taking of heads facilitate communal wellbeing in the absence of 
a transferable substance? In the end Dureau cannot say- the causal impetus is left a mystery. 
Keesing, drawing on the work of Needham (1976), provides a relevant caution here: "if we 
insist on seeking an underlying metaphysic in nonwestern religions, we may be providing an-
swers to questions that are simply not posed in another people's world view" (1984: 150). The 
point being that people who believed "the skull is mana" (Dureau 2000: 82) and could thus 
mana-ize worshippers may not have had any notion of how this was effected, or even have 
posed the question. Keesing cites a pagan Kwaio informant: 
What we see is that something happens. Something recovers. The taro grows well. Unless the adalo [ ancestral 
spirit] nanama's [mana-izes] the pig will die, the taro will grow badly. We don't see how it happens. What we 
see is the man who recovers. We see that he is alive. Or we see that the taro or pigs are good ... Then we know 
that the adalo has nanama-ed. (Keesing 1984: 149) 
This seems to bring us back to Mauss. Although having done away with the notion that 
mana is a substance, Keesing's use of the above quote suggests that mana-ization remains 
something that approximates an a priori assumption confirmed a posteriori. While not want-
ing to counter an informant, I would suggest that the above quote is selective and makes 
things seem vaguer than they perhaps were in many cases. The emphasis in the quote is on 
seeing, which is equivalent here to knowing. The world of the spirits is non-material and in-
visible, and hence fundamentally unknowable. But this in itself is not evidence that there is an 
absence of any theory of causation. I think if we are to understand how a spirit was thought 
to make something mana we require more context than the quote provides, and an answer 
to the question of why a spirit would mana-ize. Let's turn back to the Roviana case and the 
mana-ization of warriors. 
If a headhunting expedition was successful in obtaining heads, it was said to have been 
made mana by the specific ancestral spirits responsible for efficacy in warfare. But this was 
not primarily a retrospective judgement made in the absence of any other explanation. Rather 
it was perceived as a response to a request that had been made earlier. Hocart (1931), on 
Simbo, records specific ceremonies held at ancestral skull shrines before warriors set out, one 
of which was known as 'votu manja' or 'clubs appear' (in Roviana this would be vura vedara). 
During these ceremonies tomate (indexed by the presence of skulls) were given offerings of 
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small hinuili rings or burnt offerings of 'pap' or taro and nut puddings, accompanied by in -
cantations: 
Pini na manja, ago n'inatu11u 
Manani tu kami mboso ara ko ma manja 
Na potana ma vazhaivandi 
Mana tu gamu na tomate 
Manania tu mbozho 
This is the club, thou the inatu11u 
Grant me an enemy to slay, and let me club 
(Hocart 1931: 308, 322 LIII) 
The charms, that we may attack 
Be efficacious you spirits 
Grant a victim 
(Hocart 1931: 308, 322 uv) 
Warriors would then set out with the expectation that these requests for mana-ization 
would bear fruit. The important point is that ancestral spirits were held to be responsible for 
success because they had been specifically addressed and engaged in a potentially reciprocal 
relationship. An offering of food or shell rings to the spirits constituted a gift, given in order 
to elicit a response. In the event a victim was granted, then reciprocation had clearly occurred, 
and the spirits had been efficacious. In this sense, the relationship between living persons and 
the ancestral spirits was social rather than magical. Like relations between living members 
of a butubutu, relations between the living and the dead were constituted during reciprocal 
sustenance and nurture - although hinuili could be offered to spirits, food substances such as 
puddings, fish, or pork were by far the most common things given during these ceremonies. 
Mana-ization therefore, involved the elicitation of a response from others via socially recog-
nised principles of exchange - it was not so much an a posteriori magical judgement as the 
revelation and recognition of mutual social reciprocity with butubutu members, albeit dead 
ones. 
Note also that the wording of the prayers is such that there is no request for a transferral of 
efficacy to the warriors - rather, the spirits are requested to exercise their efficacy in granting 
a victim to be slain. This is typical of the prayer texts recorded by Hocart - overwhelmingly, 
tomate are called upon to provide circumstances in which the endeavours of the living might 
be successful. Recall the recitations during the embarkation of vovoso as detailed in chapter 
five: the tomate of the vovoso are repeatedly invoked to "be efficacious in the meeting at sea, 
thou, be efficacious in the attack ... Effect that we kill two at once ... grant a chief's wife as 
victim; grant a chief as victim; grant some booty" (Hocart 1931: 312). In these requests tomate 
are asked to afford the right conditions for success, to exercise their control over the world by 
providing circumstances in which living men -might display their own agency. The relation-
ship being forged was joint or complementary: the tomate of the vovoso are addressed "let us 
go out together" (1931: 310). Mana-ization in these contexts suggests accompaniment rather 
than transferral per se. An expedition is made mana by the presence of ancestral spirits ac-
companying living warriors, providing an invisible but present potency that secured good 
fortune. Indeed, this has previously been noted with respect to the style of Roviana material 
culture, and is epitomised by the decoration of tomoko (chapter five). 
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We can thus understand mana-ization as a process in which living persons elicited re-
lationships that provided a balanced equation of efficacy - an expedition was mana when 
spirits were induced to fulfil their side of a bargain by accompanying endeavours with good 
favour, the spiritual complement of worldly action. This is also implied by one of Dureau's 
informants: "The mana comes on the side of fortune (pera), living well" (2000: 86). Living 
persons did what was needed to be done on their part to be successful, and if the ancestors 
had been properly propitiated (or the correct gift had been given to elicit a response), then 
tomate would accompany those endeavours by ordering events in the favour of worshippers, 
offering success in a world that would otherwise be random. The underlying belief here was 
that events over which the living had no direct control were axiomatically thought to be un-
der the influence of tomate, because of either their closeness to tamasa or the fact that they 
had been efficacious in controlling tamasa when living. It was this that enabled serubule and 
vovoso charms to secure the past efficacies of the ancestors: they provided the same control for 
descendants in their ability to induce tomate to accompany important endeavours. 
Being mana in Roviana then, was not a matter of the transferral of ancestral potency per 
se, but a reflection of one's ability to elicit a response from ancestral spirits, and thus situate 
oneself within reciprocal chains of agency. Efficacy in this sense must always be understood 
as relational and partially dependent on others: spirits, other persons, and, of course, the 
material means by which responses were elicited. The minimal relationship needed in order 
to act successfully in the world was between a person and the ancestral spirits, but even this 
required access to things that might be offered: puddings for example, which themselves were 
dependent on the relations of pudding making (pounded and offered by hiama) and tenurial 
access to gardens and nut trees, not to mention the success of a harvest, which was ensured 
by successful propitiation of tamasa via other elicitory offerings, and so on. Every single act 
encompassed an entire field of agency that made it possible. 
The error made in approaches that deduce a transferral of substance, or some unknow-
able magical potentiation, is that they operate from an assumption of a unitary and coherent 
individual agency. A person's actions are assumed to belong to themselves alone - hence a 
transferral or potentiation must have occurred because it is individuals that act. But, the above 
evidence suggests that agency in Roviana was understood as being only partially dependent 
on a person's bodily action. Actions necessarily had to be complemented by an elicitation of 
response from 'others' (minimally tomate, but usually other people too) via the extension of 
the self through material things. Persons were thus situated within a field of agency, neces-
sitating engagement in order to achieve goals. At this point we might turn our attention back 
to shell rings. 
The hinuili offered to tomate acted as a medium through which living persons could elicit 
a reciprocal act from the potent dead. As spiritual· exchange media, their efficacy must be 
understood as an extension of a person's ability to elicit a response and thus make evident a 
particular relationship between agents, and indeed, evaluate that relationship according to the 
terms of the exchange. The fact that Poata were used in exactly the same manner between liv-
ing persons, as when a ba11ara 'paid' warriors with rings to join a headhunting raid, is indica-
tive of this being a social process. The similarities and differences between the two cases were 
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of course indexed by the parallel similarities and differences between hinuili and Poata. In 
relation to the implications of their employment however, they have an identical purpose. In 
order to elucidate this purpose further we must return to, and re-evaluate, the three premises 
of exchange derived from the Kukuporo narrative. 
The first premise was that efficacy could be indexed and transformed by the general-
ised abstracted form of a shell ring. Given that efficacy was not conceived as a substance in 
Roviana however, this could not have been equivalent to Mauss's notion of an object inhabited 
by hau, a spiritual matter. Rather, a shell ring was part of a person's efficacy, understood as an 
abstract capacity (minana) for successful action and elicitation, garnered from being embed-
ded in relations. Shell rings were efficacious parts of persons, but they were not inhabited by 
efficacy, and were not efficacy itself Nonetheless, I would argue that they made the abstract 
noun thinkable and usable in social terms: the generalised material form of a shell ring was 
employable as a substance, even if mana itself was not. Shell rings were a detachable means 
of transforming one's ability to act successfully in social life: that is, by eliciting responses 
through exchange, shell rings were seen to transform one's own agency into another person's 
(or god/spirit's) action. They allowed one person's efficacy (an ability to elicit, indexed by a 
shell ring) to be made visible in the shape of someone else's specific response. Equally, seen 
from the other direction, receiving a shell ring entailed the transformation of one's specific 
actions into a generalised ability to elicit in other circumstances. Thus, shell rings allowed an 
extension of the self within a field of agency. 
The reciprocality evidenced here is related to the second premise, the transferral of effi-
cacy through shell rings - itself a part of the means by which a field of agency, an enchainment 
of persons, was formed. If shell rings indexed an ability to elicit via exchange, then they nec-
essarily carried this with them into the hands of the next person to whom they were passed. 
Again, if mana itself was not a substance transferred, then shell rings could be. But this has 
to be understood in relation to a specific context and perspective. As I will argue below, the 
transformation of efficacy just noted also entailed encompassment: just as a person giving a 
ring might see the actions elicited from the recipient as an extension of their own agency, the 
person receiving the ring might think of their action as enabled by or as encompassing the 
agency of the other. From this viewpoint each person is implicated in the other, and transfer-
ral occurs within a context of inter-personal extension and encompassment. Transferral as 
we know it - a movement between identities - could only be known after separation of this 
unitary state. In order to understand how this was achieved we need to recognise that the 
purpose of efficacy transferral and transformation need not have resided in the outcome of 
the actions elicited. 
Rather, the important part of such exchanges may have been what was implied by suc-
cessful elicitation: the recognition and definition of the relationship between the parties, and 
the evaluation of the agency displayed during the act of exchange. This is predicated on the 
third premise - that exchange forged relationships. To take the example of headhunting again, 
the elicitation of tomate accompaniment was not undertaken because it was necessary to kill 
people per se, but beca:use success implied recognition by the ancestors, it implied the relation-
ship was maintained and that the living both held the ear of tomate, and enjoyed their sup-
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port (notwithstanding the fact that the violent context of the 'exchange' did, of course, have 
important implications for the colour of the relationships so evinced). Successful elicitation of 
a response was evidence of 'living well: it was evidence of both butubutu health and personal 
efficacy. Similarly, the use of shell rings amongst the living entailed the definition of the self 
in the eyes of others through the elicitation of responses. Munn refers to this process as "the 
evaluative rendering of the self by significant others" (1986: 15). The employment of shell rings 
was thus a process by which a person could extend their agency out into the world and be 
evaluated in terms of the particular characteristics and the responses made to that agency. The 
relations forged were therefore "relations which separate" persons into unitary identities with 
visible attributes (Strathern 1988: 191). 
Drawing on the work of Damon (1980), Strathern (1988: 196-7) employs the language of 
symbolism in a way that is relevant here. She argues that exchange media achieve a move-
ment from being metonymical to metaphorical constructions during acts of exchange. In 
reference to the kula ring, shell valuables (when kitoum) are held to be acquired or 'created' 
metonymically, that is, they are created out of a man's capacity for social action (his 'work') 
and thus stand as a (detachable) part of his person. In a metonymic state a kula shell valuable 
is part of a man's agency, representing for himself his own ability to act. However, when a 
man dispatches such a valuable into circulation, it becomes a metaphor for that man insofar 
as it embodies and carries forth his 'name'. Rather than being part of his agency, it comes to 
stand in for him. Thus, from the donor's own perspective he is a multiple person with an ex-
tendable agency, but from the perspective of participants in subsequent exchanges, the man 
is a unitary entity, defined by the prestige of his 'name: The shift from metonym to metaphor 
consequently encapsulates the process by which a person is able to construct themselves in 
the eyes of others. 
This is very similar to what I have just argued, without the language of symbolism, for 
the Roviana case. That is, I have described a process by which a shell ring begins as part of a 
person's agency, in that it enables elicitation and thus renders the person efficacious, before 
being detached and transferred in exchange as an index of the efficacy so exercised, eliciting 
a response and thus enabling the evaluation of the person. Just as we might describe this as 
a movement from metonym to metaphor, it could also be understood as the transformation 
of a shell ring from a thing that makes a person efficacious to a thing that embodies that per-
son's efficacy (from verb to noun), or in Heideggerian terms, from a ready-to-hand thing to a 
present-at-hand object. It might also be understood as a process by which a thing that was an 
extension of a person's agency comes to be thought of as an agent itself (cf.Gell 1998). In many 
Roviana exchanges these transformations were much more temporary than the kula example 
- the transformation was almost immediately reversed in that shell rings were absorbed by 
their recipients as new parts of the recipient's own agency, evidence of their own 'work' and 
encompassment of others. Nevertheless, I hold that the movement to and fro between these 
states is the animating force of Roviana exchange. 
The question remains, however, as to why shell rings, particularly, were efficacious at 
eliciting responses - why they were 'thinkable' as efficacious parts of a person's ability to act. 
Chapter five provided a partial answer in terms of the material ability of rings to index the 
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potency of tamasa as embodiments of the origins of sociality and its persistence - they were 
axiomatically causal things. But this appears to hold truer for the less abstracted varieties of 
ring than it does for, say, poata and hokata. Bareke, for example, clearly had a kind of 'im-
mobile' value: they circulated at a low velocity and, according to some evidence, were ideally 
kept rather than exchanged (Hocart n.d[h]: 4). This was because of their 'sacred' status and 
the fact that they were employed primarily in offerings to and communication with tamasa, 
and during other ritual events. But poata and hokata circulated at a high velocity amongst 
living persons, and were used in a wide variety of exchange contexts beyond the bounds of 
kinship. Although some poata could be 'sacred' rings (called riko according to Hocart n.d[h]) 
used in divination and communication with the spirits, this was not their primary status. The 
issue here is that of the social implications of shell ring abstraction. As noted in the previous 
chapter the permutations evident in shell ring form are able to be understood as transforma-
tions whose intent was to allude to an 'original context' in more or less explicit terms, with 
the purpose of allowing different social usages. Although bareke, bakiha, poata, hokata, and 
Conus rings were conceptually derived from 'rings belong tamasa: their differences reflected a 
hierarchy of distance from that source. The social implications of that hierarchy must now be 
elucidated with respect to the role of rings in the evaluative elicitation of sociality. 
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A salient means of organising our understanding of the hierarchy of shell ring abstraction 
is provided by the opposed notions of 'keeping' and 'giving: It is my argument that less ab-
stracted rings were ideally kept within a genealogical lineage, passed on from one generation 
to the next, while more abstracted varieties were able to be used in a freer manner, circulating 
in ever widening circles. This is held to be reflected in their form as well as their usage and in 
the implications both had for the definition and evaluation of particular kinds of social action 
and relationships. The abstraction of shell rings is thus seen to be articulated to the evaluative 
rendering of sociality via the means of reproductive (keeping) and expansive (giving) facets of 
exchange. It would be inaccurate however, to render this system too rigidly - it is clear that, in 
practice, shell rings were employed quite flexibly, as indicated by the riko class of poata noted 
above. Partly this is due to the fact that abstraction was socially inscribed: as will become ap-
parent, degrees of abstraction were produced through a complex interplay of materiality and 
sociality, practice and meaning. 
In using the categories of keeping and giving, I draw inspiration from Weiner (1985; 1992), 
but diverge from her analysis in several ways. Weiner's intention is to counter the 'norm of 
reciprocity' in analyses of exchange by arguing that a paradox of 'keeping-while-giving' is the 
central issue of social life. Her first step is to define a category of 'inalienable wealth' compris-
ing possessions that are: 
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.. .imbued with affective qualities that are expressions of the value an object has when it is kept by its owners 
and inherited within the same family or descent group. Age adds value, as does the ability to keep the objects 
against all the exigencies that might force a person or a group to release it to others. (Weiner 1985; 210) 
The primary value of such objects lies with their ability to define and reproduce the iden-
tity of persons and groups historically, by acting as vehicles for the past in the present. That 
is, they embody a history of ancestors and mythological events, connecting people to a le-
gitimised past and reinforcing social hierarchy. But there is a 'paradox' lying in the fact that 
such possessions can, potentially, be lost, destroyed, or otherwise separated from their owners 
(Weiner 1992: 37). Consequently, owners circulate 'alienable possessions' (derived from ar-
chetypical inalienable forms) as a strategic means of avoiding having to relinquish the crucial 
inalienable objects central to their identity. Alternatively (and ideally according to Weiner) a 
person might give a thing but still have that thing identified with oneself. Giving thus enables 
keeping. 
Now, while recognising the usefulness of this distinction, I choose not to follow some of 
the implications Weiner draws from it. Particularly I am not convinced by her assumption of 
a gradient of social value placed on the two forms of exchange. Inalienable objects are held to 
be primary because as 'proof of a group's immortality' they are a solution to the fragmentation 
of society and inevitable processes of loss, death and decay. In contrast, the giving of things 
is simply a way of shielding such objects from the world. As Mosko (2000: 386-8) has shown, 
this does not account for the fact that besides the reproduction and extension of social rela-
tions some exchanges can be directed towards their dissolution. Both reproduction and dis-
solution are, especially in Melanesia, equally valuable and necessary as social strategies. The 
category of 'dissolution' or the limiting and severing of relations will become an important 
part of my analysis in later sections. In addition, there is a latent retention in Weiner's work 
of an emphasis on value inherent to things themselves, and a notion of persons as coherent 
individual entities who can 'own' or 'possess' material 'objects: and be ranked accordingly. 
There is a kind of one-to-one relationship between the value of an object and the value of a 
person who owns it (Mosko 2000: 379-83). It will be apparent by now that this is not compat-
ible with what I have been arguing for the Roviana conception of personhood, agency, and 
the use of things. 
Despite these problems I think the analytical distinction between giving and keeping can 
be profitably employed, albeit with modification. I will resist detailing this theoretically, in 
favour of proceeding by way of analysis of the Roviana data. I hope to show that notions of 
keeping and giving are relevant to the understanding of shell rings even if this does mean re-
working Weiner's conclusions. I will begin my analysis with the category of 'keeping: 
The keeping of rings 
The kept rings of Roviana were evaluated by the capacities they enabled - they were un-
derstood as efficacious media through which persons were made visible as specific kinds of 
persons. However, although usually attached to people, they actually transcended the lives of 
individuals in a historical sense by cumulatively encompassing every person who ever wield-
ed them. This much will already be familiar from previous discussions of serubule and vovoso 
charms. Such things were, in Weiner's terms, inalienable possessions embodying a history of 
ancestral action. But, as we shall see, keeping rings was less a matter of 'owning' symbols of 
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group immortality, than a means by which agency was revealed as being genealogically lo-
cated, and was thus a means of enchaining persons. 
Most of the ring usages classified here as 'keeping' involved inter-generational transfer 
amongst kin, however, it is poss_ible to distinguish a subcategory in which rings were kept 
for the duration of a person's life but not necessarily passed on. It is with the latter that I will 
begin. Amongst such rings were hinuili charms given to small children and worn throughout 
life as protection from sickness-causing tomate, but I am going to begin with the example of 
war charm packages. In a way this is cheating, because, as will become apparent, shell rings 
were not really the most important part of such packages. However, they provide a good in-
troductory example of the use of kept rings, revealing a particular pattern that will become 
important when we turn to more apt cases. Usually referred to in Roviana as liqomo, these 
charms consisted of a small plaited bag (bisibisi) decorated with Conus rings, that would be 
tied to a fighting shield and carried into battle. The small bag contained the tooth of an ances-
tor (figure 6.1). 
Hocart (1931) recorded such a charm on Simbo, with his informant 'Panda' giving its name 
as hinindi and describing it as having the power to protect the user against spears. "11:ie tooth 
was that of Penu, his [classificatory] 'father: 'He make him father all same devil (i.e. tomate) 
belong him, make him all same hinindi"' (1931: 306). During battle, when an enemy prepared 
to throw a spear, the user of the charm would recite a prayer ( varavara) invoking the to mate 
of the charm to be mana, to make spears and arrows pass by. Similar charms in Roviana were 
Fig. 6.1 Liqomo 
Auckland Museum: MEL 236, MEL 237 
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used to divine the location of enemies/victims during raids - the tomate would 'whisper' the 
location to the warrior when consulted via the charm. 
Liqomo can be understood as an extension of personal agency in the context of warfare, 
conceptualised as the ability to elicit a mana response from the ancestor rendered present by 
the tooth contained in the bag. If efficacy was understood to arise out of a state of joint or 
complementary action on the part of humans and spirits, then liqomo charms enabled the 
revelation of a varane warrior's person in those terms. But this was not a simple matter of a 
warrior being seen to be dependent on a spirit. The charm exposed a warrior's agency as ac-
tively encompassing the agency of his father - in holding his father's tooth within a bag and 
then being seen to act successfully, the warrior claimed the agency of the dead as his own. 
Thus, a person was revealed as efficacious only insofar as their visible actions eclipsed the in-
visible and complementary actions of an encompassed spirit. By these means liqomo charms 
invoked a genealogical enchainment of agency. 
This is also evidenced by the tendency for warrior status to be inherited. A warrior father 
would 'grow' his son into a varane by teaching him the arts of fighting and by conducting the 
malagigiri ceremony, during which the boy would be fed stone to make him strong (11ira) 
(chapter four). In this sense a varanewas partially the product of his father's agency, as was ex-
plicitly acknowledged by the liqomo: the warrior contained his father's agency within himself. 
Indeed the inheritance of warrior efficacy was only made possible by this kind of encompass-
ment because it was only during the revelation of such that the efficacy of an ancestor could 
be said to transfer (karovo, 'cross over') to a living person. In the case of liqomo charms, I take 
it that transferral was conceptualised as a matter of the person revealed to be active within the 
father-son chain. The once-active warrior father had become, upon death, a 'passive agent' 
encompassed by the now-active warrior son - efficacy was seen to transfer because the son 
encompassed the father (by holding his tooth) and was consequently seen to take his place. 
Thus it was the ability to act effectively that transferred, not a potent substance. 
We might also think of liqomo as another instance of volt-sorcery - the tomate was 
'trapped' by placing the tooth within a tightly woven bag adorned with rings, its potency then 
directed towards specific ends. If so, the question arises as to the means by which this capture 
Penu 
l 
Fig 6.2 Diagram of agency - hinindi liqomo 
The warrior efficacy of the agent Panda, is enabled by his ability (deriving from an exchange with X) to encompass the 
agency of his father Penu. When acting as a warrior, Panda claims the agency of both Penu and X as his own. Arrows denote 
lines of agency, the ring denotes the primary agent who is seen to act, and the solid line denotes encompassment. The dotted 
line indicates secondary encompassment. 
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and direction was enabled. The answer is provided by Hocart in a later passage: "Panda paid 
twelve rings (poata) for the charm" (1931: 307). We understand this to mean that although hav-
ing constructed the material charm himself, his ability to do so, the magical efficacy needed to 
entrap his father's agency, was 'purchased' from some (unmentioned) other person. We also 
learn that in Roviana the charm "was said to come from Laina in Choiseul, through Matovagi 
in Ysabel" (1931: 307). In other words, efficacy at warding off spears in battle was itself reliant 
upon another form of efficacy deriving from another enchainment of persons, and was thus 
embedded within a wider temporal and spatial field of sociality. 
The process by which liqomo type charms were made can be seen as indicative of the 
manner in which particular rings became concretised as embodying specific efficacies. They 
were formed as such in the focal points of wide networks of agency, linking persons vertically 
within genealogies and laterally amongst groups of relations. An analogous process to liqomo 
construction is recorded by Hocart (1922) in relation to leprosy shrines on Simbo. A group 
of ancestral skull shrines at a place called Tirolivotu contained the skulls of a ba1Jara lineage 
who knew a protective charm that could infect thieves with leprosy (popoqu). Consequently, 
the vicinity of the shrines was dangerous, and, without protection, visitors could become in-
fected. During ceremonies surrounding the restoration of these skull houses, Hocart records 
that the owners ('Toka' and 'Kave') used 'sacred' shell rings (riko) during the restoration as an 
integral part of ensuring the success of their effo.rts ('varamana'). 
On [the sixth] day they bring up sacred rings (poata) from Narilulumbi; these are connected with leprosy. 
Toka carries them; he protects himself against leprosy with a belt of mamaroko [ a littoral vine] which he 
puts on saying, "I put on the creeper; do not give me sores:' ... He then takes the rings with his hands and 
puts them into a new basket made by Amu, a woman. He hangs them up in Tirolivotu on a horizontal stick 
resting at one end on the branch of a njanjala tree [croton]. This ceremony is called varamana and is not 
accompanied by any words. The rings remain there two days [i.e. while the shrines are restored]. Ndeo, Kave's 
brother, takes charge of the sacred rings from Mamanini and hangs them up on a malanjiri plant, close to 
. Toka's tree. (Hocart 1922: 111) 
Later we learn that the places mentioned in the text (Narilulumbi and Mamal)ini) are also 
locations haunted by leprous spirits (Hocart 1922: 266) and are where the rings are kept. 
In Mamanini is a small shed which can be entered; there used to hang a basket containing three riko, that is 
shell rings made by gods (tamasa) ... One of them is perhaps the best we have seen, the yellow stain going 
about half-way round. In N arilulumbi the riko hang in an ordinary house which used to be occupied by Toka. 
It may be entered. Two rings wrapped in the bark cloth of the kind called elava are hung up in a basket ... The 
basket was made by Amu, who in native parlance "knows how to make it;' or as we should say "is qualified;' 
for it is not a matter of technique, but she has been treated by Londu who for a fee stroked her body with rosi 
[a vine] and put on her crossed belts of mamaroko. Amu also makes twine out of pusi [a vine] with which Rosi 
[sic Toka?] binds the riko; for the rings are taboo to women. In the chapter on skull houses I have described 
how these rings are taken up to Tirolivotu. (Hocart 1922: 266-7) 
Tamasa 
1 ---e ......... ,, --- / 1 .. ,(11----+1 :,~~u ,( 1 Lond~)_) Shrine renewal · - -· ----------- ;' 
Fig 6.3 Diagram of agency - leprosy riko 
Toka's use of the riko encompasses the lineally derived agency of tamasa, and the laterally derived agency of Amu, and 
Londu. The rings probably passed through many hands between tamasa and Toka. 
The riko rings used in restoring the shrines are analogous to the tooth used in the liqomo 
charm. Both are captured within a woven bag or basket, and both derive from powerful spirits 
- an ancestor in the case of the tooth, and tamasa in the case of the rings. In each case a later-
ally derived efficacy, arising out of relations with living community members, is used to 'cap-
ture' or encompass a lineally or genealogically derived efficacy and render it in specific terms. 
Thus, the three riko held by Toka stood as an efficacious part of his person enabling him to 
renew the leprosy shrines effectively, but, at the same time, this linked him into a chain of 
agency in that his efficacious actions encompassed those of Amu who made the basket, Landu 
who ordained her, and the tamasa from whom the rings derived. It was during such usages 
that particular things became subject to keeping rather than giving, and particular forms of 
person appeared out of the relations in which they were embedded. 
We might describe the use of liqomo or the leprosy riko as the beginning of a process by 
which particular rings became attached as 'inalienable' parts of persons that could subse-
quently be inherited (i.e. absorbed or encompassed) by kin. Although in the above accounts 
it is only the ability to 'make' such charms that is recorded as being transmitted, it was also 
possible for the rings so charmed to be passed on to a descendant of the wielder, retaining 
efficacy within the lineage. There is some evidence that particular liqomo could be passed on 
to a male relative (Wall & Kuschel 1975: 58) and this is also implied by the attribution of the 
leprosy riko to tamasa insofar as it entails that they were handed down from time immemo-
rial. In another example of rings attributed to tamasa, Hocart recorded an extensive 'lineage' 
of holders in reference to a Roviana charm called ragomo (n.d[m]: 20). This was a collection 
of Poata and hinuili lashed together into a "pile" inside of which certain unknown objects 
were concealed. The charm was used to cure wounds and bites and allowed a spearhead to 
be drawn from a wound. The ragomo was said to have originated from a tamasa from Santa 
Isabel called Sovub3.IJara, and Hocart records a list of 69 places in Isabel, Vaghena, Manning 
Straits and Kolobangara that the charm was carried to before it was given to 'Hika' ofRoviana 
as his "heirloom'' (n.d[m]: 21). Hika then 'taught' it to its current owner, Riabule, who appears 
to have taught it to at least two other living persons. 
This spatiotemporal listing of place names and persons is a feature previously encoun-
tered in descriptions of other potent things such as serubule and vovoso, and appears to repre-
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sent an extended form of the abridged pattern recorded for liqomo and the leprosy riko. The 
ability to 'make' serubule and vovoso was distributed laterally amongst the community via 
shell ring exchanges, but particular charms were themselves passed on lineally to descend-
ent kin, with each person in the chain who subsequently held the charm becoming part of 
its history (chapter five). The chains of names recited during their use linked the person cur-
rently holding the charm to those who had held it in the past, and importantly, presented the 
living person as a substitute in the role of previous holders. When a living person employed 
an inherited serubule or vovoso, their agency derived its force from the ancestral chain of 
names, encompassing and presenting them as 'one: and, in so doing, revealed ( or, as we might 
say, 'legitimised') the living person as a replacement with an inherited status. This process is 
analogous to the inheritance of certain shell rings as a corollary of the inheritance of rank, and 
it is to these kinds of heirloom that I will now turn. 
MM 
Amongst the Kazukuru butubutu residing in Roviana, access to garden plots (emata) was 
achieved through the services of the 1Jati hiama (high priest) who controlled a central garden 
shrine or hope ma1Jini. As noted in chapter four, the role of 1Jati hiama was inherited, and 
belonged to a lineage descended from Qorabele (see figure 3.7). Riabule, the last 1Jati hiama 
before pacification, held a shell ring known as upahae inherited from his predecessor as the 
"insignia" of his rank (Schneider 1998: 199). Today, the current holder of the upahae ring, a 
descendant of Riabule, is involved in various land disputes, and according to Schneider, lays 
claim to Kazukuru land based on an argument that the upahae "signifies 'land ownership"' 
(1998: 205-6). However, as Schneider notes, this is a reworking of concepts in line with the 
recent commoditisation ofland resources. In Riabule's time, the role of 1Jati hiama was to en-
sure land fertility and the healthy growth of crops - the hiama did not 'own' the land, and thus 
the upahae did not 'signify ownership: It did, however, confer the ability to communicate with 
tamasa, specifically those responsible for creating and controlling land and crop growth ( as 
opposed to the death-dealing marine tamasa). It is worth describing the intersection of 1Jati 
hiama status, the upahae ring, and the efficacies conveyed, in some detail. 
Butubutu members had rights to access emata · - tracts of land that had been cultivated 
by previous generations, where family gardens (inuma) could be established. In a historical 
sense, emata were the property of descent groups and were managed by lines of ba1Jara and 
palabatu. The role of 1Jati hiama was to conduct ceremonies at garden shrines to supplicate 
tamasa and hence ensure that the earth within emata was fertile - particularly at times when 
people felt that crops were not growing well, because, having been neglected, the tamasa was 
'cool' (sa lomoso na tamasa). Hocart (1922: 284-9) describes a round of fertility ceremonies 
on Simbo whereby hiama visited various tamasa shrines and left food to rot for the tamasa 
(rather than burning it as at tomate shrines) and communicated with them through divina-
tion in order to see if the offerings had been successful. Shell rings ( typically bareke, but also 
poata) were left for the tamasa by hanging them on a reqe - an upturned tree stump with its 
roots in the air and the trunk in the ground. Letting food rot and hanging rings on the roots 
of a tree were methods of elicitory exchange with deities belonging to the earth, in opposition 
to exchanges with the ephemeral world of ancestral spirits. 
As noted above, similar ceremonies occurred in Roviana at various local hope ma1Jini 
( the name is significant, metaphorically indicating the shrine's purpose in making the tamasa 
and soil 'hot' (ma1Jini) again). Often such fertility rites would be conducted by minor hiama 
at shrines on emata used by local family groups, but for matters that concerned all Kazukuru 
land the 1Jati hiama held ceremonies at a central, apical garden shrine, which in Riabule's time 
was at Vatada, Munda. This was particularly the case when a new emata was to be cleared 
from virgin forest (muqe). Untouched forests were the domain of tamasa, and any forest 
clearance required a compensatory transaction with them. During such times, the group or 
person wishing to clear the land gave a shell ring to the 1Jati hiama who would then place it 
on the reqe at the focal hope ma1Jini as ~n offering to tamasa for the clearing of the forest. The 
hiama then performed divination (sabusabukai) with a hokata to enquire whether the clear-
ing could take place. If the divination was successful then the hiama would conduct 'nuquru 
zipolo roe muqe' or the planting of zipolo shrubs (Dracaena sp.) to delineate the boundaries 
of the new emata. After this the land would pass to those who had made the initial shell ring 
offering (Hall 1964; Schneider 1998). 
The 1Jati hiama acted in these ceremonies of fertility and clearance as a mediator (tie 
varikarovae), using an inherited ability to enjoin a response from tamasa for the well-being 
of the community. For butubutu members the upahae ring was an index of this mediatory 
agency, and the act of its transferral through inheritance situated the 1Jati hiama position as a 
hereditary one, genealogically replicating a category of personhood in the service of replicat-
ing relations between the descent group and tamasa. I would argue, however, that this was 
not a matter of the ring being an inherited 'insignia' of rank. Rather, the ring objectified the 
transferral of ancestral efficacy between persons as an index of elicited personhood. The upa-
hae was a 'part' of efficacious personhood more than a passive 'sign' of status. 
The passing of the upahae from predecessor to successor involved effecting the substitu-
tion of one efficacious person for another by making visible or revealing the transferral of 1Jati 
hiama agency between generations. The ~ubstitution was effected through revelation rather 
than appointment because the position was inherited: as a descendant of their predecessor 
the successor already contained within themselves the necessary genealogical relations to be 
efficacious in the role. They were already a descendant of ancestral hiama and thus had the 
potential to encompass ancestral agency during their own actions. Consequently, the passing 
on (the detachment and re-absorption) of the upahae ring made the new 1Jati hiama visible 
as such; it was an exchange that elicited the person in a particular form out of the general 
relations in which they were already embedded (Strathern 1988). The exchange made evident, 
or activated, a relationship and agency that would otherwise have been latent ( as indeed it 
would remain for those descendants who did not receive the ring). It was the upahae ring that 
enabled this because during the act of transmission it objectified the encompassment of every 
efficacious ancestor of whom it had been a part in the past - the line of names recounted as 
part of its history. In the act of receiving the ring, the candidate was seen to absorb ( and thus 
embody) a line of ancestral 1Jati hiama. Thus, for the new 1Jati hiama, the ring was a part of 
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their efficacious person, manifesting their inherited ability to elicit responses from tamasa, 
and, by revealing them as linked into a genealogical chain of predecessors, would remain a 
part of their self-understanding until passed on. For the wider community, the ring stood as 
an index of this efficacy, and was a means by which the person could be judged. This perspec-
tive shift can be said to involve a movement from a ring that is part of a person (his inherited 
agency) to an index of that person (his efficacious 'name' or 'status'). This is of course analo-
gous to Strathern's (1988: 196) postulation that exchange media move between metonymical 
and metaphorical constructions. As such, the upahae ring, having been used to elicit and 
encompass particular forms of ancestrally derived efficacy, enabled the evaluative rendering 
of 11ati hiama personhood. 
The use of a ring to effect this elicitation and encompassment may have been an innova-
tion peculiar to Roviana. On Simbo, Hocart records that the person occupying an equivalent 
position (the same 'Panda' mentioned above) was "consecrated" by his predecessor (his 'fa-
ther') via a simple charm involving rubbing the body with leaves and shavings from various 
plants (1922: 285). But this only confirms that the role substitution was a matter of revelation 
rather than appointment - whether by charm or exchange, the substitute was revealed as a 
11ati hiama via the efficacious elicitation/activation of a particular genealogical relationship. 
Nevertheless, the use of a ring in Roviana is not incidental. It is relevant that the form of the 
upahae is like. that of a bareke. Schneider describes it like this: "It is a rough manufactured 
clam shell ring ... displaying the sinuous edges of the giant clam" (1998: 199). As has been not-
ed previously, rings exhibiting such attributes were axiomatically affiliated with tamasa. The 
upahae ring stood somewhere near the apex of this affiliation. This is reinforced by the fact 
that the "insignia of the minor priests was the bareke" (1998: 199), that is, generic unnamed 
specimens. According to the terms defined in the previous chapter this represents a hierarchy 
of abstraction, with the upahae standing as an archetype for less important, more abstracted 
rings distributed amongst minor hiama. Thus, a parallel existed between the 11ati hiama and 
minor hiama, and the named upahae bareke and generic unnamed bareke. The parallel was 
extended to the fact that unlike 11ati hiama, minor hiama did not inherit their role ( chapter 
four), and unlike the upahae, generic bareke were apparently not transmitted to a successor. 
Again however, the use of the term 'insignia' is deceptive because it leads us to suppose 
that the means by which this parallel was established was through a one-to-one correlation 
between the qualities of things and the qualities of people: the ring is always a sign of the per-
son. This was not the case. Rather, the difference between 11ati hiama and minor hiama was 
indexed by the mode of shell ring transmission, or more properly, was revealed in the mode 
of elicitation. Whilst a 11ati hiama was elicited as such by the act of a kinsman predecessor, 
by his handing down of the upahae lineally, other persons were revealed as minor hiama out 
of lateral community relations. Commonly captive pinausu, minor hiama were pressed into 
service by ba11ara or palabatu, usually at a young age and under the tutelage of older minor 
hiama or the 11ati hiama (cf. Hocart 1922: 105). They were not revealed as hiama via a ceremo-
nial elicitory exchange but were gradually nurtured into the role as 'children' of their tutor 
(whom they called 'father'), presumably being given bareke during this nurturing. Having 
been ordained in this manner they could only ever operate under the central authority of the 
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Fig 6.4 Diagram of agency -the upahae ring & minor bareke 
ljati hiama H, inherits the upahae from H' who inherited it from H' ', and thus encompasses their agency. Minor hiama (h) 
act on behalf of H, and thus, within H's encompassing agency. The diagram is simplified in that the minor hiama of H' and 
H' ' are not shown, and the chain of ancestors would have stretched far beyond H' '. 
1Jati hiama. The material form of the shell rings held by each kind of hiama was thus less im-
portant than the form of the person elicited during the transmission of those rings, insofar as 
this involved the elicitation of agency according to different kinds of relations. This was not a 
matter of the ring 'signifying' a person, but of helping form the person in particular revelatory 
light through action. 
According to the above, we can think of minor hiama (and bareke) as 'children' of the 
1Jati hiama (and upahae), or rather, as genealogically conceived elements of their distributed 
personhood. Although 1Jati hiama is usually translated as 'high priest: it is important to note 
that the adjective '1Jati' really carries the meaning of "beginning, derivation, cause, origin, 
base" (Waterhouse 1949: 30). The 1Jati hiama was thought of as the base from which minor 
hiama derived - the original form from which others were abstracted, or the 'root' of the 
'line: This will be familiar from the argument presented at the end of chapter five concerning 
the combination of abstraction, multiplication and size variance in the generation of Roviana 
style. Here we can see an analogous process in the formation of personhood - minor hiama 
might be thought of as more 'abstracted: 'multiplied' and 'smaller' versions of the 1Jati hiama, 
having been produced as fractal portions of the potent whole. In the realm of sociality wit-
nessed here however, there is the added axis of vertical lineage and lateral kinship: the all 
important 'one' of the 1Jati hiama and upahae descended lineally, replicating each generation 
and encompassing ancestors, while the 'many' minor hiama and bareke were distributed later-
ally amongst kin (in this case 'captured' or 'tamed' kin) radiating outwards from the central 
source. Within this schema only the 1Jati hiama had generative capacity, able to replicate the 
position temporally and distribute their agency spatially through others. Minor hiama could 
not reproduce - they were nurtured anew each generation by the 1Jati hiama (either person-
ally or as embodied by older minor hiama). 
Using the language of classic anthropology we might describe this process as a means 
of reproducing social hierarchies. But if so, we have to be alert to the fact that this was not 
a matter of sedimenting identities. A 1Jati hiama was revealed as such only during moments 
of encompassment, during ceremonies at the central shrine when he acted as an overarching 
'one' on behalf, and with the force, of 'many': the many ancestral 1Jati hiama, and the many 
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minor hiama distributed with local garden shrines throughout the lands of the butubutu (not 
to mention the wider community invested in the ceremonies). Similarly, minor hiama only 
appeared as such when acting as a portion of the 'one' 1Jati hiama, as a local embodiment 
of his distributed agency. Thus, the relationship between 11ati hiama and minor hiama was 
constituted in acts that variously revealed the 'many' as a singular 'one: and the singular 'one' 
as composed of 'many'. These were persons composed out of relations, whose efficacy was de-
rived from a field of agency distributed through time and space, and, as such, they could only 
appear as 'identities' momentarily, during elicitory action. 
MM 
At this point I wish to move on to a class of kept rings integral to the personhood of ba1Jara. 
The issue of social hierarchy is obviously more visible in the context of group leadership, and 
the 'identity' of ba11ara can be seen to have been more permanently fixed than that of hiama. 
Before turning to these points however, it will be necessary to describe the rings under con-
sideration and outline their relationship to ba11ara personhood. As we will see, they are, in 
many ways, analogous to the upahae ring. 
I refer to bakiha rapoto, sometimes known as bakiha medaka. These were bakiha of par-
ticularly fine quality that had been decoratively mounted so that they could be worn about the 
neck. Held only by ba11ara and "elderly men of substance" (Hocart n.d[h]: 3) they were, like 
the upahae ring, inherited heirlooms passed on from predecessor to successor, and some bore 
personal names ( e.g. the ehara igana or 'blood of the fish' bakiha held by the ba11ara of Kin du, 
see also Aswani & Sheppard 2003: s6I, s67). Bakiha rapoto were intricately embellished with a 
fringe of coloured beads (kekeve) and sun-bleached Cuscus teeth, and typically had tasselled 
extensions strung with hinuili size shell rings and seed pods (from the viruri tree). The fringe 
and the ring itself were both sewn on to a frame of tortoiseshell, and the whole was lashed 
with red plaited grass fibre (medaka) for suspension. All of the museum examples that I have 
Fig. 6.5 Bakiha rapoto 
Auckland Museum: left, Roviana lagoon (16409); right, Vella Lavella (47648) 
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recorded use glass beads for the fringe decoration, usually in red, white and various shades 
of blue (yellow and lilac is found in some artefacts collected in the 1930s) probably replacing 
shell. Mass-produced white buttons are often seen in the place of small shell rings and pearl 
shell discs. Consequently, the use of European derived materials seems to have been a case 
of substitution rather than innovation, with new materials being used in place of old. Given 
that bakiha rapoto were ideally heirlooms, it is noticeable that, in nineteenth century photo-
graphs of people actually wearing bakiha rapoto, buttons are not usually seen - most speci-
mens have the earlier shell rings and seed pods. Such photographs usually lack detail, not to 
Fig. 6.6 Ba7Jara wearing bakiha rapoto, Vella Lavella 
(source: Salisbury 1922: 717) 
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mention colour, and so it is not possible to tell whether the fringe of these artefacts was made 
using glass beads or shell, although some appear to have had more Cuscus teeth than beads~ 
Nevertheless, the suggestion is that museum examples are generally more recent and perhaps 
lacked deep biographical attachment to ba1Jara lineages. 
Museum specimens of bakiha rapoto come from Roviana, Vella Lavella, and northeast 
Choiseul, and historic photographs indicate they were also worn on Simbo (Collinson 1926) 
and Bugotu in Santa Isabel (White 1991: 186). There appears to have been considerable vari-
ation in the details of design, especially in the beading pattern, but based on the provenance 
of collected specimens and historical photographs this did not reflect regional trends. It may, 
however, have reflected temporal variation. Earlier examples tend to have continuous hori-
zontal arcs of colour in the beading, while artefacts collected during the twentieth century 
introduce vertical columns cross-cutting the horizontal arcs, and more colours are used. 
Nevertheless, the overall shape and construction of bakiha rapoto is remarkably constant 
through both time and space - in all examples the central ring is framed by a circular motif 
on both sides, and a lower fringe with three protruding tabs. 
Next to nothing is known about the various parts of the design, but it is possible to offer 
an interpretation based on the little information we do have. Hocart (n.d[h]: 3) records that 
the circular extensions situated on either side of the ring were known as tali1Ja, or 'ears: This 
implies that the central bakiha was thought of as the 'head: and indeed we could interpret the 
beaded fringe with its three extending tabs as a neck collar (as seen in figure 6.6), body and 
arms. The tasselled rings or buttons at the end of the 'arm' tabs appear as 'fingers', and fre-
quently number four or five. Now, describing the entire artefact as representative of a body on 
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Fig. 6.7 Madness taboo (diagram) 
(source: Hocart 1925, fig 1) 
the basis on visual resemblance and inference from one report is perhaps a little incautious. 
But there is other evidence to support that this was the case, especially in terms of various 
analogies made between shell rings and body parts. Explication of these analogies will require 
a short diversion away from the bakiha rapoto and its attachment to baJJara status. The refer-
ence to 'ears' in particular is worthy of further discussion. 
Ears were a site of bodily adornment and embellishment in Roviana. As discussed in 
chapter five, the perforation and stretching of the lobe (known as hupulu) was a primary in-
dex of efficacy, presenting the person as having almost superhuman sensorial capacity. That 
hearing was socially important is reflected in the need for people to 'hear' (avosia) the 'speech' 
of baJJara and, more importantly, ancestral tomate - that is, to follow their wishes - in order 
to live well. The 'voice' of tomate was usually heard as a barely audible whispering, whistling 
or buzzing sound (e.g. Hocart 1922: 94) that required good ears to hear. Hearing also entailed 
understanding and intelligence: Hocart for example, records that "madmen are supposed to 
be deaf and are treated accordingly" (n.d[f]: 2), and a taboo charm (a kenjo or tokoro) result-
ing in madness comprised the shaping of two leaves into rings to mimic "the ears of a man" 
thus affecting a transgressor's hearing (Hocart 1925: 236-7). Hocart also notes that 'Hindaka: 
the eldest son of a baJJara, would be passed over as successor in favour of his younger brother 
because he was "very deaf" (n.d[a]: 13; see chapter four). This link between hearing and com-
prehension is also reflected in the way a matazo1Ja was given the ability to learn quickly dur-
ing a rite which involved a kinsman matazoJJa blowing in the candidate's ear (Aswani 1999: 
32). 
Hearing was clearly fundamental to efficacious personhood and the ability to engage in 
normal sociality - its loss entailed the loss of personhood. The treatment of captured heads 
and sacrificial victims reflects this in a direct way. Hocart records an account of offerings of 
enemy heads to tomate on Simbo as follows: 
Three days after the return they carry out the sulu mboso, or parugu mboso, that is, "burning;' or "cooking 
the slain:' Kave, the chief of Ove, and his brother said they would do it thus: They made a fire at the inatu11.u 
shrine, and put the slain enemy's ears into the fire, saying, "Here is yours, the spirits; this is yours the inatu11.u. 
Be efficacious and club men. Depart hereafter and kill men. Be efficacious; anoint [ vapeza - 'make wet'] the 
war canoe ... anoint the fishing canoe. Be efficacious; let this village strike down the men. Let him not be 
· angry, let him not be wroth:' (Hocart 1931: 314-5) 
The final rites of the veala sacrifice, during which a captured child would be killed, simi-
larly focussed on the ears. After exhausting the victim by tossing and dunking them in the sea, 
they would be carried to an altar, where the "priest would then give two hard blows on both 
ears of the child and layed [sic] it down on the stone. Then he would take a bamboo knife and 
cut off its head" (Vudere in Carter n.d: 7) . Afterwards, the ears were cut in two and burnt at 
an ancestral skull-house with the words: "This is the body for you the spirits, be efficacious" 
(Hocart 1931: 315). 
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That the ears were a focal point of such offerings indicates that they were used as an index 
of the victim's efficacy. In effect, the burning of the ears stood in for the tomate's consumption 
of the victim's body, it entailed an offering of the sentient part of a person. There may also have 
been a sense in which severing the earlobe loop was equitable with death in that it arrested the 
usual progressive stretching of the lobe from early in a child's life. In both cases personhood 
is equated with efficacious sensory capacity. 
The practice of stretching the earlobe enhanced the efficacy of the ears and hence that of 
the person, and it is not coincidental that the resulting shape was that of a ring. In fact, a vari-
ety of parallels between ears and rings was established in quite explicit terms. For example, the 
practice of divination with a ring (sabusabukai) entailed the use of a hokata to 'hear' the words 
of tomate. The ring would be held out at arms length and the spirit would be questioned, with 
a response usually being indicated by the ring causing the arm of the medium to rotate ( e.g. 
Hocart 1922: 269; see also Vudere in Carter n.d: 2). Tomate were thus said to "speak with the 
ring" (Hocart n.d[i] : 18). Interestingly, in one mythological sequence relating to a particular 
tamasa named 'Pinjoko: a shell ring speaks of its own accord (see Hocart1922: 276). Such ac-
counts might lead us to suppose that a ring used in divination could function as the 'ear' of 
the diviner and the 'mouth' of the tomate. But this does not seem to have been made explicit. 
In fact, in a reference to the divination of witchcraft, Ho cart records that tom ate were con -
sulted with a hokata referred to as matadi tomate or 'the eye of the spirits' (1925: 250-1). This 
is perhaps not contradictory though, because in this particular case the object of divination 
was to detect the location in which a witch had hidden a charm (penupenu) for the purpose 
of causing illness - divination here was a means of invoking tomate who could 'see' the hid-
den charm. The ring was referred to as the tomate's 'eye' because it was only through it that 
Fig. 6.8 Crania lashed with rings 
Left: New Georgia, Auckland Museum (27310); Right: New Georgia (source: Carlier 2002: 73) 
tomate could be invoked to 'see'. Importantly, the particular tomate called upon during use 
of the ring comprised a chain of ancestral witch finders who had used the ring to 'see' in the 
past, and so it was, therefore, their eye. The ring's utility derived from a continuously deferred 
chain of agency whereby the user's action relied on the agency of their now-dead predecessor 
(a 'mother' in this instance), who, when living, had similarly used the ring to act by encom-
passing the agency of their own predecessor, and so on, for time immemorial. Rings used in 
divination, like the leprosy riko, liqomo charms, and even the upahae ring, worked because 
they had once been parts of people now dead, remaining efficacious as absorbed parts of the 
living. 
Shell rings were also analogous to eyes and ears during death rituals, particularly when 
used to ornament the skull of a dead ba1Jara before placing it in a skull shrine (a practice 
called kosa). Hocart records the practice thus: "Muke's jaw-bone was tied, one small ring 
was placed in each orbit and one arm-ring over each ear; these arm rings are called ears. The 
skull was placed on an orange-stained ring called mbulu mate mba1Jara" (1922: 91). It is this 
arrangement, I would suggest, that is the key to understanding the bakiha rapoto, and so I will 
consider it in some detail. 
Barraud (1972: 71) has argued that the binding of rings to the skull of the dead represented 
a kind of net with which ancestors could trap the soul of the recently deceased and carry it 
off to the afterlife in Sodo. Perhaps so, but here I am more interested in the positioning of the 
Fig 6.9 Bakiha lashed over foramen magnum 
New Georgia, Auckland Museum (27310) 
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rings over the eye sockets, ears, nasal cavity and the forarnen magnum at the base of the cra-
nium. These comprise the primary orifices of the human head, through which a person takes 
in the world and, in the case of the forarnen magnum, is attached to their body. The mouth 
could perhaps be added here, but in this case it is lashed shut, perhaps because tomate did not 
eat or speak like living persons - they whistled and absorbed smoke. 
I think we can understand the positioning of the rings lashed to the skull according to 
split, but related, perspectives. The first is that of a spectator, for whom the skull appeared en -
cased by efficacious things. The net of smaller rings indexed the potency of the tomate within 
the skull: its ability to see, hear and act effectively in the world. This was inferred or abducted 
from a supposed second perspective: for the tomate the small rings served as a proxy for their 
senses, they were the means by which the spirit could hear and see the wishes of the living. It 
was through the rings lashed over their orifices that wishes entered and were comprehended 
by the dead. Indeed, rings were known to work in this way because it was by giving rings to 
tomate that responses could be elicited, that earthly wishes could be heard, understood and 
acted upon. Giving a ring was like giving an ear with which one could subsequently be heard. 
The reason that ears and shell rings were analogous then, resided in a similarity of operation 
- accepting a ring entailed hearing and understanding a request through its transferral. The 
fact that ears were made to look like rings made this analogy explicit. Consequently, a ring 
could serve as an effective visual and operational proxy for the ears, and indeed the other 
senses, of a dead ancestor. 
The placement of a bakiha at the base of the skull was a slightly different matter. This was 
only practised in the case of ba1Jara. The crania of commoners were encased in similar nets 
of rings, bu~ did not sit on a bakiha. Instead the skull was placed on top of a small hinuili and 
zipolo leaf - items that had been used to ritually 'catch the soul' of the dead during funeral cer-
emonies (see chapter seven). Accordingly, this hinuili was referred to as the soul (maqomaqo ). 
For this reason, Barraud (1972: 71, 86) interprets the bakiha placed with a ba1Jara's skull as a 
special version of the hinuili placement, again representing the soul. I am in some sympa-
thy with this conclusion, but it appears that the reasoning is incorrect. The account Barraud 
draws on is provided by Hocart (1922: 91), who goes on to note that a hinuili (ovala) was also 
used to catch the soul of dead ba1Jara and was also placed with the skull (although the zipolo 
leaf was not). Thus, the bakiha did not take its place, but was positioned there as an addition. 
I think one reason for the placement of the bakiha beneath the skull can be found in the 
role of ba1Jara as guardians of the wealth of butubutu. In Roviana it is often said that ba1Jara 
'sit on' the wealth of the tribe, and this metaphor is part of the ceremonies of ba1Jara initiation, 
or vaba1Jaria. 
Zirumbule when little, was seated on a shell ring, & chiefs came from everywhere to make him mbanara, they 
also made a big feast. (Hocart n.d[a]: 14) 
Noble children sometimes went through a ceremony called vamban.aria or "making into a ban.ara:' When the 
child is quite little they put a ring on each ankle. When it reaches the age of twelve or thereabouts, they hold a 
feast at which they place one of those ancient rings called mbariki underneath the ankle-ring; they hit [break] 
the ankle-ring with an orange-stained ring (mbakia), then they place two mbakia on the child's lap saying 
"You build halls, set up skull houses, you be the successor:' (Hocart 1922: 78) 
The second account is a fascinating use of the different ring-types. The ankle rings, which 
were probably hokata, seem to have indexed the early life of the child, being worn as orna-
ments throughout the early years. When puberty was reached these were ritually broken, 
marking the end of childhood. A bareke was used as an anvil or base on which the ankle-
rings were smashed, and I can only surmise that this was due to their affiliation with tamasa, 
the origin or foundation. But it was bakiha that played the active role in this ritual, breaking 
the two childhood rings, and replacing them - in this act the new ba1Jara (bakiha) was seen 
to eclipse the child (hokata). Not only did these replacement bakiha index the transition to 
ba1Jara status, but they also brought with them a powerful new efficacy- they explicitly con-
ferred the ability to build halls (paele) and skull houses, and all of the realms of social practice 
inferred by those activities. Bakiha, as the most 'valuable' shell rings, were a visible source of 
a ba1Jara's power, an ultimate form of efficacy. 
We are now closer to understanding both the lashing of a bakiha beneath the skull, and 
the wearing of bakiha rapoto. Bakiha were obviously integral to ba1Jara status, an index of 
their superior agency. As part of a ba1Jara's person they could be 'worn' in both life and death. 
But there are still some issues that need clarifying. First among these is the positioning of the 
funeral bakiha lashed over the foramen magnum. As noted, this might be interpreted as an 
expression of the way a ba1Jara was said to 'sit on' shell rings, but I think there is more to it 
than that. 
The ring sits in the place of the atlas bone: the first vertebrae connecting the head to the 
body and itself shaped somewhat like a ring. Given the practice of severing heads in both 
headhunting raids and funeral ceremonies, it would not be surprising if this was thought to 
be an important bodily site of life-force or potency. There is a tantalising reference to atlas 
vertebrae in the primary origin tradition of the Roviana tribes. I refer to the story, reported 
in chapter three, of the eighty 'crazed' warriors from Bao who were killed by the sorcery of 
the Moqala Qanaqana tribe. After their deaths, Ididu-BarJara is said to have carried their atlas 
bones (qanaqana) with him to the coast, leaving their skulls behind (Aswani 2000: 47). It is 
difficult to interpret the reasoning here, but it seems to represent a metaphorical rendering 
of an event in which the tomate of old (indexed by the skulls) were left behind, while their 
potency (the atlas bones) was carried on to the new tribes of Nusa Roviana. It is possible to 
extend this interpretation to postulate a parallel between the potency of ancestors as indexed 
by their atlas bones, and the potency of ba1Jara as indexed by their bakiha 'wealth: If this is 
reasonable - and it does seem to be, given the placing of a bakiha beneath a ba1Jara's skull 
- then we might say that bakiha were subjected to yet another bodily metaphor. Just as small 
shell rings could serve as efficacious replacements for ears, bakiha served as a potent proxy 
for the atlas bone when lashed to the skull of the dead. That shell rings and atlas bones were in 
some way equivalent is also reflected in the way atlas bones were used like shell rings to adorn 
vovoso and serubule charms (see fig. 5.35 middle for an example). 
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According to the above we can think of the array of rings lashed to a ba1Jara's skull as an 
array of potency. The bakiha residing in place of the atlas bone was the seat of the tomate's 
power, indexing the past 'wealth' and ultimate efficacy of the ba1Jara. This was surrounded 
by smaller rings acting as a multitude of efficacious ears and eyes through which the tomate 
could interact with the world.· The rings gave the skull a new skin, a new image or visible 
self (i.e. in Roviana a 'soul-image' or maqomaqo) composed out of efficacious things. Thus, 
Barraud's conclusion that the bakiha represented the 'soul' of the dead ba1Jara is probably not 
far from the truth, although this 'representation' was clearly not as explicit or direct as sup-
posed. In essence, the net of rings acted as a replacement for potent body parts, and was thus 
a bodily array. 
My main purpose in this diversion away from bakiha rapoto to the use of rings in divina-
tion, ritual practice and so on, has been to develop a context within which the bakiha rapoto 
can be more clearly understood. I have argued that shell rings were subjected to a variety of 
body metaphors, and that, as efficacious things, they could stand in for those parts of the body 
that might also be deerried efficacious. From this perspective it becomes much more viable 
to interpret the bakiha rapoto as being akin to a body, or at least as being composed of 'body 
parts'. Like the arrangement of rings around a skull, the bakiha rapoto consisted of a central 
bakiha surrounded by smaller rings that were, like the skull rings, explicit 'ears' - even when, 
due to the abstraction process noted at the end of the previous chapter, these were replaced 
with European shirt buttons. The arrangement was that of an efficacious body - complete 
with a head or 'soul' ( bakiha ), senses ('ears'), and limbs (beadwork) - whose potency was also 
made evident by the intricacy of the design and the blood red colouring of the medaka, beads 
and stained bakiha. Such a bodily conception is not particularly unusual in Melanesia with 
many groups in the region utilising similar metaphors in their description of shell valuables 
( e.g. Campbell 1983; Breton 2000 ). However, the particular body in question here, was not so 
much corporeal as an abstract efficacy given concrete, somewhat personal form - less a per-
son than the essence of personhood. Constructing an image of a body out of shell rings clearly 
has different implications than carving a more 'representative' bodyfrom wood for example. 
This was a body of efficacy. 
To the degree that wearing a thing renders that thing explicitly part of oneself, we might 
say that a person wearing a bakiha rapoto made it part of his or her own body. Accordingly, 
the significant thing about a ba1Jara wearing a bakiha rapoto was not that they were seen to 
be wearing another complete person but that they were seen to be wearing an inherited part 
of themselves (which, nevertheless, had once been part of someone else). This 'part' was the 
inherited status of ba1Jara, a form of superior, ancestrally derived, efficacy. The efficacious 
body of the ornament was the efficacious part of an ancestor (i.e. a tomate) encompassed by 
the wearer in their inheritance of ba1Jara status. Consequently, the image we seen in photo-
graphs of ba1Jara wearing bakiha rapoto is fractal, of one man encompassing part of another, 
of a body within a body. The image evokes an enchainment of persons stretching far into the 
past. Let's look at this conception in more detail. 
According to chiefly informants today, the acquisition of bakiha rapoto was ideally 
through inheritance during the elicitation of ba1Jara status, in most regards similar to the 
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transferral of the upahae ring discussed above (some were given away in lateral exchanges 
as is evidenced by their presence in museums, but I will leave this aside for the time being). 
This transferral does not seem to have· occurred during the vaba1Jaria ceremony however, 
instead being left for the occasion when the candidate practically took over the duties of their 
predecessor. The creation of a particular ba1Jara can be thought of as a three-stage process 
involving birth, initiation and a final instatement. The child of a ba1Jara lineage was known as 
koburu tavia - a 'clean' or 'pure' child - because they were born of noble blood. But this did 
not automatically confer any actual leadership ability or status. As we have seen, the child had 
to be made into a potential ba1Jara via initiation ceremonies ( vaba1Jaria) at puberty. But even 
this was not enough. In order to rule in any practical sense (to have the power to 'speak'), the 
candidate had to be actually named as successor by the predecessor. Usually this occurred 
during the twilight years of an aged ba1Jara's rule, whereupon a chosen successor would begin 
helping the ba1Jara fulfil their functions, only taking over completely after their death (Hocart 
n.d[e]). The relationship between the two was expressed by the terms atu1JU (sitting ba1Jara) 
and ada1Ja (working ba1Jara) in that the second acted on behalf of the first who held the 'seat' 
of authority (habohabotuana ba1Jara). The use of the term ada1Ja is interesting because in the 
form ada1Jae it means "to approach ... without or before entering" (Waterhouse 1949: 9) im-
plying that the working ba1Jara had not yet fully 'entered into' the role. 
There are no recorded ceremonies of bakiha rapoto acquisition during the nineteenth 
century, and I have no information to confirm whether such artefacts were passed on at the 
naming of a successor or after the death of the predecessor, but the latter is most likely. Giving 
up the bakiha rapoto before death would be tantamount to giving up being a ba1Jara, negating 
the process by which the successor worked on behalf of the predecessor. It is much more likely 
that transferral occurred after the sitting ba1Jara's death. This is reflected in the Simbo phrase 
Hocart translates as succession: "tonggo mbei, literally to sit instead" (n.d[eJ:3). In Roviana the 
term used is hobe which simply means 'to change: 'swap' or 'replace'. 
According to the pattern of gradual succession, the transferral of the bakiha rapoto was 
a final transformation of personhood, and this entailed a particular role reversal. As long as 
the predecessor remained alive, the named successor could only work as an extension of the 
sitting ba1Jara's agency, as part of their extended personhood. From this viewpoint we might 
describe the successor as being encompassed by the predecessor, as a part of the role of ba1Jara 
without having achieved identity with it, or, as having approached but not entered. However, 
after the death of the sitting ba1Jara the successor was revealed as such in their place, and, in 
inheriting the bakiha rapoto, was seen to have encompassed the agency of the predecessor. 
Becoming ba1Jara involved an elicitation of personhood and activation of ancestrally derived 
agency through the visible 'absorption' of the bakiha rapoto, just as with a 1Jati hiama's absorp-
tion of the upahae ring. The acceptance and wearing of the ring was the moment of final elici-
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Fig 6.10 From working ba1Jara to sitting ba1Jara 
tation, completing the process begun with the child's birth, growth, and vaba11aria initiation 
ceremony - it was the moment of encompassment when the agency of ba11ara transferred. 
Consequently, transferral in this context entailed a role reversal or cross-over (karovo) in 
terms of the person seen to be active before and after the event of transferral - the encompas-
see becomes the encompasser. This shift can be expressed diagrammatically as follows: 
In the first scenario, the sitting ba11ara (a) is seen to be the agent (denoted by the ring), 
acting ( denoted by the arrow) through the working ba11ara (b ), who is perceived as an exten-
sion of, and is thus encompassed by, the agency of 'a. In the second scenario, 'b' has received/ 
absorbed the bakiha rapoto and in so doing has become the perceived agent, whose action 
derives its efficacy from an encompassment of the now ancestral 'a. Of course, the diagram is 
slightly incorrect - the second scenario should be arranged vertically since the relationship 
becomes properly genealogical after the death of the original sitting ba11ara. Thus, there is 
another transformation accompanying the role reversal - a shift from lateral to vertical en-
compassment. If we were able to view these transformations over time, a pattern of ba11ara 





Fig 6.11 Ba11ara enchainment 
In figure 6.10 we see an ongoing accumulation of ba11ara, each gradually brought within a 
descent 'line' of efficacious agency. As before, a candidate ba11ara (b) begins as a laterally en-
compassed part of the active sitting ba11ara (a), and then, upon the predecessors death (2), is 
elicited, through transferral of the bakiha rapoto ring, as their replacement. During this elici-
tation a perspective shift occurs, and the new sitting ba11ara is revealed as an efficacious agent 
encompassing their now ancestral predecessor. In time, the new sitting ba11ara may eventually 
name a successor (c), who will inevitably be perceived as an extension of the sitting ba11ara's 
encompassing agency (3). The pattern is then repeated when the sitting ba11ara passes the ring 
on to 'c: who, subsequently, is perceived as a substitute in the role, encompassing the agency 
of the preceding ancestors within their own actions (4). And so the enchainment of persons 
continues. 
It is important to note here that the encompassment of a candidate ba1;ara is not as strongly 
'lateral' as in previous examples. After all, a candidate was already a descendant of the sitting 
ba11ara, with the role usually passing from 'parent' (including uncle or aunt) to child. Indeed, 
we might describe this form of encompassment as lineally precipitate to the final elicitation, 
rather than fully lateral. Nevertheless, this mode of succession brought persons within a ge-
nealogical enchainment, defining one particular person as ba11ara out of the various possible 
candidates in the tamatasi sibling group. For this reason I will leave the diagram as it is. 
It is clear now that the bakiha rapoto was worn as an encompassed body, indexing ba11ara 
status as an -agency derived from a nested or fractal chain of ancestors. Although the can-
didate, as a lineage member, was already known to hold this chain within their person ( the 
vaba11aria ceremony acknowledged as much), the final acceptance and wearing of the ring 
marked the moment that the candidate crossed-over from being a product of the chain, to the 
embodiment of it. Wearing the bakiha rapoto over the chest produced an image of the new 
ba11ara encompassing those who had gone before, holding the ancestors and their efficacy 
within. From this point onwards the candidate would be recognised as having the authority 
to 'speak' and be heard .. 
The fact that bakiha rapoto were made to be worn marks them as slightly different from 
some of the other examples of kept rings cited in this section. The liqomo, the leprosy riko, and 
divination rings were only used in specific temporary circumstances. Insofar as they can be 
described as parts of the owner's person, their deployment revealing the owner as a particular 
kind of agent, the fleeting use of these rings only denoted the person as having certain quali-
ties on a short-term basis. A person was only an efficacious warrior when using the liqomo; 
in other circumstances they might be a 'husband' or a hiama like Hocart's informant Panda. 
But the bakiha rapoto was transferred to elicit a person as ba11ara, and this was not a social 
category that could be adopted or cast off at will. The ring seems to have been worn perma-
nently (ideally), just as a person acted as ba11ara on a permanent basis (ideally), commanding 
respect. By physically wearing the index of ba11ara agency, a person adopted a more 'fixed' 
identity, wielding this agency throughout their lifetime. Indeed the ring was perceived as part 
of the ba11ara's person because it could not be given away: it was not realised as a detachable 
'object' until a prospective successor was nominated some time in the future. This in itself 
marks the bakiha rapoto as perhaps the least abstracted ring discussed so far, an integral part 
of a person. As the efficacious part of a ba11ara lineage, it was all-pervading and yet specific, 
rendering a person as the representative 'one' of a descent group. As such, we might describe 
the bakiha rapoto as a ring to rule them all - the 'one ring' from which many others were ab-
stracted, just as a ba11ara acted as the 'one person' embodiment of the butubutu. As with the 
upahae ring, the person elicited by the bakiha rapoto was referred to as 11ati (ba11ara) - the 
base or origin. 
From the perspective of comparative anthropology the bakiha rapoto can be seen as an in-
teresting solution to the 'problem' of leadership in Melanesia. Without meaning to imply any 
sort of evolutionary hierarchy, it appears to create an intermediary case between 'big-man' 
and 'chiefdom' type political systems. Strathern (1991) has argued that, in the Highlands of 
Papua New Guinea, group leaders exist as such only during contexts (e.g. competitive feast-
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ing or ceremonial exchange) where they can act on behalf of the 'many'· community members 
as an encompassing 'one man'. At other times they are indistinguishable from the relations of 
which they are a part and are composed. Leadership is consequently fleeting and contextual, 
and is the result of a contingent perspective that allows a multitude of relations to be eclipsed 
by the leader's agency. This is quite different from hereditary leadership forms epitomised 
by the classic chiefdoms of Polynesia. In these cases the person of the leader is a sanctified 
embodiment of power inherent to a particular lineage. The sanctity of the chief persists in all 
contexts and is not contingent on perspective. The Roviana case appears to combine these 
forms. Ba1Jara, like leaders in the Highlands, acted as an encompassing 'one' with the force, 
and on behalf, of their many ancestors and butubutu kin. But, due to the mode of elicita-
tion through inheritance of the bakiha rapoto and its subsequent absorption by being worn, 
ba1Jara status was made relatively permanent and heritable - a total eclipse. Thus, by wearing 
an inherited index of agency, and so encompassing the past agency of others, ba1Jara were 
able to function more like lifelong 'chiefs: Indeed, as with chiefs in Polynesia, Roviana ba1Jara 
were somewhat sanctified entities, commanding in followers feelings of respect (pama1Ja) and 
shame (kinurekure) that required ritualised avoidance in the form of postural respect, 'polite' 
body terminologies, and compensation for murder, adultery and so forth ( chapter four). But, 
whereas in Polynesia such taboos were a response to an arguably substantivized chiefly mana, 
in Roviana they were a response to a superior ancestrally derived agency indexed by a shell 
ring. Again, if mana in Roviana was not a potent substance passed on, then efficacious rings 
certainly were. The innovation here then, was to extend the transitory forms of encompass-
ment inherent to the use of liqomo and other kept rings, to a permanent state, enabling the 
keeping and genealogical transferral of political power. 
The above suggests that, by means of the bakiha rapoto, ba1Jara were able to translate and 
extend transitory 'big man' status to all contexts and times, allowing them to operate as the 
'one' embodiment of the butubutu whenever they wished. In reality, however, they were lim-
ited by socially acceptable avenues for political expression. Although successfully monopolis-
ing the possibility for one person to encompass the collective, they could still only express this 
in the contexts of feasting, headhunting, bonito fishing and ritual. Indeed, if unsuccessful in 
these arenas they might lose followers and efficacy as a ba1Jara. Thus, although permanence 
was a much more viable proposition in Roviana than it was in traditional 'big man' or even 
'great man' (Godelier & Strathern 1991) societies, the lateral expression of lineally derived 
power put limits on the recognition of that power. In fact we might go as far to say that the 
lineal derivation of power (i.e. the inheritance of bakiha rapoto) was entirely dependent on 
lateral relations - the elicitation of ba1Jara status was a matter of revelation, which, of course, 
entails that someone be watching. A ba1Jara's ability to encompass a descent line and act with 
the power of 'one' was only rendered possible by it being viewed and acknowledged as such 
by the community. Accordingly, careful articulation of lineal inheritance and lateral relations 
was a fundamental requirement of ba1Jara power. 
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In each example of 'kept rings' cited above, the agent who holds the ring is seen to be formed 
in a point of intersection between the lineal transferral of efficacy from ancestors, and rela-
tions with the lateral community that enable the person to be revealed as encompassing that 
efficacy. The relative importance or balance of each varies depending on the case in question. 
Lateral enablement, for example, was comparatively strong in instances such as the leprosy 
riko and liqomo, where the ability to encompass ancestral efficacy was only made possible by 
the capacities of other living persons. Despite this, the purpose of keeping rings must always 
be seen to lie with the lineal component. Although the agent could not be formed as such 
without lateral relations, these were subsidiary to the creation of a lineal enchainment of per-
sons in this sort of transferral. 
Through keeping rings, the capacities and identities of persons were shown to be elicited 
or revealed out of a genealogically located agency. The intergenerational transferral of a ring 
objectified the inheritance of ancestral efficacy, invoking the absorption of a particular part of 
an ancestor's person, and thus, entailing their encompassment. To some degree, this encom-
passment also resulted in the social replacement of the donor by the recipient. A person was 
able to act successfully in a particular way (as a warrior, as a priest) because they held within 
themselves part of an ancestor, and consequently were able to take their place. In this sense 
the lifelong keeping and intergenerational transferral of rings was inherently conservative in 
that it worked to retain capacities, efficacies, or forms of agency within a lineage, creating one 
person in the place of another, and linking them in a memorialised chain. We might also note 
that the persons produced through such transferrals were seen to be extended beyond the 
bounds of their own body and lifetime - the agency of single persons was distributed through 
time and space; blurring into the future and past. The keeping of rings appears to have worked 
like a vertical version of kula exchange as described by Munn (1986), allowing people to tran-
scend time and space in the rendition oflocal historical trajectories. 
This seems to echo Weiner's (1992) claim that inalienable things enable the achievement 
of permanence in the face of the transitory nature oflife, providing solace in a world subject to 
loss and decay. At the higher level of structural persistence this is perhaps an appropriate con-
ception, but I think that in reference to the daily experience of their use, kept rings should be 
conceptualised in terms of being manipulated in the service of maintaining a coherent sense 
of personhood. It may well be true that, in moments of reflection, Roviana people gained suc-
cour from their place in a chain of many and derived comfort from the knowledge that a part 
of them might live on in their descendants, but mostly, I think people were concerned with 
managing efficacy in their worldly actions. Kept rings were not so much given for the future 
as taken from the past. In receiving a ring a person became more than they would otherwise 
be - in keeping that ring they retained that extended status throughout life, allowing them 
to act successfully and be perceived accordingly by others. If Weiner makes a mistake in her 
conclusions, it is to place people's concerns at a structural level, over and above their own 
experience - to paraphrase Strathern (1988: 9) this is like asking the characters in a novel to 
entertain a notion of the plot. 
This is not to say that combating dissolution was unimportant. But, it does mean that we 
have to shift the scale of analysis down to the level of personal experience. The main force of 
dissolution in Roviana was social life itself, and it was as much personal coherence that was 
at threat as that of the butubutu. It is important to remember that the formation of butubutu 
in Roviana was inherently fluid, and a person could belong to any number of different social 
formations depending on the way they chose to foreground particular lines of descent. Now, 
in a situation where every capacity for action derived its efficacy from particular relations, 
this fluidity was of intense importance and could be both enabling and disabling. Every ac-
tion would reveal one set of relations over and above another, marking the actor as enchained 
in a particular way. Consequently, every act was political. We might think the best thing to 
do in such a circumstance would be to pick and choose depending on the advantage of dif-
ferent contingencies, embodying an identity as fluid as possibilities allow. But in practice this 
would be untenable, and taken to its logical conclusion would result in a diffuse and im-
mobile systemic entropy - action would, ultimately, be impossible because there would be 
no social groupings at all. In reality, persons in Roviana gravitated around particular lines of 
descent, using residence and nurturance as important means of establishing coherence ( cf. 
Scheffler 1962, 1965). We might place the keeping of rings in a similar category. In receiving 
an inherited ring, a person was revealed as being one form of person rather than another, 
as belonging to one group rather than another. Inasmuch as this could be described as psy-
chologically necessary, keeping rings was less a means of combating mortality than a means 
of constructing the self in coherent form. That the result was a genealogical enchainment of 
persons is relevant to the extent that such enchainments were what gave weight to action and 
the perception of action. Personal coherence was reliant on efficacy, and personal efficacy was 
reliant on enchainment. 
From this perspective the formation of limited rather than expansive butubutu was a 
by-product of the desire to act effectively in the world and be acknowledged as a person in 
the eyes of others. The intergenerational transferral of rings produced lineal enchainments 
of persons that were inherently narrow and replicative - it ensured that persons were seen in 
the light of their ancestors rather than their relations with other living persons. The forms of 
action made possible by the keeping of rings consequently worked to limit sociality, creating 
bounded-ness and lineal reproduction. Conceptually we might think of this as an unintended 
outcome of a particular view of agency and personhood, but if so, it was certainly recognised 
and drawn upon as a social strategy. Limiting the butubutu was part of the successful wield-
ing of power, and it is perhaps no coincidence that the three spheres of efficacy necessary for 
concretising rule were all derived lineally - the varane warrior, the hiama ritual specialist, and 
the entrepreneurial manager ba11ara replicated each generation through conservative, non-
expansive transferrals. 
On the other hand it was the goal of an ambitious ba11ara to embody all three of these 
spheres, and this necessitated bringing others within the auspices of their overarching 'one' 
authority. For headhunting raids a ba11ara needed to gather warriors, in organising feasts they 
needed access to gardens, and so on. As already noted, lineally derived agency was supported 
by lateral relations with the community - not only in terms of the revelation of that agency, 
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but also in terms of its successful exercise. Clearly we cannot understand the use of shell rings 
and their relationship to the formation of personhood simply by looking at rings that are kept 
- this is but part of the story. In each of the above examples of kept rings, lateral relations jut 
out from the lineal chains and are themselves formed in acts of exchange. It is to these lateral 
exchanges that I now turn. 
The giving of rings 
Rings that were given in Roviana were, like those that were kept, evaluated by the capaci-
ties they enabled - they too were understood as efficacious media through which persons 
could be made visible as specific kinds of persons. However, such rings were inevitably more 
'abstracted' in that they were not permanently attached to specific efficacies. That is, rings 
given away were generalised exchange media able to be employed in any number of different 
transactions, moving amongst persons who were not necessarily kin. Nonetheless, the giving 
of rings can be seen to be a permutation of the intergenerational transferral of less abstracted 
kept rings, and to share some of the same principles of operation. The exchange of rings 
amongst lateral relations is an abstracted form of the transferrals between lineal kin described 
above. In order to illustrate this I will use the example of a transactional form that has already 
been encountered. 
· In my description of the liqomo charm and the leprosy riko, it was noted that the use of 
each was supported and even enabled by relationships with community members that had 
been fostered by lateral exchanges. In the case of the hinindi liqomo, the agent, Panda, derived 
his ability to construct the charm from a shell ring payment to an unnamed person, and, in 
the case of the leprosy riko, Toka wielded the rings after they had been trapped in a bag by 
Amu, who had derived the ability to do so from an exchange with Londu. These lateral ex-
changes transferred efficacies between persons in a manner akin to the vertical transferral of 
kept rings, but represent an enchainment of persons in space rather than time. Importantly 
however, the use of rings in these contexts was more properly akin to 'exchange' than was the 
intergenerational transferral of kept rings. During the latter, efficacy transferral accompanied 
the movement of the kept ring and travelled in the same direction - from ancestor to de-
scendant - and there was no immediate reciprocal flow ( although a 'return' might be seen in 
the periodic offerings to, and propitiation of, ancestors). In cases oflateral exchange however, 
the ring travelled in the opposite direction to the efficacy transferred- one person gave a ring, 
and received in return a service or ability. Consequently, we are dealing here with a more clas-
sically reciprocal exchange form. 
The liqomo and leprosy riko examples belong to a category of exchange that involved 
the transferral of ritual knowledge and magical spells, a transaction known generically as va 
tumatumanai - to 'make wise' or 'initiate: But, Nicholas Thomas has described this as an in-
stance of 'purchase: largely equivalent to commodity exchange.· His argument is that Ho cart's 
accounts of such exchanges in Roviana and Simbo demonstrate a situation whereby" [a] spects 
of ritual agency can be said, in a strong sense, to have taken the forms of things" (Thomas 1991: 
50). According to Thomas, ritual agency in Roviana was something owned by a specialist that 
could be alienated (sold) and appropriated by someone else, and was thus subject to com-
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moditisation. On the basis of an example derived from Hocart, in which an informant named 
Leoki acquired knowledge associated with a hunting shrine "at a reduced rate of one shilling" 
because he was a kinsman of the donor, Thomas argues that such transactions normally tran-
spired outside kinship relations (the example being an exception that proves the rule). 
The fact of a relationship thus stands as an external qualification to a transaction of an essentially different 
character. Moreover, it could hardly be thought that the ritual capacities could be later taken away from 
a practitioner, and there is no indication that there was any lasting debt. The practice of ritual may often 
have involved reference to the source of knowledge, to the empowering authority, but in such contexts the 
allusion to the name figures as authentication and validation, rather than as the expression of longer-term 
indebtedness. If the persisting attachment of the name is thought to express any residual inalienability, it is 
clearly of a limited kind, which does not actually entail any practical control or residual interest on the part 
of the original donor. (Thomas 1991: 51) 
At the very least this argument appears to overstate the case, and at most is based on a 
misreading of Hocart's evidence. Thomas does not provide an accurate citation for the two 
examples he employs, but the case of the transaction involving Leoki appears to derive from a 
conflation of two quite different texts. In the first, Leoki is taught the ability to build a hunting 
shrine by "Ronggana ... at the reduced rate of one arm ring, because Leoki is his tu [child]" 
(Hocart n.d[n]: 4, my italics). In the second, Leoki performs a cure on a man suffering impo-
tence and is compensated for the service by being "paid one shilling; this is the only case we 
have of fees in coin" (Hocart 1925: 253). The effect of conflating these examples is to make it 
appear that ritual knowledge could be bought with Eurnpean cash, seemingly adding weight 
to the claim for commoditisation. This error notwithstanding, there are reasons to suppose 
the inferences Thomas draws from the example are also incorrect - particularly the claim that 
such transactions normally took place beyond the bounds of kinship, and his denial of the 
importance of the persisting attachment of the donors name to the charm. 
Hocart's (1925) 'Medicine and Witchcraft' paper presents a large collection of Simbo 
informant's charms including property taboos, remedies for witchcraft, and sickness cures, 
recording in many instances the means of acquisition. Likewise, he generally records the in -
formant's 'teacher' and 'price' in his record of property taboos (tokoro) in Roviana (n.d[m]). 
Overwhelmingly, a close relationship between the donor and recipient seems to have existed 
in these transactions, with most involving parent and child - the latter being the recipient of 
the charm. In the 'Medicine and Witchcraft' paper, there are twenty-four cases where the name 
of the donor is recorded, and in at least fifteen of these this is a mother, father or brother. In 
the remaining nine cases the name of the donor is mentioned but no relationship is recorded. 
But Ho cart was less than systematic here - in fact several of these donors, when cross-checked 
against other texts, are also revealed to be close relations. In the record of Roviana property 
taboos, eighteen cases have the name of a donor, and twelve of these are close relatives of 
the recipient. Of the remaining six, two charms were acquired from the recipient's captive 
pinausu, and four have only the donor's name. Thus, Hocart's evidence bears out his claim that 
"the applicant for knowledge ... [was] generally a relative" (1925: 261). 
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This balance in favour of family means that we have to turn Thomas's reasoning around. 
Leoki's acquisition of knowledge about a hunting shrine from his father was the norm rather 
than an exception, and so the 'price' must be seen as standard rather than reduced (nothwith-
standing Hocart's use of the latter term). In turn, the price charged of a stranger must be seen 
as higher than normal or inflated. Hocart provides several examples: 
He paid only one arm-ring, as she was his "mother"; for a stranger the charge would be one orange-stained 
ring, one shell ring and a pudding. (1925: 250-1) 
He was taught it by Rembo for a fee of one large.ring and one arm-ring; a stranger would pay one ordinary 
shell ring and one orange-stained ring (mbakia). (1925: 251) 
To reword Thomas's conclusion accordingly: the absence of a relationship thus stood as 
an external qualification to a transaction that was of an essentially different, kinship-based, 
character - and was compensated for by the addition of a bakiha or pudding to the fee. That 
this was the case· is also reflected in the fact that occasionally no fee was paid by the recipient 
during some of the parent-child transferrals of the charms recorded by Ho cart ( e.g. 1925: 255; 
n.d[m]: 3), presumably because the parties were so close that no objectification of transferral 
was required. 
Mostly, however, some reciprocation was necessary, since the charm would not normally 
work without an exchange: Tokoro and other potana charms consisted of simple phrases and 
actions (such as stroking with various leaves) that could easily be mimicked, and were com-
mon knowledge. Hocart (n.d[m]: 1) notes that men would recite the formulae for other men's 
charms and could not understand his desire to consult the owner, declaring that all formulae 
were the same. The important ingredient, therefore, was the activating exchange that allowed 
the efficacy of the charm to cross over to the recipient. Knowing how to perform the charm 
was less important than being linked to the donor via an exchange. It is my argument that the 
payment of rings did not 'purchase' the charm, but instead, served to reveal the recipient as an 
agent deriving efficacy from a line of ancestors. 
According to this viewpoint, most of these exchanges were similar to the transferrals of 
efficacy noted in the previous section. That is, they involved ( quasi)lineal inheritance, albeit 
usually activated by the counter-movement of a shell ring. The primary difference was that 
the donor of the particular efficacy remained alive, and thus, was not passively encompassed 
by the descendant. Instead, the exchange of a ring allowed the recipient to become invested 
in the chain of agency from whence the efficacy ultimately derived - the lineage of ancestors 
who had passed the charm on to the donor. In fact both parties became mutually invested 
in each other - by giving a ring, the recipient of the charm gave a part of themselves to the 
donor, who, in transferring the charm, could be said to act 'through' the recipient. The dif-
ference in the value of exchange items required to achieve this mutual investment related to 
the degree of prior connection between the parties. This can be made clearer by looking at 
concrete examples. 
Perhaps the best example provided by Hocart concerns a charm conveying the ability to 
find a witch (partially described above in connection with divination). During the use of the 
charm the practitioner would call upon tomate kuri, or anti-witch spirits, who would reveal 
the location of the witch's curse package. These tomate were past practitioners of the charm. 
Kundaite was initiated by Pilu who, on dying, became tomate kuri ... and whose name is therefore mentioned 
in the prayer along with the other predecessors ofKundaite. He paid only one arm-ring [hokata], as she was 
his "mother"; for a stranger the charge would be one orange-stained ring [bakiha], one shell-ring [poata] and 
a pudding ... [Pilu used the arm-ring to consult the tomate via divination] she informed them that Kunda 
wanted to know the cure for witchcraft; they gave their consent, and Pilu kept the ring. When a pudding is 
given [by a stranger] the teacher makes a burnt offering saying: "Here is the head of your pudding, spirits, 
yours Onda, yours Misu, yours Pilu, yours Ari, yours who held the charm, so be favourable, this is your 
pudding spirit" ... The transmission is called vakarovo kuri, that is to transfer the kuri. (Hocart 1925: 250-1) 
A victim of suspected witchcraft would give the practitioner one hokata with which they 
would address the tomate kuri: "This is your arm-ring, ye spirits, let me go and heal, do you 
redeem this arm-ring" (1925: 250). The term Hocart translates as 'redeem' is lipu - something 
owed, having been borrowed or received on credit. Thus, any shell rings 'earned' during use 
of the charm were seen to belong to the tomate, because it was their efficacy that was brought 
· to bear. In fact this line of debt could be extended to other persons who were subsequently 
taught the charm: Hocart records an instance in relation to an 'evil eye' property taboo where 
a non-kin recipient was ordained with a burnt offering of pudding, but agreed to give the do-
nor the first ten fees earned (1925: 247). In these examples the practitioner acts as a medium or 
channel for a line of agency that was inalienably part of past practitioners. The invocation of 
their names was not simply an act of authentication or validation as argued by Thomas, but an 
acknowledgement of their agency. Thus, a person did not purchase an ability that was owned 
like a thing, but instead received the means to elicit a response from others - in giving rings 
and puddings they earned the right to make the tomate listen and act. 
Now, when the practitioner was a lineal descendant of the line of past practitioners, elicit-
ing the tomate's response was unproblematic - it was but an extension of the normal relations 
of nurturance and reciprocation enjoyed by kin. All that was needed was an exchange that 
evinced and objectified the fact of an existing relationship: Pilu, for example, simply accepted 
(1) (2) 
Fig 6.12 Charm transactions 
1) Charm efficacy is transferred (big arrow) from parent A' to child A by means of a shell ring exchange (small arrow); both 
parties are linked in a chain of agency. 2) Agency is extended to a minor recipient, who becomes a lateral affiliate to the 
lineal chain. 
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a ring on the tomate's behalf and asked their consent, and upon its receipt Kundaite was re-
vealed to be part of the chain. Importantly, it was only lineally descended kin who held the 
ability to transmit ritual knowledge to others. A person who had garnered the charm from a 
'stranger' could not pass it on (Aswani & Sheppard 2003: s68). Such recipients could only op-
erate as lateral extensions from the lineal originating chain, as minor practitioners ( akin to the 
minor hiama discussed above). But the very possibility of their existence was determined by a 
fundamental tenet of exchange - that it fostered relations. We can understand the transferral 
of ritual knowledge to persons who were not kin as being made possible by exchanges that 
made them kin members in a metaphorical sense. If giving a ring was an exchange of efficacy 
that axiomatically evinced a relationship, then the addition of a pudding to the fee rendered 
this relationship in terms of nurturance and reciprocation. When an applicant gave food to 
be burned for the tomate they were engaging in a nurturing relationship with ancestors, hop-
ing that familial relations would follow. By these means a person could affiliate with a potent 
lineage, brought within by an act of exchange. Consequently, the difference between a kin 
member's payment and that of non-kin resided in the need to establish a relationship with the 
efficacious ancestors - for a direct descendant this already existed, and simply needed affirma-
tion in the form of a minor transaction, but for an outsider it was necessarily created anew. 
The value of the exchange was the value of the relationship's mutual recognition. Clearly, this 
was not a form of commodity exchange, but was more akin to gift transferral in that it fostered 
and relied upon lasting relations between persons. 
The transferral of charms via shell ring exchanges can be seen to be an intermediary case 
between lineal and lateral transactional forms - it is an extension of the principles of inherit-
ance to lateral kin and acquaintances. Accordingly, it has in common with lineal inheritance 
important implications for the perception of personhood. We can see this clearly in terms of 
the actual use of ritual knowledge, where transactions between practitioners and their pa-
tients resulted in the formation of persons out of flows of agency. 
In the above examples there is a sense of obligation to reciprocate guiding the actions of 
all parties: the sick person gives a ring in hope of a cure; the practitioner offers the ring to 
the tomate because it is to the spirits that they owe the fact that it was given; and in offering 
it, the practitioner asks the tomate to redeem the debt, thereby eliciting the spirit's response. 
But in practice this was not perceived as a diffuse field of relations. Located in the middle of 
the transactional flow, the practitioner coalesced as the primary agent. When a practitioner 
received a ring on behalf of the tom ate he/ she eclipsed their agency, taking on the spirit's ef-
ficacy as his/her own. In this way the practitioner was revealed as one person, an agent in the 
eyes of another (the patient), encompassing and eclipsing the relational field of which they 
were actually a part. 
But eclipses are momentary, and it was only during acts of exchange and performance 
that the practitioner was revealed as such, slipping otherwise back into the relational field. 
The witchcraft example is somewhat atypical and disguises the degree to which practitioners 
existed as momentary agents mediating between living persons and the potency of the dead 
( although it does show that practitioners clearly acknowledged their role as intermediaries by 
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Fig 6.13 Diagram of agency - tokoro practitioners 
The tokoro practitioner (A) mediates the flow of agency (big arrows) from tomate (A') to patient (P), and the return 
compensation given for a cure (small arrows). In doing so the practitioner achieves an eclipse of the tomate in the eyes of P 
during the period of their exchange. 
offering the fee to the tomate of the charm). The great majority of charms recorded by Hocart 
were tokoro property taboos (kenjo in Simbo ), which were used to protect Canarium nuts 
and the like from others, by invoking tomate to cause harm to transgressors. An 'owner' of a 
charm was a person who knew how to set up the taboo and elicit a response from tomate on 
their behalf. In setting up the charm the practitioner would speak to the spirits: "This taboo 
I tie, be propitious, thou taboo here; the man who eats him [i.e. the nuts] let him cough, let 
him have rheum, and let him die, and let me throw him away into the sea; I am angry on ac-
count of the taboo which they eat; so be thou propitious" (Hocart 1925: 233). Any transgres-
sor would fall ill with the particular disease summoned, because of the agency of the tomate. 
Recognising this, the offender-cum-victim would pay a fee to the owner of the charm in order 
to be cured. This fee was then offered by the owner to the tomate, who, upon its receipt would 
remove the illness. As an intermediary then, the practitioner's agency was always deferred, 
thus setting up a chain of debt. Their initial 'purchase' of the charm involved an offering that 
revealed a relationship with ancestors that was immediately unbalanced - the tomate 'owed' 
the practitioner a response when the charm was set up. When this response was forthcom-
ing, the victim owed compensation for the transgression. And when this compensation was 
received by the practitioner, it was given back to the tomate, beginning the cycle again. The 
term for such a mediator in Roviana, 'tie varikarovae: reflects this in that it refers to a person 
positioned within a series of reciprocal transferrals (from tie, a person, vari, the reciprocal 
prefix, and karovo, to cross over). The important thing about these transactions though is 
that the flow of exchange always travelled back to the ancestors because it was they who were 
ultimately responsible for efficacy. 
This was not at all uncommon in Roviana, occurring in a variety of contexts outside 
property taboos, and, given the nature of agency and its reliance on elicited responses from 
ancestors, this is to be expected. Hocart provides many examples relating to hunting and 
bonito fishing (e.g. 1935: 101), but perhaps the best is the tundu ceremonial feast held after a 
headhunting raid in honour of a successful warrior. In a case recorded on Simbo, the tundu 
was conducted in honour of'Minju' who had procured a captive (headhunting having ceased) 
for 'Singala'. The latter sponsored the ceremony, gathering food a few months beforehand. 
Normally this would have been the role of the ba11ara who had sponsored the expedition, 
but in this particular case the local ba11ara, Kundaite, simply helped out during the actual 
ceremony- probably because Singala was from OntongJava. The event was conducted near a 
platform by the shore and seems to have included most members of the immediate commu-
nity. Initially food was distributed to the guests, but the important portion of the ceremony 
involved a series of gifts to the warrior. 
Minju set up his club [tomahawk] and retired to the house at the back. One man blew the conch. When it 
sounded the women lined up, Mali, the wife of Kundaite, first. They squatted down till the conch had blown 
four times. When it ceased, a man went up first and laid before the tomahawk a basket of food, including 
the head and shoulders of a pig. The women followed. Mali took out the tomahawk, laid a ring down, and 
stuck the tomahawk through it; the other women laid down each a pudding crowned with a ring. Then men 
followed with the same. When the list was exhausted Minju and Mali came up. Mali pulled out the tomahawk, 
but so that her ring remained hanging upon it. She then passed a stem of piro through the ring, applying it to 
the handle of the tomahawk. She took the rings from each pudding and slipped them up the tomahawk and 
piro. Seizing the ends of the piro in one hand, she then drew out the tomahawk, tied up the ends of the piro 
and carried it off. (Hocart 1931: 316) 
All except the initial ring placed on the tomahawk by Mali would then be given to Minju 
as compensation for the exercise of his efficacy in capturing a pinausu. But Min ju himself did 
not keep the rings in perpetuity because he owed them to another man who "gave him the 
tambu" (Hocart 1931: 317). Although not named in Hocart's account of this tundu it is dear 
from his account of another that this man was the owner of an inatwJu shrine, mentioned 
earlier in the context of the votu manja 'clubs appear' ceremony. It was the tomate of this 
inatw;u that had ensured the success of the raid. The owner thus accepted the rings on behalf 
of the tomate in a manner entirely analogous to the acceptance of a fee by the practitioner of 
a tokoro charm. The rings were ultimately owed to the tomate because it was they who had 
accompanied the warrior in his success. 
The role of Mali in the tundu ceremony reflects the involvement of the inatwJu tomate. 
Mali was the holder of the 'Singe inatu1Ju' - the sacred ring of the inatu1Ju shrine owned by 
her male relative - and it was this ring that was first threaded through the handle of the toma-
hawk, and used to gather up those offered on top of puddings by the community. The role of 
the tomahawk itself is worthy of mention. Placed upright in the ground while the person who 
wielded it retired to a house out of sight, it was the focus of the offerings. This is probably due 
to the fact that during the 'dubs appear' ceremony it was held up as an index of the warrior's 
violent agency (see above). When threaded with the 'Singe inatu1Ju' ring it presented a com-
posite image of successful action arising out of collaboration between a warrior and a tomate. 
Consequently the performance of the tundu evoked an acknowledgement of agency deriving 
from the unified work of the living and dead. The offered rings (indexing the nurturing 'value' 
of the puddings they were placed on) were owed to the co1;Ilposite agency of the 'killer': his 
axe and inafUIJU charm. 
Although this particular tun du was sponsored by the person who received the captive it is 
important that most members of the community were involved in the ceremony, and all gave 
gifts to the 'killer'. This communal involvement is tied to the wider implications of successful 
headhunting expeditions, and the way in which the person of the warrior was formed during 
actions that encompassed the efficacy of ancestors. We can best understand this by thinking 
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(1) (2) 
Fig 6.14 Diagrams of agency - warrior efficacy 
1) In the eyes of the sponsor (S) the warrior (W) eclipses the agency (big arrows) of the inatw;u shrine owner (A), who 
mediates the efficacy of tomate (A'). But the rings S gives to W (small arrows) in return for W's perceive_d agency are owed back 
to the ancestors. 2) This can be expanded to include the entire community (C) and their ancestors (A'' and so on), reflecting 
the 'health' of the relationship. 
in terms of an expansion of the relationships between persons and ancestors evident in the use 
of specific tokoro charms. The pattern of debt and reciprocation created during the exercise of 
agency was identical, but in headhunting was elevated to an indication of community well-be-
ing and efficacy rather than that of single persons. The warrior and the sponsor of the tundu 
were in a relationship like that of tokoro practitioner and patient. In acting successfully, the 
warrior encompassed the agency of the inatu11u shrine owner and the tomate of that shrine 
in the eyes of the sponsor, and for their benefit. But, in the tundu ceremony, this relationship 
became a stand-in for the community's relationship with the ancestors - the warrior's success 
was the ancestor's efficacy, and the sponsor's benefit was the community's debt. 
This expansion was possible partly because of the fractal nature of group relations and 
the chains of agency enabling every action - a warrior's success implied the backing of all 
ancestors, and the sponsor's benefit implied the benefit of all. But it was also due to the fact 
that headhunting raids were canonically initiated by ba11ara, in that as the embodiment of the 
butubutu the success of their projects had collective implications. It is important to note here 
that inatu11u is the nominalised form of atu1JU, the term for the 'sitting chief: reflecting that it 
was ba11ara who ultimately organised and were responsible for headhunting - even in death. 
The community was totally implicated in such projects because it was only through lateral 
patron-client relations with butubutu members that ba11ara could act in the manner befit-
ting a leader. The community was involved from the start in preparing feasts and gathering 
resources for a raid, I want to turn now to the constitution of relations between ba11ara and 
the community as manifested in lateral exchanges similar in character to those just discussed. 
But, while the passage of rings in the contexts of charms and ritual tended to flow towards 
ancestors, I begin here with the way in which rings flowed towards ba11ara. 
MM 
Ba11ara, unlike practitioners of charms or warriors, embodied a permanent agency de-
rived from a fixed relationship with, or encompassment of, a line of ancestors. If the eclipses 
described above were momentary, then ba11ara operated in a state of enduring eclipse. As the 
embodiment of the most potent ancestral chain amongst many potent chains they tended 
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to accumulate wealth - flows of rings travelled their way, from distances established in the 
degree to which their agency was distributed throughout lateral relations. The more follow-
ers they had, the larger their butubutu, the greater their potential wealth. But giving rings to 
ba1Jara was not an inevitable fact or natural fate: their gravity was constructed and worked on. 
A ba1Jara had to accumulate followers and actively distribute their agency through others in 
order to generate reciprocal flows. Described like this the pattern of relations was analogous 
to that created during the distribution of tokoro charms via lateral exchange, but in expanded 
form - ba1Jara were like the ancestors, and their followers were like tokoro practitioners, with 
an agency owed to someone else. 
Examples of this can be seen in the methods employed by ba1Jara to accumulate shell 
rings in the aid of facilitating large scale feasts staged before and after headhunting raids. 
In particular, ba1Jara sometimes made the sexuality of consenting young women available 
to male followers in return for shell rings (usually hokata). These girls were known as tugele 
(Simbo) or bibolo (Roviana) during the time they acted in the role. For most European com-
mentators, being versed in property metaphors and notions of the autonomous body, the 
important issue here is how ba1Jcl'ra were able to 'make available' someone else's sexuality, and 
receive payments for the provision. Focus is often placed on the shell rings ba1Jara gave to the 
father of the girl in order to secure her 'service: and the rings given to the ba1Jara by the men 
wishing to sleep with her. Perceived as purchase this inevitably leads to comparisons with the 
commoditisation of bodies in Western society- Hocart, for example, employs the term "pros-
titute" (1931: 306,319) in order to describe the role of the women, and Nicholas Thomas (1991: 
49) argues that their sexuality was alienated (although he holds prostitute is too loaded a 
term). It is not clear, however, that Roviana people considered a person to own their sexuality 
in this way, or even if the payments entailed sexuality being 'bought' like a thing. Drawing on 
Strathern (1988), I am going to entertain the notion that such property metaphors are prob-
ably inapplicable in this context. In accordance with the analysis presented thus far, I prefer to 
think of the shell ring payments as being proffered in acknowledgement of sources of agency, 
rather than the acquisition of things. 
Dureau (1994: 95-6) makes the interesting argument that the shell rings a ba1Jara gave 
to a girl's parents were analogous to initiatory marriage payments and would probably be 
redistributed amongst her male siblings as compensation for their being made aware of their 
sister's corporeality in accordance with the strictures of the luluna/ vavene relationship. In fact, 
premarital sexuality always seems to have been compensated for in this way. Hocart (n.d[o]: 
1) records that when a man wanted to have sex with (but not marry) an unmarried girl he 
would give rings to her father (to be returned if she did not give assent). Hocart does not 
actually record any redistribution in these cases, but it is likely to have occurred even if only 
after a delay - for example, the rings received by the father might be added to his cache of 
valuables kept for his sons to use on the occasion of their marriage. But, this was still slightly 
different from actual marriage transactions when rings were given by the groom to the bride's 
parents as well as her male siblings (albeit only after the presentation to the parents). In order 
to understand this difference it is worthwhile considering marriage exchanges briefly, if only 
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because the patterns of exchange are clearly similar to those between a ba1Jara, bibolo and her 
kin. 
Most accounts of marriage in Roviana in the late 1800s and early 1900s indicate that there 
were two important stages. First, an initial ceremony took place, during which the groom gave 
poata to the bride's parents to stay the night with the bride in her family's house. The bride's 
male siblings were given similar rings as compensation the next morning. This ceremony was 
known as 'pinirovetu' (from vetu or house, and piro, a prohibition) and was described by my 
informants as lifting the taboo on the groom entering the bride's house. This period lasted a 
few months while food and wealth were gathered by the families of the new couple in prepa-
ration for the second stage. This consisted of a feast during which the kin group of each side 
came together and exchanged an equal amount of puddings (and/or rings), and, according to 
Hocart (n.d[o]: 6), the groom made a further payment to the son's of the bride's FZ (a transac-
tion called inivasa). The reciprocal exchange of puddings balanced the rights of each family, 
allowing the new couple to reside on either side's land and maintaining economic separation 
of the couple's wealth, so that upon their death or divorce their possessions would pass back 
to their own kin. 
We can see that the poata given by the groom during these marriage ceremonies travelled 
in two directions - to the parents of the bride, and to her male siblings. During the pinirovetu 
exchange, the rings given to the parents were intended as compensation for their effort in 
producing a daughter. The mother of the bride received rings in recognition of her 'work' in 
growing the girl with her breast milk, and those given to the father were recognition of his 
'work' in climbing for green coconuts for the mother to drink during her lactation (i.e. to give 
her the milk to give to their daughter). This transaction was known as kumata susu or 'milk 
from the breast' (kumata - to sever, susu - breast milk) and evinced the daughter as being 
composed out of the substance of both her mother and father, replacing their agency and its 
product. 
The rings subsequently given to the bride's male siblings can be thought of as compensa-
tion for her sexuality having been brought to their notice (Dureau 1994: 95). At another level 
however, the rings for the brothers were intended to replace a part that they had lost in the 
kinship transformation that would see the bride turn from sister to wife. As noted in chap-
ter four, opposite-sex siblings were supernaturally entangled in a paired and complementary 
relationship. Having been born of one mother ( cf. Simbo: 'lying on one mat/womb' (Dureau 
1994: 91)), they seem to have been regarded ontologically as 'one being' composed of male 
and female parts, as is common in other examples of complementary cross-sex sibling ties in 
Oceania (Marshall 1983: 9). From the brother's perspective, his sister contained female char-
acteristics that would have been his had he been female, and she was thus a part of him. In 
marriage, this sense of 'one being' was separated, and indeed could only be separated, by the 
groom through his gift of rings. In achieving this separation, the rings received by the brother 
balanced the part that had been lost in the conversion of his sister into another man's wife. 
But the rings were not just compensation for the removal of part of a brother's being - they 
also represented his ability to secure his own wife from another brother-sister pair. When the 
time came for him to act as groom, he could detach these rings in return for a new female part 
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Fig 6.15 The formation of husbands and wives out of brothers and sisters 
(originating outside himself), which would allow him to grow children of his own (something 
his sister could never do for him due to the incest taboo). Thus, a man's sister represented for 
him a detachable part that allowed him to be transformed through a series of conversions into 
a coherently male husband and father. From the woman's perspective this detachability rep-
resented her own conversion from sister to wife and mother, replacing an internal relation to 
her male brother with an external pairing with her husband. Consequently, marriage transac-
tions elicited male and female adult persons out of what was once an androgynous whole. 
Incidentally, this also goes some way towards explaining the reason for the violent reac-
tion of young men when their sister's corporeality was brought to their notice - they were 
responding to an improper public revelation of the female side of their being. Improper, be-
cause after puberty, young men were supposed to engage in exclusively male activities - war-
fare, bonito fishing - and adopt a more fixed male identity. It is noteworthy, for example, that 
men who showed no interest in women and who never married (known as qiruhu), were 
considered unable to catch bonito (Hocart n.d[o]: 3), presumably because they had never 
separated from their original cross-sex state, and were thus considered partially female (in-
deed, married men who could fish, had to sever ties with their wives by refraining from sex 
and enacting the role of naboko or widowers during fishing expeditions). Thus, an unmarried 
sister's respectful behaviour in keeping her corporeality hidden from her brother, entailed en-
suring he was never revealed publicly as anything other than coherently male, and was hence 
able to function as an efficacious warrior or fisherman during the liminal period between 
puberty and marriage. When a brother killed his sister after transgressions occurred he was 
rendering himself different from her in a rather obvious way. Accepting compensation was 
an alternative insofar as it achieved separation of a sister's sexuality from the brother via a 
more subtle distinction - whereas the sister had engaged in sex with a man, the brother had 
received a ring from him. 
Turning back to a ba11ara's 'hiring' of bibolo, it is now a little clearer what the initial trans-
action entailed. The ba11ara approached the father of a girl because he could not publicly 
approach her male siblings. The rings given may, after redistribution, have ensured luluna/ 
vavene did not take mortal offence, but they did not entail anything like a permanent mar-
riage insofar as the arrangement was temporary ( the girls would return to their family after 
the feast), and there was no delayed exchange of puddings. The transaction was clearly not 
enough to fully transform the cross-sex sibling relationship, or compensate for the agency of 
the parents as in true marriage. But, it was partial - as is evidenced by the fact that a woman 
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who had premarital intercourse received less rings upon her actual marriage than one who 
had not, primarily because of the previous payments (Hocart n.d[ o]: 7; Dureau 1994). What 
the bibolo transaction did achieve was the elicitation of a young woman out of her relations 
with her siblings and parents, revealing her in a feminine sexualised light, and attaching her 
in a new pairing with another male - the ba11ara. 
For the ba11ara, this pairing enabled him to act in a way that would otherwise be impos-
sible - as an alluring attractor of men and their valuables. By giving rings to the father he 
transformed a facet of his generalised efficacy into a specific ability embodied by the bibolo 
who now functioned as an extension of his person. As a reflection of this, bibolo were treated 
very much like ba11ara - it was forbidden to step over their body (men could normally step 
over women but not vice versa), there were restrictions in the handling of their food, polite 
language was used towards them, and they were shown respect (Vudere in Carter n.d: 6). 
During the lead-up to the feast, bibolo would cut their hair, decorate their faces with lime, 
wear hokata and buha (blue barkcloth), and don crossed belts. These adornments were similar 
to those worn by a bride during the final feast when it was also the practice to cut the hair and 
wear rings and lime. Here they represent potent beautification, rendering the girl immensely 
attractive so that men would flock towards her. Indeed, in Roviana bibolo literally means 'to 
beautify' or 'deck out' and can be used to refer to the decorations of tomoko and the like ( e.g. 
Waterhouse 1949: 147). Of course, this beautification extended to the ba11ara - in a sense the 
bibolo adorned his person, lending him attractiveness so that men would send gifts his way. 
It is interesting that Vudere describes bibolo practices as "like a public show" (in Carter 
n.d: 6) because they certainly seem to have had a distinctly performative character. The girls 
would act seductively and flirtatiously, stealing the belongings of men they liked and with 
whom they wanted to have sex. To get his belongings back the man would have to give a 
hokata to the ba11ara, and sleep with the girl. But this was less a situation in which women 
were given licence to be sexually forthright in a way not usually acceptable, than an exaggera-
tion of their normal sexuality. Except for the number of partners and the publicly conspicu-
ous nature of bibolo, it was, and is, thought quite ordinary in Roviana for girls to be interested 
in sex and to actively seduce men. As an example, Gumi, a ba11ara of Munda, told Hocart that 
although some people in Nduke (Kolobangara) put a tokoro prohibition on young girls so that 
men would not have sex with them it was "impossible, for the girl desires it" (n.d[o]: 3), mean-
ing that their sexuality was more powerful than any taboo. I mention this because I mean to 
suggest that it implies prostitution or alienation metaphors are inapplicable here. Potent sexu-
ality was a quality of young women, not a thing in their possession. Far from men purchasing 
parts of womens passive bodies, or coercing them into sex with shell rings, this was a situation 
in which the agency of ba11ara and bibolo conspired so that they were able to coerce men into 
releasing their valuables. Ba11ara elicited a specific efficacy from women, in the same way that 
a tokoro practitioner might elicit efficacy from tomate. If we were to ask 'what did the girls get 
out of this?' the answer is clear - they could seduce whichever man they wanted, and, after the 
completion of the feast, their agency was recognised through presentation of gifts - the head 
of a pig, one pudding, and two bakiha according to Hocart's informants (1931: 318). The latter 
gifts would also serve to sever a bibolo's attachment to the ba11ara, a kind of divorce allowing 
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her to return to her family. Bibolo transactions were therefore balanced and acknowledged the 
agency of persons: they transformed relations rather than alienated things. 
In order to understand fund-raising through bi bolo we need to comprehend three perspec-
tives. For the ba1Jara, the practice represented an ability to extend personal agency through 
others - ba1Jara decorated themselves with girls in order to attract wealth. For the girls, being 
a bibolo entailed drawing on their pairing with ba1Jara to embody a potent sexuality free from 
luluna!vavene constraint, for which they would later be given gifts. For the men who donated 
rings it was a matter of succumbing to seduction, paying the ba1Jara in recognition of his 
agency in creating the circumstances that made seduction possible. Within the interplay of 
these three perspectives a ba1Jara was formed as the primary agent. His skill lay in transform-
ing relations and persons according to a particular construction that inevitably led to a flow 
of wealth in his direction. But even so, his agency was only made possible by the agency of 
others - especially that of the girls. Just as their ability to act as bi bolo was reliant on his agency 
in eliciting them as such from their relations with their siblings and parents, so his ability to 
accrue wealth and followers was reliant on their agency in embodying seductive efficacy. The 
flows of rings within the bibolo context then, served to construct particular forms of extended 
person, compensated these persons for their agency, and had the effect of creating a particular 




Fig 6.16 Bibolo fund raising 
1) The bm;ara decorates his person with bibolo in order to attract men (m) and their rings. Rings are given to the fathers of 
the girls in order to elicit them as bibolo. 2) The ba11ara stages a feast in which followers (m) are given puddings, and the 
bibolo are released with gifts. 
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At the culmination of the feasts facilitated by bibolo, food in the form of puddings was 
distributed throughout the community of participants. It was towards the provision of these 
puddings that the shell rings earned by the girls were directed. Thus, the men who were se-
duced into giving rings to the ba1Jara eventually saw a return during the feast, when everyone 
was apportioned food in what was perceived as an act of nurturance by the ba1Jara (Hocart 
1931; Vudere in Carter n.d). Ultimately then, the actions of ba1Jara in this context resulted in a 
widening circle of transactions that rendered followers entangled in their machinations. This 
entanglement was fundamental to the acceptance of authority, for without it a ba1Jara would 
have ancestral potency but no way to express it. In this sense the entanglement was mutual, 
but it also appears to have been deeper than the economics of feast-giving. Followers were 
obligated to ba1Jara in terms of what, on the face of it, appears to have been a spiritual con-
nection. This is best illustrated in terms of the flows of shell rings to ba1Jara in the contexts of 
compensation for adultery, murder and refusal to work. 
When a man committed adultery ( barabarata) with a married woman the community 
was thrown into turmoil and it was held that the ba1Jara would becoine sick. When found 
out, the adulterer was forced to pay a compensatory fine (hinere) of poata to the ba1Jara. The 
ba1Jara or the woman's father then acquired a pig to be burnt on the path frequented by the 
adulterous couple. During the burning (called vulasa), community members took turns to 
lean towards the fire and sweep the smoke over themselves ( vatu1Jaha, 'to smoke'). Anyone 
who did not do this would develop a smell ( bosi) that prevented the catching of fish and would 
attract sharks and crocodiles. The following day, pudding (poholo) was pounded and burnt 
for tomate who were invoked to allow successful fishing. The latter ceremony was known as 
vavia, 'to make clean: and in conjunction with the vulasa ceremony ensured the return of 
wellbeing to the ba1Jara (Hocart n.d[o]: 8-9). 
It is apparent from these responses that the fine paid by the adulterer to the ba1Jara was 
given due to the latter's status as an embodiment of ancestors, and indeed, it was quickly 
converted into burnt offerings. This seems to indicate that adultery was seen to be somehow 
offensive to the ancestors, causing them show their displeasure by making the ba1Jara sick, 
presumably because ba1Jara were responsible for the good behaviour of their followers. And, 
of course, if the ba1Jara was sick, then the wider community would soon suffer a similar fate -
smelling bad, being unable to fish. Consequently, adultery caused a flow of exchange in which 
ba1Jara acted as a mediator between the living and the dead - to the living they embodied 
ancestral potency, to the ancestors they embodied mortal descendants. But, the reason why 
adultery was so offensive, and why it caused these particular forms of harm is not particularly 
clear. However, I would suggest that the most likely scenario is that adultery contravened the 
marriage exchange. 
It is noteworthy that when an unmarried woman had an affair with a married man, the 
only person affected was his wife, who would become angry, necessitating appeasement with 
an offering of a poata. No one else particularly cared because this was not really considered 
to be adultery, in fact, it was thought to be 'good' (Hocart n.d[o]: 8). The important differ-
ence between this and when a married female was involved resides in the degree to which the 
marriage contract was transgressed. When a married woman slept with someone other than 
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her husband, she was visibly acting outside and against the pairing forged when the groom 
gave rings to her male siblings and parents. Not only would this cancel her elicitation from 
the brother-sister union, but also would have far-reaching implications for everyone who 
had received or contributed to the rings and puddings given at the wedding. In the example 
of marriage gifts recorded by Hocart (n.d[o]: 6), the rings offered by the groom 'Leve' were 
contributed by his father, brother and father's brother. Importantly, although most of these 
rings were given to the bride's family, some were also reserved for ba1Jara (Gumi and Gemu, of 
Munda) - immediately implicating them in the marriage. Similarly, during the final exchange 
of puddings, the kin group of each side contributed to the feast, drawing on the resources 
provided by the field of agency constituted in their butubutu relationships. A marriage was 
evidently not a simple contract between two individuals, but was something in which the 
entire community was invested. Consequently, adultery affected everyone. 
The measures taken after the discovery of adultery appear to have been directed at redress-
ing the imbalance caused by the transgression of the marriage exchange. Because marriage 
transactions served to sever the brother-sister union, rendering each party wholly male or 
female, adultery reversed this process, cancelling the initial elicitation by coupling the woman 
with a man who had not compensated her luluna/vavene. The reference in the cleansing cer-
emonies to fishing and the bosi smell is important here - it alludes to the aforementioned 
state of qiruhu: men who had not slept with women were also thought to suffer from bosi, and 
could not fish. Earlier, I noted that these men were perceived as having never separated from 
their cross-sex sibling, and, in being permanently attached to a woman, were unable to act as 
a coherently male person. In reversing the elicitation of a woman from her paired relationship 
with her brother, adultery achieved the same thing, but with the added complication that the 
transactions being transgressed were wide-ranging enough to involve more than one man. 
The fact that the bosi state appears to have extended beyond the woman's brother into the 
wider community is a reflection of the way everyone who partook in the initial transactions 
was fundamentally implicated in their success and failure. The fate of the brother was shared 
by everyone who, like him, had received rings or otherwise participated in the marriage. 
Further evidence that adultery compensation and the ceremonies it funded were directed 
towards re-establishing the order of cross-sex relations is provided by the actions taken when 
no compensation was received. Either the man involved, or the woman's brother would be 
forced to fight the ba1Jara and his 'boys: usually resulting in death (Hocart n.d[e]: 17). This 
obviously had the effect of returning the woman to her pairing with the husband in the first 
case (by killing her lover), or a final separation of her from her brother in the second (by kill-
ing him). Either way, she was formed once again as a coherently female wife, and the original 
elicitation was maintained. 
The compensation made to ba1Jara in instances of adultery was ultimately intended to re-
dress a social and moral imbalance caused by the transgression of an exchange. It was ba1Jara 
who were paid because it was they who acted as the primary living arbiter of sociality by vir-
tue of their permanent linkage with ancestors. Compensations made in cases of murder had a 
similar balancing function. When a follower of a ba1Jara was killed by another group member 
the ba1Jara exacted a fine of poata (ten according to Hocart n.d[a]: 19), and, if this was not paid 
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the murderer was killed. These payments went to the ba1Jara rather than the victim's family 
(as Westerners might expect) for two reasons. The first is that a person murdered by a fellow 
tribe-member within the home district became a boso lau - an evil spirit, let loose by its vio-
lent death, seeking revenge against the living. Boso lau were thought to cause the extinction of 
a descent group and decimation of the district due to their anger at having been neglected by 
kin and not afforded proper death rituals. Forcing the murderer to pay compensation was one 
way of mitigating this anger - the ba1Jara might then make offerings to the dead, or perform 
rituals to destroy the boso lau .. Secondly, since the ba1Jara was head of the butubutu and served 
as the embodiment of the origin of the group - the representative 'one body' encompassing 
all ancestors and descendants - the death of one of the ba1Jara's followers entailed the death 
of part of the ba1Jara's person. Hocart notes that murder "deprived the district ... of a fighting 
man'' (n.d[e]: 15), but we might also understand this as a removal of part of a ba1Jara's agency, 
his ability to act in certain ways. And loss always required compensation. 
Similarly, ba1Jara were given rings when followers disobeyed their 'talk' or instructions: 
... sometimes a man is lazy & will not join in the work: "Never mind says the chief: he is a bad man, a lazy 
man, a man of the bush:' The chief's displeasure is quite sufficient: the man takes a ring & presents it to the 
chief & receives nothing in return ... (Hocart n.d[e]: 16) 
Again, this was compensation for a denial of part of a ba1Jara's agency. The ability to 
command followers to work in gardens, engage in feast preparations or warfare, and have 
those desires carried out without question, was a mark of the degree to which a ba1Jara could 
extend themselves through others. Giving rings to ba1Jara when this agency was denied was 
less a matter of tribute than a means of preserving the entangled lives of ba1Jara and followers, 
resealing ruptures in the field of relations that constituted the 'one body' of the butubutu. 
The image of the butubutu as one body entailed that exchange travelled both ways. 
Obedience was itself compensated for. As Hocart notes, the ability to commandeer labour 
rarely constituted a "net gain to the chief as he has to feed the labourers" (n.d[e]: 16, see also 
n.d[a]:16). After followers had worked in a ba1Jara's gardens for example, a feast would bear-
ranged, as nurturance in return for obedience. Shell rings too were used to compensate for 
labour. - particularly in return for specialist help in the construction of skull houses, paele, 
domestic housing or canoes - a generalised efficacy given in return for the exercise of a spe-
cific one. Notably these 'payments' were always given after the work was finished: a ba1Jara did 
not give presents to followers to induce them to make a return, but commanded them to work 
and then compensated them when they obeyed. Because a ba1Jara existed in a permanent 
relationship with ancestors, carrying the weight of ancestral agency around their neck, their 
commands were intrinsically 'true' (hokara) and necessitated obeisance - words were induce-
ment enough. But, by giving rings or food after the fact, a ba1Jara enacted the role of caring 
and sustaining patron. Although followers were by definition obliged to obey, they received 
a return in a form appropriate to the relationship - as 'children' supported by the 'parent' - a 
moral (rather than economic) configuration that would require subsequent reciprocations 
on their part. Consequently, in compensating obedience, the ba1Jara did not settle a debt so 
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much as invest themselves further in followers. Payment for work amounted to givirig a part 
of their self to be absorbed by others: an exchange of efficacy in which both parties were mu-
tually invested, although differently situated in terms of power. 
The effect was to bind and extend relations in the facilitation of efficacy. As the head of 
a butubutu descent group, a bmJara issued commands that were followed by lesser members 
as a kind of distributed agency, itself derived from an ancestral line - creating an image of 
the butubutu as a single coherent being, acting as one. This reciprocality was a feature of all 
intra-butubutu transactions, in that it helped foster a field of relations sustained by exchanges; 
All of the flows to ba1Jara described above were ultimately intended to repair, maintain, or 
reproduce the intertwined relations of the butubutu, ensuring that threads did not remain 
broken, so that successful action remained possible. The relationship between ba1Jara and 
their community of followers then, was one of mutual investment, each enabling the other, 
albeit according to a particular gradient of power. For an anthropological observer this might 
seem to have been a way of producing society, but for the people of Roviana it was a product 
of a theory of action. 
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However tight the bonds between ba1Jara and followers, however mutually enabling they 
were, there was always a tendency for transactions to gradually widen, extending to others 
outside the butubutu. If successful action was only made possible by the pairing of persons in 
transaction then the collective 'one body' of the butubutu necessarily needed other collective 
bodies. For example, when preparing for a feast a ba1Jara commonly required access to taro 
and Canarium nuts in order to make puddings. But the resource distribution within pepeso 
tribal estates was rarely sufficient to ensure a constant supply of these foods. On Simbo, taro 
did not grow well and any large feast required trips to Ranongga or Vella Lavella to procure it, 
and in Roviana there was a shortage of nut trees. Hocart records an instance in which prepa-
rations for a feast involved a trip from Roviana to Vella Lavella by Gumi, ba1Jara of Kekehe in 
Munda, to procure nuts in exchange for poata (n.d[a]: 17). Such trips relied upon a system of 
partnerships with butubutu belonging to other regions and islands. The internal relationships 
fostered by feasting were thus reliant on external relations with friendly others, and fields of 
agency extended inextricably beyond kin. It is in this extension that we begin to see the kinds 
of transactions commonly perceived to be outside the implications of 'ceremonial' exchange. 
Barter in New Georgia operated according to the regional pattern of abundance and lack. 
As noted at the beginning of this chapter, different regions specialised in particular things that 
were exchanged along ordered paths. The Kusage,people of north New Georgia exchanged 
wicker shields for rings from Roviana, and these were then redistributed to Simbo in the west. 
Simbo people exchanged steel axes for tortoiseshell from Roviana, which was then given to 
visiting Europeans in exchange for more axes. As argued in chapter three, the latter exam-
ple indicates that these barter transactions were, Unlike commodity forms, predicated on the 
revelation of relations. Frustrated European traders found that the people of Roviana resisted 
exchanging quantities of tortoiseshell for anything other than axe blades, but were happy 
to exchange food for other items {Shineberg 1971b: 305). This was because tortoiseshell and 
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axes were analogous in exchange, perceived in terms of the relations governing their origins. 
Equivalence was not a matter of the intrinsic value of things, but was established in reference 
to the relationships that allowed them to be elicited. I will return to the details of this particu-
lar case soon, but first I want to briefly discuss the establishment of exchange partnerships 
because it is necessary for understanding this formulation of barter. 
Exchange partners were known as baere, 'friends; and such partnerships involved sin-
gle-sex or cross-sex couples, irrespective of age or marital status. Hocart (n.d[p ]: 1) recorded 
widowed women joining with young men, married men with young women, and married 
women with unmarried men. Now, the term baere is more intimate than the English transla -
tion suggests, insofar as it was and is also used of young lovers, but this does not mean that 
sexual intercourse was a feature of exchange partnerships. Rather, it implies that the parties 
were linked in a relationship of mutual care. Although Hocart notes that if a young man and 
a young woman were baere they might legitimately have sex, a resident trader, Freddy Green, 
observed that sexual congress was taboo between baere (F. Green to W.H.R Rivers, 24th May 
1909, ih Rivers n.d.). Then again, this may have specifically related to instances when the 
female party was married. Whatever the case, it is important to make a distinction between 
young couples who became baere as a prelude to marriage, and baere exchange partnerships, 
while recognising that there was a shared implication of intimacy. 
Baere exchange unions could form between persons of the same butubutu (but not fam-
ily members - this would be superfluous) or between persons residing in distant locations. 
These forms were linguistically differentiated and entailed slightly different configurations of 
exchange. In the case of members of the same butubutu, the union rendered the parties mutu-
ally obligated as an account from Simbo illustrates: 
One man will say to another: "More better you me mbaire:' "You true?" asks the other. "Yes:' They each make 
a pudding for the other: N. Vim gave Njiruviri one big pudding, one poata, one arm-ring, one bunch of areca 
nuts, one bundle of betel pepper; Njiru returned exactly the same amount. After that they will make presents 
& may not refuse each other's request; they will exchange blankets tomahawks etc .. Thus Tiro was mbaire of 
Pendi & gave her calico, tobacco & all kinds of things, & received nuts, rings, betel & so forth. This bond is 
called mbaire gugusu that is "two fellow mbaire one place'', which presumably means that they belong to one 
& the same district. (Hocart n.d[p]: 1) 
This kind of baere partnership was established spontaneously but could also be ordered 
by baJJara - if a feast or other communal event was forthcoming a baJJara would declare 
that all followers should go and form baere partnerships because without these they would 
be reduced to begging (tepa), which was unproductive because it would be refused (n.d[p]: 
1). These unions were thus a means of working together and sharing products in the aid of 
raising supplies for future events. Indeed most intra-butubutu baere partnerships were short 
lived, lasting for six months or so, after which they would be severed by another balanced 
exchange of poata. 
The identical exchanges that established and ended these in-group baere pairings clearly 
had the effect of forming, sustaining and then dissolving a union of differentiated agents. In 
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order to understand this it is helpful to bring to bear an insight from Strathern's formulation 
of partible personhood (see chapter two). When two composite persons come together in a 
dyadic relationship each is revealed as one person in contrast to the other - the act of pairing 
temporarily elicits each party out of all the other relations from which they are composed. 
This enables persons to engage in coherent action in the particular direction afforded by the 
pairing (1988: 14). As long as the two persons remain paired each is made visible as a specific 
agent, mutually invested in whatever their union produces. In the case of baere, the goal was 
to sustain the pairing for the length of time required, so that effective production was pos-
sible. As such, the parties remained in constant contact, sharing food and goods, and paying 
each other daily visits, during which they would update each other about recent events in 
their lives (F. Green to WH.R Rivers, 24th May 1909, in Rivers n.d.). It is relevant that a per-
son could only have one baere (Hocart n.d[p]: 1) in that it is consistent with the permanence 
of the pairing: if, in a paired state, a person's composition from relations was encompassed 
or masked, then forming another pair would dissolve the first - or, each would dissolve the 
other, leaving the person in an ontological vacuum. 
According to this formulation, endogenous baere pairings enabled people within the 
butubutu to effectively produce whatever was required for the occasion they were working 
towards (feasting associated with the nut collecting season in most accounts) at times when 
their familial ties were insufficient or inappropriate. In doing so they became visible as effec-
tive agents. And, since the products of these pairings had a composite origin, the effect was to 
create a field of agency between differently situated persons within the butubutu. In this sense, 
baere partnerships created bridges that allowed access to perspectives not otherwise possible 
- the parties exchanged access to each other's relational field, in that, when paired, each party 
encompassed the relations from which they were composed. Thus a pairing between two per-
sons was really a pairing of two fields of relations, two wider groups. 
Partnerships with people from other regions entailed a slightly different kind of relation-
ship. They appear to have been formed in a similar manner - by an equivalent exchange of 
shell rings - but the degree to which each party had free access to the other was more limited, 
and more than one set of baere partnerships could be established. In fact the initial exchange 
of rings seems to have primarily secured an alliance without enmity or violence, ensuring that 
subsequent barter was possible. The inter-butubutu baere friendship was thus an umbrella 
of safety, sheltering people who might otherwise be regarded as enemies. The pairing made 
in such instances was between collective groups (instigated by ba1Jara), but any subsequent 
transaction occurred between single members in short-term exchanges. In this sense inter-
butubutu baere partnerships can be seen to invert the schema described for within-butubutu 
baere. While the latter entailed two persons coming together as agents encompassing a field 
of relations, the former were pairings between collectives encompassing the dealings of their 
many constituent parts. 
This allowed a kind of exchange that, on the face of it, looks similar to that characterised 
by Gell (1992) as 'inter-tribal commodity barter: in which each partner guarantees, as far as 
possible, the safety of the other in their trading activities. However, whereas Gell notes that 
such forms are antithetical to the moral obligations of in-group or familial reciprocity, the 
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establishment of inter-butubutu baere partnerships entailed a situation whereby the initial 
exchange of shell rings created a moral obligation analogous to the one operating in within-
butubutu baere partnerships. For Gell, barter is characterised by "the voluntaristic amoralism 
of a partnership ... sustained through the transactional schema of object-exchange, because, 
lacking 'personal' referents, the relationship can only be established with reference to things, 
which are all that the parties have in common'' (1992: 159). The purpose of baere formation, 
however, was exactly the opposite - although it ensured mutual safety and access to things, it 
did this by creating 'personal referents' to serve as the context for all subsequent transactions. 
It made the parties have something more in common than their mutual desire for access to 
things: a moral obligation to treat each other with respect and care, as if they were of the same 
butubutu. Some examples will illustrate the point. 
Ba1Jara from groups who were baere with each other held the same privilege of 'talking' in 
their counterpart's district as at home, with the ability to stage feasts, make requests for aid in 
war and so on (Hocart n.d [ e]: 9]. This affiliation included expectations of respect, extending 
to the other party the aforementioned implications of in-group murder and adultery. Hocart 
(1931) records an interesting case in which Muke, a ba1Jara of Simbo, conducted a raid against 
Qerasi in northeast Marovo, capturing two wives of local ba1Jara. These women were given 
by Muke to two men of Simbo, resulting in marriage for one and the other being "used ... 
as a prostitute" (1931: 305). Retributive war erupted between the sides. Ingava of Munda then 
intervened (at the behest of the colonial administration) as a 'friend' (i.e. baere) of both Simbo 
and Qerasi. He requested that the women be handed over to him to be returned to Qerasi, and 
Muke acquiesced on account of their relationship. However, during the time that the women 
were staying in Munda, one of Hocart's Roviana interpreters, 'Ngale: had "an intrigue" with 
one of them. The woman's husband in Qerasi, 'Kerovo: "was incensed against Ngale & his 
chiefVongi; because the Roviana people were 'like brothers' [probably translated from tama-
tasi - siblings], whereas in Mandegusu [Simbo] the women were captives & therefore could 
use the women as they liked" (Ho cart n.d[ o]: 10 ). 
Baere status clearly had double implications - on the one hand, Ingava used the Roviana 
friendship with Simbo to achieve the return of the women simply by asking, but, on the oth-
er hand, when Ngale committed adultery with the wife of Kerovo the moral obligation of 
Roviana's friendship with Qerasi was transgressed. In other words, baere partnerships may 
well have allowed mutual access and regard, but this was conducted according to the forma-
tion of an intensely moral bond. The comparison of Roviana and Qerasi people as being 'like 
brothers' evokes an image of sibling support and care, entailing a degree of mutual respect. 
The fury invoked when such bonas were transgressed was total - Kerovo called upon his 
knowledge of tamasa to bring up a storm which "wrecked one of Mr Norman Wheatley's cut-
ters with a Roviana crew; one boy named Pio was drowned, the others only escaped because 
there was a Nggerasi man on board" (Hocart n.d[o]: 10). 
This sense of outrage was also the source of the frenetic fighting witnessed by Andrew 
Cheyne, when, during an excursion to Roviana, the Simbo people accompanying him at-
tacked a Roviana canoe in retribution for the massacre of a recent Simbo trade expedition 
(Shineberg 1971b: 309, see chapter four for a full description). 'Lobie', Cheyne's primary in-
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formant, gave an account of the massacre stressing the fact that the parties had been on the 
'most friendly terms: sharing in a feast before the Simbo traders were killed for their goods. 
Clearly appalled, Lobie presented the killers as sub-human cannibals, lost in the thrall of 
objects. Ironically perhaps, this 'exchange' comes close to Gell's characterisation of barter - it 
was characterised by total amoralism in the service of access to things, relationships between 
the parties having been cast aside as irrelevant. In the New Georgia region at least, there was 
no guarantee of safety if it was only things that were at stake. Object-oriented exchanges were 
inevitably violent and amoral, existing outside the bounds of normal sociality - headhunting 
is perhaps the best example of this, in that parts of people were, quite literally, alienated. 
Indigenous accounts of attacks on traders also exemplify an amoral attitude to thing-acquisi-
tion - they stress the killing of people for the objects they carry (e.g. Alebeti in Carter n.d: 6). 
Consequently, what we recognise as barter in Roviana (the peaceful exchange of things), was 
conducted in explicit contrast to situations in which objects set the terms of the exchange and 
were the primary focus (violent acquisition). Barter entailed a moral obligation, and things 
were ancillary to relations. 
This is evident in the way inter-butubutu baere partnerships involved coming to know 
one's exchange partners in an intimate manner, sharing a concern approaching that of mem-
bers of the same family. As a mark of the bond between parties, the shell rings involved in 
the initial establishment of inter-butubutu baere relations were often kept as heirlooms. There 
is, for example, a named bakiha ('Tobatuni') in the possession of a Ranongga family living in 
Kalikoqu, which commemorates their trade friendship with the people of Roviana. On trade 
expeditions (qalo) these people shared knowledge of each other's genealogical relations and 
origin traditions, coming to know each other in the same way as in-group baere did during 
their daily gossip sessions. And, in this case, residence on the other party's land was one out-
come of the closeness of the bond. This result does seem to have been reasonably common 
- Hocart mentions several foreign residents in Roviana and Simbo, primary amongst whom 
was Hangere, a Simbo ba1Jara who lived in Munda (n.d[a]). Though lacking 'boys' in Roviana 
he was able to stage feasts there and make requests of other ba1Jara. Inter-tribal residence was 
made possible partly because of the frequency of marriages between allied parties, further 
reinforcing the bond. 
The formation of exchange partnerships between groups clearly created associations that 
shared all the characteristics of reciprocal internal butubutu relations. It was the extension of 
sociality to others who were not kin. But this doesn't mean that the formation of relationships 
was the sole goal of these partnerships, and things were simply the means of their constitu-
tion and maintenance. What it does mean is that our understanding of baere exchange cannot 
rest on the assumption that the goal was to establish the relative worth of things by means of 
calculating them against one another. Rather, the purpose of barter was to define and extend 
persons according to the principles of exchange operating between butubutu members. As 
with the various exchanges described above, barter made people visible as particular kinds 
of agent in the only way possible - through the formation of relations. When, for example, 
ba1Jara needed nuts or taro in order to become visible as an effective feast-giver, they needed 
to be baere with others, expanding butubutu sociality in the process. This was a fundamental 
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paradox of ba1;ara status: in order to be revealed or elicited as an agent from the relationships 
in which they were embedded, bm;ara needed to acquire more relations. The same was true 
of the butubutu itself - in order to be visible as a coherent and effective entity ( one body) it 
had to be paired against others. Consequently, baere relationships were a means of achieving 
agency and identity (facilitated by the things acquired): they were the method rather than the 
goal. 
It is helpful here to consider Strathern's (1992) 'gift model of barter: When people come 
together to exchange goods they exchange perspectives - my view of your assets for your view 
of mine. In so doing, each party is rendered in the eyes of the other: "the act of another agent 
as a measure of oneself as an agent" (1992: 188). The things exchanged in these transactions 
objectify in particular forms the differences between the parties because they have separate 
origins and are qualitatively different (although.equivalent). What is at issue in barter then, 
is the definition of persons and their agency. The specialisation of production in the New 
Georgia region can be seen to have been a means of facilitating such comparisons. The pat-
tern created was one of many pairings - Roviana rings for Kusage shields, Simbo nuts for 
Ranongga taro. As with baere friendships within butubutu, these pairings created an image of 
coherent difference that enabled action. The image of a butubutu as 'one body' was only made 
possible by its comparison with other singular entities. When members of different butubutu 
came together to trade, each encompassed the field of relations of which they were a part, and 
the things they exchanged did likewise. This was possible because persons and things had 
composite origins - having been produced by the butubutu they could stand in for it. Things 
exchanged in barter then, were evaluated according to their origins in relations rather than 
some objective or intrinsic quantifiable worth. 
But what of the lists of exchange ratios given by Hocart? The value conversion of rings has 
been mentioned previously, but other trade items were likewise able to be decomposed: 
1 pig = 4 to 6 poata; 
1 shield = 1 mbakia = 20 mbulau; 
1 canoe = 1 poata per rib; 
19 eggs = 1 arm ring; 
5 olu of nuts = 1 arm ring; 
1 basket ( elana) of taro = 1 arm ring; 
1 bunch of areca = 1 stick of tobacco; 
1 rnbornboro approx. 1m x 10cm. = 1 shield; 
1 small child in Choiseul = 20 poata, or one shield, two 
mbakia & 18 poata: this was considered expensive. (Hocart n.d[h]: 5) 
These enumerations are usually indicative of commodity-like transactions in which 
things embody abstract value, and can be liquidised. Their presence in Roviana might be ex-
plained as being a result of European contact and integration into a market economy. Indeed, 
Schneider (1997: 125) has argued that pre-European arrival there was no fixed system of ra-
tio-based value conversion, and hence Hocart's observations are indicative of change. But, 
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this supposition is not necessary, though it may be partially true. As Strathern (1992: 182-5) 
has noted, enumeration in Melanesia pervades every exchange context, ceremonial, barter 
or otherwise - things are counted, compared, evaluated. But a mathematic is a cultural form 
and there is no reason to suppose the meaning of enumeration is always the same as in a 
commodity economy. Strathern argues that number is an aesthetic in Melanesia: things have 
numerical form, just as they have colour, brightness or gender. Drawing on Mimica's (1988) 
analysis of the Iqwaye counting system, she contends that Melanesian enumeration is a mat-
ter of juxtaposition or comparison of pairs rather than addition or summation. For example, 
the Iqwaye count digits as either one or two - the fingers on the hand go one, two, two-one, 
two-two, one (i.e. the whole hand). Five is not composed of 5 ones, but is the point beyond 2 
twos ('one'). Equivalence is thus a matter of considering whether unities match, whether my 
five rings ( one) can be seen to match your one pig (five). "If they do not match, and cannot be 
conceptualised as a pair, then there is no analogy between them, and thus no analogy between 
the perspectives of the transactors" (Strathern 1992: 185). If barter is a matter of comparing 
perspectives with another of a pair, then the only relevant number is one, and every exchange 
object is perceived as a unity composed of an equal multiplicity of parts. 
Now, the Roviana counting system is base ten and has little in common with the Iqwaye, 
but I am willing to suppose that the simple fact that people enumerated things is not neces-
sarily evidence of abstract value logic. In fact, my argument at the end of chapter five, that 
shell ring types were perceived as fractal versions of each other,· correlates somewhat with 
Strathern's analysis. If twenty bulau could be exchanged for one bakiha it was not because they 
existed on a ratio scale of value, but because they were analogous in terms of their composi-
tion. The point is that each thing transacted for another in barter exchange had to match the 
other in terms of its composition from equivalent origins, the relations that produced it. In 
a sense then, baere partnerships provided a context where the 'problem' of equivalence had 
already been solved - the mutual exchange of identical rings that established the partnership 
balanced each party against the other, rendering each subsequent transaction a moral obli-
gation. Pretty much anything could move against anything else in this context, because the 
origins of things in the relations of one's counterpart had already been rendered visibly equal 
or matched. 
It is only in this sense that we can think of things exchanged in barter as being more ab-
stracted than things exchanged in 'ceremonial' contexts. The baere context established a rela-
tive ease with which things were able to be extracted from their 'owner: If, as I have argued, 
shell rings (and other things) were thought of as parts of people, then a prerequisite to any 
exchange must have been the recognition of that part as detachable. According to Strathern 
this is what a recipient in an exchange attempts to achieve for the donor - they try to elicit 
from them the view that the desired thing is an object liable to be released or extracted, rather 
than an inherent part of their person (1992: 177-78). This is notthe same thing as how will-
ing someone is to sell a possession. Instead it is a matter of conjuring the circumstances and 
relations that enable the detachability of particular things to be realised. The bakiha rapoto 
inherited by ba1Jara for example, were inherently restricted in terms of the contexts that saw 
them passed on - during most of their lifetime ba1Jara perceived the ring as an intrinsic part 
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of their being, and it was only revealed to be detachable near to or after their death. And only 
one person could elicit that detachability: the successor. In the context of baere-facilitated 
barter however, rings and other things were made to flow with ease and rapidity between the 
parties. The formation of an extended pairing resulted in a context by which each party could 
readily detach parts of themselves in order to achieve the agency they desired. The abstrac-
tion of rings used in barter was therefore greater than those exchanged in other contexts 
(including the formation of the baere partnership), because the efficacy that they indexed 
was generalised - a simple ability to elicit responses from others, rather than the potency of 
a specific ancestor. This allowed rings to move against many other forms of thing, albeit only 
within the baere context. Hence, barter in Roviana appears to have shared some qualities of 
a market economy at the level of single transactions, but only if we ignore the fact that these 
were encapsulated by a gift (a moral bond). After all, for the people involved, the balanced 
establishment of ha.ere partnerships created a situation in which any subsequent individual 
transaction was liable to be viewed as the obligatory sharing and reciprocity of kin, rather 
than amoral object-acquisition. It is only by ignoring this perception that barter can be made 
to appear to be akin to commodity transaction. 
Historically, there does seem to have been a change after pacification. Schneider (1996, 
1998) for example, dearly demonstrates a gradual shift in perspective in regards to the way 
land property rights were conceived, with 'ownership' and other commodity metaphors in-
creasing throughout the twentieth century. I would argue that barter transactions were the ex-
change form that allowed this sort of transformation. Due to the nature of barter, Europeans 
and indigenous Roviana people could exchange in a manner acceptable to each party, albeit 
according to slightly different assumptions. Over time, these different perspectives became 
apparent and were variously adopted by both parties. During the 1800s however, interaction 
was guided by the Roviana perspective. We can see this in the way European traders were 
incorporated into indigenous exchange networks, facilitated by their own willingness to con-
form to local standards. 
MM 
From their earliest engagements with Europeans, the people of the western Solomons appear 
to have set about forming lasting relationships as a prerequisite of interaction. Most accounts 
that we have suggest that the relationships desired matched the expectations of baere friend-
ships. The experiences of the Spanish in Santa Isabel are a good example. After exchanging 
names with the local leader, 'Bilebanara', Menda:fia and his crew were free to interact with the 
villagers and were expected to participate in inter-tribal fighting. It was only after the weight 
of the crew's demands became too much for the resources of the village that the relationship 
was severed - the balance of mutual reciprocity was upset. Andrew Cheyne too, was treated 
as a baere by the ba11ara of Simbo. He was given permission to collect beche de mer and set 
up a drying station, and exchanged goods with the locals. However, during his expedition to 
mainland New Georgia, Cheyne was expected to pick up passengers and participate in the 
fighting described above. When he failed to do the latter, and hindered the Simbo attempts 
at retaliation, Lobie became "highly indignant" (Shineberg 1971b: 309) at his betrayal of their 
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friendship. As in all of his dealings in the Pacific, Cheyne remained blind to the social expecta-
tions accompanying his trade. 
If, in this early period, relations were characterised by the frisson of differing perspec-
tives, by the latter half of the nineteenth century indigenous expectations of obligation had 
become apparent to European traders, and alliances were more or less mutually cultivated. 
Alexander Ferguson, for example, actively nurtured a network of exchange partners through-
out the western Solomons, ensuring his popularity and, indeed, profitability. While Cheyne 
was resistant to his vessel being viewed as anything other than his own sovereign territory, 
Ferguson was to happy declare that he traded from "ship belong Gorai': the Shortland Islands 
leader with whom he was most closely allied (Bennett 1987: 57). As related in chapter four, 
this was also the cause of his death - Ferguson's connection with Gorai was a fatal hindrance 
when it came to dealing with the warrior's enemies. In accordance with the friendship bond 
however, Gorai exacted revenge for Ferguson's death, as did other friends, from as far away as 
Munda (Guppy 1887a: 21). 
Ferguson's pioneering acumen perhaps served as an example for subsequent traders, and 
most were willing to take on the risks of alliance in return for the benefits of trade. In Roviana, 
traders such as Woodhouse, Kelly and Wickham actively sought to become the baere of pow-
erful ba1Jara. Some married into the butubutu, but the baere model was more explicitly fol-
lowed by others. The association between Kelly and Ingava for example was formed after the 
ba1Jara gave the trader a bakiha rapoto. "He ... presented it to Mr. Kelly, a trader living near his 
place, as a token of his good will. He told him that his possessing it was an absolute safeguard 
on his life" (Somerville 1897: 363). The use of this particular shell ring type is a mark of the 
degree to which the relationship was considered to be permanent. 
The importance of such relationships for European traders - Bennett's "men in the mid-
dle" (1987: 72) - has been discussed in chapter four. As Somerville implies, personal safety was 
as much at issue as productivity in trade, and it was only through the development of lasting 
relationships that both could be guaranteed. It is not surprising, therefore, that it was a trader 
('Mr. Bronstein') who first brought baere partnerships to the attention of Hocart (n.d[p ]: 1). 
But, however willing Europeans were to become friends with their hosts, there is no evidence 
to suggest that their ultimate motivation was anything other than economic gain. Like most 
European observers since, the traders probably viewed their actual transactions in terms of 
the properties of the things they exchanged. Although recognising baere-type relations were 
necessary this was but a means oflinking into a specific market, one adaptation among many 
others. For example, traders considered shell rings to be a local form of 'money' ( as did Hocart 
(n.d[h]: 1)), and were quite happy to use them in their transactions. Bronstein's trade store on 
Simbo stocked Poata as well as other local valuables: "tapa blue & brown ... mendaka, armlets 
(tutupa) from Roviana, Shortlands & Malaita ... baskets local & from Roviana, lime boxes 
from Ysabel & Choiseul" (n.d[h]: 10). In fact, such was their willingness to adapt to the local 
context that the traders set about 'minting' their own shell rings. Disregarding all the laws of 
inflation, accurate ceramic replicas were commissioned (Guppy 1887a: 132). 
I have recorded examples of glazed, low-fired earthenware hokata on several shrines on 
Nusa Roviana (sites 1166, 66), and there are specimens of ceramic rings in museum collec-
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tions (the 'bakiha' lashed to the skull in figure 6.8 is glazed ceramic) but we know very little 
about where and when they were manufactured. Roviana informants refer to these rings as 
'Chinese: but this is almost certainly due to the fact that they are made of 'China, rather than 
being from there. German and Austrian manufacturers were making replica 'native currency' 
for markets in New Guinea and Africa during the late 1800s ( e.g. Sasche Company of Austria, 
whose catalogue sample cards are present in the Pitt Rivers Museum collections [1899.48.5-8, 
1900.27.1-5; 1902.8.4-7]), and it is likely that other colonial powers were doing likewise. One 
interesting source of information comes from underwater archaeology - recent research has 
discovered an assemblage of ceramic replica rings from the trade boxes of Solomon Islands 
labourers returning aboard the Foam, a wooden schooner wrecked on the Great Barrier Reef 
in 1893 (pers. comm. Stephen Beck, James Cook University). Amongst the variety of rings in 
this assemblage are replica bakiha and hokata, but these are few in number, perhaps reflecting 
the fact that New Georgians did not participate in the labour trade to any great extent. What 
it does show however, is that these rings were arriving in the Solomons by way of Australia, 
in the hands of Solomon Islanders as well as Europeans. Nevertheless, their impact must have 
been slight, for they are scarce and there is no evidence of the mass decline in value witnessed 
in the Papuan Highlands after Europeans began importing cowry shells there. The scale was 
obviously different - the Methodist missionary Voyce, for example, states that from "1954 to 
1957, native collectors in all parts of the Solomon Islands from New Georgia in the south to 
Buka-Bougainville in the north sent me many hundreds of thousands of small cowries. These 
were for the Mission in the New Guinea Highlands, where Cypraea annulus and moneta are 
valued native currency" (1962: 57, my italics). 
Despite the difference in scale, the motivations of the manufacturers of ceramic rings 
must have been similar to the perpetrators of the latter case. Traders perhaps felt 'forced' to 
deal in native valuables having found their offerings of trinkets refused, but were unwilling 
to be dependent on local manufacturers (Bennett 1987: 85). The practice was also based on 
a set of assumptions about 'what natives want' that had been developing ever since the first 
European visits to Oceania, Africa and America - an obvious addition to the red cloth and 
calico, iron axes, guns, and tobacco. Today the attitude can seem arrogant, as if the Europeans 
thought they were putting one over the craving natives, rubbing their hands with glee - no 
doubt back then they thought they were being pragmatic. The point I take from such prac-
tices, however, is that the 'adaptations' Europeans were willing to make were directed at max-
imising profits in what was already a tenuous endeavour (Bennett 1988; Golden 1993). More 
importantly, it is indicative of a belief that trade was about the intrinsic properties of things. 
It was thought the relations governing production and dissemination did not matter, as long 
as the physical properties matched expectations: a shell ring was valuable because of how it 
looked, hence a replica would suffice. To the clearly limited extent that this reasoning actually 
worked, it was because it found its complement in indigenous reasoning: as long as relations 
took the proper form, a replica would suffice - and traders were, as we have seen, willing to 
engage in a semblance of the 'proper relations: But whatever the relationships traders entered 
into in order to survive and prosper, these were generally perceived by them as concessions 
necessary for the acquisition and sale of objects. 
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Indigenous perspectives had their own set of interests, and some of these may have been 
similar to those of Europeans. Ingava also gave Davis of the HMS Royalist a bakiha rapoto - it 
is the artefact depicted in figure 6.5 (16409) - and although it is now resident in a museum, 
the inalienable link it evinced is recorded in the catalogue: "Property of Ingova. Admiral 
Davis coll:' This latter case has little to do with trade, but it was probably a strategic move on 
Ingava's part, given that Davis was in the region to enforce the authority of Britain. Ingava 
clearly saw the usefulness of being seen as a 'friend' in the eyes of Europeans, not least because 
it ensured his own safety - a perspective not unlike that of the traders. But baere partnerships 
appear to have been part of Ingava's strategy in many dealings with outsiders, as his attempts 
at brokering peace between Simbo and Qerasi illustrates. As an indigenous relationship form, 
baere partnerships had indigenous motivations that, as suggested above, had little in common 
with European assumptions. This has rarely been recognised in accounts of Roviana 'cross-
cultural' trade. 
Almost every historical account of alliances between ba1Jara and Europeans depicts the re-
lationship in terms of material costs and benefits, with access to things and political power be-
ing the desired goals on the indigenous side. This is particularly evident in McKinnon's (1975) 
'circular causation of warfare' model whereby certain 'big men' in prime locations ( such as safe 
harbours) courted European favour, and monopolised access to their trade goods (axes), in 
order to achieve military dominance over their lesser-equipped counterparts. Axes increased 
productivity, affording more time away from primary food production, and, as weapons, were 
superior to indigenous equivalents. Having achieved dominance, well-connected ba1Jara were 
able to acquire more of the resources ( tortoiseshell) that Europeans wanted, and could parlay 
this against acquiring more European things and more military power. In this model it is the 
sharpness of iron relative to that of stone that is the determining factor. According to the ar-
gument I have presented however, we cannot understand the formation of baere partnerships 
in terms of a simple desire for the things of Europeans. Although it is obvious that the advent 
of European trade introduced new things and networks of trade, it is not clear that it was the 
properties of things that motivated the indigenous negotiation of these changes. 
In order to examine exactly what the motivations were, I will now present a short case 
study of the indigenous use of European things. To do this I am obviously going to have to 
move away from shell rings - the things I will consider are iron axes. However, this case study 
articulates with the issues that have been discussed above in that it deals with the primary 
contrast between the social effects of keeping and giving - that is, the way such transactions 
tended to either replicate or expand relations. I am particularly interested in the role of ba1Jara 
as arbiters of how these effects were balanced against each other in the service of managing 
the butubutu. My argument turns on the fact that the acquisition of axes tended to expand 
relations (because it required baere partnerships), while the employment of them severed 
relations (by severing heads). In addition, I pick up and develop the above noted contrast be-
tween the perception of barter as a form of reciprocation framed within a moral context, and 
object-acquisition as an amoral form of 'exchange' characterised by violence. 
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People & things - axes & severed heads 
Iron axes acquired through trade with Europeans have assumed an iconic role in historical 
accounts of nineteenth century Roviana. Often referred to as 'tomahawks: they are the most 
powerful and frequently-used symbol of headhunting in books and photographs. According 
to contemporary observations they were ubiquitous by the 1860s. Hocart, on Simbo, describes 
them as follows: 
The so-called tomahawk is by the natives termed manja, like the aboriginal club it has displaced. It is made 
with Harrison's No. 2 iron blade set upon a handle 90 cm. long, with a section like that of a convex lens. It 
is broadest below the axe head, where it is curved with the convex side towards the blade. The extremity is 
pointed to be stuck in the earth, for the owner will never lay it down flat while he is squatting, but always 
keeps it planted head up, and when one of us used to lay his tomahawk down it was always set upright again. 
This is doubtless founded in caution, for it is sooner snatched into the right position; besides that, it is easier 
to keep in sight. Rapidity also accounts for keeping the edge of the blade upward when shouldering it. (Hocart 
1931: 301) 
These conventions of orientation might also be explained by the status of axes in indige-
nous eyes as more than inanimate objects. As argued in chapter five, the often decorated head 
of the axe was perceived as an embodiment of ancestral efficacy. This is also evidenced in the 
tundu ceremony related above: the axe is offered gifts of pudding and rings as a stand-in for 
the warrior, indexing his agency - itself derived from tomate. Axes were personified things, 
and accordingly were treated as if they had a proper orientation, an appropriate 'posture: 
This sense of efficacy was obviously produced through a collusion of the physical proper-
ties of axes (and what those enabled) with particular cultural conventions. But it is arguable 
whether we should follow McKinnon (1975) and think their desirability and eventual ubiquity 
to be solely a result of innate technological superiority. It is easy enough to invoke rational 
choice given European common-sense assumptions about technological evolution - from 
wooden tools, to stone, to bronze and iron. But recent work by Lemonnier (1993) and Latour 
(2002) questions whether we should consider this legitimate - technology is a social phenom-
enon, and its adoption has always been subject to the vagaries of particular contexts. Equally, 
the cautionary tale McKinnon provides - of technology disrupting political equilibrium by 
freeing up time to spend on more effective violence and domination, leading to a society 
spiralling out of control- comes across as a naive form of Heidegger's reactionary 'substantiv-
ism' (Feenberg 1991: 7-8), rallied against the corruption of the new. It is akin to a 'fatal impact' 
narrative (cf. Thomas 1989b, 1991). 
The alternative is to take a historically informed approach, paying attention to context 
(Sheppard et al. 2000; Aswani 2000). First let us consider the material milieu into which iron 
axes were introduced. As noted in Hocart's account, axes on Simbo were subsumed under the 
category of 'club' or manja. Prior to iron axes, manja were paddle-shaped and made of heavy 
wood, and in battle were used in much the same manner as a long-handled axe. By the 1900s, 
these had been replaced by the iron variety in a fairly straightforward way - to the extent that 
the tomahawk featured in war ceremonies and prayers where the club had once been (Hocart 
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1931: 301). In Roviana however, the situation was slightly different. The wooden paddle-shaped 
club was known there as vedara, and this was maintained as a category quite separate from 
the axe. Axes in Roviana were generically called maho, and the long-handled variety was ka-
ramaho - the battle axe. Before the advent of iron axes, karamaho blades were made of stone, 
and similarly affixed to a long wooden handle. Very few of these stone axes have appeared in 
publications, but there appear to have been quite a variety of forms. The most common was a 
refined 'waisted blade' axe with a lenticular cross-section, made from a large flake of basaltic 
rock. A specimen of this type is present in Auckland Museum (38427), and has had all flake 
scars removed by hammer dressing and grinding. It was taken by Voyce from a skull house in 
Munda (recorded as ''.Ande shrine" in the museum catalogue), along with a similar stone axe, 
a club, and several shell artefacts. Several virtually identical specimens were recovered from 




Fig 6.17 Stone axes from Panaivili 
(source: Reeve 1989: 57 fig. 7) 
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second variety was recorded on terraces at the south-eastern end of the Nusa Roviana for-
tification (site 638.1). This was a polished bifacial adze/axe with an oval cross-section, made 
from a very fine-grained light-grey rock. Miller (1979: 152-5) has summarised the axe and adze 
collections in the Solomon Islands Museum, recording that those from the western Solomons 
generally conform to these two types. The majority of the New Georgian specimens are of 
the lenticular cross-section form (64% vs 27% oval cross-section), while those from Choiseul 
and Isabel are mainly the oval variety (65%). Other axes recorded in the New Georgia region 
include a large flanged example found by Miller (1979: 53) on Simbo, which conforms to the 
style of 'ceremonial' axes from the Bougainville-Choiseul area (Parkinson 1999 ). Likewise, a 
stone artefact collected in Marovo, and now on display in Auckland museum ("adze" 27219 ), is 
reminiscent of ceremonial axes from Bougainville (which themselves look like huge versions 
of the Roviana nut hammer, kanu). 
Now, I think the presence of precursors to the iron axe allows us to reconsider the impact 
of the latter. In purely functional terms, as a weapon of war, clubs and axes were used in close 
quarters combat, to deliver a crushing blow to the skull. Basic forensic pathology teaches us 
that all of these weapons were capable of causing significant damage (e.g. Hunter et al. 1996), 
and to quibble over the relative sharpness or durability of their materials is perhaps irrelevant, 
especially given the multitude of other factors involved in defeat or success: comparative de-
grees of skill and aggression; the predilection for surprise attacks on unarmed fishing parties, 
and so forth (see Hocart 1931, for examples). More importantly though, as the difference in 
tomahawk categorisation between Simbo and Roviana shows, the indigenous appropriation 
of iron was clearly conducted according to local understandings, and it varied according to 
the experiences of particular groups. The difference in terminology implies that there was no 
blanket recognition of the properties of iron axes, no standard form of appropriation. The 
adoption of technology is never neutral: Lemonnier (1993: 1) cites an example from George 
Brown's observations of warfare in the Solomons: 
The natives of Bougainville and Bouka [Buka] Islands do not use shields in fighting and they ridicule those 
who use them. If Alu [Shortland Islands] and Ruviana [Roviana] canoes are fighting, the Alu natives contend 
that the advantage is on their side, as only one or two men stand up and use the bow whilst the others paddle. 
In the Ruviana canoe, on the contrary, each man uses his shield, and so, having only one hand to paddle the 
canoes he is in the opinion of the Alu men at great disadvantage. (Brown 1910: 161) 
It is apparent that the efficacy of shields was not self-evident to all in the western Solomons, 
and their adoption was not a simple matter of considering how well they stopped arrows or 
saved lives. The use of shields in battle appears in this account as a point of difference, a 
distinguishing mark that proves to each party that their enemies reason in a different way. 
The actual merits of the thinking of the other side (potentially evidenced by an objective 
measure, e.g. relative number of deaths) are less important than the fact that the thinking 
is different, and can be contrasted negatively with one's own thinking - it is no coincidence 
that the context for establishing difference here was warfare, a practice predicated on radi-
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cal antinomy. This sense of differentiation was also inevitably linked to the pattern of baere 
partnerships and trade routes discussed above. Roviana warriors, of course, got their shields 
from Kusage, a partnership unlikely to have been shared by the Alu warriors of the Shortland 
Islands. Technological adoption inevitably evinced the relations of which one was a part. We 
can understand the use of axes in a similar way. 
Axes (like shields) exhibited two primary characteristics governing their adoption: their 
origin in particular relations, and the possibilities they offered for the creation of difference. 
The importance of these features must have been shared by both iron axes and their stone 
precursors. Although no geological sourcing studies have been carried out, an argument can 
be made that most of the stone axes found in the Munda-Nusa Roviana region, and probably 
Simbo too, were imported, and thus acquired through baere partnerships. This was certainly 
the case for the oval cross-section adze/axes described above - not only were these more 
common in Isabel and Choiseul (according to Miller's analysis), but they appear to have been 
made from rock not present in the comparatively recent volcanism of New Georgia. There are, 
for example, no known local sources of the fine-grained grey stone of which the oval adze/axe 
from Nusa Roviana was made (possibly metamorphosed sedimentary rock, of which there are 
sources in Isabel, Choiseul and Guadalcanal (Coulson 1985: 639-41)). The lenticular cross-sec-
tion axes may have been manufactured in New Georgia given that they are made from basalt 
and they are the most common variety. However, such axes were probably a specialist prod-
uct made by people with good access to fine-grained stone. In Roviana, locally made stone 
artefacts (bowls, nutting anvils, anthropomorphic figures, grinding stones) are usually carved 
from a much softer volcanic tuff or vesicular basalt that appears to have been more readily 
accessible there than hard, fine-grained rock. Supporting the notion that suitable stone was 
in short supply is that fact that locally-manufactured adzes (peqo) were only ever made from 
Tridacna shell. These are frequent finds on Nusa Roviana shrines. Oral traditions hint that 
specific rock types were imported from localised deposits however - Roviana people are held 
to have traded shell rings for 'greenstone' from Ghizo and 'blackstone' from Rendova (Dureau 
1994: 56, citing Reeve 1987). Again, this suggests that quality stone was rare in Roviana, and 
access to axes was dependent on relations with other butubutu. The axes described above as 
being stylistically close to those from Bougainville are further evidence that axes were being 
imported ..., only the flanged axe recorded on Simbo has been subjected to geological analysis, 
but it was found to have been made from a non-local "quartz basalt" such as basaltic andesite, 
implying that it was not made on Simbo (Miller 1979: 53). 
The suggestion that axes had always been an item acquired through trade relations in 
Roviana is important because it means that the replacement of indigenous stone varieties with 
iron had social as well as material implications. The preference for iron may have been less 
about its material properties than the means of its acquisition, and the effect of its adoption 
may have been a realignment of trade networks as much as an ability to cut more efficiently. 
Let's consider this in more detail. 
If, prior to European arrival, the people of Roviana acquired axes through partnerships 
with neighbouring butubutu, then axes can be said to have been involved in the expansion 
of relations. In order to receive axes, baere relationships, involving long-lasting peace and 
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alliance, had to be nurtured by ba1Jara. As such, axes brought people together, and can be 
thought of as one way in which ba1Jara gathered followers about themselves, sustaining moral 
obligations between parties who were otherwise unrelated. Then again, axes were necessary 
for extending personal agency in a singularly violent fashion, and it is somewhat ironic that, 
in opposition to their acquisition, their use resulted in the severance of relationships. Perhaps 
it is here that we can best see the importance of the moral bond of the baere trade partnership 
- giving axes to people who were not kin would not be particularly safe if it were not for the 
fact that the parties were obligated to each other 'like brothers'. Giving a person from outside 
one's kindred an axe was a mark of absolute trust and friendship. 
Using an axe, however, was the exact opposite. The habitual carrying of axes, as observed 
by Hocart (1931), revealed people in a particular light - generically as capable, efficacious 
persons shouldering an ability to alter the world, but specifically as persons capable of vio-
lence. When, before battle, men placed rings on the inatu1JU shrine and declared "[t]his is the 
club, thou the inatu1Ju. Grant me an enemy to slay, and let me club" (Hocart 1931: 308), they 
became visible as killers through the efficacy of their weapons - the appearance of clubs/axes 
made them warriors ('clubs appear'). It also made others visible as enemies. Enacting violence 
against particular groups of people necessarily pushed those groups into a space beyond the 
need for morality. Violence was an act of dissolution, severing any relationships that did or 
might exist. This created boundaries to kin groups, as is recorded in the archetypal violence 
of Roviana oral histories: the wars between the cousins Tae-barJara and Odikana, and the 
brothers Qutu, Gove, and Raro, resulted in the different butubutu of Roviana, Munda and 
Saikile (chapter four). These oral traditions relate an extreme form of severance, and exem-
plify events conceived as the inverse of moral sociality: attacking one's kin. This is reflected in 
the way in which Tae-bal)ara, the definitive violent ba1Jara, is characterised in oral tradition as 
blood-thirsty, brutal and irrational, embodying a dangerous antisocial personhood perhaps 
best captured by his name: tae = shit. 
The above suggests that axes were intimately involved in the definition of persons of three 
different forms: the creation of allies (baere), the revelation of warriors (varane), and the des-
ignation of enemies (kana ). However, insofar as it was ba1Jara who negotiated tribal allegiance 
and enmity, we can think of axes as being primarily part of a ba1Jara's agency in managing 
butubutu identity. For ba1Jara, the important characteristics of axes,were their origins in rela-
tions and their material potential for damage, because it was according to these that a balance 
between expanding and restricting the butubutu could be achieved. If axes lent ba1Jara agency 
in the definition of enemies from followers, their acquisition forced an expansion of alliances. 
Concomitantly, it was the social role of ba1Jara that animated axes in this direction, because it 
was ba1Jara who embodied both the entrepreneurial skill and warrior efficacy of the butubutu. 
Acting as the entrepreneurial head of a descent group, ba1Jara tended to accumulate followers 
and expand the butubutu, but, through the organisation of headhunting, they demonstrated 
difference and supremacy. Axes were thus intertwined with the agency of ba1Jara and their 
butubutu followers in a more complex fashion than a consideration of their functional prop-




If we think of axes as embodying two oppositional exchange relations - one of friendship 
and alliance, the other of violence and dissolution - then it is also evident that they spanned 
the distinction between the moral obligations of barter, and the object-creating amoralism of 
war. As noted above, this distinction was essential in terms of an axe's acquisition - the use of 
an axe was not a considered possibility during the act of its exchange, because of the moral-
ity of barter. During barter, the movement of axes was nothing more or less than evidence 
of a balanced reciprocity between the parties, an epitome of moral sociality, albeit directed 
towards achieving an oppositional form of agency outside the bounds of that relationship. 
Violence was anathema in this context. However, when turning away from the barter rela-
tionship towards enemy others, axes became a violence-enhancing part of a warrior's person. 
Even so, their origins were not forgotten in use - axes fell with the weight of the allegiances 
that produced them, since headhunting raids were commonly supported and aided by the 
followers of allied ba1Jara (Hocart n.d[ e]: 9 ). The effect was to draw a boundary around moral 
sociality, including allies whilst excluding everyone else. This exclusion produced an external 
context in which morality had no bearing on relations between people because the sharing 
and reciprocity of'friends' and kin was absent. Headhunting was neither good nor bad: it ex-
isted entirely beyond those terms. And unlike barter, the primary focus was on the acquisition 
of objectified things. 
Headhunting was an extreme form of alienation, in that it sought to separate people from 
their personhood, turning them into objects: trophy heads. If axes were personified, then the 
effect of their use was to objectify persons. This objectification is evidenced in a banal way by 
the practice of dehumanising enemies as animal prey. As Aswani (2000: 62) has noted, victims 
from Isabel were referred to as heheoku, a species of red fish, and victims from Choiseul were 
called valiri, a species of black fish; the dead could also be called 'slaughtered pigs: Missionary 
accounts, perhaps apocryphally, describe the Roviana attitude to Isabel and Choiseul as one 
of either total contempt or apathy, exemplified by the reply Rev. Goldie allegedly received 
upon enquiring why they killed the people of Choiseul: "Well, if we don't, who will?" (Luxton 
1955: 69). But headhunting denied personhood in another way - it separated people from 
their relations. Enacted as a metaphysical battle, headhunting was always more than simple 
bodily violence - in killing their enemies, warriors destroyed the efficacy of another group: 
by defeating the ancestral potency of their rivals; by abducting with heads so that they could 
not be enshrined; and by creating malevolent tomate filled with rage at their improper death. 
Defeat in these terms was tantamount to losing one's humanity. Indeed a person died even if 
they survived - pinausu were "really supposed to be dead" (Hocart 1931: 306). In the eyes of 
the victors a captive or an enemy head had no claim to personhood in that both were entirely 
severed from their relations: they were objects. This did not imply that they had no mean-
ing, or, in the case of a captive, that they did not themselves remember their past and kin, 
but, it did mean that they were open to being 'used' in ways that did not acknowledge their 
origins insofar as they were alienated from them. While a captive or a head might have been 
recognised as being from a particular place, this did not matter in terms of their social status 
( although it may have come to matter later for pinausu who were nurtured as kin). 
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Heads particularly, became nothing but indices of successful raiding. After the vapeza and 
sulu boso ceremonies, when the hair and ears of the victim were burnt for the inatUIJU tomate 
(see Hocart 1931: 314), the head was rendered void of any personal content. Hung in the rafters 
of the paele men's house, heads were considered pinera or spoils of battle - a term that is used 
for anything taken by force, without compensation. Aswani (2000: 62) notes that ba1Jara and 
warriors kept a tally of the heads they had captured (ninae batu boso), with the number being 
a measure of success and efficacy. Enumeration evidenced how the potent tomate had blessed 
the warriors, and how the warriors had enjoined the spirit's response. Heads in the rafters said 
more about the relationship between the victors and their ancestors than it did about relations 
with the tribes from whom the heads were taken. 
It might be argued that 'enemies' is a form of relationship too, the simple reverse of 'al-
lies: But this is inaccurate in this context - the effect of headhunting was not to 'create en-
emies: it was to offset or enframe sociality; it did not present one butubutu as the most potent 
amongst many other (enemy) butubutu, it claimed potency, personhood and sociality as the 
sole province of the victors - everyone else was as nothing, beyond those boundaries. This 
is why violence against enemies and the acquisition of objects was amoral rather than im-
moral. Killing a family member or friend would be wrong, as would stealing from them, but 
killing or stealing from an enemy was nothing more than taking something that was there to 
be taken. There was no sense of shared sociality so there were no grounds for negotiation or 
compensation of relationships, no grounds for empathy - the only common referent was the 
clashing bodies of participants in the exchange, understood as nothing more than things to 
be disassembled and acquired. 
The social importance of axes must be considered to be intertwined with these forms 
of action and personhood definition. Axes were always a kind of hybrid, balanced between 
their acquisition and employment, and this mapped directly on to the definition of per-
sons involved in peaceful and violent forms of 'exchange'. Our understanding of how axes of 
European origin came to be adopted must necessarily pay attention to the particularities of 
these interactions. My argument is that iron axe adoption amounted to a permutation of a 
pattern that had probably been established for years - a permutation that, nevertheless, had 
quite significant effects. 
When Europeans first brought iron axes to New Georgia they mainly gave them to people 
on the island of Simbo. Although relatively isolated, with poor natural resources, Simbo had 
deep harbours and a group of people with a reputation amongst the voyaging community of 
whalers and traders as being relatively friendly. As has been noted, many weapons and even 
some foods (such as taro) were traditionally imported to Simbo from neighbouring islands: 
spears and bows came from the Shortland Islands, and shields came from Kusage via Roviana 
(Hocart 1931: 301). Europeans bringing iron axes slotted neatly into this pattern. The fact that 
the people of Simbo termed these new axes manja or clubs, suggests either that axes had never 
been linguistically distinguished from clubs, or, that stone axes were a relative rarity on the 
island. The latter seems most likely. Given the reliance on trade partnerships for acquisition 
of specialist products, and the geological details of axes mentioned above, Simbo may have 
only had intermittent access to the stone variety. Whatever the case, visiting Europeans rep-
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resented a reasonably stable opportunity to link into axe trading networks. And, according 
to Cheyne, this is exactly what Simbo traders did: they began taking iron axes to Roviana in 
exchange for tortoiseshell. As has been noted previously this tortoiseshell was then traded 
back to Europeans for more axes - European traders were giving one axe head in return for as 
little as 1 Y2-3lbs of tortoiseshell (Shineberg 1971b: 305). Quite quickly both Roviana and Simbo 
had a plentiful supply of iron axes, and stone was abandoned. 
This alignment of iron axe trade networks was part of a lasting alliance between ba1Jara 
on Simbo, and ba1Jara in Roviana. It must also have severed relations with the trade partners 
who had previously supplied stone axes to Roviana: particularly those from further afield 
· such as Choiseul or Isabel. People from Roviana were still going to these latter places - not 
to acquire axes, but to acquire heads with their axes. And, on the way to the headhunting 
grounds was Vaghena in Manning Straits, an important location for gathering the shell of the 
hawksbill turtle. According to Hocart's informants in Munda, the Roviana people would go to 
a portion of eastern Vaghena to which the family of Zhauma ( the owner of the serubule charm 
related in chapter five) had fishing rights. 
The people ofRoviana used to go to Manning Straits to fish or catch turtle; sometimes they went headhunting 
besides. Now they have given up turtling in Manning Straits since Europeans have got the fishing rights; a 
few islands are still fair [?], but not enough. The Vella Lavellans still go sometimes. As for the Eddystonians 
[Simbo] they can't catch turtle; they are bushmen; they eat plenty of pig and that makes them [sea]sick; they 
do not go about like the Roviana men everywhere ... Since the advent of traders they eat the flesh and sell 
the shell; they bring a few home alive. The way it began was that they once two [sic - took] some shell to 
Eddystone and the people there told them to keep it for the Europeans. (Hocart n.d[q]: 1) 
There was clearly some symmetry to the network of relations in which iron axes and 
Europeans were engaged. European production of axes was balanced against their demand 
for shell, and the Roviana production of shell was balanced against their demand for axes. 
Tortoiseshell and axes were seen to be analogous in terms of their origins because Europeans 
were the 'cause' of the transaction - they elicited turtle catching by their donation of axes to 
the people of Simbo, who gave them to the people of Roviana, who in turn had to give tor-
toiseshell back. We might say that turtle hunting was caused by the agency of Europeans, and 
so the shell belonged to them. Equally though, iron axes were caused by the tortoiseshell pro-
duction of Roviana people, and so belonged to them: Cheyne, for example, hired a Chinese 
blacksmith (who turned out to be incompetent) and shipped bars of iron for the express pur-
pose of making axes for New Georgia. Thus, tortoiseshell and axes were viewed as a matched 
pair, and could be bartered according to trade partnerships. The fact that Roviana men used 
axes to attack the people of Choiseul or Isabel during turtle catching expeditions meant that 
there was a secondary level of appropriateness to these transactions, conforming to a pattern 
that balanced alliance against violence. 
Long-distance headhunting raids to Choiseul and Isabel increased between the 1870s and 
1890s (Bennett 1987, Jackson 1978). Perhaps not coincidentally, this was also the time when 
European traders really began to establish themselves in Roviana and allied islands. They had 
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married in to Roviana butubutu, and had acquired land on which to build permanent trade 
stores. I think an argument can be made that this gradually turned iron axes ( and other trade 
goods) into an 'indigenous' item - they were acquired from people who through marriage 
and residence had become part of the butubutu, or, at the very least, were resident baere. This 
must have had lasting repercussions for the long-distance networks of baere partnerships 
that had previously been established through trade - an impact probably much greater than 
any qualities exhibited by the things the Europeans brought. The part of axes that established 
bonds between people ( their acquisition through friendly barter relations) was internalised, 
merely reinforcing the reciprocity people already shared with group members. At the same 
time however, the violent relationship-severing quality of axes was amplified, in that it could 
now be applied to a greater amount of people from outside the group. In terms of indigenous 
relations, the result was the production of a New Georgian enclave, whose partnerships ex-
tended towards Australia and Europe. 
Changes in indigenous alliances at this time are reflected in oral traditions recorded by 
Hocart in Munda. His informants held that prior to the rule of a ba11ara named 'Pequ' (per-
haps in the 1860s, see figure 3.7), the people of Roviana only went headhunting in Isabel. 
However, during Pequ's reign, the people of Choiseul became a target because a war party 
from there had killed the ba11ara's sister. Informants declared that Ingava, the successor of 
Pequ, only ever fought in Choiseul, while other ba11ara simply added that island to Isabel as 
a valid locale for raids. At the same time that these distant groups were becoming legitimate 
targets, local enemies became friends: "In the olden days they also used to catch heads in Vella 
Lavella'' (Hocart n.d[r]: 1) but this was stopped when a ba11ara named 'Mbitia, who married 
in to Munda, established lasting peace by giving rings to other Roviana ba11ara, calling upon 
them to cease fighting: 
"I will go to Vella Lavella and give them shell rings''. The mbangara ofRoviana all went over to Vella Lavella 
and gave 6 to 10 shell rings to each mbangara. The mbangara ofVella Lavella came to Roviana with shell rings. 
After that Roviana, Eddystone, Vella Lavella etc. did not fight with one another any longer but only against 
Ysabel and Choiseul. Mbitia gave rings to mbangara of Eddystone, Ganongga and Lunggu, but there was no 
fighting with them. Penggu would not fight them because they were like "two brothers". (Ho cart n.d [ r J: 2) 
It would be an exaggeration to claim that this shift in alliances and partnerships was 
solely a result of European residence. Local politics was at play just as it had always been, with 
retribution a common justification for the initiation of conflict, as in the case of Pequ's sister 
being killed by the men of Choiseul. But, it is clear that the confluence of events was such that 
the outcome of skirmishes was amplified and rendered long-lasting. The internalisation and 
retraction of trade partnerships that occurred with European residence allowed a situation 
whereby sociality could be effectively limited without the need for alliances beyond the New 
Georgia region. Choiseul could be attacked with regularity because there was no common 
sociality with them left to share, all partnerships were dissolved. Rather than consider this to 
have upset the balance of equilibrium, we might say that it amounted to the effective resolu-
tion of a contradiction. Certainly ba11ara such as Ingava, who seems to have spun his author-
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ity from patronage of European trade and success in attacking Choiseul, must have seen it 
this way. Managing the butubutu was, perhaps, a simpler proposition in a context where many 
trade goods could be acquired at home, and opportunities for collecting heads elsewhere 
were abundant. The cessation of conflict within the New Georgian region was facilitated and 
encouraged by the localisation of trade, and this simultaneously encouraged raiding beyond 
New Georgia. 
In the terms I have outlined, iron axes, and probably other trade items too, were suc-
cessfully introduced or desired, given or appropriated, because their origins and properties 
meshed with coherent systems of cultural practice. We might say that they were 'good to thinK, 
or perhaps better, were good things with which to act. They enabled categories of action and 
consequent revelations of personhood in a manner acceptable to the parties involved. As I 
have argued for shell rings, and the other things of Roviana, the value of exchange items lay 
not in some apparent worth - a sharpness, hardness or labour cost equation - but in what the 
transaction and its results revealed about the agency of persons. Axes are a particularly good 
example of this because they mediated two forms of exchange, providing an edge with which 
friends and enemies, persons and things could be defined. As such, they were never a neutral 
technology, but were always intertwined with the form of relations. 
Conclusion 
I began this chapter with a claim that we might think of shell rings as a particular kind of 
technology- a means of eliciting efficacious persons. To an extent this amounted to a redefi-
nition of what Western common-sense takes technology to be. Rather than make shell rings 
look like utilitarian tools, I sought to imply that technology can 'work' in a manner akin to 
Melanesian exchange systems in that it brings forth people and things. By ending this chapter 
with an analysis of iron axes, I have brought this viewpoint to bear on things common-sense 
would confine to utilitarian tool status, by making them look like Melanesian exchange media. 
In this manner I have completed a circle. 
But the redefinition of technology was not my primary goal. Rather I have used the term 
as a foil for what anthropology takes to be a separate realm of social life: exchange. Whereas 
the study of exchange normally focuses on relations between persons and the value of things, 
technology is thought to be a mode of action: exchange is a way of moving material things in 
order to alter relationships; technology is a way of using material things in order to alter the 
world. By bringing technology into the exchange equation I have been able to refocus on the 
importance of action in exchange - to make exchange a matter of agency and personhood, as 
well as relations. In each of the examples I have provided, exchange media appear as things at-
tached or detached from people in order to extend or restrict agency in particular directions. 
Efficacy is the consuming interest in Roviana exchange. 
The contrast between keeping and giving that ordered my analysis, serves to categorise 
different permutations of this concern with agency according to their social effects. Shell rings 
that were inherited (kept), for example, enchained persons vertically, replicating agents in a 
conservative way, containing forms of ancestral efficacy within a lineage. In contrast, shell 
rings that were exchanged laterally between contemporaries (given), created horizontal en-
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chainments, producing a field of expanding relations with efficacy flowing outwards from 
'root' or 'origin' sources. At this point we might add a third category derived from the analysis 
-
of the use of axes in headhunting - a realm of amoral exchange in which object acquisition 
was the primary goal. The social effect of this latter category was to sever or restrict relations, 
defining a realm beyond which efficacy could only be enacted, rather than transferred. The 
exchange forms of keeping, giving and acquiring can thus be compared with their social ef-
fects of replicating, expanding and severing relations. 
These categorisations are obviously a product of my analysis, but I think that they can 
be thought of as shared to some degree by Roviana people during the nineteenth century. In 
particular, the role of a ba1Jara as butubutu manager revolved around these concerns. Because 
exchange was conducted within a context of competition over claims of genealogical creden-
tials, and was a mode of filiation, its social effects were always considered. Exchange revealed 
people as agents by aligning them in particular lineage and kin-like formations - even in 
barter, unrelated persons were made to appear 'like brothers' (siblings), sharing obligations 
and rights. The consequences of any particular exchange, then, were by necessity carefully 
evaluated, because of what they implied about identity and the source of one's agency. In a 
context of many possibilities (afforded by bilateral filiation and competitive leadership) ex-
change achieved definition. Numerous authors, from Mauss (1990: 14) and Malinowski (1961 
[1922]: 95-6) onwards, have pointed out that exchange is a risky business - extortion, loss and 
subjection to bad deals are all a possibility; a gift may be rejected; a person may be enlarged 
or diminished, lose the shirt off their back, or even their life. In the modern West the dangers 
are economic, or to do with pride and standing, but in Roviana, exchange was an ontological 
problem: the formation or dissolution of one's person was at issue. 
I. consider this to be a more satisfactory characterisation of Roviana exchange than might 
be provided by an analysis directed towards deciding whether this was a gift or commodity 
economy. Although these terms have cropped up from time to time throughout the chapter, 
I have resisted using them categorically. Nevertheless, I have to admit that my account has 
tended to stress characteristics closer to the gift side of the equation. The fact that Thomas 
(1991) has used some of the same evidence to explicitly argue for commoditisation, and other 
authors have implicitly adopted a similar perspective (e.g. McKinnon 1975; Bennett 1988), 
simply reveals the degree to which our analytical constructs shape particular accounts. Of 
course, I would argue that the empirical evidence fits my account better than others, and 
I wouldn't go so far as to follow Strathern (1988) and declare it a 'fiction' as if it were only a 
thought experiment. This is the problem with using strict dichotomies as analytical tools: for 
the sake of honesty it is necessary to couch the result in disclaimers, because it is obvious that 
nothing is ever so strict in life, and it is unlikely that people understand their lives in the terms 
used by anthropologists. So, I say the Roviana economy tends towards the gift formulation, 
but would resist anything stricter. 
After all, Roviana differs significantly from the Papuan Highlands cultures with which 
Strathern primarily supports her case: kinship was cognatic rather than matrilineal or pat-
rilineal; initiation rituals appear to have been peripheral at best; semen was not 'transacted'; 
there was no formalised competitive gift exchange, no kula or moka; pigs made people sea-
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sick.· But let's not go too far: my account gels with Strathern's 'Melanesia' in many respects, not 
least in my focus on exchange as revelation - a position shared with Munn (1986). It is not 
really valid to discount theoretical insights on the basis of dissimilarity in expression. I cannot 
agree with Dureau for example, when she disputes the applicability of Strathern's findings for 
the Simbo case: 
Strathern holds [that] ... things and people, parts of things and parts of people appear equivalent. If partible 
persons may be objectified, things may be personified. On Simbo, these equivalencies do not occur; nor do 
they appear to have occurred in the past. In part, this may be because exchange is not the sine qua non of 
social life. A different kind of reciprocity prevails. That between tavitina is diffuse ... That between ban.ara 
and followers was explicitly hierarchical: ban.ara bought their followers' loyalty with feasting. While they 
also exacted tribute from them, this was limited by the followers' ability to change allegiance. Other than at 
weddings and times of crisis, such as peacemaking, presentations were not formally reciprocated, and even 
on these occasions, the exchange was a single event. Successful headtakers were rewarded on a single occasion 
with rings belonging to the sponsoring ban.ara. The greatest feasting was that associated with the mortuary 
rituals of great ban.ara. Here again, there was no idea of implicit or explicit exchange with other groups. 
(Dureau 1994: 284, n.10) 
There is no evidence of the great competitive prestation cycles familiar to readers of New 
Guinea ethnography in the accounts we have of the New Georgian past. Reciprocity was cer-
tainly different. But it is not, I have argued, appropriate to deploy commodity metaphors in 
lieu of this absence - the support of followers was not 'bought'; a successful warrior was not 
'rewarded'. The mistake Dureau makes is to look for a reciprocal and balanced movement of 
objects over time, and deny the attachment of people and things in instances when this does 
not occur. When a warrior was given' rings, it was an act of compensation, not reward: it was 
a return for an efficacy made evident, and ultimately owed to ancestors. 'Parts of things' and 
'parts of people' were equivalent in these exchanges because it was personal agency that was 
being reciprocated. Moreover, the movement of rings acknowledged and revealed the com-
position of persons from relations - the warrior's rings were given back to the inatu1Ju shrine 
owner, who made offerings to the tomate; the entire community derived benefits. Reciprocity 
in New Georgia was enacted according to fields of agency, it flowed through chains of persons 
organised in genealogical and kinship terms, acknowledging their composite makeup. Thus, 
the understanding of persons and things was very similar to Strathern's description, even if 
the expression was entirely different. Exchange surely was a sine qua non of sociality, albeit not 
always the form of exchange Dureau has in mind. 
Disparities in expression do make a difference however: as I have said, Roviana only tends 
towards a gift-economy. In the realm of sociality reciprocity flowed, but beyond there was 
violence and object acquisition. Headhunting was conducted with a view to internal relations 
with ancestors in a gift-like manner, but the way it was enacted amounted to objectification 
and alienation. Roviana people knew very well how to act like amoral consumers. This is an 
extreme example - a more subtle one is provided by the gradient of abstraction I have noted 
in relation to shell rings. Rings in Roviana were conceptualised as parts of persons, and were 
circulated as such. Mostly they travelled as potent things, able to compensate for the agency 
of persons and convey agency to persons in certain contexts. They were efficacious and made 
the abstract notion of efficacy thinkable, useable and transferable in social terms. The implica-
tion of a ring inherited by the successor of a ba11ara was, however, different from a ring used 
within a baere context, given in return for a shield or package of nuts. Both entailed the revela-
tion of persons in terms of their relationships, and both amounted to the elicitation of forms 
of agency, creating enchainment, but they differ in terms of their abstraction. The inheritance 
of a ring was specific in terms of the relationship elicited and efficacy conveyed (it substi-
tuted one person for another) whereas the receipt of a ring in barter was generalised in these 
terms (it balanced persons and things in terms of their origins). The latter was made possible 
by the former because it was an abstraction of it, analogous in terms of the outcome of the 
exchange (enchainment) but stripped of its specific content. This was reflected to a degree in 
the physical appearance of rings - the embellished bakiha rapoto used in succession versus 
the plain poata used in barter. Similar degrees of abstraction are evident in the difference be-
tween named bareke attached to 11ati hiama versus generic bareke placed on tamasa shrines, 
or hokata used in divination versus those given by men to have sex with bibolo. Indeed this 
gradient of abstraction has guided my presentation of different shell ring transactions - the 
primary axioms of shell ring use have been traced from the restricted contexts of inheritance 
( of potency, role, or status) to the more liquid realms of barter and compensation. 
Gradients go both ways of course, and read backwards, this chapter might trace the 
gradual embellishment of rings once used in barter through successive levels of concretisa-
tion, ending with the rings used in the transferral of specific efficacies between parents and 
children. The bakiha rapoto might be seen as an embellished form of poata. Each point of 
view is valid because the gradient is not historical or evolutionary - this is not evidence for 
Gell's (1992) argument that one end of the gradient was necessarily antecedent to the other. 
Abstraction wa.s a gradient of use, in which forms of ring exchange gained their significance 
from being relationally positioned according to other exchanges. Nevertheless, I prefer the 
view of increasing abstraction presented in this chapter because it reflects a hierarchy of value 
arguably shared by the people of Roviana - affiliated with ba11ara, tamasa or tomate the least 
abstracted rings were thought of as the 'base' or 'origin: 
Abstraction is usually held to be a characteristic of commoditisation, and I appear to be 
outlining a first stage in the abstraction process described by Simmel (1978) as leading to the 
power of modern money, which is indifferent to its many uses. But, as with my treatment 
of gift-like exchange, I wouldn't go so far. In the discussion of barter exchange and baere 
partnerships it became apparent that shell rings could only be considered a commodity if 
we ignored the moral context of the partnership. I would also argue that, in Roviana, it was 
precisely to the degree that shell rings were personalised as efficacious parts, that they could 
achieve adequate equivalence in such transactions. Unlike commodity fetishism, which sepa-
rates product from producer giving it an occult life of its own, the power of shell rings reaf-
firmed the centrality of human agency in their presence. Nevertheless it is important to note 
that the gradient of abstraction evident in different uses of ring (if not entirely in their form), 
enabled a fluidity that would arguably be less possible in an axiomatic gift economy. 
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In summation then, my account of the social use of shell rings differs from stereotypical 
portrayals of both gift and commodity systems. Roviana exchange occupied a place between 
these analytical polarities and is not best served by the employment of any strict dichotomy. 
In describing the social life of rings and people I have preferred to stress the importance of ac-
tion in transaction, thereby allowing a less dichotomised analysis. This approach is justified by 
the fact that it reflects the primary concern in the Roviana use of shell rings: agency. Even in 
their most abstracted form, shell rings were always personified in that they embodied efficacy, 
a quality of human action. Made from the exuviae of tamasa, rings were causal things, effica-
cious at bringing forth or eliciting responses - this was their technology. This quality persisted 
whether they were used to make tamasa calm a storm or fertilise land, enjoin tomate to bring 
good favour or divine their wishes, reveal a person as ba1Jara, separate a brother from his 
sister, join persons in a baere pairing, or compel the realisation of an equivalent part or thing 
as detachable in exchange. Rings were mana at causing social others to act, thereby lending 
agency to their wielder, and, in a context where agency was always relational, they were the 
truest technology. In their refined minimalism they approached Mauss's 'pure efficacy: but 
in transcendent, materialised form. In these terms shell rings achieved a kind of social per-
manence in life, surpassing the transience of human success in particular endeavours. Their 
blank hardness, and their constant circulation through life, gave them an existence beyond 
that of single encounters and persons, as they helped constitute a lasting spatiotemporal field 
of effective sociality. It is tempting to follow Weiner (1992) and argue that shell rings were the 
only parts of people that could not die, surpassing individual lives as they became embed-
ded in particular lineal arrangements of successively encompassed persons. Unfortunately 
however, this would not be correct: shell rings could die, just like people. My final chapter 




1he Broken Circle 
No thing lasts forever. Shattered on the shrines of Roviana, shell rings came to a definitive 
end. Some were buried in caches and subsequently forgotten, and there are legends today of 
lost troves under the gardens of Nusa Roviana. Others were simply misplaced - single rings 
occasionally turn up on paths or at the edge of the forest. A few rings made their way into the 
hands of collectors, eventually being deposited in museums, but these were removed from 
their life of circulation even if physically preserved. In this chapter I explore various ways in 
which shell rings were severed from the realms of circulation previously discussed. We might 
think of this as a social death, parallel to the life trajectory of people. If so, we must be open 
to the possibility of some continuance, for in Roviana death was a transitional event rather 
than a final termination - old people became ancestors, captive pinausu were renamed and 
remade. Accordingly then, my analysis in this section will progress from modes of shell ring 
'death', to the possibility of their transformed persistence in the lives of people. 
Considering the death of rings is worthwhile for several reasons, among them the simple 
fact that it is a logical end to an analysis that has tracked their biography from initial manufac-
ture and origins ('birth') to their attachment to persons in circulation ('life'). More important 
than analytical symmetry however, is the fact that the removal of rings from circulation was a 
purposeful activity directed towards specific social goals, another kind of 'use: These goals ob-
viously differed depending on the form of removal, since rings broken on shrines are clearly 
distinguishable from those collected in museums in terms of the consequences. The latter 
might be thought of as a Western mode of rendering rings inalienable, forcing them to bear 
a constant inferential meaning away from the multiple outcomes of exchange. In contrast, 
breaking rings on shrines immediately conjures images of sacrifice. The underlying similar-
ity is that both of these practices were guided by a desire to fasten rings in time and space, to 
end their otherwise endless circulation in acts that amounted to objectification. My analysis 
supposes that whatever the differences in the means and reasons for arresting the movement 
of rings, we can compare these as similar expressions of the personification of things and the 
objectification of people and relations. 
The death of people & things 
I am going to begin with the active destruction of rings. What I describe will be limited to the 
specific context of the deposition of shell rings on shrines, because the data here is greatest. 
It is possible that shell rings were purposefully broken in other circumstances too ( e.g. the 
vaba1Jaria ceremony), but of this we know very little. As has been described in chapter five, 
the shrines and other archaeological sites on Nusa Roviana contain great quantities of broken 
shell rings and other artefacts, providing ample material with which to discuss destruction. 
Overall, about 76% of the ring assemblage is fragmentary, and although some of this break-
age may have been accidental or the product of at least a hundred years of neglect, most of 
the evidence suggests it was generally purposeful and occurred at the time of deposition or 
shortly before. 
An analysis of fragmentation by ring type reveals that Tridacna rings are considerably more 
fragmented than the smaller Conus ring varieties: 84% of bareke, 94% of poata (incl. bakiha), 
and 96% of hokata are fragments, while only 13% of hinuili and 12% of bulau are broken. 
This difference is unlikely to be a result of post-depositional or natural taphonomy: we could 
expect that fragile hinuili would have a greater breakage rate than the robust bareke if these 
were the sole causative factors. I would suggest that Conus rings were deposited on shrines 
when still whole, as elicitory offerings or lashed to the skulls of the dead, whilst Tridacna rings 
were more commonly deposited in a broken state, for reasons that will be discussed below. 
Variations in breakage patterns within each category on the other hand, may well be a result of 
the susceptibility of different rings to damage: hokata for example are much more fragile than 
bareke and show greater fragmentation. The most likely origin of post-depositional breakage 
is shock caused by rings falling from a height - historic photographs show that whole rings 
were sometimes suspended from skull houses raised above the coral cobbles of shrines, or 
dangled from the roots of upturned tree-stumps in the case of tamasa shrines. These were not 
particularly great heights (less than 2 metres), but it is likely that the more fragile rings broke 
when their support decayed and they fell onto the cobbles. I would estimate that perhaps less 
than 15% of the ring assemblage broke in this way- a figure arrived at by the supposition that 
Conus rings were deposited whole (up to 13% of them are broken), and the fact that hokata are 
12% more broken than bareke (which would generally survive short drops). 
In any case, only a small proportion of the rings deposited on shrines are likely to have 
originally been suspended above the cobbles. On Nusa Roviana, the extant skull houses are 
of sheet coral construction sitting directly on cobble mounds, thus providing no height from 
which to fall, and many shrines have artefacts placed undisturbed within small alcoves and 
caches under clam shells or beneath cobbles and slabs. Not all shrines had skull houses. Many 
simply consisted of coral mounds with artefacts scattered over the surface, as well as within 
the cobble construction. During my surveys, portions of shell rings were found deposited 
under cobbles up to a depth of 70 cm (e.g. sites 1297.3, 1237), and most shrines had ring frag-
ments positioned within the matrix of their construction. This suggests that some shrines 
were reworked or built up over time, with successive depositions occurring throughout the 
years. A test excavation of a typical shrine in Kalikoqu (site 1417) revealed a construction se-
quence involving an initial piling of soil and midden material from the surrounding ground 
surface, followed by a layer of coral cobbles and fragmented artefacts. Later these were sealed 
with more cobbles positioned on top, and more artefacts deposited on the surface of the 
shrine (figure 7.1). This reworking is perhaps evidence of the shrine 'cleaning' rituals recorded 
by Hocart (1922: 107-11) during which elements of the shrine were disassembled and reassem-
bled, but is more likely to reflect the fact that these were places that people returned to many 
times, placing offerings for the tomate at periodic ceremonies, over and over again. Certain 
shrines (sites 736.2, 1237) appear almost entirely composed of ring fragments and debris from 
their manufacture, with the original cobble mound buried below. It is highly unlikely that this 
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Fig. 7.1 Plan and stratigraphy of site 1417, Kalikoqu 
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depositional accretion would result in such a large proportion of rings becoming fragmented 
accidentally. Importantly, refitting experiments proved, on the whole, to be unsuccessful ( < 
2% refit rate) , which, even allowing for scattering or removal, suggests that most rings did not 
simply fall onto shrines or break post-deposition in situ. 
As hinted above, the difference in fragmentation rates between Tridacna and Conus rings 
can be explained by differences in the social contexts of their deposition and use. I argued 
in chapter five that hinuili and bulau were made specifically for ritual purposes, including 
transactions with the spirit world - for Hocart (n.d[h]: 3) they were the equivalent of Chinese 
paper money, the currency of the dead. Such rings were miniaturised cognates of the large 
Poata that circulated amongst the living, and, when seen on shrines or lashed to the skull of 
the deceased, they indexed the same kind of efficacious potency. Such rings had become parts 
of the tomate within the shrine, previously given to elicit their response, or serving as ears 
with which they could hear. On Simbo, Hocart recorded numerous instances of ovala, the 
equivalent of Roviana hinuili, being given as offerings to tomate "whether ... put in the skull 
house, or thrown into the sea, or tied inside the canoe" (n.d[h] : 3). In each case they seem to 
have been offered whole. 
Poata, on the other hand, do not generally appear as ritual offerings in Hocart's texts. 
Instead they tend to move between paired living persons in the kinds of transactions dis-
cussed in chapter six. But Poata were deposited on shrines for other reasons. After the death 
of a person, the rings of the deceased were smashed: "broken shell-rings, shields and other 
belongings may be left beside the corpse, or in a special stone enclosure called era, in another 
place, or on some shrine" (Hocart 1922: 82). So, rather than being used as offerings to tomate, 
Tridacna rings tended to be placed on shrines as the assembled detritus of the dead - at the 
end of a life cycle in which they had circulated amongst the living. Normatively they were 
parts of living persons and so could only enter the spirit world when they had themselves 
'died' through breakage. We might suggest then, that the physical characteristics of each ring 
type reflected their differing locations on a gradient between the living and the dead: Conus 
rings were small, lightweight and sometimes roughly made, echoing the diffuse and broken 
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world of the spirits, perhaps already existing halfway between that world and this; Tridacna 
rings were large and solid with the feel of permanence in their polished form, clearly existing 
in the here and now. While breaking Conus rings would be unnecessary, for Tridacna varieties 
it was essential to their end. 
According to the Simbo evidence then, Conus rings were deposited on shrines as offer-
ings to ancestral spirits, whilst Tridacna varieties were only put there after the death of their 
owner. It is possible, however, that this seemingly rigid distinction was either a peculiarity of 
Simbo, or an effect of bias in Hocart's account. Tridacna rings were relatively scarce on Simbo 
in comparison to Roviana ( the shell ring 'manufacturing district') and people may have been 
reluctant to dispose of them as offerings. Alternatively, Hocart may simply have not observed 
any instances of their use in this way. On Nusa Roviana Tridacna rings are very much more 
abundant on shrines than Conus varieties, and the immediate assumption is that many were 
placed as elicitory offerings. Certainly there is evidence to suggest that some must have been 
- oral traditions record that bareke and other Poata were offered by hiama to tamasa at garden 
shrines (hope ma11ini) during ceremonies oflandfertility or forest clearance (Schneider 1996). 
It is not entirely clear how many of these rings were broken before placing them on the shrine 
(some were dangled whol~ from reqe tree roots), but it is probable that at least some were, 
given that their normative existence was in the world of the living. Some Munda informants, 
for example, suggest that Poata were broken on shrines to effect land rights transferral - a 
person could 'buy into' butubutu rights to use a tract ofland with an offering, much as a per-
son might become efficacious at practising a tokoro taboo via a similar gift to elicit affiliation. 
It is not too much of an interpretive leap to suggest that if Poata could enter the world of the 
dead with their owner by being broken, then they could also be given to the already dead via 
similar means. 
Observations made by Lieutenant B. T. Somerville around 1893, suggest yet another av-
enue for the deposition of broken rings on shrines. Discussing the decorated upright frontal 
posts used to support the roof of the paele canoe house, he notes that the primary one of these 
was hope or sacred: 
Round the foot of the post there is usually a heap of small pieces of dead coral, and a wreath of dead leaves 
is secured round the post itself; both wreath and coral heap have stuck all about them every imaginable, and 
unimaginable article - broken tobacco pipes, rusty and worn out trade axe heads, pieces of rusty trade knives, 
bits of paper, shells, old wine bottles, broken shell rings; in fact anything broken, rusty, and no longer of use 
in the world of men, is dedicated to this house god. (Somerville 1897: 366) 
The description is, of course, that of a shrine and is virtually identical to the one Somerville 
provides twenty pages later of an 'altar' at which offerings were made. The decorated frontal 
post of the paele did indeed function as a shrine in some contexts: particularly, it was the 
site of the vapeza inauguration sacrifice held soon after a new paele was built - the hair of a 
captured head was burnt at the foot of the post (Hocart 1931: 314). The important point here 
however, is that it was seen to be a location at which it was appropriate to deposit things 
that had broken or worn out. The description is entirely consistent with the state of artefacts 
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deposited on most of the Nusa Roviana shrines - the rings are fragments, willow pattern 
plates are smashed, axe heads are bent or broken, and so on. But instead of being deposited at 
the death of a person, in this instance the accumulated things were left after having 'died' of 
their own accord. Perhaps shrines were considered appropriate places at which to put broken 
things because shrines were ultimately composed out of the accumulated residue of the dead, 
they were detritus, the exuviae of everything that had once been alive. In a context where 
personal belongings were conceived of as parts of people, it was proper to place them on a 
shrine when they broke - a treatment parallel to that of a dead person. Debris formed during 
manufacture was also appropriately deposited on shrines: I recorded several hundred pieces 
of sawn Tridacna and unfinished rings from Nusa Roviana sites ( the 143 large pieces from site 
1237 represents an extreme example). Debitage consisted of the remnant leavings from which 
shell rings emerged, like a broken egg shell or the shed skin of a snake, and clearly held some 
significance in terms of an association with the potency of finished rings. 
All of these broken and unusable things were given over to the world of the spirits, placed 
with tomate ancestors on shrines, because that was the realm in which they now existed. 
Presumably ancestral tomate could use broken or semi-complete artefacts because they were 
themselves broken and partial. Both ancestors and things departed from the functioning, 
whole, and present world at the moment that they ceased to work, broke, or became trans-
formed in death. Thus, the diffuse and detritus-filled shrines of Roviana were structured 
around an analogy between broken things and dead people. In each of the three ways by 
which Tridacna rings came to be deposited on shrines ( as belongings of the dead, as offerings 
to ancestors, as things that had broken) this structuring analogy is evident. The artefacts are 
personified: they live, they die. 
There are two assumptions enabling the analogy: that things are inextricably attached to 
the people who wield them, like body parts; and that things have, in some sense, a life of their 
own. We can see these assumptions reflected in the way Hocart's informants used witchcraft 
as well as in their beliefs about the afterlife. Hocart (1925: 229) notes that a "witch (mbii), in 
order to kill, wraps up matches, consumed tobacco, peels of esculents, bits of meat or pud-
ding, anything of the kind which has been used by the intended victim''. In Roviana, the term 
hikahika was used to describe such things (Hocart n.d[s]: 1), a word that refers to rubbish 
and leavings, the husks of nuts, and sea shells. This is volt sorcery of a classic kind - things 
that the victim has held, exuded, or abandoned were thought to be supernaturally attached to 
them, and provided a source of control. As in other Oceanic societies where witchcraft was 
a problem, great care was taken with exuviae: hair clippings were burnt or thrown in the sea 
for example, and, although this is nowhere recorded, we might assume personal belongings 
once broken could be placed in a protected place, such as a shrine, rather than abandoned on 
the path. The important point though, is that a person's belongings were not just inanimate 
objects, but instead, were intimately affiliated with them, retaining association even at a dis-
tance. Witchcraft was only possible because of this association. 
Indeed, this was also why the belongings of dead people were broken: "One says they do 
this because the deceased is cross and does 'something no good' to the man who keeps them. 
Another says they are broken to prevent anyone stealing them, but Njiru says they made the 
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rings 'no good' to be like rotting, their shadow (galagala [maqomaqo 'soul']) goes to Sonto 
[Sodo ]" (Hocart 1922: 81). Since belongings were akin to body parts, they had to follow their 
owner into the afterlife, and it was socially unacceptable for others to use or keep them. In ad-
dition, keeping a dead person's belongings was mortally dangerous because it would be an in -
vitation for the tomate to haunt the living, remaining to cause sickness or death. The breakage 
of belongings is consistent with the fact that rings could only be legitimately acquired through 
social transactions - they had no objective value outside their attachment to specific persons, 
and could only be given as part of a person. They were smashed at death because their value 
was intrinsically tied to the life of their owner. Thus, the source of the analogy between the life 
and death of people and the life and death of rings was the fact that people and things were 
totally intertwined. 
Shell rings were distinguished to a degree however, in that, as indicated above, they were 
thought to have a soul-shadow of their own. Hocart (1922: So) was informed that "lizards ... 
pigs, dogs, birds, plants, broken shell rings, tomahawks, and arm-rings" all went to the after-
life in Sodo, comprising a reflected version of the corporeal world. We would describe the 
imputation of a soul to inanimate things as personification, and the following quote from an 
entirely different context might be understood in the same way: "Nuts may be abused, but not 
shell money. Bad language may not be used to chiefs either, or old men, or an elder brother" 
(Hocart 1925: 264). The implications of this comment belie its amusing and throwaway char-
acter: shell rings were analogous to ba1Jara and elder brothers in the way that they com-
manded respect. We should not be surprised at this though, given everything that has been 
related so far: shell rings ultimately came from tamasa, and they carried personal implications 
in the way they indexed potency, and could link people in genealogical chains. Rings were 
clearly not neutral or inanimate objects, but were causal and had agency. As parts of persons, 
and the embodiment of certain human qualities, shell rings were accorded an animated status 
in sociality: they could live, and they could die. Thus, even if not attached to any particular 
person, a ring was necessarily accorded personal respect - if broken it could be placed on a 
shrine, as all respected people ultimately were. 
The analogy between the death of persons and rings appears appropriate to us because we 
understand implicitly that breakage is equivalent to uselessness, an end to utility or efficacy. 
Shell rings, like persons, were once engaged in social life, moving about with purpose, but, 
when broken, they ceased this circulation and became unused and immobile, interred like a 
dead body on a shrine - their soul, their animating life-force, had departed to Sodo. To an 
extent I think this understanding is appropriate, however, I would argue that death in this 
context should not be thought of as the cessation of animacy. When a person died in Roviana 
they continued to have agency because, as tomate, they continued to affect the world, and in 
fact, upon death their animate agency only increased and intensified. If the analogy between 
the life cycles of people and shell rings is to hold, the same continuance must have been true 
for the 'dead' valuables deposited on shrines. Perhaps we can understand this better if we turn 
the analogy around: people were like shell rings - they could break. Death was the point at 
which the body 'broke' rather than an end to agency or the onset of inanimacy. Breakage was 
a physical mark of transformation rather than cessation, being the point at which a person 
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moved from one sphere to another (living being to spiritual being) but did not cease to exert 
influence or be 'useful: Likewise, the broken shell rings on shrines were not useless rubbish, 
disposed of or buried. Their maqomaqo may have gone to Sodo, but they must haveretained 
a form of agency. Understanding the nature of the shift from life to death then, is the key to 
understanding the deposition of broken rings on the shrines of Roviana. We dearly need to 
consider death rituals in more detail. 
Death rituals 
The skulls within the shrines ofRoviana have no other bones, but they do not lack bodies - as 
long as we think of bodies as those parts of a person that allow them to take in the world and 
· cause things to happen, a collection of senses and efficacies. This is what the shell valuables 
deposited with the skulls were - media of communication and agency. They accompany the 
skull as body parts and belongings of the dead, their presence a necessary part. of the proc-
ess by which a dead person was made into an efficacious ancestor. I say 'made into' because 
becoming an ancestor was not something that 'just happened' at death. Instead, it was an out-
come reliant ori active participation by the living, involving a collection of rites and practices 
that rendered the dead in specific form. 
The event of a kin-group member's death was a moment of extreme danger as well as loss, 
obviated only by correct observance of rituals designed to protect the living and transform the 
dead. At death, a person's soul left their body as it began to rot, and their worldly efficacy was 
distilled into a spirit, a tomate, imbued with dangerous potency (Hocart n.d[t]). This differen-
tiation between soul and spirit requires some further explanation. On Simbo, Dureau records 
that a human person was said to be "made up of a body (tinina), shadow (malawJu); soul 
(malau11u) and spirit (tomate), the latter only with the death of a person, when the corpse was 
also known as tomate" (1994: 81). The homonymy of shadow and soul is common throughout 
the Solomons (e.g'. Keesing 1982: 104-6), and usually extends to 'reflection' as well. Hocart, 
for example, recorded that the Simbo term for soul "also means a shadow, a reflection; it is 
caught in a camera. A Shortlands man says 'it stop all over a man': by taking a looking-glass 
you can see it" (1922: 80 ). Hocart's account differs from Dureau's only in the actual word used: 
Ho cart records 'galagala: Dureau 'malau11u: In Roviana both of these terms are used but have 
different meanings: galagala = to care for/to like; malau1Ju = a taboo on approaching sacred 
things or persons (Waterhouse 1949: 23, 70). But the Roviana word that does bear a meaning 
similar to 'soul' (maqomaqo) carries identical implications of shade, shadow, and reflection. 
The common conception, then, was to equate the soul with the visible self; it was an image of 
the person. When a person died, their soul departed their body immediately, rising into the 
rafters of the house (Hocart 1922: 81) before journeying on to the afterlife in Sodo. The visible 
corpse was then left to rot and gradually fade away into invisibility, leaving only bones behind. 
The departure of the soul was the cause of the body's decay. 
Now, although a soul comprised the image of a person, it had no agency or human in-
tentionality of its own. This is reflected in Dureau's account of a condition produced when a 
living person's soul left their body and became lost unless recaptured: "The lost malau11u is 
clearly visible to others in the bodily form and clothing of its material self. They recognize 
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it as the malau11u only by its inappropriate behaviour, in particular its not exhibiting social 
recognition of other kin'' (1994: 82). A soul was nothing but image, it lacked the sociality that 
was produced and sustained through personal agency: confused and detached, it wandered. 
Agency, the means for sociality, was located in the body, the material vehicle for action. And 
· it was the_ transformed remains of the body that would become the locus for spiritual agency 
after death: the tomate. Whilst during life the soul and body were as one, in death they were 
severed: the soul departed, and the body became tomate. Death could not be reversed, and it 
was vitally important to maintain separation of the departed soul from the dead body, lest a 
hideous reanimation occur - such reunions were the source of the evil embodied spirits of the 
forest, the boso lau and tomate kikerena. Consequently, the treatment of a person after death 
was directed towards achieving the permanent departure of the soul, and the construction of 
an efficacious tomate spirit out of the material leavings of the dead. 
The means by which this was achieved correspond, in all important respects, to Hertz's 
(1960 [1907]) classic analysis of secondary burial rites in Borneo. As in Roviana, the death 
ceremonies in Hertz's account involved a basic two-stage process in which the remains of 
the deceased were only taken to their final resting place after a set period of time rotting in a 
temporary locale. In Borneo there were, in effect, two funerals: one when the body was left to 
decay, after which the kin group became taboo and ritually isolated; and a second in which 
the skull was exhumed and purified, to be re-interred in a sanctified locale. After the second 
interment, the soul of the deceased travelled to the afterlife and the relatives were released 
from mourning prohibitions. Secondary burial is explained by Hertz to be rite of passage 
focused on dealing with a perceived relationship between the fate of the soul, the decay of 
the body, and the actions of the mourners. By considering the way each of these influences 
the other in both the period immediately following death (the 'intermediary period') and the 
time of secondary burial (the 'final ceremony'), Hertz provides a model that can be applied to 
the Roviana data. It is useful to begin with the provisional burial of the corpse and its link to 
the fate of the soul. 
After a person's death, family members dressed the corpse in finery - hokata, red calico, 
blue tapa cloth, beads, and sweet smelling leaves - then wrapped it in Pandanus lashed with 
vine. The deceased and relatives remained in the house for a few nights ( the length depending 
on whether the deceased was a ba11ara or a commoner) until the body was taken away from 
the village to rot. As the body lay in the house, mourners gathered to wail (lukana ), and make 
gifts to the dead. This too, was largely the province of immediate kin: 
The father, mother & brothers give the dead man poata, calicoe, mbakia, shields; part of the calicoe is used 
to cover the dead man, the rest is burnt in the fire; breakable things are broken ... The poata is broken with 
the tomahawk or on a stone; in breaking it the man issues a shrill cry; he comes up to the body and either 
standing or squatting on his heels places the poata on the dead man's lap saying "Here is a poata for you" [tia 
na poata tamugoi]. (Hocart n.d[t]: 1) 
Additionally, any belongings of the deceased were broken, and their betel vines were cut 
down. Afterwards, the body and broken belongings were removed from the house to a pro-
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visional burial place. The location might be in the bush, on an unoccupied shoreline, or on 
an islet in the lagoon. The wrapped body of a commoner was positioned in the fork of a tree, 
or within a pile of stones (hehipi), while ba1Jara could be placed on a wooden bier (hape) or 
within a walled enclosure (era). Usually the body was placed facing west in the characteristic 
crouched position of the dead ( see chapter four), with forked sticks supporting the head. Here 
the body was left to decay during a period of mourning and periodic rituals that would last 
for up to a year, culminating in the final feast (Hocart 1922: 82-3, n.d[t]: 1-3; Alebeti in Carter 
n.d: 1). 
In Roviana, this initial burial was known as pomunu, but on Simbo, Hocart (1922: 82) 
records the term varigolomo, which he translates as 'hiding: This relates to the fact that burial 
was intended to remove the extreme danger summoned at death from village life: if not hid-
den, the stench of the decaying body would lure evil corpse-eating tomate into the immediate 
vicinity. As the funeral party carried the body to its resting place they wore garlands of pro-
tective aromatic leaves, and kuruvete and a1Jo roots (ginger and turmeric) were chewed and 
spat about the place of interment to keep evil tomate at bay (Hocart n.d[t]: 3). The body was 
essentially helpless and prone to attack, and this required spells of protection. The corpse itself 
was also filled with evil potency. Following Hertz's (1960: 32-3) argument, death was thought 
to be a form of bodily infection and this could only be cured by time and decay. As putrefac-
tion ensued, bodily fluids dripped away, eventually leaving the bones clean and purified. As 
related in chapter four, the decaying fluids of a body were sometimes caught in a clam shell set 
up beneath the corpse, and were later poured onto the cobbles of a specific shrine to guarantee 
their containment. Thus, the removal of the corpse from community view ensured both the 
safety of the living during a period of danger, and the successful end of infection for the dead. 
Only after this period had run its course could an efficacious ancestral spirit be produced, 
emerging out of the transitional uncertainty of death. 
The fate of the soul during this period mirrored that of the corpse. All accounts specify 
that the soul was thought to immediately leave the body upon the occurrence of death, but 
the details of its subsequent fate vary according to location. The general pattern, however, is 
the same. In Roviana, Hocart's informants thought that the soul began its journey to Sodo on 
the first day, travelling via Vonavona lagoon to a cave on Simbo where it would leave marks 
on the walls: "It then goes inside the cave to Alu without stopping and then to Kiata, which is 
a hill in Bougainville. In Kiata it abides" (Ho cart n.d[ t]: 5). However, this arrival in the afterlife 
was not final because the soul had not been formally welcomed and had not fully departed 
the world of the living. The soul was lost between both worlds during the period of the body's 
decay - it remained attached to the world of the living as long as the bodily image remained 
on Earth, as long as infection persisted. This was common in the Solomons: 
In several Melanesian islands it is believed that the soul remains weak for as long as the putrefaction lasts; 
after its arrival in the other world it stays still at first; the magical powers it possesses are temporarily torpid. 
When every trace of smell has disappeared the soul regains its strength and activity enhanced, it becomes a 
tindalo, a protective spirit which the living will worship; 'it has ceased to be a man: (Hertz 1960: 47, based on 
Codrington 1891) 
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Due to its homelessness, the soul of a recently deceased person was disorientated and 
forlorn, confused at what had happened. On Simbo, a newly departed soul was held to be 
. helpless like a child, and unable to speak the language of the spirits (Hocart 1922: 94). It could 
only exit from this state after the body had been cleansed of infection and after the living had 
conducted the appropriate ceremonies to ensure its acceptance in Sodo - without the latter 
the soul would remain to haunt the forests for eternity (1922: 89). To become an ancestor the 
soul had to be uncoupled from its body, disengaged from its attachment to the world as an 
embodied person. Until this was achieved (by natural decay, and ceremonial activity) the soul 
was in a transitional state. 
In Simbo, the possibility of the soul wandering about during the intermediary period 
was circumvented by a ceremony in which it was ritually 'caught' in a hinuili ring and zipolo 
(Dracaena sp.) leaf. Immediately after the body was subjected to temporary interment, a me-
dium would hold out a leaf and call the soul down from where it sat in the rafters of the house: 
it then entered the medium through the leaf and he collapsed. A supporter would rub the me-
dium's body with the ring and the soul would cross over to it. So captured, the soul-ring was 
then placed in the thatch of the house or another safe location, harboured until ceremonies 
could be conducted to ensure the soul continued on its way Sodo (Hocart 1922: 83-4). 
Another reason for this capture was that the departed soul was feared. If care was not 
taken it might wish to re-inhabit the body it had lost, or wreak jealous revenge on those who 
survived. Accordingly, the living attempted to appease the soul and comfort it. On the fourth 
day after death, for example, a ceremony was held to provide food for the soul's consumption 
- a mark of continued sociality and nurturance. Hocart describes the ceremony in Roviana: 
After four days they hold a feast called sakoto vamandena. They kill one or more pigs; make 100 to 200 
puddings; they have ... vegetables, and sweet yams. We attended Ndeku's fourth day (19 Oct. 1908). It was 
held in Londumaho. After the feast Veo stood outside with a jug of European make in one harid and a piece 
of giant clam in the other; behind him stood in single file seven men each with a young cocoanut in the left 
[hand] and the piece cut from the inside of a poata in the other. Veo called on Ndeku twice by both of her 
names: "Kurini o! Ndeku o! Vamande nggua na tie hambotu magogoso, mana tu gamu sa tomate [Kurini o! 
Ndeku o! My Fourth Day [offering] the person [who] sits resting, make it mana you the tomate]." As he 
finished the prayer he struck the jug with the shell and broke it and the others broke the nuts and drank the 
milk. The jug was placed on the shrine (hope) ... The [coconut] shells were laid without a word beside an 
ancient hope kalengge or old woman's hope, at the back of the hamlet: it was all overgrown. (Hocart n.d[t]: 
5-6) 
In addition to providing food for the soul of the deceased, the mourners were subjected 
to a series of prohibitions during the intermediary period. In essence, their actions mirrored 
the isolated and transitional state of the soul and corpse. As Hertz (1960: 38-9) argues, the kin 
of the dead shared .in the misfortune that had befallen their relative. As enchained parts of the 
one genealogical body, all were afflicted by death. This is the reason for the offerings made by 
family members when a person died - they killed a part of themselves (Poata, cloth, shields) 
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for the deceased as a mark of their loss. The marriage partner however, was the person most 
affected by the death. A widowed (namboko) man was confined to the house for ten days, 
wore dull bark cloth (kalala, not the decorative blue buha), did not put lime markings on his 
face, and left his hairto grow. After ten days he could wash and act as normal (Hocart n.d[t]: 
27). Women were subjected to more extreme restrictions - presumably because of the direc-
tion of marriage payments. 
The widow takes off European things and rings, armlets, and puts on kalala or mbarikoto; she does not lime 
her hair nor may she have sexual intercourse. She makes herself a small enclosure called lose. There she sits 
with bent legs (hambotu polo); if she goes out she crouches under a mat (poro). Food is cooked in the same 
house for her and she eats a little. (Hocart n.d[t]: 27) 
The exchanges of marriage bound two people together as one - a wife was part of her 
husband - and death did not immediately sever this bond. A widow shared in the fate of her 
husband, and enacted a death-like state. Her bodily position mimicked that of the corpse, 
crouched in a small enclosure, secluded from view and society. Here she would remain for 50 
to 100 days, until the final feast when she was freed. However, some of the restrictions could 
be lifted if a warrior captured a victim or acquired a head for the deceased. 
If a man caught a head he came to the widow's enclosure: the widow gave him a shield, shell rings, armlets, etc. 
and cried. The effect is to make the tomate mana in fishing and everything (this was stated spontaneously). 
She does not come out after that unless the time has come, but sits with her legs stretched out (hambotu 
inandoru), & eats plenty, including betel. The enclosure can also be taken down if they choose, but if she has 
only been in a short time they merely open the door and close it again. (Hocart n.d[t]: 27-9) 
The victim partially replaced the widow - the instance of a real death took the place of 
her performance. This re-established a balanced pair, perhaps providing the deceased with 
a companion in the afterlife. But it probably also served to reinvigorate and regenerate the 
(spiritual) body of the deceased: it made the tomate mana (cf. Hertz 1960: 63). As has been 
mentioned in previous chapters the procurement of heads was often an act of inauguration 
( vapeza), with the blood or burnt portion of the victim feeding the tomate or making conse-
crated things 'wet' with potency. The procurement of a head to release the widow from her 
confinement was thus an act that went some way towards ending the intermediary period; by 
helping achieve solace for the soul and assisting its journey to potent ancestral status. 
If the deceased was a ba1Jara, a more extreme form of shared fates bound the widow and 
community to the condition of the corpse and soul. Not just immediate kin, but all of the 
ba1Jara's followers were thrown into mourning. This escalation also entailed that the widow 
follow her husband into death, by hanging herself (huqi luli). Hocart (1922: 86) cites an ex-
tended case in which Kera, the wife of Muke, a ba1Jara on Simbo, took poisons, smashed her 
belongings, and hanged herself from a pole held up by two female helpers during the ceremo-
nies of preliminary interment. Previous to this she had been forbidden to cry, for a widow that 
cried was thought incapable of hanging herself. After death her body was placed in an era, 
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near to that of her husband. Her final words were "Farewell, I shall follow Muke, you stay" 
(Hocart 1922: 86; cf. Alebeti in Carter n.d: 9). 
In summary, activities during the intermediary period were conducted with reference to 
a perceived connection between the disintegration of the body, the fate of the soul, and the 
state of the survivors. At death the soul was disembodied and forced to wander between the 
world of the living and the dead - it could not enter Sodo or. attain potent ancestral status 
until the flesh of the body had decayed, but it could not acceptably return home because the 
body was infected. The kin of the deceased necessarily partook in the event of death (by en-
acting its isolating effects, or committing suicide) because an integral part had been removed 
from their social field. At the same time they had to manage and nurture the confused soul 
in its transitional state, feeding it and preventing it from attempting to inhabit the body once 
more. To abet the latter, the corpse was given a temporary interment away from the village 
- a practice that also served to minimise the danger aroused by decay, and gave the body the 
time it needed to cleanse. 
Hertz is explicit in interpreting the belief that the decay of the body was linked to the soul's 
temporary stay on Earth as an analogy operating in relation to the breakage of artefacts. 
This representation is linked to a well-known belief: to make a material object or a living being pass from this 
world into the next, to free or to create the soul, it must be destroyed. The destruction may be sudden, as in 
sacrifice, or slow as in the gradual wearing away of the consecrated objects in a sacred place or on the tomb. 
As the visible object vanishes it is reconstructed in the beyond, transformed to a greater or lesser degree. The 
same belief applies to the soul and body of the deceased. (Hertz 1960: 46) 
As noted previously, this analogy works both ways. Just as the body is like a valued thing 
that might break or cease to work, material things have souls that escape with breakage. The 
analogy is made possible by a particular conceptualisation of personhood. A person com-
prised a collection of efficacies and relations woven around an animated image (the soul). 
Material belongings and the body were the enabling parts of these efficacies and relations, and 
a person was, accordingly, distributed beyond their immediate physicality. Thus, the soul of 
. . 
an artefact was really a part of the owner's image, and the breakage of a body was equivalent to 
the breakage of things insofar as these were of the same order in the efficacious componentry 
of personhood. 
When a person was detached from their efficacious body and things, they became but a 
shadow of their former self: a shade, a maqomaqo or homeless soul. But the soul's existence 
without efficacy was an incongruity, demanding one of only two solutions: either the soul 
could re-inhabit the abandoned material parts, or the material parts could be transformed to 
match the state of the soul. The former applied to souls that wandered in a dream or were tem-
porarily lost during illness only to return to an unbroken body, but it could also apply to a soul 
that reanimated a corpse, becoming in the process a potent, but evil, tomate of the forest. The 
transformation of material remains, on the other hand, was the proper and desirable outcome 
of death - the slow rotting of the corpse, and the destruction of belongings, resulted in their 
alteration, so that they could be oflegitimate use to the soul in the afterlife, and helped ensure 
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its departure. Belongings could not continue to be used by others because they were part of 
the deceased person, and after death they were as taboo and infected as the decaying body. 
The difference was that they would remain whole and present unless the survivors intervened: 
the mourners had to break them, because only they could. If this was properly conducted, the 
soul would regain its efficacy in a new state, as a potent ancestral tomate. This outcome was 
entirely dependant however, on further ceremonies associated with the end of the intermedi-
ary period, leading up to the final feast. 
The production of a beneficent tomate began with the removal and cleansing of the skull. 
On Simbo Hocart (1922: 90) notes that this was done a few weeks after death, and simply 
consisted of leaving the head to bleach in the sun. This cleansing was paralleled by a washing 
ceremony for mourners who were not closely related to the deceased - they bathed in the sea 
before sunrise and could aft~rwards go home (the widow and others remained confined). In 
Roviana the head of the woman Ndeku, was removed on the eighth day and similarly left to 
bleach (Hocart n.d[t]: 15). When all remains of flesh and blood had gone, the skull was car-
ried to its secondary interment. In both Simbo and Roviana this was done no sooner than 
the 18th day after death, butwhereas in Simbo the-skull appears to have been placed directly 
inside a skull shrine, in Roviana it was first wrapped in Pandanus or ivory-nut palm leaves and 
propped in a forked stick ( a structure called kukupolo) near a shrine, until after the final feast 
(up to a year later) when it would be properly interred (Hocart 1922: 90-3, n.d[t]: 17-9). The 
construction of the kukupolo skull covering clearly mirrors the treatment of the corpse im-
mediately after death - both were wrapped in leaves and lashed with vine before being stowed 
away. Thus, the Roviana practice seems to have sustained the isolation of the corpse for the 
full period of mourning, whilst at the same time revealing the incremental progression of the 
deceased towards ancestral status: from dead body, to wrapped corpse, to wrapped skull, to 
enshrined skull. 
There are also differences and discrepancies in the evidence for the timing of ceremonies 
ensuring the departure of the soul to Sodo - on Simbo these were apparently conducted on 
the 36th day, after the skull had been put in a skull house (Hocart 1922: 93), whereas in Roviana 
the soul was sent off on the night of the eighth day, just after the skull's removal from the 
corpse (Hocart n.d[t]: 6). Such variations are as likely to be a reflection of the social status of 
the deceased and resources available in the particular cases Hocart observed, as much as geo-
cultural differences. On Simbo, for example, it was noted that, in the case of a ba1Jara, the skull 
was not placed in its shrine until the eve of the final feast (1922: 97). Nevertheless, although the 
timing varies, the principles of these events were essential identical. 
The removal, cleansing and secondary interment of the skull paralleled the introduction 
of the soul to Sodo. Both events comprised an end to isolation. Whilst, during the intermedi-
ary period, the corpse appeared infected or polluted necessitating seclusion, here it emerged 
cleansed of its flesh and blood, and could re-enter social life with the ancestors. This reintro-
duction to sociality is reflected in the construction of skull shrines on Nusa Roviana and else-
where. Most skull shrines are communal in the sense that they contain more than one human 
cranium - the skull was placed amongst others belonging to those who had already achieved 
ancestral status. The oru skull house was, quite evidently, a miniature home for the dead, 
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Fig. 7-2 Skull houses, Piraka island 
and the wooden varieties appear to have been built in much the same manner as true houses 
(Hocart 1922: 103-4). Many of the extant stone oru in Roviana occur in clusters, sometimes 
within walled enclosures, comprising a kind of diminutive 'village' (figure 7.2). The principle 
of miniaturisation has been previously discussed in relation to hinuili and decorative motifs, 
and the implications are consistent: the tiny houses of the dead are a reflection of their liminal 
status, existing halfway between the concrete world of the living and the uncertain geometry 
of the afterlife. They appear small to us because most of their substance is on the other side, in 
the land of the dead. The little villages are big in Sodo. 
By entering the house of the ancestors, the skull visibly indexed the acceptance of the soul 
in Sodo. From this point onwards the deceased re-entered communion with social others 
- both living and dead. But, this was itself predicated on the actions of the funeral party: in 
order for the tomate to be truly effective and respond to the wishes of the living, it needed to 
be complete. This entailed assembling its parts into a coherent body - the skull, and anything 
left of the broken belongings, were deposited on the shrine. The skull was given a means of 
interaction when shell rings were lashed over the primary orifices (kosa). As I argued in the 
previous chapter, the effect oflashing rings to the skull was to give the new tomate an effica-
cious 'skin' comprising new eyes and ears with which to take in the world. After the old decay-
ing flesh of the deceased's head had been shed, it was replaced by an encircling mesh of potent 
things, more powerful and lasting than the organic variety. This was a "new and glorified 
body" (Hertz 1960: 55) that marked the final transformation of the dead. The rings attached to 
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Fig. 7.3 The new skins of an ancestor and a victim 
Left: New Georgia, Auckland Museum (27310); Right: Roviana, Auckland Museum (15275) 
the skull, and others suspended around the skull house, comprised a fresh corporeality for the 
tomate, an enhanced efficacy made apparent. It could now be engaged in social transactions. 
As an aside, the 'skin' given to the skull of a loved kin-member was mirrored by the ap-
parently similar practice of remodelling the skulls of certain headhunting victims ( often those 
of enemy ba1Jara). An important difference is evident, however. While the skulls of kin were 
given an efficacious coating of rings, victims were plastered with a lifelike paste, modelled 
into a realistic depiction of a person, and inlaid with pearl shell motifs. Initially I was puzzled 
by this practice - it appeared to accord victims a potency usually reserved for carvings of 
ancestors and spirit figures such as 1JUZU1JUZU. Death ceremonies however, give us the neces-
sary contrast - the skin given to a victim looked like that of a living person untransformed, 
potent but lacking any means of communication. In essence, the skull was forced to keep its 
worldly skin, preventing the transition to ancestral status and maintaining the attachment of 
the soul to the world of the living. Headhunting, it will be remembered, created evil tomate, 
who, through decapitation, remained to haunt their kin. Modelling a realistic skin that would 
never decay aided this process, because the soul could never leave, and enemies were forever 
haunted. Making evident the potency of the evil tomate with pearlshell inlay, simply made 
things worse for victims. 
Accompanying the materially evident arrival of a loved-one's skull amongst its ancestors, 
the acceptance of the soul in Sodo was also witnessed by the mourners during a night-time 
ceremony called aqaqa ('waiting') in Roviana, and lodu ('to sink, to set') on Simbo (Hocart 
n.d[t]: 7-15, 1922: 91-3). This consisted of a farewell feast during which ancestral tomate would 
be invited to come by canoe from Sodo to collect the deceased. It lasted all night, with the 
departure of the soul to Sodo occurring the next day. According to Hocart's accounts, the 
ceremony began with the gathering of kin and friends at the house of the deceased's family. 
There, food was distributed amongst the guests, and poholo puddings were set aside for the ar-
riving tomate. Throughout the night people sang and played flutes by torchlight, with pauses 
for divination and communication with the spirits, to determine when they would arrive, and 
the names of those who came. The ba1Jara of the tomate would send particular spirits ahead 
to find out how preparations were going, and whether the mourners were ready. For Hocart 
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these proceedings were "wonderfully melancholy" and enhanced by the "dim and flickering 
light" (n.d[t]: 11). Occasionally, during pauses in the singing, a pole suspended along the cen-
tre of the house and decorated with family heirloom bakiha, poata, dala, whale teeth ( kalo) 
and a shield, was shaken and rattled - because the tomate wanted to see the valuables (n.d[t]: 
11). Upon the arrival of the tomate in their canoes (ten in Hocart's account ofNdeku's ceremo-
ny), poholo were eaten by the men, and those reserved for the tomate were placed on the old 
woman's shrine where the smashed jug and coconut shells had been deposited on the fourth 
day. Two were given to the ba11ara of the tomate and two to the deceased woman (n.d[t]: 
12). By the next day the tomate and the deceased's soul were bidden farewell and the party of 
spirits departed for Sodo. Then it was only left for the mourners to ritually 'cool' the pole of 
valuables that had been shaken during the night, and disperse. 
With the skull safely housed in the shrine, and the soul carried off by its ancestral kin, 
the initial death ceremonies ended. Depending on the sequence of events however, this may 
or may not have meant an end to mourning. In Roviana, the soul was taken by its ances-
tors to Sodo long before the skull was enshrined, and mourning continued between these 
events. The final release of a female widow occurred at the time of the final feast, 50 to 100 
days after the husband's death - which correlates well with the reported length of time the 
skull would be kept in a kukupolo. The state of the mourners clearly reflected the state of the 
corpse in Roviana - release came with enshrinement. On Simbo the evidence is equivocal. 
In one case Hocart (1922: 92) reports that the widow was released on the 18th day when the 
skull was housed, but there is evidence she was still in mourning at the soul's departure on 
the 36th day (1922: 93). The widow of another man cut her hair (left to grow since the death) 
at the final feast up to 100 days later (1922: 97). Again, the variation is likely to be a reflection 
of the social status of the deceased, and the circumstances of any given case: "For an ordinary 
man (tie homboro) they finish on the 10th day; they will have a feast on the 50th if he is a 'big 
youth' (komburu nomana); ifhe is not a big man but has plenty of kinsmen he may reach 100" 
(Hocart n.d[t]: 20). The wider pattern is still evident: the mourners were returned to normal-
ity when the dead completed their journey. 
The final feast was called sakoto in Roviana, and was conducted throughout the night. If 
the deceased was a ba11ara the occasion could be one of much splendour. Hocart was given an 
account of the final feast of Ingava, the ba11ara of Sisiata, Munda: 
As it drew near they cut firewood, got leaves of vaho, zhinu, tivu, mbombopa to cover the oven, got taro, horse 
taro from Zhiata, and Zhambaka; they got pressed nuts (mbomboro) and made puddings. There were 5 pigs. 
There were present the following mbangara: Roni, Sekembela, Hanggere, Alepitu; they were paid by Gemu, 
Gumi, and Hindaka. At night they played the flute and ate pig & pudding. They eat 3 times, the last at dawn 
... At dawn they killed two pigs, cooked them and gave them to the guests, who left in the middle of the day. 
(Hocart n.d[t]: 21) 
As it turns out this was not a particularly large feast compared to some recorded by 
Hocart: thirty pigs were killed and a thousand puddings prepared at one death feast on Simbo 
(1922: 98). Certain shrines on Nusa Roviana contain evidence of feasts of similar proportions 
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- site 1278 in Vuragare, for example, had over thirty pig jaw fragments deposited at the foot 
of a skull shrine. 
These ceremonies were primarily for the benefit of the surviving members of the com-
munity, and offerings do not seem to have been made to tomate during the feast. Food was 
distributed to guests, and attending ba11ara were occasionally given gifts of shell rings. The 
purpose was to seal the wounds resulting from the event of death, and kin were apparently 
released from their obligations. The exchanges that occurred on the release of the widow are 
telling. The day before the feast the widow came out of her enclosure and washed, and then 
gave shell rings to the relations of the deceased. These were reciprocated on the next day: ''.At 
the feast if the kinsmen are many they may give shell rings to the widow" (Hocart n.d[t]: 29). 
Subsequently the widow's hair was cut by one of the deceased's relatives ( often a brother), and 
her family gave the person who cut it another shell ring. These exchanges essentially cancelled 
out any remaining imbalances caused by the death induced severance of the husband-wife 
pair. Mourners were released from their previously isolated state and they could return to 
sociality just as the dead re-entered communion with the ancestors - indeed the washing and 
hair cutting ceremonies mirror the cleansing of the skull and its gift of new skin. 
For Hertz, this outcome allowed the recovery of peace and amounted to the triumph of 
society over death (1960: 86). Ultimately the final ceremony marked a return to a balanced 
sociality, and the end of any danger. The wounds caused by the death closed over, and the de-
ceased was transformed into an ancestor. I do not object to this interpretation, but I want to 
resist the notion that the only purpose of the death rituals was to heal a damaged social field, 
or that the creation of an ancestor was a simple act of veneration or worship. After all, the 
collection of the material remains of the deceased within the locus of a shrine was intended 
to ensure that the tomate maintained some attachment to the phenomenal realm. It made 
the tomate available for the elicitation of mana as an accompaniment to human endeavour. 
Resident, but safely immobile, the efficacy of the deceased was trapped in the domain of the 
living. Reverence and respect in regard to ancestors was certainly important in Roviana, but I 
would argue that the terms 'worship' and 'veneration' are a little too passive. Shrines were less 
sites of supplication and appeasement than places for compelling the ancestors to work on 
behalf of the living. We might regard shrines as manipulative to the extent that they harnessed 
a potency that would otherwise have run rampant. As noted in the previous chapter, offerings 
were certainly made, but their intent was to elicit a specific response rather than appease a 
capricious deity. 
Importantly, shrines were not collective property, but parts of specific descent groups and 
controlled by particular persons (usually a palabatu or ba11ara) who had either inherited the 
shrine or first set it up upon the death of a predecessor. As such, shrine owners were seen to be 
responsible for having secured the potency of the dead, and the outcome of the use of a shrine 
was seen to be an outcome of their own agency. That this was the case is reflected in evalua-
tions of particular ba11ara recorded by Hocart. After noting that the Simbo ba11ara 'Hangere' 
was mana for bonito fishing and had set up a shrine in Roviana, he reports: ''.All the bonito 
of Simbo belong to Hangere of Roviana and Simbo. Hingava, the great chief of Roviana, does 
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not mana, because he has no bonito shrine. To mana a man must have a bonito shrine, a gar-
den shrine, a property taboo (kenjo ), a madness shrine" (1935: 108-9 ). In these statements the 
status of the person as an efficacious agent encompasses their control of a shrine, eclipsing 
the fact that it was partially the tomate within that was responsible for their success. This was 
made possible by the genealogical connection - the shrine-owner was the living representa-
tive of ancestors who had once been efficacious, and so, stood as the product of a chain of 
persons stretching far into the past. By owning a shrine and acting successfully, a person was 
revealed to contain the potency of the dead within themselves, to encompass the many with 
one body. For this reason alone, a shrine was as much a part of effective personhood as a re-
flection of ancestor veneration. Quite literally, shrines were parts of people (living and dead) 
distributed throughout the landscape. 
Accordingly, we need to think of the material remains deposited on the shrines of Roviana 
as an active means of altering the world rather than passive evidence of supplication. Though 
shell rings and other belongings were smashed to facilitate the journey of the soul, their re-
mains were not mere husks, empty of any importance. Rather, they were potent parts of the 
tomate, a person transformed but clearly still present - and their materiality linked the person 
who controlled the shrine to their ancestor. We can think of this as objectification insofar as 
breakage announced the presence of a tomate and its relationship to living descendants. This 
form of artefact breakage was, consequently, an active reconstruction rather than destruction. 
Shrines were transitional places, not the site of permanent endings. 
Much the same can be said of artefacts subsequently deposited on shrines as elicitory 
offerings, or after they had simply worn out. Although such depositions were akin to sacrifi-
cial offerings whose intention was directed towards the afterlife, it is also important to note 
their continuing relevance to the living. A broken artefact on a shrine was, like the form of 
the shrine itself, a visible index of something larger or more complete elsewhere, in Sodo. 
Breaking a thing announced its transition to another state in a noumenal sphere. But this 
breakage, and the visible remains, also announced a relationship in objectified form. Whether 
something simply broke and was placed on a shrine, or whether it was broken purposefully, 
the intention was to transact ( evince a relationship) with to mate - things were given to the 
ancestors so that they would respond. This was sacrificial in the sense that the broken thing 
would never come back in the same shape, but nevertheless, a return was (ideally) forthcom-
ing: if the tomate was mana, then the broken thing was transformed into successful action at 
a future date. Thus, the deposition of broken things on shrines was a form of social transac-
tion that entailed a double transformation: a thing went from being part of a living person, 
through breakage, to part of an ancestor; and it came back, through mana, as successful en-
deavour. A living person gained what they had given away ( efficacy) in another form. The end 
of a thing was the beginning of something else. 
Consequently, shrines were origin places in more than one sense. In chapter three I re-
lated the traditions associated with the fortified shrines ofNusa Roviana, noting how lineages 
of monuments descend ridgelines throughout the landscape, echoing budding generations 
in material form. Ancestors in Roviana embodied the most potent generative capacity - they 
gave rise to life and agency - and the shrines that contained their remains clearly harboured 
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this potency. We can think of the broken artefacts offered amongst the crania and cobbles of 
shrines as part of their generative capacity. Each broken thing marks a transformed action 
- a body part attached to the tomate by means of a transaction that enabled different forms 
of agency for living descendants. Again the artefacts are active rather than passive, and it was 
only through their use in this manner than social engagement with ancestors was possible. 
This leads us to the irony that successful action was sometimes only ensured by breaking one's 
tools. 
The analogy operating between the death of people and the breakage of things clearly 
extended beyond the mere fact of similar physical dissolution. The key to their operational 
symmetry actually resided in similar possibilities for the transformation of agency: as people 
became potent ancestors, so broken offerings became efficacious endeavours. A shrine was thus a 
productive node allowing transformations of social agency within a relational context - much 
like a person. 
It is interesting to note that the generative capacity of shrines also led to the possibility of 
their own replication. Not all shrines on Nusa Roviana contain cranial material - many are 
simple mounds or platforms with artefacts, and indeed some do not even contain artefacts. 
Although all of these must have been affiliated with tomate ( or tamasa ), their origin is not to 
be found in funeral rites. Instead, they appear to have been set up in a manner akin to the 
distribution of property taboos and other charms. Just as a tokoro practitioner encompassed 
the agency of tomate during action, so a shrine owner encompassed the mana of the shrine; 
and, just as the efficacy of a tokoro could fan out to lineage affiliates (i.e. those who 'purchased' 
the charm), so shrines could be set up in branches affiliated with an originating root. Hocart 
(n.d[n]: 4), for example, records an instance in which a man of Simbo gave shell rings to a 
Roviana man in order to acquire the ability to set up a shrine allowing successful hunting 
with dogs. There is evidence that similar transferrals were effected by taking ash from one 
shrine and scattering it at a new location where a secondary shrine was to be set up (Hocart 
1935: 104; Hall 1964: 133). Such shrines were constructed without the skull of an ancestor, but 
the tomate was still held to be present by virtue of the filiative transaction and ash transferral. 
Occasionally a carving or stone was set up as a proxy for the skull - a Simbo informant told 
Hocart (1922: 92) that the tomate was thought to sit on these when offerings were made. In 
some cases the origin of secondary shrines was recognised explicitly in these offerings: "one 
[bonito fishing shrine] was imported from Simbo and still sends its catches to the parent 
shrine" (Hocart 1935: 109). The parallel with the kinds of transactions discussed in the previ-
ous chapter is apparent - the creation of shrines was conducted according to exactly the same 
principles governing the distribution of agency throughout the entire social field. 
If we think of shrines as nodes imbued with generative and transformative capacities, 
personified as tomate, then it is apparent that they worked as social actors. Initially they 
might appear as a collection of discarded objects, open, perhaps, to a kind of animism, but 
in Roviana they were a special form of social being available for social transactions. The only 
difference betweentransactions with shrines and transactions with people was that the trans-
formation of one form of agency into another in 'shrine contexts' involved the destruction 
(itself a transformation) of the elicitory article. But then, perhaps this too is not so different 
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from an exchange in which a shell ring was given to a living person in return for their agency 
(~ervice, goods etc.) - in each case the ring was permanently detached from the donor, never 
to return in its original form. 
-The preceding discussion tempts a common archaeological question: if shrines contain bro-
ken belongings and subsequent offerings, what do the contents of any particular shrine say 
about the person interred therein, and the uses to which the shrine was put? The answer is 
more difficult than is often assumed. Inspection alone tells a limited story. Nagaoka (1999) 
has conducted an analysis of the formal variation of shrine construction, looking at how this 
correlates with folk taxonomies and traditional uses. Particular shrines had specific functions 
- all captured the efficacy of tomate, but some directed this towards bonito fishing, others 
to headhunting, some to purification, others to cure leprosy, and so on. As noted in chapter 
three however, most of the functional types tend to be correlated with socio-spatial divisions 
rather than morphology: for example, garden shrines are found on the fringes of agricultural 
soils, while shrines associated with fishing are located on the edges of settlements near the 
coast, but both are materially similar (Nagaoka 1999: 118-9 ). The artefacts deposited on shrines 
might be expected to be a more fruitful means of garnering information about what shrines 
were used for, in the absence of systematic construction differences or oral tradition. Again, 
however, the variation is more subtle than might be assumed - there is nothing in particu-
lar that differentiates an offering of shell rings at a bonito shrine from others deposited at a 
leprosy shrine. Equally, the sheer amount of artefacts at any particular shrine may have less 
to do with the 'status' of the ancestor interred therein than the duration of the shrine's use. In 
any case, as we have seen, artefacts were not deposited as 'signs' to be read by shrine visitors, 
letting everyone know the importance of the dead, but instead, were efficacious body parts 
intended to have an effect on the world. It is worthwhile g1ving a brief overview of the variety 
in deposition patterns. 
Most of the shrines surveyed on Nus a Roviana have very few artefacts - of those with any 
(101 sites) seventy percent contain less than ten items. The vast majority of artefacts recorded 
( 81 % ) come from the remaining thirty percent of sites. A few patterns can be observed in the 
characteristics of these high-content shrines. The two sites with the largest assemblages (736.2 
and 1237) resemble each other in construction and exhibit some similarities in contents, but 
there are also significant differences. Site 736.2 is located at the edge of the flat garden lands 
neighbouring the abandoned Kalikoqu settlement. It consists of a low mound with an igne-
ous rock standing upright nearby. The mound is about two metres square and is composed 
of coral cobbles mixed with broken shell rings, igneous oven stones, abraders made from the 
sandstone ballast of visiting European ships, and many unmodified oyster (Saccostrea cuc-
cullata) and clam (Tridacna sp.) shells. A small amount of pig and human mandible is also 
present, but there is no evidence of a skull repository. One ceramic pipe stem and a fragment 
of slate were recorded. The shell rings are clearly the most abundant artefact: I counted 76 
poata, 70 bareke and 31 hokata fragments. 
Site 1237 is located in the Doruana section of Vuragare, and is likewise a low coral mound 
interspersed with hundreds of artefacts. A long piece of coral limestone stands upright 
through the centre of the shrine. I counted 33 bareke, 8 hokata and 8 poata fragments, as well 
as four circular 'blanks' and 19 'cores' from the manufacture of rings. The most abundant 
artefacts however are amorphous sawn chunks of Tridacna gigas, of which there are over 120 
large pieces (i.e. those over 2ox10 cm). Other artefacts recorded include two stingray spines 
(used as spear tips), a sandstone abrader, a smashed stoneware pot, willow pattern ceramic 
plate fragments, and an iron bollard shaped object that I have not been able to identify (al-
though informants suggested it may have been used as a kodere, or mortar for crushing lime 
or nuts). 
Superficially the shrines are very similar: they are quite small, lacking any complex struc-
tures; each has a stone upright located nearby; the assemblages are dominated by shell ring 
debris; and each has a few artefacts of European manufacture present. Both sites lack ances-
tral skulls (replaced perhaps by the upright stones), although they contain what appear to be 
personal artefacts not usually used as offerings: the broken plates and stoneware, slate and 
pipe, spear tips and iron bollard. These may have been deposited after they broke, or smashed 
during death rituals as described above. But, given the absence of skulls, it is probable that 
these shrines were places of communication with spirits whose immediate genealogical rela-
tionship to living members of society was not known - they were ancestors, but not neces-
sarily ones that people could remember as living kin. They may well have once been skull 
shrines, evidenced perhaps by the fragmentary mandible at site 736.2, but the ravages of time 
clearly reduced them to simple mounds during a long period of use. Besides the absence of 
crania this is also evidenced by the sheer numbers of other artefacts placed at these locations: 
it is unlikely that these were deposited in one go (artefacts occur interspersed with cobbles up 
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shells & misc. 
Notes 
12 pcs of single incomplete vessel 95 cm dia. 
fragment of willow pattern plate. 
kodere 'pounder' - bollard shape 
for spear 
sandstone ships ballast 
above ca. 10 x 20 cm 
many roza shells ( oyster), Tridacna sp., 
igneous oven stones, sandstone abrader, pig bone, 
human mandible 
Table 7.1 Shrine assemblages, sites 1237, 736.2 
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to a depth of 70 cm), and they may well have accumulated over years of offering ceremonies. 
But none of this tells us very much about the form these ceremonies took For that we need to 
look at the deeper differences. 
Site 736.2 contains only completed shell rings, while site 1237 is dominated by manu-
facture debris, perhaps indicating that the latter was associated with the production of shell 
rings, while the former was not. This seems a legitimate assumption though it is complicated 
somewhat by the fact that site 736.2 contains more grinding stones - items necessary in shell 
ring manufacture. It is supported however, by the relative location of the shrines: site 736.2 is 
adjacent to garden land, whilst site 1237 is only twenty-five metres from the shoreline where 
other shell ring manufacturing sites are usually located (e.g. site 1465/1466). The proximity of 
site 736.2 to gardens is perhaps indicative of some role in fertility or land transferral ceremo-
nies - a hope ma1Jini perhaps. If so, the presence of whole Tridacna species shells would make 
sense - these are commonly deposited on 'weather shrines' (e.g. site 6) and can be associated 
with tamasa ( chapter four), both of which were thought fundamental to the success of plant 
growth and harvest. Other differences include the abundance of igneous stones at site 736.2 
and their absence at site 1237, where even the upright stone is made of coral. It is possible that 
this is a reflection of a connection between site 736.2 and mainland New Georgia, as perhaps 
a daughter shrine of a mainland hope ma1Jini. On the other hand it may simply be a reflection 
that burnt offerings were made at this shrine but not at site 1237, since most of the stones have 
been heated in an oven. 
According to the evidence then, a certain amount of inference can be based on the con-
tent, form and location of these shrines, but this cannot approach the specificity of ethno-
graphic information. Such one-to-one interpretations are rendered problematic, too, by ap-
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sea worm tube 
shells & misc. 
Notes 
fragment 
ca. 57 cm long. 
pierced 'gulumu' - Tridacna crocea 
roza (oyster) shells, Tridacna sp., igneous oven stones 
pierced 'gulumu' - Tridacna crocea 
used as a trumpet 
Tridacna gigas, parrotfish dentary, Conus shell, pig bone, 
igneous oven stones 
Table 7.2 Shrine assemblages, sites 1417, 84.6, 1259 
parent inconsistencies across the range of sites. Amongst the top thirty percent of sites, three 
others are of a similar size and morphology to those just discussed (sites 1417, 84.6, 1259). But, 
each has a different assemblage of artefacts, and these are quantitatively inferior to those of 
sites 736.2 or 1237. There are similarities: like site 1237, all have significantly more bareke frag-
ments present than poata; igneous stones are present on sites 84.6 and 1259, as with site 736.2; 
again there are no skull repositories; and most have some combination of clam or oyster spe-
cies shells present. 
Differences are apparent however. There are artefacts not present in the previous two sites 
- shells used as weights for fishing nets, a porobatuna, and a marine worm casing ( used much 
like a conch horn according to informants). The sites in Kalikoqu are located near the edge of 
the lagoon (site 1417 is in the tidal mudflats), whereas site 1259 in Vuragare is located inland, 
close to garden land. Furthermore, none of the sites has an upright stone placed nearby or on 
the shrine. What these similarities and differences tell us about shrine function is difficult to 
say. None has the enormous amount of shell ring debitage deposited on site 1237, seemingly 
ruling out any connection with manufacturing rituals. But, given that two of the sites are so 
close to the coast, and both site 84.6 and 1259 contain net weights, it is unlikely that they were 
garden shrines. The preponderance of bareke fragments does suggest that they may have had 
some association with tamasa, but this is hardly certain. 
A similar degree of variance occurs amongst the other sites with large assemblages. Sites 
1260, 1271, 1318, and 1476, for example, are all platform complexes with wall structures, but the 
artefacts present are not structured in any obvious way. Each assemblage is certainly interest-
ing and suggestive, and the variations between shrines are notable, but there is no particular 
pattern. Site 1476 has many poata and bareke, a conch shell trumpet, and a variety of fish and 
shell species probably placed as offerings. The most interesting artefacts at this site are a set 
of locks from an English shotgun manufactured between 1840 and 1860, and an iron pot, 
smashed into three fragments. These were clearly personal belongings, indicative of both the 
extent of trade with Europeans, and the importance of violence to identity construction in the 
late nineteenth century. Site 1260 in Vuragare contains a similar proportion of shell rings, and 
a worm casing for use as a trumpet, but here there is a sperm whale tooth (kalo) valuable, and 
a goat horn. Whale teeth are found on other shrines in Vuragare, and according to Hocart 
(n.d[h]: 4) were classed as riko associated with tamasa. He also notes that imitations existed 
carved out of veruveru (Tridacna squamosa), and this is probably the reason for the presence 
of the goat horn - visually similar, it was probably accepted as cognatic. Hocart thought it 
unlikely that whale teeth were introduced by visiting European whalers, reasoning that it was 
not credible that they would be ascribed to tamasa in the "seventy years or less" since they first 
began to call on New Georgia. I am less convinced, and the goat horn is certainly indicative of 
some trade in such 'valuables' with Europeans. In any case, these artefacts were normatively 
heirlooms, and their presence on a shrine probably implies some dangerous association with 
tamasa much like the leprosy riko mentioned in the previous chapter. 
The other shrines have their own peculiarities. Site 1318 contains six igneous stones ground 
into a variety of amorphic shapes: three are potentially heavily worn grinding stones, but the 











2 firearm locks 
1 iron pot 
1 bukiconch 






2 marine worm casing 
1 kalo whale tooth 
1 goat horn 
1 willow pattern ceramic 




3 bonito lure 
1 bonito lure tab 
1 shell adze 
1 bukiconch 




1 bareke (fishtail) 
1 stone fish carving 
1 barava 
1 embellished ring 
1 embellished ring 
shells & misc. 
Notes 
English shotgun, percussion cap model, 1840-1860 
3 pieces, trader era? 
Cassis cornuta - used as a horn 
2 Tridacna gigas, bivalve and oyster shells, large fish 
dentary (Monotaris grandoculus), pig mandible 
'imitation whale tooth' 
in two pieces, drilled hole in the centre 
ground igneous stones, variety of shapes 
pearl shell lure 
pearl shell tab - lure perform 
Tridacna adze 
6 oysters, Tridacna sp., branch coral. 
igneous stone 
fragment, rounded flat tab protruding from the 
side 
fragment, protruding 1JUZU1JUZU 
2 Tridacna gigas, Tridacna sp., Trochus shells 
Table 7.3 Shrine assemblages, sites 1476, 1260, 1318, 1271 
trolling lures indicating some connection with bonito fishing. A shell adze is also present, 
possibly associated with the grinding stones, although how this would relate to bonito fishing 
is hard to say. Site 1271 contains a variety of embellished shell rings and a stone image of a fish, 
which have been discussed in chapter four. Again these may connect this shrine to tamasa, as 
would the preponderance of bareke and Tridacna valves. 
It is evident that there is very little to connect the assemblages of these sites to the appar-
ent similarity of their construction, and indeed it is hard to propose functions from the char-
acteristics of the artefacts. Some vague affiliation with tamasa can be postulated, but there 
are also possible indicators of rituals associated with fishing, warfare, and adze manufacture. 
This absence of concrete structure occurs throughout the varieties of shrine on Nusa Roviana. 
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Fig. 7.4 Kaza, net weights with two conch shell trumpets 
Site 1297-1, Kidavana, Vuragare 
Even in instances where the purpose of a particular shrine is more certain, the artefact assem-
blage does not always appear to be structured accordingly. 
A good example is provided by the assemblages associated with wharf constructions or 
shrines attached to wharves. While some of these certainly do have similar characteristics, 
this is often confounded by contrary instances. Such sites sometimes contain large numbers 
of Tridacna crocea (gulumu) shells, roughly pierced to enable them to be used as net weights 
(kaza). This is a possible indicator that these locations were used to confer mana on net fishing 
expeditions - shrines classified ethnographically as hope kesoko or hope morumoru. Hocart 
(1937: 35), for example, relates that new nets with kaza weights were kept on a stone next to 
a shrine for a period of inauguration, and shell rings would be offered to tomate so that they 
would make the net mana. It is probable too, that old nets were left on shrines when they had 
worn out. 
Sites 1297.1 and 68 contain the greatest abundance of net weights (33 and 39 items respec-
tively). The first is a shrine located at the end of a wharf in Kidavana, Vuragare, and the second 
is positioned a few metres away from the primary wharf in Kokorapa. However, when we 
compare other sites with net weight assemblages this apparent association breaks down. Site 
1379, with nine. net weights, is a skull shrine located inland in Val)oro, Vuragare. This is similar 
to sites 1307 and 1314 (1 artefact each) in Kidavana, which are also skull shrine complexes, but 
these are located closer to the sea. The manufacturing area in Kalikoqu (site 1466) has five net 
weights; site 1259, a small mound mentioned previously, has three; and site 84.6, another small 
mound, has one. It could possibly be argued that, because of the relatively small assemblages 
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of these latter sites, we should not consider them to be representative - the presence of kaza 
might be incidental. But this assumption is itself confounded by the fact that an ethnographi-
cally documented (Nagaoka 1999) hope morumoru (a turtle netting shrine) in Vuragare (site 
1199) contains only one net weight. Structurally it is a walled enclosure containing three skull 
shrines formed from coral slabs. The situation is further confused by the assemblage of the 
only ethnographically known hope kesoko on Nusa Roviana: site 63. A small mound posi-
tioned at the lagoon edge in Vuragare, this shrine's assemblage consists solely of Tridacna 
debitage, with no net weights at all. 
According to this evidence then, not only can artefacts associated with net fishing oc-
cur on shrines of virtually any form, but also, shrines explicitly used in net fishing rituals do 
not necessarily contain artefacts associated with net fishing. Although structures associated 
with wharves contain the largest assemblages of this kind, no rule can be formed from this 
fact. Indeed, wharf structures are associated with all sorts of different ritual sites. Site 1297.3 
is a high coral mound at the shoreward end of the same wharf as site 1297.1, and contains 
artefacts somewhat typical of many shrines: I recorded six poata, two bareke and one hokata. 
Unusually, these were deposited in a cache beneath a carved stone bowl, which was decorated 
with an anthropomorphic face at one end. A single grinding stone was deposited next to the 
bowl, and the entire mound was strewn with sawn Tridacna gigas fragments (ca. 60 pieces), 
and oyster shells. These features are reminiscent of the small mound at site 1237 and the hope · 
kesoko at site 63, and the stone bowl compares with one found at hope morumoru (site 1199), 
but again, each of these sites has a markedly different construction, and contain otherwise 
divergent assemblages. Another wharf, nearby to site 1297, has a coral mound at the seaward 
end (site 1295.1) that appears to have been used as the initial interment place of a corpse. There 
are no human crania present, but this is one of the few sites on Nusa Roviana with human 
long bones, and rib fragments. Artefacts recorded included several iron axe head fragments, 
a broken willow pattern ceramic plate ground to a circular disc and pierced by a central hole 
(probably indicating usage as a dala, 'kapkap' type ornament - it is identical to a specimen in 
the British Museum collected by Woodford in Roviana (Ethno 1900.10-8.1) ), a Tridacna gigas 
disc, and several hokata and poata fragments. All of which may have been the belongings of 
the deceased. Contrarily, another wharf structure appears to have been used in the next stage 
of funerary rituals. Site 1419.2 in Kalikoqu comprises a skull house constructed of coral slabs, 
similarly sitting at the lagoon end of a wharf. Three crania are housed in the shrine, one of 
which sits atop a broken bareke, and, located nearby there is a fallen upright stone and a conch 
shell. Clearly, shrines associated with wharves, much like other forms of ritualised architec-
ture, did not have any single structured association - their uses cut across a variety of activi-
ties, within certain bounds (there are no known garden shrines on wharves, for example). 
It is also probable that single shrines had more than one use over the course of many 
generations. Some of the variability and uncertain structure of their contents is probably due 
to such fluctuation. Site 66 in Kokorapa, for example, is, according to oral tradition, hope 
popoqu, a leprosy shrine, but the artefacts present point to additional associations - barava 
and pagosia indicate that the shrine may have once housed a serubule or vovoso charm as-
sociated with war and the weather. This is supported by the presence of numerous Tridacna 
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squamosa shells ( veruveru), and two Tridacna gigas valves, which, as argued in chapter five, 
may have been linked to tamasa and the weather. There may be some taphonomic bias here 
though, in that during the years since abandonment people have continued to place artefacts 
on shrines, and have removed artefacts from them for a variety of reasons (see below). Some 
shrines near the gardens on the hilltop slopes of Nusa Roviana for example, contain many 
artefacts that people have placed there after discovering them during planting and weeding. 
This may well have also occured on shrines that reside amongst current settlements, like site 
66. Nevertheless, this does not explain all of the variation evident in shrine assemblages, espe-
cially those located in places seldom frequented. Most of the assemblage variation was created 
at original deposition, and is likely to be due to varied ritual 'use: Despite the tendency in oral 
traditions and Hocart's reports to name shrines in a way that implies a singular usage, there 
is no reason to suppose that particular spirits were not efficacious in a variety of endeavours. 
This possibility is rendered viable when we remember that shrines were conceived as a form 
of social being, as contingent as persons were. In fact, I think that this is the key to under-
standing the variability I have described. 
The shrines of Roviana exhibit a collage of forms repeated in a variety of combinations 
- there is structure, but it is not the kind a 'structuralist' analysis would expect to find. My 
argument is that the data from shrines are not amenable to being ordered as if there was an 
underlying grammar of artefact deposition, enabling us to understand reflections of social 
function in patterned materiality. Shrines do not exhibit the properties of language because 
their social role is not representational - instead they are part of a system of action, intended 
to change the world. The model guiding their production was based less on the creation of 
meaning than the creation of agency - they appear as persons rather than texts. Each shrine is 
different from every other to the same degree that persons are different from each other, and 
their contents and characteristics are constructed in the same way that these are made evident 
in people. Just as a person in Roviana was formed at the point at which a series of relationships 
converged, so shrines existed as particular entities formed out of the assembled parts of their 
'self': artefacts that once belonged to a person, or were given by those engaged in particular 
relationships with that person. The variability we see in shrine assemblages is a manifestation 
of the contingencies of personhood formation - each part speaks of a particular relationship, 
act, or exchange. Accordingly, shrines are no more generic than people are - they had sodal 
roles that varied, having certain realms of efficacy rather than a solitary function. 
After all, the primary role of any shrine in Roviana was to enchain actors in relationships 
so that successful agency could be achieved - a 'bonito shrine' linked living persons to their 
ancestors, and propagated the success in bonito fishing that those ancestors had themselves 
demonstrated when alive (itself derived from communion with previous ancestors). The for-
mal characteristics of the artefacts deposited on a shrine were relevant to its use only in the 
sense that they enabled such relationships to persist. We should not expect to find any one-
to-one correlation between assemblage contents and use, because the artefacts are primarily 
parts of people and their relations, rather than symbols - they simply index acts of commun-
ion and enchainment. There may have been levels of appropriate deposition, but clearly, this 
was an inclusive practice. Virtually anything attached to a person at their death could be put 
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on a shrine, and virtually anything a living person could detach as a gift could be subsequently 
offered. Shell rings, as the perfect exchange media, were an obvious choice, but other valu-
ables, personal belongings, worn out tools, and food were equally viable, because, in life, these 
were the things that circulated amongst people. Rather than look for structural patterns that 
enable us to determine shrine function, we should instead view assemblages in terms of what 
they tell us about the formation of persons. This has been a guiding principle of my analysis. 
MM 
The contents of shrines provide us with a different kind of access to a world that is only 
partially visible in oral tradition and the accounts of contemporary observers. This has al-
ready become apparent through the observation that large numbers of Poata were broken on 
shrines as offerings - as I have noted, Hocart's texts barely mention the use of Tridacna rings 
in this manner. Similarly, there is a range of artefacts present in neither museums nor re-
ports. The ubiquity of shell ring manufacturing debris is an obvious example, but other, more 
unique, artefacts constantly appear as well. There are unusually embellished rings, fragments 
of carvings in shell and stone, stone bowls, grinding stones, pounders and anvils, shell adzes 
and pearl shell ornaments. Perhaps the most intriguing artefacts belong to a category I can 
only term 'oddly shaped stones'. These amorphous forms are usually impossible to interpret, 
and many seem to be the result of a lot of effort at creating nothing in particular. Within this 
category I would also include unusually shaped lumps of coral. Mostly the latter are unmodi-
fied peculiarities of nature - long spirals, or fortuitous growths in the shape of male genitalia. 
But, there are some more frequent occurrences such as the regular deposition on skull shrines 
of a particular species of branch coral that looks at lot like bone, apparently known colloqui-
ally as 'dog bone coral' (pers. comm. Shankar Aswani 1999 ). With the exception of this latter 
example, which appears ripe for an interpretive leap about some connection between the Tiola 
sacred dog and the bodily qualities of ancestors, most of the depositions of stones are opaque 
and obscure. It is possible that they were meant to be - shrines were, after all, exceptional 
places, spaces unfamiliar and not easily approached by the living. Peculiar things belonged 
on shrines as much as broken items, because the infinitely fluid agency of tomate and tamasa 
could take myriad forms. If the artefacts appear bizarre to us then that is only appropriate. 
The presence on shrines of materials of European origin is also worth mentioning. There 
are fragments of willow pattern plate and stoneware, ceramic hokata, iron axes, bits of fire-
arms, a kettle, a pot; pipe stems, slate, a goat horn, roofing tin and lengths of hoop iron. Some 
of these artefacts have been modified and used according to local terms - the ceramic plates 
are shaped and drilled, for use as ornaments; an iron plane blade was used as an adze; the roof-
ing tin was part of a skull house ( cf. Hocart 1922: plates VIII, rx); and we might assume that 
the firearms and axes were once inlaid like those shown in figure 5,40. These modifications 
conform to the kind of 'indigenous appropriations' described by Thomas (1991). European 
materials were used according to Roviana terms and shaped into local categories. Coupled 
with the fact of their deposition on shrines, this allows us, to a degree, to see beyond common 
assumptions about the native view of foreign things. Stepping into the overgrown forests of 
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Fig. 7.5 'oddly shaped stones' 
Bottom right: site 786, all others: site 1318 Nusa Roviana 
Nusa Roviana's interior, we move beyond the liminal spaces of Greg Dening's beaches (1980), 
where European and indigenous understandings clashed and were negotiated. Double visions 
are no longer relevant in the forest, because, placed on shrines at the end-point of a trans-
cultural biography, such artefacts had become fully absorbed into Roviana life. There is no 
sense that these things were deposited as items of worship or mystery, the sanctified remains 
of indigenous desire for the unknowable ways of Europeans. Far from it: they clearly had no 
more, nor less, capacity for being mana that the locally made items amongst which they sit. 
As offerings or belongings they were placed entirely unselfconsciously, as part of the habitus 
of everyday life in the nineteenth century. Things with European origins belonged on shrines 
as much as the bones of their Roviana owners, because, by the late 1800s, a Roviana persoil. 
was a product of relations that extended beyond New Georgia. 
Shrines bear witness to this extension as a kind of assimilation reflected in not only the lo-
cal shaping of fragments of pottery and iron, but also the remaining evidence of the origin of 
these things. According to the understanding of exchange relations described in the previous 
chapter, the complexity of artefact origins must have been recognized. Although indigenous 
templates may have been employed and encouraged (iron axes= karamaho for example) there 
should be no doubt that the origin of things in particular relations was a necessary accompa-
niment to their deposition. This was, after all, a principle of all trade networks in Roviana. So, 
the ceramics may have been shaped into decorative categories, but the evident origin of the 
material employed remained for all to see. This must have had implications for the shaping of 
personhood, for if persons were composed through the support of a multiplicity of relations, 
then the objectifications of those relations (trade goods, belongings) indexed certain forms 
of person. In effect we see in the assemblages of shrines, a form of personhood that, having 
always been hybrid, simply expanded. Nevertheless, these were surely new people. A tomoko 
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decorated with willow pattern barava in place of pearl shell or Tridacna (Hocart n.d[l]: s) im-
plies a change in the balance of old relations in favour of new. As with the introduction of iron 
axes, the result was a slightly different structuring of resources, alliances and agency. 
That there had been a change was occasionally acknowledged in explicit discourse. At 
the funeral ceremonies (lodu) of a man on Simbo, a spirit medium who had dreamed him-
self into the land of the dead informed Hocart that the old tomate who came for the recently 
deceased wore no calico, beads or other trader's import, for they had died before white men 
came (1922: 94). Similarly the tomate could not 'see' the ethnographer's presence amongst the 
funeral party, for he was beyond their ken. In other ceremonies, Hocart's informants declared 
that the spirits were afraid or shy of his person (1922: 299-300 ). In these observations, the peo-
ple of Simbo employed the coming of traders as a device for marking time and difference, a 
measure of the age of tomate. Against the mild bafflement of the spirits, the living are reflected 
as knowledgeable actors in a changed world. The tone of the statements is reminiscent of the 
discourse employed by contemporary Roviana people, who contrast the days of paganism 
with the Christian present as a movement away from ignorant darkness (huporo ). Such igno-
rance is reflected less in pre-Christian ritual than in misrecognition of European things: in 
one account of the sacking of a trader's ship, rice is discarded as ant eggs, coins as shell inlay, 
and flour is thought to be lime for betel chewing, resulting in amusing, gummy-mouthed con-
sequences (Alebeti in Carter n.d: 6; cf. Dureau 2001). There is wonder and bafflement in these 
stories, but it is not shared by the tellers. At the time of sustained contact, European things as 
a category implied nothing more or less than modern life. Shrines with these new assemblages 
were a new form of tomate, similar to those of old, but presumably less confused. 
The vagaries of shrine assemblages, which juxtapose broken quotidian things with sur-
prising items of skilled manufacture or intriguing natural form, remind me of Francis Bacon's 
"goodly, huge cabinet" in which "whatsoever singularity, chance and the shuffle of things hath 
produced" might be kept ( chapter two). Differences are of course apparent, but the contrast is 
worthwhile. Whereas the Renaissance collector's cabinet sought a rationalist control over the 
universal history of nature and humanity, the shrines of Roviana sought practical efficacy in 
a world ruled by spirits. While the contents of cabinets implied both the powerful wonder of 
nature and the inquisitive, active mind of the collector, the contents of shrines implied both 
the potency of tomate and the relational ties that bound them to their descendants. Artefacts 
were placed behind glass and wood, severing them from the world in an act of intellectual 
control; artefacts were smashed on shrines, severing them from worldly circulation in acts of 
communion and spiritual control. Both collections objectify the desires of their makers, and 
their view of the world, albeit in different, but parallel, ways. Equally, both are personified as 
an extension of their creator's agency. But whatever the similarities, I doubt either party would 
have recognised themselves in the other. This notwithstanding, for the final section of this 
chapter I will extend the analogy to the European practice of collecting Roviana things. 
Collectors · 
When the missionaries came, and conversion began in earnest, the old ghosts were laid to 
rest. In Ro'viana today, shrines are untended and overgrown - the buttress roots of rainfor-
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est trees splay over their surface, and the surrounding area is commonly covered with ginger 
shrubs. The latter were purposefully planted post-missionisation to cool the spirits, keeping 
them quiet, pacifying the possibility of any dangerous reaction to neglect. We might say that 
this approximated a final death, if it was not for the remaining interest of various parties. 
A collection of barava and pagosia in Auckland War Memorial Museum is attributed in 
the accession notes to a particular hope in Roviana: "From Ande shrine near Munda" (27306.1-
9). Probably taken in the 1930s at the same time as two waisted stone axes (38427) and a club, 
these artefacts are part of the collection of the Methodist missionary Rev. A.H. Voyce. A pro-
digious collector, Voyce was, it seems, willing to simply take what he considered abandoned. 
This may partially have been due to his authority as a missionary, a tacit demonstration of 
supremacy over the old ways. Certainly in the early days of the Mission in Roviana, its leader, 
Rev. Goldie, staged a series of direct challenges to the spiritual authority of ba1Jara, sheltering 
murderers, adulterers and women who had left their husbands (Luxton 1955). Posed photo-
graphs show him standing authoritatively next to shrines, his hand resting on a beku carving 
of an ancestor (figure 7.6 overleaf). Such disregard for local beliefs amounted to a demonstra-
tion of the power of the new God, backed up, not coincidentally, by the secular might of the 
recently established protectoral government. It was also an attempt to persuade based on a 
rationalist understanding of the world, in which magic, sorcery and witchcraft were seen as 
erroneous practices conducted by the misinformed. Luxton's account of the establishment of 
the Mission revels in stories of the newcomers breaking taboos, and the absence of the pre-
dicted dire consequences - the 'witches' complain, writhe and curse, but they are undermined 
by rationality (1955: 37-40). Such demonstrations became something of a standard practice, 
though they are disguised in many narratives. An account by James Pitu, a man of ba1Jara 
lineage and the first resident missionary on Nusa Roviana, records: 
In the year 1917 there came to us trouble in our life as missionaries on Nusa Roviana. Our house was attacked 
with spears and bows and arrows, for the heathen people were very angry with the Lotu [church] people. 
Over the sacred places, and tried to injury them. Every where the heathen people were angry, at Dunde, 
Munda, Vuragare and Roviana. (Pitu in Carter n.d) 
Recorded circa 1963, Pitu's account was originally in Roviana - the quote is a transla-
tion by George Carter who had been a lay missionary teacher in the early 1950s, and after-
wards entered the ministry. It is apparent that there was continuing conflict over Christian 
transgression of sacred places (shrines) during the decades following missionary arrival, 
although the clipped translation does not elaborate. Like the destructive pacifying strategy 
of the colonial government before them, missionaries were using shrines as a site for direct 
challenge and practical undermining. This parallel is reflected in the fact that the only other 
Roviana artefacts in the Auckland museum collections that have definitely been removed 
from shrines were collected by Captain Davis of HMS Royalist fame (a serubule [15185], and 
porobatuna fretwork [15186], see also Edge-Partington & Joyce 1904) and another missionary, 
Vaile (several poata [26777.1-4] from Lambete, Munda). These are very unlikely to have been 
isolated incidents - in fact many of the serubule, porobatuna, and human crania stored in the 
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Fig. 7.6 Rev. J.P. Goldie with beku, Munda 
(source: Methodist Archives, Auckland) 
world's museums were probably removed from shrines, although perhaps not all by the col-
lectors themselves. Certainly a few artefacts in the Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford, collected by 
Lieutenant Somerville of the survey vessel HMS Penguin are recorded as having been taken 
from 'graves' in 1893-4 (Conus rings [1894.26.12.1-?], shell ring fragments [1894.26.13.1-10], 
hokata [1895.22.63], pendant ornaments [1895.26.69.1-?], human bones [1894.26.70.1-?], Pitt 
Rivers Museum online catalogue). It is unwise to generalise about all of these instances, but it 
is quite clear that one intended outcome of pillaging by colonial officers leading punitive raids 
or mapping the reefs, and missionaries promoting a new faith, was the demonstration of the 
lack of agency of traditional things in a world were European rationalism, military force and 
religion were being promoted as the ultimate powers. Today, similar practices continue, albeit 
perpetrated by different parties (see below). 
But the collecting of Voyce and his Navy counterparts was not just a matter of reducing 
the agency of pagan things, and indeed only a very small percentage of their vast collections 
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can be said to have been simply taken from shrines. Many were traded, and this too has im-
plications for the relations and reasons governing their acquisition. For his part, Voyce was 
continuing a collecting tradition that had begun with the first European visits to the New 
Georgia region, and in which sailors, traders, colonial administrators, missionaries and eth-
nographers all partook. Broadly, the practices of most collectors were rooted in various ver-
sions of nineteenth century science, but this is not to say that scientific outcomes were always 
an explicit goal. As we have just seen, European notions of rationality fed into concerns that 
may have had little to do with the wider projects of the Enlightenment. On the other hand, 
no matter how varied these concerns were, the effect was always the same - the artefacts were 
contextually transplanted, removed to the cabinets of a distant land. 
Science and transplantation are among the most common tropes deployed in analyses of 
collecting, depicting a practice that severs and isolates, de-contextualising things from their 
origins, epitomised by the image of the museum display: artefacts pinned to a wall behind 
glass, out of reach. In post-colonial anthropology, ethnographic collections gradually became 
characterised as a kind of obloquy- they were "the last colonial captives, and field collecting ... 
[was] their abduction" (O'Hanlon 2000: 2). This amounted to exactly the kind of social 'death' 
noted in the introduction to this chapter. The vast majority of Roviana artefacts in Auckland 
Museum, for example, do not even interact with the public in displays; instead they sit in 
metal drawers, or in boxes on shelves, wrapped in white foam padding. Their objectification 
appears to be total: many lack provenance information, descriptions, recorded names or uses 
- they are as they appear, in themselves. 
But, recent work, such as that of Gosden & Knowles (2001) and the contributors to 
O'Hanlon & Welsch (2000 ), ·has begun to give life to museum collections once more. These 
studies have sought to demonstrate that collecting was more complex than is allowed by its 
equation with dispossession and colonisation. Collections were produced under circumstanc-
es of negotiation, and indigenous agency has helped structure contents: the tensions between 
what collectors wanted and what locals were willing to provide can be evident in the notes, 
diaries, and letters of the collectors, not to mention in the presence and absence of particular 
categories of thing. Indeed, as O'Hanlon (1993: 55) experienced during his own collecting in 
Papua New Guinea, the view of removal as rupture is not always commensurate with local 
understandings, especially in contexts where transactions axiomatically sealed lasting rela-
tionships. I am reminded here of the bakiha rapoto in Auckland museum (16409), given by 
Ingava to Captain Davis as a sign of friendship, and still held to be the "property of Ingova'' 
in the museum's catalogue. Conversely, as Kuchler (1997) has shown, the removal of certain 
artefacts through sale could, in some Melanesian contexts, be viewed as a viable alternative 
to their destruction in ritual processes. I doubt that this was the case in Roviana, but it does 
serve to illustrate that the implications of collecting were by no means simple. In what follows 
I give an overview of the variability and fluctuations in agency seen in European collections 
of Roviana material culture. My scope is generalist, intended to show that, in parallel to the 
kinds of breakage and severance in Roviana death rituals, collected things may die in one 




The first collections of New Georgian material culture were undoubtedly made by sailors on 
passing ships. Lieutenant Shortland's brief 1788 contact with men in canoes from Simbo re-
sulted in a less than premeditated collection of hokata. The Simbo men came prepared - they 
carried small woven bags containing shell rings and beads, which they "willingly exchanged" 
for nails and gimlets (Dureau 1994: 350-1). This opportunistic form of collecting probably 
continued throughout most of the subsequent century - whalers and traders rarely stayed 
long enough to make large collections, and their desires were less directed towards material 
culture than sustenance, sex and resources more economically viable. Accordingly, the people 
of New Georgia probably collected more European things than vice versa during this period. 
Very few early European collections survive in an accessible state - they may reside in 
private homes, sometimes surfacing as commodities on the world's 'tribal art' market (e.g. 
Carlier 2002), or are scattered between various museums. Consequently, the collecting prac-
tices of particular sailors and traders are essentially invisible to analysis, but it is perhaps 
reasonable to assume that they were similar to others collecting under comparable circum-
stances. As Thomas (1991: 150-1) has shown, the effect was often one of commoditisation, and 
as early as the voyages of Cook, natural philosophers such as Johann Reinhold Forster were 
complaining that common sailors collected with anticipation of profits on the curiosity mar-
ket. That this was the case in Roviana is suggested by the fact that the earliest donations (1860-
7os) of Solomon Islands artefacts to the British Museum were given by private collectors who 
had assembled much of their collections by purchase, rather than on voyages (Waite 1979: 
199-201). Not every sailor sold their acquisitions though: some simply kept things acquired in 
Oceania as personal mementos or as embodiments of their achievements. Such things were 
less commoditised than personified (Thomas 1991: 143). However, the widespread passion for 
things collected from the far reaches of the world was, in most cases, directed towards what 
artefacts expressed about those who produced them. Perspectives differed on this, and, as the 
complaints of Forster indicate, the material culture of Oceania was a contested ground for 
Europeans. In opposition to the sailors and curio-collectors, a developing community wanted 
these things reserved for scientific ends. It was the latter, with their explicitly theorised inter-
est, coupled with a command of funds and government influence, who were able to mobilise 
and make the first large collections of Roviana material culture. 
The end of the nineteenth century saw the rise of collecting for science, with the mate-
rial goal being to place artefacts in museums. Museum curators gradually began to use the 
term 'ethnographica' for collected things, in an explicit attempt to distinguish their efforts and 
interests from the earlier passion for 'curiosities' and 'curios' (Buschmann 2000: 56). The ar-
tefacts themselves retained a similar level of interest in terms of their ability to express some-
thing of the people that made them, but it was the particulars of their analytical treatment 
that served as a boundary marker for the new scientists: things were subjected to cataloguing 
and classification in order to create materialised narratives of history- an artefact's value was 
not necessarily aesthetic or monetary. For many, analysis may have been an end in itself, but 
inevitably the documentation of the material cultures of the world was itself directly linked to 
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the goals of government and global commerce. And, in the Solomons at least, this was not a 
corruption of noble intentions, but a willing collusion. 
One of the first thorough attempts to establish a collection from the Solomons was by 
Henry Brougham Guppy in 1882. Employed as ship surgeon for the surveying vessel HMS 
Lark, Guppy's appointment was carefully tuned to the goals of the voyage. In the early 1880s 
there was a burgeoning turf war over the Solomons between Britain and Germany, and official 
survey and appraisal was of some necessity. Accordingly, the Lark voyaged with the purpose 
of mapping the coastlines and reefs of the Bougainville Straits and the eastern Solomons. 
Collecting information about the flora, fauna and inhabitants was clearly part of this project 
of intelligence gathering and documentation. In the preface to his first account of the expe-
dition, Guppy (1887a) notes that his interest in natural history and geology was a deciding 
factor in his employment, and that he was given funds and training by the staff of the British 
Museum to make collections and explore the interior of several islands. That Guppy was in 
no doubt about his involvement in the projects of Empire is also reflected in the title of his 
second volume of description: The Solomon Islands: their geology, general features, and suit-
ability for colonisation (1887b ). 
It is Guppy's first volume though, which is of most interest in terms of his collecting, 
although this is nowhere thoroughly discussed. The book is essentially a guide for interested 
parties - scientists, government agents, traders - containing a thorough description of cli-
mate, people, culture, plants and animals. It begins with an amusing, almost slapstick, account 
of his travails in the bush - we witness him stumbling through the undergrowth, dripping 
with sweat, burning with heat one moment, overcome by sudden chills the next, tangled in 
spider webs, and partaking in an occasional slippery pratfall over vines in the mud. He pad-
dles about in a Rob Roy canoe built specially for him, and at one point is almost swept off a 
cliff by a rogue wave. Throughout, his reporting is experiential, and as a medical doctor he 
was clearly interested in the human body. He experiments with betel nut in his cabin one 
night, chewing and swallowing a whole nut "to feel its full effect''. Carefully monitoring his 
pulse rate, sensitivity to light and degree of intoxication, he concludes with some surprise that 
it is comparable to "a glass of sherry" (Guppy 1887a: 96). 
Most of Guppy's time was spent in the Shortland Islands under the protection of the 
aging leader Gorai, the old friend of the trader Ferguson. Here he was able to fully pursue 
his interests, later ranging south to Roviana and beyond. The procurement of botanical, ani-
mal and geological specimens does not appear to have been problematic, and many of these 
were shipped back to England for analysis and identification by specialists. Material culture 
however, proved slightly more challenging. Guppy published studio photographs of spears, 
clubs and a model canoe from San Cristobal, and a IJUZUIJUZU figurehead from Roviana, in his 
report (1887a: 67, 74). These items were probably acquired with relative ease - weaponry, par-
ticularly, dominates collections from the western Pacific at this time, reflecting the interests 
of collectors, the coastal restrictions on their movements and the tension of encounters, as 
well as the tendency for locals to trade a restricted range of things (Thomas 2000: 275). Paying 
local specialists to build model canoes was also a common practice, and an early forerunner 
of production for the tourist market. Other items, however, would not be given up by their 
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owners. Guppy describes a bow-drill in great detail, but declares that he could not tempt the 
owner (Mule, a leader in the Treasury Islands) to part with it (1887a: 76). This kind of resist-
ance wasn't unusual - Julius Brenchley, a guest of the captain of the HMS Curaroa on a journey 
through the Solomons in 1865, described another occurrence of resistance in Florida: 
They use shields here, light but strong; Sir William [Wiseman - the captain] got one, afterwards in my 
possession, beautifully made, covered on one side with work presenting a variety of patterns consisting of 
small thin flat circles made from shells rubbed down and tied on. There was only one more shield of the kind, 
and the native bolted when he found that Sir William's coxswain wanted it. (Brenchley 1873: 280-1) 
Whatever the differences of power dynamics in these cases ( the Curaroa was an armed 
man-o-war while the Lark was a survey vessel; Mule was a powerful leader and friend of 
Europeans, the unknown 'native' was probably not; a shield was given to the 'captain but not 
the coxswain) it is clear that some things were best kept, and not everything had a price. The 
fact that the Florida man chose to flee rather than give up his shield does suggest something 
of the tensions involved in early collecting - it comes across as a response to a moral co-
nundrum. While he probably wanted to be 'friends' with the newcomers, and engage in the 
reciprocity that would seal that bond, the shield was too important an item to release - and, 
a refusal being virtually tantamount to a declaration of enmity, the only choice perhaps was 
to run. Twenty years later in the Treasury Islands, Mule was clearly in a better position to 
stage an outrightrefusal to trade: he had been friends with Europeans for years, and this was 
unlikely to cease because of his refusal to give up a drill. 
Guppy also wanted to collect polished stone tools, but this too was met with failure - in 
this case because none of the coastal groups he interacted with used them. On the other 
hand, flaked chert tools ("worked flints") were abundant finds in garden soils and beaches 
of the northern and eastern Solomons, and could be easily acquired: again, they were not 
currently in use. These, Guppy describes in some detail, declaring them to be of 'Palaeolithic 
type: noting that some had been reworked, and that they were mainly adzes, although one 
axe was found (1887a: 77). He also observes that the origin of these tools was unknown to the 
Treasurylsland locals, and, noting the similarity to the beliefs of rural folk in his own coun-
try, records that they suggested that perhaps they had fallen from the sky. It is at this point 
that Guppy ponders some classic anthropological questions: who made the tools; how long 
had it been since they had occupied this place; where had they come from; and who were 
their descendents (1887a: 78). Although there is a glimmer of concern with origins and the 
history of migration in these questions, Guppy's interest was primarily classificatory. This is 
the chief reason for his collection of clubs and spears, his fastidious interest in the bow-drill, 
and his detailed descriptions of methods of fire making: in each case he refers to the work 
of Pitt Rivers (1875) and Tylor (1865, 1871), who, of course, used these very artefact types to 
rank cultures in evolutionary stages. 9uppy's inquisitiveness about the stone tools and other 
artefacts was directed at triangulating both the racial origin and evolutionary achievement of 
the .Solomon Islanders. 
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This becomes a matter of explicit discussion in the book, with Guppy suggesting that 
the current populations in the islands were the product of an original 'Negrito' aboriginal 
group also found in the Andaman islands, Australia and the Philippines, whose physical and 
linguistic characters had subsequently fused with other races from Malaysia, Micronesia, and 
Polynesia (1887a: 78-80). According to the classifications of the day, the Solomon Islanders 
were held to be of 'Ethiopian' type (1887a: 98). In order to back up his argument and further 
his documentary charter, Guppy dedicates a chapter to racial classification and anthropomet-
ric analysis. He compares 'typical individuals' from various islands, recording virtually every 
lineal measurement that can be taken from the human body, as well as cephalic index and 
standardised skin colour (1887a: 102-15). This is followed by a discussion of powers of vision, 
colour sense (including a record oflocal terms for different colours), and gestural conventions 
(1887a: 124-32). 
In the end, Guppy comes across as an intelligence gatherer, well read in the anthropologi-
cal theories of the day, and comfortable with the description of natural history and geology. 
His project was wide-ranging but conservative, fitting the Solomon Islands and their occu-
pants within an increasingly ordered world according to an academic mode of classification. 
Material culture collecting was but one source of data. The artefacts collected are equivalent to 
the metrical data taken from the heads and limbs of his acquaintances in terms of their utility 
for analysis. As such they are akin to body parts, but in this case, as indicators of the quality of 
those bodies evaluated in terms of evolutionary ranking. The material culture is severed from 
its indigenous context, but is used to reflect back on the people in an entirely different way. 
Things are transformed from part of a person's agency to a symbol of a population's evolution-
ary achievements. 
The work of Guppy was followed up by Charles Morris Woodford, both in terms of its 
project of classification and its political implications. Woodford first travelled to the Solomons 
in 1886 as a self-described naturalist, journeying throughout the archipelago collecting birds, 
insects and other animals, and 'discovering' various species. He returned in 1887 and 1888, 
eventually publishing articles and a book describing his travels (Woodford 1888, 1890). His 
accounts are less formal than Guppy's but his project was essentially the same, with the added 
purpose of campaigning for the establishment of a British protectorate. During his travels he 
spent a period each year in Roviana, and wrote lurid accounts of violence there. The book, A 
Naturalist Among the Headhunters, is peppered with comments on the necessity for pacifica-
tion, and in it's conclusion he notes that if this were to occur he would feel that his "efforts have 
not been altogether in vain'' (1890: 221). It is, of course, no coincidence that it was Woodford 
himself who later became the first officer of the protectorate, and who was responsible for 
mounting the pacification campaign in the New Georgia region during the 1890s. His book, 
and subsequent reports to the colonial office in Fiji, essentially got him the job. 
Woodford's early collections appear to have been directed towards filling gaps in Guppy's 
documentation. In fact a running dialogue with Guppy's account persists throughout the 
book. Woodford's first trip began in Alu in the Shortland Islands, where he stayed with Gorai 
on the recommendation of Guppy. Later he journeyed into the interior of Guadalcanal in an 
attempt to "penetrate to the mountains" (1890: 9) and finish a trip Guppy abandoned because 
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of sickness. It is on this trip, that Woodford makes his first mention of material culture col-
lecting. On the journey inland, his guides call out to men from an interior tribe allaying their 
fears, and informing them: "that I was buying birds, butterflies, snakes and stone-axes, and 
measuring the water" (1890: 127). The stone-axes are those 'polished stone tools' that Guppy 
was unable to procure, allegedly because he remained on the coasts where steel tools had ap-
parently taken their place. Woodford makes a point of mentioning that he acquired sixty or 
seventy axes from people living near the Bokokimbo river (1890: 127-8). But he provides no 
description, and indeed does not mention the axes further, probably indicating that his inten-
tion was either to simply confirm their existence amongst the 'bush people: or boast of his 
achievement in comparison to Guppy's failure. 
Most of Woodford's collecting during these early trips was of animal life, and he offers 
good descriptions of his methods. He shot some animals himself after having asked permis-
sion and gifted trade goods to local leaders, but he also employed hunters. In Roviana he 
asked Ingava for permission to hunt for birds and· butterflies in the forest, declaring that he 
would pay well if any of the ba1Jara's followers provided him with specimens (1890: 149). At 
the end of each day, men, women and children would gather at Woodford's house to trade 
firewood and food, as well as insects, snakes, and birds for his collection. No matter what 
the condition, all of these would be purchased with the hope of encouraging more. His trade 
items included "tobacco, wax matches in tin boxes (Bryant & Mays), several boxes of clay 
pipes, a case of American axes, butcher's knives, &c., and a bale of cotton print" (1890: 79). 
But very few, if any, of these goods were exchanged for items of indigenous material culture. 
This may have been due to the collectors own interests, but there are indications that his 
movements were circumscribed by indigenous sociality. Echoing the complaints of Andrew 
Cheyne before him, Woodford found that Solomon Islanders had very specific ideas about 
the form transactions should take -·he grumbles, for example, that locals would rather pack 
up their goods and depart than accept an item that did not fully meet expectations: tobacco 
pipes had to have specific designs, cloth had to be of a specific colour (1890: 179 ). Equally, cer-
tain things would not be given to visiting Europeans, especially ritual artefacts. IfWoodford's 
interests deviated too far from indigenous expectations of what guests and traders could le-
gitimately want or do, then he was quickly corrected. In Munda, Woodford attempted to ap-
proach a shrine on the shore, but the locals "protested strongly': and he was forced to desist, 
settling instead for a surreptitious photograph when they weren't watching (1890: 149). In fact 
it was photography that was Woodford's main device for recording culture - he took pictures 
of shrines, the inside of paele with heads in the rafters, village architecture, and boys and men 
wearing ornaments. He observed, but had no power to remove any of the objects of his inter-
est. This changed when he became a colonial officer, and so did the nature of his collections. 
When Woodford was made the first resident commissioner of the protectorate in 1896, he 
began to acquire large amounts of material culture, including things with ritual significance. 
Many of these artefacts were sent directly to the British Museum (296 items according to 
Waite 1979: 202), and were described in various papers and notes in the Journal of the Royal 
Anthropological Institute and Man (e.g. Edge-Partington 1901, Woodford 1905, 1909, 1911).In 
terms of the means by which they were acquired, some of these artefacts are certain to have 
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been simply taken during the punitive expeditions of early pacification, in a manner akin the 
extensive collections of Captain Davis of the Royalist (Waite 1979). Destroying shrines and 
the paraphernalia of headhunting was part of the governmental modus operandi. For exam-
ple, Woodford (1909) records that a tomoko war canoe that had been recently used during 
a headhunting expedition was captured, and, a few years later, sold to a German collector 
(after having failed to secure funding to send it to the British Museum). He is explicit about 
the context of the collection: "One native was killed and the canoe, fresh from its baptism of 
blood, was captured" (1909: 511). Other artefacts are passively recorded as having been "dis-
covered" on "old burying place [ s]" (Woodford 1911: 120 ), but the fact of their removal suggests 
Woodford's power as a colonial officer enabled him to wander in areas that might otherwise 
have been off-limits. His employment allowed him to acquire things through means that had 
not been available during either his or Guppy's earlier expeditions. Some of these means were 
undoubtedly violent, but others were merely incidental to his office: a stone ring, for example, 
was found while "clearing the ground for a Government station'' (Edge-Partington 1901: 121). 
And, as noted above, some local groups sought to ally themselves with the government, with 
the aim of escaping prosecution, by giving gifts to certain men such as Davis - a more subtle 
means by which colonial rule resulted in artefact collection. 
Pacification unlocked European access to a whole range of Roviana artefacts whose re-
moval was previously problematic. While, in the early 1880s, Guppy and Woodford had fo-
cussed on disused stone tools, plants and animals ( which were, perhaps, classified as food 
- something New Georgians had long provided for visiting ships), the enforced demise of 
Roviana ritual life enabled the acquisition of artefacts deposited on shrines, and other items 
of ritual importance: serubule, porobatuna, feasting troughs, carved house posts, skulls. In this 
sense collecting material culture was entirely bound up with colonial domination - it was but 
one mode of pacification. Although it can be said that higher theoretical debates in ethnol-
ogy also fuelled collection (Woodford 1890: appendix II discusses Polynesian migrations for 
example), in practice much of the gathering and storage was done under the paradigm of 'sal-
vage: Certainly this was the case for Woodford, who was convinced that indigenous culture, 
and probably the entire population, was on its way towards extinction (1922, 1890: 188). This 
may have been justification enough for removing things from shrines, but the prospect of 
colonisation was always implicit: "Let us hope that their successors, whoever they may be, will 
turn to better use the unlimited resources of these beautiful islands" (Woodford 1890: 188). 
Salvage was also part of the equation in the work of Hocart and Rivers - their ethno-
graphic effort often involved explicit reconstruction, and attempted at various points to shave 
off elements of European influence. But their perspective was somewhat different from previ-
ous anthropological interest in the region. The contrast with Guppy is vivid: while the ship's 
surgeon sought to document a culture in preparation for imperial and economic concern, 
Ho cart and Rivers were looking backwards, trying to recover what was in the process of being 
lost because of those very forces. Accordingly, their accounts are tinged with lament. Where 
Woodford had propagandised for effective colonial pacification, Hocart and Rivers grieved 
for the vigour they thought had been lost with the demise of headhunting, occasionally re-
ferring to the present as 'decadent' (Hocart n.d[e]: 16, n.d[l]: 5). The ethnographers' interests 
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were more purely academic - they were funded by the Percy Sladen Trust, and operated out 
of Cambridge - and as such, they were interested in social structure and material culture for 
reasons that were largely internal to theoretical debates in ethnology. European influenced 
change was a hindrance to their aims. Rivers, for his part, was seeking to gather data for a 
history of Melanesian society, tracing the diffusion of different traits according to a model of 
two immigrant populations and a prior indigenous culture (Rivers 1914). Hocart on the other 
hand, eventually provided a more particularistic account of Simbo, which, although primarily 
descriptive, engaged with contemporary debates in British social anthropology about the na-
ture of 'primitive' thought. Material culture was peripheral to the concerns of both, but each 
made collections of items directly associated with the rituals and ceremonies they recorded. 
Their methods of collecting were, however, quite different. 
Rivers does not seem to have made extensive collections from the western Solomons 
whilst in the field, instead employing others to send him items after his return to England - a 
kind of 'armchair' collecting. Letters from a Simbo trader, Freddy Green, contain indications 
that Rivers was trying to fill gaps and oversights made during his brief stay, collecting items 
associated with practices described in his notes. In one letter Green mentions that he has 
included "the shells used for cutting the cord at birth you have a note about" (16th November 
1908, in Rive~s n.d.). In the same letter it is indicated that sound recordings were also being 
made to order. In late 1909, Rivers sent Green a list of animals to acquire, with jars and 'for-
maline' for their preservation. Green returned these a year later with a letter: 
At last I am forwarding the case of specimens by this Steamer. I hope they will arrive safely. List enclosed 
giving contents of each bottle. I could not get a Frog. Luvipasa is a small ant that bites. Rui and Suata are the 
same to big to send. No doubt you can call back to memory. The fish Dare caught at Dule it was like a snake 
about 3 ft. long & about 9 in. in circumference. 
The Drawing of Kunda drew. Velighale & Mbokolu are tree lizards about 18 or 20 in. long they are seldom 
seen out of trees. Set of Baskets & 1 Bakhea done up [i.e. decorated; a bakiha rapoto]. Statement of account 
Enclosed. I will send an account of Births & Deaths next mail. I am sorry to say that Deaths are much more 
prevelent than births. (4th November 1910, in Rivers n.d.) 
Although it is possible Rivers was acting as a go-between for colleagues working in zool-
ogy, the majority of these animal specimens (and the drawings and artefacts) appear to have 
been requested because they related to specific charms, legends or practices in which he was 
himself interested. A letter from L.M. Whitehouse, for example, states: 
The enclosed leaves have just arrived from Mr A.M. Hocart, Lakeba [Fiji], for you. He says in his letter to Dr 
Haddon: "Please tell Dr Rivers that I have just acquired a Fijian cure for boils in which the number four is 
prominent:' The parcel also contains a photograph of a Vella Lavellan carved tablet. .. (Letter to Rivers, 2o'h 
July 1909, in Rivers n.d.) 
Collecting flora and fauna associated with charms and ritual was likely to have been a 
means of systematically reporting Latin species names in addition to indigenous terminol-
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ogy. Identification enabled comparison across linguistic and cultural boundaries in order to 
draw connections and postulate relationships based on similarities of usage. Nowhere is this 
better illustrated than in Rivers' nomenclature for the two populations he thought had mi-
grated into Melanesia: the "betel-culture" and the "kava-culture" (1914: 250 vol. n). Knowing 
the patterned distribution of kava root or betel nut usage allowed historical narratives to be 
structured according to his (generally erroneous) diffusionist methodology. Other plant and 
animal specimens were perhaps part of the puzzle. 
This analytical treatment was not limited to natural history specimens. Rivers made much 
the same assumptions about material culture. In one peculiar example of this, the anthropolo-
gist sent some ash used to colour teeth in the New Georgia region to a geologist for categorisa-
tion, who, apparently bemused at Rivers' ethno-geology, replied that he could not see how the 
basalt and pyroxene-andesite came to be of use in teeth-blackening, or that "chemical analysis 
would throw any more light on the matter" (Parker to WH.R Rivers, 29th July 1909, in Rivers 
n.d.). More recognisable modes of analysis are employed in Rivers' published work, where he 
uses, for example, the permutations of form found in certain common artefacts ( e.g. pudding 
knives) to trace the influence of hypothetical migrating populations (1914:- 166-75 vol. 1). This 
was based on a theory of 'conventionalisation, whereby introduced artefacts could be traced 
through the degree to which they had supposedly been made to conform to local standards. 
Consequently, Rivers' interest was in repetition and similarity - the collections portrayed in 
his book consist of multiple variations on a theme, the same category of object displayed in all 
its regional variety. To the extent that single instances of different categories appear, these are 
simply portrayed as the material manifestation of a particular social belief (a mask associated 
with a spirit cult for example). In effect, his collection and treatment of material culture vacil-
lated between the highly generalised ( a stylistic marker of diffusion), and the highly particular 
(material evidence of a recorded charm or ritual). 
In opposition to earlier evolutionary theories, such as those that influenced Guppy's use 
of artefacts as markers of race and progress, Rivers t~eated material culture as a cipher of 
intrusion and interaction. Again artefacts were personified at the population level, but they 
stood now for the migratory history of that population rather than its evolutionary achieve-
ment. As a rule though, Rivers did not think much of the utility of material things for his kind 
of analysis: he held that material culture was primarily determined by the environment and 
more subject to loss than "elements of social and religious culture" (1914: 441 vol. n). Because 
of this, artefacts were seen to be unreliable indices of the past for ethnology. As such, Rivers' 
perspective was an early example of the growing disillusionment in twentieth century social 
anthropology with material culture as a legitimate data source (Stocking 1995). His collections 
reflect this to the extent that they are very minor compared to those of other early visitors. 
This ambivalence was probably shared to some degree by Hocart, whose collections re-
flect some of Rivers' concerns. Hocart however, acquired artefacts while in the field, and his 
texts show a greater interest in the details of things, and the means of their manufacture. In his 
descriptions of house (n.d[u]), canoe (n.d[l]) and skull shrine (1922: 103-5) construction he 
seeks a kind of documentary completeness, recording the finest of details. His conscientious 
note-taking extended to commissioning the manufacture of models of a canoe, a zelepade 
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ritual house, and a skull house, to better record their entire construction sequences ( creating 
in the process new forms of artefact). But this kind of descriptive effort comes across less as 
an end in itself than a record for others to use as they see fit. In fact Hocart (1935: 97) states 
that he handed over much of his data on canoe manufacture to A.C. Haddon, for inclusion 
in the compendium Canoes of Oceania, deferring to that author's "more expert hands''. Much 
of Hocart's published material on New Georgia is characterised by this attitude: he states that 
publication has been delayed too long (mainly by World War I) and it is time to simply get it 
out there (1922: 72); he refrains from theoretical comment, simply presenting the facts (1925: 
229). By the time the material was published it appears that Ho cart considered his early work 
to have been useful mainly as data. But, while he was in the field he was certainly more en-
gaged, to the extent that he was, in the words of Freddy Green, "in raptures with Mandeghusu 
[Simbo]" (Letter to Rivers, 251h November 1909, in Rivers n.d.). 
Beyond the gathering of descriptive detail about methods of manufacture, Hocart's col-
lections of material culture were generally focussed on material parallels for the prayers and 
charms in which he was interested. Items were 'purchased' with sticks of tobacco when a defi-
nite ritual association existed. As a result, some of these specimens have the kind of detailed 
information usually lacking in museum collections. For example, while discussing tamasa 
and their effect on the weather, he records the collection of a particular charm: 
Hiro, halfRovianese, halfYsabellan, sold us an object consisting of a stick of ekolo with a mbulau ring tied on 
each side with the lave creeper; a section of a spiral shell ( ran go) is tied on either side of the tip of this stick. It 
is a copy of his Rovianese father's charm. It is stuck in the shield when they go abroad, its object is to prevent 
storms. If a gale comes up, Hiro says: "Clear up Mburavusu, clear up, Koluka, clear up in Leoko" ... Pa Leoko 
is in Gizo; Koluka is the skull-house in Simbo" (Hocart 1922: 290). 
Conversely, when an artefact's association was questionable, acquisition was not pursued: 
"A sacred ring (poata) was brought for sale. It was made by a marine god (tamasa pa n'ivere). 
After some reflection the name was given as Heleveni; but they seemed so uncertain that it 
was not bought" (1922: 295). 
Hocart adopted a somewhat pedantic collection strategy: in contrast to many anthro-
pologists and collectors of the day, the artefact was not always thought to speak for itself, 
and detailed contextual information was sought. In this sense the value of an artefact lay 
in the social parameters of its use, and the beliefs it supported. The poata of uncertain ori-
gin was, after all, probably identical to any other poata, and one might assume that it didn't 
really matter whether those offering it could definitively name the tamasa - but to Hocart 
this was really all that mattered. In another instance he relates a myth featuring the tamasa 
Magoana's search for a bakiha thrown into the sea, before noting that this "ring Ango [ the 
Roviana narrator] believed to be still in the possession of Siana, Rembo's wife, but it is really in 
the Cambridge Museum" (1922: 279). The artefact was collected (we are not told how) because 
it was a 'famous' valuable, because it featured in a definite narrative. Hocart does not analyse 
the ring itself, he doesn't describe it or compare it to other rings, his interest was solely in its 
objectification of a tradition: the material properties are subsumed under the narrative. But 
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Fig. 7.7 Drawings (the caption reads 'five war canoes, Munda') 
(source: Rivers n.d) 
the very fact that the ring was collected indicates that he thought that its materiality did count, 
and that it was an important part of the narrative's context - it supported and conveyed the 
tradition. Ironically, Hocart's collecting approached a kind of local understanding: each ac-
quired artefact was inalienably affiliated with a particular history, and the relations governing 
its origins were a deciding factor in the transaction that ensured its detachment and ultimate 
movement away from New Georgia. Of course his reasons for transaction were quite differ-
ent from those guiding indigenous circulations - he did not think the charms would actually 
work - but his perception of things was comparable. In effect, Hocart engaged in a kind of 
collaborative collecting, in that artefacts were willingly detached by their donors in a manner 
that ensured both the recognition of that act (the donor's name was sometimes recorded) and 
the revelation of the relational origins of the thing exchanged. 
Collaboration is also apparent in the more obvious example of model artefacts. The mini-
ature canoe and ritual houses were the result of collusion between external desire and indige-
nous practice, ending in a new kind of production. Hocart also collected indigenous drawings 
of the legends and rituals he was recording. Not only did he collect the bakiha that featured 
in the legend of Magoana, but the narrator was also asked to draw a picture of his account 
(1922: pl. xrx fig. 1). Most of these drawings are of similar mythical narratives, but Hocart also 
encouraged depictions of modes ofritual ornamentation (1931: 319) and the performance of 
ceremonies (1931: 311). There are also remarkable pictures of headhunting expeditions and 
the celebratory dances held afterwards (figure 7-7). Again, these are a new kind of artefact, 
a hybrid form emerging from a European mode of two-dimensional depiction (pencil and 
paper) and New Georgian agency and perceptions. Hocart was both cause and recipient of 
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these artefacts - we might say that he elicited them for his own ends. But they also objectify 
the relationship between the ethnographer and his informants - they have dual origins, and 
index a new kind of social interaction in the region. 
The collections of Hocart and Rivers are minor in terms of world museum holdings of 
Roviana material culture. Partly this was due to their particular focus on social structure and 
discursive knowledge, but it also reflects changes that had occurred in the region post-pacifi-
cation and the arrival of missionaries. A.B. Lewis, an anthropologist from the Field Museum 
in Chicago who visited New Georgia in 1910, observed in his field diaries that Roviana people 
were "in former times much noted for their fine carvings, canoes and inlaid work. Now there 
is little left ... Few of the old things are to be seen ... " (Welsch 1998: 361-2). During a four year 
collecting expedition throughout Melanesia, Lewis gathered thousands of artefacts, but from 
Roviana he collected only fifteen. He had a little more luck on Vella Lavella were he collected 
forty-eight artefacts, but he got only one from Rendova (Welsch 1998: appendix 4). Most of 
the Roviana items appear to have been acquired from Norman Wheatley, while those col-
lected in Vella Lavella were locally produced items destined specifically for trade with other 
groups (nut packages etc.). Lewis put his lack of success down to the activities of traders and 
the government, and the increasing success of missionaries ( Goldie made his first converts, 
the young station boys, in about 1909 ). But, local people had also become wary of the desires 
of Europeans. In response to the destruction of shrines and tomoko by government parties, 
things of ritual importance were often hidden away. On Vella Lavella, Lewis discovered a 
shrine with "a number of skulls, some ornamented with shell rings bound on, but could not 
see much of them without disturbing them, which I did not like to do then, as the natives were 
with me" (Welch 1998: 357-8). Six days later, as he was leaving for Roviana, he paid a quick visit 
to the shrine again "to get some skulls before seen ... but found natives had taken away all the 
ornamented ones, leaving only 2 plain ones. Had no time to go back and ask what they meant 
by this" (1998: 361). Perhaps they simply meant that these things were not for him. 
From this period onwards European collecting in Roviana was dominated by missionar-
ies and tourists. The Auckland museum collections are predominantly representative of the 
practices of these two groups. Each had different reasons for collecting, and used artefacts to 
express different forms of agency and narrative. I have already described some missionary 
perspectives, but there are others. The Methodists were not averse to science or ethnology, 
and the Rev. George Brown particularly, was an avid ethnological collector. An Australian 
Methodist weekly newspaper praised Brown's collecting in the Pacific noting that the "chief 
object of the missionary is to spread the gospel, but he does not forget the claims of sci-
ence" (Gardner 2000: 37). Part of this effort involved engaging with contemporary debates 
in anthropology. At various times Brown sought to guide discussion on divisions between 
Melanesia and Polynesia away from mental and physical characteristics towards the terrain 
of culture. He pointed out how material culture undermined the classifications of Tylor and 
others, noting, for example, that Melanesians had exchange media ('shell money') while the 
supposedly more civilised Polynesians did not (Gardner 2000: 46-8). 
This was a programme of rehabilitation for the Melanesians Brown worked amongst and 
sought to convert. In arguing against the findings of physical anthropology and evolutionary 
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classification, Brown was promoting the possibility of indigenous conversion and 'civilisa-
tion'. As Nicholas Thomas (1991: 161-2) has shown, the Methodists in Roviana used material 
culture to express the need for conversion and, simultaneously, argue for the possibility of 
redemption. Spears, axes and other weaponry were used to stress the warlike, savage nature 
of headhunting, while carving, inlay work and weaving were thought to prove the artistry 
and skill of 'native industry' and, hence, an innate ability to become good Christians. One 
example of this is the Mission's revitalisation of the manufacture of tomoko war canoes. As 
indices of headhunting, ritual and the potency of ba1Jara these had been burnt and destroyed 
during pacification, but the missionaries 'converted' them into a demonstration of industry 
and church pride, staging competitive races in place of raids (Kupiainen 2000 ). 
Hybrid artefacts too were used to serve a Christian narrative. Like Hocart, Brown com-
missioned Solomon Islanders to make drawings, but in Brown's scheme the materials and 
subject matter were reversed: the Roviana artists copied illustrations from the Sydney Mail 
onto lengths of bamboo, as proof of their ability to make realistic images (Gardner 2000: 
48-9). Both Hocart and Brown operated under the assumption that art expresses thought, 
but their reversal of material and subject matter is indicative of a difference in purpose: if 
the images that Hocart commissioned express an indigenous way of seeing and thinking in 
a form suitable for European consumption, then the images that Brown encouraged depict a 
European way of seeing and thinking mimicked in indigenous practice. Thus, Hocart's images 
are intended to be seen as the product of'primitive' vision, while Brown's images are intended 
to be seen as the product of converted minds. 
In contrast, visiting tourists had no need for such niceties - their collection of artefacts, 
and the narratives they wove about them, tended to extend only to depictions of savagery. 
Tourism as an industry began in 1899 in the Solomons, when the Burns Philp company began 
offering cruises to Roviana in its handbooks and advertisements (Douglas 1997: 57). These 
tours were presented as an alternative to the old 'Grand Tour' circuit for those seeking unu-
sual regions and the possibility of cannibals and savages. By the 1920s an entire genre of travel 
literature fulfilling these fantasies had evolved. Perhaps the most prolific authors were Martin 
and Osa Johnson, who also made films of their 'adventures' between 1910 and 1920. Their 
accounts are characterised by casual racism and bland humour geared for the cosmopolitan 
audiences of New York and London - predictably each narrative is structured around the 
author's quest to witness, and get on film, a real cannibal feast (e.g. Johnson 1945). This sen-
sationalism extended to book titles such as Clifford Collinson's Life and Laughter 'midst the 
Cannibals (1926), and Caroline Mytinger's Headhunting in the Solomon Islands (1947). The 
contents, of course, never live up to the claims of the titles: Mytinger's 'headhunting' involved 
her drawing local portraits. 
A passage in Collinson's book, however, reveals him to be a headhunter of a different sort. 
While in Choiseul he acquired the recently decapitated head of an enemy leader from the 
victorious party. This, unsurprisingly, enraged the followers of the dead man, and further en-
mity ensued. Reluctantly, Collinson was forced by the government officer of the day to return 
the skull. However, he was able to brag that he still possessed "the old Tower musket and the 
dented axe which brought [the leader's] turbulent life to an untimely close" (1926: 178-80). In 
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Fig. 7.8 Carving 
Nusa Roviana, Auckland Museum (20340) 
another instance of acquisition, Collinson became enamoured with a carved 'idol' owned by 
"Joni Gorai" of the Shortland Islands. Finding the owner reluctant to part with it, Collinson 
played an ingenious card: since Gorai had recently converted to Christianity, where 'idol-wor-
ship' was obviously frowned upon, Collinson merely informed the local missionary, who then 
instigated measures to secure the artefact's release (1926: 127). Such collections were integral 
to the construction of European notions of savagery - the value of the artefacts lay in their 
violent biographies and implications of savage ritual; an axe that had killed a man, an idol 
that was really worshipped. For travel writers these artefacts were essential for sustaining the 
mythical atmosphere upon which their accounts relied. Readers probably missed the obvious 
irony: the possibility of their removal was only ensured by the cessation of the practices they 
were held to represent. The audience's acceptance of stereotypes was important because the 
purpose of tourism in these regions was, after all, to experience some vague idea of a primitive 
and dangerous past. The artefacts tourists encountered and purchased during these trips were 
often the closest anyone got. 
Outside the pages of books though, authenticity was barely an issue, because, by the 
1920s, particular sets of artefacts were being made explicitly for sale, and in the regions that 
tourists visited, much of the populace had converted to Christianity. As an expression of this, 
some of the artefacts produced for tourists bear only passing resemblance to earlier versions. 
A category of highly 'realistic' carvings of human figures apparently developed quite early in 
Roviana (Somerville 1897: 378) and these continued to be produced into the twentieth century 
(see Kupiainen 2000 for the history of the tourist market in carvings). One particular exam-
ple in Auckland museum (no. 20340), collected on Nusa Roviana, is an artefact of peculiar 
tension (figure 7.8) . It wavers between the conventions of previous ancestral depictions and a 
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newer demand for naturalism. The mouth bears its teeth, threatening to become prognathic, 
but the effect is repressed and minimal. The inlay designs are abruptly foreshortened, consist-
ing of vertically bisected 'reflected barava' motifs - the old index of agency cut in half. The 
uprighfposture lacks arms, and the eyes gaze blandly, lacking all intensity. The head is topped 
with a softly curled and yellowing fright-wig. Compared to the powerfully cohesive design of 
the 1JUZU1JUZU depicted in chapter five, this is an image of compromised agency, an image that 
mirrors every change that had occurred in the social life of Roviana. 
MM 
This brief history of European collecting in Roviana has shown that the biography of collected 
things is one of transformation. Artefacts may have been severed from one domain but they 
continued to circulate in others and they remained intertwined in sociality. The pattern of col-
lecting was one of structural continuance in different contexts: things were released and ac-
quired because the way in which they were understood referred to their origins in particular 
relations. Much like other modes of exchange in Roviana, the origins of the things collectors 
obtained mattered tq varying degrees. Things were personified to the extent that they were 
thought to directly reflect particular characteristics of their donors, no matter whether the 
mode of understanding referred to theories of evolutionary progression, migration and dif-
fusion, elements of 'primitive' thought, or the possibility of religious conversion. The artefacts 
retained attachment even if the collectors left for home. 
In terms of the forms of relationship established in these transactions however, collect-
ing constituted a vivid change. From the Roviana viewpoint the implications were of friend-
ship and equality in some cases, but just as often meant domination, enmity, coercion and 
obeisance. It is important that the distinctive nature and political content of the collectors' 
transformations are not de-emphasised. A common critique of museum assemblages is that 
they lack utility in themselves for the recovery of indigenous agency - a legitimate position 
that is made possible because the transformation has been so dramatic. There may be some 
structural similarity in the way things were treated and transactions understood, but how-
ever much collecting linked Europeans to indigenous people in Roviana, artefacts ultimately 
moved between incommensurable contexts. In the long years since these collections were 
made this displacement has only increased. 
The history of the artefacts assembled by George Brown is a case in point. Since their 
sale and deposition in a museum after the missionary's death in 1917, Brown's collections have 
become more an index of the collector and the politics of collecting than of the life of the 
people who produced the artefacts (Gardner 2000: 49-52). From 1920 to 1985 the collection 
remained complete, in accordance with the wishes of Brown, although it passed between vari-
ous museums and university departments. However, in the mid 1980s it was divided and sold, 
primarily to the National Museum of Ethnology in Osaka, Japan, with large, expensive pieces 
going to the British Museum. The division occurred so that art export laws could be circum-
vented, and this caused uproar amongst the anthropological and museum communities in 
Britain, who called for legal change. Other parties questioned the legitimacy of the sale to 
Japan, arguing that the collections should have been offered first to Pacific nations. Jim Specht 
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of the Australian Museum, for example, claimed that this was just another example of politi-
cal inequity and a further separation of Oceanic artefacts from their makers (Specht1987: 1-3). 
Likewise, after the opening of an exhibition of the collection in Osaka, Soroi Eoe of the Papua 
New Guinea Museum, made a plea for the material to tour his country, where much of the 
collection was originally from (Gardner 2000: 51). Brown's descendants were also opposed 
to the sale, unexpectedly arguing that it represented a loss of their cultural heritage, and that 
the collection should remain in the north of England. Gardner claims that, ultimately, these 
tensions were fed into the display of the material in Japan. Items were displayed in their boxes 
on shelves recalling museum storage spaces, reminding the audience that, during much of the 
twentieth century, these artefacts had been hidden from view. Every item was displayed with 
its identification tag showing, and no attempt was made to disguise the four other numbers 
painted onto the artefacts by previous owners of the collection. In the end, the exhibition 
focussed on museums and collections rather than on the role of Melanesians in shaping the 
assemblage (Gardner 2000: 51-2). The Brown collection is now a politicised artefact, with 
tendrils of attachment linking it to sectors and issues more far-reaching than the transactional 
formula of 'indigenous producer to European collector to colonial museum' would indicate. 
Original parties have faded from view. 
It is perhaps too much to expect any demonstration of indigenous agency in museum 
collections beyond obvious assumptions about production - the transformation has been too 
great, and these are no longer indigenous assemblages in the strictest sense. But the past is not 
totally dead, and agency is recoverable via means other than a survey of collector's diaries. An 
exploration of these means has dominated my account in the previous chapters. But another 
way of returning emphasis to the communities that produced collected artefacts suggests it-
self: the possibility of examining indigenous people's own transformations of artefacts in the 
present. If it is possible to sustain an analytical parallel between the deposition of artefacts on 
shrines and the deposition of artefacts in museums as a contextual transformation, then we 
can return to Roviana by examining indigenous transformations in the modern context. 
The shrines of Roviana and the artefacts deposited on them retain a kind of agency today, 
changed but still tangible. Residing amidst the village, garden and forest landscape, the ghosts 
of ancestors have never left - not all may be remembered, but their presence is there for all 
to see. As ancestral places, shrines are used now as boundary markers and as evidence for 
butubutu association with particular tracts ofland. Continuities between current generations 
and past inhabitants are constantly reaffirmed through knowledge of traditions associated 
with particular locales. Today these continuities convey land use rights for descent groups, 
and revenue from fisheries and logging ventures. But, as in the past, tribal histories gathered 
in the landscape also remain the wellspring of identity and personhood - origin narratives 
continue to use shrines as fixed reference points. This is not as happy as it might seem though, 
for such things are hotly contested, and shrines are focal points for political and economic 
debate, resulting in community fission as often as solidarity (see Schneider 1996). The agency 
of traditional things is also still a part of religious discourse and conflict, as a brief example 
will show. 
Near site 16 within the Nusa Roviana fortification, my field assistants directed my atten-
tion to a cache of artefacts hidden amongst the leaf litter at the foot of a tree. Comprising 
several poata, bareke, hinuili, bulau, barava and pagosia, the cache consisted of items recently 
removed from sites in the region of Olobuki (site 20 ). My informants related that people from . 
Rava belonging to the Church of the Living God, a Christian splinter group, had camped here 
in early 1999, fasting and conducting ceremonies, because "they want all the old traditions 
laid to rest': Their activities were a demonstration of church power in a place where there is 
still some uncertainty over the potency of pagan beliefs and practices. This is encouraged by 
the presence in the lagoon of rival religious groups that maintain strong links with the past, 
such as the Christian Fellowship Church (cFc), a syncretistic indigenous-Methodist religion 
founded by the prophet Silas Eto (Tuza 1977; Harwood 1971). Although no one uses shrines or 
artefacts in ceremonies akin to those of pre-pacification Roviana, their potency is still recog-
nised by many - the ancestors reside within them and can be stirred, even though they were 
ceremonially quietened when the missionaries came (viz.the ginger plantations). During my 
stay I was occasionally approached and politely cautioned not to wake the old ghosts, and 
before NGAS surveys local leaders said prayers over certain shrines. These sites are clearly still 
focal points for debates about religious hegemony in the lagoon, but rather than being active 
places of religious practice, they have been transformed into symbols of past beliefs available 
to be vanquished or preserved for contemporary ends. 
The past is materially present in other more subtle ways too. Shell rings are still used 
in some marriages as part of the ceremonial transactions between families. It was widely 
reported to me that young men wishing to marry would occasionally go to shrines to find 
bakiha and poata if their family had none. Although traditionally a boy's father would keep 
a store of rings in preparation, today this is less common, and if there are many boys in the 
family it is easy to run out. Taking rings from shrines is a form of reanimation that would 
have been unthinkable when the rings were first deposited, but, as a kind of transformation, 
it can perhaps be charitably thought of as a permutation of the idea that death was not final. 
More properly it is a re-involvement of the ancestors in the lives of descendants. Although 
I did not make extensive enquiries it appeared that foraging for rings was not a particularly 
furtive endeavour today, and some were taken from shrines on family land near to the village 
of residence. There is a sense in which shrines located within the village are now thought of as 
communal inheritance: generally they are left alone, but young men particularly, are not pre-
vented from taking artefacts from them. This is obviously quite different from the way shrines 
were linked to specific persons and lineages in the past, but by expanding 'ownership' to the 
hamlet or village level, young men can gain access to the valuables of their ancestors, if not via 
their fathers. Accordingly, an important sense of genealogical continuity and inheritance is 
maintained that is both appropriate and essential to the use of rings in th~ socially reproduc-
tive institution of marriage. 
My own interest in shrines also encouraged removal to a degree, with some of my field 
assistants taking artefacts home or wearing them on their arms or around the neck ( despite 
my protests). On one occasion during NGAS surveys, a group of young boys appeared in the 
forest with an old rusty axe head which they had taken and hafted. Such practices are indica-
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tive of the ambivalent pride young people take in their history, and although not a large scale 
cultural phenomenon it reveals a particular transformation in the implications of material 
culture. For the descendants of nineteenth century Roviana people, the things of that time 
are an index of history and ancestry. Family caches of shell rings retain importance in certain 
practices that require the maintenance of continuities with the past, such as weddings and the 
installation of new ba11ara, but found artefacts can also be used in quotidian ways as a means 
of living or acting out a traditional connection, evoking a sense of history. This has not ap-
proached the scale of a cultural renaissance or a traditionalist resistance movement, but the 
continuing use of old artefacts does serve to reaffirm for local inhabitants that not everything 
has been lost, and there are some things that can be held on to in the changing world. Like 
little else, an old thing is concrete evidence of the past. 
Conclusion 
The changes witnessed in Roviana lagoon over the last two hundred years have resulted 
in certain sets of material culture losing their central role in sociality - shell rings and other 
valuables have become peripheral. This was exacerbated by the enforced end to headhunting, 
and the arrival of missionaries and collectors: because these artefacts were fully intertwined 
with ritual practice (rather than plain economy) the cessation of one implied the marginalisa-
tion of the other. A similar fate befell those that were taken away on ships: the reasons for their 
collection were forgotten with the goals of early anthropology, and they wound up shelved 
with thousands of other things from that era. Now these artefacts exist by the waysides of both 
indigenous and European interest, overgrown in the bush, or packed in boxes. But rather than 
think of this as another of colonialism's ablations it is perhaps preferable to recognise it as a 
consequence of continual shifts in the intertwinement of people and things: a transformation 
rather than an end. As we have seen, shell rings and shrines do continue to circulate in social 
life, but in changing ways. The depiction of colonial encounters as impact and erosion is rarely 
satisfactory, and moral judgements are often facile - what was worse, headhunting or paci-
fication? The transformations described in the latter part of this chapter ultimately affected 
both parties, Roviana and European - while one group lost faith in ancestral potency, the 
other eventually lost faith in colonial goals. Victorian anthropology is as dead as headhunting 
( which is to say they both live on in altered ways). 
I began with the argument that the different means by which artefacts came to be depos-
ited on shrines and placed in museums are structurally comparable as acts of objectification. 
Both breakage and collection announced the presence of things as objects of concern and 
consideration, outside of unreflective usage. Removed from continuing circulation, the util-
ity and meaning of such objects was intended to be fastened in time and space, away from 
the possibility of renegotiation. But, in the years since their deposition, these things have 
returned in various forms, if they ever really went away. Death and severance was final for 
neither those artefacts deposited with ancestral skulls as potent body parts and offerings, nor 
those placed in museums as objects of contemplation and analysis. The implications of shrine 
deposition and museum curation always exceeded intentions. 
It is tempting to argue that the reasons for this lie with the things themselves: shell rings 
attract personal interest and involvement, and they are hard to restrain. Maybe this is a con-
sequence of design. The pure circularity and empty centre of rings draws human desire like 
a black hole: they can be anything you want, and can support any project. I have referred to 
this throughout as abstraction, a kind of purity. Lacking any obviously prescribed inferential 
content, the purpose of the shape is versatility. This absence of restriction is agency at its most 
abstract: a shell ring is nothing if not possibility, a prospect of achievement. From this per-
spective it is no wonder that shell rings have proved hard to pin down, and have been used in 
so many projects. Any attempt to control their meaning would require constant affirmation 
and restatement. The people of Roviana knew this - important rings were (and are) locked 
in boxes to prevent their escape, or they were put on shrines, sometimes broken, to end their 
movement. But such efforts did not allow for a future in which shrines were less dangerous, 
the object of different forms of interest - including my own academic reanimation. 
According to this argument the cleverness of shell ring design resides in an effect of at-
traction. The edge of the ring surrounds an emptiness that begs to be filled by the insertion of 
a person's hand. This is how they have always been used - as intersections between persons 
and things. As objects though, rings lack physical utility, and they can only be given away, 
into another's attracted hand. In this way shell rings also promote the formation of intersec-
tions between persons, as tools of sociality. As such we can describe the relationship between 
persons and shell rings as a chiasm - a point of cross-over where one person's viewpoint is 
substituted for that of another in the vicinity of a material thing. The Roviana term for the ef-
fect of such intersections is karovo, and in previous chapters we have seen it used to describe 
the transferral of agency in a variety of contexts. I have analysed it as a form of encompass-
ment whereby one person enfolds the agency of another, taking it up as part of their own 
person and directing it towards their own ends. This conception is applicable to the actions 
of European collectors too, in the sense that by taking Roviana artefacts collectors absorbed 
parts of Roviana people for their own projects - whether academic, political, or economic. 
They collected attributes of people rather than objects: things were indices of agency, evolu-
tionary status and technical skill parallel to the measurements of colour sense, cranial capic-
ity, skin colour, thought processes, and religious beliefs. The fact that the expected outcome 
of such exchanges was not shared by both parties simply restates the nature of these relational 
intersections. The chiasm of exchange enfolded differing perspectives, making them compa-
rable as permutations of each other, linking different histories and spaces in relational fields. 
By such means people came to know each other, and came to know themselves. 
Social life pivots on such intersections of persons and things - our lives as agents emerge 
from the leverage successive attachments and detachments afford. Each new transaction is a 
new possibility for the bringing-forth of the self as an efficacious being. Alternatively, each 
kept thing promises the possibility of surety and continuity in the face of endless transforma-
tion. In extreme cases things may be enclaved - on shrines; in museums - but the promise of 
stability is always false. Even broken things may not immediately end. Not even if smashed 
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purposefully as if to say 'this is where it stops, right ... now.' One day someone might pick up 
the fragments and tie the ends back together. 




Ada1Ja - the 'working ba1Jara'; the practical leader, who may work on behalf of the 'sitting 
ba1Jara' (atu1Ju) 
A1Jo - Turmeric plant 
Asama - a vine used for lashing canoes 
Atu1JU - the 'sitting ba1Jara'; holder of the 'seat' of authority 
Baere - friend; exchange partner 
Ba1Jara - 'Chief: head of a cognatic descent group or butubutu 
Bakala - to shine 
Bakiha - shell ring of sub-fossil Tridacna gigas with orange stain; also poata zi1Jara - 'red 
poata'; bakiha rapoto orb. medaka - ring worn on chest, suspended from woven 
grass cord, mounted on tortoiseshell and decorated with beads 
Barabarata - adultery 
Barava - small triangular plaque, with serrated edge, made of Tridacna gigas; generic name 
for clam shell fretwork plaques 
Bareke - rough shell ring of sub-fossil Tridacna gigas, with shell fluting apparent 
Barikaleqe - a married woman; kaleqe - an old woman 
Batu-head 
Beku - an image or idol 
Bibolo - role adopted by young women involving the exchange of sex for shell rings 
Bigobigo - rainbow 
Bisibisi - small woven bag containing charms; cf. liqomo 
Bosi - a smell causing people to be unsuccessful at fishing 
Buha - blue bark cloth, dyed with indigo 
Buhi - mother's brother; sister's son/daughter 
Buki - Conch shell, often used as a trumpet 
Bulau - shell ring made from base of Conus sp. 
Busa binu - to make lines on the face and body with lime 
Butubutu - 'tribe: cognatic descent group 
Dala - 'kapkap' ornament worn on the head; a disc of fretwork tortoiseshell tied to a clam 
shell back-plate 
Davi - 'Gold Lip' pearl shell Pinctada maxima 
Didere - a drill 
Era - a small house constructed of coral slabs in which ancestral skulls are kept 
Gulumu - Tridacna crocea shell, often used as net weights 
}f ati - origin; cause; base; beginning; 1Jati 12..anara - high chief 
}f edala - bright; glittering; clear 
}f ira - strong 
1'f uzu1Juzu - small figurehead lashed to the front of a war canoe 
Habotu - to sit 
Hape - a wooden bier, upon which dead baJJara might be placed to rot 
Here - to fine or punish; hinere - a fine 
Hiama - 'Priest: ritual specialist 
Hinuili - small shell ring of Conus sp.; small necklace ornament of Conus sp. or Spondylus 
sp. shell 
Hio - Giant clam, Tridacna gigas 
Hobea - to replace; to exchange; to take revenge; hobe - succession (of baJJara) 
Hoboro - common, hence tie hoboro 'commoner' 
Hokara - true; real 
Hope - sacred place or thing; hopena - sacred, taboo 
Horahora - period of seclusion during childbirth 
Hubehube - high prows of a tomoko war canoe 
Hupulu - to make a hole in the lobe of the ear, for stretching 
Huqi luli - practice in which a widow would strangle herself upon the death of her husband; 
lit. 'strangle follow' 
Ipi - a hut; temporary shelter 
Ivana - a brother-in-law 
Kada - inlay work made using pearlescent shell 
Kalala - plain bark cloth 
Kala - whale tooth, exchange media 
Kana - an enemy 
Kanu - small nut hammer, made of stone and lashed to a long cane handle 
Karamaho - long handled tomahawk; maho - axe head 
Karovo - to cross over 
Kaza - sinkers or weights of a fishing net, often made of gulumu 
Keana - to dazzle 
Kekerava - Nautilus shell 
Kesoko - a spirit figure associated with spear fishing. He has the body of a man, the head of 
a bird, and only one leg 
Koburu - a child 
Kodere - a mortar used to grind betelnut 
Kosa - the lashing of shell rings to the skull of an ancestor 
Kukupolo - Pandanus leaf covering for a skull 
Kukuporo - native umbrella, made of Pandanus leaves sewn together 
Kumata susu - breast milk; compensation paid to the mother of a girl who is to be married 
Kuri - a witch 
Kuruvete - Ginger plant 
Liqomo - small charm consisting of a woven bag, with an ancestral tooth inside 
Livolivona - drill bit (from livo-na - tooth); point of a spear 
Lukana - a chant that extols the virtues of a deceased person as they lie in the house prior 
to burial 
Makisa - adductor muscle of Tridacna gigas and other shellfish 
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Malagigiri - spell for making warriors brave or strong 
Mana - effectual; potent; minana - efficacy, potency 
Manavasa - tame 
Maqomaqo - soul; shade or shadow; reflection 
Mata - the eye 
Matazo11a - lit. 'good/special eye'; an ability to visualise and realise the designs of specialist 
products (canoes, houses, shell valuables) or a charm relating to that ability 
Mate - dead; minate - death 
Mateana - supernatural spirit beings resembling meteors, which rode rainbows and were 
renowned for an ability to cause or portend death 
Merumerunia - to inherit; merumeru - an heirloom 
Naboko - a widow 
Nabulu - a servant 
Nibaka - small raft 
Nuqara -pudding/pap made of taro and Canarium indicum nut (okete) 
Oru - a small wooded house used to store ancestral skulls 
Paele - canoe house; communal men's house 
Pagosia - comb shaped plaque made of Tridacna gigas; a form of barava 
Palabatu - hamlet elder; village leader 
Pama1Ja - to respect 
Pepeso - land and sea estates attached to butubutu 
Peqo - a clam shell adze 
Pinausu - a captive 
Pinomo - wild, untamed 
Poata - plain white shell ring of sub-fossil Tridacna gigas; generic name for shell rings 
Poholo - pudding/pap made of taro and coconut 
Pomunu - to bury; ceremonial placement of a dead body to rot in the bush 
Poro - Pandanus leaves sewn/woven to make a mat or umbrella 
Porobatuna - large slab of Tridacna gigas cut in fretwork patterns; a form of barava; the top 
end of a serebule or vovoso charm 
Potana - a charm 
Pukerane - before; past times 
Qalo - a trading expedition 
Qanaqana - the atlas bone or first cervical vertebra 
Qeto - a headhunting expedition 
Qiruhu - men who show no interest in women and do not marry; to fish and catch nothing 
Qosaqosa - to grind; qosa - a whet stone used in grinding shell rings 
Raqo - an ornament made from Terebra sp. shell, ground down on both sides to reveal the 
central spiral. Used to decorate serebule etc. 
Reqereqete - serrated 
Rida - dull; faded; dim 
Riko - sacred shell ring; e.g. riko na ma11ini, or upahae ring (associated with garden magic) 
Roroto - relationship between father-, mother- and son- or daughter-in-law 
Rubaruba - swearing; abusive language 
Sabusabukai - divination 
Serebule - a staff lashed with many shell rings, barava and pagosia, to be used as a weather 
charm. The charm is placed in a canoe before a long journey, or headhunting raid 
Suvulu - a bore or drill point; gimlet 
Tali1Ja - the ear 
Tama - father 
Tamasa - supernatural beings that made people and the landscape; a God 
Tamatina - relationship between mother and child 
Tasi - a sibling 
Tatamana - relationship between father, mother and child(ren) 
Tepa - to request; to beg 
Tie - man, human being 
Tina - mother 
Tinabara - payment for a service 
Tokoro - a property taboo 
Tomate - spirit, ghost; corpse; ( t. kikerena - of a woman who died in childbirth, t. boso lau 
- of a headhunting victim, t. ta sekena - of a murder victim) 
Tomoko - war canoe 
Tundu - ceremonial feast held in honour of a successful warrior 
Tura1Ja - relatives, kindred 
Tuti - a line; a lineage 
Tuturu - insane; mad 
Vaba7Jaria - ceremony conducted to initiate a child into ba1Jara status; lit. 'make (him/her) 
ba1Jara' 
Vahori - place of childbirth 
Vapeza - inauguration (of a war canoe etc.); lit. 'make wet' 
Varane - warrior; brave 
Varavara - to pray 
Vasileana - village 
Va to7Jotia - to make straight; to correct what is wrong 
Vavene - cross-sex sibling 
Veala - sacrificial ritual associated with the launch of a new war canoe; a child used in this 
ritual 
Vedara - wooden paddle shaped club 
Vetu - a house 
Vinasari - decoration 
Vovoso - a staff lashed with many shell rings, barava and pagosia, to be used as a war charm. 
The charm is placed in the tomoko before headhunting raids to ensure success 
Zelepade - ritual 'house' for relics, weapons etc. 
Zipolo - aromatic plant used in medicine and as a boundary marker; Dracaena sp. 
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